NDLOVU, Bonginkosi Pios (34), an ANC supporter,
was shot in the eye and in the shoulder by members
of the KWAZ ULU POLICE in Swayimane, Table Mountain,
near Pietermaritzburg, on 16 January 1990. The police
allegedly thought he was going to attend an ANC
meeting.
NDLOVU, Bongizwe Petros Bongi (20), an ANC
supporter, lost his home in Pietermaritzburg in an
arson attack by IFP supporters on 28 February 1991.
NDLOVU, Boniwe Mirriam (36), had her house
inKwaZaba, Port Shepstone, Natal, burnt down by
named IFP members in March 1991, due to her
husband’s political affiliation to the ANC.
NDLOVU, Busisiwe (61), lost the contents of her home
and tearoom in an attack by ANC supporters during
political conflict in Empangeni, Natal, on 7 June 1992.
NDLOVU, Busisiwe Elca (30), an IFP supporter, had
her house in Woodyglen, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, burnt down by ANC supporters in July 1989.
About 1 000 homes were badly damaged or destroyed
in political violence in Mpumalanga that year, leaving
many dead and thousands homeless.
NDLOVU, Christopher Mandlakayisa
(24), an ANC
supporter, was shot and killed by a group of IFP
supporters at Ndlovu’s Kraal, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 7 March 1992, in ongoing political
conflict in the area. Eight people died and five were
injured in the attack. One perpetrator serving a prison
sentence was refused amnesty (AC/1998/0010).
NDLOVU, Daniel , was shot and killed by IFP members
during political conflict at Hlanganani Hall, Esikhawini,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 23 February 1992.
One perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NDLOVU, David , was shot and killed by IMBOKOBO
vigilantes in Tweefontein, Tvl, on 26 May 1986 during
an attack on his mother’s house. At the time of the
incident there was resistance in the area to INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele.
NDLOVU, December Ephraim , an ANC member, was
shot by IFP members during political conflict between
the BLACK CATS and ANC supporters at Thembisa,
Ermelo, Eastern Tvl, on 7 October 1991. One
perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NDLOVU, Delisile Linah (31), was severely beaten
and had her house burnt down by ANC supporters in
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, during May 1990.
Ms Ndlovu was nine months pregnant, and allegedly
miscarried as a result of the attack.
NDLOVU, Dorcas Ntombizodwa (27), an ANC
supporter, had her house in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg,
burnt down by Inkatha supporters on 30 August 1989.
NDLOVU, Doris (15), was shot and severely injured in
a petrol bomb attack on her home by Inkatha supporters
on 10 December 1989, in intensifying conflict between
IFP and UDF supporters in Ohlange, Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban. Her father was killed in the attack.
NDLOVU, Dumisani Nicholas (18), was severely
injured on 5 March 1993 when armed IFP supporters
opened fire on the taxi in which he was travelling at
Nkanyezeni in the Table Mountain area, near
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Pietermaritzburg, allegedly in a revenge attack for the
killing of 6 IFP-aligned pupils on 2 March 1993. Ten
pupils were killed and four injured. A further pupil died
later. Two perpetrators were granted amnesty
(AC/1998/0012). See TABLE MOUNTAIN BUS ATTACKS.
NDLOVU, Dumisani V ictor , a former local ANC leader
in Umlazi CC Section, died in May 1992 in Folweni,
KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, when he was shot and
injured, and then run over by a vehicle. His attackers
were a group of ANC supporters, including the
individual who had replaced him as leader of the branch.
NDLOVU, Dumisani , was shot and severely injured
by a named IFP supporter during political conflict in
Murchison, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 16 July 1992.
NDLOVU, Duncan Mosheshi , was shot dead when
named IFP supporters attacked his home in Umlazi,
Durban, on 3 March 1994 in political violence in the
run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS. The house was
burnt down in the attack.
NDLOVU, Ellen Myalo (64), was shot dead by IFP
supporters in KwaShozi, Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 1 October 1992 in continuing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
NDLOVU, Elliot Mphilisi (18), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by Inkatha supporters in Ashdown,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 21 August 1989.
NDLOVU, Emmanuel , was shot and severely injured
by ANC supporters in Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near
Durban, in 1993, allegedly because his family were
suspected of being IFP supporters.
NDLOVU, Eric Bheki (28), was shot dead by a
member of the SAP during political conflict in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 6 March 1994.
NDLOVU, Esi Hildegarde (65), an Inkatha supporter,
had her house in Chibini, Richmond, Natal, burnt down
by ANC supporters in 1990.
NDLOVU, Esther Mabatho (20), was badly beaten
and injured by members of the SAP in Khutsong,
Carletonville, Tvl, in August 1986 at a night vigil during
the state of emergency. While the night vigil was
underway, police surrounded the tent, entered and
began beating the mourners.
NDLOVU, Eulogius Trusty (aka ‘George Matlala’)
,
an MK member, was shot dead by South African
security forces in Swaziland in 1984. The Commission
was unable to establish the exact circumstances of
the incident in which he was killed.
NDLOVU, Eunice (46), an Inkatha supporter, lost her
home in an arson attack by UDF supporters in Woodyglen, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 18 March
1988. Her sons were shot and injured in the attack.
NDLOVU, Evelyn (53), was shot and injured, and had
her house burnt down, in Sowanjane, KwaZulu, near
Eshowe, Natal, on 26 September 1993 in continuing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
NDLOVU, Fransina Magadebe (40), had her house
burnt down in Maboloko, Bophuthatswana, in
December 1976 during a conflict over chieftainship
between the supporters of rival chiefs.
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NDLOVU, Fr edrica , an IFP supporter, was shot dead
by ANC supporters in Umgababa, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 14 June 1992. Ms Ndlovu was an IFP
organiser and her daughter was a member of the
KWAZ ULU POLICE.
NDLOVU, George Themba (aka ‘Michael T ete’) (29),
an MK operative from Orlando, Soweto, Johannesburg,
was shot dead on 8 December 1981 in an ambush by
members of the SAP Special Task Force and Eastern
Transvaal Security Branch, on the border between
South Africa and Swaziland. A fellow MK operative
was also killed in the ambush. The car with the two
bodies in it was then set alight. The divisional
commanders of the Northern and Eastern Transvaal
Security Branches, the Officer Commanding the SAP’s
Special Task Force, as well as several Security Branch
and Special Task Force members, were granted
amnesty for this operation (AC/2001/186).
NDLOVU, Givey Cosmos (12), was killed on 19
February 1994, when four gunmen attacked a house
in the rural Mahahle village, near Creighton, Ixopo,
Natal, in which he and other ANC youths were
sleeping. Fifteen ANC youths were killed in the attack.
They had been seen putting up posters announcing a
voter education workshop in preparation for the APRIL
1994 ELECTIONS. Four prominent IFP leaders were
acquitted on charges relating to the massacre.
NDLOVU, Gladwell Thamsanqa (32), had his house
burnt down on 27 March 1990 in Ezibomvini, KwaZulu,
near Pietermaritzburg, in the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
NDLOVU, Gom Thinabantu Eunice (33), lost her
house and all her possessions in an attack by ANC
supporters during political conflict in Umbumbulu,
KwaZulu, near Durban, in March 1993.
NDLOVU, Hamilton Jabulani , an ANC supporter,
was shot and killed by a group of IFP supporters at
Ndlovu’s Kraal, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 7 March 1992, in ongoing political conflict in the
area. Eight people died and five were injured in the
attack. One perpetrator serving a prison sentence was
refused amnesty (AC/1998/0010).
NDLOVU, Hamilton Vuma (45), an IFP member, lost
his home and all his possessions when they were
burnt down in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in Pietermaritzburg on 21 November 1991.
NDLOVU, Henry (24), was shot dead by members of
the SAP during political conflict following a rent
boycott in Soweto, Johannesburg, on 27 August 1986.
NDLOVU, Hezekiah (63), an ANC supporter, was
hacked to death by IFP supporters, some of whom are
named, in Manzimnyama, KwaMbonambi, near Richards
Bay, Natal, on 15 August 1992.
NDLOVU, Hlabeyakhe Gcinezakhe , an IFP supporter,
was shot and killed in ongoing conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters at Madakane, Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 27 August 1992.
NDLOVU, Hlaleleni Regina (59), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Nhlalakahle, Greytown, Natal, petrolbombed by IFP supporters on 26 November 1990. Her
four-year-old grandson was shot and severely injured
in the attack.
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NDLOVU, Hlengiwe , was stabbed to death by Inkatha
supporters in KwaMafunza, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in June 1990 in intensifying political conflict
between Inkatha and ANC supporters in the area.
NDLOVU, Ida (62), had her house burnt down by IFP
supporters in KwaMagoda, Richmond, Natal, in
continuing political conflict in the area in April 1991.
Ms Ndlovu’s son, an ANC supporter, was shot dead by
IFP supporters that same month.
NDLOVU, Itumeleng Benjamin (28), an ANC
supporter, was shot and injured by members of the
SAP in a DRIVE-BY SHOOTING in Khutsong, Carletonville,
Tvl, on 28 March 1990. Two other people were killed
in the attack.
NDLOVU, Ivy Mathofo (52), had her house burnt
down by UDF supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, in July 1987 in intensifying political
conflict in the area.
NDLOVU, Jabu (17), was shot dead on January 1987
in the K WAMAKHUTHA MASSACRE at KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban. Thirteen people were
killed, including eight children, in an attack carried out
by Inkatha supporters. Two former Inkatha members
were granted amnesty for their role in planning the
attack (AC/1999/0332).
NDLOVU, Jabu Florence (42), a NUMSA shopsteward
and UDF supporter, was critically injured when named
Inkatha supporters and SPECIAL CONSTABLES of the
KwaZulu Police attacked her home in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 21 May 1989. Ms Ndlovu was shot and
forced back into her burning home as she tried to
escape. She died a few days later. Her husband and
two daughters were also killed in the attack.
NDLOVU, Jabulani Clement (40), was shot dead
when named Inkatha supporters and members of the
KWAZULU P OLICE attacked his home in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 21 May 1989. Mr Ndlovu was shot 15
times before his house was set alight and his body
thrown inside. His wife, a UDF and trade union activist
who defied Inkatha, and one daughter also died as a
result of the attack. The other daughter was badly
burnt, but survived.
NDLOVU, Jabulani , an ANC supporter, was abducted,
stabbed and shot dead by Inkatha supporters at
Maqongqo, Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg, on
5 April 1990. Parents had sent their children to a place
of safety outside the area because of political violence.
Seven young people were returning home for a visit
when they were attacked by Inkatha supporters. One
youth survived; the other six were killed in the attack.
Police allegedly did not investigate the case.
NDLOVU, Jabulani , was one of five young ANC
supporters shot dead by IFP supporters during political
conflict at Magoda, Richmond, Natal, on 14 July 1991.
Residents accused the security forces of involvement,
and a top-level police investigation was launched. The
chief of Phatheni was arrested in connection with the
massacre.
NDLOVU, Jabulile Alice (56), an IFP supporter, lost
her house in an arson attack by ‘comrades’ in Small
Farms area, Evaton, Tvl, on 17 August 1990.
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NDLOVU, Jabulile , a UDF supporter, had her house
looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a group of
Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters and
residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in
spite of a heavy police and military presence. Fourteen
people were killed and at least 120 homes burnt down.
One former IFP member was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0332).
NDLOVU, Jabulisile Khombisile (36), an ANC
supporter, had his house destroyed in an arson attack
by IFP supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See S ONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NDLOVU, James Mshiyeni (46), was shot and injured
by Inkatha supporters during political conflict in
Sweetwaters, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 14
October 1988.
NDLOVU, James Nkosinathi , a UDF supporter, died
after being stabbed 33 times by a named IFP supporter
at Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, on 14
August 1992.
NDLOVU, Jameson Felokwakhe (43), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by IFP supporters in
Bruntville, near Mooi River, Natal, on 4 March 1991.
NDLOVU, Japhet V elaphi , a UDF supporter, had his
house looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a
group of Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters
and residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in spite of a heavy police and military presence.
Fourteen people were killed and at least 120 homes
burnt down. One former IFP member was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NDLOVU, Jerome Dingizwe , a local chief and
member of the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly, was
shot dead by unidentified gunmen in Ixopo, Natal, on
16 August 1991 in continuing conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters in the area. His daughter was killed
in the same attack.
NDLOVU, Jethro Fanlakhe (48), a FAWU member, had
his house in Inadi, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg,
burnt down by named Inkatha supporters in June
1987, allegedly because he had joined a strike. Several
striking workers who were perceived to be UDF or
COSATU supporters were targeted for attack.
NDLOVU, Johan , an IFP supporter, was shot dead
when members of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU)
opened fire on IFP supporters on their way to a
meeting at the Tokoza stadium on the East Rand, Tvl,
on 8 September 1991. Sixteen people were killed and
ten were injured in the attack. One SDU member was
granted amnesty for the attack (AC/1999/00225). See
TOKOZA ATTACKS.
NDLOVU, Johannes (4), was assaulted by IFP
supporters who attacked his family home in Woodford,
Bergville, Natal, in continuing political conflict on 27
February 1994. The home was burnt down in the attack.
NDLOVU, Johannes Tani Magebhula (41), an ANC
supporter, had his house burnt down by IFP supporters
at Ramsgate, Natal, on 10 April 1994, in the run-up to
the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
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NDLOVU, Joseph Mduduzi (14), was stabbed to
death in Katlehong, Tvl, on 6 March 1990 during
political conflict on the East Rand.
NDLOVU, Joshua Hlabashana , a UDF supporter, had
his house and car damaged by Inkatha supporters
during political violence at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 22 October 1987. One perpetrator was
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NDLOVU, Jotham Mbongeni (40), an IFP supporter,
was killed by fellow IFP supporters, one of whom is
named, in Gingindlovu, Natal, on 29 February 1992. He
was reportedly killed because he worked for Alusaf at
Richards Bay, and workers there were believed to be
ANC supporters.
NDLOVU, Jotham Zakhele (31), an ANC supporter,
was beaten to death by IFP supporters at Mpophomeni,
KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, on 31 August 1990.
NDLOVU, Justice , was shot and killed by members
of the SAP in Orlando West, Soweto, Johannesburg,
on 16 June 1976 during the SOWETO UPRISING. During
the uprising 575 people were killed and 2 380 others
were injured in clashes between protesters and
members of the SAP and the riot unit. Most of the
protesters were schoolchildren.
NDLOVU, Kgotlaetsile Joel (47), was arrested on 2
November 1990 in Utlwanang, Christiana, Tvl, during a
consumer boycott. Mr Ndlovu was actively involved in
organising protests against the Christiana town council.
NDLOVU, Khanyisani Ian (8), was severely injured
when his family home was petrol-bombed by IFP
supporters during political conflict in Port Shepstone,
Natal, in March 1991.
NDLOVU, Khili Alpheus (43), an ANC supporter, was
shot at Ezakheni, KwaZulu, near Ladysmith, Natal, in
ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in
December 1992.
NDLOVU, Khombaphi Beatrice (66), was shot by
members of the SAP during political protests in
Lamontville, Durban, on 3 October 1986. Ms Ndlovu
was not an active participant in the protests that were
occurring at the time.
NDLOVU, Khumbuzile , was shot dead by named
Inkatha supporters as she tried to escape from her
burning home in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 21 May
1989. The attackers had shot her father dead and set
fire to the house. Her mother, a UDF and trade union
activist, also died as a result of the attack, and her
sister was badly burnt.
NDLOVU, Koboza (18), an ANC supporter, was shot
and stabbed to death by members of the SAP during
political conflict in Richmond, Natal, on 10 November
1991.
NDLOVU, Koshosho Amon (52), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed and severely injured by a named IFP
member in Mvutshini, near Port Shepstone, Natal, in
1993.
NDLOVU, Kwazi W iseman , a UDF supporter, was
stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters at Sweetwaters,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 16 December 1988.
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NDLOVU, Lephina (62), had her house in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in 1993 at a
time of intense political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND
‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
NDLOVU, Linda Benedict (22), a UDF supporter, was
shot dead by Inkatha supporters in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 10 February 1990, allegedly while taking part
in an attack to avenge the killing of his parents and the
burning of his home.
NDLOVU, Lourencia Nhlanhla (16), was shot dead
when members of the SAP and IFP supporters attacked
the house where she was visiting in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, on 5 August 1992. Ms Ndlovu was a
member of the Emmanuel choir and had gone to the
house to comfort the family who had lost their two
sons. Several other members of the choir were injured.
NDLOVU, Lucas Themba (20), was shot by IMBOKODO
vigilantes in Marble Hall, Tvl, on 31 July 1986 during
conflict over the killing of Chief Minister Piet Ntuli.
NDLOVU, Lucas , an Inkatha supporter, was shot dead
during intensifying conflict between UDF and Inkatha
supporters in Pietermaritzburg on 18 February 1989.
NDLOVU, Lungile Fikelephi (33), an ANC supporter,
had her house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NDLOVU, Makhendlana , was abducted and killed by
named Inkatha supporters during political conflict at
KwaMashu, Durban, on 16 March 1987. Several other
people were killed in this attack.
NDLOVU, Mako Mbuyiselo , an ANC operative, was
killed in an ambush on 15 May 1988 while in exile in
Angola.
NDLOVU, Makoti Primrose (40), had her house in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by IFP
supporters in June 1993 at a time of intense political
conflict between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
NDLOVU, Malusi (31), was shot and injured in ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters at Empangeni,
Natal, on 16 February 1992.
NDLOVU, Mandla , an ANC supporter, was stabbed and
shot dead by named IFP supporters in KwaDandala, near
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 2 September 1990. Three
other ANC supporters were also killed in the incident.
NDLOVU, Mandlenkosi (26), an ANC supporter, was
abducted, stabbed and shot dead by Inkatha supporters
at Maqongqo, Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg,
on 5 April 1990. Parents had sent their children to a
place of safety outside the area because of political
violence. Seven young people were returning home for
a visit when they were attacked by Inkatha supporters.
One youth survived; the other six were killed in the
attack. Police allegedly did not investigate the case.
NDLOVU, Maphola Collin (32), an ANC supporter,
was hacked to death in a bus by IFP supporters at
Gamalakhe, KwaZulu, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on
10 July 1991.
NDLOVU, Mar gar et Sizakele , was shot dead by
Inkatha supporters at her home in Imbali, Pietermaritz-
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burg on 30 July 1989, allegedly because her sons
were UDF supporters.
NDLOVU, Masilitso Mallita (25), was severely beaten
in Leslie, Tvl, in 1985. Ms Ndlovu was travelling to
Delmas with her husband and brother-in-law when
members of the SAP assaulted them. They were
harassed by members of the SAP as well as Inkatha
because Ms Ndlovu’s brother-in-law was a UDF
supporter. At the time of the incident, Ms Ndlovu was
32 weeks pregnant.
NDLOVU, Masolokohlo Mzonjani (26), was shot
dead by IFP supporters during intense political conflict
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NDLOVU, Matata (75), an ANC supporter, was killed by
IFP supporters at Pietermaritzburg on 28 February 1991.
NDLOVU, Mathombi Gladys (39), was stabbed to
death during intensifying conflict between Inkatha and
UDF supporters in Pietermaritzburg on 3 June 1989.
NDLOVU, Mavis Bagcinile (21), was injured when
members of the SAP opened fire to disperse a crowd
who had arrested and assaulted a woman accused of
witchcraft in Simile, Sabie, Tvl, in 1993.
NDLOVU, Maxwell Malusi , was assaulted with
stones and sticks and then shot dead by Inkatha
supporters during political conflict at Inanda, near
KwaMashu, Durban, on 10 December 1989.
NDLOVU, Mbekeni Augustine (50), was shot and
killed in Zola, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 22 November
1989 in a DRIVE-BY SHOOTING during political conflict in
the area. This was the forerunner of the wave of DRIVE-BY
SHOOTINGS that took place on the Rand in the early 1990s.
NDLOVU, Mbongeni J , was shot and wounded when
ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd
of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine
marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC
security guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
NDLOVU, Mbongiseni , an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by other named ANC supporters during an
internal feud in Pietermaritzburg, on 29 June 1990.
NDLOVU, Mdunyiswa (30), an ANC supporter, was
shot in the leg by IFP supporters at Folweni, KwaZulu,
near Umlazi, Durban, in 1992.
NDLOVU, Mfanelo Landford (15), an IFP supporter,
was stabbed to death by ANC supporters in Murchison,
near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 16 September 1990.
NDLOVU, Mfanyana Adrius (49), had his home in
Elufafa, Ixopo, Natal, burnt down by ANC supporters in
May 1992 in continuing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in the area.
NDLOVU, Michael (60), an Inkatha supporter, was
stabbed to death by UDF supporters in Ngqeza, near
Pinetown, Natal, on 8 August 1988. He was an Inkatha
supporter living in a UDF stronghold.
NDLOVU, Mkhishwa David (62), had his house burnt
down by AMASINYORA and IFP members during political
conflict in KwaMashu, Durban, in 1991.
NDLOVU, Mncane Simeon (49), lost his house in an
arson attack by IFP supporters during political conflict
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at Mgulugulu Ward in Port Shepstone, Natal, on 15
November 1992.
NDLOVU, Mninimuzi Phillip (59), was shot dead by
members of the IFP Youth Brigade during political
conflict in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 9 September
1990.
NDLOVU, Mnyamezeni Upington (60), an ANC street
committee member, was beaten and subjected to
electric shock torture by members of the SAP in
February 1990 while in detention for three months in
Johannesburg. Police wanted information about street
committee meetings and they were allegedly aiding
the RASTA VIGILANTE GANG who were harassing the
community at the time.
NDLOVU, Molwana (50), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and shot dead by named IFP supporters in
KwaDandala, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 2
September 1990. Three other ANC supporters were
also killed in the incident.
NDLOVU, Mpikayipheli (54), an IFP supporter, was
stabbed and burnt to death by ANC supporters at
Wembezi, KwaZulu, near Estcourt, Natal, on 5 October
1992.
NDLOVU, Mr (first name not given), was shot and
severely injured by Inkatha supporters in Imbali,
Pietermaritzburg, on 1 April 1990, during the SEVEN-DAY
WAR. One person was killed, three injured, and the
house destroyed by fire in the attack.
NDLOVU, Ms (first name not given), had her house
burnt down by Inkatha supporters in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 1 April 1990, during the SEVEN-DAY WAR. One
person was killed and three injured in the attack.
NDLOVU, Muzikayise Charles (16), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed and severely beaten by members of the
AMASINYORA gang in KwaMashu, Durban, in 1991. He
was presumed to be an ANC supporter because he
was in KwaMashu.
NDLOVU, Muziwendoda , an ANC supporter, was
shot and stabbed to death by a named Inkatha
supporters and others at Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on
7 October 1989.
NDLOVU, Mxolisi Bheki (21), a UDF supporter, was shot
and severely injured by members of the SAP during
political confict in Pietermaritzburg, on 5 April 1988.
NDLOVU, Mzingelwa Elija (37), was shot dead by ANC
supporters during political conflict at Umbumbulu,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 21 March 1993.
NDLOVU, Ndlanhla , was shot dead in Umlazi, Durban,
on 17 January 1990, when members of the KWAZULU
POLICE opened fire a student protest march in the area.
NDLOVU, Nester (64), an ANC supporter, had her
home in Umlazi, Durban, burnt down by named IFP
supporters on 3 March 1994. The attack was allegedly
directed against her sons, who were ANC supporters.
One son was shot dead in the attack.
NDLOVU, Nhlanhla John , an MK operative, died in
Luanda, Angola, in October 1987, allegedly after an
army truck fell on him.
NDLOVU, Ningi Bella (68), an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten by IFP supporters in KwaNdebele, on
17 December 1991.
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NDLOVU, Nkanyiso Reginald (46), was shot dead by
ANC supporters in Bruntville, near Mooi River, Natal,
on 23 March 1994, in political conflict in the run-up to
the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NDLOVU, Nkosenye Ephraim (40), was shot and
severely injured by a named Inkatha supporter during
political conflict in Pietermaritzburg, Natal, on 27
November 1988.
NDLOVU, Nobuhle Pride , was badly burnt as she
tried to escape from her burning home in Imbali,
Pietermaritzburg, on 21 May 1989. The attackers,
named Inkatha supporters and members of the
KWAZULU P OLICE, had shot her father dead and set fire
to the house. Her mother, a UDF and trade union
activist, and sister also died as a result of the attack.
NDLOVU, Nomagesi Ivy (42), was shot and injured
on 8 March 1993 when the bus in which she was
travelling was ambused by armed IFP supporters in
Maqongqo, Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg. The
bus was taking 80 ANC supporters to Pietermaritzburg
to attend the court appearance of three men
implicated in the ambush of a vehicle carrying IFP
supporters on 5 March 1993. Three men and a woman
were killed and at least 16 people were injured.
NDLOVU, Nomakhaya Mabel (37), had her home
petrol-bombed by Inkatha supporters in Inanda, near
KwaMashu, Durban, on 10 December 1989. Her
husband was killed in the attack. Ms Ndlovu was
pregnant at the time and accused by the perpetrators
of carrying "a UDF".
NDLOVU, Nomakhosi Nohlanhla (39), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP supporters
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NDLOVU, Nombukiso Resina (56), an ANC supporter,
lost her house in an arson attack by IFP supporters at
Folweni, KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, in 1992.
NDLOVU, Nombulelo Florence (26), had her house
burnt down on 16 February 1993 in a dawn attack on
the ANC stronghold of Bhambayi, near KwaMashu,
Durban, allegedly in the course of conflict over access
to resources. Ten people were killed and 35 houses
were burnt down in the attack.
NDLOVU, Nompumelelo Pellegrine (27), lost her
house in an arson attack by named members of the
KWAZULU P OLICE on 25 November 1989 in Umlazi,
Durban.
NDLOVU, Nomsa Grace (36), had her house near
Hillcrest, Natal, burnt down by UDF supporters in
political conflict on 12 June 1988.
NDLOVU, Norman Hlalabelwa (23), was injured in a
petrol bomb attack by ANC supporters while attending
a wedding at the home of a well-known IFP leader in
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, in October 1991.
A limpet mine was detonated at the wedding ceremony,
killing six people.
NDLOVU, Nor man , was killed during ongoing conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters at Ntuzuma, near
Durban, on 3 June 1992.
NDLOVU, Nozimukuthu Nokuthula
(35), an ANC
supporter, was almost killed when members of the
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SAP fired shots at her house in Richmond, Natal, on
10 November 1991.
NDLOVU, Noziphiwo Catherine (26), was stabbed and
injured by IFP supporters in Soweto, Johannesburg,
on 29 October 1990. An IFP supporter had been killed
in a clash with local residents during an IFP rally at
Jabulani stadium the previous day. In retaliation, IFP
supporters randomly attacked local residents, killing
and injuring them.
NDLOVU, Nqobile Mildred (19), a member of the IFP
Youth Brigade, was shot dead at the home of a
prominent IFP leader at Nyangwini, Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 4 September 1992, allegedly by ANC
members. See NYANGWINI ATTACK.
NDLOVU, Ntokozo Aubrey (20), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed and shot dead by Inkatha supporters in
Pietermaritzburg on 25 April 1986.
NDLOVU, Ntombikayise (57), an Inkatha supporter,
lost her home in an arson attack by UDF supporters in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 21 September
1988.
NDLOVU, Nyawozabantu , was stabbed to death and
his body burnt by ANC supporters in Ixopo, Natal, in
intense political conflict in the area on 1 May 1990.
NDLOVU, Pambuyise (56), had his house and
possessions burnt in an arson attack by Inkatha
supporters during political conflict in Mpophomeni,
KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, in June 1990. His two
sons were prominent ANC members.
NDLOVU, Patrick (24), was shot dead by members of
the SAP in Soweto, Johannesburg, on 27 August 1986
during conflict sparked by a rent boycott in the area.
NDLOVU, Paul (39), had his home burnt down by IFP
supporters in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, on
23 February 1993 in continuing conflict between IFP
and ANC supporters in the area. About 35 houses
were reportedly burnt down in Bhambayi that month.
NDLOVU, Pelele Sibengile , an ANC supporter, had her
home at Esimozomeni, Richmond, Natal, destroyed in
an arson attack by Inkatha supporters in 1989.
NDLOVU, Petros Mbongeni , was shot, stabbed,
beaten and burnt to death in ongoing political conflict
between ANC and Inkatha supporters in Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 4 February 1990.
NDLOVU, Phikinkani Bongani , an ANC supporter,
was shot dead and his body mutilated by a group of
IFP supporters in May 1992 in Folweni, KwaZulu, near
Umlazi, Durban.
NDLOVU, Philisiwe Alzina (41), an ANC supporter,
had her house and possessions destroyed in an arson
attack by members of the AMASINYORA gang in
KwaMashu, Durban, in 1991.
NDLOVU, Phumelele (22), was shot dead on January
1987 in the K WAMAKHUTHA MASSACRE at KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban. Thirteen people were
killed, including eight children, in an attack carried out
by Inkatha supporters. Two former Inkatha members
were granted amnesty for their role in planning the
attack (AC/1999/0332).
NDLOVU, Phuthunywa (34), had her home burnt
down in Ezimbokodweni, Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near
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Durban, on 5 November 1985 in continuing conflict
between Inkatha and UDF supporters following the
killing of UDF leader Victoria Mxenge in neighbouring
Umlazi in August 1985.
NDLOVU, Pita Julius (73), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down and his cattle stolen by IFP
supporters at Nkwezela, Bulwer, Natal, on 13 June
1992.
NDLOVU, Qondeni Beauty , a UDF supporter, had her
house looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a
group of Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters
and residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in spite of a heavy police and military presence.
Fourteen people were killed and at least 120 homes
burnt down. One former IFP member was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NDLOVU, Raphael , was stabbed and severely injured
by named perpetrators during intensifying conflict
between Inkatha and UDF supporters at Edendale,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 19 September 1987.
NDLOVU, Rash Annaclete (39), had her house in
Umkomaas, near Durban, burnt down by IFP
supporters during political conflict in September 1990.
NDLOVU, Richard Fana (36), a NUM member, died
on 7 April 1992 in detention at Ogies, Tvl. Police claim
he hanged himself but the family believes that police
were involved in his death.
NDLOVU, Richard Mzomuhle (42), an Inkatha
supporter, had his business premises in Umlazi, Durban,
burnt down by UDF supporters on 9 August 1985 in
political conflict following the killing of UDF leader
Victoria Mxenge. In March 1992, Mr Ndlovu lost his
home when it was occupied by a named ANC supporter.
NDLOVU, Robert Dinkebo (35), an IFP supporter,
was stabbed to death by named ANC members at
Umkomaas, near Durban, on 10 September 1990.
NDLOVU, S’thembele (6), was shot dead on January
1987 in the K WAMAKHUTHA MASSACRE at KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban. Thirteen people were
killed, including eight children, in an attack carried out
by Inkatha supporters. Two former Inkatha members
were granted amnesty for their role in planning the
attack (AC/1999/0332).
NDLOVU, Sabelo Meshack (22), was shot dead by
IFP supporters during political conflict in Estcourt,
Natal, on 6 June 1993. Mr Ndlovu was allegedly
suspected of being an ANC member.
NDLOVU, Sarah Obeline (37), an ANC supporter, had
his home in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt
down by IFP supporters on 23 February 1993. About
35 houses were reportedly burnt down in Bhambayi
that month.
NDLOVU, Selby (24), was shot and seriously injured
by a named Inkatha supporter during political conflict
near Hammarsdale, Natal, in July 1986. It is alleged
that Mr Ndlovu was shot because did not take part in
Inkatha activities and was therefore perceived to be a
UDF supporter.
NDLOVU, Setha Simon , an Inkatha supporter, was
stoned and fatally injured when ANC supporters
attacked a local chief’s house in Elufafa, Ixopo, Natal, on
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1 May 1990. Mr Ndlovu, who was visiting the chief at
the time, was taken to hospital, but died on 9 May 1990.
NDLOVU, Sibongile (30), was shot and severely
injured by Inkatha supporters in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg,
on 1 April 1990, during the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
NDLOVU, Sibusiso (17), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed to death by IFP supporters in Bruntville, near
Mooi River, Natal, on 4 December 1991. See
BRUNTVILLE ATTACKS.
NDLOVU, Sibusiso (21), an ANC supporter, was
abducted, stabbed and shot dead by Inkatha supporters
at Maqongqo, Table Mountain, near Pieter-maritzburg,
on 5 April 1990. Parents had sent their children to a
place of safety outside the area because of political
violence. Seven young people were returning home for
a visit when they were attacked by Inkatha supporters.
One youth survived; the other six were killed in the
attack. Police allegedly did not investigate the case.
NDLOVU, Sibusiso Joseph , an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured in Eziqhazeni, Nqutu, near Vryheid,
Natal, on 3 March 1993. Mr Ndlovu was at the home
of ANC-aligned Chief Molefe when he was shot by
unidentified IFP supporters returning from a funeral.
NDLOVU, Sibusiso Pius , an MK operative, and two
others were abducted in Phoenix, Durban, on 18
November 1988 by Port Natal Security Branch
operatives. The three were taken to a railway line in
Phoenix, told to kneel down and shot dead. Their hands
were placed on a limpet mine, which was then
detonated to create the impression that they had
blown themselves up. Five Port Natal Security Branch
operatives, including the divisional commander, were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/112).
NDLOVU, Sifiso Ephraim , an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured by a group of IFP supporters at Ndlovu’s
Kraal, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 7 March
1992, in ongoing political conflict in the area. Eight
people died and five were injured in the attack. One
perpetrator serving a prison sentence was refused
amnesty (AC/1998/0010).
NDLOVU, Sifiso , an ANC supporter, was attacked and
injured by IFP supporters in Ekwandeni, Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 9 March 1992.
NDLOVU, Sihlangu Mbula , was shot and wounded
when ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a
crowd of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least
nine marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten
ANC security guards were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/142).
NDLOVU, Sindisiwe Hlengiwe (15), was killed on 5
March 1993 when armed IFP supporters opened fire
on the taxi in which she was travelling at Nkanyezeni
in the Table Mountain area, near Pietermaritzburg,
allegedly in a revenge attack for the killing of 6 IFPaligned pupils on 2 March 1993. Ten pupils were killed
and four injured. A further pupil died later. Two
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0012).
See TABLE MOUNTAIN BUS ATTACKS.
NDLOVU, Siphiwe (26), was stabbed and injured by IFP
members in Soweto, Johannesburg, on 29 October
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1990. The day before, an IFP member had been killed
in clashes with local residents following an Inkatha
rally. In retaliation, IFP members allegedly randomly
attacked local residents, causing deaths and injuries.
NDLOVU, Sipho Bonginkosi (42), an ANC supporter,
had his belongings stolen by named IFP supporters in
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, in September 1990.
NDLOVU, Sipho Elijah (50), an SAYCO member, was
detained and tortured by members of the SAP in
Steadville, Ladysmith, Natal, in August 1992.
NDLOVU, Sipho Ellias (56), an IFP supporter, was
stoned to death by named ANC supporters in
Murchison, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 4 February
1994.
NDLOVU, Sipho Samuel (26), was on his way home
from work on 18 June 1983 when he was shot and
injured by SADF members patrolling the township of
Lamontville, Durban.
NDLOVU, Siyabonga Sabelo (15), an ANC supporter,
was shot and stabbed to death by a named Inkatha
supporter and others at Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on
7 October 1989.
NDLOVU, Siyabonga Zamokwakhe
(19), a UDF
supporter, was stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters
in Sweetwaters, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on
2 October 1987.
NDLOVU, Sizeni (32), an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured by a group of IFP supporters at Ndlovu’s
Kraal, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 7 March
1992, in ongoing political conflict in the area. Eight
people died and five were injured in the attack. One
perpetrator serving a prison sentence was refused
amnesty (AC/1998/0010).
NDLOVU, Skhumbuzo Errol (27), a SACCAWU
organiser, was arrested and detained by a named
member of the SAP in Durban in 1989. Police
allegedly wanted him to act as an informer for them.
NDLOVU, Sphiwe (6), was shot dead in Tokoza, Tvl,
on 17 December 1993, allegedly by IFP supporters,
during intense political conflict in the area. Sphiwe’s
burnt body was discovered with those of his mother,
his aunt and another woman in an open field.
NDLOVU, Suprise (49), had his house burnt down by
UDF supporters during political conflict near Hammarsdale, Natal, in 1986.
NDLOVU, Suzan Sisinyane (63), lost her house and
all her possessions in an arson attack by a named ANC
member in Bloemfontein on 31 August 1990. Ms
Ndlovu was suspected of being a ‘spy’ for a COUNCILLOR.
Councillors and their associates were frequent targets
for attack during this period.
NDLOVU, Tenjiwe Mirriam (58), an Inkatha supporter,
had her house in KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near
Durban, burnt down by fellow Inkatha supporters on
11 February 1989, after they had accused her grandson
of sympathising with the UDF and ANC.
NDLOVU, Thandazile , was shot dead by named ANC
supporters in Sokhulu, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal,
on 4 August 1992 in continuing conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters in the area. Three other persons,
believed to be IFP supporters, also died in the attack.
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NDLOVU, Thandiwe Minah (34), an ANC supporter,
lost her home in an arson attack by IFP supporters at
Esimozomeni, Richmond, Natal, in April 1991.
NDLOVU, Thathe Letty (56), had her house burnt
down by members of the ‘Amakati’ vigilante group in
Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, in
October 1985. Her husband was working at Sarmcol
at the time, and was not participating in the strike. See
SARMCOL STRIKE.
NDLOVU, Themba Andrews (48), an ANC member,
was shot dead by members of a conflicting ANC
faction in Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal,
on 6 July 1991.
NDLOVU, Thembekile Flora (62), an ANC supporter,
had her house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NDLOVU, Thembi Cathreen (40), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by Inkatha supporters on
28 March 1990 in KwaMnyandu, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, during the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
NDLOVU, Thembinkosi Charles , was killed in
ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters at
Ntuzuma, near Durban, on 3 June 1992.
NDLOVU, Thembinkosi Patrick (22), an ANC
supporter, was severely beaten, stoned and left for
dead by named IFP members at Mpolweni, near
Wartburg, Pietermaritzburg, on 5 November 1992.
NDLOVU, Thenguni M (63), an ANC supporter, lost
her house in an arson attack by IFP supporters at
Mvutshini, near Hluhluwe, Natal, on 21 March 1994, in
political conflict in the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NDLOVU, Thoko (25), was shot and severely injured
by Inkatha supporters in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on
1 April 1990, during the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
NDLOVU, Thoko Norah (39), an ANC supporter, lost
her house when it was attacked by a large group of
unidentified men during ongoing conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters at Entshawini, KwaZulu, near
Stanger, Natal, in 1992. The Ndlovu family had been
warned of the attack, and fled the house before the
attackers arrived. They did not return to the area.
NDLOVU, Thokozani Goodman (23), was shot dead
during ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in Empangeni, Natal, in 1991.
NDLOVU, Thomas , was shot dead in Katlehong, Tvl,
in May 1993, allegedly by IFP supporters, during
ongoing political conflict in the area.
NDLOVU, Thulani Fano (43), an ANC supporter, had
his house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NDLOVU, Tobias Joseph (43), an IFP supporter, had
his house in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, burnt
down on 13 July 1990 in intense conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
NDLOVU, Tshengisile Eunice (37), an IFP supporter,
had her house in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
burnt down by ANC supporters in March 1991.
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NDLOVU, Vamhle Lina (52), lost her house in an arson
attack by a named IMBOKODO vigilante in Tweefontein,
KwaNdebele, on 26 May 1986 during conflict over the
INCORPORATION OF M OUTSE into KwaNdebele.
NDLOVU, Velaphi Elman (43), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and shot dead by IFP supporters in Mgwagwa,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 13 September 1990.
NDLOVU, Velaphi Ntombazane (41), an IFP supporter,
had her house burnt down by ANC supporters at
Magabheni, Umgababa, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 22
September 1993.
NDLOVU, Velaphi W illiam , was shot and wounded
when ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a
crowd of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least
nine marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten
ANC security guards were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/142).
NDLOVU, Velile Andr eas, a UDF supporter, was shot
and killed on 6 April 1990 when a group of Inkatha
supporters attacked UDF supporters and residents at
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in spite of a heavy
police and military presence. Fourteen people were
killed and at least 120 homes burnt down. One former
IFP member was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NDLOVU, V incent , an ANC supporter, was shot dead by
IFP supporters in Empangeni, Natal, on 8 February 1992.
NDLOVU, Vusumuzi (45), lost his house in an arson
attack by IFP supporters during political conflict at
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 25 May 1993.
NDLOVU, Vusumuzi Eugene (19), an ANC supporter,
was severely beaten and stabbed by IFP supporters in
Ezakheni, KwaZulu, near Ladysmith, Natal, on 10 July
1993. About 11 people were killed in political conflict
in the area that day.
NDLOVU, Vusumuzi W illiam , a SARHWU member,
was severely beaten and tortured with electric shocks
by members of the SAP after he was arrested in
Ermelo, Tvl, in 1985 during school boycotts.
NDLOVU, W iseman , a UDF supporter, was shot and
killied on 6 April 1990 when a group of Inkatha
supporters attacked UDF supporters and residents at
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in spite of a heavy
police and military presence. Fourteen people were
killed and at least 120 homes burnt down. One former
IFP member was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NDLOVU, Zakithi Mbongeni Michael , an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by IFP supporters in
Swayimane, Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg, on
25 December 1992.
NDLOVU, Zamandlovu (38), was shot and severely
injured by a named member of the SAP in Ohlange,
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 22 September
1985 at a time of political tension and conflict in the
area. Ms Ndlovu was hit by a bullet that entered her
house through a window. She is permanently paralysed
as a result of her injuries.
NDLOVU, Zandile , an ANC supporter, was attacked and
injured by IFP supporters in Ekwandeni, Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 9 March 1992.
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NDLOVU, Zanele Mayvis (36), had her house
destroyed in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in Adams Mission, near Durban, during 1992.
NDLOVU, Zapo Michael (49), an ANC supporter, was
hacked to death by IFP supporters in Gamalakhe,
KwaZulu, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 10 July 1991.
NDLOVU, Zenzele (21), an ANC supporter, was
abducted, stabbed and shot dead by Inkatha supporters
at Maqongqo, Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg,
on 5 April 1990. Parents had sent their children to a
place of safety outside the area because of political
violence. Seven young people were returning home for
a visit when they were attacked by Inkatha supporters.
One youth survived; the other six were killed in the
attack. Police allegedly did not investigate the case.
NDLOVU, Zinhle Cecilia (36), lost her houses in an
arson attack during ongoing conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters at KwaDlangezwa, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, in December 1992.
NDLOVU, Zinhle Eugenia , an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured by a named Inkatha supporter in Imbali,
Pietermaritzburg, on 25 December 1983. In September
1988, the family home was burnt down by Inkatha
supporters, seriously injuring Ms Ndlovu’s sister and
one other person.
NDLOVU, Zinhle Nomusa (20), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NDLOVU, Zwelakhe Mazwe (19), a South African
Youth Congress (SAYCO) member, was severely
beaten by IFP-aligned TOASTER GANG members in
Tembisa, Tvl, in July 1990 while discussing crime
prevention at a SAYCO meeting.
NDLOZI, Samuel , an employee of Rand Water, was
shot and injured by members of an ANC self-defence
unit (SDU) while he was travelling in a taxi past the
informal settlement of Phola Park in Tokoza, Tvl, on 26
February 1992. Four people died and eight were
injured in the attack. One SDU member was granted
amnesty for the attack on the taxi (AC/1999/0225).
NDO, Abraham Walter Magama , survived a shooting
incident in which a member of an ANC self-defence
unit (SDU) opened fire on Mr Ndo and his friend in
Vosloorus, Tvl, on 2 February 1993. Mr Ndo’s friend
was shot dead by the SDU member, who believed he
was under attack when he opened fire. One SDU
member was granted amnesty (AC/2001/140).
NDOBE, Lucas Johannes (31), was shot dead by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police in Soshanguve,
Pretoria, in 1986 when police opened fire on a
meeting at the stadium.
NDOBE, Mukhacani Samson , was injured in a hand
grenade explosion in Soweto, Johannesburg, on 31
July 1992. An ANC self-defence unit (SDU) member
threw the grenade while in a confrontation with police.
One SDU member was granted amnesty (AC/1998/090).
NDOBE, Nomthandazo Magdaline (65), had her
house burnt down by ANC supporters in Sonkombo,
NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 12 February 1990
in ongoing political conflict in the area.
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NDOKWENI, Anthony Sakhelipe (60), was shot dead
by Inkatha supporters at New Hanover, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 24 April 1990 in intense conflict
between Inkatha and ANC supporters in the area.
NDOKWENI, Ms (first name not given), was forced by
Inkatha supporters to leave her home at Mapumulo Stairs,
New Hanover, near Pietermaritzburg, on 24 April 1990,
allegedly because her father was an ANC supporter.
NDOMILE, Siphiwo David (12), was injured when a
device given to him by SADF soldiers exploded in his
hands in Colesberg, Cape, on 15 June 1979.
NDONDO, Batandwa (22), a former student activist,
was abducted, shot and killed by a member of the
Transkei Security Branch and a group of Vlakplaas
askaris at Cala, Transkei, on 24 September 1985. The
commander of Vlakplaas and an askari were granted
amnesty for the incident, while the Transkei Security
Branch member was refused amnesty (AC/2000/057).
NDONDO, Mbulelo (7), was shot dead by a named
member of the SAP in Stutterheim, Cape, on 11
November 1985 when police fired shots at random to
disperse a group of demonstrators. Mbulelo was
walking with a friend nearby when he was shot.
NDONGENI, Paulina Nolungile (45), a UDF supporter
and women’s activist, was detained and severely
beaten by named vigilantes, together with police, in
Robertson, Cape, on 15 June 1986. She was held
under emergency regulations for several months. See
POLICE BRUTALITY.
NDONGENI, Siphiwe , was injured on 29 July 1986
when an MK unit attacked the Madeira police station,
in Umtata, Transkei. At least eight people were killed
in the attack, including policemen, civilians and one of
the MK operatives. One MK operative applied for and
was granted amnesty (AC/2000/240).
NDONGENI, Sipho Bowden (60), had his house burnt
down on 26 July 1992 when armed IFP supporters
attacked several homes in Folweni, KwaZulu, near
Umlazi, Durban. See FOLWENI MASSACRE.
NDONGENI, Vukile ‘Pikoko’ (61), an ANC supporter,
was arrested and severely beaten by named vigilantes,
together with police, in Robertson, Cape, on 15 June
1986. He was then detained under emergency
regulations for three months. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
NDONI, Buyisile (15), was charged with public
violence after being accused of setting alight a school
in Cradock, Cape, on 24 April 1985. He was sentenced
to five years’ imprisonment. On 16 October 1985, he
was stabbed to death by named fellow prisoners.
NDONI, Nontobeko Edith (50), an ANC supporter,
was detained by named members of the SAP in May
1986 in Jansenville, Cape, allegedly because they
wanted information about her daughter, an activist,
and about people who burnt houses in the area.
NDOTSHAYISA, Melvin Nkwenkwe , was shot dead
in Soweto, Port Elizabeth, on 24 September 1985 by
Municipal Police looking for ‘the boys’.
NDOTSHAYISA, Norita Regina (24), was severely
beaten by members of the MUNICIPAL POLICE during
protests in Soweto, Port Elizabeth, on 24 September
1985.
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NDOU, Fanyisani , was burnt to death and her house
set alight by a group of community residents in Venda on
10 March 1990. Nine people were killed and 11 houses
burnt down in attacks on people accused of practising
witchcraft to impede the community’s campaign for
re-incorporation of the homeland into South Africa. Two
ANC supporters were refused amnesty (AC/2000/094).
NDOU, Makuvhile Andries Budeli , was burnt to
death and his house set alight by a group of community
residents in Venda on 10 March 1990. Nine people
were killed and 11 houses burnt down in attacks on
people accused of practising witchcraft to impede the
community’s campaign for re-incorporation of the
homeland into South Africa. Two ANC supporters
were refused amnesty (AC/2000/094).
NDOU, Ratshivhanda Samson (30), an ANC
supporter, was arrested and severely tortured in
detention by named members of the Security Branch
in Pretoria, in May 1969 and from December 1981 to
January 1982 for his involvement in ANC underground
activities during this period.
NDOVELA, Gladness Bongi (40), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead at KwaXolo, near Ramsgate, Natal, on 6 March
1994 during political conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NDOVELA, Nkosinathi Emmanuel (16), was shot
and severely injured at KwaXolo, near Ramsgate,
Natal, on 6 April 1994, during political conflict in the
run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NDOVELA, Owen Zanini (28), an ANC supporter, was
shot and severely injured by IFP supporters in
Umkomaas, near Durban, on 15 August 1992.
NDOVELA, Samuel Njabulo (20), an IFP supporter,
was shot dead by a named IFP supporter in Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 24 April 1993.
NDOVELA, Sibodade (40), lost her home and all her
possessions in an arson attack by ANC supporters in
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 2 April 1994, during political
conflict in the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NDOVELA, Simphiwe Cent (29), an ANC supporter,
was shot and severely injured by named IFP supporters
in Port Shepstone, Natal, on 22 September 1992,
allegedly because he refused to take part in an IFP
self-defence training camp.
NDUDULA, Jeremiah Kolekile (21), a COSAS member,
was severely beaten by members of the Ciskei Police
in 1984 in Zwelitsha, Ciskei, because of his
involvement in student activities. At the time, students
were protesting against the tri-nation Parliament in
Ciskei, and demanding the establishment an SRC to
replace the prefect system.
NDUDULA, Mongezi Martin (28), an ANC supporter,
was shot by ADM supporters during political conflict in
Dimbaza, Ciskei, on 23 December 1993.
NDUKU, Jonginkomo (51), a PAC member, was
arrested in 1963 after the Poqo attacks and police
shootings in Paarl, Cape, and sentenced to three
years’ imprisonment on Robben Island, Cape Town,
for membership of a banned organisation. While serving
his sentence, he was assaulted by prison warders.
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NDUKW ANE, T erry , an ANC supporter, was shot and
injured by gunmen in a red minibus in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, on 3 May 1992 during political conflict
between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANCsupporting residents.
NDULI, Nomusa (56), an ANC supporter, had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NDULI, Nsimangwana Khipheni (39), was shot dead
and her house was burnt down by ANC supporters
during intense political conflict at Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NDULI, Ntani , was assaulted by Witwatersrand
Security Branch operatives on an unspecified date
between 1989 and 1992 at the Alexandra Securirty
Branch offices, Johannesburg (AC/2001/249).
NDULI, Ntombiyesizwe (58), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NDULINI, Thembakuphi (30), was shot and killed in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 8 September
1992 in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
NDULULA, Vuyo Disco (24), a UDF activist, was
severely assaulted by named members of the SAP
while detained at Signorama police station, Aliwal
North, Cape, in May 1986.
NDUMBA, Hester Nongaith , was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Bekkkersdal, near Westonaria,
Tvl, on 5 May 1991. Bekkersdal was embroiled in
intense conflict between ANC, IFP and Azapo
supporters at the time.
NDUMO, Dingindawo (71), was shot dead during
intensifying conflict between Inkatha and UDF
supporters near Hammarsdale, Natal, on 12 May 1989.
He was singled out and killed while travelling on a bus
from work.
NDUMO, Doris , an ANC supporter, was stabbed to
death by named IFP supporters in Bruntville, near
Mooi River, Natal, on 3 December 1993.
NDUMO, Evelyn , was shot dead by members of the
IFP-aligned ‘KHETISI KHESWA’ GANG on 12 January 1991
in Sebokeng, Tvl, at the night vigil of an ANCYL
member killed by the gang. Gang members threw hand
grenades and fired at the mourners, killing a number
of people and injuring several others. Police arrived on
the scene but provided no protection, allegedly ignoring
both the attackers and the injured. See NANGALEMBE
NIGHT VIGIL MASSACRE.
NDUMO, Martha Hapile (20), was killed by members
of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU) near Small Farms,
Tvl, on 15 August 1993. Another woman was killed in
the same incident. The two were believed to have
been IFP collaborators. Two SDU members were
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0346).
NDUMO, Sipho Wellington (36), an IFP supporter,
was stoned by ANC supporters on 15 January 1992
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during a violent labour dispute in Ratanda, near
Heidelberg, Tvl, between members of COSATUaligned FAWU and IFP-aligned UWUSA.
NDUMO, Tobi Mar tha (63), an IFP supporter, lost her
house in an arson attack by ANC supporters at
Nkwezela, Bulwer, Natal, in April 1994, in the run-up to
the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NDUNA, Bongani Wilson (16), was shot and severely
injured by members of the SAP in Sebokeng, Tvl, in
1990 after he returned from a meeting at the Boipatong
football ground.
NDUNA, Sifanele Kenneth (38), was shot dead by
members of the SAP on 11 August 1976 in Langa,
Cape Town, during the SOWETO UPRISING. Over 20
people were shot dead that day.
NDUNAKAZI, Khaladi Elsie (63), an IFP supporter, had
her house in Shakaville, Natal, looted and destroyed by
fellow IFP supporters in 1993, because she was
thought to have sympathies with the ANC.
NDUNAMVULA, Nelson , an ANC member, was killed
on 30 January 1981 in a raid by SADF Special Forces
operatives on three houses in the Matola suburb of
Maputo, Mozambique. Fifteen other South Africans,
including several senior MK operatives, were killed in
the attack. Three of the attackers (all ex-Rhodesian
security force members) and a Portuguese citizen
were also killed.
NDUNGA, Jabu Roda (38), had her house in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in 1993 in
intense political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’
FACTIONS.
NDUNGANE, Joe Lungile , a UDF supporter, was
hacked to death and his mutilated body was found in
the mortuary on 9 July 1986 in Port Elizabeth. Police
harassed mourners present at his night vigil.
NDUTI, David , was seriously burnt near Crossroads,
Cape Town, on 28 April 1986, and died a week later.
He and a colleague, both employees of an electrical
firm, were driving back to their office when their
vehicle was stoned and petrol-bombed by protesting
youths. His colleague also died in the attack.
NDWALANA, Sishosanke Gilbert (70), an Inkatha
supporter, was killed by ANC supporters in Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 31 March 1990. His son was
also killed in the attack, and his home was bunt down.
NDWALANE, Christopher Fanile (21), an IFP
supporter, was shot and stabbed to death by ANC
supporters in Port Shepstone, Natal, in December 1990.
NDWALANE, Irene Love , had her house in Port
Shepstone, Natal, burnt down by ANC supporters on
25 December 1990 in continuing conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters.
NDWALANE, Ivy Goko , was shot dead by named IFP
supporters during political conflict in Mbayimbayi, near
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 14 January 1991. She was
reportedly killed because she was not attending IFP
meetings and because her sons were ANC supporters.
NDWALANE, Linda Edward (36), was shot dead on
January 1987 in the KWAMAKHUTHA MASSACRE at
KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near Durban. Thirteen
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people were killed, including eight children, in an
attack carried out by Inkatha supporters. Two former
Inkatha members were granted amnesty for their role
in planning the attack (AC/1999/0332).
NDWALANE, Liwa Sivyon (48), an IFP supporter,
was shot and stabbed to death by ANC supporters at
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 3 July 1991. Mr Ndwalane,
known to be an IFP member, was travelling in an ANC
no-go area.
NDWALANE, Momo W ilton , an IFP supporter and
induna, was shot dead by unidentified ANC supporters
in Port Shepstone, Natal, on 22 December 1991,
allegedly because of his political affiliation and position.
NDWALANE, Moto , an IFP supporter, was shot dead
by named ANC supporters in Murchison, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 20 July 1992.
NDWALANE, Namusa (34), was shot dead on January
1987 in the K WAMAKHUTHA MASSACRE at KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban. Thirteen people were
killed, including eight children, in an attack carried out
by Inkatha supporters. Two former Inkatha members
were granted amnesty for their role in planning the
attack (AC/1999/0332).
NDWALANE, Newone (58), an IFP supporter, was
shot and stabbed to death by ANC supporters in the
Mbotsha area near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 27
December 1990.
NDWALANE, Nkomazana (64), lost her husband, son
and home in an attack by ANC supporters during
political conflict in Port Shepstone, Natal, on 31 March
1990. The perpetrators burnt her home after killing her
husband, an Inkatha supporter, and her son.
NDWALANE, Patrick Wasazi (25), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death by fellow ANC supporters during
internal political conflict in Port Shepstone, Natal, on
17 November 1990.
NDWALANE, Richard (52), an IFP supporter, was
stabbed to death by ANC supporters in the Mgaga
area, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 8 November 1992.
NDWALANE, Salukazi Patricia (43), an IFP supporter,
had her house at Bethany Mission, near Port Shepstone,
Natal, burnt down on 11 March 1991 in ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
NDWALANE, Thandazile Gretta (34), an IFP
supporter, had her house in Marina Beach, Natal, burnt
down by ANC supporters on 30 August 1992.
NDWANDWE, Beatrice , lost her house and
possessions in an arson attack in Nyanini, KwaZulu,
near Eshowe, Natal, in early 1994 in political conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters during the run-up to
the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NDWANDWE, Elphas , was killed during an attack by
armed ANC members on the house of a school
principal in Phola township, Ogies, Tvl, on 13 October
1991. The principal was regarded as an IFP
sympathiser because IFP supporters often visited him
at home. One ANC member was granted amnesty for
his role in the attack (AC/2000/091).
NDWANDWE, Fikile Betty (34), lost her home in an
arson attack by named and other ANC supporters
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during political conflict in Umlazi, Durban, in November
1989. She was allegedly attacked because her son and
grandson refused to join the ANC.
NDWANDWE, Fundakwezakhe , an employee of
Rand Water, was shot and injured by members of an
ANC self-defence unit (SDU) while he was travelling in
a taxi past the informal settlement of Phola Park in
Tokoza, Tvl, on 26 February 1992. Four people died
and eight were injured. One SDU member was granted
amnesty for the attack on the taxi (AC/1999/0225).
NDWANDWE, Mkhonzeni Anthony (30), a trade
unionist, was shot and seriously injured when members
of the KWAZULU POLICE ambushed his car in Eshowe,
Natal, on 4 May 1991. The bullet is still lodged in his
back. Mr Ndwandwe had been visiting relatives in
hospital following an IFP arson attack on the family
home. The car driver was killed and another passenger
was seriously injured.
NDWANDWE, Mzikayifani , an employee of Rand
Water, was shot dead by members of an ANC selfdefence unit (SDU) while he was travelling in a taxi
past the informal settlement of Phola Park in Tokoza,
Tvl, on 26 February 1992. Four people died and eight
were injured. One SDU member was granted amnesty
for the attack on the taxi (AC/1999/0225).
NDWANDWE, Mzuthini Obed , was killed when
members of the Orde Boerevolk opened fire with
automatic weapons on a passenger bus in Durban on
9 October 1990. Seven people were killed and 27
injured in the attack. See P UTCO BUS ATTACK. Amnesty
was granted to two of the three applicants and
refused to the leader of the unit (AC/1997/0053).
NDWANDWE, Phila Portia (aka ‘Zandile’ or ‘Zandi’)
(23), acting head of MK’s Natal military machinery in
Swaziland, was abducted from Manzini, Swaziland, in
October 1988 by members of the Port Natal and Natal
Security Branches. She was taken first to Onverwacht,
Tvl, then to the Elandskop farm, near Pietermaritzburg,
and interrogated at both places. After refusing to
become an askari, Ms Ndwandwe was shot in the
head and buried in an unmarked grave on the farm.
Her fate remained unknown until amnesty applications
were filed by Port Natal Security Branch operatives.
Her body was exhumed by the Commission and
reburied by her family. Five Security Branch operatives
were granted amnesty for the abduction and killing
(AC/2001/112).
NDWANDWE, Sibusiso Khonzise , had his home
destroyed in an arson attack during ongoing conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in Mandini, Natal, on
24 April 1991. His mother and grandfather were killed
in the attack. Ten days later Mr Ndwandwe was shot
and seriously injured when members of the KWAZULU
POLICE ambushed his car in Eshowe as he was returning
from visiting family members in hospital following the
arson attack. The car driver was killed and another
passenger was seriously injured in the attack.
NDWANDWE, Simon Thamsanqa (31), a member of
the SAP, was shot and wounded when MK operatives
attacked the police station at Osizweni, KwaZulu, near
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Newcastle, Natal, on 10 October 1986. Two MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/068).
NDWANDWE, Stanley Sandile , was severely injured
when members of the Orde Boerevolk opened fire
with automatic weapons on a passenger bus in Durban
on 9 October 1990. Seven people were killed and 27
injured in the attack. See PUTCO BUS ATTACK. Amnesty
was granted to two of the three applicants and
refused to the leader of the unit (AC/1997/0053).
NDWANY A, Lungile Sydwel (19), was shot and
injured by named members of the Ciskei Police in
Mdantsane, Ciskei, on 16 December 1986, when
police attacked him and three other people on their way
to church. One person was killed. The perpetrators
were charged and one was convicted and sentenced
to 28 years’ imprisonment. The other turned state
witness.
NDWAWONDE, Ghini Khanyisile Daphney (27), was
raped and stabbed to death during intensifying conflict
between UDF and Inkatha supporters in Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 26 July 1987.
NDYAL VAN, Mandiso Macdonald (22), a UDF
supporter, was arrested, taken to a church with several
other youths and severely assaulted by members of
the SAP in Hofmeyr, Cape, on 14 February 1989. He
was accused of being involved in the killing of Sam
Sani, who was burnt to death. He was charged with
murder and held without bail for five months, after
which the charges were withdrawn.
NDYAMARA, Themba , a UDF supporter, was shot
dead by a named member of the SAP during political
conflict in Cookhouse, Cape, on 16 July 1987. Before
the attack, he had been detained at Cookhouse police
station and Rooihell prison, Somerset East, because of
his political activism.
NDYEBI, Andile Witbooi (20), was assaulted with
rifle-butts by members of the security forces who
arrested him on 3 August 1985 in Ndubane, Adelaide,
Cape. He died on his way to hospital.
NDZABA, Thandi (19), an ANC supporter, was shot in
the thigh in KwaNobuhle, Uitenhage, Cape, in April
1993 when members of the SAP opened fire on toyitoying youths protesting against the killing of SACP
leader, Chris Hani.
NDZAKA YI, James Mzimkulu , was shot and injured in
June 1986 in Nyanga, Cape Town, during the attacks
on UDF-supporting squatter camps by WITDOEKE
vigilantes, acting with the tacit approval and aid of the
security forces. Over 60 people were killed in the
attacks and 20 000 homes destroyed.
NDZAMA, Joyce (9), was shot dead outside her
home in Daveyton, Tvl, by members of the SADF who
were passing the house.
NDZAMELA, Ian Ndibulele (24), an MK operative, was
detained and tortured by members of the Transkei
Security Branch in Umtata, Transkei, in 1987. One
Transkei Security Branch operative was granted
amnesty (AC/2000/076).
NDZANDZE, Loyiso (21), a COSAS activist, was
detained following a demonstration during a student
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boycott at King William’s Town, Cape, in August 1985.
While in detention, he was severely beaten and
tortured by members of the SAP. He was taken to
hospital with severe head injuries. He fell into a coma
and died three days later.
NDZEKU, Freddy (14), was shot dead when police
fired on a student protest march in Viljoenskroon,
OFS, on 19 April 1990. Four other protesters were
killed and seven were injured in the shooting.
NDZILANE, Ndodana Mlungisi Har old (27), an ANC
supporter, was shot by members of the CDF in Bisho,
Ciskei, on 7 September 1992 during an ANC protest
march to demand free political activity in Ciskei. Thirty
people were killed and 200 people injured in the event
which became known as the B ISHO MASSACRE. Two
members of the former CDF were refused amnesty
for the shooting (AC/2000/122).
NDZIMA, Douglas Mawethu (24), was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Zweletemba, Worcester, Cape,
on 13 October 1985, several hours after a man was
stoned to death by a crowd. There was extensive unrest
in the township at the time, including SCHOOL BOYCOTTS,
attacks on perceived collaborators and police shootings.
NDZIMELA, Naniwe Zofonia , an ANC activist, was
detained for three years in Bizana, Transkei, and
tortured for his involvement in the NONQULWANA incident.
Mr Ndzimela suffered severe ill-health for the rest of
his life. See PONDOLAND REVOLT.
NDZIMELA, Saul Ngxamile , an ANC supporter, was
arrested and beaten while in detention in Bizana,
Transkei, in June 1960, because of his involvement in
the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
NDZIMELA, Sithembiso Robert , was assaulted and
had his property destroyed in an attack by supporters
of Chief Jack Mahlangu in July 1975 at Goederede,
near Dennilton, KwaNdebele, during conflict over the
area’s INCORPORATION into Lebowa. Chief Mahlangu
supported the incorporation of Goederede into
Lebowa because it would grant him chief rule but
many residents resisted incorporation.
NDZISHE, Rennick , was shot dead on 19 May 1986
near Crossroads, Cape Town, during the mass
destruction of UDF-supporting squatter camps by
WITDOEKE vigilantes, acting with the tacit approval and
aid of the security forces. Over 60 people were killed
and 20 000 homes destroyed in the attacks.
NDZIWENI, Mthuthuzeli (37), a sergeant in the
MUNICIPAL POLICE, was stabbed and stoned to death by
a named perpetrator during political conflict in
Adelaide, Cape, on 27 July 1986.
NDZOBELE, Colbert Thamsanqa , was severely
injured in a limpet mine explosion at the Botha Sigcau
Building, Umtata, Transkei, on 17 April 1986. He later
died of his injuries. One MK operative applied for and
was granted amnesty (AC/2000/240).
NDZONGW ANE, Kolase David , (21), an ANC
supporter, was beaten to death by members of the
SAP on 10 November 1986 in Aliwal North, Cape.
NDZOYIY ANA, Madodana , disappeared in 1961 in
Bizana, Transkei, during the PONDOLAND REVOLT. He has
never been seen again.
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NDZUBE, Jackson (34), was detained with four
others under emergency regulations in Somerset
West, Cape Town, in April 1960, during the anti-Pass
Law campaign. He then served six months of a oneyear sentence before winning an appeal.
NDZUBE, Ntombi Monica (17), was shot and injured
by members of the SADF while on her way home
from school in Port Elizabeth on 21 July 1986 during
the state of emergency.
NDZULE, Wellington Mxolisi (23), a PAC supporter
and Rastafarian, was severely tortured by SAP
members while in detention in Goodwood and Bishop
Lavis police stations, Cape Town, on 3 March 1986.
The police thought he had information about the
GUGULETU SEVEN. He was charged, but the case was
later dismissed.
NDZUMO, Kolisile Saul , a former Transkei cabinet
minister, died of excessive bleeding after he was
detained by the Transkei Police in 1980 in Idutywa,
Transkei.
NDZUNGA, Tembisa (2), was stabbed and injured by
migrant workers from the hostels in Nyanga, Cape
Town, on 26 December 1976, in political conflict
between Nyanga residents and hostel-dwellers during
the Christmas 1976 period. Twenty-nine people died in
the clashes and many more were injured.
NDZUNGU, Elvis Ngajuse (29), disappeared from
Ntshongweni, KwaZulu, near Hammarsdale, Natal, in
March 1988, during intensifying conflict between UDF
and Inkatha supporters.
NDZUZO, Lulamile Dani (17), was abducted and shot
dead by a member of the SAP in Stutterheim, Cape, on
28 August 1988 during the state of emergency. Police
claimed that Mr Ndzuzo had been trying to escape
from the charge office when he was shot. See POLICE
BRUTALITY.
NEBE, Wandile (20), an ANC supporter, was shot by
members of the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on 7 September
1992 during an ANC protest march to demand free
political activity in Ciskei. See BISHO MASSACRE. Two
members of the former CDF were refused amnesty
for the shooting (AC/2000/122).
NEDE, Phillemon Nqaba (75), was severely beaten
by a named farmer in March 1990 in Elliot, Cape,
allegedly because he attended an ANC march to
register grievances and demands at the magistrate’s
office. He later died of the injuries sustained during
the beating.
NEELS, Hendrik (19) was arrested with ten other
friends in Carnarvon, Cape, on 16 June 1986, for
wearing black ties commemorating those who died in
the SOWETO UPRISING. He was repeatedly beaten by
named members of the SAP at the police station and
detained for 72 days under emergency regulations at
Carnarvon and then at Victor Verster prison, Paarl,
Cape. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
NEELS, Phillip Peter (17), was arrested with ten other
friends in Carnarvon, Cape, on 16 June 1986, for
wearing black ties commemorating those who died in
the SOWETO UPRISING. He was repeatedly beaten by
named members of the SAP at the police station and
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detained under the emergency regulations for 72 days
at Carnarvon and then at Victor Verster prison, Paarl,
Cape. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
NEER, Dennis Sehloho , an ANC supporter and trade
union leader, was detained and severely tortured by the
helicopter method, beating and attempted suffocation
by named members of the Security Police at Louis le
Grange Square police station, Port Elizabeth, in August
1985 during the partial state of emergency. See POLICE
BRUTALITY.
NEFOLOVHODWE, W ildred , lost his home in an arson
attack by a group of community residents in Venda on
10 March 1990. Nine people were killed and 11 houses
burnt down in attacks on people accused of practising
witchcraft to impede the community’s campaign for
re-incorporation of the homeland into South Africa. Two
ANC supporters were refused amnesty (AC/2000/094).
NEL, Anton , a corporal in the South African Air Force
(SAAF), was killed when MK operatives detonated an
explosive in a car outside the SAAF headquarters in
Church Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one
people were killed and 217 injured. The overall
commander of MK’s Special Operations Unit and two
MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
NEL, GJ , was injured when MK operatives detonated
an explosive in a car outside the South African Air
Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church Street, Pretoria,
on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people were killed and
217 injured. The overall commander of MK’s Special
Operations Unit and two MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See CHURCH
STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
NEL, Jan Johannes , suffered severe trauma on 23
March 1993 when APLA operatives, armed with
automatic weapons and hand grenades, stormed the
Yellowwoods Hotel, in Fort Beaufort, Cape, and opened
fire on staff and patrons. One person was shot dead in
the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Three perpetrators were
granted amnesty (AC/2000/225).
NEL, Jeanne Y olette , an employee of the National
Peace Secretariat, suffered extensive shrapnel and
brain injuries in a hand grenade explosion on 25 May
1993 in Kimberley, Cape, during an ANC protest march
to the Bophuthatswana consulate. Two MK operatives
threw a hand grenade at the building which bounced
back into the crowd, killing one person and injuring 41
others. Two ANC members were wrongly convicted of
the killing. Four MK operatives and ANC members,
two of whom denied guilt, were refused amnesty
(AC/2000/053 and AC/2000/241).
NEL, Joachim Mar tinus , a member of the SAP, was
shot dead by a captured MK operative being transported
in the back of a police vehicle in Messina, Tvl, on 26
December 1986. A colleague was shot dead in the
incident. The MK operative escaped, was recaptured
and sentenced to death, but was later released as a
political prisoner. The MK operative was granted
amnesty for the incident (AC/2001/093).
NEL, Mhlabeni Jacob (44), an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten by A MASOLOMZI vigilantes and
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members of the SAP as they searched for his
daughter on 4 April 1986 in Zolani, Ashton, Cape.
NEL, N , was injured when MK operatives detonated
an explosive in a car outside the South African Air
Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church Street, Pretoria,
on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people were killed and
217 injured. The overall commander of MK’s Special
Operations Unit and two MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See CHURCH
STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
NEL, Nomvula Mar gar et (36), was severely beaten
by AMASOLOMZI vigilantes and members of the SAP as
they searched for her daughter on 4 April 1986 in
Zolani, Ashton, Cape.
NEL, VA , was injured when members of MK’s Special
Operations Unit detonated an explosive in a car outside
the SADF Witwatersrand Command headquarters in
Johannesburg on 30 July 1987. At least 68 people
were injured. Three MK operatives and one UDF
supporter linked to MK were granted amnesty for their
roles in this attack (AC/2001/0003 and AC/2000/248).
NEL, WA , and other SAP members, survived an
explosion when the armoured vehicle in which they
were travelling detonated a landmine in Mamelodi,
Pretoria, on 16 February 1986. One MK operative was
granted amnesty for his part in causing the explosion
(AC/2000/195). See ANC LANDMINE CAMPAIGN.
NEL, WP, a civilian, was shot at when armed MK
operatives attacked the Wonderboompoort police
station, Pretoria, on 26 December 1981. One MK
operative was granted amnesty (AC/2000/195).
NELANI, Mzwanele Melton (21), was shot in the
head in Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 9 June 1986 by a
named member of the SAP who fired pellets at people
attending a mass funeral. In a court case afterwards,
police accused Mr Nelani of burning the house of the
perpetrator. He was sentenced to five years’ imprisonment, with two years suspended.
NELANI, Simon (23), an ANC supporter, was detained
under emergency regulations in February 1987 at
Kirkwood, Cape, and held for six months during which
he was severely beaten and tortured by members of
the SAP who allegedly wanted to know the
whereabouts of his brother, also an activist. He was
detained twice during this period.
NELANI, Zoyisile William (21), an ANC member, was
detained and tortured in 1960 and 1963 in the Transkei
area, Cape. In 1971 he was again detained and tortured
in John Vorster Square police station, Johannesburg
by named Security Policemen. In 1976 and 1977 he
was detained in the Transkei, each time for six months,
during anti-independence protests. After being
detained in 1979 in Umtata, Cape, he was severely
tortured in an East London police station. He was
charged with treason, convicted, and served five
years’ imprisonment on Robben Island.
NELUSHI, Matodzi Alphonso (27), was detained by
members of the Venda police in Vuwani, Venda, on 7
August 1989, allegedly because they believed him to
be in possession of ANC literature. He was held in
detention for 90 days, during which he was tortured.
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NELUSI, Mulala Edward (25), a member of the SAP,
was severely injured by APLA supporters in an attack
on a police vehicle at Diepkloof, Soweto, Johannesburg,
on 28 May 1993. Another police member was killed in
the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. One APLA member was
granted amnesty (AC/1998/0050).
NEMAVHOLA, Aifheli Mecro (36), was present when
a limpet mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded
during lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni,
Tvl, on 30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at
least 66 people were injured. Four MK operatives
were granted amnesty for the planning and execution
of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
NEMBIDZANI, Khantshi Willie (30), was detained
and tortured in Alexandra, Johannesburg, in April 1993
during conflict between IFP-aligned hostel-dwellers
and ANC-supporting residents.
NEMBULA, Eugene Senzo (20), an ANC supporter,
was shot in the heart by an IFP supporter in
KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 12
November 1992. The incident followed the killing of a
police officer.
NEMBULA, Thiyabantu (57), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by an IFP supporter in KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 9 December 1992.
NENE, Andries (29), an ANC supporter, had his home
set set alight by IFP supporters in Matshaheni, near
Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 14 December 1990. Mr
Nene escaped with burn wounds, but his twin brother
was burnt to death inside the house.
NENE, Bekinkosi Selby Norman (20), a COSAS
member, was severely beaten, tied to a chair and
burnt with cigarettes while in detention in Newcastle,
Natal, in August 1986. Mr Nene played a prominent
role in the organisation of political meetings and
boycotts during the state of emergency.
NENE, Bongani Ewert , was shot dead by named
members of the Chesterville A-TEAM during political
conflict in Chesterville, Durban, on 30 December 1986.
NENE, Clemencia B (63), was abducted and stabbed
to death by Inkatha supporters in Elufafa, Ixopo, Natal,
on 18 June 1990, allegedly during an attack targeting
her daughter, who was an ANC supporter. Her house
was burnt down in the same incident.
NENE, Cliff Siboniso (22), was stabbed, beaten and
stoned to death by Inkatha supporters during political
conflict in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 15
June 1987.
NENE, December Anthony , an IFP supporter, was
shot dead by ANC supporters in Bhekezulu, Estcourt,
Natal, on 11 January 1994, in the run-up to the APRIL
1994 ELECTIONS.
NENE, Elizabeth Nobuhle (42), an ANC supporter,
had her home at Ekuthuleni, Umlazi, Durban, burnt
down by IFP supporters on 2 February 1992. Eight
people were killed and more than 120 homes were
burnt down. See EKUTHULENI ATTACKS.
NENE, Florence Fisani (34), an ANC supporter, had her
house in Elufafa, Ixopo, Natal, burnt down by named
Inkatha supporters on 18 June 1990. Her mother was
abducted and stabbed to death in the attack.
V O L U M E
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NENE, Henry Wilson Mduduzi (29), an ANC supporter,
was shot and hacked to death by Inkatha supporters
near Hammarsdale, Natal, on 20 October 1989.
NENE, Jabulile Mildred (42), had her house burnt
down in KwaMthethwa, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, on 11 November 1992 in ongoing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters.
NENE, Johan Ntandoyenkosi (30), an ANC supporter,
was stoned, stabbed and beaten to death by a named
AZAPO supporter during conflict between the two
organisations in KwaNdengezi, KwaZulu, near
Pinetown, Natal, on 6 April 1990.
NENE, Mandla Abednigo (42), was severely injured
when members of the Orde Boerevolk opened fire
with automatic weapons on a passenger bus in
Durban on 9 October 1990. Seven people were killed
and 27 injured in the attack. See PUTCO BUS ATTACK.
Amnesty was granted to two of the three applicants
and refused to the leader of the unit (AC/1997/0053).
NENE, Mathombi Norah (27), had her house in
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, destroyed in an
arson attack by IFP supporters during ongoing political
conflict in 1991.
NENE, Michael Sipho (33), a UDF supporter, was
shot dead by a UDF breakaway group known as the
‘Msimango Boys’ and members of the AMAVARAVARA
during political conflict in KwaNdengezi, KwaZulu, near
Pinetown, Natal, 3 March 1990. Seven other people
were killed in the attack.
NENE, Mqanjelwa Mathews (38) an ANC supporter,
had his house in Pietermaritzburg set alight on 1 March
1990 during intense conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters.
NENE, Musawenkosi Frank , was shot and wounded
when ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd
of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine
marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC
security guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
NENE, Nelisiwe (43), had her furniture stolen and her
house petrol-bombed by IFP supporters during political
conflict in Eshowe, Natal, in 1993.
NENE, Ngenbeni Minah Makhanyile (63), had her
house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters
during political conflict at Matshaheni, near Imbali,
Pietermaritzburg, on 14 December 1990. One of her
sons, an ANC supporter, was burnt to death inside the
house while the other managed to escape with burn
injuries.
NENE, Nomusa Rebecca (23), was stabbed to death
by Special Constables during political conflict in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 26 December
1989. She was allegedly targeted because she had a
relationship with an ANC supporter.
NENE, Pius (29), an ANC supporter, was burnt to death
when his home was set alight by IFP supporters in
Matshaheni, near Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 14
December 1990. His twin brother managed to escape
with burn injuries.
NENE, Sibusiso Kenneth (21), a UDF activist, was shot
dead by named member of the KWAZULU POLICE during
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political conflict in Umlazi, Durban, on 2 October 1990.
Two other UDF supporters were also shot and killed in
the same incident.
NENE, Sipho (34), an ANC supporter, was shot dead in
Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, on 14 April
1993 in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area. Seven people were killed in the
fighting.
NENE, Siphumelele (9), was shot in the leg by Inkatha
supporters at Caluza, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg,
on 28 March 1990 during the SEVEN-DAY WAR. Her
grandfather was fatally injured in the attack.
NENE, Steven (72), sustained severe head injuries
when he was beaten by members of the Ciskei Police
at Tamara police station, King William’s Town, Cape,
during November 1990. The attack took place shortly
after Brigadier Oupa Gqozo had deposed Lennox Sebe
as ruler of the Ciskei. Police wanted Mr Nene to
disclose the whereabouts of Lennox Sebe, who had
gone into hiding, as they believed that Mr Nene was in
telephone contact with him. As a result of the assault,
Mr Nene was mentally impaired.
NENE, Thandiwe Augustinah (43), had her home in
Eshowe, Natal, burnt down in an arson attack in ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in 1993.
NENE, Thembisile Annie (44), an ANC supporter, had
her house in Ogunjini, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, burnt down by IFP supporters on 25 May 1993.
NENE, Theresa Lindi (33), was severely beaten by
members of the SAP and the SADF in Tembisa, Tvl,
on 4 August 1990 during a protest by inmates of the
Thafeni hostel demanding permanent residence.
NENE, Vusumuzi Jacob Hezekia , a member of the
SAP, was shot and wounded when MK operatives
attacked the police station at Osizweni, KwaZulu, near
Newcastle, Natal, on 10 October 1986. Two MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/068). On
23 November 1986, he lost both his legs in a limpet
mine explosion at the Newcastle magistrate’s court,
Natal. Two MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/139).
NENE, Wilson Mduduzi (29), a UDF supporter, was
shot dead by Inkatha supporters in Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 October 1989.
NENE, Zephania Mnukwa , was shot at his home in
Caluza, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, by named
members of Inkatha on 28 March 1990, during the
SEVEN-DAY WAR. He died a week later. His
granddaughter was injured in the same attack.
NENGOVHELA, Shonisani Maria (31), was severely
beaten in conflict over support for the Venda
Independence People’s Party, in Nzhelele, Venda, in
July 1984.
NENGWEKHULU, Mandela W ilson (46), was severely
beaten by named perpetrators during a clash between
two royal families in Davhana, Vuwani, Venda, in
November 1985.
NENTSA, Jacobus Fikile (39), was detained in
Robertson, Cape, in late 1985, and charged with public
violence. He was released after three months in
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custody. Mr Nentsa was hit on the head with an axe
and injured by a named vigilante in June 1986. He was
then arrested on 19 June 1986, severely tortured by
named Security Policemen, and detained for several
months under emergency regulations. See POLICE
BRUTALITY.
NENTSA, Nomawonga Debrah (18), an ANC
supporter, was severely beaten on 18 June 1986 by
vigilantes, together with police, and forced to clean
the township in Robertson, Cape. She was then
detained for three months under emergency regulations
at Pollsmoor prison, Cape Town. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
NENZHELELE, Rebecca , was burnt to death and her
house set alight by a group of community residents in
Venda on 10 March 1990. Nine people were killed and
11 houses burnt down in attacks on people accused of
practising witchcraft to impede the community’s
campaign for re-incorporation of the homeland into
South Africa. Two ANC supporters were refused
amnesty (AC/2000/094).
NETSHAKHUMA, Aida T akalani , was one of the bus
commuters stopped by Venda Police at a roadblock at
Vleifontein near Louis Trichardt, Tvl, on 16 April 1986.
They were sjambokked on the way to the police
station because their identity books were not stamped
‘Venda’. They were later charged with resisting
INCORPORATION into Venda.
NETTLETON, Gavin Edward (46), a member of the
SADF, was injured on 10 March 1989 when an MK
operative detonated an explosive device planted at the
SADF’s Natal Command headquarters in Durban. Three
MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/153).
NEVILLE, Barry Ar thur , was injured when members
of MK’s Special Operations Unit detonated an explosive
in a car outside the SADF Witwatersrand Command
headquarters in Johannesburg on 30 July 1987. At
least 68 people were injured. Three MK operatives and
one UDF supporter linked to MK were granted amnesty
for their roles in this attack (AC/2001/0003 and
AC/2000/248).
NEWBY-FRASER, B , was injured in what became
known as the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14
June 1986. The explosion killed three women and
injured at least 74 other people. Seven MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/128).
NEWENGA, Kate Sibongile , suffered severe illtreatment and damage to property during the BOIPATONG
MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong, near
Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left 45
people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
NGABINDE, Anna Mmapule , was severely injured
when a hand grenade thrown by MK operatives
exploded at her son’s house at Mamelodi, Pretoria, on
13 October 1985. Her son, a member of the SAP, and
his wife were injured in the explosion. Two MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/1999/260).
NGABOM, Mandlakapheli (37), was shot dead in
Mandela informal settlement, Katlehong, Tvl, on 22 May
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1993, allegedly by members of the ISU. Mr Ngabom
was caught in crossfire when clashes broke out
between ANC and IFP supporters and police after a
group of unidentified gunmen fired at Tokoza hostel
during a march organised by the ANC to present a
petition at the Alberton police station. Nine people
were killed and 69 were injured during this incident.
NGAKANE, Aaron (80), was stabbed to death in
Soweto, Johannesburg, on 9 November 1992 during
conflict between ANC-supporting residents and IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers.
NGAKANE, Japhta Mabuti , was stabbed to death by
a named perpetrator on 7 July 1990 in Siyathemba, near
Balfour, Tvl, during a protest against the bucket toilet
system.
NGAKANE, Mar tha , suffered severe ill-treatment and
damage to property during the BOIPATONG MASSACRE by
IFP supporters in Boipatong, near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl,
on 17 June 1992, which left 45 people dead and 27
seriously injured. Thirteen perpetrators were granted
amnesty; a further three applications were refused
(AC/2000/209).
NGAKANE, Shaude Saul , was injured and suffered
damage to property during the BOIPATONG MASSACRE by
IFP supporters in Boipatong, near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl,
on 17 June 1992, which left 45 people dead and 27
seriously injured. Thirteen perpetrators were granted
amnesty; a further three applications were refused
(AC/2000/209).
NGAKI, Galelekile A ver y (43), an ANC supporter and
deputy station commander at Zwelitsha, was banished
from the Ciskei in 1977 after witnessing atrocities
committed by the GREEN BERETS. He returned in 1983
as Ciskei Police Community Relations Officer and in
October 1986 was held in solitary confinement, stripped
naked, tortured and sexually assaulted by named
Ciskei Security Branch members in Zwelitsha, Ciskei.
He had allegedly defied orders by releasing
undisclosed information to the press.
NGAKI, Mboneli Shepherd (31), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by a named member of the
Ciskei Police in Mdantsane, Ciskei, on 9 August 1983,
while on his way to work during the MDANTSANE BUS
BOYCOTT.
NGALA VU, Sithembele , an IKONGO supporter, was
detained and tortured in June 1960 in Lusikisiki police
station, Transkei, because of his involvement in the
PONDOLAND REVOLT.
NGALO, Makaya Eugene , an ANC supporter, was killed
in a shoot-out with members of the SAP on 11 July
1986 in Fort Jackson, Ciskei. Three others were also
shot dead in the incident.
NGALO, Nkosinam (30), a POQO member, was
executed in Pretoria Central prison, Pretoria, on 9 May
1963 for killing a headman in Cofimvaba. Poqo attacked
representatives of traditional authority in the homelands
because chiefs were seen as collaborating with the
apartheid state. During October 1962 an attempt was
made on Chief Kaiser Matanzima’s life and residents
of Jixini Location who had been arrested in Cape Town
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or Mqanduli, were transferred to East London, to
stand trial for Poqo activities during the 1960s.
NGALO, Ntombina (33), an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten by members of the CDF during conflict
between ADM and ANC supporters at KwaMasele, near
King William’s Town, Cape, on 26 December 1991.
NGALO, William (38), a FAWU member, was shot
and injured by members of the SAP while participating
in labour strike action in Viljoenskroon, OFS, on 4
December 1992. Two police vans entered the work
premises and police members opened fire on the
striking miners, injuring six.
NGALO, W illy , an ANC supporter, was shot dead by
Inkatha supporters while attending a funeral vigil in
Trust Feeds, New Hanover, near Pietermaritzburg, on
3 December 1988. Police were cracking down on UDF
and ANC supporters in the area, apparently in
preparation for the TRUST FEEDS MASSACRE later that day.
NGAMLANA, Sicelo Alfred (19), was severely injured
when he was beaten and shot by members of the
MUNICIPAL P OLICE in KwaZakele, Port Elizabeth, in 1985
during a curfew permitted by the emergency
regulations. Mr Ngamlana suffered permanent injuries.
NGAMLANA, Xolani Luyanda (25), an MK operative,
was severely assaulted and tortured by ‘tubing’ and
stabbing while he was detained at Cambridge police
station, East London, on 16 April 1986. Mr Ngamlana
had refused to identify his MK commander in a
photograph.
NGAMLANE, Mawethu Chesters (25), a NUMSA
member, was repeatedly assaulted by named members
of the Ciskei Police in Mdantsane police station, Ciskei,
in August 1985. He was detained and released after seven
days. He was also charged with public violence and
detained at Zone 12 police station for 16 weeks, during
which he was tortured and denied medical attention.
NGAMNTWINI, Twelve (56), an ANC supporter, was
killed when he was shot in the head by members of
the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on 7 September 1992 during
an ANC protest march to demand free political activity
in Ciskei. See BISHO MASSACRE. Two members of the
former CDF were refused amnesty for the shooting
(AC/2000/122).
NGAMONE, E , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
NGANGE, Funeka Nobantu , was ‘necklaced’ to
death by named ANC supporters on 4 June 1990 in
Komga, Cape. Her mother was accused of practising
witchcraft following the death of a community
member who had bought liquor from her shebeen.
Her mother was also burnt to death in the attack.
NGANGE, Nombande Nomriti , was ‘necklaced’ to
death by named ANC supporters on 4 June 1990 in
Komga, Cape. She was accused of practising witchcraft
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following the death of a community member who had
bought liquor from her shebeen. Her daughter was
also burnt to death in the attack.
NGATI, Sefako Ishmael , was injured in a shooting by
members of the SAP in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl,
during the SHARPEVILLE MASSACRE on 21 March 1960.
Police opened fire on a crowd of unarmed people
holding a peaceful protest against the Pass Laws,
killing 69 people and injuring several others. Mr Ngati
was reportedly then detained for a month.
NGA WENI, Mahleka W ilson , was shot and injured by
members of the KHUMALO GANG on 24 October 1991. Mr
Ncaweni reportedly became a target after he allegedly
witnessed the shooting of a young woman by the leader
of the gang. The Khumalo gang, based in Tokoza, had
close links with the IFP and was reportedly involved in
the murder of key political leaders in the area.
NGA WU, Dlavini (45), was shot by IFP supporters in
Tembisa, Tvl, on 9 June 1992 during a violent
confrontation between ANC-supporting residents and
IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers.
NGCAKA, Ayanda Perez (25), was detained by
members of the SAP in August 1985 in the West Bank
prison, East London, allegedly for information about
people who were petrol-bombing police Casspirs.
NGCAKA, Thembekile (8), was shot by members of
the SADF during political conflict in Duncan Village,
East London, in March 1986. He died as result of
complications arising from the injury.
NGCAKO, Jerry Johannes (20), a UDF supporter,
was severely beaten by members of the SAP in
Mohlakeng, Randfontein, Tvl, in September 1990. On
the day of his arrest there was a march by West Rand
Mine employees and Mr Ngcako was accused of
instigating violence against AZAPO supporters.
NGCAMU, Abel (61), was shot dead by IFP supporters
at Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 7 March 1994,
during political conflict in the run-up to the APRIL 1994
ELECTIONS.
NGCAMU, Bhekizitha Victor (26), was severely beaten
when IFP supporters, allegedly assisted by members
of the SAP, attacked the home of his cousin, an ANC
supporter, in Ntuzuma, near Durban on 5 August 1992.
NGCAMU, Elizabeth Babhekile (38), had her house
burnt down by UDF supporters during political conflict in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in September 1988.
NGCAMU, Mathanzima , an ANC supporter, was
abducted, stabbed and shot dead by Inkatha supporters
at Maqongqo, Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg,
on 5 April 1990. Parents had sent their children to a
place of safety outside the area because of political
violence. Seven young people were returning home for
a visit when they were attacked by Inkatha supporters.
One youth survived; the others six were killed in the
attack. Police allegedly did not investigate the case.
NGCAMU, Muziwamandla Moses (23), was shot dead
by UDF supporters in political violence at Lindelani,
near KwaMashu, Durban, on 17 January 1990.
NGCAMU, Princess Nomusa (20), lost her house in
an arson attack by UDF supporters at Swayimane,
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Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg, on 29 October
1989, allegedly in politicised factional conflict between
the Makhatini and Mabheleni tribal groups. Eight
Inkatha supporters were killed, and many houses were
destroyed by fire.
NGCAMU, Sibusiso Josias (30), an ANC supporter,
was killed by IFP supporters in Richmond, Natal, on 18
March 1991.
NGCAMU, Simon Fono , a UDF and ANC supporter,
was shot dead and had his house burnt down by
Inkatha supporters at Sweetwaters, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 19 February 1988.
NGCAMU, Sipho Hlulukwenza (23), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by IFP supporters at
Bhoboyi, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 1 May 1994 in
political conflict following the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NGCAMU, Sipho Meshack (58), had his house
damaged and looted in Gezubuso, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 28 March 1990, during the SEVENDAY WAR.
NGCAMU, Solomon , an ANC supporter, was injured
when he was abducted, stabbed and shot by Inkatha
supporters in Maqongqo, Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg, on 5 April 1990. Parents had sent their children
to a place of safety outside the area because of political
violence. Seven young people were returning home for
a visit when they were attacked by Inkatha supporters.
One youth survived; the other six were killed in the
attack. Police allegedly did not investigate the case.
NGCAMU, Theodora (59), lost her home in an arson
attack by IFP supporters during political conflict at
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 15 March 1994.
NGCAMU, Tshotsho Alice (45), a UDF and ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by Inkatha
supporters at Sweetwaters, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 19 February 1988.
NGCANA, Lizo , an ANC supporter, was shot dead by
members of the SAP on 17 November 1985 while
attending a meeting at the Nonzwakazi Methodist
Church in Mlungisi, Queenstown, Cape. See
QUEENSTOWN SHOOTINGS.
NGCANA, Ntombizodwa Victoria
(29), an ANC
supporter, was abducted from a house in Brandfort,
OFS, on 12 July 1990 by masked men identified by a
witness as ‘comrades’. She was later found burnt to
death in a house in Brandfort. It was alleged that she
had evidence pertaining to the killing of her boyfriend
by the same perpetrators.
NGCANA, Xolile Edward (17), an ANC supporter, was
abducted from his grandmother’s home, which was set
alight by named ANC youth members, in Brandfort,
OFS, on 16 July 1990. He was threatened with death
and taken to a local stadium but was saved by the police.
Some of the perpetrators involved in this abduction
were also involved in the abduction and killing of
Ntombizodwa Ngcana in Brandfort four days earlier.
NGCANGELA, Abel Ngame (17), was beaten to
death by members of SACP-aligned Shenxas vigilante
group on 23 May 1993 in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl,
during conflict between residents and the Shenxas.
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NGCANU, Solomon Nkonzo (30), was shot and
injured in an arson attack on his home at Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, in March 1994, during political
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the run-up
to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NGCECE, Makosazana Flor ence (44), had her house
in Umlazi, Durban, destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters during political conflict in March 1992. The
perpetrators were allegedly looking for her son, an
ANC supporter.
NGCECE, Moses Nhlanhla (29), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead in an arson attack on his home at
KwaMashu, Durban, by Inkatha supporters on 20
January 1990.
NGCECE, Simon Hlopimi (71), an IFP supporter, was
shot dead in his house during political conflict at
Bhoboyi, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 12 June 1993.
NGCECE, Stanley Thulani (20), an ANC supporter,
was beaten, shot and killed by other named ANC
supporters in KwaNdengezi, KwaZulu, near Pinetown,
Natal, on 7 November 1991, during internal political
conflict between ANC supporters and the AMAVARAVARA.
Six people were killed and 15 seriously injured in the
fighting.
NGCEMU, Ber nar d Mahawule (69), an IFP supporter,
had his home in Ixopo, Natal, burnt down by ANC
supporters on 26 June 1993.
NGCEMU, Bhekizizwe (46), had his house destroyed
in an arson attack during political conflict between the
‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu,
Durban, in June 1993.
NGCEMU, Fikile Mavis (27), lost her house in arson
attack by Inkatha supporters during political conflict at
Siwela in Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 9
June 1990.
NGCEMU, Low Gladys (58), lost her home and her
shop in an attack by ANC supporters during political
conflict in Ixopo, Natal, in 1992.
NGCEMU, Wiseman Zola , an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by IFP supporters during political
conflict in Ixopo, Natal, in 1992.
NGCIPHE, Norman Bantwini (27), an ANC member
and a medical intern, was shot dead by SADF Special
Forces operatives on 9 December 1982 in an attack by
SADF Special Forces operatives on several ANC houses
and a block of flats on Maseru, Lesotho. Thirty South
Africans and 12 citizens of Lesotho were killed in the
midnight attack. Mr Ngciphe was from Somerset East,
Eastern Cape.
NGCIPHE, Vuyani Andries (25), a SAYCO leader, was
arrested and interrogated after assisting in organising
the Dimbaza Youth Congress in 1985. He was arrested
again in Cradock shortly afterwards and detained in St
Alban’s prison, Port Elizabeth. He was severely tortured
by electric shocks, attempted suffocation and other
methods, by named and other members of the Security
Police at Berry’s Corner police station, Port Elizabeth.
NGCOBO (SHANDU), Agnes Jabisile (51), lost her
house in an arson attack by IFP supporters during
ongoing conflict in the Gingindlovu area, Natal, in
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September 1991. She was allegedly attacked because
her sons had refused to participate in an IFP campaign.
NGCOBO, Aaron Goli (47), an IFP supporter, was
stabbed to death by ANC supporters in Pietermaritzburg on 7 December 1987. He was allegedly targeted
because he was a councillor for the local IFP induna.
NGCOBO, Abigail (24), an ANC supporter, lost her
house in an arson attack by IFP supporters in Inanda,
near KwaMashu, Durban, in January 1991. She and
her family fled and hid in nearby bushes. They saw the
perpetrators empty their house of all valuables and
then set it alight.
NGCOBO, Adelaide Duduzile (57), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Umlazi, Durban, burnt down by named
members of the KWAZULU POLICE on 22 September 1991
in an attack allegedly directed against her son. Three
family members were severely injured in the attack.
One died a few days later from smoke inhalation. The
family was forced to flee the area.
NGCOBO, Alice (81), was burnt to death in an arson
attack on her home during ongoing conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters at Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal,
on 16 January 1993. Her husband and son, both ANC
supporters, and her granddaughter were also burnt to
death, while her daughter managed to escape with a
stab wound.
NGCOBO, Alpheus Bafanyana (56), an ANC supporter,
was killed in intense conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters at KwaDweshula, Port Shepstone, Natal,
on 2 September 1990.
NGCOBO, Andile (2), was shot and killed by ANC
supporters at Nomhele Reserve, Mapumolo, Natal, on
15 March 1992. Three people were killed and two
were severely injured. One ANC member was refused
amnesty (AC/1997/0045).
NGCOBO, Andrew Sono (aka ‘Solly’)
(27), an ANC
member from Soweto, Johannesburg, was shot dead
in an ANC safe house on 16 December 1984 in
Manzini, Swaziland. The incident occurred soon after
the ANC had been banned in Swaziland and at a time
when there were several shooting incidents involving
Swazi and South African Security Branch operatives.
NGCOBO, Anna (70), an ANC supporter, lost her house
in an arson attack by Inkatha supporters at Richmond
Farm, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 11 February 1990.
See RICHMOND FARM ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Bahle Florence (39), was severely beaten
with rifle-butts by members of the KWAZULU POLICE in
Umlazi, Durban, in March 1990. Ms Ngcobo had
purchased land on the edge of an ANC area in Umlazi,
and had been harrassed by Inkatha supporters who
branded her an ANC supporter. This attack occurred
when members of the KWAZULU P OLICE responded to a
call for help. Ms Ngcobo was unable to occupy her
property due to the intimidation.
NGCOBO, Bajabulile Doris (45), an ANC supporter, had
her house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
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NGCOBO, Baliwe Bertina (60), an IFP supporter, had
her house burnt down by ANC supporters in Okhalweni,
Gamalakhe, KwaZulu, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on
4 May 1991. Political violence claimed the lives of at
least 31 people during April and May 1991, and
rendered about 200 people in the area homeless.
NGCOBO, Balungile (3), an ANC supporter, was burnt
to death in an arson attack on her home during ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters at Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, on 16 January 1993. Balungile’s
grandparents and her uncle, an ANC supporter, were
also burnt to death, while her mother managed to
escape with a stab wound.
NGCOBO, Bambekile Qondeni (68), an ANC supporter,
had her home destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBOARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Bathini (47), lost her house and possessions
in an arson attack during intense conflict between
ANC and Inkatha supporters in Murchison, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, in June 1990.
NGCOBO, Baveni Philemon (59), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by named Inkatha supporters in Imbali,
Pietermaritzburg, on 17 May 1990.
NGCOBO, Bawinile Gladys (13), was severely injured
when members of the SAP threw teargas cannisters
at her and shot her in Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near
Howick, Natal, on 11 September 1985. She had
allegedly contravened the emergency regulations by
toyi-toying in the street.
NGCOBO, Beauty Balekile (54), an ANC supporter,
had her house vandalised and looted by IFP supporters
in KwaMashu, Durban, in February 1994, in the run-up
to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NGCOBO, Bekisisa Elias Petrus (59), lost his home in
an arson attack during ongoing conflict between IFP
and ANC supporters at Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 27 January 1993.
NGCOBO, Bele Patrick (37), an Inkatha supporter,
was shot dead by UDF supporters at Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 30 November 1989. He had
been shot and injured earlier at an Inkatha meeting.
He was admitted to Mpumalanga Clinic, where he
was shot again and killed.
NGCOBO, Benjamin Bhekizazi (49), was shot and
seriously injured by Inkatha supporters at his home in
Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 4 August 1987. The
perpetrators claimed to be bringing news of his two
sons, UDF supporters, who had refused to renounce
their organisation and had fled the area. In February
that year a named Inkatha supporter and others had
demanded that Mr Ngcobo beat up his sons because
of their UDF affliation.
NGCOBO, Benjamin , an employee of Rand Water, was
shot dead by members of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU)
while travelling in a taxi past the informal settlement
of Phola Park in Tokoza, Tvl, on 26 February 1992. Four
people died and eight were injured. One SDU member
was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0225).
NGCOBO, Benjamin , was severely injured when a
bomb, planted by AWB members, exploded at a taxi
V O L U M E
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rank on the corner of Odendaal and Victoria Streets in
Germiston, Tvl, on the 25 April 1994. Ten persons
were killed and nine were injured in the blast. Four
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0342).
See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Bhekamafunze Paul (42), had his house
and other property destroyed in an arson attack by
UDF supporters during political conflict at Edendale,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 13 September
1987. Though non-partisan, he was suspected of
being an Inkatha supporter.
NGCOBO, Bhekani (20), was shot dead by members
of the KWAZULU POLICE during political conflict in
KwaMashu, Durban, on 29 March 1990. He had been
abducted three days previously.
NGCOBO, Bheki Zephenia (32), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead during political conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters at Murchison, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 13 November 1991. His family
home in Murchison was later burnt down.
NGCOBO, Bhekithemba (38), had his two rondavels
in the Vekeza Reserve, near Empangeni, Natal, burnt
down by IFP supporters on 3 February 1994, allegedly
because his sister’s children, who lived with his family,
were ANC supporters.
NGCOBO, Bhekizwe Philemon (42), an ANC supporter,
had his house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBOARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Bhekukwenza W alter , had his car set
alight by Inkatha supporters during political conflict at
Mophela, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in 1987.
One perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NGCOBO, Bhizeni Idah (36), had her home destroyed
in an arson attack by IFP supporters during intense
political conflict at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Bhutilo Alson , an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by Inkatha supporters in Swayimane, Table
Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg, on 29 October 1989.
Several people were killed and houses burnt down in
political clashes on that day.
NGCOBO, Bonakele Mavis (Mamsomi) (46), an ANC
supporter, had her house destroyed in an arson attack
by IFP supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See S ONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Bonani Idah (50), had her house in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban,
destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters on
16 February 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Bongani Siphiwe (30), an IFP supporter,
was shot dead in May 1992 in Sonkombo, NDWEDWE,
KwaZulu, near Durban, in continuing conflict between
supporters of the ANC and the IFP.
NGCOBO, Bongani , a UDF supporter, was shot and
injured when a group of Inkatha supporters and CAPRIVI
TRAINEES attacked a UDF meeting in a house at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 18 January 1988.
Nine people were killed and an estimated 200 people
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were injured in the attack. The group went on to
destroy around eight houses. One former Inkatha
member was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NGCOBO, Bongebani (54), an ANC supporter, had her
house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Bongekile Benedicta (33), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Bonginkosi Cyrial Ngcoeni (18), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed to death by named perpetrators
in Dambuza, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritz-burg, on 27
May 1991, allegedly because he was thought to have
sympathies with the IFP. His two brothers were also
killed in the same incident. The perpetrators were
convicted, sentenced and imprisoned for the killings.
NGCOBO, Bongiwe (23), an Inkatha supporter, was
severely beaten, stabbed, shot and set alight by UDF
supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
17 July 1989. Her brother had been injured and her
home burnt down in June 1989.
NGCOBO, Bongiwe Daisy (53), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down in violent conflict between
UDF supporters and AMASINYORA vigilantes at Siyanda,
near KwaMashu, Durban, on 11 February 1990.
Between 200 and 300 homes were burnt down in
conflict, which erupted shortly after Nelson Mandela’s
release from prison.
NGCOBO, Bonisiwe Anatoria (19), was killed on 5
March 1993 when armed IFP supporters opened fire
on the taxi in which she was travelling at Nkanyezeni
in the Table Mountain area, near Pietermaritzburg,
allegedly in a revenge attack for the killing of 6 IFPaligned pupils on 2 March 1993. Ten pupils were killed
and four injured. A further pupil died later. Two
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0012).
See TABLE MOUNTAIN BUS ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Boy Isaac (56), was stabbed to death by a
named IFP supporter in Mazambane, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg on 14 November 1990, during intense
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
NGCOBO, Boyi Petrus (48), had his house destroyed
and property damaged in an arson attack by IFP
supporters during political conflict in Murchison, near
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 25 November 1991.
NGCOBO, Bulalumuzi Joan (70), had her house
destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters during
intense political conflict at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Busisiwe Vimbephi (24), an ANC supporter,
had her house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 20 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Busisiwe Zibuyile (28), an ANC supporter,
had her house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, in March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
V O L U M E
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NGCOBO, Bususiwe Tengisile (59), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP supporters
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Buyaphi (35), an ANC supporter, had her
house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Buyaphi Eddie (55), an ANC supporter, had
his house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Catherine (49), had her house and
possessions destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters during political conflict in Ogunjini,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, in January 1991.
NGCOBO, Charles Zenzele , was shot in the back
during political conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
in Malukazi, KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, in May 1991.
NGCOBO, Christina (42), lost her house in an arson
attack by UDF supporters during intense political
conflict in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 18
January 1989.
NGCOBO, Clementine Nomakholide (58), had her
house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters
during intense political conflict at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Constance Ntombenye , had her house
burnt down by ANC supporters in Ladysmith, Natal, in
April 1994 in continuing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
Her grandson was shot and killed before the
perpetrators set fire to the house.
NGCOBO, Cosmos Bona (60), was burnt to death
when his family home was set alight during political
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, on 16 January 1993. Three other
family members were also burnt to death, while Mr
Ngcobo’s sister managed to escape with a stab wound.
NGCOBO, Delani (1), sustained burn wounds on his
stomach when UDF supporters burnt down his family
home during intense political conflict in Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, in June 1989.
NGCOBO, Dlokwakhe Arson (43), an ANC supporter,
had his house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Dlulephi (45), an ANC supporter, had her
house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Doda Moses , an IFP supporter, was beaten
and stabbed to death by ANC supporters in Inanda,
near KwaMashu, Durban, on 6 December 1993.
NGCOBO, Dombi Catherine (45), had her house
destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters during
intense political conflict at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
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NGCOBO, Donald Siphwe (18), an ANC supporter,
was detained in Umlazi, Durban by members of the
SAP during political conflict following the assassination
of UDF leader Victoria Mxenge in August 1985. He
has not been seen since and is presumed dead.
NGCOBO, Dor een (53), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Doris Mathombi , an ANC supporter, had
her house in NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near Durban, set
alight by IFP supporters in January 1991.
NGCOBO, Duba John (53), was stabbed to death on 13
September 1990 by armed men who boarded a Sowetobound train at Jeppe station and began their attack as
the train passed through George Goch station. The
attackers moved through three carriages, killing
approximately 26 people and wounding 45 others.
Between 1990 and 1993, 572 people died in TRAINVIOLENCE
initiated by groups opposed to a democratic transition.
NGCOBO, Dudu Evangeline (69), an Inkatha
supporter, had her house in Umlazi, Durban, petrolbombed by ANC supporters on 4 September 1986.
NGCOBO, Dumazile (45), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by Inkatha supporters in Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 26 January 1988.
NGCOBO, Dumazile Alescia (33), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured on 8 March 1993, when the bus
in which she was travelling was ambushed by armed
IFP supporters at Swayimane, Table Mountain, near
Pietermaritzburg. The bus was taking 80 ANC
supporters to attend the court appearance in Pietermaritzburg of three men implicated in the ambush of a
vehicle carrying IFP supporters on 5 March 1993.
Three men and a woman were killed, and at least 16
people were injured.
NGCOBO, Dumazile Busisiwe (42) an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Dumephi Bertina (48), an IFP supporter,
had her house in Madakane, Port Shepstone, Natal,
burnt down by ANC supporters on 9 July 1992.
NGCOBO, Elias Siphiwe (35), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured in Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near
Howick, Natal, in 1989, when members of the SAP
opened fire on a group of ANC supporters allegedly
guarding the area against an expected attack. Four
people were killed in the incident.
NGCOBO, Elinah Behlikile , was shot and severely
injured in her home by named ANC supporters during
political conflict at KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near
Durban, in 1991. One of her sons had already been
killed and her grandson severely injured in the ongoing
political violence in the area.
NGCOBO, Elizabeth (57), an ANC supporter, had her
house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Elizabeth (61), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
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Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Elizabeth Jima (30), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by named IFP supporters who attacked
her home near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 3 February
1992. Her husband was also shot dead in the attack.
NGCOBO, Ellen Nonacala (31), an ANC supporter,
had her five rondavels in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, burnt down by IFP supporters
on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Elsie Elizabeth (46), an ANC supporter, lost
her house in an arson attack by named IFP supporters
at Emangwaneni, Bulwer, Natal, in November 1991.
NGCOBO, Ephraim Mqapheleni (28), an NUM
member, was stabbed and injured when Inkatha
supporters attacked striking NUM members attending
a meeting in the company hall at the Hlobane Colliery,
near Vryheid, Natal, on 6 June 1986. Eleven miners
were killed and 115 injured.
NGCOBO, Ernest Mfana (54), was shot dead by
members of the SADF during political unrest in
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 22 June 1991.
NGCOBO, Ethel (52), an ANC supporter, had her house
burnt down by named IFP supporters in Ngonweni,
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 15 November 1992.
NGCOBO, Fanzi Douglas (56), an ANC supporter, had
his house in Nkwezela, Bulwer, Natal, and his vehicles
destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters in 1992.
NGCOBO, Felokwakhe (46), an ANC supporter, had
his house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Felumuzi (57), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Florah Joyce (37), lost her home in an
arson attack by IFP supporters during political conflict
at Ntuzuma, near Durban, on 7 December 1991. The
perpetrators had allegedly come from neighbouring
Lindelani to attack the area.
NGCOBO, Frank , was shot and killed and his son
wounded by a member of an ANC self-defence unit
(SDU) at his home in Katlehong, Tvl, in 1993. Mr Ngcobo
was believed to be an IFP supporter. The applicant
testified that he was instructed, at a meeting of the
SDUs and the community, to bring Mr Ngcobo to the
meeting, where all IFP members would be ordered to
leave the township. If Mr Ngcobo refused, the
applicant was instructed to kill him. One SDU member
was granted amnesty for this killing (AC/1999/0348).
NGCOBO, Funani Ida (54), was severely beaten and
had her house in Mahlabatini, near Ulundi, KwaZulu/
Natal burnt down by IFP supporters on 6 January
1992. Ms Ngcobo was attacked while returning from a
funeral vigil for her nephew, an active ANC member
who had been killed. She was allegedly targeted
because of her relationship to the slain activist.
NGCOBO, Gabazile Velephi (63), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
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Durban on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO

ARSON

ATTACKS.

NGCOBO, Galanti Anna (47), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters in Inkanyezi, Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 25 November 1991.
NGCOBO, Galota Getrude (57), lost her house in an
arson attack by UDF supporters during political conflict
near Wartburg, Natal, on 29 October 1989.
NGCOBO, Gcinefikile (55), an IFP supporter, was
shot and injured and had her house burnt down by a
named fellow IFP supporter at Sweetwaters, KwaZulu,
near Pietermaritzburg, on 20 April 1991. The family was
allegedly attacked because some members refused to
attend IFP self-defence training camps. Her husband
was killed in the attack. Afterwards, Ms Ngcobo
changed her political affiliation.
NGCOBO, Godfrey Thamsanqa (41), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead, allegedly by members of the
KWAZULU POLICE, in Umlazi, Durban, on 18 May 1991.
NGCOBO, Goodman Sithombe , was shot and
injured when ANC supporters attacked alleged IFP
supporters in Mguqile, Ezingqolweni, Natal, on 22 May
1993. One ANC supporter was granted amnesty
(AC/99/0236).
NGCOBO, Graginah (28), was shot and killed during
intense conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in
Pietermaritzburg on 16 November 1990.
NGCOBO, Green Maseline (45), had her house in
Ensimbini, near Port Shepstone, Natal, burnt down by
IFP supporters on 5 May 1993, allegedly because she
lived in an IFP stronghold while her son was an active
ANC supporter.
NGCOBO, Henry Mthanzi (24), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by IFP supporters in Murchison, near
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 7 July 1992.
NGCOBO, Herbert (50), an IFP supporter, was
severely injured when he was assaulted by a group of
ANC supporters at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
on 16 June 1991. He was accused of going to work in
defiance of a stayaway call to commemorate the
Soweto uprising.
NGCOBO, Hloniphile Josephine (38), an ANC
supporter, had her house in KwaDweshula, Port
Shepstone, Natal, set alight by Inkatha supporters on
26 January 1988.
NGCOBO, Hloniphile Sibongile (28), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Imanuel Gayisani (47), an ANC supporter,
had his house in Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban,
burnt down by IFP supporters on 4 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Innocent Sanele (18), an ANC supporter,
had his house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 8 March 1994, a week before the
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Irvin Mlungisi (21), a UDF supporter, was
shot dead at Lamontville, Durban, on 18 November
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1988, while attending a night vigil for a ‘comrade’ who
had been killed.
NGCOBO, Isaac (50), an Inkatha supporter, was shot
dead during intense conflict between Inkatha and ANC
supporters in Port Shepstone, Natal, on 4 April 1990.
NGCOBO, Ivy Thembekile (60), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Jabulile Felicity (33), a UDF supporter and
member of JORAC, fell and lost her unborn baby when
she was attacked by a named Inkatha supporter in
Lamontville, Durban, in 1983.
NGCOBO, Johannes Khethokuhle (20), was shot and
stabbed to death by IFP supporters in Umbumbulu,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 23 February 1992 in
continuing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
in the area.
NGCOBO, John V elaphi , had his house burnt down
by IFP members during political conflict in Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, in 1991.
NGCOBO, Joseph Maqhinga (15), was shot and
injured on 11 April 1992, when unidentified attackers
opened fire on his home at KwaHaza, near Howick,
Natal, in continuing confict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area. One person was shot dead and
one other injured in the attack.
NGCOBO, Khombomunye Phineas (31), was shot
and injured when his home was attacked by ANC
supporters during intense political conflict at Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Khonani Bongiwe (39), was severely
beaten by IFP supporters in Inanda, near KwaMashu,
Durban, in June 1992 in continuing conflict between
IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
NGCOBO, Khonzaphi Nomatoli , a UDF supporter, was
shot and severely injured by named Inkatha supporters,
allegedly in collusion with members of the KWAZULU
POLICE and SAP, in Swayimane, Table Mountain, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 6 January 1990. The attack was
allegedly directed at her son-in-law and his colleague,
who were both shot and left to die in a corn field.
NGCOBO, Khonzile (67), an IFP supporter, had her
house in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban,
set alight by ANC supporters on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Lillian (62), an ANC supporter, lost her
house and possessions when a group of armed IFP
supporters attacked several homes in Folweni, KwaZulu,
near Umlazi, Durban, on 26 July 1992.
NGCOBO, Linda Edward , was injured in what became
known as the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14
June 1986. The explosion killed three women and
injured at least 74 other people. Seven MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/128).
NGCOBO, Lindeni Gladys (59), an ANC supporter,
had her house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
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NGCOBO, Lindiwe Ignatia (36), an ANC supporter,
had her house at Lindelani, near KwaMashu, Durban,
vandalised and petrol-bombed by Inkatha supporters
on 18 November 1987.
NGCOBO, Lindiwe Mitta (17), had her home burnt
down by ANC supporters at Esigandeni, Inchanga,
near Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 28
October 1988 in intensifying conflict between Inkatha
supporters, often in collusion with the security forces,
and supporters of the UDF and ANC.
NGCOBO, Lindiwe Regina (54), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Lindiwe , an IFP supporter, was severely
burnt when her home in Esikadaneni, Inchanga, Natal,
was set alight by ANC supporters in March 1991.
NGCOBO, Lobi (49), an Inkatha supporter, had her
home burnt down, allegedly by named ANC supporters,
in Ntiyane, Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 19
November 1977. Her husband was killed in the attack.
NGCOBO, Louis Bongani (32), had his house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Lungi Lucy (18), an ANC supporter, had her
home in Ogunjini, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban,
burnt down by IFP supporters in January 1991.
NGCOBO, Lynette Badumazile (23), an ANC
supporter, had her house destroyed in an arson attack
by IFP supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See S ONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Magayise Phillip (53), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead in Magabheni, Umgababa, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 19 July 1992 in continuing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
NGCOBO, Mamo Doris (57), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Mandla (33), an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten by members of the SAP in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, on 21 May 1990 during intense conflict
between IFP aligned hostel-dwellers and ANCsupporting residents.
NGCOBO, Mandla Gobi , was shot dead by IFP
supporters during political conflict near Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 4 September 1991.
NGCOBO, Mandla Michael (29), an IFP supporter,
had his home in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, burnt down by ANC supporters on 16 March
1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Mandla , an IFP supporter, was abducted
by ANC supporters at Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 4 January 1991. He was rescued from his
abductors by fellow IFP supporters.
NGCOBO, Mandlenkosi Hebron (34), an ANC
supporter, was killed and his body mutilated by a
named supporter of the IFP in Umgababa, KwaZulu,
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near Durban, on 6 January 1991. The attack occurred
days after a local chief called on IFP supporters to
drive the ANC out of the area.
NGCOBO, Mantombi Witness (43), had her house
and business burnt down on 16 March 1994 in an
arson attack by IFP supporters on the isolated ANC
stronghold in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban. See S ONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Mar gar et (47), an Inkatha supporter, lost
her house and all its contents in an arson attack by ANC
supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban in
June 1989.
NGCOBO, Mathovana Sistonia (45), an ANC
supporter, had her house in Pietermaritzburg damaged
by Inkatha supporters on 20 March 1990, in intense
conflict following the UNBANNING of political organisations in February 1990.
NGCOBO, Mavis , was shot and killed by ANC
supporters at Nomhele Reserve, Mapumolo, Natal, on
15 March 1992. Three people were killed and two
were severely injured. One ANC member was refused
amnesty (AC/1997/0045).
NGCOBO, Mazisi Moses (59), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed to death by IFP supporters near Ramsgate,
Natal, on 10 April 1994, in the run-up to the APRIL 1994
ELECTIONS.
NGCOBO, Mboneli Justine (20), an ANC supporter,
had his house in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, badly damaged in an arson attack by IFP
supporters on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Mbongeni (31), was stabbed in the
stomach by Inkatha supporters during political conflict
at Lindelani, near KwaMashu, Durban, in December
1989.
NGCOBO, Mboniseni Nqobizwe Patrick (18), was
shot dead by members of the SAP during a
confrontation with protesting students on 5 October
1989 in KwaMashu, Durban.
NGCOBO, Mboniseni Timothy (34), an IFP supporter,
had his house burnt down in February 1994 at KwaMthethwa, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in
political conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in
the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NGCOBO, Mbulaleni Tom (75), had his house in
Emabomvini, Ixopo, Natal, burnt down and his livestock
stolen by IFP supporters in July 1993 in continuing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
NGCOBO, Mbuyiseni Clement (31), an ANC supporter,
had his home in NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near Durban,
burnt down by IFP supporters on 10 August 1992.
NGCOBO, Mduduzi Samuel (23), was shot dead by
IFP supporters and named members of the K WAZULU
POLICE during political conflict in Mkhazeni,
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 15 May 1993.
NGCOBO, Melisile Barbara (30), was shot dead by
IFP supporters on 15 November 1990, in intense
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
Ms Ngcobo was visiting her son’s home at Mahlongwa
Mission, near Scottburgh, Natal at the time.
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NGCOBO, Menzi , an ANC supporter, was assaulted by
members of the SAP and Security Branch in Edendale,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in 1994.
NGCOBO, Mfihleni (50), had his house burnt down by
IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Michael , an IFP supporter, was shot dead
by ANC supporters in NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 18 October 1992. His brother was also
shot dead in the attack.
NGCOBO, Mkhuliseni Pheneas , was shot and beaten
to death by ANC members during political conflict in
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 7 January 1993.
Four ANC members were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/096).
NGCOBO, Moses , an ANC supporter, lost his house in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, in an
arson attack by IFP supporters on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Mpande Moses (55), an IFP supporter,
was shot dead and his body was burnt by named
fellow IFP supporters in Sweetwaters, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 20 April 1991. Mr Ngcobo was
allegedly targeted because his nieces were ANC
supporters and he was thought to be weakening in his
loyalty to the IFP.
NGCOBO, Mpiyakhe (50), an IFP supporter, was shot
dead in NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 11
September 1993 in continuing conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters in the area.
NGCOBO, Mpiyonke (57), an IFP supporter, was
burnt to death in Katlehong, Tvl, on 9 October 1991
during ongoing political conflict on the East Rand.
NGCOBO, Mteryiwe Zwelini (38), an Inkatha
supporter, was stabbed and shot dead, allegedly by
named ANC supporters, at Ntiyane, Umbumbulu,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 19 November 1977. The
house was burnt down in the attack.
NGCOBO, Mthunzi Sydney (32), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by a named IFP supporter in
KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 13
August 1993.
NGCOBO, Munty Nozibani (50), had his house set
alight by Inkatha supporters in KwaDweshula, Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 26 January 1988 in intensifying
violent conflict between Inkatha supporters, frequently
in collusion with the security forces, and supporters of
the UDF and ANC.
NGCOBO, Musa Christian , was stabbed to death by
named ANC supporters during political conflict in
KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 12 March
1992. Other members of his family had already been
killed or severely injured in separate incidents of
political violence in the area.
NGCOBO, Muziwakhe (23), was shot dead by
members of the ESIKHAWINI HIT SQUAD at Esikhawini,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 20 June 1993.
Two perpetrators were granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0332).
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NGCOBO, Muzwempi Cyprian , an ANC supporter,
was abducted by Inkatha supporters at Umbogintwini,
near Durban, on 25 December 1985. He has not been
seen again and is presumed dead.
NGCOBO, Mzikayifani (16), an ANC supporter, was
shot and stabbed by IFP supporters who attacked his
home in Nhlalakahle, Greytown, Natal, on 26 June
1991. He died later in hospital. One other person was
shot dead and one shot and injured in the attack.
NGCOBO, Mzoneli (88), an ANC supporter, had his
house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
20 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Nakeni Beatrice (25), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Ndabenhle Wilson (48), had his house
destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters in
intense political conflict at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Ndelelo (61), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Ndukuyakhe (30), an IFP supporter, was
killed by UDF supporters in NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 29 November 1990.
NGCOBO, Nelisiwe Gloria (27), an ANC supporter,
had her home in the Zamani informal settlement,
Umlazi, Durban, burnt down by IFP supporters in
September 1991.
NGCOBO, Ngasho Agnes (30), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Ngifuzebani Ziningi (21), had her house
destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters in
intense political conflict at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Ngitheni Wilhemina (45), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Ngweyake (47), had his house destroyed
in an arson attack by IFP supporters in intense political
conflict at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Nhlanhla Godfr ey, was injured in a hand
grenade explosion in Soweto, Johannesburg, on 31 July
1992. An ANC self-defence unit (SDU) member threw
the grenade while in a confrontation with police. One
SDU member was granted amnesty (AC/1998/090).
NGCOBO, Nhlanhla Lucky (32), was shot dead in
KwaMashu, Durban, on 12 June 1990, when members
of the KWAZULU POLICE disrupted a party in his home
and opened fire. Several people were shot and
severely injured, including his sister.
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NGCOBO, Nhlanhla Mthokozi (20), an ANC supporter,
disappeared on 19 August 1993 and was found shot
dead a week later in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
in continuing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
in the area.
NGCOBO, Nhlanhla Patrick (26), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by IFP supporters in KwaMadlala, near
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 9 May 1994, in ongoing
conflict following the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS. Mr
Ngcobo’s cousin was shot dead in the same incident.
NGCOBO, Nico Mbongeni , a UDF supporter and
member of the Taylors Halt Youth Congress, was
detained under emergency regulations on 8 May 1988
in Pietermaritzburg and tortured by named Security
Branch members while in police custody. See POLICE
BRUTALITY.
NGCOBO, Ningi Lawr ence, an ANC supporter,
suffered injuries when IFP supporters and Caprivi
trainees carried out attacks on ANC supporters in
Richmond, Natal, between 21 and 23 June 1991. See
RICHMOND ATTACKS. One perpetrator was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/217).
NGCOBO, Njiga Goodman (21), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by a named IFP supporter in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 5 March 1993.
NGCOBO, Nkonqo Delisile (36), an ANC supporter, had
her house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
20 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Nkosazana Agnes (41), an ANC supporter,
had her house in KwaMagoda, Richmond, Natal, burnt
down on 31 January 1991 in ongoing conflict between
IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
NGCOBO, Nobuhle Beauty (17), had her home
destroyed in an arson attack by alleged ANC supporters
during political conflict at Inchanga, Natal, in March
1991. Members of her family were IFP supporters.
NGCOBO, Nobuhle Winnie (17), had her home burnt
down during 1985 in Malukazi, KwaZulu, near Umlazi,
Durban, in intense conflict between UDF and Inkatha
supporters in the area. Malukazi was the scene of one
of the earliest outbreaks of political conflict in the
province, peaking in August with the killing of UDF
leader, Victoria Mxenge, and again in December with
the killing of over 60 people in the UMBUMBULU MASSACRE.
NGCOBO, Nokuthula Jannet (41), an ANC supporter,
had her home burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Nokuthula Ntombenzincane
(33), an IFP
supporter, had her home in NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near
Durban, burnt down by ANC supporters on 23 January
1991. As a result of the attack the family had to flee
the area, which was an ANC stronghold.
NGCOBO, Nomadresi Thenjiwe (41), had her home
in NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near Durban, burnt down by
IFP supporters in 1991 in continuing political conflict in
the area.
NGCOBO, Nomathemba (39), an ANC supporter, had
her house in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt
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down on 13 April 1991 in ongoing conflict between
IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
NGCOBO, Nomkahes , was shot and killed by ANC
supporters at Nomhele Reserve, Mapumolo, Natal, on
15 March 1992. Three people were killed and two
were severely injured. One ANC member was refused
amnesty (AC/1997/0045).
NGCOBO, Nomtandazo (64), an ANC supporter, had
her home burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Nomthandazo Iris (31), an IFP supporter,
had her house destroyed in an arson attack by ANC
supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 20 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Nomthandazo Sylvia (45), an ANC
supporter, had her house destroyed in an arson attack
by IFP supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Nomusa Nokuthula (30), an ANC supporter,
had her home in Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban,
looted and vandalised by IFP supporters on 4 December
1993.
NGCOBO, Nomusa Teressa (30), an IFP supporter,
had her house at Mahashini near Estcourt, Natal,
burnt down by unidentified persons in November
1993 during ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in the area.
NGCOBO, Nontuthuzelo Ignancia (40), an ANC
supporter, had her house in Ixopo, Natal, set alight by
IFP supporters on 4 July 1993.
NGCOBO, Norah (54), an ANC supporter, had her
home burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Ntombazana Alzinah (44), had her home
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in
1993 during intense political conflict between the ‘RED’
AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
NGCOBO, Ntombencane Flomenah , (45) had her
house petrol-bombed during intensifying conflict
between Inkatha and UDF supporters at Inanda, near
KwaMashu, Durban, in 1988
NGCOBO, Ntombenya Rhoda (50), had her home
burnt down by IFP supporters in Maqongqo, Table
Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg, in continuing political
conflict in January 1991.
NGCOBO, Ntombeziningi Angelina
(42), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP supporters
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Ntombifikile Lussia (20), was stabbed to
death by IFP supporters in the IFP stronghold of
Lindelani, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 4 December
1990 in intense political conflict in the area.
NGCOBO, Ntombifuthi Aanah (45), had her house
destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters during
intense political conflict in Sonkombo, NDWEDWE,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 February 1994.
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NGCOBO, Ntombifuthi Mavis , an ANC supporter, was
stabbed in the face during ongoing conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters at Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal,
on 16 January 1993. Her brother, an ANC supporter,
her daughter and her parents were burnt to death
when the house was set alight. Ms Ngcobo was
stabbed while escaping through a window.
NGCOBO, Ntombigiti Josephine (73), had her home
destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters during
intense political conflict in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Ntombikayise Elizabeth (39), had her
home destroyed in an arson attack during ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in Eshowe,
Natal, in 1993.
NGCOBO, Ntombinathi Joyce (39), had her home
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Ntombinkulu Sylvia (32), lost her home
during intensifying conflict between Inkatha and UDF
supporters in Durban in 1989.
NGCOBO, Ntombizodwa Alvina (64), had her house
in KwaShange, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, burnt
down by Inkatha supporters on 29 March 1990 during
the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
NGCOBO, Ntombizodwa Victoria (39), had her home
in Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, destroyed in an
attack by unidentified persons in October 1993 during
ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters.
Having fled the area because of the political violence,
the family found their house destroyed when they
returned.
NGCOBO, Ntulu (52), an ANC supporter, had his house
destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters during
intense political conflict in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Olive (55), an ANC supporter, had her
house set alight and badly damaged by IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers from KwaMashu, Durban, in August
1993.
NGCOBO, Patrick Bonginkosi (36), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death by IFP supporters in Shallcross,
Durban, on 14 August 1993.
NGCOBO, Patrick Nkosinathi (18), was shot by ANC
supporters during political conflict at Umlazi, Durban,
on 24 July 1993.
NGCOBO, Peggy Fikisiwe (15), was shot and severely
injured in KwaMashu, Durban, on 12 June 1990, when
members of the KWAZULU POLICE disrupted a party in
her home and opened fire. Several people were shot
and severely injured, and her brother was shot dead.
NGCOBO, Peter , was shot and injured by ANC
supporters at Nomhele Reserve, Mapumolo, Natal, on
15 March 1992. Three people were killed and two
were severely injured. One ANC member was refused
amnesty (AC/1997/0045).
NGCOBO, Petros Dumisani (47), an ANC supporter,
was killed by unidentified taxi operators during politicised
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conflict in the taxi industry in Umtata, Transkei, on 25
July 1990. See TAXI VIOLENCE.
NGCOBO, Phasha , was assaulted by IFP supporters
during political conflict in the Gingindlovu area, Natal,
on 24 July 1993, allegedly because he would not join
them on campaigns against ANC supporters.
NGCOBO, Phineas Thulasizwe (36), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by named IFP supporters
who attacked his home in the Port Shepstone area,
Natal, on 3 February 1992. His wife was also shot
dead in the attack.
NGCOBO, Phumelele Janet (27), had the contents of
her house in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt
and destroyed during intense conflict between UDF
and Inkatha supporters in the area in 1985.
NGCOBO, Phumzile , was stabbed and burnt to death
by UDF supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, during intense political conflict in the area in
October 1988.
NGCOBO, Prince Jabulani Mdashazi (20), a UDF
supporter and COSAS member, was stabbed and
severely injured by members of the Chesterville ATEAM on 14 December 1985.
NGCOBO, Princess (32), an ANC supporter, lost her
house in an arson attack in Inanda, near KwaMashu,
Durban, on 13 April 1991 in continuing conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
NGCOBO, Qhatimpi (59), an ANC supporter, had his
house in NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near Durban, looted and
burnt down by IFP supporters in January 1991.
NGCOBO, Qili Alfr ed, a UDF supporter, was shot and
injured when a group of Inkatha supporters and CAPRIVI
TRAINEES attacked a UDF meeting in a house at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 18 January 1988.
Nine people were killed and an estimated 200 people
were injured in the attack. The group went on to
destroy around eight houses. One former IFP member
was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NGCOBO, Qinisela Hezekia , an ANC supporter, was
shot by named IFP members in Taylors Halt, KwaZulu,
near Pietermaritzburg, on 31 January 1993. He died in
hospital two weeks later.
NGCOBO, Qondephi (25), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Robert Joseph (32), an Inkatha supporter,
was shot dead by members of the SAP during political
conflict in Mpumuza, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg,
on 31 December 1988.
NGCOBO, Rose (51), an ANC supporter, had his
house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Russell Bongani (32), an ANC supporter, was
beaten and shot dead in Ekwazini, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, by members of the KWAZULU POLICE on
29 August 1990. They had accused him of involvement
in an attack on IFP supporters the previous night.
NGCOBO, Sabukwazi (34), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
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Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Sakhiseni Johnson (14), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Samuel Maviyo (44), was arrested in
Orlando East, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 19 November
1976 in the wake of the SOWETO UPRISING. He was
detained without trial and tortured in detention by
named members of the SAP.
NGCOBO, Samuel Mduduzi , was shot dead by IFP
supporters in KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near
Durban, on 15 May 1993, allegedly because he was
thought to be an ANC supporter.
NGCOBO, Sarah Bongiwe (23), had her house burnt
down during intensifying conflict between Inkatha and
UDF supporters near Hammarsdale, Natal, in February
1989.
NGCOBO, Sbongile Jannet (24), an ANC supporter,
had her house destroyed in an arson attack by Inkatha
supporters at Gezubuso, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 26 November 1989.
NGCOBO, Sebengiphile Robert (21), an ANC
supporter, lost his house in an arson attack by IFP
supporters in Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
1 March 1994, in the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NGCOBO, Sebenzile Sylvia (23), had her house burnt
down in an arson attack by IFP supporters during
intense political conflict in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Sekesheni T embekile , an ANC supporter,
had her house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at Ekuphakameni, near Inanda, Durban, in
1993. The family was permanently displaced.
NGCOBO, Selby Mashu , was shot in the knee and
ankle by members of the SAP during political unrest at
KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 8 April
1990.
NGCOBO, Shadrack Sipho , was shot and killed by an
IFP member during violent political conflict at Alfred,
near Port Shepstone, Natal on 16 October 1991. One
perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0339).
NGCOBO, Sibongile Beauty (32), an ANC supporter,
had her house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBOARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Sibongile Euginia (35), an ANC supporter,
lost her house in an arson attack by IFP supporters in
Ixopo, Natal, on 28 July 1993.
NGCOBO, Sibongile Gladness (56), an ANC supporter,
was severely beaten by members of the SAP in Imbali,
Pietermaritzburg, on 17 May 1990, when she went to
identify the body of her husband, who had been killed
by IFP supporters. She was beaten at the scene of the
killing.
NGCOBO, Sibongile Octavia (35), had her house
destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters during
intense political conflict in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
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KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Sibongiseni Isaac Shezi (21), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed to death by named perpetrators
in Dambuza, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 27 May
1991, allegedly because he was thought to have
sympathies with the IFP. His two brothers were also
killed in the same incident. The perpetrators were
convicted and imprisoned for the killings.
NGCOBO, Sibongiseni Sandile (19), an ANC supporter,
was abducted and shot dead by Inkatha supporters in
KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 24 March
1990. His family were forced to move from their home
in an IFP-dominated area to a safer place.
NGCOBO, Sifiso (22), an ANC supporter, was stabbed
and shot dead by IFP supporters on 5 April 1993 in the
Lusaka informal settlement, Umlazi, Durban. Shortly
before his death, he and his brother, who was killed
on the same day, had allegedly fled the Port
Shepstone area to escape IFP attempts on their lives.
NGCOBO, Sihlangu (51), an Inkatha supporter, lost
his house in an arson attack by ANC supporters in
Richmond Farm, near KwaMashu, Durban, on
11 February 1990. See RICHMOND FARM ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Siliya Bangiwe (53), an ANC supporter, lost
her house in an arson attack in Murchison, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, in ongoing conflict between ANC and
IFP supporters on 13 November 1991. Her son had
been killed in political conflict shortly before the attack.
NGCOBO, Simaku Nesta (68), an ANC supporter, had
her home destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
20 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Simon Bekisani , an IFP supporter, was
shot dead by ANC supporters in Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 18 October 1992. His brother was
also shot dead in the attack.
NGCOBO, Simon , an ANC supporter, was hacked to
death with bush knives by Inkatha supporters in
Ganyaza, near Port Shepstone, Natal, in June 1990. Mr
Ngcobo’s family fled their house and slept in the bush
in an attempt to escape from the violence.
NGCOBO, Singangenkani Alfr ed, was stabbed to
death by Inkatha supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, in January 1989. He was perceived to
have sympathies with the ANC.
NGCOBO, Sithembiso Ndode (27), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by Inkatha supporters at Magabheni,
Umgababa, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 26 December
1986.
NGCOBO, Sithembiso Owen (23), an ANC supporter,
had acid poured on his body and was subsequently shot
and crippled in an attempt to escape from members of
the KWAZULU POLICE during political conflict in Umlazi,
Durban, on 22 September 1991.
NGCOBO, Siyabonga Alpheus , a bodyguard and
member of the KWAZULU POLICE, was shot and injured
in Maqongqo, Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg,
on 29 September 1992, when ANC members tried to
assassinate the local IFP leader, whom he was guarding.
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The IFP leader and another bodyguard were also
injured. One ANC member was granted amnesty for
the attack (AC/99/0329).
NGCOBO, Siyabonga Ar mstr ong (15), was shot dead
by IFP supporters in Mvutshini, near Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 14 April 1994 in political conflict between IFP
and ANC supporters during the run-up to the APRIL
1994 ELECTIONS.
NGCOBO, Siziwe Alber tina (62), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by IFP supporters in Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 7 July 1992.
NGCOBO, Solomon Bhekabantu (83), an ANC
supporter, was burnt to death in an arson attack on his
home during ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters at Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal, on 16 January
1993. Mr Ncobo’s wife, son and granddaughter were
also burnt to death, while his daughter managed to
escape with a stab wound.
NGCOBO, Solomon , was injured when he was
stabbed with a bayonet by an ANC/FAWU member at
his workplace at Langeberg Foods in Boksburg, Tvl, on
12 June 1992, during a period of conflict between IFP
and ANC-supporting workers at the factory. One ANC
member was granted amnesty (AC/1998/0080).
NGCOBO, Stephen , an ANC member from Meadowlands, Soweto, Johannesburg, was killed on 30 January
1981 in a raid by SADF Special Forces operatives on
three houses in the Matola suburb of Maputo,
Mozambique. Fifteen other South Africans, including
several senior MK operatives, were killed in the attack.
Three of the attackers (all ex-Rhodesian security force
members) and a Portuguese citizen were also killed.
NGCOBO, Sydney (44), was stabbed to death by IFP
supporters while walking in the street during political
conflict in Umlazi, Durban, on 19 December 1991.
NGCOBO, Teni Theodosia (55), an IFP supporter, lost
her house in an arson attack by fellow IFP supporters
in Nkwezela, Bulwer, Natal, in 1993. She was allegedly
attacked because her children were members of the
ANC.
NGCOBO, Thami Theophilus (46), an ANC member,
was shot dead by named IFP supporters in an arson
attack on his home at Port Shepstone, Natal, in April
1991. He had refused to join the IFP.
NGCOBO, Thamsanqa (18), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by IFP supporters at Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, in March 1991. His friend was shot dead
in the incident.
NGCOBO, Thandanani Israel (24), was shot and
stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters at Esimozomeni
Primary School, Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal, on 26 May
1990. The perpetrators had allegedly launched the
attack from the neighboring Phatheni area.
NGCOBO, Thandazi , was shot and injured by ANC
members and supporters at Nomhele Reserve,
Mapumolo, Natal, on 15 March 1992. Three people
were killed and two were severely injured. One ANC
member was refused amnesty (AC/1997/0045).
NGCOBO, Thandekile Kathleen Lovel (37), an ANC
supporter, was shot and injured at Umlazi U Section,
Durban, by unidentified assailants from an IFP
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stronghold on 12 November 1992. The family was
targeted for allegedly harbouring ANC refugees.
NGCOBO, Thandephi Mduduzi (30), an ANC
supporter, had her house destroyed in an arson attack
by IFP supporters at Sonkombo, NDWEDWE, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 20 September 1993. Six people were
killed, more than 100 homes were burnt down and
hundreds of cattle were stolen in Ndwedwe that month.
NGCOBO, Thandiwe Isabel (39), lost her house in an
arson attack by UDF supporters during political conflict
in Wartburg, Natal, on 20 March 1989.
NGCOBO, Thandiwe Marial (41), an ANC supporter,
had her house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters and members of the KWAZULU POLICE at
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, in September 1991.
NGCOBO, Thandiwe Thembisile (36), an ANC
supporter, had her house destroyed in an arson attack
by IFP supporters at Emangwaneni, Bulwer, Natal, on
25 January 1992.
NGCOBO, Thatheni (61), lost her house, furniture and
livestock in an arson attack by IFP supporters during
political conflict at Ogunjini, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, in January 1991.
NGCOBO, Themba (28), was shot dead during
intensifying conflict between Inkatha and UDF
supporters near Hammarsdale, Natal, in March 1989.
NGCOBO, Themba Mishack (36), lost his house in an
arson attack by IFP supporters during political conflict in
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 25 October 1990.
NGCOBO, Themba V itus (46), was shot dead in
ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters at
Umkomaas, near Durban, on 29 March 1992.
NGCOBO, Thembeni Andrina (36), an ANC
supporter, had her house in Pietermaritzburg burnt
down by IFP supporters on 19 April 1991.
NGCOBO, Thembeni Hildah (40), had her house in
Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, burnt down by Inkatha
supporters in intense political conflict with UDF/ANC
supporters in February 1990, around the time of the
UNBANNING of political organisations.
NGCOBO, Thembeni Lilian (45), an ANC supporter,
lost her house and livestock in an arson attack by IFP
supporters in Sonkombo, NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 20 April 1994, in the run-up to the APRIL
1994 ELECTIONS.
NGCOBO, Thembi Beatrice (48), an IFP supporter,
had her house destroyed in an arson attack during
intense political conflict in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Thembi Janet (32), an ANC supporter, lost
her house and her livestock in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Thembinkosi Obed Mguyo (30), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed to death by named perpetrators
in Dambuza, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 27
May 1991, allegedly because he was thought to have
sympathies with the IFP. His two brothers were also
killed in the same incident. The perpetrators were
convicted and imprisoned for the killings.
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NGCOBO, Thembinkosi Wellington Mauthi , was
shot and killed by an IFP member at Mtateni, Port
Alfred, Natal, on 24 March 1991. An amnesty applicant
testified that he killed Mr Ngcobo because he believed
him to be an ANC supporter. He was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0339).
NGCOBO, Thembisile Mar gar et (44), an ANC
supporter, lost her house in an arson attack by Inkatha
supporters at Bester, Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
in June 1990.
NGCOBO, Thodlana James (60), was shot dead by
IFP supporters in the backyard of his home in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20
March 1994. He was trying to run away when he was
shot. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Thoko Sibongile (38), an ANC supporter,
had her house and possessions destroyed in an arson
attack by IFP supporters in Magabheni, Umgababa,
KwaZulu, near Durban, in January 1991.
NGCOBO, Thokozani Iris (39), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Thokozile Annie (51), lost her home in an
arson attack by Inkatha supporters during political
conflict in Pietermaritzburg in March 1990. See SEVENDAY WAR.
NGCOBO, Thokozile Elizabeth (49), an IFP supporter,
suffered ongoing harassment and intimidation and
eventually had her house burnt by ANC supporters in
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, in 1991. Ms
Ngcobo and her family were forced to flee this ANCdominated area.
NGCOBO, Thokozile Eunice (33), an ANC supporter,
had her house destroyed in an arson attack by Inkatha
supporters at KwaMnyandu, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 28 March 1990, during the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
NGCOBO, Tholakele (46), had her home burnt down
by IFP supporters during intense political conflict in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Thombalane Evelyn (57), an ANC supporter,
had her home burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Thulani Andreas (20), an Inkatha
supporter, was shot and severely injured in an arson
attack on his home at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, by UDF supporters on 18 August 1988.
NGCOBO, Tozi Mgcinsini (37), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Tshelizwe Moses (31), an ANC supporter,
had his home destroyed in an arson attack during
intense political conflict in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Tshenisiwe Norah (50), had her home in
Pietermaritzburg burnt down by unidentified persons
during the course of 1987, allegedly because her
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husband had been a councillor to a local induna. She
was therefore perceived to be an Inkatha supporter.
NGCOBO, Velephi Lephinah (46), an ANC supporter,
had her house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Vunisile Dombiza (40), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by Inkatha supporters at Verulam,
Natal, on 30 May 1990. She was visiting her brother at
the time of the attack.
NGCOBO, V usi , a UDF activist, was shot and left to
die in a cornfield at Swayimane, Table Mountain, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 6 January 1990. His four attackers,
including a S PECIAL CONSTABLE, a member of the SAP
and an employee of the KwaZulu government, were
seen leaving the home of a local Inkatha leader before
the attack.
NGCOBO, Vusumuzi (28), an ANC supporter, had his
house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Vusumuzi Jotham , an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by a group of IFP supporters at
Ndlovu’s Kraal, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 7 March 1992, in ongoing political conflict in the
area. Eight people died and five were injured in the
attack. One perpetrator serving a prison sentence was
refused amnesty (AC/1998/0010).
NGCOBO, Winnie Ntombi (50), had her home
destroyed in an arson attack by Inkatha supporters
during intense political conflict at Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 2 October 1989
NGCOBO, Wiseman Mdumiseni (20), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters
at Gezubuso, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on
11 September 1989. Mr Ngcobo was caught while
trying to run away from his cousin’s house, which was
burnt down that day. The rest of the family managed
to escape injury.
NGCOBO, Xolisile Mthilili (28), had her home burnt
down by IFP supporters on 16 March 1994 during
intense political conflict in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Yintezi (69), had her home burnt down by
IFP supporters on 20 March 1994 during intense
political conflict in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Zakhele (13), an IFP supporter, was shot
dead in an IFP attack on his friend’s house in the
Gingindlovu area, Natal, on 20 March 1994. He was
allegedly targeted because he was part of a group of
dissenting IFP supporters who objected to the use of
violence in an IFP recruitment campaign.
NGCOBO, Zakhona Cynthia (39), suffered severe
material loss when her house was attacked by IFP
supporters on 20 March 1994 during intense political
conflict in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Zama Senzi Jonathan , an ANC supporter,
was stabbed and shot dead by a named ANC supporter
in Tropika location, Umlazi, Durban, on 1 August 1992.
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NGCOBO, Zanele , an Inkatha supporter, had her house
in Umlazi, Durban, petrol-bombed by UDF supporters
while she was asleep on the night of 4 September 1986.
NGCOBO, Zenzele Wellington (27), an ANC supporter,
was stoned to death by named IFP supporters, allegedly
assisted by members of the KWAZULU POLICE, in
Umlazi, Durban, on 18 April 1993. He had previously
fled the area because of conflict with the perpetrators,
and was attacked soon after his return. He died of his
injuries in hospital two days later.
NGCOBO, Zenzile (52), had her home burnt down by
IFP supporters on 16 March 1994 during intense
political conflict in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban. See S ONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Zibuyile Priscilla (44), an ANC supporter,
had her home burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Ziningi (28), an ANC supporter, had her
house in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down
by IFP supporters on 13 April 1991.
NGCOBO, Zinyezile Busisiwe (25), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Zipunepi (59), had her house burnt down
by IFP supporters on 16 March 1994 during intense
political conflict in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban. See S ONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Zithulele Selby (15), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by members of the SAP and K WAZ ULU
POLICE on 12 February 1990 while he was playing ball
in front of his house in KwaMashu, Durban, during
political conflict following Nelson Mandela’s release
from prison the previous day.
NGCOBO, ZJ (27), an ANC supporter, had her home
burnt down during intense political conflict in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Zodwa Docas (16), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by members of the SAP while participating
in a march in Folweni, KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban,
on 21 March 1991. The police also shot dead three
others in their attempt to disperse the protesters.
NGCOBO, Zuzeni Gloria (49), had her home burnt
down by IFP supporters on 16 March 1994 during
intense political conflict in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban. See S ONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGCOBO, Zweliliya (30), was shot and injured when
the house he was visiting was attacked during political
conflict in Durban in December 1976.
NGCOBO-SHEZI, Nosizi Annastasia (48), an IFP
supporter, lost her house in an arson attack in ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters at Ixopo,
Natal, on 9 September 1992. A petrol bomb was
thrown into the house while the family was asleep.
Some ANC supporters were arrested in connection
with this incident, but were released.
NGCOKOTHO, Samuel , was shot dead in Boipatong,
Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992 in the Boipatong
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massacre. Forty-five people died and 27 others were
seriously injured when IFP-supporting residents of the
KwaMadala hostel descended on the Boipatong
community. The attack was allegedly planned and
carried out with the aid of the police.
NGCOMU, Themebeni Mavis (37), lost her house in
an arson attack by IFP supporters in Richmond, Natal,
during ongoing political conflict in 1991.
NGCONGO, Balibele (47), an ANC supporter, had her
house at Chimora, Umlazi, Durban, burnt down by IFP
supporters during the CHIMORA SETTLEMENT ATTACKS on
16 January 1992.
NGCONGO, Bruce Sazi (20), a UDF supporter, was
shot dead by named Inkatha supporters at Ntshongweni,
KwaZulu, near Hammarsdale, Natal, on 14 February
1988. He was travelling in a car with friends, one of
whom was also killed in the attack.
NGCONGO, Christina (31), a UDF supporter, was
attacked and burnt by Inkatha supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 January 1988.
NGCONGO, Khangezile Agnes (19), an Inkatha
supporter, had her home burnt down by UDF
supporters at Mahlabatini, near Ulundi, KwaZulu/Natal
in March 1984.
NGCONGO, Kumakwakhe Joseph (52), was shot by
Inkatha supporters during political conflict in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 January 1988. He
died the following day. The perpetrators were
allegedly looking for his son, an ANC supporter.
NGCONGO, Lazarus Mzono , an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by Inkatha supporters near Hammarsdale,
Natal, on 20 March 1988. His father had been shot
dead and his brother and sister seriously injured in an
attack on their home three months earlier.
NGCONGO, Lungani Magnificant (1), was severely
burnt when Inkatha supporters petrol-bombed his
parents’ home in Port Shepstone, Natal, in intensifying
political conflict in the area during November 1987.
Two months later, the family home was destroyed in
an arson attack.
NGCONGO, Mfungelwa , an IFP member, was fatally
shot in a confrontation between IFP and ANC supporters
while on his way home from a funeral in Ntiyane,
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 1 November
1991. Three IFP supporters and two of the perpetrators,
allegedly ANC supporters, were killed during the attack.
NGCONGO, Ntombini Velencia (33), an IFP supporter,
lost her houses in an arson attack by ANC supporters
at Emachobeni, Richmond, Natal, on 7 March 1991.
NGCONGO, Richard Rhee (19), an IFP supporter, was
shot dead in a confrontation between IFP and ANC
supporters while on his way home from a funeral in
Ntiyane, Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 1
November 1991. Three IFP supporters and two of the
perpetrators, allegedly ANC supporters, were killed
during the attack.
NGCONGO, Richard Rhee (9), was shot and
sustained burn wounds when the house he was in
was set alight by Inkatha supporters during political
conflict near Hammarsdale, Natal, on 20 January 1988.
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NGCONGO, Sithembiso Patrick , was severely
assaulted by members of the SAP in Murchison, near
Port Shepstone, Natal, during 1993. Police were
allegedly looking for his uncle, an ANC youth leader.
NGCONGO, Sphiwe Moffat (18), an ANC supporter,
was shot and severely injured in November 1990,
when members of the KWAZULU POLICE opened fire on
ANC supporters returning from a funeral in Ilfracombe,
near Durban. The perpetrators were allegedly guarding
the home of a KwaZulu Legislative Assembly member.
Mr Ngcongo’s leg had to be amputated.
NGCONGO, Thamsanqa Brian (17), was shot and
injured by IFP supporters, allegedly assisted by
members of the SAP, in political conflict at Malukazi,
KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, on 14 March 1992.
NGCONGO, Witness Themba , was abducted and
killed on 1 June 1991 in Clermont, near Durban, in
continuing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
in the area.
NGCONGOLO, Hopi Leyland ‘Mashumini’ (54), an
ANC supporter, was severely beaten and arrested by
vigilantes, together with the SAP, in Robertson, Cape,
on 15 June 1986. He was then detained under
emergency regulations for two months. See POLICE
BRUTALITY.
NGCONGW ANE, Sipho Cyprian (28), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed and axed by IFP supporters
while on his way to Woodford, Bergville, Natal, to
attend an ANC meeting on 1 August 1993. Mr
Ngcongwane was treated for severe head injuries, but
his mental capacities remain impaired.
NGCOYA, Khethiwe (31), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Esimozomeni,
Richmond, Natal, in 1991.
NGCOZELA, Thembile Livingstone (69), an ANC
supporter, was severely beaten by members of the
Ciskei Police and CDF while in a police van in
December 1991, and in a bakkie at the headman’s
rondavel on 8 September 1992, at Middledrift, Ciskei,
during political conflict over the reimposition of the
headman system in the homeland.
NGCUKA, Kwenzekile (29), was shot in his right leg
while celebrating the release of Nelson Mandela in
Khayelitsha, Cape Town, on 10 February 1990. On 8
September 1992, he was arrested and tortured in
Middledrift, Ciskei, by members of the Ciskei Police
who wanted information about the Bisho march.
NGCUKA, Mbuyiseli Bethuel , was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Daveyton, Tvl, on 24 March
1991 at a meeting of residents who feared an attack
by IFP supporters. He was shot when police tried to
break up the meeting.
NGCUKANA, Boniswa (35), an APLA member from the
Eastern Cape, was shot dead by Basotho paramilitary
members in March 1985 at Qacha’s Nek, Lesotho,
close to the Lesotho-Transkei border. Five other APLA
members died in this incident, which occurred at a
time of increased LLA activity in the area, aimed at
destabilising the pro-ANC government of Chief Leabua
Jonathan. The Basotho security forces claimed they
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had mistaken the APLA unit for LLA members. APLA
and the LLA were closely connected at the time.
NGCUKUT A, Kanana Emily , was injured and suffered
damage to property during the BOIPATONG MASSACRE by
IFP supporters in Boipatong, near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl,
on 17 June 1992, which left 45 people dead and 27
seriously injured. Thirteen perpetrators were granted
amnesty; a further three applications were refused
(AC/2000/209).
NGCUME, Thembani Samuel (39), Soweto Area
Committee chairperson and Port Elizabeth Youth
Congress member, was repeatedly detained,
threatened, interrogated, beaten and tortured between
1985 and 1987 at various locations in Port Elizabeth,
by members of the SAP and named members of the
Security Branch wanting information about the
activities of UDF street committees during the state of
emergency. He still suffers from memory loss,
nervousness and panic attacks.
NGCUNGCA, Nomthandazo , was shot and injured
by named perpetrators in Crossroads, Cape Town, on
4 July 1991, allegedly because her family refused to
align themselves with a local Crossroads leader. Her
husband was also injured in the attack.
NGCUW A, Sipho (19), an ANC supporter, was teargassed and assaulted with sjamboks by members of
the CDF while he was attending a community meeting
at Mngqesha Primary School in Dikidikana, near King
William’s Town, Cape, on 6 September 1992. At the
time there was intense political conflict between ANC
and ADM supporters in the area.
NGCWANA, Galela , was shot dead by a named
member of the SAP at the Waterworks squatter camp
in Grabouw, Cape, on 26 December 1992, during a
confrontation with a crowd of residents.
NGCWENGA, Mncedisi V ir gin (40), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in Zwide, Port Elizabeth,
on 18 April 1993 during political conflict following the
killing of ANC/SACP/MK leader, Chris Hani.
NGECE, Nokuzola Yvonne (23), was shot and injured
on 15 October 1992 when named members of the CDF,
searching for an activist, threw a hand grenade and
opened fire on her family home in Msobomvu, Alice,
Ciskei. Her father was shot dead and other family
members were injured. In the aftermath of the BISHO
MASSACRE, a group of CDF soldiers carried out several
similar attacks with R4 rifles. The perpetrators were
charged.
NGECE, Noluvuyo , was shot and injured on 15 October
1992 when named members of the CDF, searching for
an activist, threw a hand grenade and opened fire on
her family home in Msobomvu, Alice, Ciskei. Her
father was shot dead and other family members were
injured. In the aftermath of the BISHO MASSACRE, a
group of CDF soldiers carried out several similar
attacks with R4 rifles. The perpetrators were charged.
NGECE, Nombuyiselo Leonorah Ntsiba
(32), was
shot by named members of the CDF on 15 October
1992 in Msobomvu, Alice, Ciskei.
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NGECE, Nosipho Beauty (26), an ANC supporter, was
severely injured on 15 October 1992 when named
members of the CDF, searching for an activist, threw a
hand grenade and opened fire on her family home in
Msobomvu, Alice, Ciskei. Her father was shot dead
and other family members were injured. In the
aftermath of the B ISHO MASSACRE, a group of CDF
soldiers carried out several similar attacks with R4
rifles. The perpetrators were charged.
NGECE, Selby Ngayithini (42), was shot dead on 15
October 1992 when named members of the CDF,
searching for an activist, threw a hand grenade and
opened fire on his family home in Msobomvu, Alice,
Ciskei. Other family members were injured. In the
aftermath of the B ISHO MASSACRE, a group of CDF
soldiers carried out several similar attacks with R4
rifles. The perpetrators were charged.
NGEDLE, Maureen (28), had her house burnt down
by IFP supporters, allegedly assisted by members of
the ISU, during political conflict in Bhambayi, near
KwaMashu, Durban, in 1993.
NGELE, Luvuno (32), an ANC supporter, disappeared
from a Durban hostel in which he was staying in the
course of 1990, at a time of intense conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters. He has not been seen since.
NGEMA, Alpheus , an IFP supporter, was abducted at
gunpoint by four men in a white minibus, allegedly
ANC supporters, while working on a construction site
in Tokoza, Tvl, on 30 August 1993. The men allegedly
took Mr Ngema to Phola Park informal settlement. He
has never been seen since.
NGEMA, Babongile W innfrieda (35), had her houses
burnt down during political conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters at KwaKhoza, KwaZulu, near Eshowe,
Natal, in 1993.
NGEMA, Blessing (25), was attacked and severely
beaten by IFP supporters in Ogunjini, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, in June 1993 in ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
His father was also severely injured in the attack.
NGEMA, Dumoluhle (1), was stabbed and injured by
IFP supporters in an attack on his family in Empangeni,
Natal, on 27 February 1993. Three other members of
his family were injured and one person was killed in the
attack. The family was believed to support the ANC.
NGEMA, Eric , was injured when Security Branch
members detonated an explosive device at the Why
Not Club, Vanderbijl Square, Johannesburg, on 21
September 1988. The club was targeted because it
was allegedly frequented by ANC supporters. Four
members of the Witwatersrand Security Branch,
including the divisional commander and his deputy,
and one Vlakplaas operative were granted amnesty for
the operation (AC/2001/046).
NGEMA, Fikile Remember (38), an IFP supporter, had
her home burnt down by ANC supporters in Lindelani,
near KwaMashu, Durban, in August 1990.
NGEMA, Funani , had her house burnt down in ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters at
Nogobhoza, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, on 14
November 1993.
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NGEMA, Funokwakhe Jef frey , had his car set alight
alight and house looted by Inkatha supporters during
intense political violence in Woodyglen, Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 11 February 1990, the same
day Nelson Mandela was released from prison. Ten
people were killed in the fighting which lasted for a
week. See MPUMALANGA ATTACKS. A former IFP
member was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NGEMA, Gladys , had her house burnt down by IFP
supporters in ongoing political conflict at KwaKhoza,
KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, on 14 November 1993.
Twenty-one houses belonging to ANC supporters
were burnt down in the attack.
NGEMA, Jabulile Sizani (23), an ANC supporter, had
her house in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt
down by IFP supporters in 1993.
NGEMA, Johannes Mjogo , was shot dead on 2 August
1992 when men armed men attacked several homes
in Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal. See
ESIKHAWINI ATTACKS.
NGEMA, Kwaziwakhe Nicholas , was severely
injured when members of the Orde Boerevolk opened
fire with automatic weapons on a passenger bus in
Durban on 9 October 1990. Seven people were killed
and 27 injured in the attack. See PUTCO BUS ATTACK.
Amnesty was granted to two of the three applicants
and refused to the leader of the unit (AC/1997/0053).
NGEMA, Mkhulumeleni (55), had her house at
KwaKhoza, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, burnt down
by IFP supporters in continuing political conflict on 14
November 1993. Twenty-one houses belonging to
ANC supporters were burnt down in the attack.
NGEMA, Muzikawubonwa (81), an IFP supporter,
was shot dead by ANC supporters at KwaMbonambi,
KwaZulu, near Richards Bay, Natal, on 2 July 1992.
NGEMA, Nesta Julie (26), an ANC supporter and
NUMSA worker, was shot dead by IFP supporters in
Empangeni, Natal, on 27 February 1993, allegedly
because she worked for a trade union affiliated to
COSATU. Her sister and three children were all
seriously injured in the attack.
NGEMA, Netelina (61), had her house burnt down by
IFP supporters at KwaKhoza, KwaZulu, near Eshowe,
Natal, in continuing political conflict on 14 November
1993. Twenty-one houses belonging to ANC supporters
were burnt down in the attack.
NGEMA, Nkosini (64), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters at KwaKhoza,
KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, in continuing political
conflict on 14 November 1993. Twenty-one houses
belonging to ANC supporters were burnt down in the
attack.
NGEMA, Nokukhanya (3), was injured when her
home was attacked by IFP supporters during political
conflict at Makhehla, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal,
on 27 February 1993.
NGEMA, Nokwethemba Philile (28), an ANC
supporter, was seriously injured when she was shot
and stabbed by IFP supporters in Empangeni, Natal,
on 27 February 1993. Her sister was killed and three
children were seriously injured in the attack.
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NGEMA, Nomaweza Elsie (47), an ANC supporter,
had her house and belongings burnt in an arson attack
by IFP supporters at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
in 1991.
NGEMA, Ntombizonke Ntombinkulu
(32), an ANC
supporter, had her house destroyed by IFP supporters
in the KwaKhoza area, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal,
on 10 November 1993.
NGEMA, Phillip Mzikayifani (21), a UDF supporter,
was severely beaten by members of the K WAZ ULU
POLICE, who attacked his home at Newtown, Murchison,
near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 10 December 1987.
NGEMA, Samson (49), was severely beaten and
stabbed by IFP supporters in Ogunjini, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, in June 1993 in ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
His son was also severely injured in the attack.
NGEMA, Sibani (9), was shot in the head by IFP
supporters in an attack on his family in Empangeni,
Natal, on 27 February 1993. Three other members of
his family were injured and one person was killed in the
attack. His family was believed to support the ANC.
NGEMA, Sinda Mzikau Khulewa , an IFP supporter,
was killed by members of an ANC self-defence unit
(SDU) at the Duduza hostel in Tvl on 19 March 1994.
At least ten people were killed in the attack, which
took place after IFP hostel-dwellers had attacked and
evicted ANC hostel-dwellers. Two SDU members
were granted amnesty for this killing (AC/2000/054).
NGEMA, Sipho Bongani (21), was detained by
named members of the Security Branch at CR Swart
Square, Durban, in September 1988, and tortured and
blackmailed into spying on the ANC in exile. After
arriving in Tanzania in 1989 he confessed to being a
spy, and was interrogated at Greenhouse ANC base
before being taken to Ti Ronova security base in
Angola, then to Nonkal, Uganda and Kenya before
returning with other exiles in 1991.
NGEMA, Sipho , an ANC member, was shot dead in a
restaurant in Manzini, Swaziland, on 6 January 1988 by
MK operatives who suspected him of being an
informer. One MK operative was granted amnesty
(AC/2000/230).
NGEMA, Sisi Joanah , 54, had her house burnt down
during ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in Eshowe, Natal, in 1994.
NGEMA, Thandazile (50), had her house burnt down
by Inkatha supporters during internsifying political
conflict at Ntshongweni, KwaZulu, near Hammarsdale,
Natal, in July 1988.
NGEMA, Thembekile (64), had her house burnt down
by Inkatha supporters during intensifying political
conflict at Ntshongweni, KwaZulu, near Hammarsdale,
Natal, in July 1988. Her son was shot and injured in
the same incident.
NGEMA, Thembekile Doris (53), an ANC supporter,
had her house destroyed by IFP supporters in
Ogunjini, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, in June
1993, allegedly because her family had defected from
the IFP to join the ANC.
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NGEMA, Thembisile (52), lost her home in an arson
attack by IFP supporters during ongoing political
conflict in KwaMthethwa, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, in June 1993.
NGEMA, Thomas , was injured when Security Branch
members detonated an explosive device at the Why
Not Club, Vanderbijl Square, Johannesburg, on 21
September 1988. The club was targeted because it
was allegedly frequented by ANC supporters. Four
members of the Witwatersrand Security Branch,
including the divisional commander and his deputy,
and one Vlakplaas operative were granted amnesty for
the operation (AC/2001/046).
NGEMNTU, Mary Zinyelwa (44), a member of the
United Women’s Congress, was detained without trial
in 1985 and September 1986 in Cape Town. She was
detained under SECTION 29 in October 1987 and
severely beaten during interrogation by named and
other Security Branch members. Ms Ngemntu was
charged with furthering the aims of the ANC and
sentenced to an effective one year’s imprisonment.
NGEMNTU, Ndoda (15), a COSAS member, was shot
and injured by members of the SAP in Nyanga, Cape
Town, in May 1991, during a COSAS campaign
highlighting their dissatisfaction with the Department
of Education and Training.
NGENALISILE, Ndabayakhe , an ANC supporter, had
his house burnt down by IFP supporters during political
conflict between the ‘RED’ AND ‘G REEN’ FACTIONS in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, in June 1993.
NGENDANE, Selby Themba (62), a PAC supporter,
was shot dead by other PAC supporters on 4 October
1990 in Umtata, Transkei, in a serious internal dispute
in the organisation.
NGENDANE, Zanoxolo Gladman (52), a member of
the South African Prison Services, lost his house in an
arson attack by members of the SAP on 15 May 1993
in Burgersdorp, Cape, allegedly because his son was a
member of COSAS.
NGEPE, Nontsikelelo , a civilian, was traumatised
when the vehicle in which she was a passenger was
hijacked at gunpoint by APLA operatives at Herschel,
near Lady Grey, OFS, on 19 November 1992. See
APLA ATTACKS. Two APLA members were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/134).
NGESEKI, Mthuthuzeli Use (32), an ANC supporter,
had his home burnt down by IFP supporters at
Chimora, Umlazi, Durban, in 1992.
NGESI, Makurutu Peter (43), was shot and injured in
September 1990 in Tokoza, Tvl, allegedly by members
of the SAP and IFP supporters, during intense political
conflict on the East Rand.
NGESI, Msawenkosi Ellery (21), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death by named IFP supporters at
Gamalakhe, KwaZulu, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on
25 April 1991.
NGESMAN, Khwaza Reuben (34), was shot by
members of the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on 7 September
1992 during an ANC protest march to demand free
political activity in Ciskei. See BISHO MASSACRE . Two
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members of the former CDF were refused amnesty
for the shooting (AC/2000/122).
NGESMAN, Nontsapho Phillis ‘Manyawuza’
(37),
was tied to the bed in her home in Waterkloof
settlement, Somerset West, Cape Town, on 26 April
1992, while her husband was shot dead and robbed by
men in balaclavas and police uniforms. The perpetrators
were allegedly linked to the Western Cape United
Squatters Association, who had been threatening local
ANC members. See BALACLAVA GROUPS.
NGESMAN, Sigezenga Desmond (42), an ANC
member, was shot at his home in Waterkloof
settlement, Somerset West, Cape Town, on 26 April
1992, and died two days later. He was shot by men
clad in balaclavas and wearing police uniforms,
allegedly linked to the Western Cape United Squatters
Association, who had been threatening local ANC
members. See BALACLAVA GROUPS.
NGETU, Vumile Gladman (27), FOYCO president and
a SAYCO member, was beaten and suffered electric
shock torture in Zeerust, Tvl, and Dordrecht, Cape, by
members of the SAP. Mr Ngetu was apprehended at
the Bophuthatswana border, on his way to join MK in
exile in November 1987. He was detained for six
months in isolation in an East London prison and later
transferred to St Albans, Port Elizabeth, in June 1988.
He was released after a 1989 hunger strike.
NGEV AYO, Mthetheleli Albert (43), an ANC
supporter, was shot in the shoulder by members of the
CDF at Tolofiyeni, Zwelitsha, Ciskei, on 10 September
1992, three days after the BISHO MASSACRE. Mr
Ngevayo was accused of inciting youths to burn down
government properties in retaliation for the shooting of
people at Bisho.
NGEV AYO, Simphiwe Desmond (25), an ANC
supporter, was shot and injured by members of the
Riot Police in Khayelitsha, Cape Town, on 4 November
1990. He and other residents were protesting against
the destruction of squatter homes, allegedly by
persons linked to the local mayor.
NGHONY AMA, Risimata Joseph , an SAP constable,
was shot and injured when armed MK operatives
attacked the Wonderboompoort police station, Pretoria,
on 26 December 1981, as part of the ANC campaign
to destabilise the government. One MK operative was
granted amnesty (AC/2000/195).
NGIBA, Dumisani , an ANC supporter, was shot and
injured by IFP members during political violence at
Sundumbili, KwaZulu, near Mandini, Natal, on 24
September 1991. One perpetrator was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NGIBA, Florence Sizakele (60), had her home burnt
down by IFP supporters during intense political conflict
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIBA, Jane (60), an IFP supporter, had her house
burnt down by named IFP supporters at Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 1 September 1991.
NGIBA, John (55), an IFP supporter, had his home
burnt down in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
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Durban, during intense conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIBA, Khayelihle Phumaphi (30), had her home
burnt down by IFP supporters during intense political
conflict in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIBA, Khehla Leonard V usumuzi , an ANC
supporter, was fatally shot during an arson attack by
IFP supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See S ONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NGIBA, Maria (16), an ANC supporter, had her home
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. Her parents
were reportedly killed in the attack. See SONKOMBO
ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIBA, Mfaniseni Muntukabani (41), an ANC
supporter, had his house burnt down by IFP supporters
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
20 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIBA, Sibongile Joyce (48), an ANC supporter, had
her home burnt down by IFP supporters at Mbozama,
Lindelani, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 9 January 1994.
NGIBA, Sibongile Purity (25), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 14 March 1994. This was
the forerunner to the mass SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS
which occurred two days later.
NGIBE, Mfana Dugmore (28), an ANC supporter, was
shot at by members of the SAP and a named member
of the KWAZULU POLICE in K Section, Umlazi, Durban, on
15 October 1991, while he was attempting to launch an
ANC branch. His abductors took him into nearby bushes
and threatened to kill him, but he managed to escape.
NGIDI Iris (52), had her house destroyed in an arson
attack by Inkatha members during political violence at
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, during 1988. One
perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NGIDI, Abednigo Bhekisisa (28), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by IFP supporters in Ekuthuleni, Umlazi,
Durban, on 29 October 1993.
NGIDI, Bacoshile (47), had her house burnt down by
IFP supporters during intense political conflict at
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Bawelile Gwiji (44), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Beauty Thembi (37), was seriously injured when
she was stoned by Inkatha supporters during political
conflict at KwaShange, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg,
on 25 March 1990. See SEVEN-DAY WAR.
NGIDI, Bekizizwe Phillip (20), a UDF supporter, was
sexually assaulted and beaten by members of the SAP
in 1987 in Jabulani, Soweto, Johannesburg, while
awaiting trial for the killing of a policeman. He was
sentenced to death but his sentence was commuted
later to ten years’ imprisonment and he was released
as a political prisoner in 1991.
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NGIDI, Benzelani Emmerencia (26), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters during intense political
conflict at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Bertina Mcube , had her house burnt down by
IFP supporters during intense political conflict at
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Bhekinkosi (61), was shot dead by ANC
youths during intense political conflict in Inanda, near
KwaMashu, Durban, in 1990, allegedly because he
lived in an Inkatha stronghold. Two other people were
killed in the same attack.
NGIDI, Bhekisile (54), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Bhekumuzi (48), had his home burnt down by
IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBOARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Bonakele Emily (29), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Bonakele Khohliwe (37), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters at
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Boneleni Babazile (40), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters at
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Bongani Francis , an Inkatha supporter, was shot
and hacked to death in his house during intensifying
conflict between Inkatha and UDF supporters in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in 1989.
NGIDI, Bongekile Abegail (15), an ANC supporter,
had her home burnt down by IFP supporters at
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Bongephiwe Happiness (25), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP supporters
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Bonisiwe Monica (35), lost her house in a
petrol bomb attack by Inkatha supporters during
political violence at Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on
7 October 1989.
NGIDI, Bukabani (61), had her house burnt down by
IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Bukelaphi Ntombe (44), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters during intense political conflict
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Busisiwe (38), was shot and injured in her home
by IFP supporters during ongoing political conflict in
KwaZuba, Umkomaas, near Durban, on 29 March
1992. Her sister and her niece were killed in the
attack, and their house was burnt down.
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NGIDI, Busisiwe Gabazile (31), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Busisiwe Thobekile Mazondi (45), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP
supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Catherine (63), suffered severe material loss
when her house was looted during political conflict at
U Section, Umlazi, Durban, on 12 November 1992.
The perpetrators allegedly came from an IFP
stronghold at Unit 17. The family believe they were
targeted for housing ANC refugees during political
conflict in the area. Her daughter was severely injured
in the attack.
NGIDI, Cebile Promise (19), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 14 February 1994.
NGIDI, Cimezile (58), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, in March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Dangwana (50), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, in March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Davidi (66), an ANC supporter, had her home
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Delisile (46), an ANC supporter, had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, in March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Disi Nokuthoba (63), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters during intense political conflict
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Dombi Zondekile (48), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters during intense political conflict
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Duduzile (43), had her house burnt down by
IFP supporters during intense political conflict in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Duduzile Maureen (20), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 8 April 1994, in
the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NGIDI, Duduzile Zamokwakhe (30), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP
supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, in March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Dukuza Albert (38), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, NDWEDWE,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 13 December 1993.
NGIDI, Emgard Emily (64), lost her house in an arson
attack during ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in Wartburg, Natal, on 9 April 1992.
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NGIDI, Emmanuel Mondli (24), an ANC supporter,
suffered severe material loss when his house and
furniture were destroyed by IFP supporters in Folweni,
KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, in February 1992. Six
people were killed in Folweni that month by attackers
firing at people indiscriminately.
NGIDI, Favourite Tholani (25), lost her house in an
arson attack by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 April 1994, in political
conflict in the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NGIDI, Fikelephi Mahadebe (23), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Gladys (64), an ANC supporter, lost her house
at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, in an arson attack
by IFP supporters on 25 January 1993.
NGIDI, Gomengani Cynthia (22), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Grace , an ANC supporter, suffered damage to
property in political conflict between Inkatha and UDF
supporters at KwaMashu, Durban, in the late 1980s.
One perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/2000/054).
NGIDI, Gundu (36), an ANC supporter, had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Hambeleni Tuleleni (43), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, in
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Hilda (65), an ANC supporter, had her home
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, NDWEDWE,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 2 August 1992.
NGIDI, Hlanganisile (36), had her house burnt down
by IFP supporters during intense political conflict in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, in
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Jabulani (51), an ANC member, was killed in
KwaMashu, Durban, on 29 March 1994. A peace
meeting had been scheduled at a hostel in KwaMashu
to resolve differences between KwaMashu residents
and hostel-dwellers. Mr Ngidi was one of seven ANC
delegates abducted from the hostel by IFP supporters.
Two survived. Four IFP supporters, including the
chairperson of the IFP hostel branch in KwaMashu,
were convicted for the killings.
NGIDI, Jabulile Petronela (36), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Jabulisile (69), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, John Phakathi (71), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters at Sonkombo, NDWEDWE,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 13 December 1993.
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NGIDI, Kathleen Thendekile (42), was shot and
severely wounded at Umlazi U Section, Durban, on
12 November 1992. Her unidentified attackers are
believed to have come from Unit 17 of Umlazi, an IFP
stronghold. The family was allegedly targeted for
housing ANC refugees during the conflict between the
IFP and ANC. Ms Ngidi is now partially paralysed.
NGIDI, Khanysile Ngenzeni (40), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Khethiwe Joyce (34), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Khonzeni (32), an IFP supporter, had her
house burnt down during intense conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Khulumani John (72), an ANC supporter, had
his house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Kwekalikho (51), an ANC supporter, lost his
house in an arson attack by IFP supporters at
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
1 March 1994.
NGIDI, Lalelani Aquenas (20), was stabbed and
injured by a named IFP supporter during ongoing
political conflict at KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near
Durban, on 6 April 1992.
NGIDI, Linda John (40), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in Richmond, Natal, in July 1992. Gunmen
attacked several houses that day, injuring three people.
Fifteen houses were burnt down during the attack.
NGIDI, Lindiwe Nomusa (28), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters during intense political conflict
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Lishi Bonakele (44), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters during intense political conflict
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Lungeleni Agnes (19), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters on 16 March
1994 in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Lungiseni Nozipho (16), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters on 16
March 1994 in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Makosazane (65), lost her house in an arson
attack by IFP supporters during political conflict in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, in 1993.
NGIDI, Maninginingi (26), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
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NGIDI, Manozi (47), an ANC supporter, had her home
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Mantombi (69), had her house burnt down by
IFP supporters during intense political conflict in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
20 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Mantozi Evelinah , had her house burnt down
by IFP supporters during ongoing political conflict in at
Ngonweni, Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on
12 January 1993.
NGIDI, Mar gar et (30), was shot and burnt to death in
her home by IFP supporters during political conflict in
KwaZuba, Umkomaas, near Durban, on 29 March
1992. Ms Ngidi’s niece was also killed, her sister was
shot and injured, and their house was burnt down.
NGIDI, Maria Tozi (68), an ANC supporter, lost her house
in an arson attack by IFP supporters in Engonyameni,
near Umlazi, Durban, on 2 August 1992. The perpetrators
burnt ANC flags and houses belonging to ANC
supporters, resulting in several deaths and injuries.
NGIDI, Mary (19), was shot and stabbed to death in her
home in an attack by IFP supporters during political
conflict in KwaZuba, Umkomaas, near Durban, on 29
March 1992. Two of her aunts were also shot, one
fatally, and their house was burnt down in the attack.
NGIDI, Masende Jerome (34), had his house burnt
down by IFP supporters during intense political conflict
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
20 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Mbhekiseni , was severely beaten during
ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters at
KwaKhoza, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, in 1993.
NGIDI, Mloloyi Mavis (42), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down during intense conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Muntu Frederick (53), lost his house in an arson
attack by named Inkatha supporters during intense
political conflict in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, in 1990.
NGIDI, Mzamose Busisiwe , had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters during intense political conflict
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Mzikayifani (46), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down during intense conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Mziwenpi (63), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Ndabazezwe (60), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
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NGIDI, Ngenzeni (70), an IFP supporter, had her
home burnt down during violent conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters in Sonkombo, NDWEDWE, KwaZulu,
near Durban in January 1994. Ms Ngidi broke her leg
while running away from her attackers.
NGIDI, Ngicuphile (40), an ANC supporter, lost his
house and some of his livestock in an arson attack by
IFP supporters during intense political conflict in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Ngiteni Busisilie (53), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down during intense conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Ngitheni Deke (43), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down during intense conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Ngiyekeni Chithiwe (56), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Nkomezikale Siswini (50), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Nkosinathi (55), an ANC supporter, had his
home burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Nobuqili Thandi (37), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down during intense conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Nomadiphi (71), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down during intense conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Nomajacimani (80), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Nomatoshi (55), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down during intense conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Nombono Gezephi (51), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Nombuso Constance (27), lost her house in
an arson attack by Inkatha supporters during
intensifying political conflict at Inanda New Town,
Durban, on 17 March 1989.
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NGIDI, Nomhlangano (45), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down during intense conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Nomusa Elizabeth (49), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down during intense conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Nonisile Busisiwe (32), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters during intense political conflict
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Ntombelize Annacleta (46), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters at
Amatikwe, Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, in 1992.
NGIDI, Ntombengaka (56), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Ntombilize Annacleta (48), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down during intense conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Ntombizani Elizabeth (50), an IFP supporter,
lost her house and three rondavels in an arson attack
during ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters at Mfume, Umkomaas, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 13 July 1992.
NGIDI, Ntombizimbili Nomuza (38), an IFP supporter,
had her home burnt down during intense conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Ntombizini (48), an IFP supporter, had her
house burnt down by ANC supporters on in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Ntombizonke (43), had her house burnt down
by IFP supporters during ongoing political conflict in
KwaZuba, Umkomaas, near Durban, on 29 March
1992. Her niece and her sister were killed and another
sister was shot and injured during the attack.
NGIDI, Phansi (50), an IFP supporter, was shot and
injured in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters at Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 10
May 1994, the day of Nelson Mandela’s inauguration
as President.
NGIDI, Phumaphi Martha (77), had her house at
Ekuthuleni, Umlazi, Durban, burnt down by IFP
supporters in February 1992. See EKUTHULENI ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Princess Phawulina (23), was beaten to death
while walking home from Murchison Hospital, Port
Shepstone, Natal, during ongoing conflict between IFP
and ANC supporters on 17 January 1993. Her sister
was also seriously injured in the attack.
NGIDI, Puputekile (62), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
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Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Qhamukile Yaluzile (43), an IFP supporter,
had her house burnt down in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban on 16 March 1994 in violent
conflict between supporters of the ANC and IFP. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Sanele Sibusiso (19), was shot and injured in
ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters at
Swayimane, Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg, in
April 1992.
NGIDI, Sebenzani Elizabeth (40), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters during intense political
conflict in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Sebenzile Kumbuzile (40), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Sibongile (52), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Sithembiso (25), was shot and injured by IFP
supporters during intense political conflict at
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20
March 1994. His sister’s house was burnt down as
they were accused of being amaqabane. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Tebisile Evelyn (71), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Thandekile Irene (31), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Thembelihle Nester Sidudla (32), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP supporters
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Thobile Eunice (29), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Thunywephi (46), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Tokozile Mar gar et (56), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Tusile (67), an ANC supporter, had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Vusumuzi (48), was shot dead by ANC
supporters on 16 October 1992 in the Nkanyezini area,
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Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg, in ongoing
political conflict in the area.
NGIDI, Vusumuzi Patrick (28), an Inkatha supporter,
was shot and injured at his home in Inanda, KwaMashu,
Durban, on 22 December 1989 in intensifying conflict
between Inkatha and UDF supporters. While he was in
hospital, his house and business premises were burnt
down. Mr Ngidi was allegedly targeted because of his
refusal to attend UDF meetings.
NGIDI, Zamekile Thulisile (28), an ANC supporter,
had her house vandalised by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Zenele Josiphina (42), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Zinekakhe Martha (53), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Zitusile Vezeni (37), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Zo (68), had her house burnt down by IFP
supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 20 March 1994. See SONKOMBOARSON ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Zondani (52), had her house burnt down by
IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See S ONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NGIDI, Zondeleni Lethiwe , an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by Inkatha supporters in Sonkombo,
NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 14 April 1990.
NGIDLA, Nkosiyabo David (27), was stabbed by
members of the MUNICIPAL P OLICE on 11 March 1985 in
Fort Beaufort, Cape.
NGININGINI, Buyisile Nelson (21), was severely
beaten while in detention by members of the SAP in
September 1977 in Port Elizabeth. He had been
arrested at a gathering in St Stephen’s Hall, New
Brighton, Port Elizabeth, following the funeral of Steve
Biko. Police threw teargas through the windows, and
arrested and beat people present at the meeting.
NGIXI, Nomthandazo Florence (20), was arrested by
police on 16 June 1986 after attending a commemoration of the SOWETO UPRISING in Huhudi, Vryburg, Cape.
She was taken with others to a site outside the town
where they were sprayed with teargas by named and
other members of the SAP. She was then detained
under emergency regulations. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
NGKOENG, Ramokone (31), had her home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NGKWENG, Raesibe (54), had her home burnt down
on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
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NGOAKO, William (43), died after being shot in
Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 10 September 1991 while
waiting for a taxi during intense conflict between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
NGOATO, Frank Jabulani , a member of the SAP,
was injured in a hand grenade explosion at a Municipal
Police training centre in Soweto, Johannesburg, on 21
April 1987. One MK operative was granted amnesty
(AC/2000/195).
NGOBE, Madoda Elfas (56), had his house and
business premises in Ngqutshini, Amanzimtoti, near
Durban, burnt down by UDF supporters in intensifying
political conflict in the area in late 1989.
NGOBE, Phindile Mavis (15), was shot and injured by
members of the SAP in Nelspruit, Tvl, on 15 June
1986, the eve of the commemoration of the 1976
SOWETO UPRISING.
NGOBENI, Anna (26), was shot in the right thigh when
police opened fire on a crowd gathered to protest
against police brutality at City Rocks Stadium, Winterveld, Bophuthatswana, on 26 March 1986. Eleven
people were killed and 200 injured in the CITY ROCKS
SHOOTING. Police then assaulted fleeing people,
dragging them out of houses and beating them severely
both at the scene and at Ga-Rankuwa police station.
NGOBENI, Franse (10), was shot in the neck with
pellets by members of the SAP at his home in
Mookgophog, Naboomspruit, Tvl, in April 1993. The
police were allegedly looking for family members in
connection with protests following the arrest of a local
leader and the assassination of SACP leader CHRIS HANI.
NGOBENI, Isaac (26), one of four occupants in a police
vehicle, was attacked by MK operatives in Nkowa
Kowa, Gazankulu, on 15 June 1990. One person was
killed and another injured. Two MK operatives were
granted amnesty for the incident (AC/2000/98).
NGOBENI, Machuene Meryn (25), had her home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NGOBENI, Mageni Selina (58), was severely
sjambokked in Nelspruit, Tvl, by ‘comrades’ who
accused her of not participating in toyi-toying. They
kept her under guard for five days before allowing her
access to medical attention.
NGOBENI, Makhanani Elsa (57), an ANC supporter,
was assaulted by members of the SAP at her home in
Mookgophog, Naboomspruit, Tvl, in April 1993. The
police were looking for her sons in connection with
protests which followed the arrest of a local leader
and the assassination of SACP leader CHRIS HANI.
NGOBENI, Mittah (3), was killed when she was hit on
the head by a rubber bullet fired at random by a named
member of the SAP travelling past her house in a
police van in Atteridgeville, Pretoria, on 10 September
1985. Police placed restrictions on the funeral and
later teargassed mourners.
NGOBENI, Mvula Petr us (37), a SANCO member,
was arrested in 1986 and kept in solitary confinement
for two years at Siyathemba, near Balfour, Tvl, because
he gave sanctuary to youths wanted by the police.
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NGOBENI, Thomas , was shot dead in Kagiso, Tvl, on
6 May 1990 during conflict between IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
NGOBENI, Veka Peter , a member of the SAP, was
injured in a hand grenade explosion at a Municipal
Police training centre in Soweto, Johannesburg, on
21 April 1987. One MK operative was granted
amnesty (AC/2000/195).
NGOBESE, Alice , was shot dead on 20 August 1992
in Ekuphumleni, Ciskei, when IFP youths swept through
the area killing and robbing people. Her mother and
four other people were killed in the attack.
NGOBESE, Ambrose Elliot (30), an IFP member, was
shot and injured by named ANC supporters at KwaHlaza,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 19 July 1991. His
girlfriend was killed in this incident.
NGOBESE, Amos Sibusiso , was shot and wounded
when ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd
of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine
marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC
security guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
NGOBESE, Busisiwe (59), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGOBESE, Constance (48), lost her house when it
was burnt down by Inkatha supporters and AMABUTHO
members during political conflict in KwaMashu,
Durban, on 24 September 1985.
NGOBESE, Duduzile (21), had her house burnt down
by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NGOBESE, Eric Sithembiso (25), a UDF supporter,
was stabbed and killed by named Inkatha supporters
in Mgendwa, Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
3 February 1990, the day after the UNBANNING of
political organisations.
NGOBESE, Gelile Thembisile (28), had her house in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in
1993 in intense political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND
‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
NGOBESE, Gideon Bafana (66), an ANC supporter, lost
his house in an arson attack in Mgendwa, Umbumbulu,
KwaZulu, near Durban, in May 1990 in intense conflict
between Inkatha and ANC supporters. His son had been
killed in political conflict in the area four months earlier.
NGOBESE, Jeanet (52), an ANC supporter, had her
house in Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, burnt
down by IFP supporters in February 1991. The family
hid in the cane fields during the attack.
NGOBESE, Kalelani (59), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGOBESE, Khethezakhe Fundi (28), an IFP
supporter, was beaten, stabbed, and shot by ANC
supporters at KwaThema hostel in Springs, Tvl, on 19
August 1990. He died from his injuries.
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NGOBESE, Malusi Herbert (22), was shot by
members of the SAP during political conflict at
Ntuzuma, near Durban, on 5 August in 1989.
NGOBESE, Mamita (68), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGOBESE, Matilda T emba , was shot and killed by
members of the KZP during political violence at
Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 23
January 1993. Four perpetrators were granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NGOBESE, Mbongwa Aaron Sabelo (27), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead while visiting a friend in
Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, in March 1991 in ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
NGOBESE, Mfanekiso (42), an IFP supporter and
member of the local street committee, was stoned to
death in Johannesburg, on 25 July 1993 during intense
political conflict on the East Rand.
NGOBESE, Namnam , was shot dead by members of
the SADF who opened fire on mourners at a night vigil
for a slain activist in Amanzimtoti, near Durban.
NGOBESE, Nkosinathi Lucas (30), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGOBESE, Ntombifuthi (17), a UDF supporter, was
shot dead by a named IFP supporter on 11 May 1993
in KwaMashu, Durban.
NGOBESE, Phethemuphi Mar gar et (56), an ANC
supporter, had her house looted and vandalised by IFP
supporters at Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 2
August 1992.
NGOBESE, Sakhi (26), a UDF supporter, was
detained without charge by named members of the
Security Branch in Sibongile, Dundee, Natal, on 17
June 1986. He and fellow detainees were allegedly
involved in organising a community rates boycott.
NGOBESE, Samson Bekifa , a UDF supporter, was
stabbed to death by a named Inkatha supporter in
KwaMashu, Durban, on 24 September 1985, allegedly
because he worked closely with the UDF leadership.
NGOBESE, Sibongile Philpinah (35), an IFP supporter,
had her home in Richmond Farm, near KwaMashu,
Durban, burnt down by ANC supporters on 11
February 1990. See R ICHMOND FARM ARSON ATTACKS.
NGOBESE, Sicelimpilo Celokwakhe , an active UDF
supporter, was shot dead by members of the KWAZULU
POLICE while attending a memorial service in Durban
on 22 November 1978. About two months earlier he
had been stabbed and severely injured by Inkatha
supporters in Durban.
NGOBESE, Sithembiso Ernest (25), an ANC member,
was detained in Durban on 7 December 1977 and held
in solitary confinement for six months in terms of the
Terrorism Act. He was severely tortured, and
hospitalised as a result. The Supreme Court issued a
restraining order prohibiting the Security Branch from
continuing to assault him. In December 1979, he was
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convicted of political offences and sentenced to five
years, which he served on Robben Island. In January
1987, he was again detained under the Internal
Security Act, and charged but acquitted.
NGOBESE, Skhosiphi (18), was shot and burnt to death
when the house he was in was set alight on 17 March
1994 at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban.
Numerous houses had been burnt down the previous
day by IFP supporters in a sweep through this ANCdominated part of Ndwedwe. See S ONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NGOBESE, Thenjiwe Doreen (46), an ANC supporter,
was injured when unidentified perpetrators bombed
her home during ongoing conflict between ANC and
IFP supporters at Shakaville, Natal, in August 1992.
NGOBESE, Thoko Jeanette , was severely injured at
New Canada Station, Soweto, Johannesburg, in July
1992 when she was pushed from a moving train by
unidentified assailants. Between 1990 and 1993, 572
people died in TRAIN VIOLENCE initiated by groups
opposed to a democratic transition.
NGOBESE, Thokozile (35), had her house burnt down by
IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBOARSON ATTACKS.
NGOBESE, Velephi Florence (47), had her house in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in
1993 in intense political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND
‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
NGOBESE, Zakhele Samuel (20), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead in the streets of Umlazi, Durban, on 12
June 1990, allegedly by members of the K WAZULU
POLICE who were seeking revenge for attacks on an
Inkatha councillor’s property by shooting youths and
ANC supporters. The policemen allegedly placed a
hand grenade in the dead man’s hand.
NGOBESI, Faith Thuli (43), an Inkatha supporter, had
her house petrol-bombed by ANC supporters at
Estcourt, Natal, on 30 July 1990.
NGOBI, Ngcobo , was shot dead by IFP supporters in
Umkomaas, near Durban, in September 1991,
allegedly because he refused to participate in IFP selfdefence camps.
NGOBO, Zenzele W ellington , an ANC supporter, was
stoned to death by alleged KWAZULU POLICE members
and IFP supporters on 18 April 1993 at Umlazi, Durban.
He had previously fled the area because of conflict with
the perpetrators, and was attacked soon after his return.
NGODWANA, Nomantombazana Regina , lost her
cattle and her vegetable garden in an attack by members
of the SADF at Ezityabeni Location, near Bizana,
Transkei, in December 1960 during the PONDOLAND
REVOLT.
NGOEPE, Kgobe Agnes (50), had her home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NGOEPE, Ledile (38), had her home burnt down on 2
February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by supporters of
Chief BK Matlala because she resisted Lebowa’s
proposed independence from South Africa.
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NGOEPE, Rabateng David (48), had his house burnt
down by a named perpetrator in February 1980 in
GaMatlala, Lebowa because he resisted Lebowa’s
proposed independence from South Africa.
NGOEPE, Tlou Nelson (26), an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten in Ellisras, Tvl, by members of the SAP
at an ANC meeting in Ga-Seleka in October 1990. Police
declared the meeting illegal and dispersed the crowd.
NGOETJANA, Tlou Elizabeth (25), was shot by a
named perpetrator in Pietersburg, Tvl, in 1990.
NGOMANA, Xaniseka Robert , was severely injured
when hit with rifle butts by members of the SADF in
Namakgale, Lebowa, on 31 July 1990.
NGOMANE, Geor ge, was severely beaten with rifle
butts, allegedly by members of the SAP, in Tokoza, Tvl,
on 21 August 1991 during political conflict on the East
Rand.
NGOMANE, Johannes , was shot and injured by named
IFP supporters at a night vigil in Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 26 March 1991. Fifteen people died in this
attack, which followed clashes between IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
NGOMANE, Matletla (63), was severely beaten with
sjamboks in Komatipoort, Tvl, on 7 June 1986,
allegedly by named ‘comrades’ who continued to
harrass him until he left the area with his family.
NGOMANE, Muziwakhe Macmillan (23), an MK cadre,
was shot dead in an ambush by UNITA soldiers in
Angola in 1988. MK soldiers based in Angola assisted
the FAPLA forces of the ruling MPLA government in
its war against UNITA, which was assisted by the
South African government. 1987-8 saw particularly
fierce fighting, in which a number of MK soldiers were
killed in combat, often in ambushes laid by UNITA.
NGOMANE, Samson , was severely beaten by
members of the Security Branch in eMijindini, Barberton,
Tvl, on 18 June 1986 during the state of emergency.
NGOMANE, Sophie Ntombikayise (32), was shot and
injured by SADF members during political conflict at
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 1 July 1986.
Ms Ngomane had attended a UDF meeting that day.
NGOMBANE, Mncedisi , was shot and injured in
Tokoza, Tvl, on 11 December 1990 during violent
political conflict on the East Rand.
NGONDO, Engelina Nomvuyo (34), was detained
under emergency regulations by named SAP members
in Murraysburg, Cape, in June 1986, and held for three
months in several prisons. She was suspected of being
a UDF and/or ANC supporter as she was allegedly
photographed by the police holding an ANC board.
NGONJOLO, Nomvuyo Selinah (35), had her house
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down on
16 March 1994 in political conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters during the run-up to the APRIL 1994
ELECTIONS.
NGONO, Mbulelo Alfred (aka ‘Khaya Kasibe’ or
‘KK’) , an MK operative from Port Elizabeth, survived
an ambush by armed men wearing Lesotho security
force uniforms near Roma, Lesotho, on 15 March
1988. A fellow MK operative was killed and another
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injured in the attack. The latter was subsequently shot
dead in his hospital bed in Maseru. Shortly thereafter,
Mr Ngono was abducted in Maseru, Lesotho, by
Ladybrand Security Branch operatives. Mr Ngono has
not been seen since and is presumed dead. Two
Security Branch operatives applied for amnesty for the
abduction but claimed that Mr Ngono had accompanied
them willingly and returned to Lesotho as their agent.
Amnesty was refused (AC/2001/238).
NGONO, Miseka Nancy (47), an ANC supporter, was
making inquiries about the disappearance of her son in
Lesotho when she was detained in Port Elizabeth on
25 May 1988 and held until 1990. She was
subsequently charged with terrorism and acquitted.
NGONY AMA, Mfano Vitalis (19), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death by a named IFP supporter in
Ixopo, Natal, on 7 December 1993. His five-year-old
brother was also stabbed to death in the attack.
NGONY AMA, Siboniso (5), was stabbed to death by
a named IFP supporter in Ixopo, Natal, on 7 December
1993. His brother, an ANC supporter, was also stabbed
to death in the attack.
NGONY AMA, Sipho Funokwakhe (33), had his home
in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by
UDF supporters on 20 September 1989 in intensifying
conflict between Inkatha and UDF supporters in the area.
NGOQO, Der rick , was shot dead allegedly by members
of the SAP in Guguletu, Cape Town, on 11 November
1987. He had been repeatedly harassed by police who
sought information about the GUGULETU SEVEN, one of
who was his friend.
NGOQO, Nceba (29), was killed by a member of the
SAP during political conflict in Guguletu, Cape Town,
on 9 February 1991. He died of his injuries in hospital.
NGOTSHA, Andile Arthur (16), an ANC supporter,
was severely assaulted by members of the SAP in the
Port Elizabeth police station in 1986, after being
accused of taking part in the murder of AZAPO
members.
NGOTSHA, Ntsikelelo (30), was shot dead by named
members of the SAP in Port Alfred, Cape, on 9 August
1986 during the state of emergency. See POLICEBRUTALITY.
NGOYI, Edgar Dumile (37), an ANC member, was
detained in 1960 and again in 1963, when he was
severely tortured. He was imprisoned for 17 years on
Robben Island, from 16 January 1964. On 7 June 1985,
Mr Ngoyi, who was then Eastern Cape UDF President,
lost his home in an arson attack during political conflict
in KwaZakele, Port Elizabeth. Mr Ngoyi faced other
charges and periods of detention in the 1985 to 1987
period.
NGOZO, Morris Auri ‘Kraai’ , an alleged IFP supporter,
was shot dead by a group of ANC self-defence unit
(SDU) members during political conflict in Tokoza, Tvl,
on 20 November 1993. One SDU member was granted
amnesty for his involvement in the incident
(AC/1999/0186).
NGQABAYE, Nowawi Linah (40), an ANCWL
member, was struck unconscious with a baton by a
member of the SAP at Johannesburg Supreme Court,
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when she tried to hand clean clothes to prisoners
accused of treason in the Rivonia trial of 1963.
NGQAMF ANA, Zongezile Patrick (24), a member of
the Alicedale Youth Congress, was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Alicedale, Cape, on 26 April
1985.
NGQANDU, Ronald (32), an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured by members of the SAP in Komga, Cape,
on 14 March 1990 during a random shooting. He was
held under police guard in hospital and on discharge
was charged with public violence.
NGQAVU, Andile (13), was shot and injured by members
of the SAP at De Aar, Cape, in November 1986.
NGQAZO, Ringile , was killed by ‘necklacing’ by
HOYCO and UDF supporters in November 1985 in
Hofmeyr, Cape. He had been accused of being a
collaborator as he was the friend of a policeman.
NGQEBE, Rodgers (22), an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured by members of the SAP during intense
public unrest in DUNCAN VILLAGE, East London, on 15
August 1985.
NGQENDESHA, Godfrey Mlamleli (37), an ANC
supporter, was detained and tortured by members of
the Ciskei Police on 15 June 1987 in Whittlesea, Ciskei.
NGQINJANA, Lindeka Sylvia (32), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
burnt down by IFP supporters on 26 February 1992.
NGQOKOMA, Mlamli Moses (20), SAYCO member,
was detained by members of the SAP in Dordrecht,
Cape, on numerous occasions between 1983 and
1986.
NGQOKOTY A, Rita Mambhele (59), was detained by
members of the SAP on 15 June 1986 at the Algoa
Park police station, Port Elizabeth.
NGQOLA, Loyiso Thibang (23), was detained in
Nyanga, Cape Town, and severely tortured at the
Guguletu police station on 26 July 1986, for his alleged
involvement in ‘people’s courts’. He was held for 14
days at Victor Verster prison, Paarl, Cape. During his
detention he was taken by police to a beach and
tortured again.
NGQULUNGA, Brian Boy Elliot , an askari, was shot
dead on 20 July 1990 near Brits, Pretoria, by fellow
Vlakplaas operatives. The applicants testified that they
feared Mr Ngqulunga would expose the activities of
Vlakplaas. Seven Vlakplaas operatives were granted
amnesty for the operation (AC/2001/062).
NGQULUNGA, M , was shot and wounded when ANC
security guards opened fire from the ANC headquarters
at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd of IFP
marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine marchers
were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC security
guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
NGQULUNGA, Mthetho , was shot dead by members
of the SAP in White City, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 8
September 1991. Police shot three people during an
IFP march to Nancefield hostel.
NGQULUNGA, Siphamandla , was shot and stabbed
to death when IFP supporters attacked his home at
KwaMbonambi, KwaZulu, near Richards Bay, Natal, on
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24 March 1994 in political conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters during the run-up to the APRIL 1994
ELECTIONS. His two sisters and brother were also shot
and stabbed to death in the attack, and the family
home was burnt down.
NGQUMBO, Ben Nzelane (75), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead on 15 October 1992 by members of
the CDF, at his home in Msobomvu, Alice, Ciskei.
Three members of his family were killed in the attack.
NGQUTYW A, Livingstone Ngenaphi (75), chairman
of SANCO, was detained and tortured by members of
the SAP for one month without trial, from 19 September
1992, in Middledrift police station, Middledrift, Ciskei,
before a mass funeral for victims of the BISHO MASSACRE.
NGQWALA, Zamikhaya Shadrack , was stabbed and
killed by IFP supporters in Alexandra, Johannesburg, in
March 1991 after the Alexandra Civic Organisation
(ACO) launched a campaign urging town councillors to
resign. Many councillors joined the IFP and then
informed hostel-dwellers that the ACO intended to
demolish hostels sparking conflict between mainly
ANC-supporting residents and IFP-supporting hosteldwellers. During March 1991, 70 people were killed
and many others were injured.
NGQWEMLA, Mncedisi Lawrence (26), a UDF
supporter, was shot and injured by members of the
SAP in Nyanga Bush, near Crossroads, Cape Town, in
February 1985. Eighteen people were shot dead and
hundreds were wounded in a three-day clash from 18
to 21 February when Crossroads residents resisted a
forced removal to Khayelitsha.
NGUBANAE, Bizani (59), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by Inkatha supporters at KwaNxamalala, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in 1990.
NGUBANE, (first name not given), was shot dead by
IFP supporters at the shop where he worked in Dube,
Soweto, Johannesburg, in 1993. Mr Ngubane was
shot during an attack on his employer who had
refused to join the IFP.
NGUBANE, Alfred Geni , a UDF supporter, had his
house looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a
group of Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters
and residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in spite of a heavy police and military presence.
Fourteen people were killed and at least 120 homes
burnt down. One former IFP member was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NGUBANE, Anna , was shot dead by named IFP
supporters in Emdeni, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 5 April
1991 during intense conflict between IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents. Four
other people were killed in the incident.
NGUBANE, Anton (45), an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured at Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick,
Natal, in April 1990, when members of the SAP
opened fire on a group of ANC supporters allegedly
guarding the community against further attack from
IFP supporters.
NGUBANE, Arnold Barney Mthokozisi
(19), an
Inkatha supporter, was stabbed to death by named
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UDF supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 20 February 1987.
NGUBANE, Bani Gr etta (61), had her house near
Hammarsdale, Natal, petrol-bombed during political
conflict between ANC and Inkatha supporters on 4
March 1990. Her son was shot dead while he was
trying to escape.
NGUBANE, Beauty (61), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters, allegedly assisted
by members of the SAP, at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 16 July 1993.
NGUBANE, Bekuyise Amishaba (41), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed and severely injured by
Inkatha supporters in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
on 9 December 1988.
NGUBANE, Bhekameva Alfr ed, an IFP supporter,
was shot and wounded when ANC security guards
opened fire from the ANC headquarters at Shell
House, Johannesburg, on a crowd of IFP marchers, on
28 March 1994. At least nine marchers were killed and
around 100 injured. Ten ANC security guards were
granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
NGUBANE, Bhekinduna (34), was severely injured
when she was stabbed and shot by named Inkatha
supporters at KwaNxamalala, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 4 July 1988 in intensifying conflict
between Inkatha supporters and supporters of the
UDF and ANC.
NGUBANE, Bhululu Samuel (60), was shot at and
had his house in Umzumbe, near Port Shepstone,
Natal, burnt down in 1990, in intense conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters. He was allegedly targeted
because his sons were ANC supporters.
NGUBANE, Bizani (59), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in KwaNxamalala,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in 1990.
NGUBANE, Bongani Sabelo , was shot at by IFP
members during political violence at Sundumbili,
KwaZulu, near Mandini, Natal, on 7 August 1993. One
perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NGUBANE, Bongi Sylvia (36), had her house in
Pietermaritzburg burnt down during intensifying
conflict between UDF and Inkatha supporters in 1987.
NGUBANE, Busili , was abducted and assaulted by a
member of the ANC’s Security Department in
Johannesburg, in April 1994. The applicant suspected
that Mr Ngubane and others had broken into his
minibus and stolen sensitive ANC security-related
documents and other goods, which were then handed
to an IFP supporter. The applicant was granted
amnesty for the incident (AC/2001/066).
NGUBANE, Busisiwe Francina (34), had her home
burnt down during ongoing conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters at Richmond Farm, near KwaMashu,
Durban, on 21 June 1991.
NGUBANE, Concert Zazi (39), an Inkatha supporter,
had his house burnt down by ANC supporters in
Njobokazi, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 18
March 1990.
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NGUBANE, Daniel Mduduzi (18), an IFP supporter,
was stabbed to death by ANC supporters at Enseleni,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 19 August 1993.
NGUBANE, Dingizwe Isaac (37), had his house burnt
down by IFP supporters during political conflict at
Mandini, Natal, in October 1993, allegedly because he
refused to attend an IFP meeting.
NGUBANE, Doris (50), was severely assaulted, raped
and stabbed by members of the AMASINYORA vigilantes
and a named member of the KWAZULU POLICE at her
home in KwaMashu, Durban, in March 1992, allegedly
because one of her sons was an ANC supporter. Ms
Ngubane’s husband was forced to watch the assault
on his wife.
NGUBANE, Eric (24), was shot and injured in Emdeni,
Soweto, Johannesburg, on 7 April 1991 in a revenge
attack by IFP supporters on their way back from a
rally. Mr Ngubane’s sister was mutilated in the attack.
NGUBANE, Ernest Mduduzi (21), was shot, stabbed,
and burnt and burnt to death by ANC supporters in
Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 27 August 1991 in
ongoing political conflict in the area. His four young
cousins were also burnt to death in the attack, when
the perpetrators set fire to their home.
NGUBANE, Flora Khosi (37), an Inkatha supporter,
had her house in Sweetwaters, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, burnt down by UDF supporters on
29 December 1986.
NGUBANE, Frieda (57), an Inkatha supporter, had her
house in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, burnt
down by UDF supporters in September 1989.
NGUBANE, Gilbert , was stabbed and shot dead by
ANC supporters who attacked his house in
Mevamhlophe, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on
30 October 1993. The perpetrators accused him of
storing weapons for the IFP. His wife, their housekeeper
and a neighbour were all severely injured in the attack.
NGUBANE, Hawukile , had her house and tuck shop
burnt down by unidentified perpetrators in ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters at
Ekuphakameni, near Inanda, Durban, on 21 June 1991.
NGUBANE, Jabulile Ntombifuthi
(36), had her house
in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, burnt down by
Inkatha supporters on 15 April 1989 in intensifying
conflict between Inkatha and UDF supporters in the area.
NGUBANE, Jabulisile Francesca (32), had her house
and possessions burnt down during intensifying conflict
between UDF and Inkatha supporters at Trust Feeds,
New Hanover, near Pietermaritzburg, on 1 December
1988. The following day, police withdrew their
presence from the area in preparation for the TRUST
FEEDS MASSACRE, which took place on 3 December.
NGUBANE, John Mbuzana (48), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by Inkatha supporters in KwaMnyandu,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 29 March 1990,
during the SEVEN -DAY WAR.
NGUBANE, Joseph Nkankabula (48), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by Inkatha supporters at
KwaMnyandu, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 29
March 1990, during the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
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NGUBANE, Maggie (67), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGUBANE, Makhosazana Rita (37), lost her house and
all her belongings in an arson attack during intensifying
conflict between UDF and Inkatha supporters in Trust
Feeds, New Hanover, near Pietermaritzburg, on 3
December 1988. The previous day, police had
withdrawn their presence from the area in preparation
for the T RUST F EEDS MASSACRE, which took place on 3
December. At the time of the attack, there was no
policing presence in the area, leaving UDF-supporting
families particularly vulnerable to attack.
NGUBANE, Maur een (60), a UDF supporter, was
stabbed and severely injured in KwaMashu, Durban, in
February 1987, while attempting to rescue her son,
who had been dragged out of their home and severely
assaulted by unidentified perpetrators, at a time of
intense conflict between UDF and Inkatha supporters.
NGUBANE, Mavis Mkhosazana (50), had her house
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in
1993 in intense political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND
‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
NGUBANE, Mavis Thokozile (20), was shot and
wounded by members of the SAP on 16 June 1976,
the first day of the SOWETO UPRISING. 575 people were
killed and 2 380 people injured during the uprising in
clashes between protesters and members of the SAP
and the Riot Unit.
NGUBANE, Maxhegu T imothy , an Inkatha supporter,
was stabbed and hacked to death by UDF supporters
in Clermont, near Durban, on 28 June 1989.
NGUBANE, Mcitwa (67), an IFP supporter, lost his
house in an arson attack by ANC supporters at
Mshayazafe, Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 10
July 1991.
NGUBANE, Mgwazeni Daniel (33), was severely
beaten with sjamboks by members of the SADF in
Duduza, Nigel, Tvl, in August 1985. He was then taken
to a nearby stream and left for dead. At the time,
there was intense conflict between the community
and the police, supported by the SADF.
NGUBANE, Mildred Ntombi (32), was severely
stabbed and mutilated in Emdeni, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 7 April 1991 in a revenge attack by IFP
supporters accompanied by members of the SAP.
NGUBANE, Msonguthu , was shot and wounded when
ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd
of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine
marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC
security guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
NGUBANE, Musa Clement (30), was stoned and shot
dead by ANC supporters in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg,
on 12 January 1992, allegedly because he failed to pay
ANC protection fees at a time of ongoing conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
NGUBANE, Musa W iseman (12), had his home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
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supporters of Chief BK Matlala because his family
resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from South
Africa.
NGUBANE, Muzi Musa (27), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by named IFP supporters in Richmond,
Natal, on 1 May 1992.
NGUBANE, Nonhlanhla Lucy (38), had her house in
Mevamhlophe, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal,
destroyed in June 1993. Having fled the area earlier
because of the conflict between the IFP and ANC, the
family returned to find their home looted and destroyed.
NGUBANE, Ntombenkulu (24), an ANC activist, was
detained under emergency regulations in 1960, and
tortured. In 1963, she was served with a five-year
banning order confining her to Umlazi. She defied it and
went into hiding in Clermont, near Durban. Arrested in
1964, she was tortured in detention and forced to sign
a confession. Sentenced to nine years’ imprisonment,
she lost her baby, which was delivered in prison.
NGUBANE, Ntombifikile Ellina (41), lost her house in
an arson attack by Inkatha supporters during intense
political conflict in Pietermaritzburg, on 23 March
1990. See SEVEN-DAY WAR.
NGUBANE, Ntombimina Lephina , a UDF supporter,
had her house burnt down during intense conflict
between UDF and Inkatha supporters at KwaShange,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in 1990.
NGUBANE, Ntombinkulu Regina (60), an ANC
supporter, had her house in Sinathing, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, burnt down on 19 September 1987
by Inkatha supporters returning from a rally.
NGUBANE, Ntombizanele Eleanor (36), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP supporters
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
20 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGUBANE, Philliphina Beatrice (60), had her house
in Richmond, Natal, burnt down by named IFP
supporters in May 1992 in continuing conflict between
IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
NGUBANE, Qhikiza Ntombifikile (38), an Inkatha
supporter, had her house burnt down by UDF supporters
in KwaNxamalala, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on
21 May 1990, in conflict following the UNBANNING of
political organisations in February.
NGUBANE, Sandile Bethuel , a UDF supporter, was
shot and injured when a group of Inkatha supporters
and C APRIVI TRAINEES attacked a UDF meeting in a
house at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 18
January 1988. Nine people were killed and an
estimated 200 people were injured in the attack. The
group went on to destroy around eight houses. One
former Inkatha member was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0332).
NGUBANE, Sandile Victor (16), was shot from a
passing police car in Malelane, Tvl, in June 1986. He
was on his way to a public meeting to discuss state
informers when police opened fire on the crowd to
disrupt the meeting.
NGUBANE, Saraphina (48), an Inkatha supporter, had
her house burnt down by ANC supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in 1988.
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NGUBANE, Sayco , was shot dead in Wesselton,
Ermelo, Tvl, on 10 August 1991 by IFP supporters on a
bus returning from a funeral during intense conflict
between ANC-supporting residents and IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers.
NGUBANE, Sidumo Paulinus , a UDF supporter, was
shot in the head and burnt to death by members of
the Chesterville A-TEAM in Chesterville, Durban, on 25
May 1986.
NGUBANE, Simon Mzungezwa , a MAWU member,
was abducted and shot dead by Inkatha members at
Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, on 6
December 1986. Three MAWU members were killed
and their bodies were burnt. One survived the attack.
At the time, there was intense local conflict between
Inkatha and KWAZULU P OLICE and MAWU members
following the 1985 SARMCOL STRIKE. An inquest found
nine known Inkatha members responsible, but no one
was charged.
NGUBANE, Sipho Sakhile (24), an ANC supporter, was
shot and stabbed to death by IFP supporters in Ndodwane,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 17 April 1994, during
the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS. The attack took
place on the same day as a peace meeting in the area.
NGUBANE, Sizakele Doreen (21), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGUBANE, Stish P , a UDF supporter and member of
the Taylors Halt Youth Congress, was detained under
emergency regulations on 8 May 1988 in Pietermaritzburg, and tortured by named Security Branch
members while in police custody. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
NGUBANE, Swabe Marry (38), an Inkatha supporter,
had her house burnt down by UDF supporters at
Woodyglen, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in
October 1988.
NGUBANE, Thandiwe Florence (37), was shot and
severely injured and had her house in Enhlalakahle,
Greytown, Natal, destroyed by named ANC supporters
in November 1990 in intense conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters in the area.
NGUBANE, Themba , an ANC supporter, lost his
home in Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal,
in arson attack by IFP supporters on 2 August 1992.
NGUBANE, Thembekile Lillios (60), was stabbed and
severely injured by ANC supporters who attacked her
home in Mevamhlophe, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, on 30 October 1993. The perpetrators accused
her husband of storing weapons for the IFP, and shot
him dead in the attack. Four others were injured,
including two children.
NGUBANE, Thembelihle Wilson (22), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed to death and his body set
alight by IFP supporters at Santa in Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 July 1993.
NGUBANE, Thokozile Nelisiwe (37), had her house
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in
1993 in continuing political conflict between the ‘RED’
AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS .
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NGUBANE, Tholakele Patricia (30), had her house in
KwaShange, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, destroyed
and looted by Inkatha supporters on 27 March 1990,
during the SEVEN -DAY WAR.
NGUBANE, Thulani (19), a UDF supporter, was shot
dead by named Inkatha supporters at KwaShange,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 7 May 1987.
NGUBANE, V irginia Kholekile (40), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by Inkatha supporters in
KwaMnyandu, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg on
29 March 1990, during the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
NGUBANE, Vivian Happy (24), an Inkatha supporter,
lost her home in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in 1988, when a gas cylinder thrown by a UDF
supporter exploded inside it.
NGUBANE, Vusumuzi Joseph (19), a UDF supporter,
was shot and injured by named Inkatha supporters in
Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, in May
1990.
NGUBANE, Xolani , an ANC supporter, was stabbed,
axed and shot dead by unidentified perpetrators at a
taxi rank in Pietermaritzburg during conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in the area on 3 February
1993. Two others were also killed, and one injured.
NGUBANE, Zwelindoda Scion (66), an ANC
supporter, was shot and severely injured by Inkatha
supporters at Ntuzuma, near Durban, on 7 December
1989. Mr Ngubane’s leg was later amputated.
NGUBANI, Bukani Beatrice ‘Maluthuli’
(58), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by named IFP
supporters in Gamalakhe, KwaZulu, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 3 April 1991.
NGUBANI, Nofi Bhekokwakhe , an IFP supporter,
was shot and wounded when ANC security guards
opened fire from the ANC headquarters at Shell
House, Johannesburg, on a crowd of IFP marchers, on
28 March 1994. At least nine marchers were killed and
around 100 injured. Ten ANC security guards were
granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
NGUBELANGA, Nonsikelelo (28), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters in political conflict
between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, in 1993.
NGUBELANGA, Velile Victor (29), was detained in
Durban on 11 February 1979 and tortured over a period
of three months by named members of the Security
Police, allegedly because he was an ANC supporter.
NGUBENI, Amos M , a member of the Municipal
Police, was one of six policemen injured when MK
operatives opened fire on their patrol van in front of
the Lindela hostel, Katlehong, Tvl, on 12 October
1988. Four MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0294).
NGUBENI, Bafana (17), an ANC supporter, was
stoned, burnt to death and his body was then
mutilated in Katlehong, Tvl, on 23 July 1993, allegedly
by ANC supporters because he was friendly with a
Zulu-speaking person assumed to be an IFP supporter.
NGUBENI, Evelyn Nomangesi (51), lost her house in
a petrol bomb attack by named IFP supporters during
political conflict at Empangeni, Natal, on 31 August
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1993. Her son and her cousin were killed in the attack.
Two weeks earlier, IFP supporters had killed her husband,
a well known NEHAWU member, and another son.
NGUBENI, Gift (21), was shot and burnt in a petrol
bomb attack by named IFP supporters during political
conflict at Empangeni, Natal, on 31 August 1993. A
relative was killed in the attack, and the house was
burnt down. Mr Ngubeni died of his injuries on 14
October 1993. Two weeks earlier, IFP supporters had
killed his brother and his father, a well known NEHAWU
member.
NGUBENI, Howick (62), a NEHAWU member, was
shot dead on 17 August 1993 when IFP supporters,
some of whom are named, attacked him in his home
at Nkonyeni, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, allegedly
because of his union activities. One of his sons was
also killed in the same attack.
NGUBENI, Mahotea (63), an IFP supporter, was shot
dead by fellow IFP supporters at Emangweni, near
Estcourt, Natal, on 20 October 1993, allegedly
because she was suspected of disloyalty to the party.
NGUBENI, Malefetsane Frank (21), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in Sharpeville,
Vereeniging, Tvl, on 3 September 1984 during rent
boycotts and protests against town councillors in the
area. This period is known as the VAAL UPRISING.
NGUBENI, Mbuyiswa Isaac (38), a SANCO member,
was severely assaulted by Inkatha supporters in
Sebokeng, Tvl, on 17 December 1989. Violent conflict
between Inkatha and ANC supporters began in the
Transvaal during the latter part of 1989.
NGUBENI, Mlambo Michael , was shot dead by an
ANC supporter in Soweto, Johannesburg, on 25
January 1987. The perpetrator applied for amnesty.
NGUBENI, Modecai Lucky , was shot on 17 August
1993 when IFP supporters, some of whom are
named, attacked his home at Nkonyeni, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, allegedly targeting his father, who
was a Nehawu member. Mr Ngubeni died in hospital
of his injuries. His father was killed in the attack.
NGUBENI, Paul Molahleki , was shot and killed by
members of the IFP-related ‘Khumalo Gang’ at Ngema
Tavern, Natalspruit, Tvl, on the 22 January 1993. Many
persons were killed and injured in the attack. Three
perpetrators applied for amnesty. Two perpetrators
were refused and one was granted amnesty
(AC/2000/198).
NGUBENI, Sipho Kenneth (34), was severely injured
in a shooting at Vosloorus, Tvl, on 12 June 1992 during
ongoing political conflict on the East Rand.
NGUBENI, Thandiwe Kelly , was shot and killed by
members of the IFP-related ‘Khumalo Gang’ at Ngema
Tavern, Natalspruit, Tvl, on the 22 January 1993. Many
persons were killed and injured in the attack. Three
perpetrators applied for amnesty. Two perpetrators were
refused and one was granted amnesty (AC/2000/198).
NGUBO, (first name not given), a sergeant in the SAP,
was abducted, together with another police officer, by
MK operatives during a raid on the Bhongolethu police
station at Kokstad, Natal, in October 1993. The two
police officers were subsequently killed by the
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perpetrators. Four MK members were granted amnesty
(AC/1998/0033).
NGUBO, Eliot Msongelwa , had his house vandalised
and looted by IFP supporters in KwaMagoda,
Richmond, Natal, in continuing political conflict in
February 1991.
NGUBO, Flomentia (63), an ANC supporter, had to
abandon her home in Ixopo, Natal, when her family
was severely harassed by IFP supporters in 1993. Ms
Ngubo’s son had been shot dead by IFP supporters in
1992.
NGUBO, Judith Nosisa , an ANC supporter, was shot
in the right thigh and severely injured in Katlehong, Tvl,
while travelling on a train towards Wadeville, on
9 August 1991. Between 1990 and 1993, 572 people
died in TRAIN VIOLENCE. The East Rand was a key site of
train violence with the track from Katlehong to Kwesine
station becoming the line with the highest risk in
South Africa.
NGUBO, Kennest Ndodo (16), an ANC supporter,
was shot and stabbed to death by IFP supporters at
Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal, in January 1991.
NGUBO, Mandlakayise Caiphas (50), an Inkatha
supporter, was killed in a car and then set alight by
ANC supporters in an ANC stronghold at Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 11 February 1990. His two
sons were also killed in this incident.
NGUBO, Mbongeni Paulos (23), an Inkatha supporter,
was killed in a car and then set alight by ANC supporters
in an ANC stronghold at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 11 February 1990. His father and brother
were also killed in this incident.
NGUBO, Michael Bayo (52), had his house in
Mahaqwa, near Port Shepstone, Natal, burnt down by
Inkatha supporters in April 1990, soon after the
UNBANNING of political organisations. His children were
allegedly ANC supporters.
NGUBO, Nhlanhla Ber nar d, a member of the SAP, was
shot dead in Kokstad, Natal, while on night duty at a local
police station on 18 October 1993. Despite evidence
to suggest the involvement of APLA in this attack, the
APLA leadership denied responsibility for the killings.
NGUBO, Nkosinathi (aka 'Diliza Dumakude), an MK
member, was shot dead in 1984 by MK members in
an MK camp in exile allegedly after he had criticised
the MK security unit for its harsh treatment of
soldiers. See ANC CAMPS.
NGUBO, Nombuso Maggie (44), had her house burnt
down in political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND
‘GREEN’ FACTIONS in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu,
Durban, in 1993.
NGUBO, Ntombizonke Rita (47), had her home burnt
down by Inkatha supporters in Swayimane, Table
Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg, in intensifying conflict
between Inkatha and UDF supporters in late 1989.
NGUBO, Ser geant , a member of the SAP, was
abducted, together with another police member, from
the Bhongweni police station in Kokstad, Transkei, on
18 October 1993, in an attack by SDU members. Both
were shot dead. Four SDU members were granted
amnesty (AC/1998/0033).
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NGUBO, Sibusiso Bethuel (21), a UDF supporter,
was shot dead by members of the SAP during political
unrest at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 9
February 1989.
NGUBO, Sindile Vincent Sira (16), had his house
petrol-bombed by a group of youths in October 1977
in Cradock, Cape, allegedly because his brother was
accused of being a collaborator in the area.
NGUBO, Thembisile L ynnet (27), an Inkatha supporter,
lost her houses in an arson attack by a named UDF
supporter in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 4
June 1989.
NGUBO, Victor (22), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by Inkatha supporters in Sinathing, KwaZulu,
near Pietermaritzburg, on 20 September 1987.
NGUBO, Xolani , was one of three men stabbed to
death by ANC supporters and residents of the
Bottlebrush informal settlement, Chatsworth, Durban,
in ongoing political conflict on 26 December 1993. Three
ANC supporters were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0059).
NGUBO, Ziyalile Baqiphile (50), an ANC supporter,
had her home burnt down by fellow ANC supporters
during serious internal conflict at Woodyglen, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 1 January 1987.
NGUDLE, Looksmart Khulile , an ANC member,
allegedly hanged himself while in detention in Pretoria,
on 5 September 1963. He was the first detainee to die
under the 1963 Detention Law. Mr Ngudle was allegedly
responsible for recruiting MK members for military
training outside South Africa, was directly linked with
the MK High Command in Johannesburg and was
cited as a fellow conspirator in the Rivonia Trial.
NGUNA, Andile Nobleman (27), a UDF supporter,
was shot in the leg by a named member of the SAP
on 14 July 1985 in Queenstown, Cape, allegedly
while he was throwing stones at the perpetrator’s
house with others. He was arrested and sentenced to
four years’ imprisonment.
NGUSE, Roslina Nozihlabo (44), had her house burnt
down by Inkatha supporters in Mshayazafe, Inanda,
near KwaMashu, Durban, on 1 June 1989 in
intensifying political conflict.
NGUTSHANE, Madoda (23), was shot dead by IFP
supporters at Selby hostel in Johannesburg, on 21 July
1992. Hostel-dwellers were allegedly coerced into
joining the IFP when Inkatha launched itself as a
political party in 1990. Cordial relations between hosteldwellers were replaced with increasing conflict based
on ethnicity, residential area and political affiliation.
NGUZO, Kadefunwa (27), an ANC supporter, was
beaten by police on his arrest in Robertson, Cape, in
November 1985. On 18 June 1986 he was again
beaten by police and detained for three months.
NGWABE, Nonhlanzeko Maggie Hlomuka (65), had
her house at Richmond Farm, near KwaMashu,
Durban, burnt down by ANC supporters on 11
February 1990. See R ICHMOND FARM ARSON ATTACKS.
NGWAMBA, Musa (15), was shot by a named
perpetrator in the eMijindini Community Hall,
Barberton, Tvl, during a celebration of the Freedom
Charter on 26 June 1990.
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NGWANANG, Mof fat, was severely beaten in
Lebaleng, Makwassie, Tvl, in November 1991.
NGWANDI, Lucky Brian , was shot dead in Tembisa,
Tvl, on 31 July 1993.
NGWANE, Andile Isaac (16), was shot and injured by
members of the SAP in Mbekweni, Paarl, Cape, in
1985. He was unconscious for seven days and was
hopitalised for three months as a result of his injuries.
NGWANE, Babo Michael (36), an ANC supporter, had
his house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGWANE, Bathobile (44), an ANC supporter, had her
house at Esimozomeni, Richmond, Natal, burnt down
by IFP supporters, who also stole her livestock and
furniture, in December 1991.
NGWANE, Bongani Michael (39), an ANC supporter,
was assaulted without provacation at KwaMashu,
Durban, by members of the SADF 32 Batallion on 5
January 1990, allegedly because he was found in an
area where a killing had taken place.
NGWANE, Boyi , an ANC supporter, was killed in
unknown circumstances, allegedly by an Inkatha hit
squad, in Port Shepstone, Natal, in April 1990.
NGWANE, Busisiwe Reginah (32), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters during intense political
conflict at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 20 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NGWANE, Dolly Tholakele , an ANC supporter, was
killed in unknown circumstances, allegedly by an
Inkatha hit squad in Mahwaqa, near Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 24 March 1990.
NGWANE, Giphet Khulekani (31), an ANC supporter,
had his home burnt down by IFP supporters at
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, in April
1993.
NGWANE, Joseph (51), was stabbed to death by a
named Inkatha supporter in Umzumbe, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, during intensifying political conflict
in the area on 12 February 1983.
NGWANE, Mathuli (11), was stabbed and severely
injured when Inkatha supporters attacked his parents’
home in Umzumbe, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 1
January 1984 in intensifying conflict between UDF and
Inkatha supporters. Three other family members were
severely injured in the attack, and one was killed.
NGWANE, Mhlengi , was stabbed and severely
injured when Inkatha supporters attacked her parents’
home in Umzumbe, near Port Shepstone, Natal, in
intensifying political conflict on 1 January 1984. Three
other family members were severely injured in the
attack, and one was killed.
NGWANE, Muntu (28), was shot dead by unidentified
gunmen wearing balaclavas, allegedly members of the
KWAZULU POLICE, who opened fire on people drinking at
a tavern in Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, on 11 August 1992.
NGWANE, Ngibonisele Nethwell (30), a member of
the SAP, was shot dead by ANC supporters in
Hibberdene, Natal, on 27 December 1991.
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NGWANE, Nonhlanhla (16), was stabbed and
severely injured when Inkatha supporters attacked her
parents’ home in Umzumbe, near Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 1 January 1984 in intensifying political
conflict in the area. Three other family members were
severely injured in the attack, and one was killed.
NGWANE, Sibusiso Abraham (23), an ANC
supporter, was shot and injured by KWAZULU POLICE and
IFP supporters outside the family store at Groutville,
Stanger, Natal, on 14 January 1994, following a
dispute between ANC and IFP supporters.
NGWANE, Sizakele Ger tr ude (47), was stabbed and
severely injured when Inkatha supporters attacked her
home in Umzumbe, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 1
January 1984 in intensifying political conflict in the area.
Three other family members were severely injured in
the attack, and one was killed.
NGWANE, Sqomu , was stabbed to death by Inkatha
supporters in Umzumbe, near Port Shepstone, Natal,
in intensifying political conflict in the area in 1984.
NGWANE, Thembalipheli Goodman (37), had his car
and home destroyed by unidentified persons, allegedly
members of the SAP co-operating with Inkatha
supporters in Ezimbokodweni, Umbumbulu, KwaZulu,
near Durban, in intensifying political conflict in January
1986.
NGWANE, Themninkosi Killer (25), was shot and
wounded when ANC security guards opened fire from
the ANC headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg,
on a crowd of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At
least nine marchers were killed and around 100
injured. Ten ANC security guards were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/142).
NGWANE, Vimbekile Matilda (44), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters at NDWEDWE, KwaZulu,
near Durban, in April 1993 in intensifying political
conflict in the area.
NGWANE, Zibukele (3), was stabbed to death when
Inkatha supporters attacked his parents’ home in
Umzumbe, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 1 January
1984 in intensifying political conflict in the area. Four other
family members were severely injured in the attack.
NGWANE/KHANYILE, Dennis Bonginkosi (21), a
UDF supporter, had his house burnt down during
intensifying conflict between UDF and Inkatha
supporters at Inchanga, Natal, on 11 December 1988.
NGWANQA, Xola (16), a PAC supporter, was killed by
UDF supporters on 16 November 1987 during political
conflict in Uitenhage, Cape.
NGWANY A, Constance (38), had her house in KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by UDF supporters on 15
August 1989, in intensifying conflict between UDF and
Inkatha supporters. The attackers were allegedly
looking for her brother, who had gone into hiding.
NGWAPE, Gideon Legothi (76), an ANC supporter,
was threatened with his life, his cattle were stolen and
his house was burnt down in Kgomo, near Pietersburg,
Tvl, in April 1990 during political conflict in the area.
NGWAQA, Mxolisi , was shot dead on 29 July 1986
when an MK unit attacked the Madeira police station,
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in Umtata, Transkei. At least eight people were killed
in the attack, including policemen, civilians and one of
the MK operatives. One MK operative applied for and
was granted amnesty (AC/2000/240).
NGWAZI, Balungile , an IFP supporter, was shot and
injured, allegedly by ANC members, at Nyangwini,
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 4 September 1992. See
NYANGWINI ATTACK.
NGWAZI, Florah Khusi (32), an ANC supporter, lost
her house at Nkulu, near Port Shepstone, Natal, in an
arson attack by Inkatha supporters in April 1990,
allegedly because of her political affiliation.
NGWAZI, Florence (45), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down in an arson attack during ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in Durban in
February 1993.
NGWAZI, Gila Thompson (48), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead when IFP supporters attacked his mother-inlaw’s home in Oshabeni, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 15
October 1992. His wife was also shot dead in the
attack, and his daughter was severely injured.
NGWAZI, Gugu Beta (32), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead when IFP supporters attacked her mother’s
home in Oshabeni, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 15
October 1992. Her husband was also shot dead in the
attack, and her daughter was severely injured.
NGWAZI, Magqulusela Fisa (26), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by unidentified IFP supporters at
KwaMnyandu railway station in Umlazi, Durban, on 1
October 1993.
NGWAZI, Makhosi (2), the daughter of ANC supporters,
was shot and severely injured when IFP supporters
attacked her grandmother’s home in Oshabeni, Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 15 October 1992. Her parents
were both shot dead in the attack.
NGWAZI, Mbekelwa (38), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed to death by IFP supporters at Madakane, Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 24 October 1991.
NGWAZI, Toto Alson (30), an ANC leader, was shot
and killed by a named IFP supporter at Gamalakhe,
KwaZulu, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 25 April
1992, allegedly because of his role in the ANC.
NGWEKAZI, Ndabayakhe (30), was shot dead at
KwaMadlala, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 30 May
1992, in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters. The minibus in which he was travelling
was stopped by unidentified gunmen, who opened fire
on the passengers.
NGWENDU, Ziphilele , a SANCO chairperson, was
severely assaulted by members of the Ciskei Police
and the CDF on 9 September 1992 at Gobozana, King
William’s Town, Cape.
NGWENY A, Alex Mohlopheni (26), was stabbed and
beaten by ‘comrades’ on 21 May 1986 in Zola,
Steynsburg, Cape. The perpetrators were reportedly
searching for Mr Ngwenya’s brother who was an
AZAPO supporter.
NGWENY A, Alphius , was attacked by IFP members
during political conflict between the BLACK CATS and
the ANC at Wesselton, Eastern Tvl, in 1991. One
perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
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NGWENY A, Beauty (55), an Inkatha supporter, had
her house burnt down by ANC supporters at
KwaMashu, Durban, in 1990.
NGWENY A, Bheki Richard , a SOYCO member, a
SOYCO member, was killed with two others in an
entrapment operation by Soweto Security Branch
operatives at Klipspruit, Soweto, Johannesburg, on
29 July 1989. Members of the Soweto Security
Branch infiltrated an alleged MK unit and provided the
members with arms and training before killing them.
Eight Soweto Security Branch operatives were granted
amnesty for the operation (AC/2001/007).
NGWENY A, Chris , a leader of the BLACK CATS, was
killed by members of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU)
during a period of conflict in Wesselton, Ermelo, Tvl, in
March 1992. Mr Ngwenya’s wife was killed and his
sister-in-law injured in the attack. Five SDU members
were granted amnesty for the incident (AC/98/0121).
NGWENY A, Delile Dora (48), was shot and injured in
Katlehong, Tvl, on 6 July 1993, allegedly by IFP
supporters during ongoing political conflict on the East
Rand.
NGWENY A, Edwin Thamsanqa , a UDF supporter, was
shot and injured when a group of Inkatha supporters
and CAPRIVI TRAINEES attacked a UDF meeting in a house
at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 18 January
1988. Nine people were killed and an estimated 200
people were injured in the attack. The group went on
to destroy around eight houses. One former Inkatha
member was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NGWENY A, Elizabeth (7), was shot dead when about
ten men opened fire in Ivory Park, Tembisa, Tvl, on 14
August 1992. Five people died and eight others were
injured in the attack, allegedly intended to break a
community taxi boycott. Taxi operators were IFPaligned, and members of the SAP allegedly colluded
with the IFP in escorting the gunmen to Ivory Park.
NGWENY A, Hilda Topo (40), had her house petrolbombed, allegedly by members of the SAP and IFP
supporters, in Sebokeng, Tvl, during 1992.
NGWENY A, Jeanet , an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by members of the SAP in Vrede, OFS, on 29 April
1993. She was participating in a protest march against
the detention of minor children in police custody when
the police fired on the crowd and killed her.
NGWENY A, Jobe (35), an MK member, was detained
by members of the SAP at road block in Paulpietersburg,
Natal, while travelling from Swaziland to Durban in April
1977. He has never been seen since and is presumed
dead.
NGWENY A, Johannes Rankie , was burnt to death by
IMBOKODO vigilantes in KwaNdebele, on 8 June 1986.
Mr Ngwenya was reportedly on his way for military
training from the ANC in Lusaka.
NGWENY A, Joyce Sbongile (40), was burnt to death
and her house was destroyed in an arson attack,
allegedly by IFP supporters, in Vosloorus, Tvl, on
11 September 1990. The East Rand was a central site
of violent political conflict from August 1990.
NGWENY A, Julius , was severely beaten by IMBOKODO
members in 1986 because he had an argument with a
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CID policeman. He was taken to Kwaggafontein police
station, Tvl, where he was allegedly assaulted again.
NGWENY A, Lahliwe Ger tr ude (65), lost her house in
an arson attack by IFP supporters, allegedly in cooperation with members of the KWAZULU POLICE, in
Mabhuyeni, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 20
February 1994. The perpetrators were returning from a
rally to launch an IFP branch in the area. One man was
killed and five homes belonging to ANC supporters
were burnt down.
NGWENY A, Lerato Alpheus , an AZAPO member,
was shot and killed in Bekkersdal, near Westonaria,
Tvl, on 25 December 1993 during conflict between
IFP, ANC and AZAPO supporters in the area.
NGWENYA, Lindiswa (23), was shot on 4 August 1983
when members of the Ciskei Police randomly opened
fire on people in her home at Mdantsane, Ciskei,
during the M DANTSANE BUS BOYCOTT.
NGWENY A, Lolo , an ANC supporter, was attacked and
injured in Lindelani, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 24
March 1990, when IFP supporters attacked the house
he was visiting. One person was killed in the attack.
NGWENY A, Madlimbi Julia (35), was shot and
injured at a community meeting in Malelane, Tvl, in
1988 when occupants of a low-flying helicopter
opened fire on the crowd.
NGWENY A, Mafika , was injured when UDF supporters
launched a petrol bomb attack on a bus along the N3
freeway, near Standerton, Tvl, in March 1987. The bus
was transporting Pirates soccer club players and fans
to Tokoza. The Pirates were believed to be a vigilante
group collaborating with community councillors and
police in attacking the UDF. Three UDF supporters
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/071).
NGWENY A, Mandla Michael (22), an ANC supporter,
was beaten to death by unidentified perpetrators in
ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters at
KwaNdengezi, KwaZulu, near Pinetown, Natal, on 17
June 1991.
NGWENY A, Mary Poneng (47), lost her house in an
arson attack in Emdeni, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 22
May 1986 during a rent and consumer boycott.
NGWENY A, Mohlophehi Alex (26), was stabbed by a
group of students, some of whom are named, in
Soweto, Johannesburg, in 1986. Mr Ngwenya was
accused of being an AZAPO supporter during conflict
between UDF- and AZAPO-supporting students.
NGWENY A, Moses Mlilushekelwa (40), a KWAZULU
POLICE member, was shot dead by Riot Squad members
in Mpumuza, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 31
December 1988, while allegedly attempting to calm a
march that was in progress.
NGWENY A, Mqotywa Japan , (60), was shot and
injured by members of the SADF in Germiston, Tvl, on
15 June 1992.
NGWENY A, Muzi , was detained in Moroka, Soweto,
Johannesburg, during January 1986 on suspicion of
arson and murder. After his brother was killed, a
revenge attack led to the death of an old woman
suspected of instigating the killing of his brother. Mr
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Ngwenya and his sisters were all detained, and
tortured into making a false confession about the
woman’s death. He was eventually sentenced to three
and a half years’ imprisonment which was suspended.
NGWENY A, Muziwakhe Boniface (aka ‘Thami
Zulu’) , an MK commander in charge of MK’s Natal
military machinery, was recalled from Swaziland to
Lusaka, Zambia, in 1987, on suspicion of being a South
African agent. He was held in custody for two years
and then released. Shortly thereafter, he was admiitted
to hospital in Lusaka, but died two days later. Various
explanations have been advanced as to the cause of
death, including illness and poisoning. The Commission
was unable to make a finding on Mr Ngwenya’s death.
While he was in custody, Vlakplaas operatives had
illegally searched his house in Mbabane, Swaziland, in
1988, and threatened the occupants. A Vlakplaas
operative was granted amnesty for the illegal search
(AC/2001/070).
NGWENY A, Nelisiwe (20), was shot on 21 March 1993
in Whitecity, Kliprivier, Natal, when IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers opened fire on local residents. Ms
Ngwenya died two days later in hospital.
NGWENY A, Nhlanhla Ber nar d, was shot dead during
ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in
Umlazi, Durban, on 8 August 1992.
NGWENY A, Nkosinathi Emmanuel (13), was
arrested, severely beaten and tortured by members of
the SAP at Sakhile near Standerton, Tvl, in 1987 during
intense conflict in the area among the youth who
were divided into two groups.
NGWENY A, Peter , was shot dead by IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers in Orlando, Soweto, Johannesburg, on
24 May 1991. Hostel-dwellers were coerced into IFP
membership after Inkatha launched itself as a political
party in 1990. As a result, relations between residents
and hostel-dwellers became increasingly strained.
NGWENY A, Samuel (34), was severely beaten by
IMBOKODO vigilantes in 1986 because he had an
argument with a member of the CID. Mr Ngwenya
was taken to the Kwaggafontein police station where
he was assaulted again.
NGWENY A, Seline (31), lost her home in an arson
attack in Bekkersdal, near Westonaria, Tvl, in December
1993 during intense conflict in the area between IFP,
ANC and AZAPO supporters.
NGWENY A, Sifiso Freeda (29), sustained severe injuries
when AWB members detonated a car bomb in Bree
Street, Johannesburg, on 24 April 1994, in an effort to
disrupt the electoral process. Seven people were killed
and 13 injured in the blast. Two perpetrators were granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0342). See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
NGWENY A, Sipho John , was killed, by a group of
youths in Soweto, Johannesburg, in January 1987. Mr
Ngwenya’s sister was a political activist.
NGWENY A, Sipho , an ANCYL supporter, was
severely beaten by members of the SAP at Standerton
police station, Tvl, in 1988 during protests in the area.
They questioned him about the whereabout of his
‘comrades’.
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NGWENY A, Skhumbuzo , an ANC supporter and vicepresident of the Imbali Youth Organisation, was shot
and killed on 8 February 1992 while leaving a restaurant in
central Pietermaritzburg. He had allegedly been harassed
and assaulted by KWAZ ULU POLICE members and IFP
supporters over a number of years, and his house had
been burnt down in 1986, allegedly by IFP supporters.
NGWENY A, Smangaliso Moses , was shot and
injured by members of the SAP and IFP supporters in
Daveyton, Tvl, on 21 October 1993 after conflict on
the East Rand between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers
and residents spread to Daveyton.
NGWENY A, Sombu Monica (25), was arrested when
police raided her home. Ms Ngwenya was detained in
Tsakane, Brakpan, Tvl, from 27 July to 29 October
1985. She was beaten and suffocated when rubber
tubing was placed over her face on 1 August 1985
while being continually interrogated about the Tsakane
Crisis Committee.
NGWENY A, Thembani Doris (36), had her house at
Umlazi, Durban, burnt down during ongoing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters on 8 August 1992.
NGWENY A, Thembeni Rosemary (35), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP
supporters at Emabhuyeni, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, on 25 December 1992.
NGWENY A, Thembinkosi Alfred (20), an ANC
supporter, escaped injury when he was shot at by
hooded gunmen who attacked three homes at
Murchison, near Port Shepstone, Natal, during ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters on 20 June
1993. See MURCHISON ATTACKS.
NGWENY A, Thethi Emily (45), was detained and
tortured in Ratanda, near Heidelberg, Tvl, on 1
September 1992 because her husband provided
accommodation to fleeing ‘comrades’.
NGWENY A, Tshodi Julius , was severely beaten by
IMBOKODO vigilantes in 1986 because he had an
argument with a member of the CID. Mr Ngwenya
was taken to the Kwaggafontein police station where
he was assaulted again.
NGWENY A, Veli Moses (52), was shot dead, allegedly
by IFP supporters, in Katlehong, Tvl, on 6 July 1993,
during ongoing political conflict on the East Rand.
NGWENY A, V incent , was shot several times when
about ten men opened fire in Ivory Park, Tembisa, Tvl,
on 14 August 1992. Five people died and eight others
were injured in the attack, intended to break a
community taxi boycott. Taxi operators were IFPaligned and members of the SAP allegedly colluded
with the IFP in escorting the gunmen to Ivory Park.
NGWENY A, Vusumuzi (24), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured on 20 November 1993 in Ladysmith,
Natal, by SADF members who fired random shots at
people attending the night vigil of an ANC member
who had been killed.
NGWENY A, Wilson Dlani (24), was shot and seriously
injured when police fired on a crowd gathered to protest
against police brutality at City Rocks Stadium, Winterveld,
Bophuthatswana, on 26 March 1986. Eleven people
were killed and 200 injured in the CITY ROCKS SHOOTING.
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NGWENY ANA, Litlhare Alina (51), was shot and
severely injured by members of the SAP in Bophelong,
Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on her way home from a May Day
rally held at a local church on 1 May 1985.
NGWEPE, Ledile (46), had her home burnt down on 2
February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by supporters of
Chief BK Matlala because she resisted Lebowa’s
proposed independence from South Africa.
NGWEPE, Maphuma Piet (51), had his house burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because he resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NGWEPE, Phuti Aphina (37), had her home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NGWEPE, Tlou Caroline (62), had her home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NGWEVENTSHA, Sipho Makhwenkwe (27), an ANC
supporter, was shot by members of the CDF in Bisho,
Ciskei, on 7 September 1992, during an ANC protest
march to demand free political activity in Ciskei. See
BISHO MASSACRE. Two members of the former CDF
were refused amnesty for the shooting (AC/2000/122).
NGWEVUSHE, Nonzuzo (36), was strangled and
‘necklaced’ to death in Crossroads, Cape Town, on 28
October 1985. Ms Ngwevushe was the girlfriend of a
local leader in favour of the state-sponsored move to
Khayelitsha, which was opposed by many residents.
She was pregnant at the time of her death.
NGXABANE, Mandla Aubrey (22), was shot in the
back by members of the MUNICIPAL POLICE in Makupula
Street, Zwide, Port Elizabeth, at midnight on 30
September 1985 during the state of emergency and
curfew. He is partially paralysed and confined to a
wheelchair as a result of the shooting.
NGXABANI, Mzwanda , a Transkei Defence Force
(TDF) soldier, was injured during an ATTEMPTED COUP IN
UMTATA, T RANSKEI, on 22 November 1990. Seven TDF
soldiers were killed and some 33 wounded. Four of the
coup conspirators were granted amnesty. Six Vlakplaas
operatives were granted amnesty for providing arms
for the attempted coup. An SADF Military Intelligence
operative who applied for amnesty for his role in
supporting the coup later withdrew his application
(AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095 and AC/2001/199).
NGXABAZI, Monti Lolo (60), a COUNCILLOR, was burnt
to death on in Guguletu, Cape Town, 26 December
1985, during clashes between UDF supporters and
vigilantes known variously as the WITDOEKE or the
‘Fathers’ who were associated with the councillors.
NGXA TA, Sidumo ‘Ebenezer’ (59), was stabbed, hit
by an axe and injured in Crossroads, Cape Town, on
10 April 1983. Seven people were killed and 26 injured
when supporters of Mr Memani were attacked by
supporters of Mr Ngxobongwana during conflict over
the struggle for housing.
NGXITHO, Sixabaxiya , a NACTU member, was shot
and injured when named police officers and the
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WITDOEKE attacked striking mineworkers in Zamdela,
Sasolburg, OFS, on 2 October 1987.
NGXOKELA, Mzwabantu (29), an ANC supporter,
was kicked and assaulted with sjamboks by members
of the SAP at a policeman’s house in Khayelitsha,
Stutterheim, Cape, in June 1987, allegedly because he
had attended a night vigil of a ‘comrade’ who had
been shot dead by the SAP.
NGXOKO, Zwelihle Zacharia (20), an ANC member,
was assaulted by members of the SAP in March 1960
at Isikelo, near Bizana, Transkei, because of his
involvement in the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
NGXONGO, Masewu (49), an IFP supporter, was
shot dead by ANC supporters at Estcourt, Natal, on
4 August 1993.
NGXUKUMA, Fever Sydney (19), was severely
beaten by migrant workers from the hostels in Nyanga,
Cape Town, in December 1976, during political conflict
between Nyanga residents and hostel-dwellers over
the Christmas 1976 period. Twenty-nine people died in
the clashes and many more were injured.
NGXUKUMA, Sininmi Kenedy (19), was severely
beaten by migrant workers from the hostels in Nyanga,
Cape Town, in December 1976, during political conflict
between Nyanga residents and hostel-dwellers over
the Christmas 1976 period. Twenty-nine people died in
the clashes and many more were injured.
NGXUMZA, Khwelintonga (49), was seriously injured
when he was hacked with an axe and shot in the
chest in Tokoza, Tvl, allegedly by IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers, on 14 August 1990 after violence
erupted on the East Rand during August 1990.
NHLABA THE, Mandla , an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by named members of the SAP at Zenzeni,
Warden, OFS, on 20 October 1993, allegedly because
of his political affiliation.
NHLABATHI, Lindiwe Geogina (16), is paralysed in
one hand after being shot and injured by members of
the SAP in Thandukukhanya, Piet Retief, Tvl, on 3 June
1993 while participating in a march to commemorate
the death of an ANC operative.
NHLABATHI, Obed Friday (17), was shot and stabbed
to death by members of an ANC self-defence unit
(SDU) in his hospital bed in Wesselton, Ermelo, Tvl, in
August 1992. Mr Nhlabathi was allegedly involved
with the BLACK CATS. Two SDU members were granted
amnesty for the attack (AC/98/0121).
NHLABATHI, Thula Alson (40), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and shot dead by IFP supporters on 31 October
1992 while attending a funeral of a fellow ANC
supporter in Ezakheni, KwaZulu, near Ladysmith, Natal.
NHLANGULELA, T eresa Dudu (53), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP supporters
in Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 29 October
1993. Three of her friends and one family member
died in the attack.
NHLANHLA, Petr os, was shot dead by members of
the SADF on 16 August 1992 at Bobhoyi, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, because they suspected him of
being an MK cadre.
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NHLANHLA, Vusi Meshack (Mabondlolo) (22), an
ANC supporter, was shot dead by IFP-aligned ‘KHETISI
KHESWA’ GANG members in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 12
January 1991 at the night vigil of an ANCYL member
killed by the gang. Gang members threw hand
grenades and fired at mourners killing a number of
people and injuring several others. Police arrived on
the scene but allegedly provided no protection,
ignoring both the attackers and the injured. See
NANGALEMBE NIGHT VIGIL MASSACRE.
NHLANZI, Solomon Zakhele (18), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by named members of the
Municipal Police in KwaGuga, near Witbank, Tvl, on 12
December 1986. At the time, students were fighting
for the abolition of corporal punishment and the
introduction of Student Representative Councils.
NHLAPHO, Ben Mboshwa , was shot dead at
Kwesine train station in Katlehong, Tvl, on 1 July 1993,
allegedly by IFP supporters. Between 1990 and 1993,
572 people died in TRAIN VIOLENCE. The East Rand was
a key site of train violence with the track from
Katlehong to Kwesine station becoming the line with
the highest risk in South Africa.
NHLAPHO, Khehla Meshack , had his home damaged
in a petrol bomb attack in Siyathemba, near Balfour,
Tvl, in May 1986. Mr Nhlapho had just resigned as a
councillor.
NHLAPHO, Linda , was killed, allegedly by IFP
supporters, as he drove with some friends along
Khumalo Street in Tokoza, Tvl, on 24 October 1993
during ongoing political conflict in the area.
NHLAPHO, Macaleni Shedrack (32), was severely
beaten by members of the SAP in Siyathemba, near
Balfour, Tvl, in July 1990.
NHLAPHO, Nhlanhla Obed (15), was severely beaten
by a named member of the SAP at the police station
in Duduza, Nigel, Tvl, on 9 June 1985 after he was
accused of being involved in an attempted arson
attack on the house of a policeman.
NHLAPHO, Nobelungu Sannah (23), an ANC
supporter, was raped and shot in Evaton, Tvl, on 26
June 1993 by named IFP supporters who had earlier
shot and killed her boyfriend.
NHLAPHO, Sipho (24), a UDF supporter and student
activist, was detained, harrassed and tortured by
members of the Security Police from 1976 onwards.
He moved to Balfour, Tvl, and was kept in solitary
confinement before being detained for about three
months on suspicion of burning down a councillor’s
house. He was later charged with resisting arrest, and
sentenced to seven months in prison.
NHLAPHO, Zodwa Ellen , was detained by members
of the SAP for nine months and kept in solitary
confinement in Katlehong, Tvl, during 1986.
NHLAPO, Bafana Swar tbooi , was shot dead by IFP
supporters in Ratanda, near Heidelberg, Tvl, on 12
May 1991 during conflict in the township between IFP
and ANC supporters.
NHLAPO, Buti Samson (48), an IFP supporter, was
abducted and shot dead, allegedly by ANC supporters,
in Tokoza, Tvl, on 17 August 1993.
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NHLAPO, David Sello (16), an ANC supporter, was
beaten and stabbed by members of the A-T EAM, who
then attempted to ‘necklace’ him, in Parys, OFS, in
November 1985. At the time there were ongoing clashes
between members of the A-Team and township residents
protesting over rent increases. In the same year, Mr
Nhlapo was detained and tortured by members of the
SAP in Sasolburg, Tvl, and in Heilbron, OFS.
NHLAPO, Fanyana , a COSAS member, was killed in
an entrapment operation in Kagiso, Tvl, on 15 February
1982. An askari purporting to be an MK operative
offered to train him and three other COSAS members
in the use of hand grenades. Once inside the venue
(the pumphouse of an abandoned mine), explosives
were detonated, killing three. Five Security Branch
operatives from Vlakplaas, Security Branch Headquarters, the Eastern Transvaal and Soweto Security
Branches, including the commander of Vlakplaas and
his commanding officer, were refused amnesty by
majority decision (AC/2001/198).
NHLAPO, Lucas Mbalekelwa (13), was shot and
severely injured by members of the SAP in Lynville,
near Witbank, Tvl, on 15 March 1990 during political
conflict in the township.
NHLAPO, Mpopo James , was injured by members of
the SAP in Sebokeng, Tvl, in 1992 during intense
conflict between IFP -supporting hostel-dwellers and
mainly ANC-supporting residents.
NHLAPO, Mzwakhe Moses (22), an MK operative,
was shot and killed by named members of the SAP in
Sebokeng, Tvl, on 26 April 1992 after an argument in
which ‘KHETHISI KHESWA’ GANG members demanded he
remove his ANC T-shirt. The police were allegedly
summoned by the gang and arrived at Mr Nhlapo’s
house where he was then shot and killed in a gun
battle with police.
NHLAPO, Mzwakhe Samson , was one of three
vigilantes pursued and hacked to death by UDF
supporters in Standerton, Tvl, in June 1987, because
he was believed to have collaborated with members
of the Pirates soccer club and community councillors
to persecute UDF supporters. Two UDF supporters
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/071).
NHLAPO, Nelisile , an IFP supporter, was assaulted,
allegedly by ANC supporters, in her home in Tokoza,
Tvl, on 17 August 1993 when the perpetrators came
to look for her father.
NHLAPO, Sematla Ezekiel (20), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead, allegedly by members of the SAP, in
Vosloorus, Tvl, on 24 September 1990 after violent
political conflict erupted on the East Rand in August
1990.
NHLAPO, Velaphi Moses (33), a UDF supporter, was
shot dead, allegedly by members of the SAP, while
returning from a meeting about a rates boycott in
Katlehong, Tvl, on 24 October 1988.
NHLEBELA, Marosa Rose (41), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
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NHLEBEYA, Trilo Aaron (26), was arrested and
assaulted with sjamboks by alleged members of the
SAP and SADF in Malelane, Tvl, in June 1986. He was
later tried and sentenced to seven years’ imprisonment. Mr Nhlebeya had participated in a community
initiative to get rid of individuals acting as ‘comrades’
who allegedly robbed members of the community.
NHLEBO, Hazekia Ngoyoli (14), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead on 24 October 1992 after he and his
brother were abducted by unidentified persons from
their home in Folweni, KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban,
in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
in the area. His brother was also killed.
NHLEBO, Themba (17), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead on 24 October 1992 after he and his brother
were abducted by unidentified persons from their
home in Folweni, KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, in
continuing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
in the area. His brother was also killed.
NHLEKO, Simanga Clever (21), was shot dead by IFP
supporters and named members of the KWAZULU POLICE
while he was studying at his home in Esikhawini,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 19 August 1992.
NHLENGETHW A, Collen Mandla , a COSAS member,
was shot and killed in Tsakane, Brakpan, Tvl, on 14
July 1985 by members of the SAP who claimed he
was caught committing arson. Mr Nhlengethwa’s
friend however, alleges that police shot at them after
they were told to run.
NHLENGETHW A, Enos , an MK member, was
detained by members of the Security Branch in
Vryheid, Natal, in 1984. Mr Nhlengethwa had recently
returned to South Africa after a long period in exile. He
has not been seen since and is presumed dead.
NHLENGETHW A, Mkhuhliseni Isaac , an ANC
supporter, was shot at by IFP members during political
violence at Sundumbili, KwaZulu, near Mandini, Natal,
on 22 January 1992. One perpetrator was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NHLUMAYO, Hamvundla Hester (62), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP supporters
at Mvutshini, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 21 March
1994.
NHLUMAYO, Hlino Ir ene (49), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters at Mvutshini,
near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 21 March 1994.
NHLUMAYO, Khiye Robert (35), had his house burnt
down by IFP supporters at Port Shepstone, Natal, on
10 April 1994, during political conflict in the run-up to
the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NHLUMAYO, Kota (65), was shot and injured when
IFP supporters attacked homes in an ANC stronghold
in the Umbumbulu area, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 18
October 1992. Eight people were killed; six women
and eight children were injured in the shooting. Many
homes were attacked and destroyed.
NHLUMAYO, Musi Raymond (22), an ANCYL member,
had his car and house set alight in an arson attack by IFP
supporters and K WAZULU POLICE members at Folweni,
KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, on 6 December 1990.
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While trying to escape from the fire, Mr Nhlumayo
was shot and injured.
NHLUMAYO, Nomvuyo Sweetness (32), had her
house in KwaXolo, near Ramsgate, Natal, burnt down
by ANC supporters on 5 April 1994 in the conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters during the run-up to
the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NHLUMAYO, Richard Nomaquiza (29), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed and shot dead by named IFP
supporters in KwaDandala, near Port Shepstone, Natal,
on 2 September 1990. Three other ANC supporters
were also killed in the incident.
NHLUMAYO, Sigqoko Philip (45), an IFP supporter,
was shot by ANC supporters in Ensimbini, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 4 September 1992, and died
later of an internal haemorrhage. He was ambushed
while raising an alarm to signal an ANC attack.
NIEMAND, AM , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church Street,
Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people were
killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of MK’s
Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See
CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
NIEUWALDT , Sarah Susanna (9), was injured when
two MK operatives detonated a bomb in a shopping
centre in Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 23 December
1985, in retaliation for a South African security forces
attack two weeks earlier on ANC members in Lesotho,
in which nine people had been killed. The explosion in
Amanzimtoti killed five people and injured 61. One of the
operatives was sentenced to death and later hanged.
NIEUWOUDT, H, was severely injured when members
of MK’s ‘Dolphin Unit’ detonated an explosive in a car
near the Krugersdorp Magistrate’s court and the
adjacent police station, Tvl, on 16 March 1988. Three
people were killed and more than 20 were injured in
the blast. Two MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/003).
NIKANI, Nkosana , was shot dead by a named
perpetrator in Sterkstroom, Cape, on 1 October 1986,
allegedly because of his involvement in political
activities in the area.
NIKELO, Christopher Tello (17), an ANC supporter, left
with other comrades to attend a funeral in Orkney, Tvl,
in 1986 and was never seen again. Four days after he
disappeared, his mother received a call from from an
unidentified ‘comrade’ who told her that her son had been
arrested and transferred to Stilfontein. At Stilfontein
police station the police denied having seen him.
NIKWE, Fana Steven (28), was abducted by IFP
supporters during ongoing political conflict at
Nyandezulu, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 5 January
1992. The perpetrators allegedly forced him and two
friends to accompany them in an attack on suspected
ANC supporters. He subsequently fled the area.
NIKWE, Mboniseni (19), an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured by a named IFP supporter at a shopping
centre in Marburg, near Port Shepstone, Natal, in
March 1994. He had witnessed the shooting of his
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father and brother, and the perpetrators feared that he
would identify them.
NIKWE, Xolani Lawr ence, an ANC supporter, was shot
and killed by named IFP supporters in Nyandezulu,
near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 12 March 1994.
NINELA, Mabaso Blessing (28), was abducted on 13
June 1988 by Port Natal Security Branch operatives,
who believed him to be an MK operative. He was shot
dead on a railway line in Bulwer, Natal, and his body
was then destroyed with a limpet mine to create the
impression that he had blown himself up while laying
the mine. Three Security Branch operatives were
granted amnesty for their involvement in the incident.
A fourth applicant died before the hearing
(AC/2001/084).
NINELA, Mar gar et Evelina (52), an IFP supporter, had
her house in Richmond Farm, near KwaMashu, Durban,
burnt down by ANC supporters in February 1991.
NINI, Buyiswa L ydia (47), an ANC supporter, was
shot in an ambush on the road between Ilitha and
Berlin, Cape, in April 1993, while travelling in a car
with her husband, Mr Lulama Nini.
NINI, Lulama , an ANC supporter, was shot dead while
opening his business in Ilitha, near Berlin, Cape, on
1 June 1993.
NINI, Xoliswa V ir ginia (37), an ANC underground
member, was assaulted, trampled and suffocated
during torture in detention by named Ciskei Security
Police at NU1 police station in Mdantsane, Ciskei, on
16 July 1987. She was interrogated about MK operatives
who were being harboured at her boyfriend’s house.
NJAKAZI, Mthunzi Velemseni (21), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead at a taxi rank in Durban, allegedly by a
named askari and Security Police members, on 28
January 1991, after his return from exile.
NJALO, Boy Goodman Mzimkulu (25), a UDF
supporter, was seriously injured when he was run over
by a Hippo driven by a named SAP member on 5 June
1985 in Port Elizabeth. On 2 September 1985, he was
arrested and detained for two weeks at St Alban’s
prison, Port Elizabeth.
NJAMELA, Felinyanisa Abner (29), an ANC member,
was detained in Guguletu, Cape Town, in 1960. He
was again detained in 1963 and severely tortured by
named members of the police and Security Branch in
Robertson, Cape. In 1967 he was detained, charged
but acquitted.
NJAMELA, Jabulani George (23), an ANC member
from Cape Town, was arrested at the Botswana border
on 26 February 1988, while leaving the country with
four others. He was repeatedly and severely tortured,
including suffocation, beatings, and the crushing of his
genitals, by members of the Security Police at the
Groot Marico police station in Zeerust, Tvl. Named
Security Branch personnel from Cape Town arrived
and tortured him as well. Thereafter he was held in
solitary confinement in Cape Town for 13 months.
NJAMELA, Langa Likhanya (34), an ANC activist,
was banished from Port Elizabeth in 1966 and kept
under house arrest in Tsomo, Transkei. In March 1963,
he had been detained for 180 days at Cala prison,
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Transkei, where he was beaten, kept in solitary
confinement for 90 days, deprived of food, water and
blankets for three days, and interrogated by members
of the Special Branch about Poqo activities.
NJAPA, Sibongile Mildred (49), an ANC supporter,
lost her house in an arson attack by IFP supporters in
Folweni, KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, on 6 April 1992.
She and her children were forced to flee the area.
NJAPA, Thana Gr etta (62), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by Inkatha supporters in
Engonyameni, near Umlazi, Durban, on 13 June 1990.
NJAPHA, Baphindile Lucy (65), had her home burnt
down during intense conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters at Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, in
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NJAPHA, David Vamasi (47), was shot dead by IFP
supporters at KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near
Durban, on 7 August 1992, allegedly because he was
an ANC councillor.
NJAPHA, Hlohlimpi John (68), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NJAPHA, Joana Mano (49), was forced to leave her
house in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in
December 1988, because of conflict between Inkatha
and UDF supporters in the area. When she returned,
her house was occupied by Inkatha supporters.
NJAPHA, Patrick Magabhana (24), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by named IFP supporters in
Bhoboyi, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 12 April 1991.
NJA TO, Gilbert Moeketsi (12), was shot dead by a
named member of the SAP in Tumahole, Parys, OFS,
in 1984, during political conflict in the area. The boy
was walking home when he was hit by police fire.
Three other people were killed in the incident.
NJA TU, Nopola , an ANC supporter, was killed by
members of the SAP in a police garage in Sterkstroom,
Cape, on 7 November 1986. The police and the doctor
alleged that Mr Njatu died as a result of epileptic fits,
but his wife claims that there was an open wound on
his forehead.
NJEJE, Nokwendisa Priscilla (38), an ANC supporter,
was severely beaten by a named perpetrator in Flagstaff,
Transkei, on 13 December 1992. At the time, there
was a meeting in the Xhopozo tribal authority between
ANC supporters and followers of the local chief. In a
fight that ensued, several people were assaulted and
several houses were burnt down.
NJENINI, Mzwandile Jef frey (19), a UDF activist,
was arrested and tortured by members of the SAP,
and detained for several months under emergency
regulations in Richmond, Cape, in 1986. See POLICE
BRUTALITY.
NJEYA, Lteti (47), had his house in Bhambayi, near
KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in 1993 at a time of
intense political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND ‘G REEN’
FACTIONS.
NJIKELANA, Rebecca Nomsa (36), an Area Committee
member, was arrested in Soweto, Johannesburg, on
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18 May 1987 and detained at the Lenasia police
station. Ms Njikelana was interrogated, beaten, denied
access to a toilet and then forced to relieve herself in
the presence of her male interrogators.
NJIKELANA, Tetiswa Mercy (30), was run down by a
military vehicle at Esipetweni section, Tembisa, Tvl, on
31 July 1993 during political conflict in the township.
Ms Njikelana’s one leg is now shorter than the other.
The soldier driving the vehicle failed to stop after the
collision. The SADF denied the charges and the
Attorney-General withdrew charges.
NJILI, Xola Patrick , (24), was detained on 28 May
1986 in East London. While in detention he was
tortured by members of the Security Branch, as a
result of which he was admitted to Frere hospital, East
London. After he was discharged, he was again
detained and interrogated.
NJILO, Busaphi , was one of 13 people killed in an
attack by UDF and ANC supporters on Inkatha
supporters in the Mahwaqa area, near Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 24 March 1990. Two UDF supporters were
granted amnesty (AC/2000/041).
NJILO, Edista (48), an ANC supporter, had her house
at Ncalu, Ixopo, Natal, burnt down by IFP supporters,
allegedly assisted by the SADF, in July 1993. She and her
family, along with several others, had to flee the area.
NJILO, Ernest Muntu (46), an ANC supporter, had his
house at Ncalu, Ixopo, Natal, burnt down by IFP
members on 11 February 1993.
NJILO, Funokwakhe , was burnt to death when her
house was set alight by Inkatha supporters during
intensifying political conflict at KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban, in January 1986. She and
her husband, who was also burnt to death in the
attack, were associated with ‘AmaMpondo’, who
were identified with the ANC.
NJILO, Ntombintombi Getrude (41), lost her house
in an arson attack by IFP supporters during ongoing
political conflict at Ixopo, Natal, in July 1993.
NJISANE, Matshesi V ir ginia (41), had her house
burnt down during intensifying conflict between UDF
and Inkatha supporters in Isipingo, Natal, in 1986.
NJODO, Constance Thandeka , a UDF supporter, was
shot and injured by members of the SADF while she
was visiting her father in DUNCAN V ILLAGE, East London,
during intense public unrest in August 1985.
NJOKO, Busani Alex (23), an IFP supporter, was shot
and injured by ANC supporters at Estcourt, Natal, on
28 March 1994.
NJOKO, Khaya Simon (53), an IFP supporter, was
shot and injured by ANC supporters at Estcourt, Natal,
on 28 March 1994.
NJOKO, Lucas Thembinkosi (37), was shot and
wounded when ANC security guards opened fire from
the ANC headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg,
on a crowd of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At
least nine marchers were killed and around 100 injured.
Ten ANC security guards were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/142).
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NJOKO, Musawenkosi Phillip (18), was stabbed and
shot dead by IFP supporters in political conflict at
KwaNxamalala, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on
25 September 1990.
NJOKO, Thobile Olga , was assaulted and severely
injured by IFP supporters during political conflict at
Estcourt, Natal, on 30 October 1993. Three people
were killed and three homes set alight in separate
incidents of violence between the ANC and IFP
supporters in the area.
NJOKWENI, Mandla , an ANC member, was shot and
injured by a group of men in balaclavas, including one
in a S PECIAL CONSTABLE uniform, in Site B, Khayelitsha,
Cape Town, on 2 August 1992. He was patrolling with
a community defence unit, established to ward off
BALACLAVA GROUP attacks on the community and ANC
members. Two people were injured and another was
killed in the attack.
NJOKWENI, Meyers (31), an MK operative, was shot
dead in a shoot-out with members of the Ciskei Police
near Fort Jackson, Ciskei, in 1986. Three others were
also shot dead in the incident.
NJOLI, Francis (37), an ANC supporter, was shot by
members of the CDF at Mdantsane, Ciskei, on 4
August 1983 during the MDANTSANE BUS BOYCOTT.
NJOLI, Princess Nontuthuzelo Norhi (30), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead on 25 December 1988 at
NU10, Mdantsane, Ciskei.
NJOV ANE, Nkosayithethi Precious (22), was shot
and injured by members of the SAP who were on
patrol during unrest in Mlungisi, Queenstown, Cape,
on 18 November 1985. In September 1986, he was
arrested, charged with public violence and sentenced
to three years’ imprisonment.
NJU, Khayalabo Aubr ey, was injured when AWB
members detonated a pipe bomb at a taxi rank on the
corner of Third and Park Streets in Randfontein, Tvl, on
25 April 1994, in an effort to disrupt the electoral
process. Six people were injured in the blast. Six AWB
members were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0342). See
RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
NJUZA, Nzimene Jef frey (26), an ANC supporter and
NUM unionist, was shot dead by a white co-worker at
the Rustenburg Refineries, Tvl, because he drank from
a cup reserved for white workers. Mr Njuza had been
campaigning against separate facilities. Afterwards,
the perpetrator shot and killed himself.
NJWABULE, Ntsikelelo Patrick (25), was arrested,
severely assaulted and tortured by members of the
SAP in the Dimbaza police station, King William’s
Town, Cape, in 1985. There was extensive unrest in
Dimbaza at the time. He was later forced from the
area by police and told never to return.
NKABALAZA, Nonkululeko Mar garet (33), a UDF
supporter, was assaulted with sjamboks by members
of the SAP in Zamuxolo township in Noupoort, Cape
Province, on 25 April 1986, while attending a mass
meeting of residents.
NKABI, Sinna (50), was intimidated, harassed and
forced to flee from her house in Bekkersdal, near
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Westonaria, Tvl, in 1990. Ms Nkabi had all her
belongings stolen later by a named perpetrator during
conflict between AZAPO and ANC supporters.
NKABINDE, Albert (27), was shot dead when police
fired on a crowd gathered to protest against police
brutality at City Rocks Stadium, Winterveld,
Bophuthatswana, on 26 March 1986. Eleven people
were killed and 200 injured in the CITY ROCKS SHOOTING.
NKABINDE, Alpheus Muziwakhe (21), a UDF and
MAWU supporter, was stabbed to death by Inkatha
supporters in political conflict during the SARMCOL
STRIKE at Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal,
on 6 December 1986.
NKABINDE, Annie (72), was shot and injured by
Inkatha supporters during political conflict at Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, in October 1989. The perpetrators
were allegedly looking for her husband, and shot Ms
Nkabinde when they could not find him.
NKABINDE, Constance Veliwe (57), lost her house in
an arson attack during ongoing conflict between IFP
and ANC supporters at Ntambanana, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 17 January 1994.
NKABINDE, Daniel (aka Vusi Mthembu) , an MK
operative, was killed with four other operatives by a
joint Venda and South African security force team on
25 March 1988 at Mutale River in Venda.
NKABINDE, Dedisim (76), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NKABINDE, Eric Sephiwe (19), was shot and injured
by members of the Bophuthatswana Police in Moeka
near Mabopane, Bophuthatswana, during a protest
march to the Ga-Rankuwa Superintendent’s office on
7 March 1990.
NKABINDE, Fanasi Frans (41), was harassed, arrested
and his mother’s house in Sakhile, Standerton, Tvl, was
bombed in 1989 by members of the Special Branch.
Police were apparently looking for Mr Nkabinde’s son
who was an ANC member.
NKABINDE, Hezekiah Sibusiso (20), a UDF supporter,
was severely assaulted and sentenced to death by an
informal court headed by a senior IFP member in
Lindelani, near KwaMashu, Durban, in 1989.
NKABINDE, Hluphekile Letia (34), was injured when
two MK operatives detonated a bomb in a shopping
centre in Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 23 December
1985, in retaliation for a South African security forces
attack on ANC members in Lesotho two weeks earlier,
in which nine people had been killed. The Amanzimtoti
explosion killed five people and injured 61. One of the
operatives was sentenced to death and later hanged.
Ms Nkabinde lost an eye as a result of her injuries.
NKABINDE, James Mbuyiseni (40), was shot and
wounded when ANC security guards opened fire from
the ANC headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg,
on a crowd of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At
least nine marchers were killed and around 100
injured. Ten ANC security guards were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/142).
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NKABINDE, Jan Zeblon (16), an ANCYL member,
was severely beaten by state- aligned vigilantes in
Lebohang, Leandra, Tvl, on 15 January 1986 after the
government declared the area a ‘black spot’.
NKABINDE, Khulumani Lena (59), had her property
destroyed in an attack by supporters of Chief Jack
Mahlangu in July 1975 at Goederede, near Dennilton,
KwaNdebele, during conflict over the area’s INCORPORATION
into Lebowa. Chief Mahlangu supported the incorporation
of Goederede into Lebowa because it would grant him
chief rule but many residents resisted incorporation.
NKABINDE, Lalitho Martha (48), had her house
destroyed in an attack by supporters of Chief Jack
Mahlangu in July 1975 at Goederede, near Dennilton,
KwaNdebele, during conflict over the area’s INCORPORATION into Lebowa. Chief Mahlangu supported the
incorporation of Goederede into Lebowa because it
would grant him chief rule but many residents resisted
incorporation.
NKABINDE, Maruping Job (48), was tortured,
intimidated and detained several times, by members
of the SAP and SADF, in 1976 in Mhluzi, Middelburg,
Tvl. Mr Nkabinde was the principal of a primary school
and he was accused of inciting students to fight the
government and assisting ‘terrorists’.
NKABINDE, Mor ris , a COSAS member, was recruited
for military training by a Security Branch agent purporting
to be an MK operative, and died in the NIETVERDIEND
AMBUSH near the Botswana border on 26 June 1986.
Eight operatives from SADF Special Forces, Northern
and Western Transvaal Security Branches were granted
amnesty for the operation (AC/1999/0190;
AC/1999/0192; AC/1999/0194; AC/1999/0031;
AC/1999/0188; AC/1999/0030 and AC/1999/0197).
NKABINDE, Peter Ngungunyane (77), lost his house
and car in an arson attack by Inkatha supporters during
political conflict at Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal, in 1989.
The perpetrators had shot his wife earlier that day, when
they could not find him. While he was in hospital
attending to his wife, they set fire to his car and home.
NKABINDE, Sara Mar garet (43), was kicked, punched
and beaten by members of the Bophuthatswana Police
at City Rocks Stadium, Winterveld, Bophuthatswana,
on 26 March 1986. Ms Nkabinde was taking part in a
mass protest against police brutality. 11 people were
killed and 200 injured in the CITY ROCKS SHOOTING when
police opened fire on the protesters.
NKABINDE, Themba Ephraim (20), a COSAS member,
was detained and subjected to electric shocks by
named and other members of the SAP in Khutsong,
Carletonville, Tvl, on 18 January 1986. He was
released later that day and told to ‘be careful’. Many
youths were arrested at the time as Khutsong erupted
in violent conflict after the alleged shooting of a youth
leader by police in early January 1986.
NKABINDE, Thembisile Rita (42), an IFP supporter,
lost her home in an arson attack by ANC supporters in
Osizweni, KwaZulu, near Newcastle, Natal, in July 1992.
NKABINDE, Thoko , was burnt when her home was
petrol-bombed in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
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supporters at Osizweni, KwaZulu, near Newcastle,
Natal, in July 1992.
NKABINDE, Thomas London (14), was severely
beaten with batons and sjamboks by members of the
Bophuthatswana Police in Winterveld, Bophuthatswana,
in April 1986. Mr Nkabinde was on his way to the
funeral of an activist killed by police.
NKABINDE, Thulani Samuel (42), an ANC supporter,
lost his house and possessions in an arson attack during
ongoing conflict between UDF and Inkatha supporters
at Ntuzuma, near Durban, in December 1989.
NKABINDE, Thulisiwe Seddy Ntu (34), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP
supporters at KwaMashu, Durban, on 21 June 1992.
The perpetrators were allegedly returning from an IFP
rally at Princess Magogo stadium in KwaMashu.
NKABINE, Michael (39), was arrested and beaten to
death in Pretoria, in October 1990.
NKABINI, Clif ford, an ANC supporter, was stabbed to
death by IFP supporters on 4 September 1992 in
political conflict at Vulindlela, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg. His body was discarded near a railway line.
NKABINI, Dikekile Ignancia (62), an ANC supporter,
had her home burnt down by IFP supporters in the
Bulwer area, Natal, in November 1992.
NKABINI, Ger tr ude Thokozile (49), an ANC
supporter, had her home set alight by a named IFP
supporter in Gwagwa, Vulindlela, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 3 May 1991.
NKABINI, Isaiah Mfana , a UDF supporter, was stabbed
to death by Inkatha supporters at Vulindlela, KwaZulu,
near Pietermaritzburg, on 25 December 1988.
NKABINI, Nkosinathi Almon , a UDF supporter, was
stabbed to death by named Inkatha supporters in
Vulindlela, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 28
January 1989.
NKABINI, Nkosinathi , was shot and injured by MK
operatives at Edendale Hospital, near Pietermaritzburg,
on 4 May 1986. One person was killed and Mr Nkabini
and three others were injured in crossfire between the
operatives and police when the operatives raided the
hospital to free a member of their MK unit who was
being held there. Four MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
NKABINI, Snothi Nor man , an ANC supporter, was
stabbed to death by IFP supporters in KwaNxamalala,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 5 March 1992.
NKABINI, Thokozile Beauty (52), lost her house in an
arson attack by IFP supporters during political conflict
in Pietermaritzburg on 10 February 1992.
NKABINI, Zwelihle Der ek, an ANC supporter, was
beaten and hacked to death during political conflict at
Dindi, Pietermaritzburg, in 1989.
NKADIMENG, Joel , was abducted and beaten by
IMBOKODO vigilantes in Moutse, KwaNdebele, on 1 January
1986. At Siyabuswa community hall Mr Nkadimeng
and others were put in a room where the floor had
been deliberately soaped to make it slippery and
sjambokked and beaten as they fell. Between 200 and
360 individuals were abducted and assaulted for about
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36 hours. The attacks, led by named KwaNdebele
government officials, were designed to suppress during
violent resistance to INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele.
NKADIMENG, Lekgebe Her mans , was severely
tortured and mutilated by IMBOKODO vigilantes in Moutse,
KwaNdebele, on 1 January 1986 during conflict over
the INCORPORATION OF MOUTSE into KwaNdebele.
NKADIMENG, Mefolo Abram (22), an SRC president,
was tortured after his arrest on 7 July 1986 at
Ramphelane High School in Sekhukhuneland, Lebowa,
by members of the SADF, one of whom is named.
NKADIMENG, V ernon (aka ‘Rogers Mevi ‘) (27), an
MK operative, was killed in a car-bomb explosion on
14 May 1985 in Gaborone, Botswana. The operation
was planned and executed by members of the
Western Transvaal Security Branch. (AC/2001/228).
NKALA, Flora Tsyidi (57), was shot dead in Boipatong,
Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, in the BOIPATONGMASSACRE of 17 June
1992. Forty-five people died and 27 others were
seriously injured when IFP-supporting residents of the
KwaMadala hostel descended on the Boipatong
community. The attack was allegedly planned and
carried out with the aid of the police.
NKALA, Mtholeni Hezekia (50), an ANC supporter,
lost his house in an arson attack by IFP supporters at
Eshowe, Natal, on 30 April 1994, in political conflict
following the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NKALA, Sebenzile Garentina (29), had her home burnt
down by Inkatha supporters during political conflict at
Wembezi, KwaZulu, near Estcourt, Natal, in 1990.
NKALA, Velaphi Angeline (15), lost her home in an
arson attack during intensifying conflict between UDF
and Inkatha supporters in Inchanga, Natal, in
September 1987.
NKALANGA, John Bongani (18), was shot and killed
by two white men while playing outside his school in
Driekoppies Village, KaNgwane, on 19 May 1986.
NKALI, George Tlali , a citizen of Lesotho, was
abducted in Ladybrand, OFS, by three Security Branch
members based at Vlakplaas, in February 1981. His
body was later found on the Swaziland border.
NKAMBULE, David , was shot dead by members of
the SAP in Dlamini, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 17 June
1976 in the wake of the SOWETO UPRISING. Mr Nkambule
was shot when members of the SAP patrolling the
township in a Casspir opened fire.
NKAMBULE, Gubane Samuel , an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by a member of the SAP in Ermelo, Tvl,
on 5 August 1990. Police were accused of assisting
the IFP-aligned BLACK CATS gang, which was terrorising
the neighbourhood and killing ANC supporters.
NKAMBULE, Michael (18), was shot dead by
members of the SAP in kaNyamazane near Nelspruit,
Tvl, on 21 May 1993 during protests by pupils at
Lekazi Central High School against the appointment of
white teachers at their school.
NKAMBULE, Thembisile Eldah , was shot and injured
by members of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU),
during a period of conflict between the BLACK CATS and
ANC members in Wesselton, Ermelo, Tvl, in March
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1992. Five SDU members were granted amnesty for
the incident (AC/98/0121).
NKANI, Samuel Jomo (17), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead in Swanieville, near Krugersdorp, Tvl, on 12
May 1991 by IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers retaliating
against an attack by ANC-supporting residents.
Approximately 115 shacks were set alight, 27 people
were killed and 25 vehicles were burnt. Twelve people
were charged with crimes ranging from murder to
arson but were acquitted due to lack of evidence. See
SWANIEVILLE ATTACKS.
NKANI, Simon Zolile (58), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and burnt in Swanieville, near Krugersdorp,
Tvl, on 12 May 1991 by IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers
retaliating against an attack by ANC supporting
residents. Approximately 115 shacks were set alight,
27 people were killed and 25 vehicles were burnt.
Twelve people were charged with crimes ranging from
murder to arson but were acquitted due to lack of
evidence. See SWANIEVILLE ATTACKS.
NKANINI, Sezwesihle Agrippa (24), an ANC supporter,
was beaten, shot and stabbed to death by IFP
supporters in Pietermaritzburg on 29 November 1991.
NKANY ANA, Josias , left home in his employer’s minibus
during June 1990 and never returned. Mr Nkanyana’s
body was later found by police lying next to the vehicle
with bullet and stab wounds in Vosloorus, Tvl, on 16
July 1990. Although Mr Nkanyana’s family reported
him missing, police were unable to trace them and as
a result they were only informed of his death a year
later, by which time he had already been buried.
NKANYEZI, Dalindyebo (5), died three months after
he was brutally assaulted in 1961 in Nkolorha Village,
near Bizana, Transkei, during the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
NKANYEZI, Falithenjwa Rasta , was one of six
persons who were abducted and interrogated by ANC
self-defence unit (SDU) members near Port St Johns,
Transkei, on 20 April 1994, shortly before the APRIL
1994 ELECTIONS. Mr Nkanyezi and three others were
then shot dead. The remaining two survived the
shooting. The SDU members believed that they were
APLA members who were on their way to disrupt an
ANC mass rally. Three SDU members were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/045).
NKANYEZI, Mafoxini , an ANC supporter, died four
months after she was assaulted by SADF soldiers in
1961 in Nkolorha Village, near Bizana, Transkei, during
the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
NKASA WE, Gideon Lungile (35), an ANC member,
was severely beaten by named SAP members, and
detained for a month in April 1960 in Hermanus, Cape.
Hermanus residents marched to the police station to
hand over their Pass books and were beaten with
sjamboks by police.
NKATANE, Maxwell Moiloa (20), an ANC supporter,
was detained on 11 November 1986 during political
unrest in Aliwal North, Cape. In detention, he was
tortured by prison warders.
NKATE, Isiah Pule (47), a SANCO member, was
hacked with a panga and severely beaten by a named
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member of the Diboka Gang in Masilo, Theunissen,
OFS, on 9 July 1990, during conflict over a consumer
boycott in the area. The Diboka Gang was a vigilante
group supported by the police and opposed to the
UDF and ANC.
NKATLO, Pitso , an ANC branch chairman, was
severely beaten by members of the Bophuthatswana
Police in Atamelang, Bophuthatswana, in 1991 for
wearing a T-shirt bearing a picture of Nelson Mandela.
NKATSHANE, Eslina (57), had her home set alight by
Inkatha supporters during political conflict at
KwaMashu, Durban, on 11 March 1990. Her husband
had been killed earlier, allegedly because he had
defected from the Inkatha to the ANC.
NKA WENG, Nthlodi Onicah (33), lost her home
when it was burnt down on 2 February 1980 in
GaMatlala, Lebowa, by supporters of Chief BK Matlala
because she resisted Lebowa’ s proposed
independence from South Africa.
NKA WULE, Nkosini (38), an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten and tortured, allegedly by members of
the ISU, in Katlehong, Tvl, in August 1991.
NKAYI, Nomalinge (20), a COSAS member, was shot
and injured by members of the SAP at Mnandi,
Somerset East, Cape, in March 1988. She and two
friends were charged with stoning the house of the
perpetrator during a SCHOOL BOYCOTT in the township.
They were acquitted.
NKAYI, Phila , a student activist, was detained several
times in Grahamstown, Cape, prior to 1978, when he
was again detained and beaten by police. Mr Nkayi
charged the police for assault and received an out of
court settlement. He was charged and sentenced to
two and a half years’ imprisonment on Robben Island,
Cape Town.
NKEHLI, Evelyn , 57, had her house in Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, burnt down by UDF supporters
during intense political conflict in August 1988.
NKEHLI, Thandeka (25), an IFP supporter, was shot
dead by UDF supporters on 19 December 1988 in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban.
NKEHLI, Zakhele Qoqabakubo (31), an Inkatha
supporter, was shot by UDF supporters in Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 19 December 1988. He was
admitted to Edendale hospital and died two weeks later.
NKENKANA, Billy Ben (64), an NUM member, was
severely injured during political conflict in Dannhauser,
near Vryheid, Natal, on 16 September 1990. Tension
between NUM’s largely Xhosa-speaking members and
UWUSA’s predominantly Zulu-speaking affiliates had
escalated into violent conflict.
NKENKE, Bongani (19), was shot dead by a named
member of the Ciskei Police on 3 August 1992 at NU
9, Mdantsane, Ciskei, allegedly because he was
attempting to burn a policeman’s house.
NKEU, Benjamin Mati , was continuously beaten by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police for two days
from 11 May 1991 at Atameleng police station in
Delareyville, Tvl, because his brother was suspected
of being an ANC member. His other brothers and
sisters were also assaulted for the same reason.
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NKEU, Johannes , was continuously beaten by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police for two days
from 11 May 1991 at Atameleng Police station in
Delareyville, Tvl, because his son was suspected of
being an ANC member. His other children were also
assaulted for the same reason.
NKEU, Martha Daza , was continuously beaten by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police for two days
from 11 May 1991 at Atameleng police station in
Delareyville, Tvl, because her brother was suspected
of being an ANC member. Her other brothers and
sisters were also assaulted for the same reason.
NKEU, Mirriam Nombulelo , was continuously beaten
by members of the Bophuthatswana Police for two
days from 11 May 1991 at Atameleng police station in
Delareyville, Tvl, because her brother was suspected
of being an ANC member. Her other brothers and
sisters were also assaulted for the same reason.
NKEU, Paul Buti , was continuously beaten by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police for two days
from 11 May 1991 at Atameleng police station in
Delareyville, Tvl, because his brother was suspected
of being an ANC member. His other brothers and
sisters were also assaulted for the same reason.
NKEU, Zwelinzima George (41), an ANC supporter,
had his beard cut off and was continuously beaten by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police for two days
from 11 May 1991 at Atameleng Police station in
Delareyville, Tvl, because his son was suspected of
being an ANC member. His father, his brothers and
sisters were also assaulted for the same reason.
NKGADIMA, David Sekgokgo , an ANC supporter,
was forced to leave his home and possessions at
Lebowakgomo, Lebowa, when the local chief ordered
his family out of the village on 7 July 1985 during
conflict between the family and the chief because of
Mr Nkgadima’s open support for the ANC.
NKGADIMA, Maphare , an ANC supporter, was forced
to leave his home and possessions at Lebowakgomo,
Lebowa, when the local chief ordered his family out of
the village on 7 July 1985, during conflict between the
family and the chief because of the open support Mr
Nkgadima’s brother showed for the ANC.
NKGADIMA, Wilson (36), was ordered by a named
perpetrator to leave the Ga-Moloi village in
Thabamoopo, Lebowa, on 7 July 1985 because the
perpetrator accused him of being a ‘terrorist’.
NKGEONG, Matlou Frans (25), had his home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because he resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGMENG, Seemola Mamoloko (49), had her home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGOENG, Albert Piletjie (30), had his home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlane, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because he resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGOENG, Kgopishi Phillip (54), had his home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
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supporters of Chief BK Matlala because he resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGOENG, Ledile Machuene (37), had her home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGOENG, Mamoyagabo Time (33), had her home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGOENG, Mosima Samuel (49), had her home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGOENG, Motlalepula Alpheus (28), had his home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because he resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGOENG, Nkwata Samuel (59), had his home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because he resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGOENG, Selali Andries (58), had his home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because he resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGWENG, Gebediela Joas (44), had his home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because he resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGWENG, Kemishi Goodright (50), had his home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because he resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGWENG, Kgajudi Caipas (49), had his home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because he resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGWENG, Ledile Mamoyahabo (48), had her home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGWENG, Mamolatelo Lidile (50), had her home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGWENG, Mamoyahabo (55), had her home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
NKGWENG, Maselelo (49), had her home burnt down
on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGWENG, Mosima (39), had her home burnt down
on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGWENG, Mosima Melatelo (37), had her home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
V O L U M E
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by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGWENG, Nkone (44), had her home burnt down
on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGWENG, Ntshipi W ilson (36), had his home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because he resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGWENG, Raesibe (31), had her home burnt down
on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGWENG, Sarah Joseph (49), had his home when
it was burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala,
Lebowa, during the dispute over the Matlala chieftaincy.
Chief BK Matlala, was backed by the Lebowa and
South African governments, and Chieftainess Matlou
Matlala, had the backing of the ANC-aligned People’s
Congress.
NKGWENG, Seroto Elliot (60), had his home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because he resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKGWONG, Moshoane (45), had her home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKOANE, Ananias , a patron at a tavern, was injured
when MK operatives opened fire on policemen sitting
drinking at the tavern in Mariana Street, Atteridgeville,
Tvl, on 18 March 1988. Three policemen were killed in
the attack. Three MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/199).
NKOANE, Gilbert T eboho , was beaten by members
of the SAP at Finch Mine near Kimberley, Cape, in
1979. On 1 January 1980, he was assaulted by
AZAPO members in Lesotho.
NKOANE, Kefiloe Mirriam (64), was severely
assaulted by members of the Bophuthatswana Police
in a police tent in Lebuku, Bophuthatswana, in March
1989 during conflict over INCORPORATION of the area into
Bophuthatswana. Ms Nkoane was also interrogated
about her brother’s whereabouts.
NKOBEZEKW A, Jerry , a private security guard, was
injured by four APLA operatives, during an attack on
police members at the Khayelitsha railway station,
Cape Town, in 1992. Four other private security guards
were injured in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Two APLA
members were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0103).
NKOBINDI, Stemmer John (42), lost his house in an
arson attack by ‘comrades’ in Vezukuhle, Siyabuswa,
KwaNdebele, on 1 July 1986 during conflict over the
proposed independence of KwaNdebele.
NKOFUNGA, Mkululi (30), a UDF supporter, was shot
dead during political unrest at Mdantsane, Ciskei, on
27 November 1980. He had allegedly been involved in
providing returning exiles with accommodation.
NKOHLA, Darlington Nkosinathi , an ANC member,
was wrongfully convicted and sentenced to 12 years’
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imprisonment for allegedly being part of a hand
grenade attack on the Bophuthatswana consulate
building during an ANC protest march in Kimberley,
Cape, on 25 May 1993. The grenade bounced back
into the crowd, and the explosion killed an ANC
member and injured several others. Three ANC
members were refused amnesty for the incident.
NKOHLA, Fungile Livingstone (28), was shot dead
by members of the SAP during student protests in Old
Location, near Sterkstroom, Cape, on 21 May 1993.
NKOHLA, Lulama Vivian (26), a UDF and women’s
organisation activist, was severely beaten by named
AMASOLOMZI vigilantes on her arrest, and again at the
municipal offices in Ashton, Cape, on 15 June 1986.
She was then detained under emergency regulations
at Worcester and Pollsmoor prisons.
NKOHLA, Nomziwakhe Francina (36), lost her house
and car in an arson attack by PAC supporters on 20
October 1993, during political conflict in Hlankomo
Village, Mount Fletcher, Transkei.
NKOHLA, Zolisa Elsies (41), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by PAC supporters on 20 October 1993,
during political conflict in Hlankomo Village, Mount
Fletcher, Transkei.
NKOKO, Julien (21), was detained on 11 November
1985 in Worcester, Cape, after a student had
implicated him in a SCHOOL BOYCOTT. He was held in
solitary confinement at Victor Verster prison, Paarl, for
two months.
NKOKO, Ramokoeni (54), had his home burnt down
on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa, by supporters
of Chief BK Matlala because he resisted Lebowa’s
proposed independence from South Africa.
NKOMANA, Nibidyara Francis (25), was shot by a
named member of the SAP when he resisted arrest in
Aliwal North, Cape, on 26 July 1980. At the time, there
was a SCHOOL BOYCOTT at Malcomess Secondary School.
NKOMBI, Kholeka (5), was injured when her home
was petrol-bombed during intensifying conflict
between UDF/ANC and Inkatha supporters at Umlazi,
Durban, on 26 October 1985. Kholeka was with her
grandmother, who had allegedly been targeted
because she provided ANC supporters with shelter.
NKOMBI, Nokuzola ‘Mahlanga’ (40), had her home
burnt down during political conflict in Khayelitsha,
Cape Town, on 4 January 1992.
NKOMBI, Winifr ed Zodwa (59), a UDF supporter,
was injured when her house was petrol-bombed
during intensifying conflict between UDF/ANC and
Inkatha supporters at Umlazi, Durban, on 26 October
1985. Ms Nkombi had allegedly been targeted
because she provided ANC supporters with shelter,
and because she was suspected of being related to an
ANC activist who had just returned from exile.
NKOMBISA, Monde Matthews (31), an ANC
supporter, had his flat set alight by ADM supporters
during political conflict in Dikidikana, near King
William’s Town, Cape, in 1993.
NKOMBONI, Simon , was shot dead by named AWB
supporters at a roadblock in Randfontein, Tvl, on 12
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December 1993. The perpetrators stopped cars with
black occupants, searching vehicles for weapons. Four
people were killed in this incident and the perpetrators
were sentenced to death for the killings. They have
applied for amnesty.
NKOME, Gladys Martha (43), was severely injured
when her house was petrol- bombed by members of
the Bophuthatswana Police in Ga-Rankuwa,
Bophuthatswana, on 24 March 1986. Her two-year-old
daughter died from injuries sustained in the attack.
NKOME, Ruth (2), was killed when her home was
petrol-bombed by members of the Bophuthatswana
Police in Ga-Rankuwa, Bophuthatswana, on 24 March
1986. Her mother was severely injured in the attack.
NKOMO, (first name not given; husband of Berlina
Nkomo), an ANC supporter, was shot dead when
police opened fire on marchers protesting against the
banning of the ANC and the declaration of a state of
emergency on 1 April 1960 in Durban.
NKOMO, Delisile Immaculate (28), had her house
destroyed during political conflict between the ‘RED’
AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu,
Durban, in 1993.
NKOMO, Edwin V uyani , and five other scholars were
interrogated, tortured and killed by AZAPO members
in Soweto, Johannesburg, on 1 August 1986. The
incident was sparked off by the burning of the house
of an AZAPO leader for which the youths were
believed to have been responsible. Three perpetrators
were refused amnesty, and one was granted amnesty
(AC/2000/179 and AC/1999/230).
NKOMO, Fikile (24), an ANC supporter, had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Inanda, near
KwaMashu, Durban, in November 1990.
NKOMO, Gina Patricia (47), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt by IFP supporters in political conflict
between the ‘R ED’ AND ‘G REEN’ FACTIONS in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, in March 1993.
NKOMO, Hloniphile Winniefrieda (21), was shot
dead by a named IFP supporter in political conflict at
Emashabeni, Ixopo, Natal, on 8 January 1993, allegedly
because she was suspected of being an ANC supporter.
NKOMO, Mjixwa , died when an MK operative
detonated a car bomb at Jacobs, Durban, on 12 July
1984. The explosion killed five people and injured 27
others. One MK operative was granted amnesty for
his role in the MK command structures in Swaziland
that facilitated the attack (AC/2001/175).
NKOMO, Ncamsile (36), an IFP supporter, had her
house in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, burnt
down by ANC supporters on 18 July 1990.
NKOMO, Ngangezinye Medrina (39), an IFP supporter,
had her home set alight by named ANC supporters in
Nkelabantwana, Bulwer, Natal, on 18 April 1992.
NKOMO, Nkosenye Jeremiah (56), had his home in
Nhlalakahle, Greytown, Natal, burnt down in July 1990
during intense conflict between ANC and Inkatha
supporters. Mr Nkomo’s home was attacked again in
November 1990 and January 1991.
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NKOMO, Rebecca Duduzile (53), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 November
1992 in intensifying political conflict in the area.
NKOMO, Reginald Wonder (18), an ANCYL supporter,
sustained injuries to his back, stomach and hand when
he was shot in KwaNdengezi, Kwazulu, near Pinetown,
Natal, on 19 November 1991 during serious internal
conflict within the ANC.
NKOMO, Sandile , was severely lashed at a ‘people’s
court’ under the command of an officer of the selfdefence unit (SDU) in Umgababa, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 1 July 1993. Another young man was beaten to
death that day in the same incident. One ANC SDU
member was granted amnesty for the assault, but not
for the killing (AC/2000/033).
NKOMO, Thembi Eldah (26), had her home burnt down
by UDF supporters during political conflict at Inanda,
near KwaMashu, Durban, on 10 December 1989.
NKOMPONE, Sipho Jackson , was assaulted and
struck in the face with a firearm by members of the
AWB on 12 December 1993 at an illegal roadblock set
up outside Ventersdorp, Tvl. Four people, including two
children, were killed in the attack. Eight AWB members
were refused amnesty and one was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0045). See RODORA ROADBLOCK KILLINGS.
NKOMPONE, Tembani Simon , was shot and killed by
members of the AWB on 12 December 1993 at an
illegal roadblock set up outside Ventersdorp, Tvl. Four
people, including two children, were killed in the
attack. Eight AWB members were refused amnesty
and one was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0045). See
RODORA ROADBLOCK KILLINGS.
NKONDE, Ambag Paulos (36), was hacked with pangas
and thrown from a moving train, allegedly by IFP
supporters, in Katlehong, Tvl, on 1 July 1991. Between
1990 and 1993, 572 people died in TRAIN VIOLENCE. The
East Rand was a key site of train violence with the
track from Katlehong to Kwesine station becoming the
line with the highest risk in South Africa.
NKONDE, Solomon Khethomthandayo , was shot
dead by members of the Municipal Police in
Lebohang, Leandra, Tvl, on 5 January 1987 during
conflict over forced removals in the area
NKONTW ANA, Boza (56), suffered substantial loss
when her livestock was stolen and her property
destroyed by ANC supporters during political conflict in
Ixopo, Natal, in 1992.
NKONY ANA, Bafa Benjamin , was shot and killed in
Katlehong, Tvl, allegedly by IFP supporters, on 25 May
1993 during ongoing political conflict on the East Rand.
NKONY ANA, Samson Themba (47), an ANC
supporter, disappeared from his home in Katlehong,
Tvl, on 24 October 1993 and has never been seen since.
NKONY ANE, Boynyane Fr eddy , (42), the vicesecretary of the Gamaobane ANC branch, was severely
beaten by members of the SAP in Bophuthatswana,
on 13 December 1993.
NKONY ANE, Noel (23), an ANC supporter, was
detained and assaulted by named members of the
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SAP in Diepkloof, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 26
February 1985.
NKONY ANE, Sifiso John (25), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by named IFP supporters in Newcastle,
Natal, on 6 February 1993.
NKONYENI, Bheki Patric , an ANC supporter, was
killed by named IFP supporters at Tongaat, Natal, in
October 1991. His body was found in a pool of water
several weeks after his death.
NKONYENI, Jabu Beauty (40), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
burnt down by IFP supporters on 12 July 1991.
NKONYENI, Shomo Nokwendisa (41), an ANC
supporter, lost her house in an arson attack by Inkatha
supporters at Tongaat, Natal, in 1990. Ms Nkonyeni was
accused of being an ANC member because her children
were attending school at KwaMashu. One of her
daughters died of heart attack while they were fleeing.
NKONYENI, Wilson Ndindana (46), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by named IFP supporters at
Gamalakhe, KwaZulu, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on
13 September 1991.
NKOSI Absalom (24), an ANC supporter, was severely
beaten by State-aligned vigilantes in Leslie, Tvl, in
January 1986. At the funeral of Chief Mayisa, an ANC
member killed by a vigilante group, mourners attacked
a member of the vigilantes. As a result, ANC
supporters were then targeted in retaliation.
NKOSI, (first name not given), suffered damage to his
home in Khubeka Street, Tokoza, Tvl, when it was
burnt by members of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU)
during November or December 1993. Mr Nkosi had
been forced to flee the area due to IFP attacks, and
his home was occupied by IFP supporters, which led
to the arson attack. One SDU member was granted
amnesty for the incident (AC/2000/190).
NKOSI, Abram (57), was killed by IFP-supporting gang
members in Zonkisizwe informal settlement, Katlehong,
Tvl, on 23 May 1993. Mr Mbatha disappeared with his
son-in-law and their charred bodies were found in the
boot of their car the next day. The incident occurred a
day after an ANC march past IFP- supporting hostels
in Tokoza, Tvl.
NKOSI, Alfred Sipho (aka Peter Molotsi) , an MK
operative, was killed with four other operatives by a
joint Venda and South African security force team on
25 March 1988 at Mutale River in Venda.
NKOSI, Amos Baleni , was imprisoned by members of
the SAP in Vosloorus, Tvl, on 8 April 1986 during protests
following the death of an MK operative in the area.
NKOSI, Amos Fani (31), a SANCO member, was
stabbed to death by a named perpetrator in Tsakane,
Brakpan, Tvl, on 18 October 1987. Mr Fani was
organising a rent boycott at the time.
NKOSI, Bantu Emelina (62), an ANC supporter, was
abducted from her home in Siyabuswa, KwaNdebele,
on 25 June 1987 and taken to tribal offices where she
was severely beaten by named perpetrators, during
conflict over the INCORPORATION of Siyabuswa into
KwaNdebele.
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NKOSI, Bartholomew Diaz Bongani (16), a COSAS
member, was detained, beaten and deprived of
medical attention in KwaThema, Tvl, in 1986.
NKOSI, Bheki (31), an ANC supporter, was shot and
injured in the left arm, allegedly by IFP supporters, in
Katlehong, Tvl, on 14 June 1992.
NKOSI, Bheki Steven (17), was hacked to death by
IFP supporters, one of whom is named, during political
conflict at Osizweni, KwaZulu, near Newcastle, Natal,
on 30 May 1993. Mr Nkosi was allegedly killed in
retaliation for the death of an IFP supporter on the
previous day.
NKOSI, Bhekumusa (21), was tortured at a deserted
railway line outside Bergville, Natal, in June 1985,
allegedly by named ‘anti-Communist’ members of the
SAP. Mr Nkosi was forced to watch several other
people being tortured there.
NKOSI, Bongane Christopher (40), had his home
damaged in a petrol bomb attack, allegedly carried out
by IFP supporters, in Katlehong, Tvl, on 12 August
1993. Mr Nkosi’s eight-year-old daughter was shot and
injured during the attack. It is alleged that police were
present during the attack but did not intervene.
NKOSI, Boyi Abram (51), was found shot and burnt
to death at Katlehong, Tvl, on 24 May 1993. He had
disappeared two weeks earlier, and it is alleged that
he was last seen being beaten by members of the
SAP and then taken away in a police vehicle.
NKOSI, Boyi Fanyana (69), had his home damaged
when it was petrol- bombed, allegedly by IFP supporters,
in Katlehong, Tvl, on 12 August 1993. Another family
member was shot and injured in the attack.
NKOSI, Carlton (18), was abducted in Katlehong, Tvl,
allegedly by ANC supporters, on 12 September 1993,
during ongoing political conflict on the East Rand. He
not been seen since.
NKOSI, Catherine Deliwe , died after being attacked
and burnt by a group of youths at Daveyton, Tvl, on 2
July 1987. The youths targeted another person who
was not present at the time of the attack. Four
persons died and four suffered injuries as a result of
the attack. One perpetrator, who claimed to be an
ANC supporter and chairperson of a ‘people’s court’
was refused amnesty for the attack (AC/2001/282).
NKOSI, Charles , an ANC supporter, was shot dead,
allegedly by members of the SAP in Katlehong, Tvl, on
15 September 1992.
NKOSI, Cleopas Mandla (20), an ANC supporter, had
his home in Stanger, Natal, burnt down by IFP
supporters on 14 February 1992.
NKOSI, Daniel Makhosonke , a member of the SAP,
was shot dead when MK operatives attacked the
Wonderboom police station, Pretoria, on 26 December
1981. This was one of several MK attacks on police
stations that year. Three of the perpetrators were
hanged for the attack.
NKOSI, David Mbahaba (20), a UDF supporter, was
shot by members of the SAP in eMijindini, Barberton,
Tvl, as he was returning from the funeral of a political
activist in May 1986.
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NKOSI, David Nicholas (41), was seriously injured
when a hand grenade exploded in a bus transporting
workers in Heidelberg, Tvl, on 28 September 1992.
One person was killed and 13 others were injured in
the attack. A labour dispute between striking COSATUaligne FAWU workers and non-striking IFP-aligned
UWUSA workers caused violent conflict from July to
December 1992.
NKOSI, David , was beaten by IMBOKODO vigilantes in
Moutse, KwaNdebele, on 21 April 1986 following
violence over the INCORPORATION OF MOUTSE into
KwaNdebele.
NKOSI, Dickson , an ANC supporter, was abducted
from his home and shot dead on 5 September 1991 in
Tokoza, Tvl, allegedly by IFP supporters.
NKOSI, Dingaan Jordaan (67), was shot dead on 14
June 1992 in Katlehong, Tvl, allegedly by IFP
supporters, during ongoing political conflict in the area.
NKOSI, DM , a constable in the SAP, was fatally
wounded when armed MK operatives attacked the
Wonderboompoort police station, Pretoria, on 26
December 1981. One MK operative was granted
amnesty (AC/2000/195).
NKOSI, Dumisani , was shot in the head and killed by
a member of the SAP in Matsulu, KaNgwane, on
13 March 1986 during political conflict in the area.
NKOSI, Ephraim (41), was subjected to severe
mental torture when a crowd, some of whom are
named, threatened to set him alight with petrol in his
home in Nelspruit, Tvl, in 1993. The perpetrators also
burnt down his house.
NKOSI, Eric Richard (13), was shot and injured by a
named member of the SAP while in his bedroom in
Siyathuthuka, Belfast, Tvl, on 21 January 1990. Police
reportedly began shooting randomly during a
community march against the Municipal Police.
NKOSI, Eric , was shot and injured by members of an
ANC self-defence unit (SDU) in an attack on the leader
of the BLACK CATS in Wesselton, Ermelo, Tvl, in July
1991. Five SDU members were granted amnesty for
the incident (AC/98/0121).
NKOSI, Er nest , a member of the SAP, was injured in
an armed attack by MK operatives on the Moroka
police station, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 3 May 1979.
Two MK operatives were granted amnesty for the
attack (AC/2000/195).
NKOSI, Ethel Nomusa (31), an ANC supporter, was
abducted by Inkatha supporters at Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, in November 1985. She has
not been seen since.
NKOSI, Florence (24), was severely beaten by named
vigilantes in Huhudi, Vryburg, Cape, on 24 November
1985, while she was leaving a UDF meeting. She was
arrested and charged with public violence but the
charges were later withdrawn. In June 1986 she was
detained under emergency regulations for three
months and severely beaten by members of the SAP.
See POLICE BRUTALITY.
NKOSI, Getrude Velaphi Thoko (27), lost her house
in an arson attack by ANC supporters in Lebohang,
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Leandra, Tvl, in September 1985. Ms Nkosi’s husband
was a policeman at a time when police officers were
seen as legitimate targets in the political struggle.
NKOSI, Godfrey Jabulane (15), was tortured by
members of the SAP in Daveyton, Tvl, on 19 September
1985 during student protests in the area.
NKOSI, Graham (18), an IFP supporter, lost his home
and property when it was set alight by ANC supporters
in KwaThema, Tvl, on 2 October 1992. The attack
followed a strike at a factory involving COSATU-aligned
FAWU members and IFP-aligned UWUSA members.
NKOSI, Howard , was stoned and shot to death
opposite Dube men’s hostel, Soweto, Johannesburg,
on 2 May 1991 by a named IFP supporter during
conflict between mainly ANC-supporting residents and
IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers. The perpetrator was
acquitted because he only admitted to the shooting
and not to the stoning of Mr Nkosi. The magistrate
ruled that stoning was the cause of death.
NKOSI, Isaac Vusumuzi (37), was shot dead in
Tokoza, Tvl, in July 1993, allegedly by IFP supporters
who demanded that he drive his car into a hostel.
When he refused to do so, the perpetrators killed him
and stole the vehicle. This incident occurred during
ongoing political conflict in the area.
NKOSI, Jacob Sibongo , an ANCYL member, was
shot by members of the SAP in Siyathuthuka, Belfast,
Tvl, while attending a meeting protesting at rent
increases on 4 January 1986.
NKOSI, James , was seriously injured when the road
grader he was driving detonated a landmine at
Soshanguve, Tvl, on 21 July 1986. Four MK operatives
were granted amnesty for the landmine attack
(AC/1999/0257). See ANC LANDMINE CAMPAIGN.
NKOSI, Joseph (73), was hacked on the head with an
axe by Inkatha Youth Brigade supporters during political
conflict at Madadeni, KwaZulu, near Newcastle, Natal,
in July 1985. The perpetrators had allegedly searched
anyone suspected of being an ANC supporter, and Mr
Nkosi was mistaken for a man who had refused to be
searched.
NKOSI, Jozi Ephriam (39), an ANC supporter, was
arrested, detained and severely beaten by members of
the SAP in 1986 in Lebohang, Leandra, Tvl, during the
state of emergency. At the time, there were school
boycotts in the townships and campaigns for the
release of ANC leader Nelson Mandela.
NKOSI, Lazarus (21), was disabled after he was shot
and injured by members of the SADF in Soweto,
Johannesburg, on 23 September 1976 in the wake of
the SOWETO UPRISING. Mr Nkosi was shot during a
march by students from Soweto to town to protest
against the detention of student leaders.
NKOSI, Lessiah (55), an ANC supporter, was shot and
injured in the chest on 14 June 1992 in Katlehong, Tvl,
allegedly by IFP supporters.
NKOSI, Lindiwe , a member of the IFP Women’s
League and the wife of a leader of the BLACK CATS,
was killed by members of an ANC self-defence unit
(SDU) in Wesselton, Ermelo, Tvl, in March 1992. Her
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husband was also killed and her sister injured in the
attack. Five SDU members were granted amnesty for
the attack (AC/98/0121).
NKOSI, Lucky France , was shot dead by members of
the Inkatha-supporting BLACK CATS while standing on
the pavement at Phumula Section, Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 24 July 1990, during a rent
boycott in the township.
NKOSI, Lucky Sipho (19), an SRC member, was
severely assaulted, together with two of his friends,
by members of the SAP in Pretoria, on 19 March
1986, when they were accused of being involved in
the killing of policemen in Soshanguve. Mr Nkosi was
left unconscious and was hospitalised for two weeks.
NKOSI, Lungile Lawr ence, was stabbed to death and
thrown from a moving train by IFP supporters
between New Canada and Faraday stations in
Johannesburg, on 28 November 1991. Between 1990
and 1993, 572 people died in TRAIN VIOLENCE initiated by
groups opposed to a democratic transition.
NKOSI, Mabendla Azariah (30), a PAC member, was
severely tortured while in detention in 1964 in
Johannesburg, for mobilising people for the PAC. He
was charged with sabotage and found guilty.
NKOSI, Madala (46), was arrested by a member of
the SAP at Nelspruit, Tvl, on 11 January 1984 and
imprisoned for a year. He was arrested because he
was involved in trying to stop the Inyandza National
Movement from electing a chief in Jeppe’s Reef.
NKOSI, Mandlane Eric (50), was shot and wounded
when Inkatha-aligned Black Cats attacked his home in
Ermelo, Tvl, in 1987, during a clash between members
of the gang and UDF supporters in the area. His son,
aged 14, was also wounded.
NKOSI, Maphindi Por tia (8), was shot and injured as
she tried to flee her home in Katlehong, Tvl, after it
had been petrol-bombed on 12 August 1993, allegedly
by IFP supporters. The incident occurred during
ongoing political conflict in the area.
NKOSI, Maria Matshidiso , was shot and severely
injured by alleged members of the SAP in Duduza,
Nigel, Tvl, on 16 June 1976, the first day of the
SOWETO UPRISING. Ms Nkosi was seven months
pregnant at the time and later gave birth to a partially
blind and mentally retarded baby.
NKOSI, Martha (49), was shot in KwaGuga, near
Witbank, Tvl, while attending a parents’ meeting at the
municipal park on 25 June 1985. Police allegedly shot
randomly into the group because they considered
community meetings to be political gatherings.
NKOSI, Masentsho Popie (33), an ANC supporter,
was repeatedly beaten and kicked by named members
of the SAP in Tembisa, Tvl, in 1979. Police were
looking for her ANC activist son.
NKOSI, Mbhekwa Solomon , was shot by a named
perpetrator in Mhluzi, Middelburg, Tvl, in a DRIVE- BY
SHOOTING on 19 February 1992.
NKOSI, Mbonji (40), an Insika Party supporter, was
beaten, forced to drink petrol and then burnt to death
by Insika Party supporters in Sakhile, Standerton, Tvl,
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in 1986 because he was suspected of murder during
conflict between the Insika Party and the Inyandza
National Movement.
NKOSI, Mbuyiseni , was shot and wounded when ANC
security guards opened fire from the ANC headquarters
at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd of IFP
marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine marchers
were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC security
guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
NKOSI, Mfanafuthi Abel (35), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured in Katlehong, Tvl, on 23 July 1993
during ongoing political conflict on the East Rand.
NKOSI, Moses Enoch (12), was shot and injured in
the leg, allegedly by IFP supporters, while returning
from a funeral in Vosloorus, Tvl, on 12 April 1994.
Police were reportedly present but did not intervene.
NKOSI, Mpojo Friedie , an IFP supporter, was shot
dead by ANC supporters at Mpophomeni, KwaZulu,
near Howick, Natal, on 11 February 1992.
NKOSI, Msesethi Witkop (62), had his hands and feet
tied with wire and was then ‘necklaced’ in the street
near Shongwe Mission, Komatipoort, Tvl, during 1986.
Young ANC supporters allegedly held a meeting and
then ‘necklaced’ Mr Nkosi after accusing him of
witchcraft.
NKOSI, Muzikababa Alpheos (9), was shot in the eye
with buckshot in Zola, Eastern Cape, on 23 September
1976. The incident occurred in the wake of the SOWETO
UPRISING. Muzikababa was blinded as a result of the
shooting.
NKOSI, Nana Florence (44), was abducted, raped and
killed by alleged Inkatha supporters during political
conflict at KwaMashu, Durban, on 5 February 1990.
Ms Nkosi had gone to visit her friend at Siyanda, a
place considered an IFP stronghold, and did return
home. Her decomposed body was found under a tree
six days later.
NKOSI, Nlekelu Jerry (72), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by members of the SAP in Thekwane
North, Nelspruit, Tvl, on 29 June 1993.
NKOSI, Nomakuma Sophia (72), was severely
beaten in October 1993 in Katlehong, Tvl, allegedly by
members of the SAP patrolling the area during
ongoing political conflict.
NKOSI, Nomsa V irginia , was shot and injured by
members of the IFP-related ‘Khumalo Gang’ at Ngema
Tavern, Natalspruit, Tvl, on the 22 January 1993. Many
persons were killed and injured in the attack. Three
perpetrators applied for amnesty. Two perpetrators were
refused and one was granted amnesty (AC/2000/198).
NKOSI, Nondumiso (8), was shot by named IFP
supporters during political conflict near Maqedandaba,
Estcourt, Natal, on 3 June 1993.
NKOSI, Nonzuza Setty (66), was injured when
members of the SAP opened fire on ANC supporters
who refused to disperse at Lynville Park in Witbank,
Tvl, in 1985.
NKOSI, Nyanyekile Norah (45), was severely beaten
with a gun by members of the SAP in Matsulu,
KaNgwane, on 28 November 1990. Ms Nkosi was
suspected of selling guns to ANC supporters.
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NKOSI, Patricia Bonisiwe (10), was shot and injured
by members of the SAP in Tembisa, Tvl, in 1984.
Police were patrolling the township during the funeral
of a victim of political violence when they reportedly
began firing randomly.
NKOSI, Peter Bonginkosi (23), a COSAS supporter,
was severely tortured by named members of the SAP
at Protea Police station, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 16
August 1989, allegedly while trying to force him to
become a police informer.
NKOSI, Petr us, an ANC supporter, was stabbed to
death on 28 July 1991 in Katlehong, Tvl, allegedly by
IFP supporting hostel-dwellers.
NKOSI, Phillip Nelaphi , was killed when a bomb,
planted by AWB members, exploded at a taxi rank on
the corner of Odendaal and Victoria Streets in
Germiston, Tvl, on the 25 April 1994. Ten persons
were killed and nine were injured in the blast. See
RIGHT-WING ATTACKS. Four perpetrators were granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0342).
NKOSI, Phineas , was stabbed to death and thrown
from a moving train by IFP supporters between New
Canada and Faraday stations in Johannesburg, on 28
November 1991. Between 1990 and 1993, 572 people
died in TRAIN VIOLENCE initiated by groups opposed to a
democratic transition.
NKOSI, Prysina Mambundu (38), a member of the
Inyandza Movement, lost her house in an arson attack
by a named ‘comrade’ in KaNyamazane, Nelspruit, Tvl,
on 1 May 1986.
NKOSI, Richard Yapie (46), was stabbed to death
near Merafe hostel in Soweto, Johannesburg, on 13
October 1991 during conflict between IFP-supporting
aligned hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
NKOSI, S’Bulelo (6), was severely burnt in an arson
attack by ANC supporters during political conflict in
Osizweni, KwaZulu, near Newcastle, Natal, on 5 May
1993.
NKOSI, Sakhile (41), was shot and severely injured in
a rural area close to Nelspruit, Tvl, on 10 October 1993
during political conflict in the area.
NKOSI, Samuel , died on 2 May 1986 in the HF
Verwoerd hospital, Pretoria, after being shot in the
head by members of the SAP in Machadodorp, Tvl, on
25 April 1986. At the time, people were protesting and
demanding the building of houses in Machadodorp.
NKOSI, Samuel , was injured when a pipe bomb
planted by members of the AWB exploded on 25 April
1994 at a taxi rank on the corner of Blood Street and
Seventh Avenue in Pretoria. Three people were killed
and four injured in the blast. During the pre-election
period the AWB targeted taxi ranks, bus stops and
railway stations, predominantly used by black people,
the majority of whom they believed to be ANC
supporters, in order to derail the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
Six perpetrators were granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0342). See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS
NKOSI, Shobeni Elizabeth , was abducted and burnt
to death by ‘comrades’ in Buffelspruit, Tvl, on 25 May
1986 during a campaign by political activists against
witchcraft in the area.
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NKOSI, Sibusiso Tito (14), was shot and injured by
members of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU) in an
attack on the leader of the BLACK C ATS in Wesselton,
Ermelo, Tvl, in July 1991. Five SDU members were
granted amnesty for the incident (AC/98/0121).
NKOSI, Simon Duga , was detained in Kwazanele,
Breyten, Tvl, on 23 September 1976 for committing
arson against a timber company. He was charged and
sentenced to 16 years’ imprisonment on Robben Island.
NKOSI, Simon , was injured when a car bomb,
planted by MK operatives, exploded outside the NBS
building in Witbank, Tvl, on 24 October 1988. The
building was used for commercial purposes, but also
housed the Witbank Security Branch offices. Three
people were killed and over 20 were injured, mainly
civilians. Two MK operatives were granted amnesty
for the bombing (AC/2000/055).
NKOSI, Sipho (25), an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by named IFP supporters at Maqedandaba area,
Estcourt, Natal.
NKOSI, Sipho Simeon (37), an IFP supporter, was
stabbed, assaulted and shot dead by named fellow IFP
supporters at the Ngoje community hall in Louwsburg,
Natal, on 24 April 1992, allegedly because he had
sympathies with the ANC.
NKOSI, Sizakele Emelela (23), an ANCYL member,
was severely beaten by members of the SAP after her
arrest at a mass funeral in Alexandra, Johannesburg,
on 18 June 1986.
NKOSI, Solomon Daniel Abel , was shot dead in
Senaoane, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 9 March 1991
when he was in a house attacked by assailants
wearing balaclavas during political conflict in the area.
NKOSI, Teaspoon , an ANC member, was abducted and
tortured at Matsulu, KaNgwane, during 1987 by SADF
members who believed him to be an ANC member.
One perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/2001/277).
NKOSI, Thabang Lucas (13), a COSAS member, was
shot and severely injured by members of the SADF in
Mhluzi, Middelburg, Tvl, during student protests in 1990.
NKOSI, Thabile (19), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by named IFP supporters in Maqedandaba,
Estcourt, Natal, on 3 June 1993.
NKOSI, Thamsanqa Shadrack (20), died after being
shot by SADF members during a stayaway in
Madadeni, KwaZulu, near Newcastle, Natal, on 9 April
1990.
NKOSI, Themba David , was shot and killed by
members of the IFP-related ‘Khumalo Gang’ at Ngema
Tavern, Natalspruit, Tvl, on the 22 January 1993. Many
persons were killed and injured in the attack. Three
perpetrators applied for amnesty. Two perpetrators
were refused and one was granted amnesty
(AC/2000/198).
NKOSI, Thembani (20), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead, allegedly by named IFP supporters, in
Maqedandaba, Estcourt, Natal, on 3 June 1993.
NKOSI, Thembelihle Dumazile , an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters at
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 23 August
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1993, during ongoing conflict following the launch of
an IFP branch in the settlement earlier that month.
NKOSI, Thembonkosi Patrick (23), was shot dead by
a named IFP councillor in Osizweni, KwaZulu, near
Newcastle, Natal, on 14 December 1991 during
political conflict between community members and
local councillors.
NKOSI, Thomas (42), was stabbed to death between
Jeppe and Straford stations, Johannesburg, on his
way home from work and his body was found in a
train compartment at Braamfontein station, Johannesburg, on 23 February 1990. Between 1990 and 1993,
572 people died in TRAIN VIOLENCE initiated by groups
opposed to a democratic transition.
NKOSI, Thomas , an ANC supporter, was shot by
members of the SAP in Lebohang, Leandra, Tvl, on 19
November 1985 when the community was protesting
against the eviction of shack-dwellers.
NKOSI, T illy , a prominent member ANCWL member,
was shot and injured by IFP members during political
conflict near Wesselton, Tvl, in 1991. One perpetrator
was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NKOSI, Tititi Betina (62), had her home in Katlehong,
Tvl, damaged in a petrol bomb attack, allegedly by IFP
supporters and members of the ISU, on 12 August 1993.
NKOSI, Tito (14), was shot and wounded when
Inkatha-aligned BLACK CATS attacked his family’s home
in Ermelo, Tvl, in 1987, during a clash between
members of the gang and UDF supporters in the area.
His father was also wounded.
NKOSI, V ir ginia Cabangani (25), was shot dead by
IFP supporters during political conflict at Dumbe,
Paulpietersburg, Natal, on 18 November 1993. At the
time of the shooting, Ms Nkosi was standing outside a
tavern that was considered to be ANC stronghold.
NKOSI, Vukani Gilbert (37), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and thrown from a moving train in Katlehong,
Tvl, on 27 July 1993, allegedly by IFP supporters.
Between 1990 and 1993, 572 people died in TRAIN
VIOLENCE. The East Rand was a key site of train
violence with the track from Katlehong to Kwesine
station becoming the line with the highest risk in
South Africa.
NKOSI, W innifr ed Notini (48), a UDF supporter and
political activist, was one of three women abducted in
January 1986 in New Crossroads, Cape Town, by
WITDOEKE vigilantes. She was held captive in a
container in Crossroads for nearly a week without
food, and her life was threatened.
NKOSI, Zephania (36), was stabbed and hacked to
death by Inkatha Youth Brigade supporters during
political conflict at Madadeni, KwaZulu, near
Newcastle, Natal, in July 1985. The perpetrators had
allegedy searched anyone suspected of being an ANC
supporter, and mistook Mr Nkosi for a man who had
refused to be searched.
NKOSIY ANA, Nomanesi (18), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Chimora,
Umlazi, Durban, on 16 January 1992. See CHIMORA
SETTLEMENT ATTACKS.
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NKOSIY ANE, Dumasi Douglas (55), was shot and
stabbed to death in Zondi, Soweto, Johannesburg, on
1 May 1991 by IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers
returning from a rally.
NKOSIY ANE, Sicelo Thembleton (46), was shot and
stabbed to death by IFP supporters in Zondi, Soweto,
Johannesburg, on 1 May 1991 during conflict between
hostel-dwellers and residents in the area.
NKOSIY ANE-MPOPOSHE, Jackson Balisile (79), a
UDF supporter, was killed when members of the SADF
and the SAP attacked his home in Soweto, Johannesburg, with rifles and hand grenades in April 1989.
Charges against the perpetrators were dismissed on
the grounds that Mr Nkosiyane-Mpoposhe was
housing an MK operative. His family deny that he
knew the identity of the guest who had been sent by
Ms Madikizela-Mandela. A named member of the
Mandela United Football Club allegedly informed
police of the whereabouts of the MK operative.
NKOT A, Amon , was shot dead by Bophuthatswana
Police in Brits, Tvl, on 10 November 1992.
NKOWENG, Mamoloko Grace (29), had her home
destroyed in an arson attack on 2 February 1980 at
GaMatlala, Lebowa, by supporters of Chief BK Matlala,
because she resisted Lebowa’s proposed
independence from South Africa.
NKUKHU, Sibusiso Innocent , an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by a member of the SAP and an IFP
supporter during political violence at Sundumbili,
KwaZulu, near Mandini, Natal, on 7 August 1993. One
perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NKUKHU, Themba Rudolf (18), an ANC supporter,
was shot and killed by a member of the SAP and an
IFP supporter during political violence at Sundumbili,
KwaZulu, near Mandini, Natal, on 7 August 1993. One
perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NKUMANDA, Tshukumani Jef frey , the mayor of
Pearston, was assaulted with a stone on 16 January
1986 in Cradock, Cape. The youth of the area were
demanding that Mr Nkumanda resign as mayor.
NKUMBI, Albert Thozamile (25), was stabbed and
stoned to death by UDF supporters in Hanover, Cape,
on 24 December 1985, because he was branded as an
informer. He had gone to his home under police guard
to remove his property to safety and was attacked
after the police had departed with his belongings. His
home was set alight.
NKUMBI, Charlotte (35), was stabbed and injured in
Hanover, Cape, on 24 December 1985, while trying to
rescue her brother who was being stabbed and stoned
to death by UDF supporters. Her brother had been
branded an informer and was busy removing his
property under police guard when attacked.
NKUMBI, Mziwoxolo Christopher Boy (35), a UDF
supporter, was arrested on 21 October 1988 and
detained for six months in Fort Glamorgan prison, East
London. He had called for a boycott of the municipal
elections in Ginsberg.
NKUMBI, William Thamsan, was stabbed and injured
in Hanover, Cape, on 24 December 1985, while trying
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to rescue his brother who was being stabbed and
stoned to death by UDF supporters. His brother had
been branded an informer and was busy removing his
property under police guard when attacked.
NKUME, Thozamile (27), an ANC supporter, was shot
by named members of the Transkei Police and the
SAP on 5 February 1988 in Umtata, Transkei. Three of
his colleagues were killed in the shooting incident.
NKUMNDA, Masango Nimr od , a member of the
Municipal Police, was shot dead by MK operatives in
Meadowlands, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 20 January
1989. One other policeman and a civilian were also
shot dead, and another policeman was injured in the
attack. One MK operative was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0246).
NKUNA, Albert Ngwavela , was tortured on 13 January
1994 in Katlehong, Tvl, allegedly by members of the
ISU in connection with his involvement in self-defence
units.
NKUNA, Johanna Tsatsawane (45), was shot and
injured by members of the Bophuthatswana Police in
Pretoria, on 11 March 1994 during conflict over the
reincorporation of Bophuthatswana into South Africa.
NKUNA, Joseph Harold (21), an ANC organiser, was
detained without trial in November 1986 at Nelspruit,
Tvl, and severely tortured while in police custody. He
was also assaulted and severely injured by named
perpetrators at Kabokweni, KaNgwane, on 3 October
1991.
NKUNA, Richard Mbhazima , a member of the SAP,
was robbed of his firearm by members of an ANC selfdefence unit (SDU) in Diepkloof, Johannesburg, on 11
August 1993. His colleague was shot dead. One
perpetrator was granted amnesty for the incident
(AC/1999/0036).
NKUNA, Robert (27), an ANCYL chairperson, was
arrested, detained and assaulted with a rifle butt by
members of the SAP in Giyani, Gazankulu, in April
1988 during political conflict in the area.
NKUNA, Ronny (22), an ANCYL member, was injured
after being chased for three kilometres by members of
the SADF who fired at him during a protest march in
Nelspruit, Tvl, on 12 June 1986. Mr Nkuna hid in a
toilet ditch and was rescued by people who found him
unconscious.
NKUNA, Selina , was shot and killed by a named
member of the Wit Wolwe, an extremist right-wing
group, at Strydom Square in Pretoria, on 15 November
1988. Armed with a 9mm parabellum and 300 rounds
of ammunition, the perpetrator fired randomly at black
people until he ran out of ammunition, killing seven
people and injuring 15, two of whom are permanently
paralysed. The perpetrator applied for amnesty for this
attack.
NKUNA, T shikani (22), was assaulted by members of
the SAP at John Vorster Square, Johannesburg, in
1983. Mr Nkuna was interrogated and forced to admit
to being a SWAPO member.
NKUNDLANDE, Fachma Nompumelelo (21), an ANC
supporter, was severely beaten by members of the SAP
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in Messina, Tvl, on 10 March 1990 after the formation
of the Messina Action Committee. The committee
embarked on a consumer boycott and several
marches took place during which many youths were
shot dead and others injured by the police.
NKUNKUMA, Bethuel Thobelani (21), a COSATU
activist, was shot by members of the Transkei Police
in Maclear, Cape, on 6 February 1990 when police
opened fire to disperse those present at a COSATU
meeting at the Maclear hall.
NKUPANE, Josias Mkopane (76), was stabbed to
death during ongoing political conflict in Katlehong, Tvl,
on 17 May 1991, allegedly by IFP supporters who
attacked residents returning from work.
NKUSHUBANA, Edith Nobafo (32), had her house
burnt down in Magabheni, Umgababa, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 3 December 1990 in intense conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters in the area. Ms
Nkushubana’s brother was an IFP supporter.
NKUT A, Albert Khehla (aka ‘William Monangwe’)
(33), an MK operative from Alexandria, Johannesburg,
was ambushed in a joint operation by members of the
Pietermaritzburg and Eastern Transvaal Security
Branches on 11 February 1978 in the Namaacha area
in Swaziland. He and an elderly passenger in the car
were both injured. The passenger managed to escape
but Mr Nkuta was captured, taken across the border
where he either died from his injuries or was killed.
NKUT A, Obed Ramahlape (63), had his house in
Maboloko, Bophuthatswana, burnt down in 1976
during violent clashes between two brothers fighting
over the chieftainship of Maboloko. Violence erupted
after President Mangope appointed a chief who was
not accepted by the community.
NKUT A, Thalitha Rachel (28), was assaulted,
harassed and tortured by members of the SAP in
Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 1 June 1978. She was
questioned about the whereabouts of her husband
who was an ANC member.
NKUT ANE, Albert , was severely beaten with fists
and rifle butts by members of the SADF in his house
in Bekkersdal, near Westonaria, Tvl, on 7 July 1991.
The perpetrators arrived at midnight and beat him and
two friends, claiming that one friend had an AK47 in
his possession and that they were responsible for
violence in the township.
NKUTHA, Dumisani Stanley (18), was killed in
Vosloorus, Tvl, on 3 October 1981.
NKUTHA, Harrison Mandindwa , was driving in his
car in Alexandra, Johannesburg, when he was shot
dead by members of the SAP on 18 June 1976. The
car overturned and he and his passenger were both
killed. This was one of many attacks that took place in
Alexandra on this day, just after the S OWETO UPRISING
began.
NKUTHA, Josiah Thami (24), was shot and burnt to
death by youths aligned to the IFP and Amapondo in
Katlehong, Tvl, on 23 February 1994 during political
conflict in the area.
NKUTHA, Martha Malefu , was stabbed and beaten
by IFP supporters in Ratanda, near Heidelberg, Tvl, on
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3 December 1992 during a labour dispute between
striking COSATU-affiliated FAWU workers and nonstriking IFP-aligned UWUSA workers.
NKUTU, Fukutha Jackson (48), was shot and
severely injured by members of the SAP in Nyanga,
Cape Town, in 1960, during clashes between police
and residents opposing the Pass Laws.
NKUWENG, Sebolashi (49), had her home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKWALASE, Luvuyo Lot (18), was shot dead by
named PAC supporters during political conflict
between ANC and PAC supporters in Dorrington, near
Fort Beaufort, Cape, on 23 February 1993.
NKWAMBA, Matias Mathews (55), lost his house
and business premises in an arson attack by named
supporters of the Gazankulu Chief Minister in Lulekani,
Gazankulu, on 10 June 1985 during a chieftaincy
dispute in the area.
NKWAMBA, V ictor , was shot by members of the
SAP in Wattville, Benoni, Tvl, on 16 June 1976, the
first day of the SOWETO UPRISING.
NKWANA, Bafana Fanyana , died after he was severely
assaulted by ANCYL members with knives and axes,
and then pushed into a river at Kokosi township,
Fochville, Tvl, on 25 January 1991. He was suspected
of joining a vigilante group. Two ANCYL members
were granted amnesty for the attack (AC/1999/0321).
NKWANA, Dor een, was injured in a hand grenade
explosion on 25 May 1993 in Kimberley, Cape, during
an ANC protest march to the Bophuthatswana
consulate. Two MK operatives threw a hand grenade
at the building which bounced back into the crowd,
killing one person and injuring 41 others. Two ANC
members were wrongly convicted of the killing. Four
MK operatives and ANC members, two of whom
denied guilt, were refused amnesty (AC/2000/053 and
AC/2000/241).
NKWANA, Mashine Joseph , disappeared on 18
September 1993 in Germiston, Tvl, during political
conflict in the area and is presumed dead.
NKWANA, Mohlopi Amos (46), was abducted from
his home in Kgobokwane, KwaNdebele, on 1 January
1986 by IMBOKODO vigilantes. At Siyabuswa
community hall he and others were put in a room
where the floor had been deliberately soaped to make
it slippery and were then sjambokked and beaten
where they fell. Between 200 and 360 individuals
were abducted and assaulted in this way. The attacks,
led by named KwaNdebele government officials, were
designed to suppress resistance to the INCORPORATION
OF MOUTSE into KwaNdebele. See SIYABUSWA ASSAULTS.
NKWANA, Nakedi Maria (51), was shot dead by
members of the Lebowa Police in Nkowankowa,
Tzaneen, Tvl, on 21 February 1990.
NKWANE, Michael (25), was beaten and stabbed several
times by IFP supporters on a train near New Canada
Station, Johannesburg, on 22 July 1992. Between
1990 and 1993, 572 people died in TRAIN VIOLENCE
initiated by groups opposed to a democratic transition.
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NKWANY ANA, Bahlawulile (38), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Manzimnyama, KwaMbonambi, near Richards Bay, Natal, in the conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters during the run-up to
the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NKWANY ANA, Bongekile (65), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near Durban, in
November 1993.
NKWANY ANA, Dlokwakhe (53), an ANC member,
was shot dead by IFP supporters and members of the
KWAZULU POLICE in Empangeni, Natal, on 5 September
1993. Several other family members, who were also
supporters of the ANC, were shot and killed in this
attack.
NKWANY ANA, Dudu Gqoza (26), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, NDWEDWE,
KwaZulu, near Durban, in November 1993 in
continuing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
in the area.
NKWANY ANA, Duduzile Doris (49), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP supporters
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NKWANY ANA, Elizabeth , an IFP supporter, lost her
house in an arson attack by ANC supporters at
Empangeni, Natal, in 1990.
NKWANY ANA, Elliot Muziwendoda (35), had his
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Ongoye,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, during continuing
political conflict in 1993.
NKWANY ANA, Emanuel , was shot dead in Mandini,
Natal, on 24 April 1991, allegedly by a named member
of the KWAZULU POLICE colluding with the IFP. His
daughter was also killed and his house burnt down in
the same attack.
NKWANY ANA, Enock Mfuneni , was shot dead on
5 September 1993, when IFP supporters attacked the
family home in Ongoye, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal. Another family member was shot dead in the
attack, and the house was burnt down. The family
was forced to flee the area.
NKWANY ANA, Jabulisile (53), an ANC supporter, lost
her houses in Empangeni, Natal, in an arson attack by
IFP supporters in September 1992.
NKWANY ANA, Khethiwe Fortunate (29), lost her
home in an arson attack by IFP supporters during
political conflict in Ongoye, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, on 5 September 1993.
NKWANY ANA, Magenge Richard (44), an ANC
supporter, lost his house and tuck shop in an arson
attack by IFP supporters at Matshana, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 22 March 1994.
NKWANY ANA, Mginqo Dlokwakhe , was shot dead
on 5 September 1993, when IFP supporters attacked
the family home in Ongoye, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal. Another family member was shot
dead in the attack, and the house was burnt down.
The family was forced to flee the area.
NKWANY ANA, Musawenkosi , an ANC supporter,
was harassed by IFP supporters at Mtubatuba, near
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Empangeni, Natal, in April 1994, in the run-up to the
APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NKWANY ANA, Nkosingiphilile Fano (49), an ANC
supporter, had his house burnt down by IFP supporters
at Folweni, KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, in 1992.
NKWANY ANA, Nokwazi Josephina (64), had her
house and possessions destroyed in political conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters at Matshana,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 26 April 1994, in
the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NKWANY ANA, Ntombi Wusisi (59), an ANC
supporter, had her home burnt down by IFP supporters
in Ongoye, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in April
1994, in the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NKWANY ANA, Phineas (18), an ANCYL member,
was shot dead by members of the SAP who opened
fire on mourners participating in the funeral of a civic
leader.
NKWANY ANA, Qholobana Bhekinkosi (42), an ANC
supporter, had his house at Empangeni, Natal, burnt
down by IFP supporters on 27 February 1991.
NKWANY ANA, Sebenzile Ngantombi (39), lost her
home in an arson attack by IFP supporters and members
of the KWAZULU POLICE during political conflict in the
Ongoye area, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 3
September 1993. Her husband was killed in the attack,
and further attacks forced her to flee with her family.
NKWANY ANA, Tandukwenzelwa (55), was shot and
severely injured by ANC supporters in political conflict
at Eshowe, Natal, on 23 December 1990. Mr
Nkwanyana was allegedly attacked because he was
taken for an IFP supporter.
NKWANY ANA, T eresia (54), an IFP supporter, had her
house burnt down by ANC supporters in Matshana,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in September 1992.
NKWANY ANA, Thulani Vincent (23), a final-year law
student at the University of Swaziland, was shot dead
by named members of the Eastern Transvaal Security
Branch, in a night-time ambush on 22 May 1987 of the
car in which he was travelling in Mbabane, Swaziland.
Two other persons were killed in the operation,
including a senior MK operative, Mr Theophilus Dlodlo
(MK name ‘Viva’), and two persons were injured.
NKWANY ANA, Thulisile Lindeni Goodness (16), an
ANC supporter, lost her home in an arson attack by
IFP supporters at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on
19 February 1992.
NKWANY ANA, Zephania (68), an ANC supporter,
suffered damage to his property in an attack by IFP
supporters at Ntuzuma, near Durban, in 1994, in the
run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NKWANY ANA, Zibusela Bhaku , was shot dead by IFP
supporters and members of the K WAZULU POLICE while
he was having breakfast at his home in the Ongoye area,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 3 September 1993.
Two of his cousins were killed in a follow-up attack
two days later, and his family had to flee the area.
NKWANY ANE, Dumisane Gracious (34), a member
of the SAP, lost his home in an arson attack by a
named ANC supporter and others during political
conflict at Empangeni, Natal, on 8 August 1993.
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NKWANY ANE, Jamba (50), an IFP supporter, was
severely beaten by ANC supporters at Empangeni,
Natal, in 1993.
NKWENG, Florina Tabudi (23), lost her home in an
arson attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala,
Lebowa, by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
NKWENG, Mosima Jessy (49), had her home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKWENG, Nkabane Julia (23), had her home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NKWENKWE, Nkanyiso (14), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters in Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 19 March 1988.
NKWENY ANE, Donald , was shot dead by members
of the SAP in Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 11 March
1991 during conflict between the IFP-supporting hosteldwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
NKWINIKA, Theron Mdunwazi (21), an MK operative,
was severely beaten by members of the Gazankulu
Police after his arrest on 20 June 1990 in Gravelotte,
Gazankulu. He was detained after a meeting of the
Tzaneen Education Crisis Committee at the local stadium.
NNETE, Thebeli Jonas , suffered severe ill-treatment
and damage to property during the BOIPATONG MASSACRE
by IFP supporters in Boipatong, near Vanderbijlpark,
Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left 45 people dead and
27 seriously injured. Thirteen perpetrators were
granted amnesty; a further three applications were
refused (AC/2000/209).
NNINA, Lipuo Sophia (45), had his house burnt down
in Maboloko, Bophuthatswana, in 1976 during violent
clashes between two brothers fighting over the
chieftainship of Maboloko. Violence erupted after
President Mangope appointed a chief who was not
accepted by the community.
NOBADULA, Mzukisi Melvin , died in police custody
on 11 December 1977 in Port Elizabeth. He was being
held in custody as a potential state witness in the trial
of PEBCO leader, Thozamile Botha. Scars and burn
marks were found on his body.
NOBANGELA, Fuzile Elvis (17), was shot dead by
members of the SAP during a student boycott at
Mzamomhle, Burgersdorp, Cape, on 19 May 1993.
Police allegedly mistook Mr Nobangela for one of the
boycotters.
NOBATANA, Vuyo Aubr ey (16), was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Langa, Uitenhage, Cape, on
21 March 1985 when police opened fire on mourners
marching to a funeral. At least 20 people were killed
and many injured in the shooting. See L ANGA SHOOTINGS.
NOBAVU, Nontanganyani (63), a PAC activist, was
beaten, stoned and stabbed by named ANC supporters
in February 1994 in King William’s Town, Cape. Ms
Nobavu was travelling in a car when she was dragged
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out and assaulted, reportedly because she was
believed to be a member of the ADM.
NOBEBE, Danisile Chris (17), was shot in both legs
by members of the SAP in 1987 during consumer
boycotts and conflict between police and members of
the community in Grahamstown, Cape.
Nobekile Mbalula (39), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by members of the SAP during a protest in
Venterstad, Cape, on 4 July 1993.
NOBHALISA, Nondubela Nabo (50), had her house
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by
IFP supporters on 24 February 1993 on ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters. About 35
houses were reportedly burnt down in Bhambayi that
month.
NOBHOZA, Themba , an ANC supporter, was shot
dead, allegedly by members of the SAP who were
demolishing shacks in Phola Park, Tokoza, Tvl, on
11 July 1990.
NOBIVA, Boy , an ANC supporter, was shot dead in
Vosloorus, Tvl, allegedly by members of the SAP, while
on his way to a night vigil on 26 April 1986.
NOBOZA, Thembekile , was shot dead, allegedly by
members of the SAP who were demolishing shacks in
Phola Park informal settlement, Tokoza, Tvl, on 11 July
1990.
NODADA, Brian (26), an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by IFP supporters at Port Shepstone, Natal, on 17 April
1994. Mr Nodada and his comrades were canvassing
for their organisation in the run-up to the APRIL 1994
ELECTIONS when they were attacked and killed.
NODIKIDA, Mcebisi (20), was detained and severely
beaten by named members of the SAP in the Mossel
Bay police station, Cape, on 16 June 1986. He was
then held under emergency regulations for nearly four
months. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
NODIPHA, Mikayeli , an ANC member, was arrested in
Esikhumbuleni, Bizana, Transkei, in 1961, and charged
with membership of the ANC. He was convicted and
sentenced to three years’ imprisonment.
NODLUNG, Allvinah (51), had her home in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, destroyed in July 1993
during intense political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND
‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
NODOSHA, Maqhilane Solamase , an ANC supporter,
disappeared after being abducted by members of the
SAP in Bizana, Transkei, in March 1960. Mr Nodosha
had attended meetings at NONQULWANA during the
PONDOLAND REVOLT.
NOEMDOE, Doreen Josephine (57), a member of a
family of UDF activists, experienced ongoing and
severe harassment by members of the Security
Branch in Oudtshoorn, Cape, from 1984 to 1989.
Three of her sons were detained and faced various
charges during this period.
NOFEMELE, V uyisile , was shot dead by PAC
supporters in June 1993 during political conflict in
Nqwaneni, Mount Fletcher, Transkei.
NOGAGA, Leopold (66), was shot and severely
injured by members of the SAP in Nyanga, Cape Town,
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in December 1976, during political conflict between
Nyanga residents and migrant workers from the hostels
over the Christmas 1976 period. Twenty-nine people
died in the clashes and many more were injured.
NOGAYO, Nowings Engelinah (73), was suffocated
by teargas when a teargas canister was thrown into
her house at Elliot, Cape, in 1990 by members of the
SAP who were trying to disperse a crowd of people
toyi-toying in the township.
NOGIKILE, Dinah Vuyiswa (17), was arrested on 10
August 1983 and kept in solitary confinement for a
lengthy period in Krugersdorp, Tvl.
NOGOBA, Letticia Nomhle (46), lost her house in an
arson attack in Crossroads, Cape Town, in April 1991,
during a conflict in the community.
NOGODUKA, Lungisile , a Transkei Defence Force
(TDF) soldier, was injured during an ATTEMPTED COUP IN
UMTATA, TRANSKEI, on 22 November 1990. Seven TDF
soldiers were killed and some 33 wounded. Four of
the coup conspirators were granted amnesty. Six
Vlakplaasoperatives were granted amnesty for providing
arms for the attempted coup. An SADF Military
Intelligence operative, who applied for amnesty for his
role in supporting the coup, later withdrew his
application (AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095 and
AC/2001/199).
NOGORHA, Patrick Nkosinathi , (17), was detained
and severely beaten by SAP members at Robertson,
Cape, on 18 June 1986. He was held under emergency
regulations for three months and was later sentenced
to seven years’ imprisonment for public violence. See
POLICE BRUTALITY.
NOGQALA, Sidwell Mandithini , was arrested and
beaten by members of the SAP in De Aar, Cape, on 13
April 1985, after unrest broke out in the Malay Camp
township. He was later convicted of public violence
and sentenced to six years’ imprisonment.
NOGQUM, Zingewathile (42), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters in Umlazi, Durban, on 20
March 1994, in the run-up to the A PRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NOHENNE, Noncinane Gladys (73), an ANC supporter,
was beaten by members of the CDF during conflict
between ANC and ADM supporters at KwaMasele,
near King William’s Town, Cape, on 26 December 1991.
NOIR, LC, was injured when MK operatives detonated
an explosive in a car outside the South African Air
Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church Street, Pretoria,
on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people were killed and
217 injured. The overall commander of MK’s Special
Operations Unit and two MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See CHURCH
STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
NOJAHOLO, Evelyn Kulie (40), a UDF supporter and
ANCWL member, was arrested on 20 June 1986 and
detained for three months in Burgersdorp prison,
Cape, where she was ill-treated by named members
of the SAP. Ms Nojaholo had addressed a rally during a
state of emergency. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
NOJEYEZA, Hilda , a UDF supporter, had her house
looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a group of
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Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters and residents
at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in spite of a
heavy police and military presence. Fourteen people
were killed and at least 120 homes burnt down. One
former IFP member was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0332).
NOJIYISELA, Vusimuzi Moses (20), a UDF supporter,
was shot dead along with three other men by a
named member of the SAP during political unrest at
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 13 March 1990.
NOJOKO, Zamuxolo Nxotho (19), an ANC supporter,
was detained for three months in 1976 in Addo, Cape.
In 1977 he was convicted of public violence and
served a three-year prison term. He went into exile in
1982 and joined MK, returning in 1987 to operate
underground in the Eastern Cape. He was arrested,
convicted of terrorism and served three years of a
seven-year prison term on Robben Island, Cape Town,
until his release as a political prisoner in 1990. He
became ill and died in June 1991.
NOKEMANE, Mzoxolo (16), was severely injured
when hacked with axes by WITDOEKE vigilantes in
Nyanga, Cape Town, on 12 June 1986, during the
mass destruction of UDF-supporting squatter camps
by the vigilantes, acting with the tacit approval and aid
of the security forces. More than 60 people were killed
and over 20 000 homes were destroyed in the attacks.
NOKERE, Paulus Shaba (37), had his home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because he resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
NOKHONOY A, Nomveliso Frances (28), was
severely beaten by named AMASOLOMZI vigilantes and
arrested by members of the SAP in Robertson, Cape,
on 16 June 1986. She was then detained under
emergency regulations for three months.
NOKHONYA, Gladstone, was detained by the SAP in
Robertson, Cape, on 16 June 1986, and held for three
months under emergency regulations.
NOKIE, Tina Bashe (40), was shot by members of the
SAP on 21 March 1985 when police opened fire on a
funeral procession in KwaNobuhle, Uitenhage, Cape.
NOKO, Robert , was shot dead by members of the
SAP in Jabavu, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 25
September 1985 during a confrontation between
police and residents.
NOKONY A, Mzwakhe Livingstone (16), was
severely beaten on his arrest by named AMASOLOMZI
vigilantes, together with members of the SAP, in
Robertson, Cape, on 18 June 1986. He was again
severely beaten at the police station after which he
was held for three months under emergency
regulations at Worcester and Victor Verster prisons,
Cape. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
NOKRAYO, Mbi , a Poqo member, was arrested in
November 1963 and sentenced to 15 years’ imprisonment on Robben Island, Cape Town, for his
involvement in PAC activities in Transkei. After his
release he was served with a two-year banning order.
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NOKWANDA, Mcholwa (42), had her home at
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by IFP
supporters in 1993 in ongoing conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters.
NOKWAZI, Rose (36), had her house at KwaKhoza,
KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, burnt down by IFP
supporters in continuing conflict during November
1993. Twenty-one houses belonging to ANC
supporters were burnt down in the attack.
NOKWINDLA, Khelekile Vincent (19), a member of
COSAS, was killed when a booby-trapped handgrenade exploded in his hands on 25/26 June 1985.
See OPERATION ZERO ZERO. Fifteen Security Branch
operatives, including the head of the Security Branch
and other senior personnel, were granted amnesty for
the operation (AC/2001/058).
NOKWINDLA, V eronica (43), lost her house in a
petrol bomb attack by members of the SAP in Duduza,
Nigel, Tvl, on 25 June 1985.
NOLTE, MCS , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
NOLUBABALO, Nolubabalo (24), had her house in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in
March 1993 during intense political conflict between
the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
NOMAJAVA, Yoliswa (31), lost her house in an arson
attack during political conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, in
March 1993.
NOMANDLA, Agnes (49), an ANCWL member, had
her home damaged in an arson attack by named
perpetrators in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl, on 19
March 1991. Her husband was killed in the attack and
petrol was poured on her grandchild in an attempt to
set him alight.
NOMANDLA, Mbuyiselo John (45), was shot dead
by named perpetrators in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl,
on 19 March 1991. During the same incident the
house was set alight and damaged. This occurred
during intense conflict between two factions of the
ANCYL. The perpetrators have applied for amnesty.
NOMANDLA, Thembile David (37), was beaten with
sjamboks and rifle-butts and tear-gassed by members
of the SADF and SAP in Aberdeen, Cape, on 15 June
1985 when community members demanded that the
resignation of the Black Local Authority.
NOMAQHIZA, Noxolo Cynthia (28), lost her home in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, in an arson attack
in March 1993 during intense political conflict between
the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
NOMATHWETSHO, Maqethuka Dlamini , was shot
dead by named IFP supporters in a subway near New
Canada station, Johannesburg, in September 1991.
Several others died in the attack.
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NOMAVUKA, Xola Owen (19), was shot dead by named
members of the SAP during a funeral procession in
Sikhulu Street, Cradock, Cape, on 26 April 1985.
NOMAXHAI, Wandisile Godfr ey, an ANC member,
was shot dead in Khayelitsha, Cape Town, on 25
October 1990. At least eight people were killed that
day by police and supporters of the Lingelethu West
Town Council, during and after a mass march to
express community opposition to the council.
NOMBE, Lungisa (25), an MK operative, was detained
and tortured by members of the Transkei Security
Branch in Umtata, Transkei, in 1987. One Transkei
Security Branch operative was granted amnesty
(AC/2000/076).
NOMBIBA, Boyboy (20), was shot dead by members
of the SAP in Grahamstown, Cape, on 19 July 1980
when police opened fire on mourners returning from a
funeral.
NOMBIDA, Zola , a Transkei Defence Force (TDF)
soldier, was injured during an ATTEMPTED COUP IN
UMTATA, TRANSKEI, on 22 November 1990. Seven TDF
soldiers were killed and some 33 wounded. Four of
the coup conspirators were granted amnesty. Six
Vlakplaas operatives were granted amnesty for
providing arms for the attempted coup. An SADF
Military Intelligence operative, who applied for
amnesty for his role in supporting the coup, later
withdrew his application (AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095
and AC/2001/199).
NOMBYANA, Jorge Nessele (64), had his house
burnt down in Bhukhanana, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, on 17 January 1994 in ongoing conflict between
IFP and ANC supporters in the area. Mr Nombyana’s
son was an ANC supporter.
NOMDA, Loyiso Leonard , a Transkei Defence Force
(TDF) soldier, was injured during an ATTEMPTED COUP IN
UMTATA, TRANSKEI, on 22 November 1990. Seven TDF
soldiers were killed and some 33 wounded. Four of the
coup conspirators were granted amnesty. Six Vlakplaas
operatives were granted amnesty for providing arms
for the attempted coup. An SADF Military Intelligence
operative, who applied for amnesty for his role in
supporting the coup, later withdrew his application
(AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095 and AC/2001/199).
NOMDLEMBU, Mvuselelo , a Transkei Defence Force
(TDF) soldier, was injured during an ATTEMPTED COUP IN
UMTATA, TRANSKEI, on 22 November 1990. Seven TDF
soldiers were killed and some 33 wounded. Four of the
coup conspirators were granted amnesty. Six Vlakplaas
operatives were granted amnesty for providing arms
for the attempted coup. An SADF Military Intelligence
operative, who applied for amnesty for his role in
supporting the coup, later withdrew his application
(AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095 and AC/2001/199).
NOMEV A, Philipina Thenjiwe (24), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in Mossel Bay, Cape,
on 19 June 1986, while returning home from work
during a period of unrest in KwaNonqaba township.
NOMFETSHELA, Tyileka (61), an ANC supporter, was
assaulted and tear gas was thrown into his house
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when members of the SAP raided his house in
Katlehong, Tvl, during a meeting on 22 April 1992. Mr
Mfetshela was taken into custody and held for six
months. During his detention Mr Mfetshela was
severely assaulted again by members of the SAP. He
died shortly after his release from prison.
NOMGOGW ANA, Gilindoda (42), was tortured in
Umtata, Transkei, and sentenced to three years’
imprisonment on Robben Island, Cape Town, in 1963,
for her involvement in the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
NOMGOJO, Julius Spitipiti (51), an ANC supporter,
had his house demolished by municipal employees in
October 1993 in Maclear, Cape. It is alleged that the
local council wanted to remove him from Maclear
because he did not belong there.
NOMGQOKW ANA, Brian ‘Malawu’ Miselo (26),
disappeared after he was arrested by members of the
SAP in Port Elizabeth, on 9 June 1978. The police
alleged that they arrested him at New Brighton railway
station as he was preparing to leave Port Elizabeth,
but released him shortly afterwards. He has not been
seen since.
NOMKONKO, Sipho Given (24), was shot and injured
by named members of a squatter organisation allegedly
linked to the Lingelethu West Town Council in
Khayelitsha, Cape Town, in February 1991.
NOMNGANGA, Nkosinathi Alpheaus , a Transkei
Defence Force (TDF) soldier, was injured during an
ATTEMPTED COUP IN UMTATA, TRANSKEI, on 22 November
1990. Seven TDF soldiers were killed and some 33
wounded. Four of the coup conspirators were granted
amnesty. Six Vlakplaas operatives were granted
amnesty for providing arms for the attempted coup.
An SADF Military Intelligence operative, who applied
for amnesty for his role in supporting the coup, later
withdrew his application (AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095
and AC/2001/199).
NOMONGO, Tod Nkwenkwana (60), was burnt to
death by UDF supporters in KTC, Cape Town, on 31
December 1985, during conflict between vigilantes
known variously as the ‘Fathers’ or the WITDOEKE, and
UDF supporters.
NOMOYI, Nontuthuzelo , was detained during
OPERATION KATZEN and tortured during interrogation by
members of the Ciskei Elite Unit in Alice, Ciskei, in
1986. Two members of the Ciskei Police were granted
amnesty for the torture, as were seven members of
the SADF, Border Security Branch and Department of
Prisons for Operation Katzen (AC/1997/0023;
AC/1997/0024; AC/1997/0025; AC/1998/043;
AC/1999/003; AC/1999/245; AC/2000/037;
AC/2000/192; AC/2001/159 and AC/2001/224).
NOMPANDO, Vuyisina Lilian (55), an ANC supporter,
was detained in June 1986 for six weeks at a time of
stayaways and consumer boycotts in Middelburg,
Cape. She was released without being charged.
NOMPONDO, Jongile Joseph (22), was shot dead by
members of the SAP as he returned from school in
Nompondo, near Stutterheim, Cape, on 30 September
1985. He and others were accused of throwing stones
at the police during unrest in the area.
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NOMPONDO, Nombuyiselo , a COSAS member, was
detained and tortured by members of the SAP at
North End prison, Port Elizabeth, on 23 January 1985.
She was accused of being involved in the burning down
of a school during the student protests in the area.
NOMPONDO, Ntombomzi Priscilla (19), a COSAS
member, was arrested and assaulted by members of
the SAP on 23 January 1985 before being detained in
North End prison, Port Elizabeth. She was convicted of
burning down a school in the area.
NOMPULA, Zwelethu Isaac (34), lost his property during
political conflict between the ‘RED AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, during 1993.
NOMPUMA, Thobile (40), a SANCO supporter, lost
his spaza shop in Paterson, Cape, when it was set on
fire by ANCYL supporters during a consumer boycott
in February 1993.
NOMPUMELELO, Olifant (3), was shot dead in Tokoza,
Tvl, allegedly by members of the SAP, on 23 August
1990 during intense political conflict in the area.
NOMTHULI, Philemon Mzwandile (21), an ANCYL
member, was detained and severely beaten by named
members of the SAP in Kagiso, Tvl, on 17 June 1986
during the 1986 state of emergency. Mr Nomthuli was
admitted to a mental institution as a result of the head
injuries he sustained during the beating.
NOMTWANA, Bhayisekile , an ANC member, was
beaten in detention in 1960 in Bizana, Transkei, by
members of the SAP. He was arrested for his
involvement in NONQULWANA meetings during the
PONDOLAND REVOLT. Upon his release, Mr Nomtwana
was severely mentally affected.
NOMVETE, Randiwe Mary (60), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by Inkatha supporters at
KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 24
December 1985. See UMBUMBULU MASSACRE.
NOMVULA, Priscilla , was injured when a car bomb,
planted by MK operatives, exploded outside the NBS
building in Witbank, Tvl, on 24 October 1988. The
building was used for commercial purposes, but also
housed the Witbank Security Branch offices. Three
people were killed and over 20 were injured, mainly
civilians. Two MK operatives were granted amnesty
for the bombing (AC/2000/055).
NONCUNGO, Sajini W elcome , had his home, his
possessions and his shop destroyed by members of
the SAP in Unibell squatter camp, near Bellville, Cape
Town, in 1977, during a forced removal.
NONDABA (NGCUNGAMA), Ernest Dingindawo, an IFP
supporter, was shot dead by ANC supporters at Matsheketsheni, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 8 February 1994.
NONDABULA, Clement (47), an IK ONGO supporter,
was detained for six months and assaulted by prison
warders in a Cape Town prison for his part in the
PONDOLAND REVOLT.
NONDABULA, Nonyameko (24), a South African Youth
Congress member, lost the sight of one eye when she
was kicked, sjambokked and tear-gassed in Mdantsane,
Ciskei, on 16 June 1986 during a commemoration of
the SOWETO UPRISING when members of the Ciskei
Police threw teargas canisters into the church hall.
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NONDALA, Boyisi (31), an ANC activist, disappeared
while in police custody in KwaZakele, Port Elizabeth, in
June 1987. He has not been seen since.
NONDALA, Joseph Mzwamandla , an ANC supporter,
was assaulted and shot dead by two named members
of the SAP at his home at Dukathole, Aliwal North,
Cape, on 28 June 1986.
NONDLALA, Lennox , was killed by IFP supporters at
the Vusimuzi hostel in Tembisa, Tvl, in 1991 during
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters at the
hostel. Although the dead were taken to two specific
mortuaries, Mr Nondlala’s body was never found.
NONDULA, Bongani (18), was tortured in various
ways by named members of the SAP at different
police stations around East London in October 1977.
He had been detained during political unrest in the
region following the death of Steve Biko.
NONDULA, Nomusa Leticia (36), had her house at
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down on 5
November 1993 in ongoing conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters in the area. Four people were burnt to
death in their homes in Bhambayi that day.
NONDUMO, Monde , an ANC supporter, was abducted,
interrogated, and then necklaced to death by a group
of ANC supporters at Mangwani, Cape, during 1990.
Mr Nondumo was suspected of associating with a
askari and engaging in other anti-ANC activities. The
Chairperson of the local Youth Congress was granted
amnesty for his role in the kidnapping (AC/2001/098).
NONDZUBE, Misile Devilliers (42), a member of the
SAP, had his house petrol-bombed in Grahamstown,
Cape, on 9 April 1987. At the time, members of the
police, as well as their property, were often regarded
as legitimate targets in the anti-apartheid struggle.
NONG, Meshack (19), was detained and severely
beaten by members of the SAP in Oukasie, Brits, Tvl,
in 1986. The Oukasie community was resisting
INCORPORATION into Bophuthatswana at the time. Mr Nong
was reportedly also tortured in detention in May 1988.
NONG, Raesibe Johana (42), an ANC supporter, had
her house and livestock burnt on 2 February 1980 in
Gamatlala, Lebowa, by supporters of Chief BK Matlala
because she resisted Lebowa’s proposed
independence from South Africa.
NONGAUZA, Velekaya Hofmeyr , a PAC member,
was severely assaulted with truncheons by a prison
warder while in detention at Roeland Street prison in
Cape Town, on 4 June 1960. He was imprisoned for
furthering the aims of a banned organisation.
NONGENA, Daniel Paulos (37), a PAC supporter, was
arrested in 1963 at Queenstown, Cape, for his Poqo
activities. He was tortured while in detention, and
charged with sabotage. On 10 October 1963, he was
sentenced to 12 years’ imprisonment on Robben
Island, Cape Town.
NONGENA, Mvulo Johnson (41), was shot and tortured
by various methods while in detention in King William’s
Town, Cape, in April 1963. He and other PAC members
were marching to the King William’s Town police
station to free their ‘comrades’ when named members
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of the SAP and Ciskei Police arrested and assaulted
him. Mr Nongena was imprisoned on Robben Island
from 8 October 1963 and released on 8 October 1975.
NONGQAYI, Nkombikanina Nothembile (25), lost
her property in an arson attack in Crossroads, Cape
Town, on 28 February 1990.
NONGQO, Ndondela Eric (33), died on 18 July 1987
after he was beaten by members of the SAP during
political unrest in Steynsburg, Cape. Mr Nongqo was
beaten because he had allegedly assaulted a
policeman with whom he had argued earlier.
NONGUBO, Nyusiwe (40), an Inkatha supporter, lost
her home in an arson attack during political conflict
between Inkatha and UDF supporters at Umbumbulu,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 5 November 1985.
NONJOLI, Martha Memi , was killed during the
BOIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong,
near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left
45 people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
NONJOLI, Ntombifikile , was killed during the
BOIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong,
near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left
45 people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
NONKETHA, Welile Albert (28), lost his house in an
arson attack by IFP supporters and members of the
SAP during political conflict in Inanda, near KwaMashu,
Durban, in April 1993.
NONKONELA, Nomabhele Angelina (34), an ANC
supporter, was shot and injured by IFP supporters in
Zondi, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 22 February 1992.
Her seven-month-old baby was killed in the attack.
NONKONELA, Phumeza (7 months), was shot and
killed by IFP supporters in her home in Zondi, Soweto,
Johannesburg, on 22 February 1992. Her mother was an
ANC supporter and was injured during the same attack.
NONKUMBANA, Fakati Simon (69), a PAC supporter,
was stoned by named ANC supporters in Zwelitsha,
Ciskei, during March 1994. He lost his home in an
arson attack two months later.
NONKUMBANA, Nontsapho (63), a PAC supporter,
lost her house when it was destroyed by named ANC
members during conflict between ANC and PAC
supporters at Upper Mngqesha, Zwelitsha, Ciskei, on
23 February 1994.
NONKUMBANA, Thembisa Ethelina (58), a PAC
supporter, had her house destroyed and looted by
ANC supporters during political conflict between ANC
and PAC supporters in Upper Mngqesha, Zwelitsha,
Ciskei. A charge was laid but the case was withdrawn.
NONKUMBANA, Veliswa Patricia (33), a PAC
supporter, lost her home in an arson attack by ANC
members in King William’s Town, Cape, in political
conflict on the day of the inauguration of President
Nelson Mandela on 10 May 1994. She had reportedly
been stabbed by named ANC supporters two months
earlier.
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NONO, (first name not given), had her home petrolbombed in Mamelodi, Pretoria, on an unspecified date
between December 1986 and July 1988. One member
of the Riot Police was refused amnesty (AC/1999/0026).
NONOYI, Mzukisi Samuel (23), a PAC supporter, was
shot in the eye by a named UDF supporter in political
conflict at Uitenhage, Cape, on 24 March 1987.
NONOYI, Thobeka Joyce (38), lost her house in an
arson attack by UDF supporters during political conflict
between UDF supporters and the AMAAFRIKA at
Uitenhage, Cape, on 24 December 1986. Although a
UDF supporter, she was allegedly attacked because
she was related to PAC supporters.
NONQANDELA, Robert , an ANC supporter, was
assaulted in March 1960 at Isikelo, near Bizana, Transkei,
because of his involvement in the P ONDOLAND REVOLT.
NONTAMO, Nondumiso Alice (60), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by IFP supporters, some of
whom are named, at Port Shepstone, Natal, on 25
December 1990.
NONTENJA, Jongudumo Emmanuel , a Transkei
Defence Force (TDF) soldier, was injured during an
ATTEMPTED COUP IN UMTATA, TRANSKEI, on 22 November
1990. Seven TDF soldiers were killed and some 33
wounded. Four of the coup conspirators were granted
amnesty. Six Vlakplaas operatives were granted
amnesty for providing arms for the attempted coup.
An SADF Military Intelligence operative, who applied
for amnesty for his role in supporting the coup, later
withdrew his application (AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095
and AC/2001/199).
NONTSHINGA, Headman (28), was shot dead by
members of the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on 7 September
1992 during an ANC protest march to demand free
political activity in Ciskei. Thirty people were killed and
200 people injured in the event which became known as
the BISHO MASSACRE . Two members of the former CDF
were refused amnesty for the shooting (AC/2000/122).
NONTYI, Makhaya Showers (20), was shot by
members of the SAP in Lingelihle, Cradock, Cape,
while returning home from school on 15 May 1986.
NONTYI, Patrick Sympathy Phakamile
(18), a UDF
supporter, was shot in the head by named members
of the SAP on 26 July 1986 in Cradock, Cape. He was
kept under police guard in hospital and tortured in
detention two days later.
NONY AMA, Noncebe Irene (29), had her house in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by
IFP supporters in 1993 during intense political conflict
between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
NONYANE, Johannes Mogomotsi , (32), was shot
and injured by members of the SAP in Duduza, Nigel,
Tvl, in March 1985 during intense conflict in the area
between police and students.
NONYANE, Michael Nhlanhla (17), was severely
beaten with a hosepipe by named members of the
SAP at a taxi rank in Bekkersdal, near Westonaria, Tvl,
during May 1990. He and two friends were attacked
and then taken to the police garage where they were
beaten again.
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NONYANE, Sello Alfred (27), was attacked and killed
by members of the SADF and AWB in Temba,
Bophuthatswana, on 11 March 1994 during an arson
attack on a supermarket complex in the area. Mr
Nonyane and a friend were coming back from selling
vegetables in Babelegi, Bophuthatswana.
NONY ANE, Thabo Christopher (24), was sexually
abused by a named member of the Bophuthatswana
Police at the governor’s office in Taung, Bophuthatswana, in May 1994. The incident occurred after he
had taken part in a protest march.
NONYUSA, Ndleleni Januarie Mqwathi
(40), was
detained on 9 March 1993 for six months at Venterstad
police station, Cape, after being accused of burning
the house of a policeman. He was denied access to
his lawyer until he was released.
NOOI, Julius Khotsang , an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by members of the Security Forces firing from a
helicopter in Katlehong, Tvl, during a confrontation with
mourners at a funeral in August 1993. Three people
reportedly died during the incident.
NOQAYI, Zolile (46), an ANC member, was shot dead by
members of the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on 7 September
1992 during an ANC protest march to demand free
political activity in Ciskei. Thirty people were killed and
200 people injured in the event which became known
as the BISHOMASSACRE . Two members of the former CDF
were refused amnesty for the shooting (AC/2000/122).
NOQHOLI, Nkululeko John (34), an ANC supporter,
was tortured by members of the SAP in 1991 while in
detention in Komga police station, Cape. He had been
implicated in the death of a PAC activist during political
conflict.
NORDIEN, Eshaam (18), was one of ten students
arrested after a rally in Athlone, Cape Town, on 17
September 1985, and severely beaten by named and
other members of the SAP at the Brackenfell police
station.
NORDIEN, Esmart , was one of ten students arrested
after a rally in Athlone, Cape Town, on 17 September
1985, and severely beaten by named and other
members of the SAP at the Brackenfell police station.
NOREXE, Joseph (15), was beaten and shot by
members of the SAP in Zola, Soweto, Johannesburg,
on 13 August 1976 in the aftermath of the SOWETO
UPRISING.
NORMAN, George Yizanemvula (41), was stabbed
to death on 11 August 1991 by IFP supporters
returning from a march in Alexandra, Johannesburg,
during ongoing conflict between IFP-supporting hosteldwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
NORODIEN, Allie Mulla (40), lost his home and
business store on 8 September 1976 in Elsies River,
Cape Town, in an arson attack by a crowd of protesters
during the SOWETO UPRISING. A number of other
businesses in the area were destroyed on this day and
one person was killed by the SAP.
NORTJE, Henry Sidney Chris , a policeman, was shot
and injured by ANC SELF-DEFENCE UNIT (SDU) members
during April 1992 in Ficksburg, OFS. Three of the SDU
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members applied for amnesty for the incident that
was granted (AC/1999/0229).
NORUSHE, Bonisile Philemon (33), was severely
beaten in 1980 by named members of the SAP at
Cambridge police station, East London, after his arrest
at a commemoration of the SOWETO UPRISING in Buffalo
Flats.
NORUSHE, Ntombizodwa Elizabeth (27), an ANC
supporter, was detained during protests in East London,
in June 1980. While in detention, she was tortured.
NOSIPHIWE, (first name not given), was assaulted by
named members of the A-TEAM during political conflict
in Themba Section, Thabong, Welkom, OFS, on 26
March 1985.
NOTHOLE, Thelma , was shot dead on 11 April 1992
in Tokoza, Tvl, allegedly by IFP-supporting hosteldwellers during ongoing political conflict in the area.
NOTHWALA, Michael (18), an ANC supporter, was
tortured in various ways by named members of the SAP
in 1977 at Fleet Street police station, East London. Mr
Nothwala had been arrested after the funeral of Steve
Biko, and was charged with public violence. He was
convicted and sentenced to three years’ imprisonment.
NOTUNUNU, James (53), an IKONGO member, was
detained for a year in Robben Island prison, in 1961, for
his involvement in the PONDOLAND REVOLT. Mr Notununu
died in 1961, a month after his release, having allegedly
been forced to drink poison while in detention.
NOTYHAGI, Gcotshi (54), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, in February 1993. See ‘RED’
AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
NOTYHA WE, Gadavu Johannes , a Poqo member,
was hanged together with another Poqo member in
Pretoria central prison, on 14 October 1963 after being
convicted of the killing of two people suspected of
being informers in Paarl, Cape in January and April
1962.
NOVEMBER, Johnson (18), was shot and injured by
members of the SAP in Tsakane, Brakpan, Tvl, when he
arrived at the scene of a fight between residents and
supporters of a local businessman on 19 March 1990.
NOVOLO, Gabriel (30), a UDF supporter, was
arrested on 29 January 1990 at Mmabatho, Bophuthatswana, and accused of attempting to overthrow the
Bophuthatswana government.
NOVOLO, Petr us, was assaulted by members of the
Bophuthatswana Police in Makouspan village in
Mmabatho, Bophuthatswana, on 17 March 1990. Mr
Novolo was trying to protect his pregnant wife from
the police when they assaulted him.
NOVOLO, Reginah Difedile (28), was assaulted by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police in
Makouspan village in Mmabatho, Bophuthatswana, on
17 March 1990. Ms Novolo was pregnant at the time
of the assault. Her husband was also assaulted while
trying to protect her.
NOWAK, Wieslaw Stefan , was injured in a limpet
mine explosion at the Wild Coast Casino in Bizana,
Transkei, on 18 April 1986. Two people were killed and
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several others injured in the explosion. Three MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/99/0181 and
AC/2000/240).
NOZAKUZAKU, Zilindile (32), an ANC supporter, had
his home burnt down by IFP supporters in Kishini,
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 12 December
1993.
NOZAZA, Agrippa , an ANC supporter, had his house
destroyed by members of the SAP in 1960 in Bizana,
Transkei, during the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
NOZAZA, Nontsikelelo , was stabbed to death in
1960 in Bizana, Transkei, during the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
NOZEMBA, Mlindeli (59), an ANC member, was
severely beaten by members of the CDF on 28
December 1991 at KwaMasele, near King Willam’s
Town, Cape.
NOZEWU, Zola , was stabbed to death by vigilantes
aided by members of the CDF on 24 July 1987 in
Mdantsane, Ciskei, because of his role in the Potsdam
community’s opposition to Ciskei rule.
NOZIGQW ABA, Nozikona , a UDF supporter, had her
house looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a
group of Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters
and residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in spite of a heavy police and military presence.
Fourteen people were killed and at least 120 homes
burnt down. One former IFP member was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NQABEBI, Xoliswa Elizabeth Maxoli (23), a SASO
member, was arrested on 1 August 1977 at the Black
Community Programme’s offices in Port Elizabeth, and
detained without trial for four months. While in
detention, she was subjected to various forms of
torture, including a week in solitary confinement. Ms
Nqabeni was allegedly detained for her political
association with Steve Biko.
NQABISA, Vusumzi Sydney , a CDF member, was
shot dead by members of the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on
7 September 1992 during an ANC protest march to
demand free political activity in Ciskei. Thirty people
were killed and 200 people injured in the event which
became known as the BISHO MASSACRE. Two members
of the former CDF were refused amnesty for the
shooting (AC/2000/122).
NQAMRA, W illiam , was severely injured when he was
shot, stabbed and assaulted by a named SAP member
in Kimberley, Cape, on 1 August 1988. Members of
the SAP attacked demonstrators as Mr Nqamra and
friends were returning from work. Five of Mr
Nqamra's friends were fatally injured in the attack.
NQANA (BAART), Nokuzola Gloria (23), an ANC
supporter, was detained by members of the SAP in
Seymour, Cape, on 18 August 1991. She was subjected
to severe torture including being placed a sack and
held underwater, and being beaten with rifles.
NQANDU, Johnson (26), a SAYCO member, was
shot in the arm by members of the SAP while he was
participating in a toyi-toyi during political unrest in
DUNCAN V ILLAGE, East London, during August 1985.
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NQANDU, Xolisile , was shot in the head on 18 April
1985 when police members, concealed in a MUNICIPAL
POLICE vehicle in Despatch, Cape, opened fire on
youths playing football. Mr Nqandu died the following
day. Four people were killed and two injured in the
shooting. See TROJAN HORSE INCIDENT, DESPATCH.
NQANGISA, Carius , an ANC supporter, was shot
dead at Tokoza, Tvl, in March 1991, allegedly by IFP
supporters.
NQAYI, Calvin Sibusiso (19), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed to death, allegedly by members of the SAP, at
Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, in May 1990. His body was
found nine days after he had disappeared from home.
NQEME, Bongani , was shot and injured by members
of the SAP in KTC squatter camp, Cape Town, in 1985,
during a period of unrest.
NQENTSW ANA, Bhekimpi Sabiso (47), had his house
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by
IFP supporters in 1993 during intense political conflict
between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
NQENTSW ANA, Nozuko Ronica (26), was shot by
members of the SAP during political conflict in Duncan
Village, East London, in April 1990. The police were
allegedly firing at people hiding in her flat.
NQEZA, Thandi William (48), was arrested on 1 July
during the state of emergency at Pearston, Cape,
allegedly because of his political activities. While in
detention, he was assaulted with sjamboks and batons
by named members of the SAP. Teargas was also
sprayed into his cell. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
NQEZO, Mzuvukile Seaton (59), sustained severe
burns when his house was petrol-bombed on 11
September 1992 in King William’s Town, Cape.
NQGULUNGA, Nkanikayipheli (41), an ANC
supporter, lost his house in an arson attack by IFP
supporters in Gomopho, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, in May 1993.
NQIDI, Thembisile Nobuhle (38), an ANC supporter,
had her home burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NQIKASHE, Lungisile William (29), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in Langa, Uitenhage,
Cape, on 21 March 1985 when police opened fire on
mourners marching to a funeral. At least 20 people
were killed and many injured in the shooting. See
LANGA SHOOTINGS.
NQINQHI, Monwabisi Edgar , died after he was
attacked and ‘necklaced’ by a named perpetrator on
29 September 1985 during violent conflict between
UDF supporters and the A MAAFRIKA in KwaNobuhle,
Uitenhage, Cape. Mr Nqinqhi was on his way home
from work when he was attacked.
NQODI, Albert Pr etty , an ANC supporter, was detained
and severely beaten by members of the SAP at the
Reddersburg police station, OFS, in March 1988, after
toyi-toying with others during a political demonstration.
NQOI, Moses Makhetha (19), an ANC supporter, was
severely assaulted by members of the A-T EAM in
Thabong, Welkom, OFS, on 1 April 1990. Mr Nqoi was
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returning home from an ANC meeting when he was
attacked. As a result, he is mentally disturbed and
suffers from epilepsy.
NQOKO, Dingiwe , lost her house in an arson attack
by ANC supporters near Ngwemabalala, KwaXolo, near
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 24 March 1994, during
political conflict in the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NQOKO, Hlekani , had his house and possessions
burnt down during intense conflict between ANC and
Inkatha supporters in Margate, Natal, on 10 April 1990.
NQOKO, Mkhethelwa (47), an ANC supporter, had
his house at Mvutshini, near Port Shepstone, Natal,
burnt down by IFP supporters on 21 March 1994,
during the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NQOKO, Remigia Ntombizini , an IFP supporter, lost
her house in an arson attack by ANC supporters at
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 2 February 1991.
NQOKO, Seshani Eunice (76), had her house burnt
down by ANC supporters at Port Shepstone, Natal, on
7 April 1994, during political violence in the run-up to
the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NQOKOTO, Mbuyiselo (23), was shot and injured by
members of the security forces during intense public
unrest in DUNCAN VILLAGE, East London, on 13 August
1985.
NQONO, Boyce (25), was shot by members of the
CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on 7 September 1992 during an
ANC protest march to demand free political activity in
Ciskei. Thirty people were killed and 200 people
injured in the event which became known as the
BISHO MASSACRE. Two members of the former CDF
were refused amnesty for the shooting (AC/2000/122).
NQONO, Vuyani Manjuwi (16), was shot and injured
in the chest by members of the SAP on 15 December
1986 at Fort Beaufort, Cape, during resistance to the
Black Local Authority. He was then taken to hospital
where he was kept under police guard until his
discharge three months later.
NQONTSI, Gladys Zanyiwe (24), had her house burnt
down in an arson attack by unidentified perpetrators at
Motherwell, Port Elizabeth, in December 1993. This
happened after her husband, a street committee
member, was abducted from their house by a group
believed to be criminal elements in the community. He
was never seen again.
NQULO, Mninikaya (29), the local ANC chairman,
was assaulted and shot dead by named members of
the SAP on 17 November 1990 in Barkly East, Cape.
NQUMAKHO, Phikesazi Mechell , an ANC supporter,
was abducted and severely beaten by supporters of a
named Inkatha-aligned induna at Port Shepstone,
Natal, in 1988, allegedly because he had angered the
induna. The perpetrators allegedly entered his home in
search of firearms. When they could not find any, they
beat his mother and his son before abducting him.
NQUMAKO, Dlangamandla Thilomu (52), an Inkatha
supporter, was stabbed to death by a named ANC
supporter and others at Port Shepstone, Natal, on 28
April 1990. At least 31 people were killed in the area
during April 1990.
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NQUMAKO, Dora Hlobozani , was shot dead in
Murchison, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 9 July
1992. The return of busloads of IFP supporters from a
mass funeral in Durban had sparked intense conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
NQUMAKO, Thethani , lost her house and her
belongings at Ngwemabalala, KwaXolo, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, in an arson attack by unidentified
IFP supporters on 15 March 1994, during a period of
political conflict.
NQUMSE, Afrika Lor ence, was killed by ‘necklacing’
by UDF supporters in George, Cape, on 12 March
1986. He was accused of being a collaborator since he
was working for the council that was forcibly removing
people from Lawaaikamp to Tembalethu.
NQUMSE, Zibonele Edward (38), a self-defence unit
(SDU) member, was shot and injured by members of
the Security Forces while participating in an SDU
patrol in Phola Park informal settlement in Tokoza, Tvl,
on 6 April 1992. Two days later two women were shot
dead, four were raped and more than 100 Phola Park
residents were assaulted by members of the SADF 32
Batallion which was deployed in the area as a
peacekeeping force.
NQWALA, Zamile T errence (24), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by members of the CDF in Bisho,
Ciskei, on 7 September 1992 during an ANC protest
march to demand free political activity in Ciskei. Thirty
people were killed and 200 people injured in the event
which became known as the B ISHO MASSACRE. Two
members of the former CDF were refused amnesty
for the shooting (AC/2000/122).
NQWAZI, Khululekile , a Transkei Defence Force
(TDF) soldier, was injured during an ATTEMPTED COUP IN
UMTATA, TRANSKEI, on 22 November 1990. Seven TDF
soldiers were killed and some 33 wounded. Four of the
coup conspirators were granted amnesty. Six Vlakplaas
operatives were granted amnesty for providing arms
for the attempted coup. An SADF Military Intelligence
operative, who applied for amnesty for his role in
supporting the coup, later withdrew his application
(AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095 and AC/2001/199).
NQWELE, Mncedisis Rooi (17), was shot dead by
members of the SAP during intense public unrest in
DUNCAN V ILLAGE, East London, on 13 August 1985.
NQWENANI, Maphangwana , was brutally assaulted
and his home and livestock were destroyed by
members of the Transkei Police and other named
perpetrators in Lady Frere, Transkei, in February 1980,
allegedly because he refused to adhere to an eviction
order issued by the Transkei Government. This
happened during the implementation of the Trust Land
Act in the area.
NQWENANI, Marikeni (28), was brutally assaulted at
his home by members of the Transkei Police and other
named perpetrators in Lady Frere, Transkei, in February
1980, allegedly because he refused to adhere to an
eviction order issued by the Transkei government. This
happened during the implementation of the Trust Land
Act in the area.
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NSELE, Funizwe , was shot dead by UDF supporters
during political conflict in KwaMashu, Durban, on 18
June 1989. He was on his way to an Inkatha meeting
when he was attacked.
NSELE, MC , was shot dead by IFP supporters in
Sokhulu, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in
November 1991 in continuing conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters. Two other ANC supporters were
also shot dead in the attack.
NSELE, Msophile (46), an Inkatha supporter, lost her
house in an arson attack in the KwaMashu area,
Durban, in violent conflict between UDF supporters
and A MASINYORA vigilantes on 11 February 1990. See
RICHMOND FARM ARSON ATTACKS.
NSELE, Thamsanqa W elcome , a UDF supporter, had
his house looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a
group of Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters
and residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in spite of a heavy police and military presence.
Fourteen people were killed and at least 120 homes
burnt down. One former IFP member was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NSIBANDE, Albert Mhambi (33), an ANC supporter,
was shot and seriously injured in Ncotshane, Tvl, on
27 November 1993 by well-known IFP supporters who
fired at mourners at the funeral vigil of the local ANC
chairperson who had been killed by an IFP supporter.
The three perpetrators fired from a car, injuring seven
other people. Mr Nsibande was hospitalised for a year
and is now partially paralysed.
NSIBANDE, Jacob Musawenkosi (27), was tortured
by members of the Security Branch, some of whom
are named, at CR Swart Square, Durban, in November
1986. Mr Nsibande was arrested along with his
brother, an ANC underground member, who had
attended the funeral of Samora Machel and returned
with banned literature.
NSIBANDE, Joseph Dumisani (18), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead on 4 September 1993 at KwaMthethwa,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in continuing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
NSIBANDE, Robert Mbongeleni (29), an ANC
member, was arrested on 20 November 1986 and
detained for six months at CR Swart Square, Durban.
While in detention, he was interrogated by members
of the Security Branch, some of whom are named,
about the whereabouts of weapons. Mr Nsibande had
attended the funeral of Samora Machel and returned
with banned literature.
NSIMBI, Doti Phillip (50), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by a named IFP supporter in an attack
on his home at Bhoboyi, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 10
December 1993. His sister was injured in the attack,
and two people were shot dead.
NSIMBI, Lakobi Phyllis (77), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by a named IFP supporter in an attack
on his home at Bhoboyi, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 10
December 1993. Her brother was injured in the attack,
and two people were shot dead.
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NSUNDU, Y obayo (31), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed with a spear, sjambokked, given petrol to
drink and then forced to smoke by IFP supporters in
Swanieville, near Krugersdorp, Tvl, during May 1991.
He had warned his neighbour he was about to be
attacked by the perpetrators.
NSUNTSHA, Manani Matrina (50), an IFP supporter, had
her house at Wembezi, KwaZulu, near Estcourt, Natal,
burnt down by ANC supporters on 7 November 1992.
NTABENI, Nomonde (16), was shot and severely
injured by members of the SAP on 16 June 1976
during the S OWETO UPRISING. During the uprising 575
people were killed and 2380 people injured in clashes
between protesters and members of the SAP and the
Riot Unit. Most of the protesters were youths or
schoolchildren.
NTABENI, Zwelakhe Alfred (22), a UDF supporter,
was detained on 14 June 1986 in Ugie, Cape. While in
detention, he was severely assaulted and tortured by
members of the SAP.
NTABI, Flory Mahlomola (20), was detained in
Bloemfontein, on 16 June 1987, during a stayaway
called to commemorate the SOWETO UPRISING of 1976.
In detention, he was severely beaten by members of
the SAP.
NTAKA, Bhekizwe Ewart (19), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead when IFP supporters attacked his home in
Bhoboyi, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 5 November 1993,
allegedly because the family was known to support
the ANC. His brother and two sisters were shot and
injured in the attack.
NTAKA, Bongani Cyprian (17), was severely beaten
by named IFP supporters in Gingindlovu, Natal, on 21
October 1992, allegedly for refusing to join the IFP. A
local IFP youth group was victimising young men who
would not become IFP members.
NTAKA, Dumisani Mthunzi Shadrack , an ANC
supporter, was killed in KwaMashu, Durban, on 29
March 1994. A peace meeting had been scheduled at
a hostel in KwaMashu to resolve differences between
KwaMashu residents and hostel-dwellers. Mr Mokoena
was one of seven ANC delegates abducted from the
hostel by IFP supporters. Two survived. Four IFP
supporters, including the chairperson of the IFP hostel
branch in KwaMashu, were convicted for the killings.
NTAKA, Hloniphile Princess (17), an ANC supporter,
was shot and severely injured when IFP supporters
attacked her home in Bhoboyi, Port Shepstone, Natal,
on 5 November 1993, allegedly because the family was
known to support the ANC. Ms Ntaka was blinded as
a result of the shooting. One brother was shot dead,
and a brother and sister shot and injured in the attack.
NTAKA, Mfanukile Simon (43), was shot and injured
in Isipingo, Natal, on 10 March 1991 during a violent
confrontation involving a shoot-out between IFP and
ANC supporters in the area.
NTAKA, Ntombifuthi Gladness , an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured when IFP supporters attacked
her home in Bhoboyi, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 5
November 1993, allegedly because the family was
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known to support the ANC. One brother was shot
dead in the attack, and another brother and a sister
were also injured.
NTAKA, Vusumuzi (16), an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured when IFP supporters attacked his home in
Bhoboyi, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 5 November 1993,
allegedly because the family was known to support
the ANC. His brother was shot dead in the attack, and
his two sisters were also injured.
NTAKANA, Bhekinkosi (12), was killed in a limpet mine
explosion at the Wild Coast Casino in Bizana, Transkei,
on 18 April 1986. Two people were killed and several
others injured in the explosion. Three MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/99/0181 and AC/2000/240).
NTAMANE, Mandla Solomon (21), a PAC supporter,
was severely beaten by members of the ISU in Kagiso,
Tvl, on 17 June 1985, the day after a commemoration
in the township of the SOWETO UPRISING.
NTAME, Simphiwe Jef frey (19), a UDF supporter, was
shot by a member of the Railway Police in Noupoort,
Cape, on 18 July 1985, and died of his injuries two
weeks later. Mr Ntame was engaged in an attack on a
teacher’s home during the SCHOOL BOYCOTTS when he
was killed.
NTANDO, Merika Wellington (59), was shot by
alleged members of the SAP in Duduza, Nigel, Tvl, on
5 June 1984 during political conflict in the area.
NTANJANA, Nelsie ‘Nomzi’ (32), was severely
suffocated when a named member of the SAP fired
teargas into a crowded hall in Plettenberg Bay, Cape,
on 17 July 1990, during a community protest meeting
against poor housing conditions.
NTANJANA, Vuyisile Victor (14), was severely
beaten by named members of the SAP in 1980, during
a period of boycott action in Ceres, Cape.
NTANTISO, Dumile (58), was killed by ‘necklacing’ by
UDF supporters in Nyanga, Cape Town, on 20 May
1986, during the mass destruction of UDF-supporting
squatter camps by WITDOEKE vigilantes, acting with the
tacit approval and aid of the security forces. Over 60
people were killed and 20 000 homes destroyed in the
attacks.
NTANTISO, Mdubeki Johannes , an APLA operative,
was suffocated and subjected to electric shock torture
by members of the SAP, some of whom are named, in
Boipatong, Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, in October 1993. Mr
Ntantiso had been arrested on suspicion of being an
accomplice to murder.
NTANTISO, Sicelo , disappeared after leaving his
home in Mdantsane, Ciskei, on 25 December 1988 to
join the ANC in Lusaka. Mr Ntantiso did not return
with fellow ANC exiles.
NTANZI Bonginkosi Shadrack (48), had his house
burnt down by IFP supporters during political conflict
at Verulam, Natal, on 20 July 1993.
NTANZI, Alvina Ntombenkulu (48), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters at
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
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NTANZI, Boneni (61), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Bukani (54), an ANC supporter, had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters during intense political
conflict at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Bukisile Dubeleni (33), an ANC supporter, had
his home burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Busisiwe (65), had her house burnt down by
IFP supporters during intense political conflict at
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Cashephi (65), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Cunumuzi Saladine , an IFP supporter, was
shot dead when members of an ANC self-defence unit
(SDU) opened fire on IFP supporters on their way to a
meeting at the Tokoza stadium on the East Rand, Tvl,
on 8 September 1991. Sixteen people were killed and
ten were injured in the attack. One SDU member was
granted amnesty for the attack (AC/1999/00225). See
TOKOZA ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Dokazi (50), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Dumazile (51), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Emmerentia (19), was shot dead by alleged
ANC supporters on 22 December 1990 in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, during political
conflict in the area.
NTANZI, Fakazile (72), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Gcinekile (65), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Gideon (33), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Gugu Khonzeni (35), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters at Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Hengani (59), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
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NTANZI, Jabu Sibongile (35), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Jordan Sifiso (24), was shot dead on 25
March 1994 at Eshowe, Natal, during ongoing political
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the run-up
to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NTANZI, Khephansi Charlie (53), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters at
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Khonelani (52), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Mkhetheni Sakhephi (40), an ANC
supporter, had his home burnt down by IFP supporters
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Mkholiseni Alpheus (40), an ANC supporter,
had his home burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Mlungisi T erence , lost his house in an arson
attack during ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters at Mkhukhuze, KwaZulu, near Eshowe,
Natal, on 1 February 1994.
NTANZI, Moses (28), an IFP supporter, was shot in
the leg by ANC supporters at Matimatolo, near
Greytown, Natal, in April 1991. His house was burnt
down in the same attack.
NTANZI, Mphathiseni Thulani , an ANC supporter, was
killed by two IFP members during political conflict at
Zindophe, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, on 25 September
1993. Two perpetrators (one being the brother of Mr.
Ntanzi) were granted amnesty (AC/2000/087).
NTANZI, Mtete (39), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Mthembeni Joseph (45), a local IFP
chairperson, was axed to death by a named IFP
member on 5 April 1991 in Richmond Farm, near
KwaMashu, Durban, in the course of a serious internal
feud within the local party branch.
NTANZI, Muzikhona (17), was beaten and shot at in
1994, when a group of men attacked his home in
Zindophe, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, in political
conflict during the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NTANZI, Mxolisi Cornelious (16), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death by IFP supporters at Nqobheni in
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 23 December
1993. He disappeared from his home during intense
political conflict in the area, and his body was found
four days later, with multiple stab wounds.
NTANZI, Mzikayifani Minias (40), had her home
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
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NTANZI, Mzogwele Isaac , had his house in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by IFP supporters
in 1993 during intense political conflict between the
‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
NTANZI, Ndukwembi (55), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Nkosinathi Emmanuel (22), an ANC
supporter, had his home burnt down by IFP supporters
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
20 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Nokubheka Jabulile (28), an ANC supporter,
had her home burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Nokuthula (65), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Nomakosi (64), lost her house in an arson
attack at Verulam, Natal, on 16 March 1994, during
political conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in
the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NTANZI, Nomzimba Thembani (68), an ANC
supporter, had her home burnt down by IFP supporters
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Ntombethini Elizabeth (41), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP supporters
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Ntombiyani (63), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down during intense conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Ntshinakaho Martha (60), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters during intense political conflict
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Petr os, was shot and injured by UDF
supporters on 4 July 1989 at Woodyglen, Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, in intensifying conflict between
Inkatha and UDF supporters in the area.
NTANZI, Qondeni Esther (66), had her house burnt
down during intense political conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Roy Themba , an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by IFP supporters at his home in Umbumbulu,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 7 September 1992.
NTANZI, Sebenzeni Thandazile (31), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP supporters
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Sheki Pheneas (45), an ANC supporter, had
his home burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
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NTANZI, Shongishile Gabazengani
(32), an ANC
supporter, had her home burnt down by IFP supporters
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Sibangaliphi Japhet (25), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters during intense political
conflict at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Sibongile Sebenzile (39), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters during intense political
conflict at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Siboniseni Lawrence (31), an ANC
supporter, had his home burnt down by IFP supporters
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Sithembile Mantombi (34), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters during intense political
conflict at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Tickey Florence (67), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters during intense political conflict
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTANZI, Zakhe Maziseni (21), had his home in
Eshowe, Natal, burnt down in April 1994, during
political conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in
the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NTANZI, Zodwa Andrina (42), was shot and injured
by named members of the SAP in Pinetown, Natal,
when conflict erupted at a local taxi rank on 30 March
1990.
NTANZI, Zothini Hlalisile (25), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters during intense political conflict
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTAOLENG, (first name not given), suffered damage to
property in an attack by COSAS students in Sebokeng,
Tvl, on 15 October 1988. He was not present at the
time of the attack. One COSAS member was granted
amnesty (AC/2000/208).
NTAOP ANE, Mabaeti Selina , suffered severe illtreatment and damage to property during the BOIPATONG
MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong, near
Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left 45
people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
NTEBALENG, Catherine (45) an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down at Haladu, Nqutu, KwaZulu,
near Vryheid, Natal, on 20 April 1994, during political
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the run-up
to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NTEKELE, Natlo Macxon , was shot and hacked to
death in Vosloorus, Tvl, on 12 September 1990 during
intense political conflict in the area.
NTEKISO, Ndiphiwe (26), a member of the Riot
Police, was shot by named perpetrators during a patrol
in Nyanga East, Cape Town, on 14 October 1991.
NTELELE, Anthony Mpho (20), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by a named member of the SADF in
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Bushbuckridge, Lebowa, on 25 December 1990 during
conflict between ANC supporters and the Sofasonke
Civic Group, aligned to the Lebowa government.
NTEMA, Mokoni (20), was shot and injured by a named
AWB supporter in the Kestell area, OFS, on 23 April
1994, in political conflict in the run-up to the APRIL
1994 ELECTIONS. See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
NTEMA, Seabata Albert , an alleged leader of the
THREE MILLION GANG, was killed on 11 February 1991 in
Maokeng, Kroonstad, OFS. Two ANC SELF- DEFENCE UNIT
(SDU) members applied for and were granted amnesty
for this incident (AC/96/0006 and AC/96/0179).
NTEMANE, Caleb Mojalefa (25), a local ANC
chairperson, was shot and injured when police fired on
a crowd of protesting students at Ditlhake, Koffiefontein,
OFS, in March 1990.
NTENGA, Fikile Tryphina (34), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters during intense political conflict
at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTENGA, Jabulile Leslinah (48), was severely
assaulted by members of the SAP at Ongoye, KwaZulu,
near Empangeni, Natal, in 1992. The police were
allegedly looking for weapons belonging to the IFP.
NTENGENTO, David Samdywida Lamani
(30), a
SANCO member, was stabbed to death by named
perpetrators on 1 February 1987 in Mooiplaas, near
East London. He had spearheaded the removal of the
headman system in the Ciskei area. His body was
found under a tree with several stab wounds.
NTENGENTO, Thembinkosi McDonald (37) was
shot in the face by members of the CDF in Bisho,
Ciskei, on 7 September 1992 during an ANC protest
march to demand free political activity in Ciskei. Thirty
people were killed and 200 people injured in the event
which became known as the B ISHO MASSACRE. Two
members of the former CDF were refused amnesty
for the shooting (AC/2000/122).
NTENGESHE, Mabhunga W ellington , was shot dead
by IFP supporters in Johannesburg, on 22 July 1993
during conflict between ANC and IFP supporters.
NTENY ANA, Nosipho (24), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by members of the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on
7 September 1992 during an ANC protest march to
demand free political activity in Ciskei. See BISHO
MASSACRE. Two members of the former CDF were
refused amnesty for the shooting (AC/2000/122).
NTEPE, Samuel , an ANC supporter, was detained and
threatened with death by members of the SAP when
he refused bribes to cooperate with police in Sharpeville,
Vereeniging, Tvl, in 1991 during widespread police
harassment of ANC supporters in the area. Mr Ntepe
was also harassed by alleged members of the
Municipal Police in 1984 for his role in the Sharpeville
rent boycotts.
NTETHA, Ar mstr ong Thembinkosi , an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured at Sowanjane, KwaZulu, near
Eshowe, Natal, when members of the SAP opened fire
on people returning from an ANC rally in January 1994.
NTETHA, George Nkosana (29), was severely beaten
by SAP members in Hermanus, Cape, in June 1960
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while leading an anti-Pass march to the police station.
He was arrested and severely beaten while awaiting
trial. In October 1960, he was sentenced to 18 months’
imprisonment, after which he was banned from
Hermanus.
NTETHA, Mtsheku Ampherval Liter (32), a member
of the local council, had his house burnt down by
named ANC supporters in Tshwaraganang, Dealesville,
OFS, on 25 August 1990, during a period of conflict
between COUNCILLORS and activists. Councillors who
refused to resign risked attacks on their homes,
families and business premises.
NTETHA, Simphiwe Rosemary , had her house burnt
down during political conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in Eshowe, Natal, on 8 September 1993.
Ms Ntetha was allegedly targeted because her son
was an ANC member.
NTEU, Nwaniki Maria (46), an ANC supporter, was
shot by members of the SADF in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, while attending a night vigil on 28
March 1991. Alexandra was tense following clashes
between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANCsupporting residents.
NTHAKO, Jeanett T sehiso (58), had her house burnt
down in Maboloko, Bophuthatswana, in 1976 during
violent clashes between two brothers fighting over the
chieftainship of Maboloko. Violence erupted after
President Mangope appointed a chief who was not
accepted by the community.
NTHAKO, Sebolelo Mirriam (47), had her house
burnt down in Maboloko, Bophuthatswana, in 1976
during violent clashes between two brothers fighting
over the chieftainship of Maboloko. Violence erupted
after President Mangope appointed a chief who was
not accepted by the community.
NTHANGENI, Elisa Tshifulufhelwi (45), an ANC
supporter, was severely beaten with a sjambok on a
bus and at the police station by a named member of
the Venda Police in Vuwani, Venda, during 1986. The
bus was stopped at a roadblock in Vleifontein by
Venda Police and she was beaten because she could
not produce documentation that she had paid the
Venda tax.
NTHELANG, Moses , an askari, died while being
severely assaulted and suffocated with a rubber tube
at Vlakplaas during 1989, after he had allegedly been
absent without leave and had lost his firearm. His
body was buried in an unmarked grave at on the farm.
Ten Vlakplaas operatives were granted amnesty for
the assault and killing (AC/2000/085).
NTHEMBULASENI, Robert M , a security guard, was
shot and injured on the night of 31 May/1 June 1980
during a limpet mine attack on the Sasol 1/Natref Oil
Refineries in Sasolburg, OFS. The attack was conducted
by the Solomon Mahlangu unit, as part of Special
Operations missions to target strategic economic and
military targets. Four applicants were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/103).
NTHETE, Meshack Letshabo , was shot dead when
police opened fire on a protest march outside the
municipal offices in Viljoenskroon, OFS, on 30 January
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1986. The marchers were protesting against the
shortage of school equipment.
NTHLABA THI, Obed Friday , an IFP supporter, was
shot and injured, by named ANC suporters in Dube,
Soweto, Johannesburg, during August 1992.
NTHO, Thabiso Samuel (22), an MK operative, was
shot and injured by members of the SAP in Sharpeville,
Vereeniging, Tvl, on 24 January 1992. Mr Ntho was
reportedly detained and tortured later that year.
NTHOROANE, Caiphus Pule , was severely beaten by
members of the SAP in Leeuwdoringstad, Tvl, on 19
November 1986 because of his political activism. He
suffered serious head injuries and spent two weeks in
hospital. In November 1989, he was arrested for
alleged drunkenness, and died in police custody.
NTHOTSO, Moeketsi Isaac (54), a SANCO member,
suffered damage to his house when it was stoned and
vandalised by members (one of whom is named) of
the ANC-supporting Meqheleng Civic Association in
Ficksburg, OFS, on 3 August 1993. There was tension
and conflict between SANCO and the Maqheleng Civic
Association at the time.
NTHSANGASE, Siyabonga , an ANC supporter, was
shot and stabbed to death by a named IFP supporter
at Sundumbili, KwaZulu, near Mandini, Natal, on 20
August 1993. He was killed while visiting a family of
ANC supporters who were regularly harassed and
attacked by IFP supporters.
NTHUNY A, Mohau Samuel Sam (50), a
DIKWANKWETLA NATIONAL PARTY (DNP) supporter,
lost his house in an arson attack by ANC supporters in
BOTSHABELO, near Bloemfontein, on 29 August
1989, allegedly because of his support for the DNP.
NTIKILI, Sam , was shot and severely injured by
members of the Riot Police in Guguletu, Cape Town,
on 10 September 1980. Sam and a number of friends
were shot, one fatally, when police, allegedly hiding on
an approaching bus, opened fire on them.
NTIKINCA, Rufus Mandlekosi (46), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead in Tokoza, Tvl, on 12 December 1990
during intense political conflict in the area.
NTILASHE, Alfred Mzwandi , was stabbed and
thrown from a moving train by IFP supporters
between Germiston and Boksburg, Tvl, on 27 August
1992. Between 1990 and 1993, 572 people died in
TRAIN VIOLENCE initiated by groups opposed to a
democratic transition.
NTIMANA, Lucky (16), was shot in the back in
Nkowankowa, Gazankulu, on 21 February 1990 when
members of the SAP allegedly attacked an ANC
protest meeting.
NTIMBANE, Vusi (35), a member of the South African
Civics Association and an MK operative, was shot
dead by members of the Security Branch in Tembisa,
Tvl, in January 1979.
NTINEZA, Luka Hlomendlini (42), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near Durban, in
February 1992.
NTINEZA, Qondeni Ber tina (48), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters during intense political conflict
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at Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTINEZA, Sphiwo Mbongeni (34), an ANC supporter,
had his home burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTINGA, Boyi Sandile Er nest , was abducted by
unidentified persons in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 31 August 1988 in intense conflict
between UDF and Inkatha supporters in the area. He
has not been seen since and is presumed dead.
NTINGA, Maginqa , an ANC supporter, was shot in
the thigh by IFP supporters at Umkomaas, near
Durban, in 1992. He was allegedly targeted because
he was residing in an IFP-dominated area.
NTINTILI, Nosipho Victoria (47), an ANC supporter,
has been suffering from asthma ever since teargas
was thrown into her house by members of the SAP, in
Old Location, near Elliot, Cape, in 1990. Police
members allegedly threw teargas at protesters who
were passing her house during a stayaway.
NTITSHANE, Thembekile Thomas , an ANC member,
was one of three people shot dead in Lower
Crossroads, Cape Town, on 14 May 1993, when a
group of men in a vehicle opened fire on them during
a period of conflict between residents and a local
Crossroads leader.
NTLABA, Taelo Joseph ‘Oupa’ (20), an AZAPO
member, was shot dead by UDF supporters in
Mbekweni, Paarl, Cape, in December 1985, during
clashes between AZAPO and UDF supporters.
NTLABA THI, Mzikayise (29), a NUMSA member, was
tortured in detention by named members of the Ciskei
Police and Security Branch on 20 July 1987 in
Mdantsane, Ciskei.
NTLANGENI, Dumisani David (23), was shot dead by
a named member of the SAP in Nyanga, Cape Town,
on 16 June 1985. Mr Ntlangeni was shot while sleeping
in a shack when police opened fire on suspects who
had thrown a hand grenade at the home of a
community COUNCILLOR.
NTLANTSANA, Xolile V usumzi , an ANC member from
Cape Town, was arrested at the Botswana border on
26 February 1988, while leaving the country with four
others. He was repeatedly and severely tortured by
members of the Security Police at the Groot Marico
police station in Zeerust, Tvl. Named Security Branch
personnel from Cape Town arrived and tortured him as
well. Thereafter he was held in solitary confinement in
Cape Town for many months.
NTLAPO, Motlaletsona Petr os, an ANC member,
was severely beaten, arrested and detained by named
SAP members in Hermanus, Cape, in April 1960,
when residents held an anti-Pass protest march to the
police station. He was later sentenced to three
months’ imprisonment.
NTLEBI, Zolisa Sydney , was shot and injured by
members of the SAP in Guguletu, Cape Town, on 28
August 1985, during the P OLLSMOOR MARCH to demand
the release of Nelson Mandela. His left eye was
permanently damaged in the shooting.
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NTLEKI, Diliza Gladman (38), a PAC supporter, was
severely beaten with rubber batons by prison warders
at Victor Verster prison in Paarl, Cape, in 1967, while
serving a prison term for furthering the aims of a
banned organisation.
NTLEKO, Zuzile (26), had her house in Bhambayi, near
KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by IFP supporters in
1993 during intense political conflict between the ‘RED’
AND ‘G REEN’ FACTIONS .
NTLHAENG, Thabo Kevin (19), a COSAS executive
member, was beaten with a wooden table leg by
members of the Boputhatswana Police at Gomotso
Police station in Pampierstad, Bophuthatswana, on 28
January 1994.
NTLHE, Kefilwe Agnes , was shot by members of the
SAP in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, during the
Sharpeville massacre on 21 March 1960. Police
opened fire on a crowd of unarmed people holding a
peaceful protest against the Pass Laws, killing 69 and
injuring several others.
NTLIZIYOMBI, Mzwabantu Wellington (40), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed to death by ADM supporters
during political conflict in Berlin, Cape, on 15 October
1993.
NTLIZIYW ANA, Sithembile Richard (38), was shot
dead by ANC supporters during political conflict at
Gamalakhe, KwaZulu, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 2
February 1991. At the time of his death, Mr Ntliziywana,
who was an IFP commander, was allegedly leading an
attack on ANC supporters at Gamalakhe.
NTLOKW ANA, Vuyisile (25), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and severely injured in politicised ethnic conflict
between Zulus and Xhosas in Durban on 17 October
1990.
NTLOKW ANE, Nikiwe Mar gar et (30), had her house
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by
IFP supporters in March 1993 during intense political
conflict between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
NTLONZE, Ngcazela Solomon , a Transkei Defence
Force (TDF) soldier, was injured during an ATTEMPTED
COUP IN UMTATA, TRANSKEI, on 22 November 1990. Seven
TDF soldiers were killed and some 33 wounded. Four
of the coup conspirators were granted amnesty. Six
Vlakplaas operatives were granted amnesty for providing
arms for the attempted coup. An SADF Military
Intelligence operative, who applied for amnesty for his
role in supporting the coup, later withdrew his application
(AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095 and AC/2001/199).
NTLUMAYO, Nkosiphi (43), had his home destroyed
in a dawn attack on the ANC stronghold of Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, on 16 February 1993 in
intensifying conflict between ANC and IFP supporters.
Ten people were killed and 35 houses were burnt down.
NTOBELA, John , was stabbed to death by IFP
supporters during political conflict at KwaMashu,
Durban, on 24 May 1991, after he had been abducted
from his home by a large group of men in the middle
of the night.
NTOBELA, Mandleko Agnes (54), an ANC supporter,
lost her house in an arson attack by IFP supporters at
Port Shepstone, Natal, in 1991.
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NTOERENG, Stefane Meshack (51), a member of the
Sebokeng Administration, had his home damaged in
an arson attack in Sebokeng, Vereeniging, Tvl, on 6
September 1984 during the VAAL UPRISING. A number of
councillors’ houses were burnt during a rent boycott in
the area.
NTOMBANA, David Phathisiwe (26), an ANC supporter,
was severely beaten and tortured by named supporters
of a local Crossroads leader in Crossroads, Cape
Town, in September 1986, because of his opposition
to the rent system imposed on Crossroads residents.
NTOMBELA, (first name not given), an IFP supporter,
was killed by members of an ANC self-defence unit
(SDU) at the Duduza hostel in Tvl, on 19 March 1994.
At least ten people were killed in the attack, which
took place after IFP hostel-dwellers had attacked and
evicted ANC hostel-dwellers. Two SDU members
were granted amnesty for the killing (AC/2000/054).
NTOMBELA, Abednigo Bongani (28), was shot and
injured in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in Cebekhulu, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, on 5 April 1994.
NTOMBELA, Amon Sicelo (27), an ANC supporter,
was abducted and stabbed to death by IFP-aligned
hostel-dwellers at Bruntville, near Mooi River, Natal, on
2 August 1991.
NTOMBELA, Babane Joseph (57), an Inkatha
supporter, died when he was stabbed and set alight
by named ANCYL supporters at Umlazi, Durban, on
23 December 1989.
NTOMBELA, Bafo Justice , an ANC supporter, was
stabbed to death by fellow ANC supporters in
Ashdown, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 23 July
1987. He had allegedly been mistaken for a leader of
the IFP youth.
NTOMBELA, Beauty Funani (55), a UDF supporter,
was shot and injured by a named Inkatha supporter
during political conflict in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 2
February 1990.
NTOMBELA, Bekithemba Mandlenkosi (43), an IFP
supporter, lost his home in an attack by ANC
supporters at Empangeni, Natal, in June 1993.
NTOMBELA, Beselina Nozidumo (59), lost her house
when it was forcefully occupied by UDF supporters at
Umlazi, Durban, in 1992. Ms Ntombela had fled from her
house after the perpetrators had killed members of her
family. When she came back, her house was occupied
by the perpetrators, and she went to live in a shack.
NTOMBELA, Bongani , was killed during a confrontation
with IFP members at Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on
17 December 1991. One perpetrator was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NTOMBELA, Busisiwe Pr udence (3), was shot and
injured by IFP supporters during political conflict at
Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, on 3
August 1991. The perpetrators were allegedly looking
for her father, who was an ANC supporter.
NTOMBELA, Buti , was injured when a car bomb,
planted by MK operatives, exploded outside the NBS
building in Witbank, Tvl, on 24 October 1988. The
building was used for commercial purposes, but also
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housed the Witbank Security Branch offices. Three
people were killed and over 20 were injured, mainly
civilians. Two MK operatives were granted amnesty
for the bombing (AC/2000/055).
NTOMBELA, Casephi Alphina (31), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by Inkatha supporters at
Gezubuso, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 28
March 1990, during the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
NTOMBELA, Celumusa Siyabonga (18), a UDF
activist, was abducted by Inkatha supporters on 2
September 1989 and found dead in Mpumuza,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, the following day.
NTOMBELA, Christopher (15), was arrested and
beaten with a sjambok and rifle-butts by members of
the KWAZULU POLICE at the Magaba police station in
Hammarsdale, Natal, in April 1989.
NTOMBELA, Debhu Gerald , a UDF supporter, was
assaulted and sprayed with teargas by members of
the SAP when they stopped a bus carrying MAWU
members to a meeting at Edendale, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, in 1985.
NTOMBELA, Dini Alfr ed, a UDF supporter, was shot
and killed by named perpetrators during intense
political conflict between UDF and Inkatha supporters
at Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 2 February 1990, the
day of the UNBANNING of political organisations.
NTOMBELA, Duduzile Busisiwe (47), had her home
at Empangeni, Natal, burnt down by IFP supporters
during ongoing political conflict in September 1992.
Ms Ntombela had been accused of being an ANC
supporter.
NTOMBELA, Dumangezo Ellias , was killed when
UDF supporters shot him in the head and also bombed
the house he was in, during intense political conflict at
Njobokazi, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 18
March 1990.
NTOMBELA, Emgard (55), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Uvondlo,
Enseleni, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, in October 1990.
NTOMBELA, Gabriel (49), was severely beaten and
teargassed by members of the SAP and the SADF in
Howick, Natal, on 1 May 1986, when they attempted
to disperse crowds attending a COSATU rally in
support of a strike action.
NTOMBELA, Innocent Bekithemba (19), was shot in the
stomach by Inkatha supporters during ongoing political
conflict in KwaMashu, Durban, on 30 August 1985.
NTOMBELA, Johannes (63), was repeatedly threatened
and assaulted by Inkatha supporters during renewed
political conflict at KwaMashu, Durban, in 1985.
NTOMBELA, Joseph Mhlaliseni , was shot and wounded
when ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd
of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine
marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC
security guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
NTOMBELA, Kipalipi Johannes (47), an IFP
supporter, was interrogated and severely beaten,
allegedly by members of the SADF, after being taken
to a scrapyard in Vosloorus, Tvl, in 1992.
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NTOMBELA, Kwenya Johannes , was shot by
masked gunmen in his family home in Vosloorus, Tvl,
on 12 October 1991. Mr Ntombela died a year after
the attack, reportedly as a result of his injuries. Three
family members were killed and eight people were
wounded in the attack which took place during
ongoing political conflict in the area.
NTOMBELA, Madlenkosi Eric (25), was shot dead by
ANC supporters, one of whom is named, during political
conflict at Umlazi, Durban, on 16 December 1993. Mr
Ntombela was allegedly killed because he had earlier
tried to protect teachers from the threat of a student
attack, and because he had refused to join the ANC.
NTOMBELA, Mbekezela (23), an ANC supporter, was
shot and severely injured by members of the SAP in
Katlehong, Tvl, on 10 January 1994 in political conflict
in the area during the run-up to the first democratic
election of April 1994. One of Mr Ntombela’s brothers
was killed and another injured in this incident.
NTOMBELA, Mbimbi Lettie , was shot dead by
masked gunmen in the family home in Vosloorus, Tvl,
on 12 October 1991. Mbimbi was one of three family
members killed in the attack and eight people were
also wounded. The incident took place during ongoing
political conflict in the area.
NTOMBELA, Minah Phoko (59), was shot and injured
by masked gunmen in the family home in Vosloorus,
Tvl, on 12 October 1991. Three family members were
killed and eight people wounded in the attack which
took place during ongoing political conflict in the area.
NTOMBELA, Mlindeli Creswell (32), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by IFP supporters, some of
whom are named, at Estcourt, Natal, on 2 October
1993, allegedly for refusing to join the IFP.
NTOMBELA, Mlungisi Pikson (30), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by IFP supporters, some of
whom are named, at Estcourt, Natal, on 27 September
1993, allegedly for refusing to join the IFP.
NTOMBELA, Moses Ngede (60), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death by IFP supporters in Mooi River,
Natal, on 4 December 1991.
NTOMBELA, Mphiwe Audrey (25), an ANC supporter,
had her home burnt down by Inkatha supporters at
Wartburg, Natal, on 29 October 1989. Eight Inkatha
supporters were killed in politicised factional conflict in
the area that day, and many houses were destroyed
by fire.
NTOMBELA, Muzi , a UDF supporter, was shot dead
during a protest march against forced removals at
Slangspruit, Pietermaritzburg, on 24 August 1984.
NTOMBELA, Muzikayise , was shot and wounded
when ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a
crowd of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least
nine marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten
ANC security guards were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/142).
NTOMBELA, Nkosikhona (18), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by members of the SAP who opened
fire on him and his two brothers in Katlehong, Tvl, on
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10 January 1994. Two of Mr Ntombela’s brothers were
seriously injured in this incident.
NTOMBELA, Petrus Bafana (21), an ANC supporter,
was severely beaten in Tokoza, Tvl, in 1992, allegedly
by IFP supporters.
NTOMBELA, Queen (18), was shot and injured when
masked gunmen entered the family home in
Vosloorus, Tvl, on 12 October 1991 and opened fire.
Three family members were killed and eight people
wounded in the attack, which took place during
ongoing political conflict in the area.
NTOMBELA, Sesi , was shot and wounded when ANC
security guards opened fire from the ANC headquarters
at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd of IFP
marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine marchers
were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC security
guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
NTOMBELA, Shadrack Mhlanganisi (39), an ANC
supporter, had his house burnt down by Inkatha
supporters during intense political conflict at Edendale,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 28 March 1990.
See SEVEN-DAY WAR.
NTOMBELA, Sikhumbuzo Lesley (27), was shot
dead in Tokoza, Tvl, on 19 April 1993 when mourners
returning from the funeral of assassinated SACP
leader C HRIS HANI randomly opened fire on bystanders.
NTOMBELA, Simeon Thandukwazi (26), an IFP
supporter, was shot dead by ANC supporters in
Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 20 November 1992.
NTOMBELA, Sindisiwe Beatrice (40), was shot dead
by ANC supporters, one of whom is named, during
political conflict at Umlazi, Durban, on 16 December
1993. Ms Ntombela was asleep in her house when
she was shot.
NTOMBELA, Sipho (26), an IFP supporter, was shot
dead and his body was set alight, allegedly by ANC
supporters, in Tokoza, Tvl, in 1993.
NTOMBELA, Sipho , died after being stabbed in his
chest by Inkatha supporters during political conflict at
Howick, Natal, on 9 April 1989.
NTOMBELA, Thabo Michael , was shot dead when
masked gunmen entered the family home in Vosloorus,
Tvl, on 12 October 1991 and opened fire. Three family
members were killed and eight people were wounded
in the attack, which took place during ongoing political
conflict in the area.
NTOMBELA, Themba Ntombincana (63), an ANC
supporter, lost her house in Boshi near Estcourt, Natal,
in an arson attack by alleged IFP supporters, for
refusing to join the IFP.
NTOMBELA, Themba , was shot when masked
gunmen entered the family home in Vosloorus, Tvl, on
12 October 1991 and opened fire. Three family
members were killed and eight people were wounded
in the attack, which occurred during a period of
conflict between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and
mainly ANC- supporting residents.
NTOMBELA, Thembikile (5), was burnt to death in an
arson attack by Inkatha supporters during political
conflict in Pietermaritzburg on 19 April 1991.
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NTOMBELA, Thokozile , was burnt to death in an
arson attack by Inkatha supporters during political
conflict in Pietermaritzburg on 19 April 1991.
NTOMBELA, Thulani Petros (32), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down by Inkatha supporters at
Gezubuso, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 28
March 1990. See SEVEN- DAY WAR.
NTOMBELA, T okozani , was shot dead when masked
gunmen entered the family home in Vosloorus, Tvl, on
12 October 1991 and opened fire. Three family
members were killed and eight people were wounded
in the attack, which took place during ongoing political
conflict in the area.
NTOMBELA, Veli Raphael , was shot dead when ANC
security guards opened fire from the ANC headquarters
at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd of IFP
marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine marchers
were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC security
guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
NTOMBELA, Vivian Jabulani , was one of eight
passengers shot and injured when members of an ANC
self-defence unit (SDU) attacked a bus at Umkomaas,
near Durban, on 27 April 1992. Six other passengers were
shot dead. Three ANC SDU members were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/088). See UMKOMAAS BUS ATTACK.
NTOMBELA, Welcome Mseshi (20), was shot dead
by IFP supporters during political conflict at Edendale,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 20 February 1994.
NTOMBELA, Zanele (12), was shot and injured when
masked gunmen entered the family home in
Vosloorus, Tvl, on 12 October 1991 and opened fire.
Three family members were killed and eight people
were wounded in the attack, which took place during
ongoing political conflict in the area.
NTONGANA, Noluthando Tsimi (28), was shot in the
right arm on 24 December 1988 during political conflict
at NU10, Mdantsane, Ciskei. At the time of the
shooting, Mr Ntongana was travelling in a car with
other people, two of whom died.
NTONGANA, Penwell Saphulelo (24), an ANC
supporter, was shot by a named SAP member at
Mzamomhle, Burgersdorp, Cape, on 23 October 1985
while he was on his way to a political meeting at the
Apostolic Church Hall.
NTONGOLO, Samuel Mzwandile (26), was burnt to
death at the hostels in Nyanga, Cape Town, on 18
October 1985, allegedly by hostel-dwellers. Students
and youth had taken up an anti-liquor campaign that
involved smashing liquor stocks, which led to vigilante
attacks in response.
NTONI, Anthony Thozamile (18), an MK operative
from Cape Town, was detained in Caculama training
camp in Angola, in May 1982. He was tortured and
then incarcerated in the Quatro camp until 1984, where
he was interrogated and beaten by ANC security
department members.
NTONI, Fezani Phillip (32), was shot by alleged
members of the SAP in KTC, Cape Town, in 1986,
during resistance to forced removals. He was left
partially paralysed and died four years later.
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NTONI, Nomvula Elizabeth Nomfazi
(34), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by members of the CDF in
Bisho, Ciskei, on 7 September 1992 during an ANC
protest march to demand free political activity in
Ciskei. See BISHO MASSACRE. Two members of the
former CDF were refused amnesty for the shooting
(AC/2000/122).
NTOYAKHE, Nontobeko Meggie (40), lost her home
in an arson attack in Crossroads, Cape Town, in
February 1991, during internal conflict in the area.
NTOYANTO, Nomalungelo Mar garet (36), was shot
dead by members of the SADF in Uitenhage, Cape, on
15 August 1985 while on her way to a student
meeting at a time when buses, schools and shops
were being burnt.
NTOZAKHE, Amos Sibhakela , disappeared on 14 July
1992 in Nancefield, Soweto, Johannesburg. His ID
document and bank book were found in a dustbin at
his employer’s premises. At the time there was
political conflict at Egoli Breweries.
NTOZAKHE, Beauty Tholakele (25), an ANC supporter,
lost her home in an arson attack by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTOZAKHE, Girlie Viera Mafanoyi (45), an Inkatha
supporter, had her house in Izingolweni, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, burnt down by fellow Inkatha
supporters on 5 February 1990. The attackers were
allegedly looking for her son, an ANC supporter. Her
husband was killed in the attack.
NTOZAKHE, Leonard Ngobayini (49), an Inkatha
supporter, was shot dead and his home was burnt down
by fellow Inkatha supporters in Izingolweni, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 5 February 1990. The attackers
were allegedly looking for her son, an ANC supporter.
NTOZAKHE, Mgabiselwa , an ANC supporter, was
burnt in a petrol-bomb attack by Inkatha supporters in
Alfred, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 5 February
1990, following the unbanning of political organisations
on 2 February.
NTOZAKHE, Michael Mteto (30), was set alight and
severely injured by youths on 2 April 1986 after he and
his friends broke a consumer boycott in Port Elizabeth.
NTOZAKHE, Muziwakona Timothy (71), an Inkatha
supporter, was shot and burnt to death during an
attack on his son’s home in Izingolweni, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, by named fellow Inkatha supporters
on 5 February 1990. The attack is believed to have been
motivated by the fact that some of Mr Ntozakhe’s
family members were ANC supporters.
NTOZAKHE, Nhlanhla Emmanuel (25), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by IFP supporters in
Izingolweni, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 22 March
1992.
NTOZAKHE, Primrose Bawinile Mamtolo , was shot
and killed by Inkatha supporters during political
violence at KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near Durban,
in January 1987. Two perpetrators were granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NTOZELA, Sibusiso (54), an ANC supporter, was found
dead at Lamontville, Durban, on 27 October 1992,
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after his family had received an anonymous call to
inform them about his death. Shortly before his death,
Mr Ntozela had fled his home because of the political
violence between ANC and IFP supporters.
NTOZELA, Thembisile , was burnt to death during a
series of politically-motivated arson attacks by IFP
supporters at Umlazi, Durban, on 9 November 1993.
NTOZINI, Xolile Daniel Mabhanya (19), a UDF
supporter, was tortured in detention by members of
the SAP in Middelburg, Cape, in January 1984. Mr
Ntozini was involved in attempts to set up UDF
structures in the area and charged with public violence.
NTSALA, Maleshoane L ydia , suffered severe illtreatment and damage to property during the BOIPATONG
MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong, near
Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left 45
people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
NTSALA, Mapitso Lizzie (8), was shot by members
of the SAP in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, during the
Sharpeville massacre on 21 March 1960. Police opened
fire on a crowd of unarmed people holding a peaceful
protest against the Pass Laws, killing 69 people and
injuring several others.
NTSALI, Bhekuyise, was shot dead by members of
the KwaZulu Police at Umlazi, Durban, on 17 June
1993. Mr Ntsali and another person, both suspected of
having killed a police officer and stolen his gun, were
allegedly shot dead while trying to escape from police
custody.
NTSANA, Hlengana Johannes (55), had his house
destroyed by members of the Bophuthatswana Police
in Hammanskraal, Tvl, on 14 January 1993 during
forced removals in Morokolong.
NTSANE, Elizabeth Mookgo , was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl,
during the Sharpeville massacre on 21 March 1960.
Police opened fire on a crowd of unarmed people
holding a peaceful protest against the Pass Laws,
killing 69 people and injuring several others.
NTSANE, Lejelang (58), was shot and injured in
Pietersburg, Tvl, on 23 March 1992 by members of
the SADF who were camped in the area to protect
Chief Kgoloko who was not on good terms with the
community.
NTSA THA, Nomakhephu Jane (23), an ANC
underground activist, was tortured in detention
between November 1981 and January 1989, at various
police stations and prisons in the Cape and Ciskei. She
was arrested by members of the Security Branch on
her way into exile in Lesotho and charged under the
Terrorism Act allegedly because she refused to give
information on ‘comrades’ in return for money.
NTSEDE, Wani Mhliniva , an ANC supporter, was
detained for five years without trial from March 1960
for his part in the PONDOLAND REVOLT. He was held in
detention at Idutywa prison, Transkei, and severely
tortured. As a result of his detention and torture, he
was severely mentally affected.
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NTSEKE, Mlungisi Lawrence (40), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in Crossroads, Cape
Town, in February 1985. His right eye was permanently
damaged in the shooting. Eighteen people were shot
dead and hundreds were wounded in a three-day
clash from 18 to 21 February when Crossroads
residents resisted a forced removal to Khayelitsha.
NTSEKE, Velelo Alphius (37), an ANC member, was
shot and injured by a group of men in balaclavas,
including one in a SPECIAL CONSTABLE uniform, in Site B,
Khayelitsha, Cape Town, on 2 August 1992. He was
patrolling with a community defence unit, established
to ward off attacks by BALACLAVA GROUP on the
community and ANC members. Two others were
injured and one was killed in the attack.
NTSEKI, Elisa Modiehi (22), was shot dead when
members of the SAP clashed with protesters in
Bothaville, OFS, in March 1990, during a protest
march against police brutality. Ms Ntseki was pregnant
at the time. Two other people were killed and several
injured in the incident.
NTSELE, Bongani (34), was shot and severely injured
in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters
at Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on
1 April 1993.
NTSELE, Bongani Emmanuel (23), an ANC supporter,
was arrested at KwaMashu, Durban, on 5 May 1977
and kept in solitary confinement until he was sentenced
to five years’ imprisonment on Robben Island. Mr
Ntsele was arrested for allegedly training the youth to
overthrow the government. He was forced to make a
statement implicating himself.
NTSELE, Fraser Thamusanqa , was shot and killed by
members of the SAP at Ikwezi station in Soweto,
Johannesburg, on 17 June 1976 during the SOWETO
UPRISING in which 575 people were killed and 2 380
people were injured in clashes with members of the
SAP and the Riot Unit. Most of the protesters were
youths or schoolchildren.
NTSELE, Jabulani Eric (27), was arrested and then
shot and injured by members of the SAP during
political unrest at Madadeni, KwaZulu, near Newcastle,
Natal, on 28 March 1993. Mr Ntsele was on his way
home from his friend’s funeral vigil when he was shot.
NTSELE, Ndodakeni , an ANC supporter, was shot
and hacked to death by IFP supporters at Mtunzini,
Natal, on 22 December 1992.
NTSELE, Noel (47), an ANC supporter, lost his home
in an arson attack, allegedly carried out by members of
the SAP, during political conflict at Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 24 April 1990.
NTSELE, Siza Enock , killed by IFP members at
Maphumulo, KwaZulu, near Greytown, Natal, on 24
August 1991. He was allegedly targeted because he
was believed to oppose the IFP. Two IFP members
were refused amnesty (AC/1998/0009).
NTSELE, Zikoko (44), an ANC supporter, lost her
home in an attack by IFP supporters at Mtunzini, Natal,
on 22 December 1992.
NTSELE-DLADLA, Zanele Ellen (37), lost her house
in an arson attack in ongoing conflict between IFP and
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ANC supporters in KwaDlamu, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 22 February 1994. Her husband
was killed in the attack.
NTSENDW ANA, Mqelele (34), a PAC supporter, was
shot and injured in a confrontation between PAC
supporters and members of the SAP at Queenstown,
Cape, in 1962.
NTSEPO, Velile (21), an ANC operative, was kept in
solitary confinement for eight months from August
1988 at John Vorster Square, Johannesburg. Mr Ntsepo
was arrested with another ANC operative while trying
to cross the border from Swaziland with hand
grenades in their possession.
NTSESO, Michael Motseki , was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Sebokeng, Tvl, in August 1976
in the wake of the SOWETO UPRISING in which 575
people were killed and 2 380 people were injured in
clashes with police. Most of the protesters were
youths or schoolchildren.
NTSETHE, Boysie Malusi Collen (21), was shot and
injured in Crossroads, Cape Town, on 20 June 1991,
during inter-group conflict.
NTSETHE, Mpumelelo Moses , was shot and injured
by a SPECIAL CONSTABLE in Crossroads, Cape Town, in
1993, resulting in an arm amputation.
NTSETHE, Nokholekile Joslina (52), lost her home in
Crossroads, Cape Town, on 20 June 1991, during
inter-group conflict. Her son was shot and injured in
the incident.
NTSETHE, Zacharia Dumile (48), was beaten and
‘necklaced’ to death in Crossroads, Cape Town, on
20 May 1986, during the mass destruction of UDFsupporting squatter camps by WITDOEKE vigilantes,
acting with the tacit approval and aid of the security
forces. Over 60 people were killed and 20 000 homes
destroyed in the attacks.
NTSEW A, Makgabo Agnes (14), had her home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because her family
resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from South
Africa.
NTSHABA, Mthakashana Elias (43), fled his home
after he was shot at by a named group of men carrying
bottles of petrol. Mr Ntshaba escaped unhurt from this
attack but his home was burnt down in an arson attack
a few days later. Mr Ntshaba alleges that he was
attacked because he is Zulu-speaking and was assumed
to be an IFP supporter. He was one of thousands of
people forced to flee their homes on the East Rand
during the ongoing political conflict which erupted in
August 1990.
NTSHAKO, Johannes Fusi (62), a DIKWANKWETLA
NATIONAL PARTY (DNP) supporter, was severely
assaulted by ANC supporters in BOTSHABELO, near
Bloemfontein, in February 1990. Mr Ntshako had
attended a rally and was accosted by ‘comrades’ who
accused him of being a collaborator.
NTSHALINTSHALI, Lawr ence, an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by named Inkatha Youth Brigade
members in Clermont, near Durban, in August 1989.
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NTSHALONG, Lucas Moratuwa (16), an ANCYL
supporter, was detained and assaulted by members of
the SAP at the Grootvlei police station, Reddersburg,
OFS, in May 1990. A boycott was underway at the
time, and several youth activists were assaulted and
tortured by the police.
NTSHANASE, Alfred Mzikayise , was shot and
wounded when ANC security guards opened fire from
the ANC headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg,
on a crowd of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At
least nine marchers were killed and around 100 injured.
Ten ANC security guards were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/142).
NTSHANGASE, Amos , an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by named perpetrators in Pongola, Tvl, on
1 January 1991 because of his political affiliation.
NTSHANGASE, Bhekinkosi , was shot dead by a
named assailant in ongoing conflict between ANC and
IFP supporters at KwaSokhulu, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 30 December 1992. Mr
Ntshangase was driving a truck to work when he was
stopped by armed men, and both he and his cousin
were killed.
NTSHANGASE, Busisiwe Fikanenala (27), an ANC
supporter, was crushed by other people when the bus
they were travelling in was attacked by Inkatha
supporters in Swayimane, Table Mountain, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 8 March 1983. See TABLE
MOUNTAIN BUS ATTACKS.
NTSHANGASE, Cyril Siphomandla , an ANC
supporter, was shot and killed by Inkatha supporters
during political conflict at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 15 September 1989. One perpetrator was
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NTSHANGASE, Daniel (26), was shot and severely
injured by members of the KWAZULU POLICE at
Ncotshane, Tvl, on 27 September 1993. Mr Ntshangase
was attending a night vigil for a victim of an IFP killing
when the police opened fire on mourners. Eight
people were injured in the shooting.
NTSHANGASE, Dumisane (13), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by Inkatha supporters in the New Hanover
area, near Pietermaritzburg, on 31 December 1989.
NTSHANGASE, Fikelephi Philemena , an ANC
member, was killed by members of an ANC selfdefence unit (SDU) in Katlehong, Tvl, on 7 December
1993. He was one of 11 ANC members killed, nine
execution-style, during conflict between the local
ANCYL and SDU members. Thirteen SDU members
were refused amnesty (AC/1998/0013).
NTSHANGASE, Juliet Tu (38), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured on 8 March 1993, when the bus
in which she was travelling was ambushed by armed
men at Swayimane, Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg. The bus was takign 80 ANC supporters to attend
the court appearance in Pietermaritzburg of three men
implicated in the ambush of a vehicle carrying IFP
supporters on 5 March 1993. Three men and a woman
were killed and at least 16 people were injured.
NTSHANGASE, Lillian Khethiwe (39), had her house
in the Ntuzuma area, near Durban, burnt down in
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ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters on
11 December 1991.
NTSHANGASE, Makhosi Frida (50), an ANC supporter,
was injured when the bus she was travelling in was
ambushed by IFP supporters on the way to Pietermaritzburg on 8 March 1993. Ms Ntshangase broke her
leg when the bus overturned during the attack. Three
men and a woman were killed and at least 16 were
injured in the attack. See TABLE MOUNTAIN BUS ATTACKS.
NTSHANGASE, Mnakwe (30), had her house in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down on 8
May 1993 in political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND
‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
NTSHANGASE, Monica Thembisile (28), had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters during political
conflict in Empangeni, Natal, on 11 November 1992.
NTSHANGASE, Moxosheni Pheneas (51), an IFP
supporter and a local induna, was killed by ANC
supporters at KwaMbonambi, KwaZulu, near Richards
Bay, Natal, on 25 February 1993.
NTSHANGASE, Muntukathandwa , was shot dead in
ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters at
Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on
2 August 1992.
NTSHANGASE, Ndendesi Minah (39), an IFP
supporter, lost her home in an arson attack by ANC
supporters at KwaMbonambi, KwaZulu, near Richards
Bay, Natal, in March 1993.
NTSHANGASE, Njabulo Innocent (18), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by members of the SAP
during political unrest and conflict at Mondlo, KwaZulu,
near Vryheid, Natal, in March 1994.
NTSHANGASE, Patricia Thembisile (14), was injured
during an attack by Inkatha supporters during political
conflict at Mophela, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 15 September 1989. One perpetrator was
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NTSHANGASE, Richard Elfas , an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by IFP supporters during an attack on
Chief Mhlabunzima’ s homestead in Pietermaritzburg
on 1 December 1990.
NTSHANGASE, Sibusiso Christopher
(29), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed to death by IFP supporters at
Pietermaritzburg on 24 December 1991. Mr Ntshangase
was caught by the perpetrators while trying to flee his
home in Caluza.
NTSHANGASE, Simon (61), fled his home after it
was set alight by Inkatha supporters during political
conflict in Flatview, Inchanga, Natal, on 1 October
1989. He later relocated to Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban.
NTSHANGASE, Sindisiwe Cynthia (25), an ANC
supporter, lost her home in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, on
4 October 1992.
NTSHANGSE, Josephine (53), was injured during an
attack by Inkatha supporters during political conflict at
Mophela, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 15
September 1989. One perpetrator was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0332).
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NTSHANGULA, Xolani , was shot and severely injured
by members of the KWAZULU P OLICE at Ncotshane, Tvl,
on 27 September 1993. Mr Ntshangula was attending
a night vigil for a victim of an IFP killing when the
police opened fire on mourners. Eight people were
injured in the shooting.
NTSHANTSHA, Thokogoni , an ANC supporter, was
shot and fatally wounded by members of the ISU during
intense political conflict in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu,
Durban, on 15 May 1993.
NTSHANY ANA, Nomhlobo V alencia (22), a member
of SAYCO, was shot and injured on 22 January 1985
while entering her house in Uitenhage, Cape. Ms
Ntshanyana was arrested after reporting the incident
to the Black Sash.
NTSHAP A, Doris Mary (37), an ANC supporter, had
her home at Ekuthuleni, Umlazi, Durban, burnt down
by IFP supporters on 2 February 1992. Eight people
were killed and more than 120 homes were burnt
down. See EKUTHULENI ATTACKS.
NTSHAP A, Selina (71), had her house burnt down by
IFP supporters during intense political conflict at
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTSHEKEV ANA, Masipalati , an ANC supporter, was
executed in Pretoria, on 21 March 1962 after his arrest
for attending iKongo meetings at Ngqindilili during the
PONDOLAND REVOLT.
NTSHENGE, Kwanele Collen (18), was shot in the
knee by members of the SAP in Langa, Uitenhage,
Cape, on 21 March 1985 when police opened fire on
mourners marching to a funeral. At least 20 people
were killed and many injured in the shooting. See
LANGA SHOOTINGS.
NTSHENGE, Mbulelo Cohlen (21), was tortured and
shot in the back by members of the SAP in March
1987 in Uitenhage, Cape. He was constantly harassed
by police and members of AMAAFRIKA.
NTSHICA, Sandile , a private security guard, was
injured by four APLA operatives during an attack on
police members at the Khayelitsha train station, Cape
Town, in 1992. Four other private security guards were
injured in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Two APLA
members were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0103).
NTSHIKILANA, Xolani Martin (34), was detained and
tortured in Umtata, Transkei, in 1986 or 1987, by
members of the Transkei Security Branch who believed
him to be an ANC supporter. A Transkei Security
Branch operative was granted amnesty (AC/2000/076).
NTSHILIBA, Mawane Alphios (37), lost his home in
an arson attack by IFP supporters during political
conflict between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, in May 1993.
NTSHINGA, Mhlupheki Elias (56), an ANC
underground member, was interrogated and tortured
by members of the Transkei Police in October 1988 in
Umtata, Transkei. He was subjected to beatings, death
threats and other means of torture.
NTSHINGILA, Danie William (20), a UDF supporter,
was arrested and severely beaten by members of the
SAP on 5 July 1985 in Steynsburg, Cape. He was
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accused of beating a policeman, and on 8 September
1985 was sentenced to five years’ imprisonment on
charges of public violence.
NTSHINGILA, Duduzile (10), was shot dead by IFP
supporters, some of whom are named, during political
conflict at Ntombini, Mandini, Natal, on 5 February 1994,
allegedly because his mother was an ANC member.
NTSHINGILA, Mohambi Jeremiah (62), was shot
dead by members of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU)
at his home in Katlehong, Tvl, on 24 March 1994. Mr
Ntshingila was called to a community/SDU meeting for
questioning about his suspected activities as an
informer and IFP supporter. He was then driven to his
home and killed. One SDU member was granted
amnesty for the killing (AC/1999/0348).
NTSHINGILA, Ntombikayise Murriel (52), an ANC
supporter, was injured when members of the SAP
sprayed teargas into her house at Sibongile, Dundee,
Natal, on 1 May 1994. The police were chasing people
who went to hide in her house.
NTSHINGILA, Simangele Julia , was injured and
suffered damage to property during the BOIPATONG
MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong, near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left 45 people
dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen perpetrators
were granted amnesty; a further three applications
were refused (AC/2000/209).
NTSHINGILA, Themba (33), an ANC supporter, was
stoned to death, allegedly by named SAYCO
members, on the street in Jabavu Section, Steadville,
Ladysmith, Natal, during February 1993. It had been
resolved to disband SAYCO after the UNBANNING of the
ANC, but some members rejected this decision. The
Security Police exploited this division, and some
SAYCO members allegedly formed a gang that
terrorised and killed many people in the township.
NTSHINKA, Monwabisi (26), an MK operative from
Engcobo, Transkei, was killed in 1984 while on an MK
mission. The Commission was unable to establish the
exact circumstances and place of his death.
NTSHINSILA, Simon Glenn Bongani (22), was
detained at Alexandra Road police station and Halfway
House prison in Pietermaritzburg in 1980. Mr Ntshinsila
was chairperson of the Worker’s Committee and was
therefore considered a threat by Security Police and
their allies for his political beliefs.
NTSHINTSHI, Thembekile (15), was shot by members
of the SAP in Langa, Uitenhage, Cape, on 21 March
1985 when police opened fire on mourners marching
to a funeral. At least 20 people were killed and many
injured in the shooting. See LANGA SHOOTINGS.
NTSHIZA, Herbert Mzondeni Ntshiza (32), an ANC
supporter, was hacked to death by IFP supporters at
Eplenini, Ixopo, Natal, on 8 April 1993.
NTSHOBANE, (first names not given), two brothers,
were detained and tortured in Umtata, Transkei, in
1986 or 1987, by members of the Transkei Security
Branch who believed them to be ANC supporters. A
Transkei Security Branch operative was granted
amnesty (AC/2000/076).
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NTSHONGW ANA, Alfred Lungisile (37), an ANC
supporter, was shot and injured by members of the
SAP at Langa, Uitenhage, Cape, on 14 September
1990 while on his way to work. At the time, there was
unrest in the area with community members opposing
the Coloured Management Committee headed by the
Labour party.
NTSHONGW ANA, Mpingeni Alfred (33), a selfdefence (SDU) unit member, was severely assaulted
by members of the Political and Violent Crime Unit of
the SAP after his arrest in Katlehong, Tvl, on 23 April
1992 with 11 other SDU members. Mr Ntshongwana
spent 16 months in prison awaiting trial during which
time he alleges he was assaulted again. One of the
SDU members arrested with him died six months
after his release from prison, allegedly as a result of
injuries sustained during his detention.
NTSHOT A, Mxolisi (25), was shot dead by members
of the SAP in Nelspruit, Tvl, on 23 March 1992 when
he and other activists were instructed by Vlakplaas
askaris to hijack a particular car. They were then
ambushed by Vlakplaas operatives. Two of the
perpetrators applied for amnesty.
NTSHUDE, Maki Jonas (14), was beaten by members
of the SAP during intense public unrest in DUNCAN
VILLAGE, East London, in August 1985. Police allegedly
wanted information from him about the sittings of the
‘people’s court’ in the area.
NTSHUDU, Andile Joseph (21), a COSAS supporter,
was beaten by named members of the SAP at
Somerset East police station, Cape, in March 1985 at
a time of protests in the township.
NTSHUNTSHA, Naboath Mandaluhlwile , a PAC
branch chairman, is alleged to have committed suicide
while in police custody at Protea, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 9 January 1977. He had been detained for 26
days, and is one of four who died in detention while
awaiting the ‘Bethal trial’. See BETHAL 18.
NTSIBANDE, Daniel , was shot and killed by a named
member of the SAP in Zondi, Soweto, Johannesburg, on
17 August 1990 during clashes between IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
NTSIBANDE, David , was shot and injured by gunmen
in a red minibus in Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 3 May
1992 during a period of political conflict between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and ANC- supporting residents.
NTSIKENI, Mabembe (29), an ANC supporter, was
sprayed with teargas by members of the SAP and
SADF in a helicopter flying over NGQUZA HILL, Transkei,
in March 1960 during the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
NTSIMANE, Rosetta Tlhapi (29), was injured when a
limpet mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded
during lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni,
Tvl, on 30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at
least 66 people were injured. Four MK operatives
were granted amnesty for the planning and execution
of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
NTSIMBINI, Zakhele (23), had the home he was renting
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by
IFP supporters in 1993 in political conflict between the
‘RED’ AND ‘G REEN’ FACTIONS.
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NTSIME, Phanny Mathlodi , survived when shots were
fired into the home of the Ntsime family at Mmabatho,
Bophuthatswana, during an attempted coup d’état on
10 February 1988. Two Bophuthatswana Defence
Force members were granted amnesty for their role in
the attempted coup (AC/2000/044).
NTSIZAKALO, Siphiwo Alfred (18), a Noupoort Youth
Congress and UDF activist, was severely tortured by
members of the SAP in Noupoort, Cape, in 1985. He
is now mentally ill.
NTSIZI, Noqhubile (38), had her home in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in 1993 in intense
political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
NTSOBI, Toto Mzwandile (17), was sentenced to two
years’ imprisonment on 24 May 1977 for allegedly
publishing pamphlets encouraging students to boycott
schools in Port Elizabeth. Between the date of his
arrest in February 1977 and the date he was sentenced,
he was detained in various prisons, and tortured by
members of the SAP.
NTSOELENGOE, Reginald (16), a UDF supporter, was
shot, arrested and tortured in detention by members of
the SAP in Mohlakeng, Randfontein, Tvl, on 16 June
1984.
NTSOEU, Mosela Emily Mamokoena (36), lost her
house in an arson attack by unidentified persons in
BOTSHABELO, near Bloemfontein, in 1989, because
she was perceived to be a member of the
DIKWANKWETLA NATIONAL PARTY (DNP).
NTSOKO, Shiko Johannes (21), an ANC supporter,
was arrested and tortured by named members of the
SAP in Pretoria, in March 1963.
NTSOMI, Zandisile (21), an ANC supporter, was shot,
severely injured and beaten by members of the SAP in
Zweletemba, Worcester, Cape, on 12 October 1985.
Police took him to hospital where his right leg was
amputated. The following day he was discharged into
police custody and charged with public violence, of
which he was later acquitted.
NTSUBA, Zabulon Mofokeng (31), an ANC supporter,
was shot and severely injured by members of the SAP
in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, during the SHARPEVILLE
MASSACRE on 21 March 1960. Police opened fire on a
crowd of unarmed people holding a peaceful protest
against the Pass Laws, killing 69 people and injuring
several others.
NTSUKULA, Er nest, was severely beaten with fists
and rifle butts by members of the SADF in his house
in Bekkersdal, near Westonaria, Tvl, on 7 July 1991
during conflict between AZAPO and ANC supporters.
SADF members arrived at midnight and beat him and
two friends, claiming that his friend had an AK47 in his
possession and that they were responsible for violence
in the township.
NTSUKUME, Zizamele (41), had his house burnt down
by IFP supporters in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu,
Durban, on 8 August 1993, in political conflict over the
launch of an IFP branch in the settlement. On the day
of the launch, nine people were killed, 11 injured and
18 houses burnt down.
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NTSUNDU, Meli , a PAC supporter, was hacked to
death by ANC supporters in Khayelitsha, Cape Town,
on 24 June 1990. He was one of three people killed
during clashes between ANC supporters and
supporters of a conservative squatter leader who had
joined the PAC.
NTSUSA, Zolile Kenneth (22), was detained on 16
June 1986 in Somerset East, Cape, and severely
tortured and beaten by named Security Branch
members while in detention. He was released in
September 1987.
NTSW AYI, Sandile Latone (23), a GRAYCO member,
was shot dead by a local mayor at Masizakhe, GraaffReinet, Cape, on 15 November 1984 while he was
demonstrating with a group of youths against the
Graaff-Reinet community council.
NTULI (N EE PHENYANE), V ir ginia Joyce
Ntombikayise (39), a member of the ANCWL, had
her house burnt down, allegedly by named Security
Branch members, in Mondlo, KwaZulu, near Vryheid,
Natal, in 1990. She was physically assaulted by the
police several times.
NTULI, Aaron Mbuyiselo (18), an ANC supporter,
was severely beaten by SPECIAL C ONSTABLES during
political conflict at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 20 October 1988. He was blinded in one
eye as a result of the assault.
NTULI, Abel Zwane , a UDF supporter, was abducted
after he was shot by members of the Security Forces
in Moutse, KwaNdebele, in 1986 during conflict
between IMBOKODO vigilantes and residents resisting
the INCORPORATION OF MOUTSE into KwaNdebele. Mr
Ntuli has never been seen since.
NTULI, Advocate Mteteleli, a Poqo member, was
executed in Pretoria Central Prison, Pretoria, on 30
May 1968 along with another Poqo member, after
being convicted of the killing of a suspected Poqo
traitor in Paarl, Cape. He was one of around 70 Poqo
activists hanged in the 1960s for involvement in acts
of political conflict.
NTULI, Bafana (23), an ANC supporter, was fatally
shot by named IFP supporters in Bhomela, Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 4 July 1992.
NTULI, Bhabhalazi Elton (51), an IFP member, lost
his furniture and two cars, which were set alight by
unidentified ANC supporters at Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, in October 1990.
NTULI, Bhekabantu Mzowomna (38), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed to death by IFP supporters on the
road near Malagazi, Umlazi, Durban, on 28 February 1991.
NTULI, Bheki , an ANC supporter, survived an attempt
on his life by members of the E SIKHAWINI HIT SQUAD at
Empangeni, Natal, on 26 August 1992. Mr Ntuli, a
NUMSA official, had his house riddled by bullets, and
his windows smashed during the attack. He survived
by returning fire, seriously wounding two of the
assailants. One perpetrator was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0332).
NTULI, Bonginkosi Musa (26), was severely assaulted
and tortured by members of the SAP, some of whom
are named, at Empangeni, Natal, on 12 May 1978,
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during student protests at the University of Zululand.
He had allegedly been arrested because police wanted
information concerning a student activist.
NTULI, Chaka Piccanin , had his house destroyed by
supporters of Chief Mahlangu in Goederede, near
Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July 1975 during conflict
over the INCORPORATION of the area into Lebowa. Chief
Mahlangu supported incorporation but many residents
resisted which led to violent conflict.
NTULI, Christina (60), had her home petrol-bombed in
June 1992, in Esigisini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, during continuing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
NTULI, David Makhelwa (18), was forced to walk on
hot coals by IMBOKODO members in Siyabuswa,
KwaNdebele, in 1986 during conflict over the
independence of KwaNdebele.
NTULI, Davidson Velenkosini (27), the ANC chairman
in the North Coast region, was attacked by IFP
supporters and armed members of the K WAZULU P OLICE
at Mtubatuba, near Empangeni, Natal, on 21 December
1994. He reportedly shot back and was later arrested
for attempted murder.
NTULI, Der rick , was shot and injured by an IFP
supporter who attacked his uncle’s home in Matshana,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in June 1993 in
continuing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
in the area. His uncle was stabbed in the attack.
NTULI, Dinga Bonginkosi (23), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down by IFP supporters at
Matshana, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in 1992.
NTULI, Duduzile Doris (47), an ANC supporter, lost
her home in an arson attack by IFP supporters in
Empangeni, Natal, on 1 May 1994, during political
violence following the A PRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NTULI, Dumisa Paulus , was arrested and repeatedly
tortured in police custody in Benoni, Tvl, in July 1986,
allegedly for being involved in burning local councillors’
houses. At the time, Mr Ntuli was a member of the
Tokoza Youth Congress and secretary of the SRC at
Thoko Thaba High School. He spent three years in
detention in Modderbee prison and was released with
restrictions.
NTULI, Dumisani , an ANC supporter, was shot dead by
Inkatha youths at Enseleni, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, on 25 April 1989.
NTULI, E , was injured when MK operatives detonated
an explosive in a car outside the South African Air
Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church Street, Pretoria,
on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people were killed and
217 injured. The overall commander of MK’s Special
Operations Unit and two MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See CHURCH
STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
NTULI, Edward Hlengiwe , was shot dead in ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters at Esikhawini,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 26 July 1992.
NTULI, Ellen , had her house burnt down in ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters at Sowanjane,
KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, in September 1993.
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NTULI, Elliot Celani (43), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by a named IFP supporter at his place of
employment in Maqongqo, Table Mountain, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 18 November 1992. One of his
co- workers was injured when he chased the
attackers. Mr Ntuli and his family had previously fled
their home because of IFP harassment.
NTULI, Ernestinah V uyisiwe , had her house burnt
down by ANC supporters during political conflict at
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, in August 1990,
allegedly because she was perceived to be an IFP
supporter.
NTULI, Fikelephi Nelisiwe , had her house at Inanda,
near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by Inkatha
supporters in 1986, allegedly because she was
perceived to be a UDF supporter.
NTULI, Fikisiwe Dorah (58), had her house burnt
down during ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters at Eshowe, Natal, in 1993.
NTULI, Filda , was one of 11 people killed by SPECIAL
CONSTABLES who attacked an all-night prayer vigil at
Trust Feeds, New Hanover, Pietermaritzburg, on 3
December 1988. See TRUST FEEDS MASSACRE. The
station commander at New Hanover police station
was granted amnesty for the attack (AC/1996/0011).
NTULI, Gloria , was shot dead in Esikhawini, KwaZulu,
near Empangeni, Natal, on 2 August 1992, when
members of the KWAZULU P OLICE opened fire on a
group of women, allegedly in order to implicate the
ANC. Two others, including a three-year-old child, were
killed in the attack, and two people were injured.
NTULI, Helen Basizile , lost her home in an arson
attack in Sowanjane, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, on
4 September 1993 in conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in the area. Her son, an ANC supporter,
was killed in the attack.
NTULI, Hleziphi (66), an IFP supporter, lost her house
in an arson attack carried out by fellow IFP supporters
at Bhukhanana, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on
10 January 1993, allegedly because her children were
thought to be ANC supporters.
NTULI, Ivy Joy Gabisile (25), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by Inkatha supporters at Ntuze,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 25 May 1990.
She was returning from an ANC meeting with others
when she was shot. Ms Ntuli was treated at
Ngwelezane hospital, but the bullet could not be
removed from her broken arm. She has since lost the
use of the arm.
NTULI, Jackson , an ANC member, was beaten and
detained by members of the SAP in 1960 in Bizana,
Transkei, during the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
NTULI, Jacob Nkopane (29), was severely beaten
and shot by kitskonstabels in Siyabuswa, KwaNdebele,
on 30 June 1987 during conflict over the
independence of KwaNdebele.
NTULI, James Phamakusho (20), a UDF supporter,
was shot dead by Inkatha supporters after attending a
COSATU rally in Durban on 1 May 1987.
NTULI, Jer emiah , a COSAS member, was recruited
for military training by a Security Branch agent
V O L U M E
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purporting to be an MK operative, and was killed in the
NIETVERDIEND AMBUSH near the Botswana border on 26
June 1986. Eight operatives from SADF Special Forces,
Northern and Western Transvaal Security Branches were
granted amnesty for the operation (AC/1999/0190;
AC/1999/0192;AC/1999/0194; AC/1999/0031;
AC/1999/0188; AC/1999/0030 and AC/1999/0197).
NTULI, Keqe Zakhasa , was killed and had his home
burnt down in Dokodweni, KwaZulu, near Gingindlovu,
Natal, in continuing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in 1993. His wife and sister-in-law managed
to escape from the burning house, but he was pursued
and killed. His decomposed body was found two weeks
later.
NTULI, Kufakomuzi Joseph (26), an IFP supporter,
was shot dead by ANC supporters at Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 5 December 1992.
NTULI, Leah (58), had his house destroyed by IFP
supporters during political conflict at Nhlabane,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in May 1992. The
incident occurred when the IFP members were
returning from a rally in Ulundi.
NTULI, Leonard Jerry (17), was shot and injured by
members of the SADF in Masinong, Tembisa, Tvl, on 5
November 1984 during the partial state of emergency.
Mr Ntuli’s leg was amputated as a result of his injuries.
NTULI, Lesiba Joseph (21) a UDF supporter, was
severely beaten by members of the KwaNdebele Police
during his arrest on 4 September 1987 in Siyabuswa,
KwaNdebele. He was detained without trial for eight
months on a murder charge, but was released when
the charge was withdrawn.
NTULI, Lucky , drowned after being beaten and then
thrown into a dam by a group of named members of
the SAP in KwaThema, Tvl, in April 1986.
NTULI, Makhosi (44), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead in Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal,
after an IFP rally on 2 August 1992. A toddler being
carried by Ms Ntuli was one of at least nine other
people killed in the incident. See ESIKHAWINI ATTACKS.
NTULI, Mandla Samuel (45), was stabbed to death
by IFP supporters during ongoing political conflict in
Bruntville, near Mooi River, Natal, on 9 June 1991. See
BRUNTVILLE ATTACKS.
NTULI, Mankehli (28), lost her home on 16 February
1993 in a dawn attack on the ANC stronghold of
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, during ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters. Ten people
were killed and 35 houses were burnt down in this
attack.
NTULI, Mbali Innocetia , was seriously injured in a
petrol bomb attack on her uncle’ s house in Tokoza,
Tvl, in February 1991, allegedly by IFP supporters. Ms
Ntuli’s sister was also seriously injured in this attack.
Her uncle, Sam Ntuli, was general secretarary of the
Civic Association of Southern Africa (CAST) and was
subsequently assassinated in Tokoza, Tvl, on 29
September 1991. See NTULI FUNERAL.
NTULI, Mbongeni (25), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead during an arson attack on the family home in
Sowanjane, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, on 4
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September 1993, in ongoing conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters in the area. The home was
destroyed in the attack.
NTULI, Mbukeni , an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by Inkatha supporters in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 2
May 1990.
NTULI, Mbusi , an ANC supporter, was shot dead by
Inkatha supporters in KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti,
near Durban, in December 1986.
NTULI, Michael Mark (20), an ANC supporter, was
abducted and shot dead at Umlazi, Durban, by IFP
members returning from a rally on 8 December 1991.
NTULI, Moses Mhkuzelwa , an IFP supporter, was
shot dead when members of an ANC self-defence unit
(SDU) opened fire on IFP supporters on their way to a
meeting at the Tokoza stadium on the East Rand, Tvl,
on 8 September 1991. Sixteen people were killed and
ten were injured in the attack. One SDU member was
granted amnesty for the attack (AC/1999/00225). See
TOKOZA ATTACKS.
NTULI, Mseleni , was one of 11 people killed by
SPECIAL CONSTABLES who attacked an all-night prayer
vigil at Trust Feeds, New Hanover, Pietermaritzburg,
on 3 December 1988. See TRUST FEEDS MASSACRE. The
station commander at New Hanover police station,
who also chaired the local JMC, was granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1996/0011).
NTULI, Mthandeni (2), was shot and injured by IFP
supporters at his family home in Matshana, KwaZulu,
near Empangeni, Natal, on 5 July 1992. The family
was allegedly attacked because Mthandeni’s father
had not attended an IFP rally.
NTULI, Muntuwempi (46), had his home burnt down
in Dokodweni, KwaZulu, near Gingindlovu, Natal, in
continuing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
in the area in 1993. Mr Ntuli’s wife and sister-in-law
managed to escape from the burning house, but his
brother was pursued and killed. His decomposed body
was found two weeks later.
NTULI, Muzikayise Isaac (37), had his home in
Mashayazafe, Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
destroyed on 17 November 1990 in intense conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
NTULI, Muzingeli James (38), was hacked, shot and
severely beaten by IFP supporters, one of whom is
named, during political conflict at Bruntville, near Mooi
River, Natal, on 18 November 1991. Mr Ntuli was
fleeing from the attackers when he was caught and
assaulted.
NTULI, Mzilawonke Jacob (45), an IFP supporter,
had his home burnt down by ANC supporters in
Greytown, Natal, in September 1990.
NTULI, Ncamisile (32), had her home in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, vandalised and destroyed by
IFP supporters on 8 August 1993, in ongoing conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters. The attackers were
returning from a rally at which a local branch of the
party was launched.
NTULI, Nelisiwe , had her house burnt down in an
arson attack in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in Empangeni, Natal, in 1993.
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NTULI, Ngcebo Shadrack (46), had his house burnt
down in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in Iniwe, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal,
in December 1991. Mr Ntuli was allegedly targeted
because his son was an ANC supporter.
NTULI, Nkosana Ndukuzakhe (28), an ANC supporter,
was severely assaulted by named IFP supporters at
Mooi River, Natal, on 25 September 1991.
NTULI, Nokuthula (13), was shot dead by IFP
supporters at KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near
Durban, on 11 February 1990, during celebrations of
Nelson Mandela’s release from prison.
NTULI, Nozipho , an ANC supporter, was shot dead at
Nyoni, KwaZulu, near Gingindlovu, Natal, on 23 August
1993 in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
NTULI, Nunu S’thembele (7), was shot dead on
January 1987 in the KWAMAKHUTHA MASSACRE at
KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near Durban. Thirteen
people were killed, including eight children, in an
attack carried out by Inkatha supporters. Two former
Inkatha members were granted amnesty for their role
in planning the attack (AC/1999/0332).
NTULI, Paulos (43), had his house burnt down in
ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in
Matshana, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 5 July
1992. Mr Ntuli was allegedly targeted for not attending
an IFP rally.
NTULI, Petros (42), was abducted from his shack in
Katlehong, Tvl, by four unidentified men during ongoing
political conflict on 5 October 1993. His body was
found at the Germiston mortuary, on 14 October 1993.
NTULI, Phillip , was shot and ‘necklaced’ by named
‘comrades’ in Siyabuswa, KwaNdebele, on 23 May
1986 during conflict over the INCORPORATION of the
village into KwaNdebele.
NTULI, Phyllis Busisiwe , a UDF supporter, was
assaulted and forced to flee her home in Hambanathi,
near Verulam, Natal, on 5 May 1985, when Inkatha
supporters attacked members of the Hambanathi
Residents’ Association and others opposed to the
INCORPORATION of Hambanathi into KwaZulu. Several
houses were forcefully abandoned that day. A leading
member of the Inkatha Women’s Brigade was
arrested and convicted for her role in this operation.
NTULI, Piet Maqhawe Mbalekwa , a KwaNdebele
government minister and IMBOKODO leader, was killed
in a car bomb explosion in Siyabuswa, KwaNdebele,
on 29 July 1986. Members of the Special Forces of
the SADF and the Security Branch of the SAP applied
for amnesty for this attack.
NTULI, Pumelela , was shot dead in intensifying conflict
between Inkatha and UDF supporters at KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban, in January 1987.
NTULI, Richard Makhawane (22), was detained and
tortured by IMBOKODO vigilantes in Tweefontein,
KwaNdebele, on 12 June 1986 during conflict over the
INCORPORATION OF M OUTSE into KwaNdebele.
NTULI, Rosa Khanyisile Mango (31), an ANC
supporter, was forced to flee her home in Malukazi,
KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, on 8 April 1990,
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because of violent conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters following the UNBANNING of political organisations in February.
NTULI, Sakhephi , an ANC supporter, was shot dead
on 3 January 1991, when Inkatha supporters attacked
a group of about 20 people at Swayimane, Table
Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg. Eight people were
killed and one was seriously injured.
NTULI, Sam , a civic leader in Tokoza, was killed by
members of the IFP-related ‘Khumalo Gang’ during
political conflict Tokoza, Tvl, on the 29 September
1991. He was allegedly targeted because he organised
strikes and ‘go-slows’ in the community. His actions
therefore negatively affected some businessmen in
the area, particularly those in the taxi business. Two
perpetrators were refused amnesty (AC/2000/198).
NTULI, Samson Numzeni , the general secretary of
the Civic Association of the Southern Transvaal and
chairperson of the Tokoza Civic Association, was shot
dead by IFP supporters during political conflict in
Empangeni, Natal, on 25 October 1992.
NTULI, Samuel Hambolwakhe , general secretary of
the Civic Association of the Southern Transvaal, was
shot dead by members of the KHUMALO GANG in
Tokoza, Tvl, on 29 September 1991. The perpetrators
were allegedly operating under orders of local IFP
leadership. Two of the perpetrators have applied for
amnesty. See NTULI FUNERAL.
NTULI, Sazi Johan (20), an SACP supporter, was shot
and severely injured by ANC supporters at
Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, on 29
November 1990. Mr Ntuli sustained severe head
injuries in the attack and now suffers from epilepsy
and memory loss.
NTULI, Sazi Victor (46), an ANC supporter, was
assaulted with a knobkierie by Inkatha supporters, one
of whom is named, at KwaMashu, Durban, in 1984.
NTULI, Sibongile (32), lost her home when it was
burnt down by IFP supporters in Ngwelezana,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in August 1992 in
continuing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters
in the area.
NTULI, Sindile Springkaan (44), was assaulted and
his property was destroyed by supporters of Chief
Mahlangu in Goederede village, near Dennilton,
KwaNdebele, during July 1975 because Mr Ntuli
resisted the INCORPORATION of the village into Lebowa.
NTULI, Sipho (40), an IFP supporter, was shot dead
by ANC supporters at KwaMbonambi, KwaZulu, near
Richards Bay, Natal, on 3 March 1993. His son had
been killed, also in the course of political conflict, three
months earlier.
NTULI, Sipho Isaac (23), was stabbed by IFP
supporters in Gobandlovu, near Empangeni, Natal, on
26 November 1991, allegedly for not attending an IFP
rally held two days earlier.
NTULI, Siziwe Cabangile (36), had his home in
Esigisini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, petrolbombed in June 1992 in continuing conflict between
IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
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NTULI, Steven Ntofo (15), an ANC supporter, died in
hospital after being stabbed in the chest by IFP
supporters in Iniwe, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal,
on 7 December 1991.
NTULI, Sydney Bafana (28), was shot dead by IFP
supporters during political conflict in Murchison, near
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 4 July 1992.
NTULI, Thandekile , had her house burnt down in
ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in
Zindophe, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, in 1993.
NTULI, Theodora Maswazi (47), was shot by members
of the KWAZULU P OLICE in KwaMashu, Durban, on 8
March 1990, when police allegedly targeted ANC
activists during violence between the ANC and IFP.
NTULI, Tholakele Goodness (31), an ANC supporter,
had her house destroyed by named IFP supporters in
Richmond Farm, near KwaMashu, Durban, in 1990.
NTULI, Tholithemba (34), was stabbed with a bush
knife by an IFP supporter who attacked his home in
Matshana, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, during
continuing political conflict in June 1993. His nephew
was shot and injured in the attack.
NTULI, Thomas Isaac , was severely injured in Mhluzi,
Middelburg, Tvl, on 7 July 1986 when he was
sjambokked by IMBOKODO vigilantes looking for his
brother, an ANC supporter instrumental in mobilising
residents against the INCORPORATION OF MOUTSE into
KwaNdebele.
NTULI, Thulisizwe Grace (50), lost her house at
Ntuzuma, near Durban, in an arson attack on 23
September 1989 during intensifying conflict between
UDF and Inkatha supporters in the area. She was
forced to flee the area.
NTULI, Tsotsi Rothi , (39), lost her house, coal yard
and vehicles when they were burnt down by alleged
‘comrades’ in Moutse, KwaNdebele, in 1986 during
conflict over the INCORPORATION OF MOUTSE into
KwaNdebele.
NTULI, Velaphi Ntombiyokwenziwa
(45), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP
supporters at Isigisi, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal,
on 2 March 1992. At the time of the attack, Ms Ntuli
was in hiding for fear of her life.
NTULI, V ictor , an ANC activist and leader of the
KwaMakhutha Youth League, was shot dead by
unidentified Inkatha supporters at a meeting in KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near Durban, in January 1990.
NTULI, Vusumuzi Innocent (28), an ANCYL leader,
was stabbed in the head and shot by IFP supporters in
Madadeni, KwaZulu, near Newcastle, Natal, on 8
November 1993. He survived the attack.
NTULI, William (58), was shot dead on January 1987
in the K WAMAKHUTHA MASSACRE at KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban. Thirteen people were
killed, including eight children, in an attack carried out
by Inkatha supporters. Two former Inkatha members
were granted amnesty for their role in planning the
attack (AC/1999/0332).
NTULI, Xolani (16), an IFP supporter, was shot dead
by ANC supporters at KwaMbonambi, KwaZulu, near
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Richards Bay, Natal, on 31 December 1992. His body
was recovered near the Msunduzi River.
NTULI, Zinhle , was injured in Tokoza, Tvl, in February
1991 when her uncle’s house was petrol-bombed,
allegedly by IFP supporters. Four people were injured
in the attack, including Zinhle’s sister. Her uncle was
Sam Ntuli, the general secretary of the Civic Association
of the Southern Transvaal, who was later assassinated
on 29 September 1991, allegedly also by IFP supporters.
See NTULI FUNERAL.
NTULI, Zwelibanzi Alford , an IFP supporter, was shot
and killed in Tokoza, Tvl, on 13 December 1990 during
ongoing political conflict in the area.
NTULINTULI, Endul Jabulani (51), an ANC supporter,
was severely intimidated when Inkatha supporters
opened fire on the family home at KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 10 January 1989. He
was forced to leave the area with his family and go
into hiding in Umlazi.
NTUMBA, Mandlenkosi Emmanuel (24), an IFP
supporter, was shot dead by IFP supporters near
Nancefield, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 25 April 1994.
Mr Ntumba was also intimidated and accused of being
a sell-out by accepting a job as a voting officer.
NTUMBA, W elcome , a night watchman, was injured
on 31 August 1988 in an explosion detonated by
Vlakplaas and Security Branch at Khotso House in
Johannesburg. Severe damage was caused to the
building and Mr Ntumba was the only person injured.
Nineteen perpetrators were granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0242). See K HOTSO HOUSE BOMBING.
NTUNJA, Mtwana (69), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Mbayimbayi,
near Port Shepstone, Natal, in 1992. It is alleged that
IFP supporters were patrolling the area at night, killing
ANC supporters and burning their homes.
NTUNJW A, Ernest Bonga (45), was shot and
stabbed to death by IFP supporters, one of whom is
named, during political conflict at Bhoboyi, Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 20 July 1992.
NTUNJW A, Nhlanhla Stanford (28), was shot and
stabbed to death by IFP supporters, one of whom is
named, during political conflict at Bhoboyi, Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 20 July 1992.
NTUSI, Arthur Themba (76), was beaten by members
of the CDF in King William’s Town, Cape, on 6
September 1992 while he was attending a community
meeting.
NTUSI, Thilani (44), had her house burnt down by IFP
supporters during intense political conflict at Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NTUTHUZELO, Lennox Matr osse, was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Munsieville, near Krugersdorp,
Tvl, on 6 January 1986 during consumer boycotts and
political conflict in the area.
NTUZELA, Nokulungisa Gugu Goodness
(25), an
ANC supporter, was harassed and threatened with
death by other ANC supporters at Inanda, near
KwaMashu, Durban in April 1990. Ms Ntuzela was
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allegedly suspected of being more aligned to the IFP.
She eventually fled her area.
NTWAGAE, Madira , suffered severe injury and
trauma when she was stabbed in the hands and neck
by IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers at her home in
Orlando West, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 25 April
1992 during political conflict in the area. She was the
sole survivor of the attack in which her sister and
brother-in-law were killed.
NTWAGAE, Rebecca , was killed by IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers when her home in Orlando West,
Soweto, Johannesburg, on 25 April 1992 was attacked
during political conflict. She was hiding in a cupboard
but was found and taken to an open field near the
Meadowlands hostel where she was allegedly raped
and killed. Her husband was also killed in the attack
and her sister was seriously injured.
NTWANA, Abel Mavandla (41), an ANC member, fled
to Lesotho in 1960. Even though he was in exile,
Tembuland Chief Kaiser Matanzima ordered Mr
Ntwana and his family to be banished from Calanga
district to St Mark’s district, Transkei, in January 1961.
The order also authorised the demolition of his home,
which was done.
NTWANA, Eugenia , was detained and released on
bail by members of the SAP in Cala, Transkei, in 1960,
allegedly because of her husband’s ANC political activities.
After she had been released she left the country with
her children to join her husband in exile in Lesotho.
NTWANAMBI, Vincent Mzwandile , was injured in
the eye when hit by fragments from a petrol bomb in
Tembisa, Tvl, on 13 June 1993 during conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters.
NTYABA, Nopinki Cathrine (31), was shot by a
member of the SAP in Jouberton, Klerksdorp, Tvl, in
November 1990 during political unrest in the area.
NTYEFE, Nico , a UDF supporter, was arrested and
severely beaten while under interrogation by a named
member of the Security Branch in Worcester, Cape.
He was then detained for three months under
emergency regulations. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
NUKENI, Michael Kalus i (17), a UDF supporter, was
arrested, beaten and tortured by members of the SAP
in Siyabuswa, KwaNdebele, on 4 September 1987.
NUKERI, Tsastawani Josephina (43), had her home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she
resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from South
Africa.
NUNES, Mzwandile Roddy , suffered severe
emotional trauma as a result of an arson attack on
Khanya House, the headquarters of the Southern
African Catholic Bishops’ Conference, in Pretoria on 12
October 1988. The victims were trapped in the
burning building for some time before being rescued.
Twelve Vlakplaas operatives and seven other Security
Branch Headquarters operatives, including senior
personnel, were granted amnesty (AC/2000/215).
NUZA, Jabulani , had his house destroyed in an arson
attack by IFP supporters Nogobhoza, KwaZulu, near
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Eshowe, Natal, in continuing political conflict in the
area during November 1993.
NWA-MUKANSI, (first name not given) had her house
in Lulekani, Gazankulu, burnt down during political
conflict. She was suspected of having practised
witchcraft at a time when people were trying to
account for the disappearance of youths in the area.
NWATLA, Jerry (20), was shot dead by members of
the SADF in Mamelodi, Pretoria, during a march held
to protest against high rent rates in the township on
21 November 1985.
NXAGUNI, Nomalizo Magret (12), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP while at primary
school in Bultfontein, OFS, on 28 February 1990. A
protest march was underway in the area, and
marchers allegedly fled into the yard of the primary
school when police opened fire, hitting both marchers
and pupils.
NXAKO, W ete, was severely injured when the truck
he was driving was set alight by the UDF-supporting
AMABUTHO in Zwide, Port Elizabeth, on 13 October
1985, during protests in the area. He died four days
later in hospital.
NXANXA, W illiam , was tortured, by members of the
AWB in Ottosdal near Lichtenburg, Tvl, on 1 September
1990.
NXASANA, Ndovela , (43), was severely beaten at
Lusikisiki, Transkei, in June 1960 during the PONDOLAND
REVOLT.
NXASANA, Tr ueman (17), an ANC supporter, was
killed on 18 February 1994, when four gunmen
attacked a house in the rural Mahahle village, near
Creighton, Ixopo, Natal, in which he and other ANC
youths were sleeping. Fifteen ANC youths were killed
in the attack. They had been seen putting up posters
announcing a voter education workshop in preparation
for the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS. Four prominent IFP leaders
were acquitted on charges relating to the massacre.
NXASANE, Tamsanqa Vivian (33), was abducted by
members of the SAP in Daveyton, Tvl, on 1 July 1991
and was severely beaten and sprayed with teargas
before being left by the roadside.
NXAZONKE, Victoria Badikazi
(33), suffered
constant police harassment in the form of nightly raids
and was detained several times during 1976 because
her children were political activists and her eldest son
was suspected of being a leader in the SOWETO
UPRISING.
NXELE Ms (first name not given), an IFP supporter, had
her home burnt down in arson attack during ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters at Iniwe,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 9 December
1991. Her husband was killed in the attack.
NXELE, Batakile Doreen (43), an IFP supporter, had
her house at Esimozomeni, Richmond, Natal, burnt
down in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in 1991.
NXELE, Bekilizwe (52), had his home in Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, destroyed by IFP supporters during
political conflict on 2 July 1993. Eight people were
killed in this attack on the NXELE HOMESTEAD.
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NXELE, Boniwe (32), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Empangeni,
Natal, in December 1993.
NXELE, Cebisile Hlengiwe Maria (20), an ANC
supporter, was shot in the arm in ongoing conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters at Nhlangenyoka,
KwaZulu, near Mtunzini, Natal, on 13 April 1993.
NXELE, David (42), an ANC supporter, was shot and
stabbed to death IFP supporters at Esivivaneni, near
Hammarsdale, Natal, on 1 February 1989.
NXELE, David Zekhaya (28), had his home in Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, destroyed by IFP supporters during
political conflict on 2 July 1993. Eight people were
killed in this attack on the NXELE HOMESTEAD.
NXELE, Dedisile Lucia (30), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured in Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal, by IFP
supporters on 2 July 1993. Eight people were killed in
this attack on the NXELE HOMESTEAD.
NXELE, Duduzile Elsie (46), lost her house in an
arson attack by IFP supporters during political conflict
in Bhoboyi, Port Shepstone, Natal, in July 1993.
NXELE, Dumazile (45), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead in Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal, by IFP supporters
on 2 July 1993. Eight people were killed in this attack
on the NXELE HOMESTEAD.
NXELE, Dumisani Israel (20), an MK operative, was
tortured with electric shocks by members of the SAP
in Durban in September 1990. He had been arrested
on suspicion of having entered the country on a
guerilla mission.
NXELE, Elijah , was killed in an attack on his home by
IFP supporters during ongoing political conflict in Iniwe,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 9 December 1991.
NXELE, Getrude Thombi (30), had her home burnt
down by IFP supporters, one of whom is named,
during political conflict in Port Shepstone, Natal, on
7 December 1991.
NXELE, Gugu (81), an ANC supporter, was burnt to
death in an arson attack on her house by IFP supporters
at Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 28
November 1991.
NXELE, Jabu Annie Laura (58), non-partisan, had her
house burnt down and her cattle stolen by ANC
supporters during political conflict in Ixopo, Natal, in
May 1993.
NXELE, Jaff Phyllis (56), an IFP supporter, was shot
and hacked to death by ANC supporters in Gengeshe,
Richmond, Natal, on 20 September 1992.
NXELE, Josiah (56), was shot and injured at
Nhlangenyoka, KwaZulu, near Mtunzini, Natal, on
13 April 1993. Mr Nxele and his family were allegedly
attacked because his son was an ANC supporter and
they stayed in an IFP stronghold.
NXELE, Khulumelani (31), an ANC supporter, had her
home in Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal, destroyed by IFP
supporters on 2 July 1993. Eight people were killed in
this attack on the NXELE HOMESTEAD.
NXELE, Lillian (53), an ANC supporter, had her home
in Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal, destroyed by IFP
supporters on 2 July 1993. Eight people were killed in
this attack on the NXELE HOMESTEAD.
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NXELE, Mafoko Hendrieta (40), an ANC supporter, was
severely assaulted by members of the SAP during
conflict at Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick,
Natal, in March 1990. Ms Nxele was allegedly
accused of harbouring ANC youths whom the police
had been pursuing.
NXELE, Mbongeni (31), an ANCYL supporter, was
detained and tortured by members of the Security
Branch at Mtubatuba, near Empangeni, Natal, on 20
June 1986, allegedly because of his role in mobilising
support for the South African Youth Congress.
NXELE, Mbovane Nkosibomvu (59), an alleged IFP
supporter, was shot dead during a confrontation
between ANC and IFP supporters at Gengeshe,
Richmond, Natal, on 26 September 1992, in which at
least nine people were killed. Two ANC supporters
were granted amnesty (AC/97/0063).
NXELE, Mpetu Dennis (60), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed to death in ongoing conflict between ANC and
IFP supporters at Xhosheyakhe, Bulwer, Natal, on 16
October 1993.
NXELE, Ms (first name not given), had her home in
Iniwe, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, burnt down
on 9 December 1991 during ongoing conflict between
IFP and ANC supporters in the area. Her husband was
killed in the attack.
NXELE, Mzwakhephi Johannes (38), a COSATU
member, had his house burnt down by Inkatha
supporters during political conflict at Edendale,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in 1988. Mr Nxele
was allegedly targeted because he refused to join a
march at Sarmcol organised by the IFP.
NXELE, Nora Thembi (39), an ANC supporter, had her
house in Esimozomeni, Richmond, Natal, set alight by
IFP supporters in 1991.
NXELE, Phata-Phata , an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured in Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal, by IFP
supporters on 2 July 1993. Eight people were killed in
this attack on the NXELE HOMESTEAD.
NXELE, Phetheni (40), an IFP supporter, was shot
dead when ANC supporters attacked her home in
Phatheni, Richmond, Natal, on 10 July 1993. Seven
occupants, including family members and neighbours
who had taken shelter at the house because it was
fenced, were killed, and three were injured.
NXELE, Phumlani (13), was shot dead in Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, by IFP supporters during political
conflict on 2 July 1993. Eight people were killed in this
attack on the NXELE HOMESTEAD.
NXELE, Phumlile (13), was shot dead in Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, by IFP supporters during political
conflict on 2 July 1993. Eight people were killed in this
attack on the NXELE HOMESTEAD.
NXELE, Pretty Nompumelelelo (18), was injured in
Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal, by IFP supporters during
political conflict on 2 July 1993. Eight people were
killed in this attack on the NXELE HOMESTEAD..
NXELE, Sithembiso Phathezakhe Davidson
(26), an
ANC supporter, was severely injured in Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, by IFP supporters during political
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conflict on 2 July 1993. Eight people were killed in this
attack on the NXELE HOMESTEAD.
NXELE, Sizwe Wilson (5), was injured on 2 July 1993
when masked men armed with AK47 rifles opened
fire on a home in Phatheni, Richmond, Natal. Seven
refugee women and a baby were shot dead and six
children were injured in the attack. Peace talks on the
return of refugees had collapsed two weeks previously.
NXELE, Ziyekile (58), an ANC supporter, had her
house in Esimozomeni, Richmond, Natal, set alight by
IFP supporters in 1991.
NXELELWA, Ntsikelelo Glory (46), was shot dead by
named IFP supporters in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 26 June
1993 during the ‘Vaal monster’ reign of terror in the
area. See KHETISI K HESWA GANG.
NXIBA, Thomas (59), an Inkatha supporter, had his
home burnt down by UDF supporters at Sweetwaters,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in June 1987.
NXITYW A, Zwelidumile Abel , was injured on 29 July
1986 when an MK unit attacked the Madeira police
station, in Umtata, Transkei. At least eight people were
killed in the attack, including policemen, civilians and
one of the MK operatives. One MK operative applied
for and was granted amnesty (AC/2000/240).
NXIWENI, Pumezo George James , an MK commander
operating in Natal, was abducted by the Port Natal
Security Branch on 4 November 1988, shortly after
being acquitted in a trial relating to MK activities. He
was taken to a house at Verulam, where he was
interrogated and killed the next day. His body, which
was buried in a sugar-cane field, was exhumed by the
Commission and reburied by his family. Six Port Natal
Security Branch operatives, including the divisional
commander, were granted amnesty (AC/2001/112).
NXOPO, Zwelinzima Albert (25), was shot in the leg
and back by members of the SAP at the funeral of
PAC leader, Robert Sobukwe, in Graaff-Reinet, Cape,
in 1978. After his release from hospital, he was
detained for three months and tortured.
NXUMALO, (first name not given) (8), was shot in the
knee by members of the SAP in Atteridgeville,
Pretoria, on 15 November 1976 as he ran towards a
helicopter approaching th epolice station and allegedly
bringing the Minister of Police to the township. The
boy spent six months in hospital.
NXUMALO, Aaron (18), a UDF supporter, had his
home in KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by a named
Inkatha supporter in January 1986.
NXUMALO, Amon Thabiso , survived an attempted
killing by members of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU)
in Katlehong, Tvl, on 7 December 1993. Eleven ANC
members were killed in conflict with an SDU in
Moleleki section that day. Thirteen SDU members
were refused amnesty (AC/1998/0013).
NXUMALO, Anthony , was shot dead in an arson
attack on his home at Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, in
intensifying conflict between Inkatha and UDF
supporters in 1990.
NXUMALO, Bachazile (49), lost her home at
Engonyameni, near Umlazi, Durban, when it was set
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alight on 9 June 1990 in intensifying conflict between
ANC and Inkatha supporters in the area following the
UNBANNING of political organisations in February 1990.
NXUMALO, Bafana Mckenzie , an ANC supporter,
died after being severely assaulted by IFP supporters
at Osizweni, KwaZulu, near Newcastle, Natal, on 15
February 1993. The attack was allegedly in retaliation
for the killing of an IFP supporter by ANC supporters.
NXUMALO, Beatrice Thembani (45), was shot and
seriously injured by IFP supporters during political
conflict at Matshana, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal,
on 26 March 1992. The perpetrators suspected her
cousin of being an ANC member.
NXUMALO, Ber nar d (35), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and injured by Inkatha supporters at
Maidstone, Hambanathi, near Verulam, Natal, on 15
February 1983, in political conflict over the INCORPORATION of Hambanathi into KwaZulu.
NXUMALO, Bhekisisa Elliot , had his home burnt
down by IFP supporters during political conflict at
Masomonco, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 30
March 1994. Mr Nxumalo’s family reportedly died in
the attack.
NXUMALO, Bob Hosiah , (24), a PAC activist, was
arrested in Witbank, Tvl, in February 1963. He was
accused of treason and trying to overthrow the
government.
NXUMALO, Bongani Zamani (40), an IFP supporter,
was shot dead by ANC supporters in Vryheid, Natal,
on 1 August 1993.
NXUMALO, Busisiwe Mantombi (62), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters during political conflict
at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, in November
1992, allegedly because she refused to join the IFP.
NXUMALO, Cebolamandwandwe Goodenough ,
was shot dead by SPECIAL CONSTABLES in political
conflict near Hammarsdale, Natal, on 11 November
1988. Mr Nxumalo was allegedly walking in the street
when the four perpetrators emerged from a vehicle
and shot him 14 times in the chest.
NXUMALO, Cynthia Duduzile (11), fled her home in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in 1984,
following prolonged harassment by Inkatha supporters.
When they returned, their house was reportedly
occupied by an Inkatha-aligned family.
NXUMALO, Da Edwin (57), an ANC supporter, lost his
house and possessions in an arson attack in ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in Mvutshini,
near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 21 March 1994.
NXUMALO, Doda, (aka ‘Doda Nyawose’) , an ANC
supporter, was shot and killed by an IFP member
during political conflict at Izingolweni, Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 12 July 1991. One perpetrator was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0339).
NXUMALO, Dora Hlobozani (74), an ANC supporter,
was shot and stabbed to death by IFP supporters in
Murchison, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 9 July 1992.
NXUMALO, Douglas Sipho (23), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP during political unrest
in Howick, Natal, in November 1985. On his discharge
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from hospital, he was arrested and charged with
assaulting a police officer, and acquitted.
NXUMALO, Dudu Gladys (26), lost her house in an
arson attack during intensifying conflict between UDF
and Inkatha supporters at Inchanga, Natal, on 15
November 1986.
NXUMALO, Dumisani Mbozombozo (20), an Inkatha
supporter, was shot dead by named members of the
AMASINYORA vigilantes on 2 March 1989 while driving
his taxi in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban. Shortly
before his killing, Mr Nxumalo had resigned as
secretary of the Inanda branch of Inkatha. One
member of the gang was convicted and imprisoned
for this killing.
NXUMALO, Elizabeth (54), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters, some of whom
are named, at Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
18 February 1993. Ms Nxumalo had fled the area
shortly before the attack to escape the violence.
NXUMALO, Fani (41), lost his home in an arson
attack at Ntuze, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on
11 May 1993 in continuing conflict between ANC and
IFP supporters in the area.
NXUMALO, Fano Petros (35), an ANC member, was
shot in the jaw by a named fellow ANC member at his
home in Azalea, Plessislaer, Pietermaritzburg, in 1993,
allegedly for exposing corruption in the ANC leadership.
His close friends in the community were also attacked,
and one of them killed.
NXUMALO, Fanyana Thomas (40), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death on 8 November 1990 when
Inkatha-supporting hostel-dwellers attacked residents
at Bruntville, near Mooi River, Natal, following the
killing of an Inkatha supporter. See BRUNTVILLE ATTACKS.
NXUMALO, For tunate , an ANC supporter, was burnt
to death in an arson attack by IFP supporters at her
boyfriend’s house in Wembezi, KwaZulu, near Estcourt,
Natal, on 22 February 1992.
NXUMALO, Ger trude Maxulu (55), an Inkatha supporter,
had her home at Ngidi farm, near KwaMashu, Durban,
burnt down on 2 March 1989 in intensifying conflict
between UDF and Inkatha supporters in the area. Her
son was killed by AMASINYORA vigilantes one year later.
NXUMALO, Girlie Lindiwe (25), an IFP supporter,
had her house burnt down by ANC supporters at
Mevamhlophe, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on
30 March 1993.
NXUMALO, Hendrik Madoda (18), was shot when
named members of the SADF visited his school in
Orlando West, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 4 July 1986.
After being pointed out as a ‘trouble-maker’ and ANC
member, the perpetrators shot him in the stomach. He
died in hospital on 8 August 1986.
NXUMALO, Irene Bathobile (22), had her house burnt
down by a named Inkatha leader and his supporters
during political conflict at Umlazi, Durban, during
political conflict in May 1990. Her father and brother
were killed in the same attack.
NXUMALO, Jabulani Elias (40) an ANC supporter,
lost his house and possessions in an arson attack in
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Mvutshini, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 21 March
1994, in political conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NXUMALO, Jabulani , left for work from KwaMashu,
Durban, during January 1992 and was never seen
again. His brother, Arron, whose house had allegedly
been burnt down twice by a named IFP perpetrator in
ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters,
suspects the same perpetrator of being responsible
for Mr Nxumalo’s disappearance.
NXUMALO, Jabulani , was shot and injured on 8
September 1992 during an attack by IFP supporters on
the home of their ANC-supporting aunt at
Emakwanyaneni, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal.
NXUMALO, Janet (31), a UDF supporter, had her
house burnt down by Inkatha supporters at
Maidstone, Hambanathi, near Verulam, Natal, during
1984, in political conflict over the INCORPORATION of
Hambanathi into KwaZulu.
NXUMALO, Mahlathini Jackson (21), an IFP
supporter, was shot and stabbed to death by fellow
IFP supporters in KwaXolo, near Ramsgate, Natal, in
March 1994, because he was suspected of having
ANC sympathies.
NXUMALO, Mangabo Ephraim (28), was shot dead
in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
at Ntuze, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 22
December 1993. His sister was also shot dead and his
home burnt down in the attack.
NXUMALO, Mathani , was shot dead by IFP
supporters in Iniwe, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal,
during intense political conflict on 28 November 1993.
The perpetrators gatecrashed a party, killing eight
people and injuring two others.
NXUMALO, Mawewe Memezi , an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by a known IFP supporter at Utrecht, Natal, in
March 1994 in the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NXUMALO, Mboneni Douglas (29), had his house
burnt down in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters at Ntuze, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal,
on 22 December 1993. His sister and brother were
shot dead in the attack.
NXUMALO, Mbongeni Mathew (29), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed to death by IFP supporters at
Dumbe, Paulpietersburg, Natal, on 18 November 1993.
NXUMALO, Mpampu (51, an ANC supporter, lost his
house and possessions in an arson attack in
Mvutshini, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 21 March
1994, during political conflict in the run-up to the A PRIL
1994 ELECTIONS. He and his family were forced to flee
the area and were unable to return.
NXUMALO, Musa (15), an ANC supporter, disappeared
from his home in KwaMbonambi, KwaZulu, near
Richards Bay, Natal, in March 1992, during ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
He has not been seen since, and is presumed dead.
NXUMALO, Muziwombuso (39), an IFP supporter,
lost all his household possessions when his home was
petrol-bombed by ANC supporters at Amaoti, Inanda,
near Durban, on 11 June 1991.
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NXUMALO, Naphtal Muziwenkosi (41), an ANC
member and mayoral candidate for Esikhawini, was
shot and killed by members of the ESIKHAWINI HIT SQUAD
on 10 June 1992 at Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal. Four perpetrators were granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NXUMALO, Nelson , non-aligned, was shot and burnt
to death by a named Inkatha leader and his supporters
during political conflict at Zikhali, near Umlazi, Durban,
in May 1990. Mr Nxumalo and his son were allegedly
killed because he could not produce an Inkatha
membership card.
NXUMALO, Nkosinathi Emmanuel , an IFP supporter,
was shot and hacked to death by ANC supporters in
Woodyglen, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
20 December 1991.
NXUMALO, Nomathemba Adelaide (42), an ANC
supporter, had her livestock stolen and her house
stripped of its roof and windows by IFP supporters in
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 12 June 1993.
NXUMALO, Nombango Evelina (72), had her home
burnt down by an induna and his supporters during
intense conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in
Ophindweni, Eshowe, Natal, in 1990, when she told
them she had no male children at home.
NXUMALO, Nomusa (56), an IFP supporter, was
stabbed to death by ANC supporters at Mtunzini,
Natal, on 12 August 1992.
NXUMALO, Nondumiso (1), was severely burnt in an
arson attack by ANC supporters on his family home at
Osizweni, KwaZulu, near Newcastle, Natal, during
political conflict on 5 May 1993.
NXUMALO, Ntombazana Eggie (41), an Inkatha
supporter, had her house burnt down by UDF
supporters in Inchanga, Natal, in March 1988.
NXUMALO, Patrick Mandla , was shot dead by IFP
supporters during political conflict at Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 14 February
1994. The IFP had a rally at King’s Park that day, and
Mr Nxumalo was shot on his way to work.
NXUMALO, Patrick , was one of four people abducted
from his home and severely assaulted with sjamboks
and iron bars by a large crowd of ANC supporters at a
sports stadium in Daveyton, Tvl, on 21 March 1992.
Mr Nxumalo and another victim were then burnt to
death. They were suspected of collaborating with the
police. One ANC member was granted amnesty
(AC/2000/048).
NXUMALO, Philisiwe (37), lost her home in an arson
attack at Eshowe, Natal, in March 1994, during
political conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in
the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NXUMALO, Phindile , a UDF supporter, who was
pregnant at the time, was severely beaten by members
of the Chesterville A-TEAM in Chesterville, Durban, in
1985, allegedly because her son was suspected of
burying arms in the yard.
NXUMALO, Rejoice (23), was severely beaten by
members of the SAP in Dumbe, Paulpietersburg,
Natal, in March 1983, when the police searched the
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house for weapons. Her husband, an MK member,
had recently return from exile; her brother-in-law, also
an MK member, had been shot and killed by police
while crossing the border into South Africa earlier that
month. Ms Nxumalo was again severely beaten by the
SAP in Vryheid in 1985, after which she successfully
filed a civil claim for compensation against the police.
NXUMALO, Ronnie Sihle (31), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured when members of the Orde
Boerevolk opened fire with automatic weapons on a
passenger bus in Durban on 9 October 1990. Seven
people were killed and 27 injured in the attack. See
PUTCO BUS ATTACK. Amnesty was granted to two of the
three applicants and refused to the leader of the unit
(AC/1997/0053).
NXUMALO, Rostan (65), had her house burnt down
by IFP supporters during political conflict at Matshana,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 28 March 1992.
Her daughter was shot and injured in the same attack.
NXUMALO, Samuel Neocleous (35), a nurse at
Eshowe Hospital, was targeted for elimination by
members of the ESIKHAWINI HIT SQUAD at Eshowe,
Natal, on 27 May 1993. Mr Nxumalo, who had
forewarning of the attack, alerted the police when he
saw the operatives. The intended attack was then
called off. Four of the perpetrators were granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
NXUMALO, Sbongile , disappeared from Inchanga,
Natal, during intensifying conflict between UDF and
Inkatha supporters in 1989. It is not known whether
she was abducted. She has never been seen again.
NXUMALO, Sebenzile (3), was severely beaten by
supporters of a named Inkatha-aligned induna at Port
Shepstone, Natal, in 1988, when the perpetrators
entered his family home in search of firearms. His
father was abducted, beaten and nearly drowned,
allegedly because he had angered the induna.
NXUMALO, Sifiso Howard Winston (aka
‘Manyanyatha’) , was one of four MK operatives killed
in an ambush by Security Branch operatives near Piet
Retief, Tvl, on 12 June 1988. See PIET RETIEF
AMBUSHES. Fifteen Security Branch operatives,
including the divisional commander of Eastern
Transvaal and of Vlakplaas, were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/273).
NXUMALO, Simon (50) an IFP leader, was shot dead
by IFP supporters in Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 19
May 1992 for allegedly encouraging peace talks with
the ANC during intense political conflict.
NXUMALO, Simon Kufakwezwe , an IFP supporter,
was shot dead by ANC supporters at Woodyglen,
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 December
1990.
NXUMALO, Siphelele Mxolisi (18), a UDF activist,
was shot dead by members of the Chesterville A-TEAM
during political conflict between UDF and Inkatha
supporters in Chesterville, Durban, on 2 February 1989.
The A-Team had also attacked him in 1985 because he
was suspected of burying arms in the yard.
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NXUMALO, Siphiwe (40) disappeared from his home
in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, during ongoing
conflict between UDF and Inkatha supporters in 1984.
Mr Nxumalo had allegedly refused to evacuate his
home when his family were being harassed by Inkatha
supporters. The rest of the family left the house and,
when they returned, found it occupied by an Inkathaaligned family. Mr Nxumalo has not been seen since.
NXUMALO, Sipho , was shot by a member of the
KWAZULU POLICE at Maghabeni, Umgababa, KwaZulu,
near Durban, during November 1990 while returning
from the funeral of a friend who had allegedly been
killed by the KwaZulu Police. Mr Nxumalo had to have
a leg amputated as a result of the shooting.
NXUMALO, Son-Boy Pius (25), was shot in the face
by members of the SAP during political unrest at
Lamontville, Durban, on 13 September 1985. He was
blinded by the shooting and has been unable to find
work as a result.
NXUMALO, Songelwa Josephina (75), an ANC
supporter, had her house at Mvutshini, Port Sheptsone,
Natal, burnt down by IFP supporters on 21 March
1994 in the run-up to the A PRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NXUMALO, Tebiya Lucky (21), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters at Gamalakhe, KwaZulu,
near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 25 November 1991.
NXUMALO, Thangithini Phillipine
(22), was shot
dead in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters at Ntuze, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal,
on 22 December 1993. Her brother was also shot
dead and her home burnt down in the attack.
NXUMALO, Thembi , had her home burnt down by
Inkatha supporters during intense political conflict at
KwaShange, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 28
March 1990. See SEVEN- DAY WAR.
NXUMALO, Victor (43), an ANC supporter, was
detained by members of the SAP in Carletonville, Tvl,
in 1986.
NXUMALO, Vukani Her man , an IFP supporter, was
stabbed and shot dead by fellow IFP supporters at
Ozwathini, near Stanger, Natal, on 17 November 1993.
He was allegedly attacked by his comrades when he
tried to leave an IFP training camp because he had eye
problems.
NXUMALO, Vusumuzi Elton (46), an ANC supporter,
had his house in Chimora, Umlazi, Durban, burnt down
by IFP supporters during the CHIMORA SETTLEMENT
ATTACKS on 16 January 1992.
NXUMALO, Welcome Bongani , a member of the
SAP, was severely injured when members of an ANC
self-defence unit (SDU) attacked the police station at
Nhlalakahle, Greytown, Natal, on 28 October 1991. Mr
Nxumalo’s colleague was also injured. One SDU
member was granted amnesty (AC/2000/014).
NXUMALO, W ellington , was shot dead by named
members of the KWAZULU P OLICE, under the leadership
of a named IFP leader, in an attack on his home at
Zikhali, near Umlazi, Durban, in May 1990. The
perpetrators allegedly shot and burnt his father when
the family could not produce IFP membership cards.
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NXUMALO, Zakhele (48), an IFP supporter, had his
house burnt down during intense conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, during 1994.
NXUMALO, Zanele Rejoice (31), had her home near
Kranskop, Natal, burnt down by IFP supporters on 26
January 1986, allegedly because she was employed
by an ANC supporter. Ms Nxumalo was forced to flee
from the area.
NXUMALO, Zanele , an ANC supporter, was shot dead
in intense conflict between ANC and Inkatha supporters
at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in 1990.
NXUSANI, Elizabeth (18), was shot and injured by a
named member of the SAP in De Aar, Cape, on 14
April 1985, when unrest broke out in Nonzwakazi
township. She was then charged with public violence
and held for two weeks.
NYAKA SIBIYA, Banyatdile Maria (54), an ANC
supporter, was abducted and tortured by IMBOKODO
vigilantes in Moutse, KwaNdebele, in April 1986 during
clashes over the independence of KwaNdebele.
NYAKA, Isaac Tlhoko , died when he was repeatedly
stabbed and set alight in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl,
on 3 February 1990. Mr Nyaka was accused of being a
police spy by the ‘Gaddaffi’ faction of the ANCYL.
NYAKENI, Mtombi (15), an ANC supporter, was raped
by IFP supporters in February 1993 in an attack on her
family home in Enseleni, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal.
NYAKENI, Ntombithula (15), an ANC supporter, was
raped by an IFP supporter in Enseleni, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, in February 1993. Other family
members were also raped in the attack.
NYAKENI, Sikha Philie (34), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and severely injured by IFP supporters in an
attack on her home at Enseleni, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, in February 1993. Her daughters
were raped in the attack.
NYAKENI, Thembinkosi (19), an ANC supporter, was
beaten with sticks and sjamboks by IFP supporters at
Enseleni, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in February
1993. Her younger sisters were raped in the attack.
NYALELA, Jackson (25), a Poqo member, was
severely beaten with sjamboks for a whole night by
named perpetrators in KwaMatanzima in Qamata,
Transkei, in November 1961, during the suppression of
Poqo and PAC activities by supporters of Chief KD
Matanzima.
NYALELA, Nonyentse (32), a PAC member, was
severely assaulted by the supporters of Chief KD
Matanzima in November 1961 in Tshanyana Village,
near Cofimvaba, Transkei.
NYALENDE, Lawrence Jacey (29), a PAC supporter,
was one of four political activists ambushed and burnt
to death in a minibus by Vlakplaas operatives in
Nelspruit, Tvl, in March 1992. Three of the
perpetrators applied for amnesty for the killings.
NYALUNGA, Frank , died after he was attacked by
known ANC supporters at a community meeting in
Kabokwane, KaNgwane, on the 24 March 1991. Mr
Nyalunga was invited to the meeting but was killed
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because of his support for a chief to whom ANC
supporters were opposed. One of the perpetrators
applied for amnesty.
NYALUNGA, J , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
NYAMAKAZI, Khayalethu , was severely beaten and
tortured by members of the SAP in Alicedale, Cape, in
October 1986 during the state of emergency. See
POLICE BRUTALITY.
NYAMAKAZI, Mziwamadoda (27), an ANC supporter,
was assaulted outside his home by members of the
Ciskei Police during a consumer boycott in Dimbaza,
Ciskei, in August 1985.
NYAMAMBI, Mvunyelwa (29), an IKONGO member,
was detained and beaten in January 1961 in Lusikisiki,
Transkei, during the PONDOLAND REVOLT .
NYAMANKULU, Jongisizwe (20), was shot and
injured in Crossroads, Cape Town, on 14 March 1993,
during an attempt by a named Crossroads leader to
remove residents in Section 2 by force.
NYAMANKULU, Songile (25), a PAC supporter, was
detained and severely beaten by police in Paarl, Cape,
on 22 November 1962, after the Poqo clash with police
and Paarl residents in which seven people died. After
seven months in custody he was sentenced to three
years’ imprisonment on Robben Island. He was then
banished to the Transkei for two years. He lost his
home in an attack in 1976 in Crossroads, Cape Town.
NYAMEKA, Sandile Lear nar d (42), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by members of the SAP in KTC,
Cape Town, on 16 May 1992.
NYAMENDE, Mxolisi Abedinigo (20), was shot by
members of the SADF during intense public unrest in
DUNCAN V ILLAGE, East London, on 12 August 1985. He
was detained and beaten on 24 September 1985 in
East London.
NYAMFU, Lulama Christian (38), was shot by
members of the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on 7 September
1992 during an ANC protest march to demand free
political activity in Ciskei. Thirty people were killed and
200 people injured in the event which became known
as the BISHO MASSACRE. Two members of the former
CDF were refused amnesty for the shooting
(AC/2000/122).
NYANDA, Zwelibanzi , the commander of MK’s Natal
military machinery, and one other were shot dead by a
joint Vlakplaas and Eastern Transvaal Security Branch
team in Manzini, Swaziland, on 22 November 1983.
One member from Security Branch Headquarters,
responsible for authorising the attack, and four Eastern
Transvaal and three Vlakplaas operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/086 and AC/1999/031).
NYANDENI, Thandi Dorcus (32), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters during
political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND ‘G REEN’
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FACTIONS in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 6
April 1993.
NYANE, Tina Matsilo , suffered severe ill-treatment
and damage to property during the BOIPATONG
MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong, near
Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left 45
people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
NYANGA, George Mojanaka (23), a PAC member,
was shot dead by members of the SAP in Mafikeng,
Bophuthatswana, in June 1990.
NYANGANA, Wele Edmund , a member of the
Transkei Police, was shot and killed during a joint
AWB/ IFP attack on the Flagstaff police station,
Transkei, on 6 March 1994. Five of the perpetrators,
who applied for amnesty, testified that their intention
was to steal arms and ammunition to arm the IFP
against ANC attacks. They were granted amnesty
(AC/1998/0015).
NYANGENI, Mzwabantu Eric (29), a UDF supporter,
was shot dead on 19 July 1986 by a named member
of the SAP during conflict between AZAPO and UDF
supporters at Feltdry in Veelplaas, Port Elizabeth.
NYANI, Khongozela Elliot (55), an ADM supporter,
lost his house when it was burnt down by ANC
supporters on 12 September 1992 at Tendergate,
Queenstown. He was among those accused of killing
ANC supporters in the area during conflict between
the two organisations.
NYASULU, Vincent Timmy (21), an MK operative,
was arrested in 1981, kept in solitary confinement and
subjected to electric shock torture at John Voster
Square, Johannesburg. As a result of his torture he
has been hospitalised for psychiatric problems.
NYATHELA, Phindile (18), a COSAS supporter, was
shot dead by a named member of the SAP in Port
Alfred, Cape, on 1 June 1986.
NYATHELA, Siyoyo Alfr ed, a Transkei Defence Force
(TDF) soldier, was injured during an ATTEMPTED COUP IN
UMTATA, T RANSKEI, on 22 November 1990. Seven TDF
soldiers were killed and some 33 wounded. Four of the
coup conspirators were granted amnesty. Six Vlakplaas
operatives were granted amnesty for providing arms
for the attempted coup. An SADF Military Intelligence
operative, who applied for amnesty for his role in
supporting the coup, later withdrew his application
(AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095 and AC/2001/199).
NYATHI, Andile Kenneth (27), was shot dead by a
named off-duty Riot Police constable outside a tavern
in KwaZakele, Port Elizabeth, Cape, on 7 May 1989.
NYATHI, Bonga (25), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by members of the SAP during political unrest in
Steadville, Natal, on 12 April 1994. ANC supporters
were allegedly trying to prevent IFP-supporting hosteldwellers from attacking the Steadville community
when violence broke out.
NYATHI, Constance (16), a COSAS member, was
arrested and assaulted by members of the SAP in
Motetema, Lebowa, in 1986 on suspicion that she
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was responsible for attacking the house of a police
officer during political unrest in the area.
NYATHI, David Mandla , a self-defence unit member,
was shot in Tokoza, Tvl, on 27 August 1993, allegedly
by members of the ISU. He died two days later.
NYATHI, Doris Ntombi (34), an IFP supporter, was hit
with the butt of a gun by ANC supporters at
KwaMavesha, Murchison, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 1
March 1991. The perpetrators were allegedly looking
for her husband.
NYATHI, Jabulani Owen , was shot dead by members
of the SADF in Tembisa, Tvl, in November 1984 during
student protest in the area.
NYATHI, Johanna Masana (17), died three days after
he was shot by members of the SAP on 16 June 1976
in Meadowlands, Soweto, Johannesburg, during the
SOWETO UPRISING. 575 people were killed and 2 380
people injured during the uprising in clashes between
protesters and police.
NYATHI, Meshack (aka Frans Sechaba Molefe) , an
MK operative, was shot dead with four others by
members of the security forces at Alldays, Tvl, on 3
August 1988.
NYATHI, Mfanlozi Er nest , was stabbed to death by
unidentified Inkatha supporters at Ezakheni, KwaZulu,
near Ladysmith, Natal, on 17 August 1986, when he
walked through the school grounds where an Inkatha
rally was being held.
NYATHI, Peter Siphiwe , was shot dead in Tokoza,
Tvl, on 19 November 1993, allegedly by named
members of the ISU during ongoing political conflict in
the area. Two other people were killed and two
wounded in this incident.
NYATHI, Sesinyana Lettie , was displaced from her
home by IFP supporters in Alexandra, Johannesburg,
on 17 February 1992. The area was tense due after
clashes between ANC-supporting residents and IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers.
NYATHI, Themba Enock (54), an ANC supporter and
member of the Wembezi Crisis committee, was
beaten, stabbed and shot dead at his home in
Wembezi, KwaZulu, near Estcourt, Natal, by IFP
supporters on 7 November 1990. Members of the
committee were often attacked by IFP supporters, as
they were seen as posing a threat to the party.
NYATHI, Vusumuzi Johnson , a PAC member, was
arrested in Kagiso, Tvl, in April 1963 following a mass
demonstration in Lucium to mark the third anniversary
of the SHARPEVILLE MASSACRE.
NYATHIKAZI, Bekuyise W ilfr ed (51), a school
principal, sustained damage to his house in Phola
township, Ogies, Tvl, when armed ANC members
attacked it with bombs and guns, on 13 October 1991.
Mr Nyathikazi was regarded as an IFP sympathiser
because IFP supporters often visited his home. One
ANC member was granted amnesty (AC/2000/091).
NYATHIKAZI, Erick Jojo (17), an ANC supporter, was
shot by IFP supporters at Entshawini, KwaZulu, near
Stanger, Natal, on 10 August 1993. He was
hospitalised for nine months as a result of his injuries.
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NYATI, Petela (59), a PAC and Poqo member, was
arrested for his political activities in East London in
July 1963. He was charged and convicted and died
serving a term of imprisonment.
NYAUZA, Mpayipheli Norman (45), was shot by IFP
supporters near a hostel in Ratanda, near Heidelberg,
Tvl, on 18 January 1993 during violent conflict arising
from a labour dispute between striking COSATUaffiliated FAWU workers and non-striking IFP-affiliated
UWUSA workers.
NYAWANE, (first name not given), an alleged IFP
member, was shot dead by a member of an ANC selfdefence unit (SDU) at Mzimhlophe, Soweto,
Johannesburg, in 1993. IFP supporters, on their way
home from a funeral, allegedly killed an elderly
resident, and Mr Nyawane was shot dead in
retaliation, during a fierce battle that erupted between
ANC and IFP supporters. One SDU member was
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0317).
NYAWO, Badingile (58), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters at Inanda, near
KwaMashu, Durban in February 1991.
NYAWO, Boni Maxwell (20), an IFP supporter, was
stabbed to death and had his throat slit by a named
ANC supporter at KwaDlangezwa, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 26 February 1993.
NYAWO, Boy Erick , died as a result of gunshot and
stab wounds inflicted by IFP supporters during political
conflict in Groutville, Stanger, Natal, on 7 October 1991.
NYAWO, Constance Siphindile (28), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP supporters
in Kwesikwamthetwa, near Richards Bay, Natal, on 12
September 1993.
NYAWO, Dumezweni , was shot dead on the way to
work by a named assailant in ongoing conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in KwaSokhulu,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 30 December
1992. His cousin was also killed in the attack.
NYAWO, Falini Jeremiah (25), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by IFP members in KwaMbonambi,
KwaZulu, near Richards Bay, Natal, on 1 April 1994, in
the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NYAWO, Hleziphi Jeslina (53), had her home burnt
down by IFP supporters during political conflict at
KwaDlangezwa, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in
April 1992, allegedly because her daughter and son-inlaw were ANC supporters. Her son-in-law was
murdered in the same month.
NYAWO, Muziwakhe Alfred (39), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by IFP supporters at Enseleni,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 14 October 1993.
NYAWO, Samson Diya Mfanafuthi (24), a UDF
supporter, was arrested in Newcastle on 14 November
1986, and severely tortured by kitskonstabels while in
detention. The police were allegedly looking for his
brother, who was an MK operative. When the police
could not find him, they arrested Mr Nyawo instead.
NYAWO, Samson Musawenkosi (22), an ANC
supporter, was injured in a random shooting by
members of the KWAZULU P OLICE on 9 April 1991
during a stayaway in Mandini, Natal.
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NYAWO, Themba Clement Nhlanhla (34), was shot
and had his house burnt down by IFP supporters
during political conflict in Empangeni, Natal, on 28
August 1991.
NYAWO, Thembekile , an ANC supporter, was
stabbed by named IFP supporters at KwaMbonambi,
KwaZulu, near Richards Bay, Natal, on 1 April 1994.
NYAWOSE, Alsina (57), an IFP supporter, lost her
home in an arson attack at Richmond Farm, near
KwaMashu, Durban, on 11 February 1990 in violent
conflict between ANC and Inkatha supporters. See
RICHMOND FARM ARSON ATTACKS.
NYAWOSE, Baba Ernest (24), an employee of a
private company, was killed by IFP supporters while
distributing IEC pamphlets in NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 12 April 1994. Seven colleagues were
killed with him. One IFP member was convicted for
the attack. See NDWEDWE ELECTION ATTACK.
NYAWOSE, Fana Joshua (42), had his house
completely destroyed by ANC supporters during
ongoing political conflict at Madakane, Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 25 March 1991.
NYAWOSE, Jabulile (33), a SACTU representative,
originally from Durban, who operated under the surname
of ‘NZIMA’, was killed outside her flat in Matsapa near
Manzini, Swaziland, when a car bomb planted by
members of the Eastern Transvaal Security Branch
exploded on 4 June 1982. Her husband was killed and
two bodyguards injured in the explosion, which was
witnessed by the couple’s young children. Two members
of the Vlakplaas unit were granted amnesty for the
reconnaissance phase of this operation. (AC/2001/279)
NYAWOSE, Mbukelwa Petr os, an employee of a
private company, was killed by IFP supporters while
distributing IEC pamphlets in NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 12 April 1994. Seven colleagues were
killed with him. One IFP member was convicted for
the attack. See NDWEDWE ELECTION ATTACK.
NYAWOSE, Ntombenhle Rebbeca , an Inkatha
supporter, had her house at Umkomaas, near Durban,
burnt down by UDF supporters on 10 October 1987.
She was forced to flee the area.
NYAWOSE, Petros (37), ANC deputy chief representative in Swaziland who operated under the surname
of ‘NZIMA’, was killed outside his flat in Matsapa near
Manzini, Swaziland when a car bomb planted by
members of the Eastern Transvaal Security Branch
exploded on 4 June 1982. His wife was killed and two
bodyguards injured in the explosion, which was
witnessed by the couple’s young children. Mr Nyawose
was from Nottingham Road, near Pietermaritzburg.
Two members of the Vlakplaas unit were granted
amnesty for the reconnaissance phase of this
operation. (AC/2001/279)
NYAWOSE, Philane (3), survived an attempted killing
when the car he was about to enter exploded in
Matsapha, near Manzini, Swaziland on 4 June 1982.
The explosion was caused by bombs placed on the car
by members of the Eastern Transvaal Security Branch
and killed her mother and father, both ANC oficials. His
three older sisters and two bodyguards, one a relative,
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survived the attack. Two members of the Vlakplaas
unit were granted amnesty for the reconnaissance
phase of this operation. (AC/2001/279)
NYAWOSE, Robert Mbuyiseni (22), an ANC supporter
and an employee of a private company, was killed by
IFP supporters while distributing IEC pamphlets in
NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 12 April 1994.
Seven colleagues were killed with him. One IFP
member was convicted for the attack. See NDWEDWE
ELECTION ATTACK..
NYAWOSE, Sikameko (81), an ANC leader, died after
being shot and stabbed by IFP supporters at Murchison,
near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 23 March 1991.
NYAWUZA, Eric Thulani (20), a member of the IFP
Youth Brigade, was shot dead at the home of a
prominent IFP leader at Nyangwini, Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 4 September 1992, allegedly by ANC
members. See NYANGWINI ATTACK.
NYEKA, John , a Poqo supporter, was shot dead by
members of the SAP while digging a grave at West
Bank prison, East London, in 1960, allegedly because
he opposed the hard labour for inmates.
NYELELE, Michael , was shot dead by members of the
SAP in Meadowlands, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 20
June 1976 in the aftermath of the SOWETOUPRISING . Police
reportedly suspected him of being a student leader.
NYEMBE, Kanaza (56), an ANC supporter, had his
house destroyed in intense conflict between ANC and
Inkatha supporters in Richmond, Natal, in 1990.
NYEMBE, Mantomi (57), had her house burnt down
by IFP supporters during political conflict at
Esimozomeni, Richmond, Natal, in 1991. She was
attacked because she was living in an ANC stronghold.
NYEMBE, Vumani (17), an IFP supporter, was shot
and stabbed to death by ANC supporters at Phatheni,
Richmond, Natal, on 28 March 1993.
NYEMBEZI, Constance Nokwanela (46), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP supporters
at KwaSithole, Murchison, near Port Shepstone, Natal,
in 1991.
NYEMBEZI, Lindiwe , an MK operative, was shot
dead when led into an ambush by Vlakplaas operatives
near the Swaziland border in Piet Retief, Tvl, on 8 June
1988. Three other MK operatives were killed in the
attack. A firearm and hand grenades were allegedly
planted on the bodies when police realised that the four
were unarmed. The perpetrators applied for amnesty.
NYEMBEZI, Mlise Hallock (50), a PAC member and
former political prisoner from Gwadu, Willowvale,
Transkei, went into exile in September 1984. He has
never been seen again.
NYENGANE, Ndimphiwe , a Transkei Defence Force
(TDF) soldier, was injured during an ATTEMPTED COUP IN
UMTATA, TRANSKEI, on 22 November 1990. Seven TDF
soldiers were killed and some 33 wounded. Four of
the coup conspirators were granted amnesty. Six
Vlakplaas operatives were granted amnesty for
providing arms for the attempted coup. An SADF
Military Intelligence operative, who applied for
amnesty for his role in supporting the coup, later
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withdrew his application (AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095
and AC/2001/199).
NYIDE, Balungile (64), an ANC supporter, had her
home in Ncalu, Ixopo, Natal, burnt down by IFP
supporters on 4 July 1993. More than 110 people fled
the area after a series of arson attacks in June and
July 1993.
NYIDE, Ernestinah Nyide (21), an ANC supporter, lost
her house and possessions in an arson attack during
intense conflict between ANC and IFP supporters at
Ezakheni, KwaZulu, near Ladysmith, Natal, in 1990.
NYIMBANA, Dennis , was stabbed to death during
politicised tribal conflict in Cofimvaba, Transkei, during
1993. Conflict erupted after Chief KD Matanzima
ordered the forcible removal of communities in
Keilands, Transkei, to Boomplaas.
NYINGANI, Modo (83), an ANC supporter, was
arrested on 16 October 1986 in King William’s Town,
Cape, because he resisted the Ciskei government’s
attempts to forcibly remove him from his home at
Mgwali Village. He was detained without charge at
King William’s Town prison and Fort Glamorgan prison,
East London, for a year.
NYIRENDA, Jabulani Goodwill (13), was shot by
members of the Municipal Police in Tembisa, Tvl, on 5
September 1984 during student protests in the area.
NYOBO, Kolekile Colbert (37), a PAC member, was
assaulted by members of the SAP outside the King
William’s Town police station, Cape, on 9 April 1963,
when PAC members presented demands for the release
of other PAC members held at the police station.
NYOKA, Alegria Kutsaka (31), was injured when a
teargas canister thrown by members of the SAP
exploded in her house in Daveyton, Tvl, on 17 May
1986. Police were searching for her activist brother
because township councillors had recently been
attacked by the community. Police raided their home
daily and eventually killed her brother.
NYOKA, Caiphus (24), a prominent student activist,
was shot dead by members of the SAP in his
bedroom in Daveyton, Tvl, on 24 August 1987 after
frequent police raids on his family home. Mr Nyoka
was shot 12 times. Police had colluded with the town
mayor to end Mr Nyoka’s influence in the community.
NYOKA, Dumisani Kenneth (36), an ANC supporter,
was detained by members of the SAP at Imbali,
Pietermaritzburg, for two months from 2 December
1988. He was allegedly accused of weakening the
local IFP-aligned induna’s hold over the area.
NYOKA, Makhosana Makhosi , was one of four ANC
members killed in an ambush by Security Branch
operatives near Piet Retief, Tvl, on 8 June 1988. See
PIET RETIEF AMBUSHES. Nine Security Branch operatives,
including the commander of Vlakplaas, were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/273).
NYOKA, Mandlenkosi Bethuel (51), lost his home and
possessions in an attack by Inkatha supporters during
political conflict in Pietermaritzburg, on 3 April 1988.
NYOKA, Manelisi Lunga (24), an ANC supporter, was
detained, tortured, stripped naked and assaulted by
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members of the Transkei Security Branch in Umtata,
Transkei, in 1987. A Transkei Security Branch operative
was granted amnesty for the torture (AC/2000/076).
NYOKA, Sarah , was one of 11 people killed by
SPECIAL CONSTABLES who attacked an all-night prayer
vigil at Trust Feeds, New Hanover, Pietermaritzburg,
on 3 December 1988. See TRUST FEEDS MASSACRE. The
station commander at New Hanover police station,
who also chaired the local JMC, was granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1996/0011).
NYOKA, Sibongile Innah (34), had her house
destroyed in the TRUST FEEDS MASSACRE, carried out by
Inkatha supporters and members of the SAP at Trust
Feeds, New Hanover, near Pietermaritzburg, on 2
December 1988. The Commission granted amnesty to
a former SAP captain for his part in planning and
executing the attack.
NYOKONG, Nerina Moipane , suffered severe illtreatment and damage to property during the
BOIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong,
near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left
45 people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
NYONGW ANE, Jabulani (aka ‘Jabulani Dube’) , an
alleged IFP member, was interrogated, shot and killed
by a group of ANC self-defence unit (SDU) members
during political conflict in Tokoza, Tvl, during
September 1993. One SDU member was granted
amnesty for the incident (AC/1999/0186).
NYONI, Frank , was severely injured when AWB
members detonated a car bomb in Bree Street,
Johannesburg, on 24 April 1994, in an effort to disrupt
the electoral process. Seven people were killed and 13
injured in the blast. Two perpetrators were granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0342). See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
NYUMBEKA, Nongetheni Ger ty , was shot dead by
men clad in balaclavas in Khayelitsha, Cape Town, on
22 March 1992, while a passenger in a vehicle. She
was being driven home after working night duty. See
BALACLAVA GROUPS.
NYUNDU, Fana Morris (38), was assaulted and his shop
was ransacked by named ANC supporters at Moutse,
KwaNdebele, in 1986 during boycotts in the area.
NYUSW A, Christopher , was assaulted on a train and
forced to jump into a dam by named perpetrators in
Johannesburg, on 7 August 1993. Some passengers
were killed. See TRAIN VIOLENCE.
NYUSW A, Mavis Hlekani (60), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters during political conflict in Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 22 July 1993. Ms Nyuswa’s house
was torched when her brother, an ANC supporter,
refused to attend an IFP self-defence training camp.
NYWAULA, Nkosikhona (17), was shot and injured in
the eye by a named SPECIAL CONSTABLE in Khayelitsha,
Cape Town, on 13 September 1989, while attending a
night vigil for a friend shot dead in election violence
the previous week.
NZALA, Jabulani , was shot and fatally wounded by
named IFP supporters at his home in Mgulea, an ANC
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stronghold near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 16 January
1994.
NZALA, Mgwabule , was arrested in 1960 in Bizana,
Transkei, and detained for a number of years because
of his involvement in the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
NZAMA, Allison (43), an ANC supporter, was arrested
in 1975 and detained at the Alexandra Road police
station in Pietermaritzburg for 13 months. Mr Nzama
was charged with helping youths to leave the country
for MK military training. He was acquitted on those
charges.
NZAMA, Baba (53), was shot and severely injured by
members of the KWAZULU P OLICE in Umlazi, Durban, on
22 September 1991.
NZAMA, Badingile (53), an IFP supporter, had her
home burnt down at Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 12 February 1994. Conflict had broken out after the
funeral of an IFP official that day, and many IFP
supporters suspected of being pro-ANC lost their homes.
NZAMA, Bajabulile Gloria (16), an IFP supporter, was
abducted in Durban on 1 February 1991 and repeatedly
gang-raped by ANC supporters, some of whom are
named. It is alleged that she was targeted because of
her family’s political affiliation, and because they lived
in an IFP stronghold.
NZAMA, Bengazi George (64), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters at Wosiyana, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 2 April 1994, in the run-up
to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS. Some weeks earlier, his
house had been burnt down in political conflict
following the funeral of a prominent IFP official.
NZAMA, Cwepesha , was shot dead by ANC youths
at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, in 1990, allegedly
because be lived in an Inkatha stronghold. Two other
people were killed in the same attack.
NZAMA, Dumezulu (26), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by a named IFP supporter at Umbumbulu,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 6 November 1991.
NZAMA, Dumisani Elvis Presley (26), an ANC
supporter, had his house burnt down by Inkatha
supporters at Wosiyana, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 14 February 1990.
NZAMA, Elliot , was shot dead by unidentified ANC
supporters at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 27
January 1990 in intense conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters.
NZAMA, Gezekile Pr udence (37), an ANC supporter,
lost her home in an arson attack by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NZAMA, Girlie Malitha , 55, had her house in
Greytown, Natal, burnt down by IFP supporters on
25 June 1991, allegedly because she lived in a
predominantly ANC area.
NZAMA, Gogo , was held in a smoke-filled house by
members of the KWAZULU POLICE during political
conflict in Umlazi, Durban, on 22 September 1991.
NZAMA, Grace Kwenzakele (18), an ANC supporter,
had her home burnt down by Inkatha supporters at
Umkomaas, near Durban, in 1986.
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NZAMA, Innocent Thandazani (20), was shot dead by
members of the KWAZULU POLICE at Umlazi, Durban, on
23 November 1992. The attack was allegedly aimed at
one of Mr Nzama’s friends, who was with him at the
time.
NZAMA, Jabulani Andreas (39), an Inkatha
supporter, was shot dead on 20 December 1987 when
police opened fire on Inkatha and UDF supporters
engaged in violent conflict at Magabheni, Umgababa,
KwaZulu, near Durban.
NZAMA, Jabulile Ntombizembi (44), an IFP supporter,
had her home at Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban,
burnt down by fellow IFP supporters on 12 February
1994. Conflict had broken out after the funeral of an
IFP official that day, and many IFP supporters
suspected of being pro-ANC lost their homes.
NZAMA, Jericho , was severely assaulted by SADF
members in his home at Umlazi, Durban, on 12 June
1990, allegedly because they suspected him of hiding
guns. His son was assaulted and abducted by the
SADF members in the incident.
NZAMA, Khulani (13) was shot in the arm during
ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters at
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 16 January 1991.
NZAMA, Leonard Ndabazini (71), was shot dead at
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 1 June 1993,
allegedly by members of the SAP who had come to
his house searching for guns.
NZAMA, Lewis Zibonele (27), was shot dead on
9 February 1990 at Sunduzwayo, Umbumbulu,
KwaZulu, near Durban, in political conflict between
ANC and Inkatha supporters following the UNBANNING
of political organisations a week earlier.
NZAMA, Madoda Derrick (23), an ANC supporter, was
abducted by named and other IFP supporters at
Gamalakhe, KwaZulu, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on
27 March 1991. He was released a day later, allegedly
because the perpetrators knew his father, who was an
IFP supporter.
NZAMA, Maphopho Bhekuyise (42), an ANC
supporter, had his house burnt down by a named IFP
supporter in Hosiyana, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, in February 1994, allegedly because he
refused to become an IFP member.
NZAMA, Maqhinga John (56), an IFP supporter, fled his
home at Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, when it was
riddled with bullets in an attack by IFP supporters on 12
February 1994. Conflict had broken out after the funeral
of an IFP official that day, and many IFP supporters
suspected of being pro-ANC lost their homes.
NZAMA, Mary Jane (56), an ANC supporter, was
assaulted and shot dead on 27 July 1992 in Folweni,
KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, by IFP supporters and
members of the KWAZULU P OLICE. They were allegedly
searching for Ms Nzama’s sons, who were ANC
supporters and had fled the area. Ms Nzama’s daughter
and two-year-old grandson were shot and injured in
the attack.
NZAMA, Mfaniseni (18), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and shot dead by named IFP supporters in
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 9 March 1993.
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NZAMA, Mfanyana Robin (55), had his home burnt
down by IFP supporters during political conflict in
Durban on 25 June 1991.
NZAMA, Mhletshwa (56), an IFP supporter, was
stabbed and shot dead by other IFP supporters at
Emahedi, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, in February
1994. Conflict had broken out after the funeral of an
IFP official that day, and many IFP supporters suspected
of being pro-ANC lost their homes.
NZAMA, Micheal Zwelisha (22), an ANC supporter,
had his home burnt down during an IFP attack on the
ANC stronghold of Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 18 November 1993.
NZAMA, Mlinganiswa Richard (48), an IFP supporter,
was shot dead by members of the SAP at Murchison,
near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 1 August 1992,
allegedly while running away from ANC attackers.
NZAMA, Mntonjani Evion (38), was shot in the right
leg by UDF supporters during political conflict at
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 6 January 1990.
NZAMA, Mthokozisi Vusumuzi (19), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by members of the KWAZULU
POLICE in KwaMashu, Durban, on 9 May 1993.
NZAMA, Ngakephi Judith (69), an ANC supporter,
had her house at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
burnt down by IFP supporters on 27 January 1993.
NZAMA, Ngenzeni Florence (44), an IFP supporter,
had her home destroyed and livestock stolen by IFP
supporters at Hosiyana, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 12 February 1994. Conflict had broken out
after the funeral of an IFP official that day, and many
IFP supporters suspected of being pro-ANC lost their
homes.
NZAMA, Nondo Petr os, was hacked with bush-knives
and shot dead during an IFP attack on the ANC
stronghold of Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 18 November 1993.
NZAMA, Ntombifuthi (52), had her home burnt down
by IFP supporters at Hosiyana, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 2 April 1994. Her husband was killed
in the attack. Conflict had broken out after the funeral
of an IFP official that day, and many IFP supporters
suspected of being pro-ANC lost their homes.
NZAMA, Percivan Tebogo (2), was being carried by
his mother when he was shot in the shoulder by IFP
supporters and K WAZULU POLICE members in Folweni,
KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, on 27 July 1992. The
attackers were allegedly searching for his uncles, who
were ANC supporters and had fled the area. Percivan’s
grandmother was killed in the attack. His mother was
also shot and injured.
NZAMA, Phillip Lali (25), a UDF supporter, was fleeing
from armed Inkatha supporters when he was shot and
injured by an SAP member in Ntshongweni, KwaZulu,
near Hammarsdale, Natal, on 25 December 1988.
NZAMA, Pius Vusumuzi (19), left his home in
Tshelimnyama, KwaZulu, near Marianhill, Natal, on 9
June 1990, and was never seen again. The incident
occurred during a period of intense conflict between
ANC and Inkatha supporters in the area, when youths
disappeared on a regular basis.
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NZAMA, Prince Norbert Nhlanhla (22), an ANCYL
member, was abducted from the street next to his
home in Tshelimnyama, KwaZulu, near Marianhill,
Natal, on 11 June 1990. Mr Nzama was on his way
back from searching for his brother, who had
disappeared on 9 June 1990, during a period of
intense conflict between ANC and IFP supporters.
NZAMA, Sabelo Elliot (35), was shot and hacked to
death by UDF supporters in intense political conflict at
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 27 January 1990.
NZAMA, Shongani (38), lost her home in an arson
attack by IFP supporters at Hosiyana, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 12 February 1994. Conflict
had broken out after the funeral of an IFP official that
day, and many IFP supporters suspected of being proANC lost their homes.
NZAMA, Sibongile Rose (52), an IFP supporter, lost
her home in an arson attack by fellow IFP supporters
at Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 12 February
1994. Conflict had broken out after the funeral of an
IFP official that day, and many IFP supporters
suspected of being pro-ANC lost their homes.
NZAMA, Sibongiseni Goodlord Linda , was severely
assaulted and abducted by SADF members who
entered his home at Umlazi, Durban, on 12 June 1990,
allegedly because they suspected him of hiding guns.
His father was also assaulted in the incident.
NZAMA, Sicelo (31), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by named IFP supporters in Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 9 December 1991, allegedly because he
refused to join the IFP. His badly mutilated body was
discovered a few days later.
NZAMA, Sifiso (3), was shot dead by ANC supporters
during political conflict in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 20 March 1993.
NZAMA, Simangele (15), had her home burnt down
by IFP supporters during intense political conflict in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NZAMA, Simon , had his house burnt down at
Engonyameni, near Umlazi, Durban, during June 1989,
after he had refused to execute orders to attack the
homes of ANC supporters.
NZAMA, Sithembiso Sonny (23), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by a named member of the SAP
in Gamalakhe, KwaZulu, near Port Shepstone, Natal,
on 22 November 1991. Mr Nzama was constantly
harassed by both IFP supporters and police members
because of his political activities.
NZAMA, Thuleleni (19), an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured when her home was attacked by IFP
supporters and members of the KWAZULU POLICE in
Folweni, KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, on 27 July
1992. Her two-year-old child, whom she was carrying
at the time, was also shot and injured.
NZAMA, Thuleleni Floreni (50), an IFP supporter, had
her home burnt down by fellow IFP supporters at
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 12 February
1994. Conflict had broken out after the funeral of an
IFP official that day, and many IFP supporters
suspected of being pro-ANC lost their homes.
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NZAMA, Vusumuzi (19), an ANC supporter, was shot
and killed by members of the KWAZULU POLICE during
political conflict at KwaMashu, Durban, on 9 May 1993.
NZAMA, Yona Pilisiwe (29), had her house burnt
down by ANC supporters during political conflict at
Emabhabathini, near Richmond Farm, KwaMashu,
Durban, in January 1990.
NZAMA, Za Jacolin Nakeni (36), lost his home and
livestock in an arson attack by IFP supporters at
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 12 February 1994.
Conflict had broken out after the funeral of an IFP
official that day, and many IFP supporters suspected
of being pro-ANC lost their homes.
NZAMA, Zandile Nelie (39), an IFP supporter, lost her
house in Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, in an arson
attack during a mass funeral on 12 February 1994.
NZAMA, Zanele Nelly (34), had her home destroyed
by Inkatha supporters during political conflict in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in October 1989.
NZAMA, Zimephi Gladys (24), an IFP supporter, had
her house at Umkomaas, near Durban, burnt down in
ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters on
21 May 1991, three days after her boyfriend had been
brutally killed. She was pregnant at the time.
NZAME, Thami , was injured by MK operatives at
Edendale Hospital, near Pietermaritzburg, on 4 May
1986. One person was killed and Mr Nzame and three
others were injured in crossfire between the
operatives and police when the operatives raided the
hospital to free a member of their MK unit who was
being held there. Four MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
NZENDIV A, Toto Samuel , an ANC supporter, was
beaten by members of the SAP on his arrest in
Robertson, Cape, in November 1985. Mr Nzendiva
was again beaten by police and detained on 18 June
1986 for three months under emergency regulations.
See POLICE BRUTALITY.
NZIMA, Cabangani (55), had her house at Richmond,
Natal, burnt down by ANC supporters during political
conflict in September 1992. One of her sons was shot
dead and another injured in an attack following this
incident. Both were IFP members.
NZIMAKHE, Constance Themebekile , had her home
burnt down in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters at Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, in
January 1991.
NZIMAKWE, Obrey Mcungisi , an ANCYL supporter,
was shot dead by IFP supporters in Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 12 April 1994. Mr Nzimakwe lived in
Nyandezulu, which was predominantly an IFP
stronghold.
NZIMANDE (first names not given), a four-day-old
baby, was abducted by alleged members of the KWAZULU P OLICE in the bushes at KwaMafunza, KwaZulu,
near Pietermaritzburg, in 1993 and was never seen
again. The baby’s mother was killed after her husband
was accused of being an ANC member.
NZIMANDE, Alice Langisa (38), was harassed and
tortured by members of the SAP in 1985 in Alexandra,
Johannesburg. Police came to Ms Nzimande’s home
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to look for her son who left the country to join the
ANC in exile.
NZIMANDE, Angeline , was strangled to death at
KwaMafunza, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in 1993,
in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters.
She was allegedly targeted because of her husband’s
political affiliation.
NZIMANDE, Anthony , had his house burnt down by
Inkatha supporters at KwaShange, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 28 March 1990, during the SEVENDAY WAR.
NZIMANDE, Anton Sibongiseni (21), an IFP
supporter, was shot dead by a named fellow IFP
supporter at Ixopo, Natal, on 2 August 1993. He had
allegedly been accused of being an ANC supporter.
NZIMANDE, Bagcinile Victoria (44), an ANC
supporter, had her home at Ekuthuleni, Umlazi,
Durban, burnt down by IFP supporters on 2 February
1992. Eight people were killed and more than 120
homes were burnt down. See EKUTHULENI ATTACKS.
NZIMANDE, Banakile (71), had her house burnt down
and livestock stolen by IFP supporters during political
conflict in Phatheni, Richmond, Natal, on 23 June 1991.
NZIMANDE, Beauty Thulile (24), an ANC supporter,
disappeared in Murchison, near Port Shepstone, Natal,
while on her way to Chris Hani’s funeral in April 1993.
She has not been seen since.
NZIMANDE, Bhekani Protus (20), was shot and
injured by members of the KWAZULU POLICE during
political conflict at Umlazi, Durban, in March 1994. He
was allegedly thought to be an ANC member.
NZIMANDE, Bhezu Annanias (41), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death by IFP supporters in Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 11 December 1993.
NZIMANDE, Catherine Thembani (35), an ANC
supporter, was shot and injured by IFP supporters
while attending a prayer meeting in Murchison, near
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 8 July 1992.
NZIMANDE, Chukwe Flor ence (38), had her home
burnt down by IFP supporters during political conflict
at Madakane, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 10 November
1993.
NZIMANDE, Dennet , was hospitalised after being
severely beaten by members of the SAP in
Nkanyisweni, near Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 28 April 1992. The police were allegedly searching
for an AK47 rifle thought to be hidden in his house.
NZIMANDE, Dudu Gladys (29), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters during
political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, in June 1993.
NZIMANDE, Duduzile , an ANC supporter, was
severely burnt in an arson attack by Inkatha supporters
at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 22 March 1988.
NZIMANDE, Fikile Catherine (35), was severely injured
when she was stabbed and hacked by members of an
IFP patrol group at her house in Nyandezulu, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 8 March 1991. Other family
members were also severely injured or killed by the
perpetrators, who were looking for her brother, an
ANC supporter. Ms Nzimande is now partially disabled.
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The perpetrators were sentenced to 15 years’ imprisonment.
NZIMANDE, Fisani (41), an IFP supporter, had her
house burnt down by ANC supporters in Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, in March 1991.
NZIMANDE, Florence (56), was assaulted by members
of the Security Branch at Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 28 April 1992. Her husband and three
children were also assaulted and injured during the
police raid on her house. The police claimed to have
been looking for an AK47, which they believed was
hidden in the house.
NZIMANDE, Gobile, was shot and injured in ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters at Inkanyezi,
Port Shepstone, Natal, in 1992.
NZIMANDE, Ivy (62), lost her home in an attack by
IFP supporters during political conflict in Port
Shepstone, Natal, in 1991.
NZIMANDE, John Ndakhu (54), had his home burnt
down by ANC supporters in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu,
Durban, on 3 August 1993, during political conflict over
the launch of an IFP branch in the settlement. On the
day of the launch, nine people were killed, 11 injured
and 18 houses burnt down.
NZIMANDE, Khehla Anton (32), an IFP supporter,
was shot dead by ANC supporters at Murchison, near
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 1 August 1992.
NZIMANDE, Lawrence Mlungu (61), was assaulted
by members of the Security Branch at Umbumbulu,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 28 April 1992. It is alleged
that police were looking for AK-47 believed to be
hidden in his house.
NZIMANDE, Lina (62), an ANC supporter, had her
home burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NZIMANDE, Lindela Raphael (31), an IFP supporter,
was shot dead along with his brother in ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters at
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 23 May 1993.
NZIMANDE, Makhosonke Eligius (16), an ANCYL
member, was shot in the foot by members of the SAP
during political unrest at KwaNdengezi, KwaZulu, near
Pinetown, Natal, in February 1990.
NZIMANDE, Maray Maggie (53), was killed travelling
on a train to Soweto, Johannesburg, on 25 June 1991.
Between 1990 and 1993, 572 people died in TRAIN
VIOLENCE initiated by groups opposed to a democratic
transition.
NZIMANDE, Michael Zokwakhe (24), was stabbed to
death by named ANC supporters during political
conflict at Richmond, Natal, on 10 September 1992. He
was living in an area known to be an IFP stronghold.
NZIMANDE, Mirriam (21), was assaulted by members
of the Security Branch at Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 28 April 1992. Other family members,
including both parents, were also assaulted and injured
in the police raid on her home. The police claimed to
have been looking for an AK47, which they believed
was hidden in the house.
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NZIMANDE, Mkhombiseni , was shot dead by members
of the SAP during political unrest in KwaNdengezi,
KwaZulu, near Pinetown, Natal, on 1 June 1993
NZIMANDE, Mlekeleli (20), an IFP member, was shot
and injured by ANC supporters at Richmond, Natal, in
September 1992. His brother was shot dead in the
incident.
NZIMANDE, Moses (55), was shot dead during
political conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 19 July 1992.
NZIMANDE, Ms (first name not given), was shot and
injured at Port Shepstone, Natal, in 1992 in ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
NZIMANDE, Mshishi Siphiwo Johnson (37), an ANC
member, was shot dead by IFP supporters and
members of the Security Branch in Ezakheni,
KwaZulu, near Ladysmith, Natal, on 24 October 1992.
NZIMANDE, Mzofile (40), an IFP supporter, was killed
in the ‘battle of the forest’, an unprecedented armed
clash between UDF and Inkatha supporters in timber
plantations at Richmond, Natal, on 29 March 1991.
Twenty-three IFP supporters were reported killed.
NZIMANDE, Mzwakhe Stompie , a PAC supporter,
was beaten with sjamboks and canes by police at
Hermanus, Cape, in June 1960, allegedly because of
his role in leading a march after the SHARPEVILLE
MASSACRE. On 25 April 1992 Mr Nzimande was caught
up in the violence in Natal where he was beaten to
death by IFP supporters who accused him and three
other men of being ANC supporters.
NZIMANDE, Ndabenzima Nyangembi (30), an IFP
supporter, was stabbed and shot dead by ANC
supporters at Ixopo, Natal, in December 1993. He had
gone to assess the damage to his house, which had
been burnt. His body was found by police.
NZIMANDE, Nokuphiwe (3), was attacked with
pangas and knives by named IFP supporters at her
home in Nyandezulu, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 8
March 1991. The perpetrators were looking for her
uncle, an ANC supporter. Other family members were
also severely injured and killed. Political conflict led to
the introduction of defence patrol groups by both
parties, but ultimately these groups were themselves
implicated in attacks. The perpetrators were
sentenced to 15 years imprisonment.
NZIMANDE, Raphael , an NUM shopsteward, was
harassed in 1986 by IFP supporters at Howick, Natal,
for his participation in the SARMCOL STRIKE, which began
in April 1985.
NZIMANDE, Regina Siziwe (39), had her house burnt
down by ANC supporters during ongoing political conflict
at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in March 1990.
NZIMANDE, Sibomu (52), was hacked to death with
an axe at Swayimane, Table Mountain, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 29 October 1989, during intense
conflict between UDF and Inkatha supporters.
NZIMANDE, Sifiso (7), died after being stabbed, laid
on a bag of cement and having his neck chopped with
a bushknife at his home in Nyandezulu, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, by named IFP supporters on 8
March 1991. The perpetrators, who were looking for
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his uncle, an ANC supporter, also killed and injured
other family members. The perpetrators were
sentenced to 15 years’ imprisonment.
NZIMANDE, Siphiwe Eric (29), was shot dead in
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, while driving
home on 19 July 1992.
NZIMANDE, Tabolo Samuel (61), an ANC supporter,
had his home at Ixopo, Natal, burnt down by alleged
IFP supporters on 2 February 1992.
NZIMANDE, Thamsanqa Ernest (14), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed to death by alleged IFP
supporters on 6 September 1991 in Umlazi, Durban,
for holding an ANC flag.
NZIMANDE, Thembinkosi (20), was shot dead by IFP
supporters in an attack on his home in Phatheni,
Richmond, Natal, on 23 June 1991. The Nzimande
family was suspected of sympathising with the ANC,
because some family members refused to attend IFP
meetings. See RICHMOND ATTACKS.
NZIMANDE, Thikazile Ida , was shot and hacked to
death with an axe at her home in Ezakheni, KwaZulu,
near Ladysmith, Natal, in intensifying conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters on 24 April 1994.
NZIMANDE, Xolani , was shot dead by named IFP
supporters during an attack on his home in Phatheni,
Richmond, Natal, on 23 June 1991. The Nzimande
family was suspected of sympathising with the ANC,
because some family members refused to attend IFP
meetings. See RICHMOND ATTACKS.
NZIMANDE, Xosheyake Jer ome (45), an ANC
supporter, lost his house in an arson attack by IFP
supporters, some of whom are named, at Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, on 21 March 1994. The perpetrators
allegedly burnt down the house when they could not
find Mr Nzimande’s son, an ANC leader.
NZIMANDE, Yekeleni (41), an Inkatha supporter, lost
her home in an attack by alleged UDF supporters in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in May 1988.
NZIMANDE, Zonzani Christina (23), had her home at
Esigcakeni, Richmond, Natal, burnt down by alleged
ANC supporters during political conflict in March 1991.
NZIMANDE, Zwe (46), an IFP supporter, was shot
dead along with his brother at Umbumbulu, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 23 May 1993, in ongoing conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
NZIMELA, Hombile Stephen (22), a UDF activist,
was detained for 11 days in April 1986 at Kareedouw,
Cape, during which he was tortured by members of
the SAP and interrogated about his political activities.
Mr Nzimela had spearheaded a campaign against local
authorities in Kareedouw.
NZIMENI, Richard Jim , was killed during the
BOIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong,
near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left
45 people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
NZIMENI, Thandeka Regina (50), had her house and
possessions burnt in an arson attack during political
conflict between ANC and PAC supporters at
Seymour, Ciskei, on 14 August 1992.
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NZIMKULU, Isaac , a member of a Crossroads
committee led by Mr Memani, was one of seven men
killed in Crossroads, Cape Town, on 11 April 1983, by
supporters of an opposing committee led by Mr
Ngxobongwana, during conflict arising from the
struggle for housing.
NZUKE, Vusumzi Abednego (23), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by alleged IFP supporters at Port
Shepstone, Natal, in March 1991 and again on 16
March 1993.
NZULA, Barbra Julia (21), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead when a known COUNCILLOR opened fire on a
group of ANC supporters protesting against the local
council in Rouxville, OFS, on 9 September 1990. One
other person was shot dead in the incident.
NZUMALO, Nkosinathi Emmanuel , an IFP supporter,
died when he was shot and hacked by alleged ANC
supporters at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
20 December 1991.
NZUNGA, Lerole Paul (59), lost his house and cars
when they were burnt in Sebokeng, Tvl, in 1984 in
violent conflict between local residents and councillors
in the area during the VAAL UPRISING.
NZUNZA, Nokhuthula (19), was stabbed to death by
named ANC supporters during political conflict at
Empangeni, Natal, on 13 March 1994, because she did
not want to date an ANC member.
NZUZA, Bhekisiwe (58), had his house in Eshowe,
Natal, burnt down during ongoing political conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in 1994.
NZUZA, Bhoyi (30), an ANC supporter, was severely
injured in an attack on his home by fellow ANC
supporters in KwaNdengezi, Kwazulu, near Pinetown,
Natal, in December 1992, in factional conflict arising
from a split in the local ANC branch.
NZUZA, Buhle , was shot and wounded when ANC
security guards opened fire from the ANC headquarters
at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd of IFP
marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine marchers
were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC security
guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
NZUZA, Doris Ntombikayise (51), lost her house in
an arson attack by Inkatha supporters at Gezubuso,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 27 March 1990,
during the SEVEN -DAY WAR.
NZUZA, Dorothy Ivy (48), had her house in Inanda,
near KwaMashu, Durban, petrol-bombed by alleged
Inkatha supporters while she and her children were
inside on 21 June 1989, because she was believed to
be an ANC supporter.
NZUZA, Elinah (46), an ANC supporter, was severely
beaten and her house in Ntuthuka, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, was set alight by alleged IFP
supporters in April 1994.
NZUZA, Florah Vezi (41), an Inkatha supporter, lost
her house and possessions in an arson attack by UDF
supporters in Embokodweni, Umbumbulu, KwaZulu,
near Durban, in 1985. Ms Nzuza’s son had been shot
dead in an attack on her home the previous day.
NZUZA, Girlie (55), an IFP supporter, lost her home
and her possesssions in an arson attack on 13
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September 1989 in KwaMashu, Durban.
NZUZA, Godfrey Mthokozeleni (19), was hacked to
death in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
6 November 1991, because he was in a house known
to be occupied by an ANC youths.
NZUZA, Hlengiwe (19), lost her house in arson
attacks by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
NZUZA, Isaac (49), an Inkatha supporter, was shot
and stabbed to death during ongoing conflict between
UDF and Inkatha supporters in KwaMashu, Durban, on
13 September 1989.
NZUZA, Jabulani (35), had his house burnt down by IFP
supporters at Nogobhoza, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal,
during continuing political conflict in November 1993.
NZUZA, Khonzaphi Rejoice (33), an IFP supporter,
lost her home in an arson attack at Esigisini, KwaZulu,
near Empangeni, in 1993, allegedly after her husband
had pointed out a house in which ANC supporters
lived, leading to the burning down of that house. Mr
Nzuza was later killed in an apparent revenge attack.
NZUZA, Khulekani V usi, was shot dead on 2 August
1992 when armed men wearing balaclavas attacked
several homes in Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal. See ESIKHAWINI ATTACKS.
NZUZA, Lennox Thlelebone (17), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by a named SAP member at Ntuzuma,
near Durban, on 13 March 1990, allegedly because of
his political activities. Three other ANC supporters
were shot dead in the same incident.
NZUZA, Lilian Ntombikayise (36), had her house at
Empangeni, Natal, burnt down during clashes between
local ANC and IFP members in October 1992.
NZUZA, Lucky Mfanu , was shot and wounded when
ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd of
IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine
marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC
security guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
NZUZA, Mildred Phiwe (38), had her house burnt
down by alleged IFP supporters in Obanjeni, KwaZulu,
near Empangeni, Natal, on 24 December 1993.
NZUZA, Moses (64), was killed in Eshowe, Natal, on
26 February 1994, during intense political conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in the run-up to the
APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NZUZA, Mr (first name not given) (36), had his house
at Eshowe, Natal, burnt down in an arson attack on 14
November 1993 in continuing conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters in the area.
NZUZA, MUNTUKA TSHINGW A (36), had his house
petrol-bombed during political conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters in Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 31 January 1994.
NZUZA, Ndoda Robert , an Inkatha supporter, was
shot dead by UDF supporters in an attack on his home
in Embokodweni, Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in 1985. The day after the attack, his home was burnt
down by the same perpetrators.
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NZUZA, Nessie (49), an ANC supporter, lost her
house in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, in an arson
attack by Inkatha supporters on 26 July 1989.
NZUZA, Nothando Florah (18), had her rondavels in
Eshowe, Natal, burnt down during intense political
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in 1994.
NZUZA, Ntombikayise Happiness (24), had her
home burnt down by IFP supporters during intense
political conflict in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See S ONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
NZUZA, Ntombikayise Patricia (23), fled her home in
KwaNdengezi, Kwazulu, near Pinetown, Natal, when it
was raided and vandalised by ANC supporters in
factional conflict in December 1992 arising from a split
in the local ANC branch. Her brother, an ANC
supporter, was severely injured in the attack.
NZUZA, Ntombili Esther (65), had her home burnt
down during ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in Eshowe, Natal, in 1994.
NZUZA, Patricia Babhekile (38), had her house burnt
down during ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in Empangeni, Natal, on 27 April 1992.
NZUZA, Petros Mzwakhe (18), an IFP supporter, was
shot and injured by unidentified perpetrators at Nsingweni,
KwaZulu, near Mtunzini, Natal, in ongoing conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters on 27 March 1992.
NZUZA, Schuman Raymond (27), was shot dead in
an attack on his mother’s home in Empangeni, Natal,
in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters
on 27 June 1993.
NZUZA, Simo , a UDF supporter, was chased and
beaten to death by a large group of fellow UDF
supporters in Clermont, near Durban, in January 1987.
Mr Nzuza had come under suspicion from his
comrades. Two UDF supporters were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/106).
NZUZA, Sipho (25), an ANC supporter, was shot dead
after being abducted into Buyafuthi hostel in Tokoza,
Tvl, allegedly by IFP supporters, on 9 July 1993.
NZUZA, Themba , lost his house in an arson attack in
November 1993 in intensified violence between ANC
and IFP supporters in KwaKhoza and Nogobhoza,
KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal. One person was killed
and 21 houses burnt down that day.
NZUZA, Thenjiwe (55), had her house burnt down and
was forced to leave the Sabokwe area in Ntambanana,
Empangeni, Natal, on 21 April 1994 because of
political violence between the IFP and ANC in the runup to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
NZUZA, Thlelebone (17), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by a named SAP member at Ntuzuma, near
Durban, on 13 March 1990. Three other ANC
supporters were shot in the same incident.
NZUZA, Thulani Bhekingcino (23), had his houses
burnt down at Bhukhanana, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters on 17 January 1994.
NZUZA, V elephi , lost her house in an arson attack in
November 1993 in intensified violence between ANC
and IFP supporters in KwaKhoza and Nogobhoza,
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KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal. One person was killed
and 21 houses burnt down that day.
NZUZA, Vusi (30), was shot dead in ongoing conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in Esikhawini,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 2 August 1992.
NZUZA, Zelpha , an ANC supporter, was injured while
fleeing from an arson attack by IFP supporters at her
home in Stanger, Natal, during December 1992.
NZUZA, Zwelabantu Philemon (67) lost his house in
an arson attack on 4 November 1993 in intensified
violence between ANC and IFP supporters in KwaKhoza
and Nogobhoza, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal. One
person was killed and 21 houses burnt down that day.
NZUZO, Nomsinya Grace (49), a UDF supporter, was
detained by members of the SAP for 14 days in 1985
in Grahamstown, Cape, after political meetings were
held in her house in Tantjie location.
O’KILL, Richard Olivier Pier ce, was shot and killed when
APLA operatives threw hand grenades at and opened fire
on the congregation of St James’ Church, Kenilworth,
Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven people were
killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See APLA
ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were granted
amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his application
struck off the roll for failing to attend the amnesty
hearing (AC/1998/0018).
O’LAUGHLIN, Bridget , an Irish citizen and researcher at
the Eduardo Mondlane University, was injured in Maputo,
Mozambique, on 17 August 1982 by a letter bomb sent
by members of the South African Security Branch.
Fellow academic Ruth First, who opened the letter
while she was in her office, was killed in the explosion.
O’REILLY, Susanna Maria Louise , was injured when
members of MK’s Special Operations Unit detonated
an explosive in a car outside the SADF Witwatersrand
Command headquarters in Johannesburg on 30 July
1987. At least 68 people were injured. Three MK
operatives and one UDF supporter linked to MK were
granted amnesty for their roles in this attack
(AC/2001/0003 and AC/2000/248).
O’REILLY, WO (19), a constable in the SAP, was shot
and injured when armed MK operatives attacked the
Wonderboompoort police station, Pretoria, on 26
December 1981. One MK operative was granted
amnesty (AC/2000/195).
OCTOBER Ronald (17), was shot dead by members
of the SAP on 16 September 1976 in Heideveld, Cape
Town, during the S OWETO UPRISING.
ODENDAAL-MAGW AZA, Marie Fredrika (35) was
detained by the SAP in Westville, near Durban, on 1
July 1986 and held in solitary confinement for ten days.
ODENDAL, (first name not given), was severely
injured when members of MK’s ‘Dolphin Unit’
detonated an explosive in a car near the Krugersdorp
Magistrate’s court and the adjacent police station, Tvl,
on 16 March 1988. Three people were killed and more
than 20 were injured in the blast. Two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003).
ODISITSE, Kewasepe , suffered severe damage to
house and property as a result of a car-bomb explosion
in Gaborone, Botswana, on 22 April 1987. See
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GABORONE CAR BOMB. The head of the Security Branch
and four Northern and Western Transvaal Security
Branch operatives were granted amnesty for this
operation (AC/2000/214).
ODLER, Sydney , was injured when members of MK’s
Special Operations Unit detonated an explosive in a
car outside the SADF Witwatersrand Command
headquarters in Johannesburg on 30 July 1987. At
least 68 people were injured. Three MK operatives and
one UDF supporter linked to MK were granted
amnesty for their roles in this attack (AC/2001/0003
and AC/2000/248).
OLAYI, Sidumo Petrus (28), a Transkei Defence Force
(TDF) soldier, was killed during an ATTEMPTED COUP IN
UMTATA, TRANSKEI, on 22 November 1990. Seven TDF
soldiers were killed and some 33 wounded. Four of the
coup conspirators were granted amnesty. Six Vlakplaas
operatives were granted amnesty for providing arms for
the attempted coup. An SADF Military Intelligence
operative, who applied for amnesty for his role in
supporting the coup, later withdrew his application
(AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095 and AC/2001/199).
OLDJOHN, Victor (50), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by members of the KWAZULU POLICE at Imbali,
Pietermaritzburg, on 6 February 1989. The
perpetrators allegedly came to his home saying they
were looking for his sons, who were UDF supporters.
OLDS, C, was injured in what became known as the
MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June 1986. The
explosion killed three women and injured at least 74
other people. Seven MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
OLEG, Karamzin , was shot and killed when APLA
operatives threw hand grenades at and opened fire on
the congregation of St James’ Church, Kenilworth,
Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven people were
killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See APLA
ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were granted
amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his application
struck off the roll for failing to attend the amnesty
hearing (AC/1998/0018).
OLIEN, Willie Ronny (33), was shot by members of
the SAP in Toekomsrus, Randfontein, Tvl, on 18
October 1990 during protests over electricity cut-offs.
OLIFANT, Joel , was shot dead in Makwassie, Tvl,
during a student demonstration at Leruntsi Secondary
School on 25 April 1993.
OLIFANT, Magdalena Elizabeth (37), had her home
damaged in an arson attack at Atlantis, Cape, on 29
November 1993. Shortly before the attack, the family
had received letters threatening Ms Olifant’s former
husband, an ANC and union activist.
OLIFANT, Shadrack Teko (25), was severely beaten
and tortured by named members of the Security
Branch at the Fountain police station, Bloemfontein, in
April 1986. Mr Olifant was one of around 20 UDF
supporters arrested while trying to cross the border
into Lesotho in April 1986, with the intention of joining
the ANC in exile. In detention they were interrogated,
tortured, beaten, subjected to degrading treatment
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and denied food. Two members of the SAP were
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0025 and AC/1999/0026).
OLIFANT, Tshidiso Paulos , was shot and severely
injured in Evaton, Tvl, on 23 February 1993 by members
of a local gang who were also part of an ANC-aligned
self-defence unit.
OLIFANT, Violent Ntombifikile ‘Khono’
(24), an ANC
member, was beaten and injured by members of the
SADF at Murchison, near Port Shepstone, Natal,
during protests in the area on 14 January 1993.
OLIPHANT, Alfred Welile (56), an ANC member, was
shot dead while running from his burning home in
Whittlesea, Ciskei, on 27 August 1992, during political
conflict between ADM and ANC supporters. An ADM
member was refused amnesty (AC/1999/0265).
OLIPHANT, Benjamin T omelotso , a UDF supporter,
died in police custody in Jouberton, Klerksdorp, Tvl, on
16 September 1987. Mr Oliphant had been detained
without trial under emergency regulations since
December 1986.
OLIPHANT, George David , (32), was detained
without trial on 16 September 1987 in Jouberton,
Klerksdorp, Tvl, to prevent his presence at the inquest
into his brother’s death while in police custody.
OLIPHANT, Ivan , an ANC supporter, got lost in Tokoza,
Tvl, on 1 August 1993 along with friends. The five
found themselves in Khumalo Street where they were
attacked by IFP-supporting hostel- dwellers. Mr
Oliphant and his friends were hacked and burnt to death.
Khumalo Street had been declared a ‘no-go’ area
following numerous clashes between IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
OLIPHANT, Lean Olefame (41), was severely beaten
by Bophuthatswana Police on 6 December 1990 in
Taung, Bophuthatswana. At the time there was a
meeting at Dryharts Bathlapin tribal office where
villagers had summoned chief Jerry Mahure to present
their grievances. Police dispersed the crowd by targassing and sjambokking those in attendance.
OLIPHANT, Malebogo W ilfr ed (15), a student activist,
was severely beaten and tortured by named members
of the SAP after he was arrested in Vryburg, Cape, on
11 May 1990. This followed a student protest march
to the court to demand the release of fellow students
who were charged with public violence.
OLIPHANT, Norman Mpumelelo (26), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP during unrest in
Beaufort West, Cape, in October 1985. Residents
were angered at a court inquest finding which cleared
the SAP of criminal responsibility for killing a local UDF
activist in January that year.
OLIPHANT, Patricia (13), a COSAS member, was shot
and severely injured by members of the SAP in
Venterstad, Cape, on 4 July 1993. Patricia was walking
to a relative’s home when she was shot.
OLIPHANT, Rufus (34), was arrested and severely
assaulted by members of the SAP at Worcester, Cape,
in March 1960, during protests in the township. He
was sentenced to eight lashes after which he was
redetained for four months.
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OLIVER, L, was injured in what became known as the
MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June 1986. The
explosion killed three women and injured at least 74
other people. Seven MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
OLIVIER, John David ‘Soppie’ (20), a youth activist,
was detained in Atlantis, Cape, on 14 June 1986 and
held for six weeks under emergency regulations at
Victor Verster prison, Paarl, Cape.
OLIVIER, L , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
OLIVIER, Mervin Govan (18), a UDF activist, was
suffocated with a plastic bag by members of the SAP
after his arrest at George, Cape, in 1989. He was later
injured in a vigilante attack.
OLIVIER, Peter , a civilian, was injured when APLA
operatives attacked members and guests at the King
William’s Town Golf Club, Eastern Cape, on 28
November 1992. Four people were killed and 17
injured in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Four APLA
members were granted amnesty (AC/2001/182).
OLIVIER, V al, a civilian, was injured when APLA
operatives attacked members and guests at the King
William’s Town Golf Club, Cape, on 28 November
1992. Four people were killed and 17 injured in the
attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Four APLA members were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/182).
ONIWE, Aubr ey, (11), was shot and severely injured
by members of the SA Railway Police in Guguletu,
Cape Town, on 28 December 1976. He was playing
near the railway line when police opened fire on
protesters. Vuyo suffered permanent injury from the
shooting.
ONTONG, Paul Eienne (19), was killed when a bomb,
planted by AWB members, exploded at a taxi rank on
the corner of Odendaal and Victoria Streets in
Germiston, Tvl, on the 25 April 1994. Ten persons
were killed and nine were injured in the blast. Four
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0342).
See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
ONVER WACHT, Abraham Carel (29), was hit by a
brick while driving past stone-throwing youths near
Bonteheuwel, Cape Town, on 7 September 1989, in
the aftermath of the apartheid election held on 6
September 1989. Mr Onverwacht lost an eye in the
attack.
OOSTENHUIZEN, J , a member of the SAP, was
injured in a shoot-out with an MK operative in
Johannesburg on 25 May 1991. Mr Oosthuizen and
his colleague were both injured in the shoot-out, when
they attempted to stop a vehicle. One MK operative
was granted amnesty (AC/1997/0035).
OOSTHUIZEN, GJ , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
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African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
OOSTHUIZEN, Lourens Cor nelius , a policeman, was
shot and injured by ANC SELF-DEFENCE UNIT (SDU)
members during April 1992 in Ficksburg, OFS. Three
of the SDU members were granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0229).
OOSTHUIZEN, Patrick Edgar V ernon , an ANC
supporter, was arrested and severely beaten by police
in George, Cape, on 13 September 1976, during a
period of unrest after the SOWETO UPRISING had spread
to the South Cape. He was charged with public
violence and later acquitted.
OOSTHUIZEN, Wessel Johannes , was shot and
injured by APLA members at a petrol depot in East
London on 19 August 1983. See APLA attacks.
OPPERMAN, JP , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
OPPERMAN, Karel (27), was shot in the eye near his
home by members of the SAP, some of whom are
named, in Ashton, Cape, on 30 June 1990. There had
been a protest march that day. Mr Opperman, who was
not politically involved, lost an eye in the shooting.
OPPERMAN, Ryno Johannes , sustained minor
injuries when MK operatives detonated a car bomb
using a remote control device outside the Ellis Park
rugby stadium, Johannesburg, on 2 July 1988. Two
spectators leaving the rugby match were killed and 37
others sustained minor and major injuries. Four
operatives from MK’s Special Operations Unit,
including its commander, were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/161).
ORLYN, Kgotsile Cecil (34), a church minister, youth
activist and UDF supporter, was arrested in June 1987
and detained for 3 months at Humansdorp, Cape.
While in detention, he was beaten and given electric
shock torture by members of the SAP, some of who
are named.
ORWIN, Gary David , a member of the SADF, was
shot and wounded when APLA members ambushed a
military vehicle, firing on it with automatic weapons, in
Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 16 December 1986. See
APLA ATTACKS. Two APLA members were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/0133).
OSEPENG, Boikie Patrick .31) , was detained
between 1990 and 1992 in Dryharts, Taung,
Bophuthatswana, during a chieftaincy feud between
chief Mahure and Chief Mankuroane.
OSMERS, John (43), an Anglican priest from New
Zealand and an ANC supporter, was severely injured in
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an explosion in Maseru, Lesotho, on 5 July 1979, when
he opened a parcel containing an explosive device.
Five other persons were injured in the incident.
OSS, Andr ew, was stabbed and burnt to death by
members of the ‘Gaddaffi’ faction of the ANC-aligned
KHUTSONG Y OUTH CONGRESS (KYC) in Khutsong,
Carletonville, Tvl, in June 1990 while selling ANC Tshirts at the local taxi rank. Violence between two rival
factions of the KYC, the ‘Zim-zims’ and the ‘Gaddaffis’,
resulted in at least 17 deaths between 1989 and 1991
before a peace pact took effect in May 1991.
OTTO, AP , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
OTTO, Ewette Jauneen (16), was shot dead together
with a friend by named members of the SAP in Bishop
Lavis, Cape Town, on 6 September 1989, near a
burning barricade erected in protest against the
apartheid elections being held that day. Widespread
clashes with police took place across Cape Town
resulting in over 20 deaths and many injuries.
OZYNSKI, Saul (21), a member of the Congress of
Democrats (COD), was detained in 1961 in Johannesburg, under emergency regulations. Mr Ozynski was
accused of being a communist. The COD was banned
in 1962.
PADI, Isaac Butinyana (56), was tortured by members
of the SAP at the Protea police station, Soweto,
Johannesburg, on 7 February 1991. Mr Padi was
detained as police were looking for his son, an MK
operative. Mr Padi’s son and girlfriend were later shot
dead by police.
PADI, Itumeleng Samuel (22), an MK operative, was
shot dead by named members of the SAP during a
shoot-out at his home in Phiri, Soweto, Johannesburg,
on 19 May 1991. Mr Padi had escaped from police
custody and was shot dead with his girlfriend during a
raid. Police arrested his father prior to his death and
tortured him to reveal his son’s whereabouts.
PADI, Refiloe (15), was shot and wounded by members
of the SAP at Matshidiso High School in Meadowlands,
Soweto, Johannesburg, in 1987 during student
protests in the area.
PADIACHY, Krishna (21), was injured when a limpet
mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded during
lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni, Tvl, on
30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at least 66
people were injured. Four MK operatives were granted
amnesty for the planning and execution of the attack
(AC/1999/0294).
PADLEY, Kar en, was shot and injured when APLA
operatives threw hand grenades at and opened fire on
the congregation of St James’ Church, Kenilworth,
Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven people were
killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See APLA
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ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were granted
amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his application
struck off the roll for failing to attend the amnesty
hearing (AC/1998/0018).
PAGE, Pedro Amandrio , was shot dead by a named
member of the SAP in Parkwood Estate, Cape Town,
on 6 September 1989. He had allegedly joined a
crowd of onlookers who were watching as roadblocks
were set up.
PAGE, Stephen John , was killed when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
PAHLA, Ben (48), was severely beaten by IMBOKODO
vigilantes at Siyabuswa community hall, KwaNdebele,
on 1 January 1986. He and others were put in a room
where the floor had been deliberately soaped to make
it slippery and were sjambokked and beaten where
they fell. Between 200 and 360 individuals were
abducted and assaulted for about 36 hours. The
attacks, led by named KwaNdebele government
officials, were designed to suppress resistance to
INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele.
PAILANE, Phillip Kedibone , a local council employee,
lost his house when it was burnt down by SANCO and
ANC supporters in Duduza, Nigel, Tvl, in 1991.
Members of the community opposed local councils
and saw councillors and council employees as
legitimate targets in the political struggle of the time.
PAILE, Franscina Busi , was one of 18 people injured
in a limpet mine explosion at a bus stop near the
Checkers shopping complex in Silverton, Tvl, on 4 July
1986. Four MK operatives were granted amnesty for
the attack (AC/1999/0257).
PAIS, Jose Dos Santos , sustained minor injuries
when MK operatives detonated a car bomb using a
remote control device outside the Ellis Park rugby
stadium, Johannesburg, on 2 July 1988. Two
spectators leaving the rugby match were killed and 37
others sustained minor and major injuries. Four
operatives from MK’s Special Operations Unit,
including its commander, were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/161).
PAKA, Johnson , a PAC member, was detained by the
SAP in the Transkei, Cape, in 1960. He was
imprisoned for five years on Robben Island for his PAC
activities. After his release he was placed under house
arrest for two years.
PAKA, Tonny Khabuqheya (19), was incarcerated and
tortured by the SAP in Engcobo, Transkei, Cape, in
November 1963, because of his PAC activities. He
was charged with sabotage and sentenced to five
years’ imprisonment, after which he was banished for
two years.
PAKADE, George Sidney , a UDF supporter, had his
house looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a
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group of Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters
and residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in spite of a heavy police and military presence.
Fourteen people were killed and at least 120 homes
burnt down. One former IFP member was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
PAKISI, Raphael , was shot and burnt to death at the
Chris Hani informal settlement, Daveyton, Tvl, on 25
July 1993 when a group of IFP supporters, allegedly
aided by members of the SAP and SADF, attacked
area which was perceived to be an ANC stronghold.
PALEO, David Sebolai (49), was stabbed to death by
IFP supporters in Tokoza, Tvl, on 21 August 1993
during clashes between hostel-dwellers and mainly
ANC-supporting residents. Mr Paleo’s body was found
in one of the hsotels and was reportedly mutilated.
PALI, Qolwana Reginald (70), a local headman, was
abducted on 26 December 1993 at Kidd’s Beach,
Cape, during conflict over leadership in the area. His
skeletal remains were found seven months later near
the Chalumna River.
PALM, (first name not given), was severely injured
when members of MK’s ‘Dolphin unit’ detonated an
explosive in a car near the Krugersdorp Magistrate’s
court and the adjacent police station, Tvl, on 16 March
1988. Three people were killed and more than 20
were injured in the blast. Two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/003).
PALM, Rolande Lucielle (22), a civilian, was shot and
killed when APLA operatives attacked the Heidelberg
Tavern in Observatory, Cape Town, on 30 December
1993. Four people were killed and seven were injured
during the course of the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Three
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0026).
PAMA, Elliot Michael , a policeman, was injured by
APLA operatives during an armed robbery at the
University of Transkei in Umtata, Transkei, on 18
February 1993. The perpetrators robbed the university
of R500 000 and shot three security guards, one of
whom was killed. See APLA ATTACKS. One perpetrator
was granted amnesty (AC/2000/106).
PAMA, Priscilla (14), was shot dead by members of
the SAP in Nyanga, Cape Town, on 29 August 1985,
during widespread unrest on the day after the
POLLSMOOR MARCH to demand the release of Nelson
Mandela. At least 28 people were shot dead by police
in the aftermath of the march.
PANAGOS-CITTON, Roseta Maria , sustained
damage to her property when a limpet mine, planted
by an MK unit near the Checkers shopping complex in
Silverton, Tvl, exploded on 4 July 1986. Eighteen
people were injured. Four MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0257).
PANDA, William Wali (34), a UDF supporter, was
shot above the eye in a clash between protesters and
police at KwaNomzamo, Humansdorp, Cape, on 20
May 1986. Mr Panda was participating in a march to
demand the resignation of the Black Local Authority in
Humansdorp when shooting broke out.
PANDLE, Nomfusi , a school student, was detained in
Willowmore, Cape, on 13 June 1986, and held for three
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months under emergency regulations. She was beaten
by police during her detention. After her release she was
arrested, charged with public violence and sentenced
to five years’ imprisonment. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
PANGOMSO, Sipho Jackson (70), an ANC supporter,
lost his huts when they were burnt down by named
members of the Transkei Police in May 1993 at
Mthimde, Lusikisiki, Transkei.
PANKER, A , was injured in a hand grenade explosion
on 25 May 1993 in Kimberley, Cape, during an ANC
protest march to the Bophuthatswana consulate. Two
MK operatives threw a hand grenade at the building
which bounced back into the crowd, killing one person
and injuring 41 others. Two ANC members were
wrongly convicted of the killing. Four MK operatives
and ANC members, two of whom denied guilt, were
refused amnesty (AC/2000/053 and AC/2000/241).
PANTSI, Thembani , a SASM member, was tortured
while in detention in Fort Glamorgan prison, East
London, in 1976.
PANY ANE, Nkululeko Michael (22), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead, in Katlehong, Tvl, on 29 July 1990,
allegedly by IFP supporters.
PANZISO, V irginia , an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by members of the Ciskei Police and CDF during
protests at Mdantsane, Ciskei, on 25 December 1988.
PAPA, Reverend V uyani (16), was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Nyanga, Cape Town, on 2
September 1985, during widespread unrest that followed
the POLLSMOOR MARCH, held a few days earlier to demand
the release of Nelson Mandela. At least 28 people were
shot dead by police in the aftermath of the march.
PAPALA, Samuel Chobane (23), an ANC supporter,
was abducted by AWB supporters in Hoopstad, OFS,
in 1993. Mr Papala was walking in the street wearing
an ANC T-shirt during a boycott. He was severely
assaulted and then locked in a garage, from which he
managed to escape. The incident took place at a time
when members of the AWB were carrying out random
attacks in retaliation for the ‘one settler, one bullet’
campaign by APLA members.
PAPATHANSPOULES, Geor ge, was injured in a
limpet mine explosion in Johannesburg on 4 March
1986. One MK operative was granted amnesty for the
incident (AC/2001/003).
PAPIE, JJ , a member of the Riot Police, was assaulted
and shot dead, allegedly by members of the Orange Free
State Security Branch, near Bloemfontein in 1986. A
former Security Branch informer was refused amnesty
owing to conflicting evidence (AC/1999/0026).
PAPIYANA, Godfrey Madoda , was shot and injured
when members of the AWB opened fire at a minibus
taxi travelling between Westonaria and Randfontein,
Tvl, on 27 April 1994, in an effort to disrupt the
electoral process. Polling in the first democratic
elections had started on the same day. The driver of
the taxi was shot and killed in the attack. Two AWB
members were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0342).
PAPIYANA, Viyani Kenneth , was shot and killed
when members of the AWB opened fire at a minibus
taxi travelling between Westonaria and Randfontein,
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Tvl, on 27 April 1994, in an effort to disrupt the
electoral process. Polling in the first democratic
elections had started on the same day. A passenger
was shot and injured in the attack. Two AWB
members were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0342).
PAPO, Piet Lehameze , was severely assaulted by
alleged IFP supporters in Saulsville, Tvl, in 1991.
PAPU, Benjamin , (30), an ANC activist, was stabbed
to death by ADM supporters in Alice, Ciskei, on 3 April
1994, after he was accused of being an Inkatha
supporter, in political conflict in the run-up to the APRIL
1994 ELECTIONS.
PAPU, Velile Wellington (18), was attacked with
knobkerries by named members of the Peacemakers
vigilante group during political conflict in Joza,
Grahamstown, Cape, during November 1979. He was
admitted to Settlers’ hospital in Grahamstown, where
he subsequently died from his injuries.
PARAFINI, Abram , was shot dead by members of the
SAP in Jouberton, Klerksdorp, Tvl, during a memorial
service on 16 March 1986 in honour of youths killed in
riots in Bethlehem.
PARKIES, Nomthandazo V ir ginia (51), an ANC
supporter, lost her home when the Crossroads
settlement in Katlehong, Tvl, was attacked by IFP
supporters on 12 September 1990.
PARKIES, Tieho Ben (49), lost his home when it was
burnt down by IFP supporters during an attack on the
Chris Hani informal settlement, Daveyton, Tvl, on 25
July 1993 because the area was mainly ANC-supporting.
PARTHEN, Hammey Jessica (16), was injured when
a limpet mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded
during lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni,
Tvl, on 30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at
least 66 people were injured. Four MK operatives
were granted amnesty for the planning and execution
of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
PASIYA, Masoka , a Transkei Defence Force (TDF)
soldier, was injured during an ATTEMPTED COUP IN
UMTATA, TRANSKEI, on 22 November 1990. Seven TDF
soldiers were killed and some 33 wounded. Four of
the coup conspirators were granted amnesty. Six
Vlakplaas operatives were granted amnesty for
providing arms for the attempted coup. An SADF
Military Intelligence operative, who applied for
amnesty for his role in supporting the coup, later
withdrew his application (AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095
and AC/2001/199).
PATEL, Alec Armien (40), was shot and injured by
members of the SAP in early September 1976 at the
Grand Parade, Cape Town, during the SOWETO UPRISING.
PATEL, Zahid Ebrahim , was shot, injured and robbed
of his vehicle by MK operatives in Laudium, Pretoria,
on 12 August 1981. The perpetrators were seeking a
getaway vehicle after launching a rocket attack on the
SADF’s base at Voortrekkerhoogte, Pretoria. Two MK
operatives were granted amnesty for this incident
(AC/2001/003).
PATHENI, Velephi (26), an ANC supporter, had her house
at Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, destroyed in
an arson attack by IFP supporters in February 1992.
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PATLAKI, W illy , an ANC supporter, was detained and
severely beaten by members of the SAP in Bloemfontein, in March 1989. He was one of an unknown
number of youths who had been toyi-toying and were
taken to the police station, where they were beaten.
PATRICK, V eron , was injured in a hand grenade
explosion on 25 May 1993 in Kimberley, Cape, during
an ANC protest march to the Bophuthatswana
consulate. Two MK operatives threw a hand grenade
at the building which bounced back into the crowd,
killing one person and injuring 41 others. Two ANC
members were wrongly convicted of the killing. Four
MK operatives and ANC members, two of whom
denied guilt, were refused amnesty (AC/2000/053 and
AC/2000/241).
PATSA, V uyani (16), a SASCO member, was killed by
members of the Ciskei Police on 21 August 1985 in
Zwelitsha, Ciskei.
PATTENDEN, Angelique (23), was killed in what
became known as the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in
Durban on 14 June 1986. The explosion killed three
women and injured at least 74 other people. Seven
MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/128).
PAULI, Sicelo , an ANC member, was shot dead by
masked gunmen who burst into the house and
opened fire in Crossroads, Cape Town, on 19 March
1993. Three family members and friends were shot
dead and two injured in the attack. One of the
perpetrators was later convicted and jailed for the
attack. He was refused amnesty.
PAULSEN, Lionel (12), was shot dead by named
members of the SAP in Mitchells Plain, Cape Town, on
29 August 1985. A 13-year-old boy also died in the
incident. They were among the 28 people shot dead
by police in the aftermath of the POLLSMOOR MARCH.
PAVEL, V uluev , was shot and killed when APLA
operatives threw hand grenades at and opened fire on
the congregation of St James’ Church, Kenilworth,
Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven people were
killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See APLA
ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were granted
amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his application
struck off the roll for failing to attend the amnesty
hearing (AC/1998/0018).
PAVIER, James Geor ge, was one of 18 people
injured in a limpet mine explosion at a bus stop near
the Checkers shopping complex in Silverton, Tvl, on 4
July 1986. Four MK operatives were granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1999/0257).
PAVILLON, D , was injured in what became known as
the MAGOO’ S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June 1986.
The explosion killed three women and injured at least
74 other people. Seven MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
PAYI, Bukelwa Notargane (15), was shot dead when
members of the SAP assaulted and opened fire on
mourners gathered at a night vigil on 8 March 1985 in
Fort Beaufort, Cape.
PAYI, Clarence Lucky , an MK operative, was
executed in Pretoria Central prison, Pretoria, on 9
September 1986. Mr Payi and another MK operative
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were sentenced to death for the killing of ANC
supporter Ben Langa in 1984. The two were instructed
to assassinate Mr Langa by an MK commander who
was later believed to be a state agent.
PAYI, Nomathamsanqa Ethel Thami (45), had her home
destroyed in a petrol bomb attack by members of the
UDF-supporting AMAB UTHO in Port Elizabeth in 1986.
PAYI, Nosipho (25), was burnt to death by members
of the UDF-supporting AMABUTHO during protests in
Port Elizabeth, on 30 April 1986.
PEARCE - MARCON, Adine Leighanne , was stabbed
and injured by PAC supporters at the Durban
beachfront on 9 October 1990. The perpetrators
attacked white people at random, killing one elderly
person and injuring several others. Two perpetrators
were granted amnesty (AC/2000/144).
PEBANE, Motlatsi Abram (22), an ANCYL supporter,
was shot and injured by named members of the SAP
in Edenburg, OFS, on 27 September 1990, allegedly
because he was involved in organising an electricity
boycott. He was hospitalised in Bloemfontein and the
following day detained for three weeks at Edenburg
police station.
PEDRO, Niclo (20), an MK operative, was detained in
Cape Town in August 1987 and held under SECTION 29
for six months, during which he was severely tortured
by named members of the Western Cape Security
Branch. Mr Pedro was later convicted of terrorism and
sentenced to 14 years’ imprisonment. One Security
Branch operative was granted amnesty for his torture
(AC/1999/0027).
PEHLUKWAYO, Mirriam Kalelani , had her four huts
burnt down by alleged ANC supporters at Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 6 April 1994, during political
conflict in the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
PEKEUR, Lawrence (15), was shot dead on 3 September
1984 in Sebokeng, Tvl, during the VAAL UPRISING.
Community marches in protest against high rents and
poor facilitities led to a strong police presence and a
number of people were killed or injured in the area.
PELLEM, Mthuthuzeli Simon , a passenger in a motor
vehicle, was injured in an attack by APLA operatives
near the Nahoon Dam, East London, on 25 March
1994. Two perpetrators were refused amnesty on the
basis that they had no orders to carry out the attack
(AC/2001/271).
PEMBA, Vuyisile Reginald (36), a member of the SAP,
had his house destroyed in a petrol bomb attack during
political unrest in Bongolethu, Lady Frere, Transkei, in
November 1985.
PENYA, James Mongadi (22), disappeared on 17
June 1976 from Johannesburg, the day after the start
of the SOWETO UPRISING.
PENZANA, Mzimkhulu Nimrod (21), was shot dead
by members of the SAP in Langa, Uitenhage, Cape, on
21 March 1985 when police opened fire on mourners
marching to a funeral. At least 20 people were killed and
many injured in the shooting. See L ANGA SHOOTINGS.
PEO, Maphuti Joseph (54), had his home burnt down
on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, allegedly by
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supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because Mr Peo resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
PEPU, Earnest Gwede , an IKONGO member, was shot
dead by members of the SAP on 22 May 1960 in
Bizana, Transkei, because of his political affiliation.
Several other Pondo people died in the attack. See
PONDOLAND REVOLT.
PERO, Theodore , a civilian, was injured in crossfire in
a shoot-out between APLA operatives and members
of the SAP during a robbery of a branch of Nedbank in
Johannesburg on 28 March 1990. See APLA ATTACKS.
One perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0310).
PERREIRA, Manuel Amoro , was severely injured
when members of the AWB detonated an explosive at
Sannieshof, Bultfontein, OFS, on 28 February 1994.
See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS. Two AWB members were
granted amnesty (AC/1998/0113).
PETA, Eric Skumbuzo , was shot dead by members of
the SADF while he was going to a shop in Despatch,
Cape, on 6 April 1985.
PETA, Tom Bombes (15), was shot dead by a named
member of the Security Branch in Somerset East,
Cape, during the looting and burning down of beerhalls
on 17 March 1985.
PETA, Vakele Joseph (61), a community COUNCILLOR,
lost his house in a petrol bomb attack in Soweto, Port
Elizabeth, in March 1985, during political conflict over
Black Local Authorities in the area.
PETA, Wonga Horatius (22), a PAC supporter, was
shot and injured by members of the SADF on 17 June
1977 at KwaNobuhle, Uitenhage, Cape, during violent
political unrest following a march the previous day to
commemorate the SOWETO UPRISING.
PETE, Thuli Abram , was shot and injured by IFP
supporters in Klipspruit, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 12
April 1992. Soweto was tense at the time after
numerous clashes between IFP-aligned hosteldwellers and mainly ANC-supporting residents.
PETEGA, Mr (first name not given), a member of
Parliament in the Ciskei Government, suffered damage
to property when his house was petrol-bombed by
members of the SADA Youth Congress and UDF
supporters at Sada, Hewu, Ciskei, during 1986t. One
UDF supporter was granted amnesty (AC/2001/076).
PETENI, Zolisile Harret (25), an ANC member, lost his
house and all its contents in an attack by named ADM
supporters on 13 November 1993 in Zwelitsha, Ciskei.
PETER, Elijah (35), was shot and severely injured by
members of the SAP in KTC, Cape Town, on 4
December 1985, while he was returning home from
work. He successfully sued the Minister of Law and
Order for damages.
PETER, Lulamile Basie (15), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured on 18 April 1985 when police
members, concealed in a MUNICIPAL POLICE vehicle in
Despatch, Cape, opened fire on youths playing
football. Basie was arrested at hospital, convicted of
public violence and given a suspended sentence. Four
people were killed and two injured in the shooting.
See TROJAN HORSE INCIDENT, DESPATCH.
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PETER, Mbulelo Lawrence Toyo (22), an ANC
supporter, was severely beaten with sjamboks by
members of the SAP on 24 May 1986 during protests
in Alexandria, Cape.
PETER, Nombiniso Lillian , an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten by ADM supporters and members of
the CDF at a headman’s homestead near King
William’s Town, Cape, on 6 September 1992. The
assault occurred during political conflict over the
reimposition of the headman system in Ciskei.
PETER, Nomvakutu Topsy (51), was shot dead by
members of the SAP during a consumer boycott at
Fingo Village, Grahamstown, Cape, on 2 February 1987.
PETER, Sebenzile Richard Butter (26), a UDF
supporter, was severely assaulted by members of the
MUNICIPAL P OLICE in Port Elizabeth, after being accused
of stoning a police van during political protests in April
1986.
PETER, Sipho Cyprian (27), a Transkei Defence Force
(TDF) soldier, was killed during an ATTEMPTED COUP IN
UMTATA, TRANSKEI, on 22 November 1990. Seven TDF
soldiers were killed and some 33 wounded. Four of the
coup conspirators were granted amnesty. Six Vlakplaas
operatives were granted amnesty for providing arms for
the attempted coup. An SADF Military Intelligence
operative, who applied for amnesty for his role in
supporting the coup, later withdrew his application
(AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095 and AC/2001/199).
PETER, Sobantu Per cival , a PAC supporter, died in
1963 while serving a prison sentence on Robben
Island, Cape Town.
PETER, Walter Mar tin , was injured when AWB
members detonated an explosive at the taxi rank in
Westonaria, Tvl, on 25 April 1994, in an effort to
disrupt the electoral process. Five people were killed
in the blast. Six AWB members were granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0342). See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
PETER, Wayilese (19), a SAYCO supporter, was
detained on 20 February 1986 under emergency
regulations in Stutterheim, Cape, and was severely
beaten by named members of the SAP during his
detention at King William’s Town prison. Mr Peter was
accused of arson and the murder of a policeman
during a consumer boycott and resistance to the Black
Local Authority. He was sentenced to three years’
imprisonment, was found not guilty of murder in 1988
and released in 1989.
PETER, Zola (30), was shot and severely injured by a
named perpetrator in Pretoria, on 29 May 1993.
PETERS, Dorothy Ethelr ede, 44, a UDF activist, had
her home petrol-bombed in Kimberley, Cape, on 21
March 1985. She was detained under emergency
regulations on 12 June 1986 and held for one year.
During her detention she was interrogated and held in
solitary confinement for long periods. See POLICE
BRUTALITY.
PETERS, Sandile Christopher (30), an ANC
supporter, was shot and injured by a named member
of the KWAZULU POLICE (KZP) at KwaMashu, Durban, on
9 March 1990, while attending the funeral vigil of
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another person who had allegedly been killed by the
same KZP member. The perpetrator was sentenced to
27 years’ imprisonment.
PETERSEN, Daniel Johannes (38), was shot and
blinded in one eye by members of the SAP on 10
September 1976 in Mossel Bay, Cape, after the
SOWETO UPRISING had spread to the South Cape.
PETERSEN, Mogamat Shahim (14), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in September 1976 in
Manenberg, Cape Town, during the S OWETO UPRISING.
PETERSEN, Norman (aka ‘Billy Holiday’)
(22), an
MK operative, was shot dead by named members of
the SAP on 11 March 1987 in a house in New
Crossroads, Cape Town.
PETERSON, Gerard , suffered severe emotional trauma
as a result of an arson attack on Khanya House, the
headquarters of the Southern African Catholic Bishops’
Conference, in Pretoria on 12 October 1988. The
victims were trapped in the burning building for some
time before being rescued. Twelve Vlakplaas
operatives and seven other Security Branch
Headquarters operatives, including senior personnel,
were granted amnesty (AC/2000/215).
PETERSON, Glynn John (20), was shot dead by
members of the SAP on 8 September 1976 in
Steenberg, Cape Town, during the S OWETO UPRISING.
PETERSON, Hector Zolile (13), was shot dead by
members of the SAP on 16 June 1976, during the
SOWETO UPRISING. During the protest 575 people were
killed and 2 380 people injured in clashes between
protesters and members of the SAP and the Riot Unit.
Most of the protesters were youths or schoolchildren.
PETHERIDGE, MEG , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
PETLELE, Abram Mogapi , (53), an ANC supporter,
was severely beaten by members of the
Bophuthatswana Police in Phokeng, Bophuthatswana,
on 26 December 1990 for refusing to recognise a
chief imposed on the Bafokeng by Mangope.
PETLEY, Jared (two weeks old), was seriously injured
in a limpet mine set by MK operatives in
Johannesburg, on 1 July 1986. Jared was paralysed
and is now mentally disabled.
PETO, Ronnie , was assaulted by Witwatersrand
Security Branch operatives at the Alexandra Security
Branch offices, Johannesburg, on an unspecified date
between 1989 and 1992. One perpetrator was granted
amnesty (AC/2001/249).
PETRUS, Andrew Isaac (25), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by named members of the THREE
MILLION GANG in Kroonstad, OFS, on 28 May 1992.
PETRUS, Roland Roy Roux (23), an ANC supporter,
was severely assaulted by named members of the
SAP in Kroonstad, OFS, on 28 February 1992,
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allegedly because he was thought to be involved in
the killing of a leader of the THREE MILLION GANG.
At the time, the community was mobilising to defend
itself against the gang’s attacks.
PETVELLA, LM , was injured when members of MK’s
Special Operations Unit detonated an explosive in a car
outside the SADF Witwatersrand Command
headquarters in Johannesburg on 30 July 1987. At
least 68 people were injured. Three MK operatives and
one UDF supporter linked to MK were granted
amnesty for their roles in this attack (AC/2001/0003
and AC/2000/248).
PETWANE, Moseki John (61), was injured in a shooting
in Swartruggens, Tvl, on 14 December 1991. Police
allegedly raided a birthday party they believed to be an
ANC meeting, and shot and injured many of the guests.
PETZER, M, was injured when MK operatives detonated
an explosive in a car outside the South African Air
Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church Street, Pretoria,
on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people were killed and
217 injured. The overall commander of MK’s Special
Operations Unit and two MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See CHURCH
STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
PEU, Chuene Daniel (39), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down in GaMatlala, Lebowa, on 25
December 1972 by a named perpetrator and other
alleged supporters of Chief Benjamin because he tried
to resettle on stands allocated by the chief. They were
forcibly removed and their livestock was stolen,
allegedly on the chief’s instructions.
PEU, Mamaloko Lina (22), had her home burnt down
on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, during the
dispute over the Matlala chieftaincy between Chief BK
Matlala, backed by the Lebowa and South African
governments, and Chieftainess Matlou Matlala,
backed by the ANC-aligned People’s Congress.
PEU, Mankopi Heather (39), was killed when a bus
crashed into a house in Katlehong, Tvl, on 12 April 1993.
She died a week later. Youths had stoned the bus to
enforce a stayaway two days after the death of C HRIS
HANI. The driver lost control and crashed into the house.
PEU, Raisibe Maphuti (51), lost her home in an arson
attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
PEWA, Nhanhla Adrian (17), an ANC supporter, was
shot and severely injured by named Inkatha supportes
and a Special Constable at Hammarsdale, Natal, on 10
December 1988, allegedly in a revenge attack. A friend
who was with him at the time was killed in the attack.
PHADI, (first name not given), a sergeant in the SAP,
was shot and injured, and robbed of his firearm by
members of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU) in
Daveyton, Tvl, during 1993. One SDU member was
granted amnesty (AC/2000/227).
PHADI, Jacop Japi (21), was abducted on 1 June
1982 in Kagiso, Tvl. He was a PAC member and was
planning to leave the country.
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PHADU, Lesetja William (39), lost his home when it
was burnt down on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala,
Lebowa, allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala,
because Mr Phadu resisted Lebowa’s proposed
independence from South Africa.
PHADU, Mosima Rosina (39), lost her home in an
arson attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
PHAGO, Chidi Elias , lost his home when it was burnt
down on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
Mr Phago resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence
from South Africa.
PHAGO, Maputi Johanna (53), lost her home in an
arson attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
PHAGO, Phuti Joel , lost his home when it was burnt
down on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
Mr Phago resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence
from South Africa.
PHAHLA, Ben (48), was severely beaten by IMBOKODO
vigilantes at Siyabuswa community hall, KwaNdebele,
on 1 January 1986. He and others were put in a room
where the floor had been deliberately soaped to make
it slippery and were then sjambokked and beaten
where they fell. Between 200 and 360 individuals
were abducted and assaulted in this way. The attacks,
led by named KwaNdebele government officials, were
designed to suppress resistance to INCORPORATION into
KwaNdebele.
PHAHLADIRA, Makwena Petr us (56), had his home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
Mr Phahladira resisted Lebowa’s proposed
independence from South Africa.
PHAHLADIRA, Mosima (39), had her home burnt down
on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, allegedly by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
PHAHLAMOHLAKA, Richard Mamplekgo , was
injured and suffered damage to property during the
BOIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong,
near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left
45 people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
PHAHLAMOHLAKA, Simon , was one of five people
seriously injured in a limpet mine explosion at the
Administration Board offices in Tembisa, Tvl, on 6
October 1988. Two MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/132).
PHAHLAMOHLAKA, Tseke John (36), was placed
under house arrest for five years by the SAP in Nebo,
Tvl, in 1966 because he was an ANC member. He had
been detained in 1963 under the 90-day detention law.
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PHAHLE, George Cecil (47), an ANC member from
Soweto, Johannesburg, was shot dead on 14 June
1985 in a cross-border attack launched by the SADF
Special Forces, together with the Security Branch, on
ANC offices and houses in Gaborone, Botswana. Twelve
people were killed, including Mr Phahle’s wife, and six
were wounded in the operation. See GABORONE RAID.
PHAHLE, Lindiwe Maude (37), an ANC member from
Soweto, Johannesburg, was shot dead on 14 June 1985
in a cross-border attack launched by the SADF Special
Forces, together with the Security Branch, on ANC
offices and houses in Gaborone, Botswana. Twelve
people were killed, including Ms Phahle’s husband, and
six were wounded in the operation. See GABORONE RAID.
PHAHLE, Livingstone , from Soweto, Johannesburg,
suffered a nervous breakdown after surviving an
attack on the house in which he was staying during a
cross-border attack launched by the SADF Special
Forces, together with the Security Branch, on ANC
offices and houses in Gaborone, Botswana, on 14
June 1985. Twelve people were killed, including Mr
Phahle’s brother and sister-in-law, and six were
wounded in the operation. See GABORONE RAID.
PHAJANE, Gilbert Mosehlane (18), a COSAS
member, was detained in Tumahole, Parys, OFS, for
three months in 1984 and again, under emergency
regulations, for four months in 1985. Mr Phajane was
severely tortured during both periods of detention.
PHAKA, Kgabo Phineas , lost his house in an arson attack
on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by supporters
of Chief BK Matlala because Mr Phaka resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
PHAKA, Nare Johannes (28), lost his home when it
was burnt down on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala,
Lebowa, allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala,
because he resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence
from South Africa.
PHAKA, Vuyisile Andr ew (41), a member of the
Ciskei National Independence Party, was burnt to death
by members of the UDF-supporting SADA Youth
Congress on 24 April 1986 at Sada, Hewu, Ciskei.
Before being killed, his family was ordered out of the
house after which the house was set alight with him
inside. One UDF supporter was granted amnesty
(AC/2001/076).
PHAKADE, Linda Ntombizodidi (47), was stabbed
and ‘necklaced’ to death in Mbekweni, Paarl, Cape, on
22 May 1986, during conflict between UDF and
AZAPO supporters in the town, allegedly because her
son was an AZAPO member.
PHAKALITHA, T shediso , was arrested and detained
by the SAP in 1968 in Victoria West, Cape. He was
part of a group of 26 men ultimately acquitted of
charges of sabotage after long periods in custody on
trial. This was one of a set of arrests and trials in
which Poqo networks were alleged to have conspired
to rise up against the white population. After his
release he was allegedly deported to Lesotho by
police and has never been seen since.
PHAKANI, Beki Jeremia (24), was severely injured
when thrown from a moving train on 21 June 1993 in
V O L U M E
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Johannesburg, allegedly by IFP supporters. See TRAIN
VIOLENCE.
PHAKATHI, Bhekani (14), was shot and injured at
Ladysmith, Natal, on 9 October 1993, during ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
PHAKA THI, Bukisisa Magadasi (32) an IFP supporter,
was assaulted by a named ANC supporter at a funeral in
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 7 October 1992.
PHAKATHI, Charles , was shot dead, allegedly by
members of the SAP, in Soweto, Johannesburg, on 17
June 1976 in the SOWETO UPRISING.
PHAKATHI, Gabangani (38), an ANC supporter, was
shot and stabbed to death by IFP supporters at
Richmond, Natal, on 28 January 1991, allegedly
because he was believed to have been involved in an
earlier attack on IFP supporters in the area.
PHAKATHI, Gabisile Doris (48), died after being shot,
stabbed and set alight by a named ANC supporter at
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 12 May 1990, during
political conflict in the region.
PHAKATHI, Gqiba , (56), was shot dead in Clermont,
near Durban, by a named Inkatha supporter and others
in September 1988, allegedly because he was
perceived to be sympathetic to the UDF. He and two
colleagues had been injured a week earlier when the
same perpetrators opened fire on them outside their
place of work in Clermont.
PHAKA THI, Majaji , an ANC supporter, was shot and
killed by an IFP member in Hillbrow, Johannesburg, on
23 January 1992. One perpetrator was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0285).
PHAKATHI, Makhasonke Patrick (39), was shot dead
by Inkatha supporters on 28 March 1990 in
KwaShange, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, during
the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
PHAKATHI, Norah Hluleleni (48), an IFP supporter,
had her home destroyed in an arson attack by ANC
supporters at Mevamhlophe, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 28 February 1993.
PHAKATHI, Rebecca , was shot and injured in an
attack on her home at Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near
Howick, Natal, on 11 April 1992 in ongoing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
PHAKA THI, Sipho Thokozani (37), a UDF supporter,
had his house at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
destroyed in an arson attack by Inkatha supporters on
7 November 1989.
PHAKA THI, Thule , was shot dead in an attack on her
home at Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal,
on 11 April 1992 in ongoing conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters in the area.
PHAKA THU, Gqiba , a non-partisan, was shot dead by
a named Inkatha supporter in Sakhotshe, KwaZulu,
near Hammarsdale, Natal, in July 1986, allegedly
because he did not take part in Inkatha activities and
was therefore assumed to be an ANC supporter. His
friend was shot and injured in the same incident.
PHAKATI, Philemon , was shot dead by IMBOKODO
vigilantes in Tweefontein, KwaNdebele, on 12 June
1986. IMBOKODO members attacked Tweefontein in
retaliation for an earlier attack on shops owned by
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Chief Minister Piet Ntuli, killing six youths and
wounding many.
PHAKATI, Makhosazane Patience (18), lost her home
in an arson attack in KwaShange, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 28 March 1990, during the SEVENDAY WAR.
PHAKATI, Prince , an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by members of the SAP in Katlehong, Tvl, on 4 August
1993. At least three people were killed and 10 injured
when police opened fire on mourners during a funeral
procession in the township. The funeral was for six
people killed in violence between IFP and ANC
supporters the previous week.
PHAKISI, David , (52), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by members of the SAP in Boiketlong, Aliwal
North, Cape, while on his way to a political meeting on
22 August 1985. See ALIWAL NORTH SHOOTINGS.
PHAKOAGO, Sam Maoto (20), an ANCYL supporter,
was severely beaten in 1986 at the Motetema police
station, Lebowa, by named Bophuthatswana Police.
PHAKOE, Abel Teboho Leeuk (23), an ANC supporter,
was detained for four days, assaulted and tortured by
members of the SAP in Bloemfontein in April 1994,
allegedly because he was involved in arson attacks on
policemen’s houses.
PHALA, Aubr ey, was severely beaten by alleged
members of the SAP at his workplace in Johannesburg,
in 1975 and afterwards lost his job because his brother
had gone into exile to join the liberation movement.
PHALA, Mahwidi John (53), was detained, beaten
and tortured in Soweto, Johannesburg, on 9 January
1977 because of his involvement in ANC underground
structures.
PHALA, Patrick Paule (18), was shot dead by members
of the SADF in Daveyton, Tvl, on 3 August 1984
during student riots against the introduction of age
restriction in schools.
PHALALI, Nndwamato Edward (47), was beaten by
a named perpetrator in Venda in 1985 for refusing to
join the Venda National Party.
PHALANE, Eliah Michael (21), a UDF office-bearer,
was shot dead by members of the SAP in Bophelong,
Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 3 September 1984 during a rent
boycott. This period of political conflict is known as the
VAAL UPRISING.
PHALANE, Ronald Themba (9), was shot dead by IFP
supporters in Tembisa, Tvl, during a funeral for an IFP
member in 1993. Tembisa was tense after clashes
between IFP and ANC supporters.
PHALANE, Sehlohlo Daniel (66), was tortured in
detention by members of the SAP in 1985 in
Bophelong, Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, during a rent boycott.
Mr Phalane can no longer speak as a result of his
detention and torture.
PHALANE, Thembinkosi Jibilili , an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by IFP supporters in Tembisa, Tvl,
during a funeral for an IFP supporter on 9 June 1993.
PHALATSE, Irene Esther Mantsadi (16), was shot
dead by members of the SAP on 20 August 1976 at a
school in Atteridgeville, Tvl, in the wake of the 1976
SOWETO UPRISING which spread to other areas.
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PHALE, Maria (16), was stabbed with a sharp object
by ‘Gadaffis’ in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl, on 17
February 1991. The ANC-aligned K HUTSONG YOUTH
CONGRESS split into two factions, the ‘Zim-zims’ and
the ‘Gaddaffis’. Ms Phale was attacked because her
brother was suspected to be a ‘Zim-Zim’.
PHALE, Ronica , was killed during the BOIPATONG
MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong, near
Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left 45
people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
PHALENG, Madimatja Johannes (44), was severely
beaten by Bophuthatswana Police in 1993 in Temba
police station near Hammanskraal, Tvl.
PHALI, Zabulon Mouso (44), was shot dead when a car
approached and shot at the taxi he was travelling in on
11 November 1993 in Katlehong, Tvl. A number of DRIVEBY SHOOTINGS were blamed on the security forces who
used these attacks to to sow terror in the community.
PHAMBAHISO, Samane , an iKongo member, was
executed in Pretoria, on 21 March 1962 after his arrest
during the PONDOLAND REVOLT of 1960. Mr
Phambahiso’s home was burnt down at the time of
his arrest.
PHANDA, Mxolisi Christian Stokwe (30), a SAYCO
member, was arrested, tortured and detained by
members of the SAP for a lengthy period while
awaiting trial in September 1986 in Jeffreys Bay, Cape.
PHANGANE, Flor ence, was shot and injured by
named IFP supporters at a night vigil in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, on 26 March 1991. Fifteen people died
in the attack which took place during ongoing political
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
PHANGW ANA, Vuyisile Rogers , a SASCO member,
was shot dead by members of the SAP on 21 May
1986 in Soweto, Johannesburg, on his way to a
SASCO meeting.
PHANTSI, Pulane Adelina (42), was tortured and
severely beaten in detention by named members of the
SAP in April 1991 in Kagiso, Krugersdorp, Tvl, because
she was an activist. She is disabled as a result.
PHANY ANE, Hadiyo Adelice (29), was killed when the
bus she was travelling in was attacked on 11 September
1991 in Mapetla, Soweto, Johannesburg. The
perpetrators threw hand grenades into the bus and shot
at passengers during violent conflict between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
PHANYASE, Nelson , a member of the SAP, was one
of three policemen shot dead when MK operatives
opened fire on policemen sitting drinking at the tavern
in Mariana Street, Atteridgeville, Tvl, on 18 March
1988. Two civilians were injured in the attack. Three
MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/199).
PHARASI, Herman Motlalentoa , an ANC cadre, died
after being severely beaten at an ANC camp in Angola
in 1981. Mr Motlalentoa was allegedly punished for
smoking dagga in the camp, which constituted a '
breach of discipline'.
PHARATSI, Eric , an ANC member, died in August
1981 while he was detained in an underground cell in
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an ANC CAMP in Angola. One senior camp officer was
granted amnesty for his contribution to Mr Pharatsi’s
death (AC/2000/149).
PHAROE, Morapedi (23), was shot and injured by
security guards while playing soccer at the Somhlolo
grounds in Katlehong, Tvl, on 17 March 1993. Two
others were shot and injured in the same incident
which occurred during heightened tension between
IFP- supporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting
residents in the area.
PHASHA, Abram Madibeng , was stoned to death by
members of the ANCYL and residents of Driekop,
Lebowa, on 14 February 1993. Mr Phasha was
believed to have caused the disappearance of a young
man through witchcraft. Two ANCYL members were
granted amnesty for the attack. The third applicant is
now deceased (AC/2000/077).
PHASHA, Thomas (40), a COSATU member, died
nine months after he was shot by SAP and SADF
members in Tembisa, Tvl, on 30 April 1986 at a mass
gathering preparing for May Day.
PHASHE, Steven (29), an ANC supporter, was
continually harassed by the Security Branch in the Port
Shepstone area in the mid-1980s. He eventually went
into exile in 1985. On his return in 1987, he was
detained in Port Shepstone, Natal, where he was
severely ill-treated. He was eventually charged,
convicted and sentenced to eight years’ imprisonment, reduced on appeal to four years. He died
from an unspecified illness in 1989 while in prison.
PHASWANA, Khorombi Josius (23), was arrested
and detained by members of the Venda Police and
SADF in Thohoyandou, Venda, on 28 July 1989 and
accused of attempting to kill the acting headman.
PHASWANA, Ndanganeni Petrus (32), was tortured
in detention by named members of the Venda Police
at Sibasa police station, Venda, on 6 January 1982.
Reverend Phaswana was reportedly a monitor of
human rights abuses for the IRC and Amnesty
International.
PHATANG, W ilfr ed Kotope Chivos (23), an ANC
supporter, was shot and injured by a known SAP
member in Bloemfontein on 14 April 1990. A police
vehicle approached Mr Phatang, who had been participating in a protest, and one of the occupants of the
vehicle opened fire, hitting him in the leg.
PHATHI, Tseko Jacob (50), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead in Sebokeng, Tvl, in a DRIVE- BY SHOOTING on
22 May 1992. Mr Phathi was killed with two others.
PHATLANE, Lucky Joseph (19), a COSAS and SAYCO
member, was shot dead on 10 November 1990 by
members of the SAP in Atteridgeville, Pretoria, when
police disrupted a march to protest against electricity
cut-offs in the area. Mr Phatlane was ordered to open
his mouth and was shot through it.
PHATO, Magamonke Stanford (35), a PAC member,
was detained by the members of the SAP near Qamata,
Cofimvaba, Transkei, in 1963. He was suspected of
having shot dead an unnamed tribal secretary but was
later exonerated. He was later fined R80.00 for
furthering the aims of a banned organisation.
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PHATO, Makulana , an ANC supporter, was severely
assaulted in 1960 in the Bizana police station, Transkei,
after participating in meetings held to discuss the
introduction of the Trust Land Act.
PHAWE, Lephoi Nape , an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by IFP supporters in Ipelegeng, SchweizerReneke, Tvl, during clashes between IFP and ANC
supporters in 1993.
PHEFO, Solomon Chippa , was stabbed to death on
29 October 1985 in Mohlakeng, Randfontein, Tvl,
during clashes between AZAPO and UDF supporters.
PHEHLANE, Edward T shudi , was severely injured
when he was assaulted and stabbed during an attack
on his family by SELF-DEFENCE UNIT (SDU) members in
Brandfort, OFS, on 14 July 1991. His mother was
killed in the attack and his younger brother Patrick was
injured. The family store was set alight. Mr Phehlane’s
father, Morgan, previously an ANC supporter, and his
family were accused of being collaborators due to
their participation in the local council. One SDU
member applied for amnesty, which was granted for
most aspects of the attack, but refused in respect of
the stabbing of Patrick Phehlane (AC/1997/0043).
PHEHLANE, Morgan Sebata (67), was the target of
an attempt on his life when SELF-DEFENCE UNIT (SDU)
members attacked his home and family in Brandfort,
OFS, on 14 July 1991. His wife was killed, his two
sons severely injured, and his home and store were
burnt down in the attack. Mr Phehlane, previously an
ANC supporter, and his family were accused of being
collaborators due to their participation in the local
council. One SDU member applied for amnesty, which
was granted for most aspects of the attack, but
refused in respect of the stabbing of his son, Patrick
Phehlane (AC/1997/0043).
PHEHLANE, Patrick (14), was severely injured when
he was repeatedly stabbed during an attack on his
family by SELF-DEFENCE UNIT (SDU) members in
Brandfort, OFS, on 14 July 1991. His mother was
killed in the attack and his older brother Edward was
injured. The family store was set alight. Mr Phehlane’s
father, Morgan, previously an ANC supporter, and his
family were accused of being collaborators due to
their participation in the local council. One SDU
member applied for amnesty, which was granted for
most aspects of the attack, but refused in respect of
the stabbing of Patrick (AC/1997/0043).
PHEHLANE, Susan Mosela , was brutally murdered and
her body burnt, when the family store was set alight by
SELF-DEFENCE UNIT (SDU) members in Brandfort, OFS, on
14 July 1991. Her two sons were also severely injured
in the attack. It was alleged that Ms Phehlane, her
husband, Morgan, a once respected ANC leader, and
their family, were suspected of collaborating with the
NP government, as they were members of the local
council, and were therefore regarded as traitors and
opposed to the UDF/ANC alliance. One SDU member
applied for amnesty, which was granted for most
aspects of the attack, but refused in respect of the
stabbing of Ms Phelane’s son, Patrick (AC/1997/0043).
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PHEKO, Joseph , was injured during the BOIPATONG
by IFP supporters in Boipatong, near
Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left 45
people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
PHEKO, Mokete Lemuel Kidman (22), a UDF
supporter, was assaulted and injured by members of
the A-TEAM in Bloemfontein in 1985, during a period
of conflict over local government structures.
PHEKONY ANE, Modise (19), was detained and
tortured by named SAP members in Bloemfontein, on
23 September 1977. He was allegedly accused of
being a 'terrorist'. Between 1977 and 1985, he was
detained and ill-treated on several occasions.
PHEKU, Moteletsa Paulus Nico (17), was shot and
severely injured by members of the SAP during a
march through Rocklands, Bloemfontein, on 31
January 1990. The marchers were protesting against a
rebel tour by sanctions-breaking cricketers from
England. Police fired teargas, pellets and, allegedly,
live ammunition into the crowd.
PHELANE, Khuduga Hendrick , an ANC supporter,
was severely beaten and mentally tortured by
members of the SAP after his arrest on 5 December
1991 in Jouberton, Klerksdorp, Tvl.
PHELE, Frans (18), a PAC member, was shot and
killed by members of the SAP in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 31
December 1992. Mr Phele had been detained and
tortured earlier that year.
PHELE, Maphuti (40), had her home burnt down on 2
February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, allegedly by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
PHENYEKA, Jacob , was injured in a hand grenade
explosion on 25 May 1993 in Kimberley, Cape, during
an ANC protest march to the Bophuthatswana
consulate. Two MK operatives threw a hand grenade
at the building which bounced back into the crowd,
killing one person and injuring 41 others. Two ANC
members were wrongly convicted of the killing. Four
MK operatives and ANC members, two of whom
denied guilt, were refused amnesty (AC/2000/053 and
AC/2000/241).
PHEPHETHA, Nomangali Besta (37), had her house
burnt down during political conflict between the ‘RED’
AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu,
Durban, in May 1993.
PHESI, V usumuzi (15), had his home in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down on 24 February
1993 in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area. About 35 houses were
reportedly burnt down in Bhambayi that month.
PHETANE, Lelaka Athanasias ‘Mafotha’ (23), died
after being stabbed and shot by ANCYL supporters in
Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, on 17 May 1992 because
he was suspected of being an informer. Rumours
about the victim were allegedly deliberately started
and spread by police to destabilise the community.
PHETJAULEMA, Prudence (24), was arrested and
tortured by members of the SAP in Soweto,
MASSACRE
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Johannesburg, on 16 June 1976, the first day of the
SOWETO UPRISING.
PHETJAULEMA, Vuyiswa Violet (57), a Soweto
town councillor, had her home damaged when an
explosive device was detonated by a named MK
operative in Phefeni, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 18
February 1987. Councillors were regarded as
legitimate targets by the ANC because of their collaboration with the Apartheid State.
PHETLA, Essau Mogolongwane (22), was shot by
members of the Municipal Police in March 1986 in
Emalahleni, near Witbank, Tvl, shortly after he took
part in a protest march about services in the area.
PHETO, Anele Moses (16), an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten, by members of the ‘Zim-Zim’ faction
of the KHUTSONG Y OUTH CONGRESS (KYC) in Khutsong,
Carletonville, Tvl, on 26 November 1990. The assault
took place following a split in the KYC. At least 17
people were killed in Khutsong between 1989 and
1991 before a peace pact took effect in May 1991.
PHETO, Shorty Christopher (22), died when he was
shot and then set alight by members of the ‘Zim-Zim’
faction of the KHUTSONG YOUTH CONGRESS (KYC)
assisted by the police in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl,
on 26 February 1991. The incident took place following
a split in the KYC. At least 17 people were killed in
Khutsong between 1989 and 1991 before a peace
pact took effect in May 1991.
PHETO, Sitembiso Masenyane , a local councillor, had
his house, cars and business destroyed in an attack by
‘comrades’ in Ikageng, Potchefstroom, Tvl, in May
1990 during protests against unrepresentative
councils.
PHETOANE, Boitumelo Mantumi , lost her house
when it was forcibly occupied by IFP supporters in
Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 12 March 1992.
Alexandra was tense after numerous clashes between
IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and mainly ANCsupporting residents.
PHETOE, Isaac Kenosi (18), an ANCYL member, was
tortured in detention by members of the Bophuthatswana Police and later charged for taking part in an
illegal gathering in April 1991 in Mmabatho, Bophuthatswana. In 1993 he was again detained and tortured.
PHETOLO, Kgomotso (7), a citizen of Botswana, was
killed by a car bomb explosion in Gaborone, Botswana,
on 22 April 1987. See GABORONE CAR BOMB. The head
of the Security Branch and four Northern and Western
Transvaal Security Branch operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/214).
PHETOLO, Mmaditsebe Phelela (33), a Botswana
citizen, was killed by a car bomb explosion in Gaborone,
Botswana, on 22 April 1987. Her seven-year-old
daughter and an infant niece were also killed, though
the Phetolo family were not the intended targets. See
GABORONE CAR BOMB. The head of the Security Branch
and four Northern and Western Transvaal Security Branch
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/214).
PHETOLO, Phillip (12), a citizen of Botswana,
sustained injuries as a result of a car-bomb explosion
in Gaborone, Botswana, on 22 April 1987. Three of his
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family members were killed. See GABORONE CAR BOMB.
The head of the Security Branch and four Northern
and Western Transvaal Security Branch operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2000/214).
PHEWA, Alfred Nhlanhla (29), an IFP supporter, was
shot and injured by named ANC supporters at
Ezimbokodweni, Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 24 January 1993. His sister was also injured in the
incident.
PHEWA, Amon V usi , had his house destroyed in an
arson attack by Inkatha supporters in Ntuzuma, near
Durban, on 7 October 1989 in intensifying political
conflict.
PHEWA, Ganishwe (62), died in Verulam, Natal, on 11
October 1990, a day after being shot by IFP supporters,
some of whom are named, during intense political
conflict.
PHEWA, Lindelani Happy (34), had her home in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down on
24 February 1993 in ongoing conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters in the area. About 35 houses were
reportedly burnt down in Bhambayi that month.
PHEWA, Mpumelelo Christopher , a member of the
SACP, was shot and fatally wounded by two ANC
members at the taxi rank at Wembezi, KwaZulu, near
Estcourt, Natal, on 25 March 1994, during violent
conflict between the ANC and SACP in the area. Two
ANC members were granted amnesty (AC/2000/104).
PHEWA, Musa Sbhu , a political activist, was
abducted from his home in Lamontville, Durban, by
members of the Security Branch on 19 March 1987,
and subsequently killed. His body has not been
recovered. One of the perpetrators applied for amnesty.
PHEWA, Nomusa Bhabhekile (31), an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down by IFP
supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 16 March 1994. See S ONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
PHEWA, Rosemary Khanyisile (24), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
PHEWA, Sibongile (35), had her house destroyed in
an arson attack by ANC supporters at NDWEDWE,
KwaZulu, near Durban, in political conflict in the area in
June 1990. Her husband had been stabbed to death a
few days earlier.
PHEWA, Sobho Musa (20), an ANCYL supporter, was
abducted by askaris in Lamontville, Durban, on 19 May
1987. He has not been seen since and is presumed
dead.
PHEWA, Thembekile Phewa (29), was shot and
injured by named ANC members at Ezimbokodweni,
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, during political
violence on 24 January 1993. Her brother was also
injured in the same incident, and her boyfriend
stabbed to death.
PHEWA, Thokozile Mininja , was shot at by IFP
supporters, some of whom are named, at her home in
Durban, on 10 October 1990. She survived the shooting
when she ran to hide in the neighbourhood. The
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perpetrators were allegedly accompanied by members
of the KWAZULU POLICE.
PHEWA, Wilson Mthembeni (47), an Inkatha
supporter, was stabbed to death by ANC supporters in
Durban in June 1990.
PHIKE, Lizzy (47), a UDF activist and trade unionist, was
detained in Mbekweni, Paarl, Cape, on 27 October 1985,
and held for two months under emergency regulations
at Pollsmoor prison, Cape Town. While she was in
detention her son was killed during clashes between the
UDF and AZAPO in Paarl. In late 1986 she was detained
under SECTION 29 and was held for six months.
PHIKE, Ntemi Abel (20), a UDF supporter, was stabbed
and beaten to death by AZAPO supporters in
Mbekweni, Paarl, Cape, on 26 December 1985.
Simmering conflict between UDF and AZAPO had
erupted into violence and at least three UDF supporters
were killed and several others were injured.
PHIKISE, Phakamisa (23), an ANC member, was beaten
to death by members of the CDF on 9 September
1992 in Dikidikana, near King William’s Town, Cape, in
political conflict following the BISHO MASSACRE.
PHILI, Faith Thabile (42), was harassed and
threatened by members of the SAP in Clermont, near
Durban, in 1988. Police allegedly stormed into her house
saying they were looking for weapons. One child was
shot dead in the incident, and another injured.
PHILI, Nhanhleni (11), was shot and wounded by
members of the SAP in Clermont, near Durban, in
1988. Police allegedly stormed into his family home
saying they were looking for weapons. One child was
shot dead in the incident.
PHILI, Woyi Richard (53), an ANC supporter and
member of the Clermont Advisory Board, was detained
by the police in Clermont, near Durban, on 2 August
1988, on suspicion of posessing an illegal firearm. In
custody he was severely ill-treated. Mr Phili was also
threatened with death by a leading Inkatha supporter
who opposed the Advisory Board’s resistance to the
incorporation of Clermont into KwaZulu.
PHILLIP, Fikile (16), an ANC supporter, died after he
was run over by a police vehicle near Lingani Store in
Lusikisiki, Transkei, on 20 December 1989. Mr Phillip
was on his way to an ANC march in the area when he
was killed.
PHILLIP, Lenard (17), a UDF supporter, was shot and
beaten by members of the SAP in Knysna, Cape, on 3
December 1985. A friend was shot dead in the incident.
After a lengthy hospitalisation Mr Phillip was convicted
of public violence and sentenced to one year’s imprisonment.
PHILLIPS, Faizel (22), was severely beaten, and later
shot and injured by SAP members on 16 September
1976 in Athlone, Cape Town, during the SOWETO
UPRISING. He was sentenced to 18 months’ in prison
for public violence.
PHILLIPS, Lance Henry (18), was shot dead by
named members of the SAP in Manenberg, Cape
Town, on 29 August 1985. He was one of 28 people
shot dead by police in the aftermath of the P OLLSMOOR
MARCH held the previous day.
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PHILLIPS, Lindiwe (34), a UDF supporter, was shot
and severely injured by a named SPECIAL CONSTABLE in
Bongelethu, Oudtshoorn, Cape, on 19 September
1987, during a celebration for two released political
prisoners. Two others were wounded in the shooting.
PHILLIPS, Ntsokolo Moses (26), an ANC supporter,
was severely assaulted by two members of the
MUNICIPAL POLICE, one of whom was his cousin, in
Lephoi, Bethulie, OFS, on 17 April 1993. Mr Phillips’
uncle was a COUNCILLOR whose house had been
stoned that day by protesters demanding his
resignation. The police intervened and forcibly drove
away the protesters.
PHINDA, Samuel Makwa (aka ‘Gibson Ncube’ and
‘Gibson Mondlane’) (29), an ANC member, died in
1987 in Mozambique as a result of drinking poisoned
beer given to him by an informer. While the assassination was a Special Forces operation, a member of
Military Intelligence was granted amnesty for
supplying target information to Special Forces.
(AC/2001/257)
PHIRI, Atazaxes Adam ‘Atie’ (20), was severely
tortured by alleged members of the SAP after his
arrest in August 1986 in Mohlakeng, Randfontein, Tvl.
He was allegedly arrested on suspicion of ‘necklacing’
two people. Phiri was kept in solitary confinement for
six months and subjected to electric shocks, beatings
and other forms of torture.
PHIRI, Cliffor d (19), was killed by IFP supporters in
Soweto, Johannesburg, during an IFP march on 8
September 1991. Soweto was tense after clashes
between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANCsupporting residents.
PHIRI, Cresencia (45), an Inkatha supporter, suffered
severe burns when UDF supporters poured paraffin
over her and set her alight on 20 June 1985. Her
house in Amaoti, Inanda, near Durban, was burnt
down by UDF supporters on the same day.
PHIRI, Enna (38), an ANC supporter, had her home
petrol-bombed by Inkatha supporters at KwaSokhulu,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in July 1990.
PHIRI, Jackie Sandile (24), was severely assaulted by
members of the SAP while in detention in Humansdorp,
Cape, on 22 May 1986. He was forced to admit to
involvement in incidents of public violence, was
charged, convicted and sentenced to three years and
six months’ imprisonment.
PHIRI, Jacob , died when the car he was travelling in
overturned in Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 18 June
1976 during the SOWETO UPRISING. It is alleged that the
accident happened because the driver was shot dead
by police.
PHIRI, Maart Matlakala , was beaten and had her
possessions stolen and her house and car vandalised
by AWB members in Tshing, Ventersdorp, Tvl, on 11
May 1991. Ms Phiri and others were accused of
settling illegally in the area and the local town clerk
pointed out shacks whose owners were in arrears.
Police refused to intervene and the local hospital denied
the injured medical attention. A number of AWB
members were arrested but the case was withdrawn.
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PHIRI, Mbuyisela Nixon (16) a member of the
‘Gadaffi’ faction of the ANC-aligned KHUTSONG YOUTH
CONGRESS, died in police custody in Carletonville, Tvl,
on 16 January 1990. Police claim that he died after
suffering an epileptic fit but his family denied he
suffered from this condition. Witnesses detained with
Mbuyisela claim he died after being severely beaten
by named members of the SAP.
PHIRI, Paulus OUPA (36), disappeared in 1993 from
Sebokeng, Tvl, and has not been seen since. Sebokeng
was tense at the time due to ongoing clashes between
IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANC- supporting
residents.
PHIRI, Ramatsekane Elias (19), a COSAS and SAYCO
member, was stabbed and beaten by a named
member of the SAP in Botshabelo, near Bloemfontein,
on 4 June 1990, allegedly because of his role in
organising a bus boycott.
PHIRI, Samson , was shot dead on 25 June 1993 in
Katlehong, Tvl, during conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters.
PHIRI, Sephiri Mosoeunyana Petrus (21), an ANC
supporter, was assaulted and detained by SAP
members in Parys, OFS, in a general round up of UDF
and ANC supporters in the area, during the 1986 state
of emergency.
PHIRI, Thomas , a COSAS member, was recruited for
military training by a Security Branch agent purporting
to be an MK operative, and was killed in the NIETVERDIEND
AMBUSH near the Botswana border on 26 June 1986.
Eight operatives from SADF Special Forces, Northern
and Western Transvaal Security Branches were granted
amnesty for the operation (AC/1999/0190;
AC/1999/0192; AC/1999/0194; AC/1999/0031;
AC/1999/0188; AC/1999/0030 and AC/1999/0197).
PHIRI, William (52), was severely injured at Orlando
station, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 8 September 1993.
See TRAIN VIOLENCE.
PHIRI, Wilson Mbuselo (14), an ANC supporter, died
while in police custody in Khutsong, Tvl, on 17
February 1990. He had been arrested on suspicion of
arson, and tortured with electric shocks. The official
cause of death was stated to be an epileptic fit. It is
alleged that police coerced his mother into signing a
statement saying that he suffered from epilepsy.
PHOFU, Florence (46), an Inkatha supporter, had her
home at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, destroyed
in an arson attack in intense conflict between Inkatha
and ANC supporters in 1990.
PHOKO, Makgabo Julia (56), lost her home in an
arson attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
PHOKOJE, Motsamai Andrew (36), was detained at
Batho police station in Bloemfontein in May 1980, after
he had allegedly assisted police in moving a stone
barricade while on his way home from the funeral of a
political activist. He was charged and convicted with
throwing stones at the police and was sentenced to
six years’ imprisonment in Bloemfontein prison.
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PHOLOTHO, Samuel Solomon (38), was arrested on
4 May 1969 in Pretoria, kept in solitary confinement
and tortured by named members of the SAP. He was
charged under The Suppression of Communism Act
and later under the Terrorism Act for conspiracy with
the ANC, a banned organisation.
PHONGWAKO, Eliah Mmutla , (42), was shot and
injured by Bophuthatswana Police on 7 March 1990 in
Ga-Rankuwa, Bophuthatswana, during a march by the
Mabopane community to submit a memorandum
about high rents to the Ga-Rankuwa magistrate’s
office.
PHONOSHE, Gushe (16), was shot and killed by
members of the SAP while returning from a funeral in
Tumahole, Parys, OFS, on 21 July 1985.
PHOOKO, Mofer efere (Boiki) (17), was severely beaten
by members of the SAP in Rocklands, Bloemfontein,
on 25 February 1990. The police officers ordered Boiki
Phooko and his 18-year-old cousin into the veld, where
she was raped and he was assaulted. His cousin’s
mother was an active ANC supporter and member of
the local civic organisation.
PHORA, Mothepa Joyce (16), was sjambokked all
over her body by members of the SAP in May 1985 in
Dennilton, Tvl during conflict about the INCORPORATION
of Dennilton into KwaNdebele. The warnings of the
tribal authority against INCORPORATION went unheeded,
resulting in violent conflict during which hundreds of
people died or were injured.
PHOSA, Meshack Bandlelihle , had his house at
Richmond Farm, near KwaMashu, Durban, destroyed
by Inkatha supporters on 11 February 1990 in intense
political conflict in the area. See RICHMOND FARM ARSON
ATTACKS.
PHOSA, Ms (first name not given), and UNKNOWN,
Nomsa, one of whom is possibly also known as
Shirley MASONDO, were assaulted during interrogation by Witwatersrand Security Branch operatives at
John Vorster Square, Johannesburg. Ms Masondo
was detained in connection with a bomb blast at the
Cafe Zurich on 4 October 1987 and was later
sentenced to ten years’ imprisonment. One Security
Branch operative was granted amnesty (AC/2001/242).
PHOSHOANE, Tilsho Walter (25), was detained by
members of the SAP on 8 April 1986 in Volsloorus,
Tvl, during protests over the death of an MK operative
killed by police in the area.
PHOSISI, Papakwe Daniel (19), was shot and injured by
members of the SAP during the SHARPEVILLE MASSACRE
on 21 March 1960 in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl.
PHOSIWA, Mbulaheni Phineas (33), an AZAPO
supporter, was tortured in detention by named members
of the Venda Police in October 1981 in Sibasa, Venda.
Mr Phosiwa was a pastor who helped local youth fight
against human rights’ abuses. He was detained and
tortured again in 1982 and 1989.
PHOSWA, Anna Bakhethile (43), an ANC supporter,
had her house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at GENGESHE, Richmond, Natal, in April
1992.
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PHOSWA, Bheka , an alleged IFP supporter, was shot
and stabbed to death during a confrontation between
ANC and IFP supporters at Gengeshe, Richmond,
Natal, on 26 September 1992, in which at least nine
people were killed. Two ANC supporters were granted
amnesty (AC/97/0063).
PHOSWA, Bhekelakhe Obert (29), an ANC supporter,
had his house in GENGESHE, Richmond, Natal, set alight
and his cattle slaughtered by IFP supporters on 23
April 1992.
PHOSWA, Bongani (35), an ANC supporter, had his
home in Richmond, Natal, burnt down and his
livestock stolen by a named IFP supporter on 12 April
1992. His nephew, an ANC supporter, was shot dead
on the same day.
PHOSWA, Busisiwe , an ANC supporter, had her
home burnt down by IFP supporters in Richmond,
Natal, on 12 March 1992.
PHOSWA, David Ziphathele (26), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by a named IFP supporter at a taxi rank
in GENGESHE, Richmond, Natal, on 12 April 1992. His
uncle, an ANC supporter, had his home burnt down by
IFP supporters that same day.
PHOSWA, Dinoni (37), an ANC supporter, had his
house in GENGESHE, Richmond, Natal, set alight by IFP
supporters on 23 April 1992.
PHOSWA, Jabulani Shadrack (25), an ANC supporter,
had his home in GENGESHE, Richmond, Natal, burnt
down by IFP supporters on 12 April 1992.
PHOSWA, Jerome (44), was burnt to death while
returning from work at Etsheni, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 27 March 1990, during the SEVEN- DAY WAR.
PHOSWA, Khilela (38), an ANC supporter, had his
house in Richmond, Natal, burnt down by named IFP
supporters in March 1992.
PHOSWA, Makhosazana (38), an ANC supporter, had
her house in GENGESHE, Richmond, Natal, burnt down
by IFP supporters in April 1992.
PHOSWA, Mamgokwana (65), an ANC supporter,
had his house in GENGESHE, Richmond, Natal, set alight
by IFP supporters in April 1992.
PHOSWA, Mhlawulelwa (24), an ANC supporter, had
his house in GENGESHE, Richmond, Natal, burnt down
by IFP supporters in April 1992.
PHOSWA, Moses (34), an ANC supporter, had his
house in GENGESHE, Richmond, Natal, burnt down by
IFP supporters in April 1992.
PHOSWA, Mpisi Moses (40), an ANC supporter, had
his house in Gengeshe, Richmond, Natal, set alight by
IFP supporters on 12 February 1992.
PHOSWA, Mzwenkosi (39), an ANC supporter, had
his house in GENGESHE, Richmond, Natal, burnt down
by IFP supporters in April 1992.
PHOSWA, Niniza Rose (30), an ANC supporter, had
her house in GENGESHE, Richmond, Natal, burnt down
by IFP supporters in April 1992.
PHOSWA, Nohlungane (69), an ANC supporter, had
her house in Esimozomeni, Richmond, Natal, burnt
down by IFP supporters in late 1991.
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PHOSWA, Paul Sakhumuzi (15), was shot in the legs
by named members of the SAP in Khutsong,
Carletonville, Tvl, on 24 September 1991 and is
partially paralysed as a result. Police were shooting at
members of the community at random.
PHOSWA, Phumlile Ncamsile (37), had her house in
GENGESHE, Richmond, Natal, burnt down by IFP
supporters in April 1992.
PHOSWA, Pickup John , an ANC supporter, was killed
when IFP supporters and Caprivi trainees carried out
attacks on ANC supporters in Richmond, Natal,
between 21 and 23 June 1991. See RICHMOND ATTACKS.
One perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/217).
PHOSWA, Qhofoza Mzwenkani (38), an ANC
supporter, had his house at Richmond, Natal,
destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters on 12
April 1992.
PHOSWA, Simon Mantuntu (35), an ANC supporter,
was hacked to death by IFP supporters at KwaDabeka,
near Pinetown, Natal, on 21 July 1992.
PHOSWA, Soka Amon (27), had her house in
GENGESHE, Richmond, Natal, burnt down by IFP
supporters in April 1992.
PHOSWA, Thembekile Busisiwe (56) had her home in
Richmond, Natal, burnt down by a named IFP member on
12 April 1992 in political conflict in the area. Her nephew,
an ANC supporter, was shot dead on the same day.
PHOSWA, Thengi Sylvia (31), an ANC supporter, had
her house and rondavels in GENGESHE, Richmond,
Natal, burnt down by IFP supporters in April 1992.
PHOSWA, Tholakele Mkhize (49), an alleged IFP
supporter, had her home burnt down during a
confrontation between ANC and IFP supporters at
Gengeshe, Richmond, Natal, on 26 September 1992,
in which at least nine people were killed. Two ANC
supporters were granted amnesty (AC/97/0063).
PHOSWA, Tholeni Florence (48), an ANC supporter,
had her home in GENGESHE, Richmond, Natal, burnt
down by IFP supporters in April 1992.
PHOSWA, Thulebona (17), an alleged IFP supporter,
was injured during a confrontation between ANC and
IFP supporters at Gengeshe, Richmond, Natal, on 26
September 1992, in which at least nine people were
killed. Two ANC supporters were granted amnesty
(AC/97/0063).
PHOSWA, Tutu Johan (36), an ANC supporter, had
his home in GENGESHE, Richmond, Natal, burnt down
by IFP supporters in April 1992.
PHOSWA, Zakithi (62), an ANC supporter, had her
home in Gengeshe, Richmond, Natal, burnt down by
IFP supporters in April 1992.
PHOSWA, Zibonele (54), an ANC supporter, had her
home at Richmond, Natal, destroyed in an arson attack
by IFP supporters on 24 May 1992.
PHOSWA, Zondile (45), an ANC supporter, had her
home at Richmond, Natal, destroyed in an arson attack
by IFP supporters on 15 May 1992.
PHOTOLO, Boikie (16), was shot dead by members
of the SAP on 22 June 1976 in Wattville, Benoni, Tvl,
in the aftermath of the SOWETO UPRISING.
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PHULWANA, Muzila Livingstone , was arrested on
15 June 1986 at Louis Trichardt, Tvl, and tortured by
members of the Venda Police during resistance by the
Vleifontein community to INCORPORATION into Venda.
PHUMELO, Sipho Gift (19), a COSAS member, was
shot and injured by members of the SAP in
KwaThema, Tvl, on 21 June 1985. Mr Phumelo was
accused of violating the emergency regulations. He
was later sentenced to four years’ imprisonment for
possessing explosives.
PHUMLOMO, Nonhlanhla Monica (36), had her
home burnt down by IFP supporters during political
conflict between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, in June 1993.
PHUMO, Theodorha (12), was shot and injured near the
mayor’s home in Huhudi, Vryburg, Cape, on 2 July 1985,
when police opened fire on protesters. After two weeks
in hospital she was taken to the police station where
she was severely beaten, tortured with electric shocks
and tear-gassed by a named policeman. She was later
charged with public violence but was acquitted.
PHUNGOLA, Zakoshiwo (33), an IFP supporter, was
stabbed in KwaThema, Tvl, in 1993 during clashes
between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANCsupporting residents.
PHUNGULA, Bakiphile (70), had her home in Ncalu,
Ixopo, Natal, burnt down by IFP supporters in political
conflict on 1 July 1993. Twenty homes were burnt
down. More than 110 people who fled the area after
arson attacks refused to return, claiming that the
SADF had assisted the attackers.
PHUNGULA, Bhekuzumi Petr os, an ANC supporter,
was severely assaulted by named Inkatha supporters
during a forced recruitment campaign at Phayipheni,
Vulindlela, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 14 April
1987. His mother and brother were killed in the attack
on the family.
PHUNGULA, Bongani Raphael , was shot dead in
Tokoza, Tvl, on 6 December 1990 during clashes
between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANCsupporting residents of Phola Park.
PHUNGULA, Catherine Sthobi , was shot at by IFP
suporters in Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal, on 23 June
1991. See RICHMOND ATTACKS.
PHUNGULA, Cromwell Sizwe (21), was continually
harassed by ANC supporters in Umlazi, Durban, in the
early 1990s, allegedly because he and his family were
thought to be IFP supporters.
PHUNGULA, Dumisani Phillip (26), survived an
attack on his home in Verulam, Natal, by alleged
Inkatha supporters in May 1986. Mr Phungula’s father
and brother were stabbed to death in the attack.
PHUNGULA, Dumisani Samuel (20), was intimidated
and his house was burnt down by named Inkatha
supporters during a forced recruitment campaign at
Phayipheni, Vulindlela, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg,
on 14 April 1987. His mother and brother were killed
in the attack on the family.
PHUNGULA, Flora (42), had her home in Ncakubane,
Ixopo, Natal, burnt down by ANC supporters on 12
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April 1992 in continuing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in the area.
PHUNGULA, Gasta (63), an ANC supporter, had her
home burnt down by IFP supporters in Matshana,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in March 1992.
PHUNGULA, Helia (40), was detained twice – once in
March 1976 and again in July 1977 – by named
members of the Security Branch in Durban. In
detention, he was tortured, held in solitary
confinement for eight months and interrogated about
his alleged involvement in political activities in the
Durban area.
PHUNGULA, Lawrence Felokwakhe (21), an ANC
supporter, was fatally stabbed by IFP supporters in
Nhlalakahle, Greytown, Natal, on 18 July 1990. His
brother, a UDF supporter, had been shot dead three
years earlier, in August 1987.
PHUNGULA, Leonard , a UDF supporter, was shot
and stabbed to death when Inkatha supporters and
AMABUTHO members attacked his family on 24 May
1986 in KwaMashu, Durban, in intensifying conflict in
the area. Mr Phungula’s son was severely beaten in
the attack.
PHUNGULA, Mandlenkosi Eugene (27), was shot
dead at Ixopo, Natal, on 5 June 1990 during intense
conflict between ANC and Inkatha supporters in the
area.
PHUNGULA, Manti Dorah (45), had her house at
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, destroyed in an
arson attack in November 1989 in intensifying conflict
between UDF and Inkatha supporters in the area.
PHUNGULA, Mary-Jane Janet , a UDF and ANC
supporter, was shot dead when Inkatha supporters
attacked the Phungula home in the Vulindlela district,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 14 April 1987. One
of her sons, a UDF supporter, was also shot dead in
the attack, and another was severely beaten. The
house was burnt down.
PHUNGULA, Maxwell Jabulani , a UDF supporter,
had his house looted and set alight on 6 April 1990
when a group of Inkatha supporters attacked UDF
supporters and residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, in spite of a heavy police and military
presence. Fourteen people were killed and at least
120 homes burnt down. One former IFP member was
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
PHUNGULA, Mbongeni (18), an ANC supporter, was
shot and stabbed to death by IFP supporters in
Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal, on 1 December 1991.
PHUNGULA, Mcedise Isaac , suffered severe illtreatment and damage to property during the
BOIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong,
near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left
45 people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
PHUNGULA, Muziwandile (22), an ANC supporter, was
severely mauled when members of the SAP set their
dogs on him in Pinetown, Natal, on 21 March 1991. He
had been encouraging people not to board taxis during
a stayaway organised to commemorate Sharpeville Day
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when members of the SAP hancuffed him, took him into
the veld and set their dogs on him. He was hospitalised
for two days and later charged with contravening a
traffic by-law. The charges were withdrawn.
PHUNGULA, Nkosingiphile Emmanuel
(20), a UDF
supporter, was shot dead by Inkatha supporters in
Nhlalakahle, Greytown, Natal, on 2 August 1987. His
brother, an ANC supporter, was stabbed to death in
similar circumstances in July 1990.
PHUNGULA, Paulos Frans , an ANC supporter, died
of injuries sustained when IFP supporters and Caprivi
trainees carried out attacks on ANC supporters in
Richmond, Natal, between 21 and 23 June 1991. See
RICHMOND ATTACKS. One perpetrator was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/217).
PHUNGULA, Pius (26), an ANC supporter, was
abducted and killed by other ANC supporters in
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 23 February
1992, in a serious internal feud within the organisation.
PHUNGULA, Sebenzile Elsie (65), had her house in
Nhlalakahle, Greytown, Natal, burnt down by Inkatha
supporters in 1988, allegedly because her sons were
UDF supporters. Two of her sons were killed by
Inkatha supporters, one in August 1987, and the other
in July 1990.
PHUNGULA, Sindiswa Mavis (29), was severely
injured when a bomb, planted by AWB members,
exploded at a taxi rank on the corner of Odendaal and
Victoria Streets in Germiston, Tvl, on the 25 April
1994. Ten persons were killed and nine were injured in
the blast. Four perpetrators were granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0342). See RIGHT- WING ATTACKS.
PHUNGULA, Sthembiso , a UDF supporter, was
severely beaten when Inkatha supporters and
AMABUTHO members attacked attacked his family in
KwaMashu, Durban, on 24 May 1986. His father was
killed in the attack.
PHUNGULA, Thami Emmanuel (26), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed to death by IFP supporters in
KwaMagoda, Richmond, Natal, in December 1991.
PHUNGULA, Thembinkosi T imothy , a UDF and ANC
supporter, was shot dead when Inkatha supporters
attacked his family home in the Vulindlela district,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 14 April 1987. His
mother was also shot dead and his brother severely
beaten. The house was burnt down.
PHUNGULA, William (60), an ANC supporter, was
shot and stabbed to death by IFP supporters in
Richmond, Natal, on 2 February 1991, while on his
way home from the funeral of another victim of
political violence.
PHUNGULA, Zakhe Rose (33), an ANC supporter, had
her house in Gezubuso, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg,
burnt down in the SEVEN -DAY WAR in March 1990.
PHUNGULA, Zamokhule Sibongiseni , aka ‘Mafani’
(21), an ANC supporter and member of a self-defence
unit (SDU), was shot dead by fellow SDU members at
Esigcakeni, Richmond, Natal, on 9 October 1993,
shortly after he and a friend had been fetched from
their homes on the instructions of the local ANC
leader, Mr Sifiso Nkabinde. On the previous day, Mr
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Phungula had lent his friend a firearm given to him by
Mr Nkabinde for SDU purposes, and the friend had
used the gun to kill an unidentified person. His friend
was also shot dead.
PHUNGUL WA, Mzamo Philget (20), was arrested
with over 60 others on 20 November 1985 in
Robertson, Cape, on charges of public violence. He
was severely beaten while under interrogation and
was held in custody for three months until the charges
were withdrawn.
PHUNGUL WA, Sipho , a former MK operative, was
shot dead by MK operatives in Umtata, Transkei, on 13
June 1990. His colleague escaped uninjured. The two
were believed to have become askaris. Three MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0034).
PHUNGW AI, David Mutheki , was injured in a bomb
blast by IFP supporters in Ratanda, near Heidelberg,
Tvl, on 28 September 1992. A labour dispute between
striking COSATU-aligned FAWU workers and nonstriking IFP-aligned UWUSA workers caused violent
conflict from July to December 1992.
PHUPHANI, Mthuthuzeli (39), an ANC supporter, was
shot by members of the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on 7
September 1992 during an ANC protest march to
demand free political activity in Ciskei. Thirty people
were killed and 200 people injured in the event which
became known as the BISHO MASSACRE. Two members
of the former CDF were refused amnesty for the
shooting (AC/2000/122).
PIENAAR, Clif for d Lawrence (26), a UDF supporter,
was detained in 1987 and again in 1989 in
Marianridge, near Pinetown, Natal, allegedly for being
a community activist. In detention he was assaulted
and tortured by members of the SAP, and received
medical attention for his injuries only after he and
other detainees had embarked on a hunger strike.
PIENAAR, Cornelia Ger truida , (39) a civilian, was
injured and her house damaged, during an APLA
attack on white civilians and police members in
Ficksburg, OFS, on 10 December 1992. See APLA
ATTACKS. Three perpetrators were granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0182).
PIENAAR, David (14), an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured, allegedly by members of the SADF, at
Ntuzuma, near Durban, when security forces opened
fire on a crowd of people returning from the funeral of
an ANC supporter on 22 October 1988. David had
accidentally got caught up in the crowd.
PIENAAR, Kathleen (61), an ANC supporter, had her
house destroyed in an arson attack by Inkatha
supporters at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 6
October 1988.
PIENAAR, TD , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
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PIERCE, Adrian , a member of the SADF, was shot
and wounded when APLA members ambushed a
military vehicle, firing on it with automatic weapons, in
Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 16 December 1986. Two
APLA members were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/0133).
PIET, Christopher (23), was shot dead by members of
the Security Police in Guguletu, Cape Town, on 3
March 1986, in the GUGULETU S EVEN incident. Two
Security Branch members from Vlakplaas were
granted amnesty for the incident (AC/2001/276).
PIETER, Yoliswa (1), died of suffocation on 16 April
1985 after a teargas canister was thrown into her
family home by members of the SADF during protests
in Khayamnandi, Despatch, Cape.
PIETERSE, Hendrick Lambert , was injured when
AWB members detonated an explosive at the taxi rank
in Westonaria, Tvl, on 25 April 1994, in an effort to
disrupt the electoral process. Five people were killed
in the blast. Six AWB members were granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0342). See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
PIETERSE, Irvin Zavier (24), media officer for the UDF,
was detained under emergency regulations on 22
August 1987 in Port Elizabeth, and held for two years.
PIETERSE, Karel (53), was shot and injured by a
named S PECIAL CONSTABLE in Oudtshoorn, Cape, on 28
January 1989. Mr Pieterse lost the use of his arm.
PIETERSEN, Alfred Raymond (25), a member of the
activist church group, the Young Christian Workers,
was detained in June 1978 during rent boycotts in
Maokeng, Kroonstad, OFS. In detention, he was
interrogated and tortured by members of the Special
Branch. In December 1978 he was taken to Vredefort
police station where he was further tortured.
PIETERSEN, Hennie , sustained minor injuries when
MK operatives detonated a car bomb using a remote
control device outside the Ellis Park rugby stadium,
Johannesburg, on 2 July 1988. Two spectators leaving
the rugby match were killed and 37 others sustained
minor and major injuries. Four operatives from MK’s
Special Operations Unit, including its commander,
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/161).
PIETERSEN, James (37), disappeared from his home
in KwaZakele, Port Elizabeth, on 9 April 1986, when he
went to visit his cousin, living elsewhere in the township.
There was extensive violent conflict in the area on the
day he disappeared. He has not been seen since.
PIETERSON, V incent , was injured in a hand grenade
explosion on 25 May 1993 in Kimberley, Cape, during
an ANC protest march to the Bophuthatswana
consulate. Two MK operatives threw a hand grenade
at the building which bounced back into the crowd,
killing one person and injuring 41 others. Two ANC
members were wrongly convicted of the killing. Four
MK operatives and ANC members, two of whom
denied guilt, were refused amnesty (AC/2000/053 and
AC/2000/241).
PIKA, April Nose , an ANC member, was severely
beaten by members of the SAP in February 1961 in
Bizana, Transkei, during the P ONDOLAND REVOLT.
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PIKANI, Alfred (31), an ANC and UDF supporter, was
beaten by SAP members who also set their dogs on
him at a roadblock in Pearston, Cape, in April 1985. He
was suspected of throwing a petrol bomb into
someone’s house. He was detained for a month in
Pearston police station before being sentenced to four
years’ imprisonment.
PIKASHE, Mphumzi Shadrack (23) a UDF supporter,
was shot and killed during a confrontation between
residents and members of the SAP in Mbekweni,
Paarl, Cape, on 25 September 1985.
PIKOLI, Mkhuseli (17), was shot and injured by members
of the SAP on 16 November 1984 at Nemato, Port
Alfred, Cape, while attending the funeral of an unrest
victim. He was then detained, charged with public
violence and sentenced to three years’ imprisonment.
PIKOLI, Zamzolo Lordwyck (18), an ANC supporter,
was shot in the leg and injured by members of the
SAP in Dube, Soweto, Johannesburg, in 1977 during
conflict in the wake of the SOWETO UPRISING. In 1988 he
was again harassed, detained and beaten by the same
policemen who claimed he was involved in making
petrol bombs and the bombing of his neighbour’s house.
PILANE, Kgosietjha Johannes (35), was injured in a
shooting by alleged IFP supporters in Sebokeng, Tvl,
on 23 May 1991 during a campaign of violence by the
IFP-aligned KHETISI KHESWA GANG.
PILAPHI, Katsekile , a Poqo member, was one of six
Poqo members executed in Pretoria Central, Pretoria,
on 9 May 1963 for taking in killing the killing of Tembu
chief Gwebindala Gqoboza during conflict over selfgovernance and forced removals in Cofimvaba,
Transkei. The group of six were sent from Cape Town
to kill the chief.
PILISO, Sibulelo Gladstone (23), was shot dead at
the home of a colleague in Khayelitsha, Cape Town, on
14 November 1990, by named perpetrators associated
with the Lingelethu West Town Council, in a period of
heightened conflict between the ANC and the council.
Mr Piliso’s colleague was wounded in the shooting.
PILLAY, Isha , was severely injured when AWB
members detonated a car bomb in Bree Street,
Johannesburg, on 24 April 1994, in an effort to disrupt
the electoral process. Seven people were killed and 13
injured in the blast. Two perpetrators were granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0342). See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
PILLAY, Joshua , died when an MK operative
detonated a car bomb at Jacobs, Durban, on 12 July
1984. The explosion killed five people and injured 27
others. One MK operative was granted amnesty for
his role in the MK command structures in Swaziland
that facilitated the attack (AC/2001/175).
PILLAY, Linda Diane , was injured when MK
operatives detonated a limpet mine in a dustbin at the
Vanderbijl Square bus terminus, Johannesburg, on 21
September 1988. Nineteen people were injured and a
number of vehicles and buildings were damaged. Two
MK Special Operations operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/056). A late application by a third
operative was dismissed.
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PILUSA, Stephens Punko (17), was shot dead by
members of the SAP on 17 June 1986 in Soshanguve,
Pretoria, for taking part in a stayaway that started the
previous day.
PINDISO, Zimambani (48), a Unity Movement
supporter, was arrested and beaten by named
members of the SAP on 5 December 1970 in
Flagstaff, Transkei. He was sentenced to five years’
imprisonment for recruiting people to join a banned
organisation and undergoing military training abroad.
PININI-RANULE, Thathisizwe Collin (20), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in Langa, Uitenhage,
Cape, on 21 March 1985 when police opened fire on
mourners marching to a funeral. At least 20 people were
killed and many injured in the shooting. See LANGA
SHOOTINGS. In the same year, Mr Pinini-Ranule was
reportedly detained for three months and assaulted.
PINZI, Buka Simon (31), was severely injured in
Swanieville, near Krugersdorp, Tvl, on 12 May 1991.
IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers were retaliating against
a previous attack by ANC-supporting squatters and
about 115 shacks were set alight, 27 people killed and
25 vehicles burnt. Twelve people were charged with
crimes ranging from murder to arson but were
acquitted due to lack of evidence.
PISTOL, Ncinani Edward (70), a supporter of the
DIKWANKWETLA NATIONAL PARTY (DNP), was
assaulted and severely injured in BOTSHABELO, near
Bloemfontein, in February 1990. He was returning
from a rally addressed by DNP leader, Charles Mopedi,
when he met youths who accused him of collaborating with the homeland system.
PISTOLI, Meledini (29), a PAC supporter, was detained
for 30 days and severely assaulted in Beaufort West,
Cape, and Cofimvaba, Transkei, in 1962, and later served
a 15-year sentence on Robben Island, Cape Town.
PITA, Zingisa Florence (19), was beaten and injured
with sticks and sjamboks by members of the CDF in
Dikidikana, near King William’s Town, Cape, on 6
September 1992, during a campaign of resistance to
tribal authority in the area.
PITANA, Buyile Patrick , was shot dead by members
of the SAP in Langa, Uitenhage, Cape, on 21 March
1985, when police opened fire on mourners marching
to a funeral. Mr Pitana was reportedly at the front of
the march. At least 20 people were killed and many
injured in the shooting. See LANGA SHOOTINGS.
PITANA, Ntombekhaya Cinthia Pixie
(15), an ANC
supporter, was detained and beaten with a pick-handle
on 1 February 1985 in Uitenhage, Cape. Ms Pitana had
attended a prayer service for a victim who had been
shot by police.
PITIKOE, Mark Anthony Mosala (18), a UDF supporter,
was stabbed to death by alleged members of the
‘Drum Tens’in Mohlakeng, Randfontein, Tvl, on 20
November 1985 during a conflict between members
of the community and ‘Drum Tens’ who were
municipal workers.
PITSE, Christopher Linda , an MK operative, was
abducted and assaulted during 1989 by members of
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the Security Branch from Headquarters in Pretoria, as
part of an attempt to recruit him as an informer. A
member of Security Branch Headquarters was granted
amnesty (AC/2001/274).
PITSE, Prince , was abducted and assaulted by a
member of the ANC’s Security Department in
Johannesburg, in April 1994. The applicant suspected
that Mr Pitse and others had broken into his minibus
and stolen sensitive ANC security-related documents
and other goods, which were then handed to an IFP
supporter. The applicant was granted amnesty for the
incident (AC/2001/066).
PITSI, Richard (32) was shot and injured on 9
September 1991 in Mapetla, Soweto, Johannesburg, by
alleged members of the ISU. There was a rent boycott
at the time and the situation in the area was tense.
PITSO, Arthur Setaba (76), an SACP supporter, was
stabbed to death by unidentified persons at his home
in Ladybrand, OFS, on 28 October 1972. Mr Pitso had
organised stayaways, boycotts and other political
activities, and was labelled a troublemaker by police in
the area.
PITSO, Daniel (21), was killed when he was shot dead
in the back of his head by members of the SAP at
Phuma-Ma-Sebethane football grounds in Sharpeville,
Vereeniging, Tvl, on 10 July 1992 during conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters. SAP members
were patrolling the area, but added to the conflict by
randomly shooting and arresting youth.
PITSO, Johannes (36), was shot dead on 25 June
1993 in Katlehong, Tvl, during clashes between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting
residents.
PITSO, Manana , was shot and injured, allegedly by
members of the SAP, in Sebokeng, Tvl, at the night
vigil for Christopher Nangalembe, an ANCYL member,
on 12 January 1990. See NANGALEMBE NIGHT VIGIL
MASSACRE.
PITSO, Mengu Elizabeth (59), was shot in the hand
and leg and severely injured while taking down her
washing at home in Bophelong, Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on
21 March 1992. Conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters resulted in random attacks on homes and
people. Ms Pitso’s husband was also injured when he
tried to help her. Ms Pitso had her leg amputated as a
result of her injuries.
PITSO, Rosta Malehloa (30), was injured in a shooting
by alleged members of the SAP in Sebokeng, Tvl,
while attending a night vigil for Christopher
Nangalembe, an ANCYL member, on 12 January 1990.
See NANGALEMBE NIGHT VIGIL MASSACRE.
PITSO, Simon T ukkies , an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by members of the SAP in Orlando East,
Soweto, Johannesburg, on 22 March 1974.
PITSO, Tebello , was shot and injured, allegedly by
members of the SAP, in Sebokeng, Tvl, at the night
vigil for Christopher Nangalembe, an ANCYL member,
on 12 January 1990. See NANGALEMBE NIGHT VIGIL
MASSACRE.
PITSO, Victor Goalatlhwe (21), was severely beaten
by members of the Bophuthatswana police in Taung,
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Bophuthatswana, on 12 April 1990. Police accused
him of inciting villagers against Chief Molale.
PITTAWAY, Andrew James , was injured in what
became known as the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in
Durban on 14 June 1986. The explosion killed three
women and injured at least 74 other people. Seven
MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/128).
PITYANA, Mxoleli Dalton , was hacked to death by
AMAAFRIKA members at Khayelitsha, Uitenhage, Cape,
on 13 February 1990, during intense political conflict
between UDF and AmaAfrika supporters. The
perpetrators had allegedly been looking for his brother,
a UDF supporter.
PITZER, Karin Antoinette , was injured when a car
bomb planted by MK operatives exploded outside the
NBS building in Witbank, Tvl, on 24 October 1988. The
building was used for commercial purposes, but also
housed the Witbank Security Branch offices. Three
people were killed and over 20 were injured, mainly
civilians. Two MK operatives were granted amnesty
for the bombing (AC/2000/055).
PLAAITJIE, (first names not given), an alleged member
of ‘Noksi’s gang’, was stoned and shot to death in
Tumahole, Parys, OFS, on 1 May 1992, by two SELFDEFENCE UNIT (SDU) members and a third person. Two
ANC SDU members and a third person were granted
amnesty (AC/1997/0044).
PLAAKIE, Moeketsi George (38), was severely beaten,
allegedly by members of the SAP, in June 1985 in
Ratanda, near Heidelberg, Tvl, because he was a SANCO
member. He was detained in both 1985 and 1986.
PLAATJIE, Andile Alfr ed, a CRADORA member, was
stabbed to death by members of the SAP during
protests in Lingelihle, Cradock, Cape, on 16 July 1986.
PLAATJIE, Ezekiel Lebuso (50), was beaten and had
his nose broken by Bophuthatswana Police in Thaba
Nchu, Bophuthatswana, on 15 July 1992 when police
disrupted a funeral and attacked mourners.
PLAATJIE, Luthando Patrick (19), was shot dead by
two members of the SAP during political unrest in
Mlungisi, Queenstown, Cape, on 21 April 1986.
PLAATJIE, Napho Boy (18), an AZASM member, was
tortured by a named member of the SAP in Khutsong,
Carletonville, Tvl, in January 1986. His brother was
shot during his arrest by members of the SAP.
PLAATJIE, Nozipho Ruth (43), a UDF activist, was
detained under emergency regulations on 12 June
1986 at New Street police station in Grahamstown.
She was held for eight days before being transferred
to North End prison, Port Elizabeth where she became
ill and was hospitalised under police guard. Upon
discharge, she was again detained for three months in
North End and access to family and friends was
denied. In 1988, she was detained for a year.
PLAATJIE, Rammusi Patrick , was shot by members
of the SAP in March 1988 in Khutsong, Carletonville,
Tvl. The incident occurred while police were arresting
his brother, an AZASM member.
PLAATJIE, Sidney Themba (21), was severely beaten
by AMASOLOMZI vigilantes, together with members of
the SAP, on his arrest at his home in Zolani, Ashton,
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Cape, on 20 November 1985. There were mass
arrests and assaults by the Amasolomzi that day after
several of their homes had been burnt down.
PLAATJIE, Thomas Mokoena (16), a political activist,
was shot dead by named perpetrators on 6 January
1988 in Khutsong, Tvl, during the state of emergency.
PLAATJIE, Wendy , sustained severe burn wounds
when her friend’s home where she was visiting was
petrol-bombed by unidentified persons in Zwide, Port
Elizabeth, on 29 July 1986, during a consumer boycott
in the area. Her friend died of her burns.
PLAATJIES, (first name not given), a Fidelity Guards
employee, was shot at, but uninjured, when MK
operatives conducted an armed robbery of cash trunks
being collected by a Fidelity Guards van in Dube,
Soweto, Johannesburg, on 5 November 1988. Two of
the four guards were injured in the robbery, which
was intended to acquire funds for the MK unit. Four
MK operatives were granted amnesty for the incident
(AC/2000/0013).
PLAATJIES, Albert Jacques (31), was shot dead in
the ATTEMPTED COUP IN UMTATA, Transkei on 22
November 1990.
PLAATJIES, Andries Pierce (27), was severely beaten
with pick-handles by named AWB supporters in
Patensie, Cape, on 19 October 1992. At the time,
township residents were involved in a consumer
boycott and right-wingers had organised vigilante
groups to force an end to the boycotts.
PLAATJIES, M , was injured in what became known
as the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June
1986. The explosion killed three women and injured at
least 74 other people. Seven MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/128).
PLAATJIES, Methel Nonzwakazi Zwide (20), was
shot by named members of the SAP during protests in
Lingelihle, Cradock, Cape, on 9 September 1976.
PLAATJIES, Phillip , was injured when AWB members
detonated an explosive at the taxi rank in Westonaria,
Tvl, on 25 April 1994, in an effort to disrupt the
electoral process. Five people were killed in the blast.
Six AWB members were granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0342). See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
PLAATJIES, Phumzile Gladwell (18), was shot dead
by members of the SAP in Langa, Uitenhage, Cape, on
21 March 1985 when police opened fire on mourners
marching to a funeral. At least 20 people were killed
and many injured in the shooting. See LANGA
SHOOTINGS.
PLAATJIES, Pieter (29), was shot by members of the
SAP in Port Alfred, Cape, on 16 June 1993 while he
was passing a toyi-toying group marching to a rally to
commemorate the S OWETO UPRISING.
PLAATJIES, Thembekile Horatius (16), an AMAAFRIKA
member, was stabbed to death by a named perpetrator
on 4 September 1993 during political conflict between
UDF supporters and the AmaAfrika in KwaNobuhle,
Uitenhage, Cape.
PODILE, Letshata Wilson (38), was severely assaulted
in detention in 1987 in KwaNdebele by alleged members
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of the KwaNdebele Police because he resisted
INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele.
POKOLO, Nomabhulu (22), was shot and injured in
the head by members of the SAP at the Grand Parade,
Cape Town, on 11 February 1990. Ms Pokolo was part
of a huge crowd waiting to see Nelson Mandela after
his release that day.
POKWANA, Temba Alfr ed, a Transkei Defence Force
(TDF) soldier, was injured during an ATTEMPTED COUP IN
UMTATA, T RANSKEI, on 22 November 1990. Seven TDF
soldiers were killed and some 33 wounded. Four of the
coup conspirators were granted amnesty. Six Vlakplaas
operatives were granted amnesty for providing arms
for the attempted coup. An SADF Military Intelligence
operative, who applied for amnesty for his role in
supporting the coup, later withdrew his application
(AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095 and AC/2001/199).
POLE, Malefu Meriam (15), was shot and severely
injured by members of the SAP in BOTSHABELO,
near Bloemfontein, on 15 February 1990, while participating in a protest march against the INCORPORATION of
Botshabelo into QwaQwa. Police set up roadblocks
and fired teargas in an attempt to stop marchers
reaching the Supreme Court in Bloemfontein. Four
people were killed and many injured when police
opened fire. Ms Pole lost her sight in one eye as a
result of the shooting.
POLOKO, Lazerus Keletetse , was severely beaten
with knobkerries by members of the Bophuthatswana
Police in Kuruman, Northern Cape, in October 1992
after he was detained in connection with a consumer
boycott in the area.
PONNEN, Gangen Geor ge, an ANC member from
Durban, was detained under the 90-day detention
clause and held in solitary confinement by the Security
Branch in September 1964. He was then sentenced to
12 months’ hard labour for refusing to give evidence in
the trial of a fellow ANC member. After his release in
1965, he left South Africa and lived in exile for 25
years before returning to South Africa.
PONNEN, Murugas ‘Mari’ , was detained in 1965 and
continually harassed by members of the Special Branch
in Chatsworth, Durban, with regard to her brother, Mr
George Gangen Ponnen, an underground SACP/ANC
activist and a leader of the trade union movement in
South Africa. Ms Ponnen and her husband were
interrogated as to the whereabouts of Gangen Ponnen
and questioned about any communication they might
have had with him.
PONNEN, Soogawathee , was dismissed from her
job as a teacher in Falcon Park Primary School, Durban,
allegedly because her husband opposed the party
politics of a named member of their community.
PONNEN, Subramoney Mari , lost his job in the
Department of Labour, Durban, allegedly because he
opposed the party politics of a named member of his
community.
PONNEN, Tholasi , was detained in 1965 and
continually harassed by members of the Special Branch
in Chatsworth, Durban, in regard to his brother-in-law,
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Mr George Gangen Ponnen, an underground SACP/
ANC activist and a leader of the trade union
movement in South Africa. Mr Ponnen and his wife
were interrogated as to the whereabouts of Gangen
Ponnen and questioned about any communication
they might have had with him.
POOE, Nthau Jacob , was injured and suffered
damage to property during the BOIPATONG MASSACRE by
IFP supporters in Boipatong, near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl,
on 17 June 1992, which left 45 people dead and 27
seriously injured. Thirteen perpetrators were granted
amnesty; a further three applications were refused
(AC/2000/209).
POONYANE, Patrick Pule (40), was interrogated and
then shot dead by a named member of the SAP in
Tshwaraganang, Dealesville, OFS, on 25 August 1990,
following violent protests against local COUNCILLORS. Mr
Poonyane was allegedly a passer-by.
POPOTSHE, Ndindwa , was shot dead by members
of the SAP on 6 June 1960 in Lusikisiki, Transkei,
during the P ONDOLAND REVOLT.
POSWA, Bizokwakhe (50), an ANC supporter, was
shot and severely injured by IFP supporters in
Richmond, Natal, in July 1993. His house was burnt
down the same day.
POSWA, Tshengisile Grace (22), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead on 1 June 1992 in Richmond, Natal,
when IFP supporters ambushed a taxi allegedly
carrrying ANC supporters. One other person was killed
and five shot and injured in the attack.
POSWA, Valumoya Amos (55), an ANC supporter,
had his property stolen and his homestead burnt down
by IFP supporters in Richmond, Natal, in 1992.
POSWA, Vincent Dali (43), an ANC supporter, had his
house in Gengeshe, Richmond, Natal, burnt down by
IFP supporters on 15 May 1992.
POSWA, Vuyane Tiza (17), a COSAS member, was
shot dead by a named SPECIAL C ONSTABLE who opened
fire on youths singing freedom songs in Hofmeyr,
Cape, on 14 August 1989.
POTELO, Paulos Sehlolo (30), suffered severe
damage to his property during an attack by IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers in Swanieville, near
Krugersdorp, Tvl, on 12 May 1991. About 115 shacks
were set alight, 27 people were killed and 25 vehicles
were burnt in retaliation for the expulsion of IFP
supporters from Swanieville. Twelve people were
charged with crimes ranging from murder to arson but
were acquitted due to lack of evidence.
POTGIETER, Andre , a member of the SAP, was shot
at from inside the home of a COSATU official in
Sundumbili, KwaZulu, near Mandini, Natal, on 2
September 1992. His colleague was shot and severely
injured. The COSATU official’s bodyguard, an member
of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU), had opened fire
because he believed the house was under attack. The
SDU member was granted amnesty (AC/1998/0065).
POTGIETER, CG , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
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Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
POTGIETER, PSJ , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
POTLAKI, W illy , an ANC supporter, was detained and
severely beaten by members of the SAP in Reddersburg, OFS, in March 1989. He was one of an unknown
number of youths who had been toyi-toying and were
taken to the police station, where they were beaten.
POTYE, Ndabayipheli Tatamawele (28), a PAC
supporter, was severely tortured and assaulted by
police in Ladybrand, OFS, while on his way from
Lesotho to South Africa on 28 March 1963. Mr Potye
was sentenced to five years’ imprisonment on Robben
Island. After his release he was banished for two
years to Cofimvaba, Transkei.
POTYO, Mpitizeli Ntulele (38), an ANC supporter,
was shot by members of the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on
7 September 1992 during an ANC protest march to
demand free political activity in Ciskei. See BISHO
MASSACRE. Two members of the former CDF were
refused amnesty for the shooting (AC/2000/122).
POYO, Nyaniso (16), a UDF supporter, was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in September 1986
during political unrest in New Rest location,
Burgersdorp, Cape. Some pellets are still embedded in
his body.
POYO, Sicelo Commando (19), a UDF supporter, was
shot in the head with pellets by members of the SAP
in Burgersdorp, Cape, in August 1985. Mr Poyo was
reportedly tortured in detention in March 1986.
PRAM, Bongiwe Cynthia (13), was shot in the leg by
members of the SAP in KwaNobuhle, Uitenhage, Cape
in 1986. In April 1990 she was reportedly tortured in
detention in Port Elizabeth while waiting for her family
to raise bail.
PRAM, Fezekile Melton (23), was tortured in detention
by members of the SAP on 20 May 1985 in Despatch,
Cape.
PRETORIUS, (first name not given), was robbed of his
vehicle by members of an ANC self-defence unit
(SDU) in Nigel, Tvl, on 23 December 1991. One SDU
member was granted amnesty (AC/1999/231).
PRETORIUS, HF , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
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PRETORIUS, JEA , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
PRETORIUS, JH , a brigadier in the SADF, was injured
on 10 March 1989 when an MK operative detonated
an explosive device planted at the SADF’s Natal
Command headquarters in Durban. Three MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/153).
PRETORIUS, Johannes Didrick , a farmer, was shot
and injured on 15 February 1990, when a group of
UDF supporters attacked his farm, Spes Bona, in
Stutterheim, Cape. Five UDF supporters were granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0277).
PRETORIUS, Leonie , a civilian, was killed in an attack
by APLA operatives on her family’s farm, ‘Danside’, in
Ficksburg, OFS, on 19 December 1992. See APLA
ATTACKS. Two perpetrators were granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0182).
PRETORIUS, Louis Jacobus (21), was injured when MK
operatives detonated an explosive in a car outside the
South African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
PRETORIUS, Machiel Andries Stephanus , a member
of the SAP, was shot and injured when his SAP
tracking unit ambushed an MK unit of seven
members, in Ellisras, Tvl, on 8 August 1988. One SAP
member was killed and three others were injured in
the confrontation. An MK operative was also killed.
One MK operative was granted amnesty for this
incident (AC/2000/081).
PRETORIUS, Susanna (44), was stabbed in the eye at
Mohlakeng, Randfontein, Tvl, in May 1993. Ms
Pretorius and her husband were attacked by a group
of youths who smashed the car windows during
political conflict in the area.
PRINGANE, Gladys , an ANC supporter, lost her
house, household possessions and a car, in an arson
attack by migrant workers from the hostels in Nyanga,
Cape Town, on 26 December 1976, during political
conflict between Nyanga residents and hostel-dwellers
over the Christmas 1976 period.
PRINGANE, Mthozamo Theophilus (23), was shot
and injured by members of the SAP in Nyanga, Cape
Town, in May 1986, during the mass destruction of
UDF-supporting squatter camps by WITDOEKE
vigilantes, acting with the tacit approval and aid of the
security forces.
PRINS, Andre Peter (17), was arrested on 16 June
1986 in Vredenburg, Cape, and accused of a petrol
bomb attack at a primary school. In detention he was
assaulted by members of the SAP and charged with
being in possession of dangerous explosives.
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PRINSLOO, (first name not given), was injured when
members of MK’s ‘Dolphin Unit’ detonated an
explosive in a car near the Krugersdorp Magistrate’s
court and the adjacent police station, Tvl, on 16 March
1988. Three people were killed and more than 20
were injured in the blast. Two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/003).
PRINSLOO, Anna Christina Frederika (42), was
injured when two MK operatives detonated a bomb in
a shopping centre in Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 23
December 1982 in retaliation for a South African
Special Forces attack on ANC members in Lesotho
two weeks earlier, in which 42 people had been killed.
The explosion killed five people and injured 61,
including Ms Prinsloo’s eight-year-old daughter. One of
the operatives was sentenced to death and later hanged.
PRINSLOO, Anna Marina , suffered injuries when a
limpet mine, placed in a pot plant, was detonated near
the Juicy Lucy restaurant on the corner of Andries and
Vermeulen Streets, Pretoria, on 26 May 1988. Three
MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/199).
PRINSLOO, Ansie (8), was injured when two MK
operatives detonated a bomb in a shopping centre in
Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 23 December 1982 in
retaliation for a South African Special Forces attack on
ANC members in Lesotho two weeks earlier, in which 42
people had been killed. The explosion killed five people
and injured 61, includign Ansie’s mother. One of the
operatives was sentenced to death and later hanged.
PRINSLOO, L , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
PRISMON, Nkosi Bekizizwe (26), an ANC supporter,
was found dead on 3 August 1993 in Tokoza, Tvl, after
he had been missing for two days. His death occurred
during intense political conflict on the East Rand.
PUKWANA, Philis Ntombekhaya (32), an ANC
member, had her shack demolished by named ADM
members during political conflict at Mlakalala,
Zwelitsha, Ciskei, on 13 November 1993.
PULE, Anna Mary Rebuwe (46), had her house burnt
down by members of the Bophuthatswana Police in 1991
in Lekubu, Bophuthatswana, during conflict between the
Bophuthatswana government and ANC supporters.
PULE, Daniel Monageng (37), was severely beaten
by Bophuthatswana Policemen on 1 July 1989 in
Leeuwfontein near Zeerust, Tvl because he resisted
the forceful INCORPORATION of Mokgola village into
Bophuthatswana. About 25 000 residents were
transfered from South Africa into Bophuthatswana
during 1989, which resulted in a state of siege and
harassment by Bophuthatswana Police and civilians
who supported the homeland government.
PULE, Dimakatso Mar gar et (22), was severely
beaten by members of the Bophuthatswana Police
after her arrest in Leeuwfontein, Bophuthatswana, on
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1 July 1989 during intense conflict over the INCORPORATION of Leeuwfontein into Bophuthatswana.
PULE, Ezekiel (26), was shot in the stomach and in
the back of the right hand on 3 September 1984 in
Sebokeng, Tvl, while participating in a march during
the VAAL UPRISING. He died three days later.
PULE, Mar garet , was detained for a week by members
of the Bophuthatswana Police in Leeuwfontein, Tvl,
during 1989. There was strong resistance against the
forceful INCORPORATION of Leeuwfontein and Braklaagte
into Bophuthatswana and a meeting held by the two
communities was violently dispersed. In the conflict
that followed some members of the security forces
were killed.
PULE, Monnye Joyce (30), was beaten with knobkerries
and rifle butts by Bophuthatswana Policemen on 1 July
1989 in Leeuwfontein near Zeerust, Tvl, because she
resisted the forceful INCORPORATION of Mokgola into
Bophuthatswana. About 25 000 residents were
transferred from South Africa into Bophuthatswana
during 1989 and Bophuthatswana Police and vigilantes
harassed residents who resisted the homeland
government in a virtual state of siege.
PULE, Motlhaga Ishmael (68), was arrested and
tortured by members of the Bophuthatswana Police
on 10 June 1989 at a farm near Zeerust, Tvl, during
conflict over the INCORPORATION of Braklaagte and
Leeuwfontein into Bophuthatswana.
PULE, Nyanako Andr onico (22), was arrested on
1 July 1989 and severely beaten by members of the
Bophuthatswana Police at Leeuwfontein, Tvl, when
the Leeuwfontein community was resisting INCORPORATION into Bophuthatswana.
PULE, Pontso Anna (51), a member of a UDFsupporting family, had her house burnt down in a petrol
bomb attack in Rocklands, Bloemfontein, in late 1983.
PULE, Sadi , an MK operative, survived an attempt on
her life when SADF Special Forces attacked a house
near the Ramotswe River in Botswana on 31
December 1986/1 January 1987. One woman was
killed and other unidentified persons were injured in
the attack. Five Western Transvaal Security Branch
operatives were granted amnesty for their role in
providing information (AC/2001/191).
PULE, Simon (33), a UDF supporter, was detained in
Bloemfontein in June 1986, under emergency
regulations. He was held in custody for two months,
during which he was severely assaulted by members
of the SAP. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
PUNGANE, Magageni , was assaulted in Bizana,
Transkei, in 1971 while serving a two-year sentence
for his involvement in the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
PUNGUL WA, Mncedisi Eddie (19), was severely
beaten by members of the SAP while travelling on a
bus with other ANC supporters in Robertson, Cape, in
1986. He was then held for three months in Victor
Verster prison, Paarl, Cape.
PURAVHATHY , Milandu Samuel (69), lost his home
in an arson attack by named ‘comrades’ in February
1990 in Dzanani, Venda. Mr Puravhathy’s wife had
been labelled a witch at a meeting and stoned.
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PUTINI, Gordon Aggrey (21), was injured when shots
were fired at his home by IFP supporters on 24
November 1991 in Wattville, Benoni, Tvl. His home
was attacked because his father was an ANC leader in
the area.
PUTINI, W inifr ed Segametsi (59), was injured when
shots were fired at her house by a named IFP
supporter on 24 November 1991 in Wattville, Benoni,
Tvl, because her husband was an ANC leader.
PUTINI, Yergan , the chairperson of the Benoni ANC, was
shot and injured by named IFP supporters in Wattville,
Benoni, Tvl, on 24 November 1991. The IFP were
allegedly targeting ANC leaders in Wattville at the time.
PUTTOCK, W , was injured in what became known as
the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June 1986.
The explosion killed three women and injured at least
74 other people. Seven MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
QABAKA, Mandlonke Sobantu (26), an ANC
supporter, was detained and tortured in July 1985 in
East London. See DUNCAN VILLAGE.
QALAKU, Spendu Elias (64), an ANC supporter,
survived an ambush in which he was shot several
times by IFP supporters at the Zinc Corporation of
South Africa hostel, Tvl, in 1988, during conflict
between ANC-IFP supporting hostel-dwellers.
QALANYOBE, Nomnyaka (26), an ANC member, was
severely beaten by members of the SADF in March
1960 at KwaMzizi, near Bizana, Transkei, during the
PONDOLAND REVOLT.
QALI, Lennox Sebenzile (60), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by Inkatha supporters on 30 March 1990 in
Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, during the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
QAMATA, N , a civilian, was injured when APLA
operatives attacked members and guests at the King
William’s Town Golf Club, Cape, on 28 November
1992. Four people were killed and 17 injured in the
attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Four APLA members were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/182).
QAMBATA, Vaughn Thamsanqa (25), was tortured in
detention by named members of the Security Branch
from August to October 1976 in Zwelitsha, Ciskei, and
King William’s Town, Cape.
QANGWE, Zandile (24), was raped during a robbery
by IFP-aligned ‘TOASTER’ GANG members in April 1993
in Tembisa, Tvl, during conflict in the area between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
QANKASI, Philemon Sipho , was shot in the back of
the head and killed was shot in the back of the head
by members of the SAP driving a Casspir in Khuma,
Stilfontein, Tvl, on 28 February 1986 during clashes
between residents and police.
QANYA, Steven , disappeared on 19 April 1991 near
Nancefield hostel, Soweto, Johannesburg, and has not
been seen since.
QATA, Phumasivale Morrison (27), was severely
beaten by named prison warders on Robben Island,
Cape Town, on 10 March 1963, while serving a prison
sentence for PAC activities.
QATHANA, Bakhulule Siphithiphithi Welcome
(22),
a UDF activist, was shot dead by named members of
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the SAP at a time of mass political activity in
Middelburg, Cape, on 29 November 1986.
QATHANA, Henry Thembekile (29), a UDF supporter,
was shot by members of the SAP on 29 November
1986 in Middelburg, Cape. After he was discharged
from hospital, he was reportedly arrested and charged
with public violence.
QAVATA, Thamsanqa Gilbert (19), was shot dead by
a S PECIAL C ONSTABLE during protests in Masizakhe,
Graaff-Reinet, Cape, on 25 August 1987.
QAWULA, Palele Windvoel (33), an ANC activist, was
arrested by police, tied to a tree and severely beaten
by named members of the SAP in Worcester, Cape,
on 19 April 1960, for his involvement in the anti-Pass
Law campaign. He then spent four months in custody
at Paarl and Worcester prisons where he was beaten,
ill-treated and deprived of food. He was finally given a
suspended sentence.
QAYI, Nonight Annie (52), an ANC supporter, was
arrested and beaten by SAP members in Beaufort
West, Cape, in 1986. She was held for three months
under emergency regulations.
QAYI, Sicelo (21), an ANC member, was shot dead by
a SPECIAL CONSTABLE in Nyanga, Cape Town, on 16
June 1990.
QAYI, Zongezile , was severely beaten and detained
by members of the SAP in Middelburg, Cape, in 1985.
QAYISO, Pier ce, was tortured in detention in Bizana,
Transkei, in March 1960, for his involvement in the
PONDOLAND REVOLT.
QAZA, Zolile (25), an ANC supporter, was shot and
partially paralysed by a named perpetrator on 13
August 1985 while he was trying to escape the SADF
during intense public unrest at DUNCAN VILLAGE, East
London.
QEBEYI, Mxolisi Bethwell (27), an ANC supporter,
was shot by members of the SADF on 11 August
1985 at Douglas Smith Highway in DUNCAN V ILLAGE,
East London, during intense public unrest in the area.
QEJA, Wilson Dalihlanga , a PAC member, was
arrested in 1962 in Bellville, Cape Town, and spent
two years in prison for attending unlawful meetings.
Mr Qeja was severely beaten while in prison.
QHAMAKOANE, Tabelo Peter , was shot dead on 21
February 1992 in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, when
alleged IFP members opened fire on people in a
shebeen.
QHANA, Nomalungisa Miranda (17), an ANCYL
member, was tortured in detention by named
members of the Ciskei Police in October 1992 at
Tamara police station, King William’s Town, Cape. Ms
Qhana was accused of burning down houses
belonging to ADM members.
QHANQISO, Bylla Miemie (19), an ANC supporter,
was severely beaten by members of the SAP in
Robertson, Cape, on 18 June 1986, while being forced
to clean the township. She was then detained under
emergency regulations for three months. See POLICE
BRUTALITY.
QHAYI, Godfrey Zoyisile (13), was shot on 12 June
1986 in Richmond, Cape, when patrolling members of
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the SAP opened fire on a group of students returning
to school during widespread protests against the state
of emergency declared that day.
QHENA, Lipuo Primr ose (8), was shot by members
of the SAP on 22 August 1985 in Dukathole, Aliwal
North, Cape, while she was playing with her friends in
the street. See ALIWAL NORTH SHOOTINGS.
QHESI, Mandibense , an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured by members of the AWB in Bethlehem,
OFS, on 6 April 1994, in the run-up to the country’s
first democratic elections. A friend who was with him
at the time was shot dead. See APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS
and rIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
QHEZU, Headman , was shot and injured on 5 May
1993 in Katlehong, Tvl, when shots were fired at a
funeral procession during ongoing clashes between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
QHINEBE, Phillip Layunina (33), an IFP supporter,
was assaulted and stabbed by ANC supporters who
attacked his house in KwaMbonambi, KwaZulu, near
Richards Bay, Natal, on 5 August 1993. He was left for
dead when his house was set alight, but managed to
crawl to safety.
QHIWEBE, Emmah Evelinah (45), was severely
injured on 28 September 1992 when IFP supporters
attacked a bus in Heidelberg, Tvl with handgrenades.
One person was killed and 13 injured. Ms Qhiwebe
lost her leg as a result of her injuries.
QHOBOSHEANE, Teboho Augustine (27), an MK
operative, was tortured in detention by a named SAP
member on 11 June 1987 at Protea police station,
Soweto, and John Vorster Square, Johannesburg. He
was then convicted of terrorism and served five years of
a nine-year prison term on Robben Island, Cape Town.
QHOVANA, Ndodakayise , was shot and wounded
when ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a
crowd of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least
nine marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten
ANC security guards were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/142).
QIHELE, Mbuzeli Joseph (31), an ANC member, was
severely beaten by members of the CDF at Masele
Lower Primary School in King William’s Town, Cape,
while attending an ANCYL meeting on 26 December
1991 to discuss strategies for opposing the reimposition of the headman system in Ciskei.
QINA, Phindile Michael (45) was assaulted and
stabbed by members of the members of the SAP
while on his way back from a night vigil in Cradock,
Cape, on 25 July 1986.
QINISELANI, Baqondile (66), an ANC supporter, had
her house in Durban destroyed in an arson attack by
IFP supporters on 13 April 1991.
QINISILE, Sipho Patrick (25), a SAYCO member, was
stabbed by members of the SADF during intense
public unrest in DUNCAN VILLAGE, East London, in
October 1985.
QITSANA, Joseph Bhazalele , was executed on 11
December 1963 in Pretoria, for his involvement in
Poqo activities.
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QOBEKA, Nelson Makhenkeleza (42), was severely
assaulted and pushed off a moving train in Orlando,
Soweto, Johannesburg, on 28 November 1991. See
TRAIN VIOLENCE.
QOBONGOSHE, Nkululeko Eric (29), was shot by
members of the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on 7 September
1992, during an ANC protest march to demand free
political activity in Ciskei. See BISHO MASSACRE . Two
members of the former CDF were refused amnesty
for the shooting (AC/2000/122).
QOBOTWANA, Gengelele (52), a member of the
Transkei Democratic Party, was detained on 14
December 1980 in Mputi Village, near Umtata,
Transkei, for opposing Matanzima’s government. Mr
Qobotwana’s home was destroyed in an arson attack
the same day, and he was served with a banning order.
QODASHE, Zukile Sidion (19), was tortured in
detention in Zolani, Cape, on 22 November 1985. Mr
Qodashe was accused of burning down the houses of
suspected informers. He was charged with public
violence, but eventually acquitted.
QOGOTA, Zwelifile Bothman (34), a NACTU
member, was severely assaulted by a mine security
employee in Sasolburg, OFS, on 2 November 1987,
while participating in a march by striking workers.
QONGWANA, Selina (17), an ANC supporter, was
arrested in Ndakana, near King William’s Town, Cape,
in May 1990 while she was a meeting to plan protest
against the reimposition of the headman system in
Ciskei. She was taken to Stutterheim, Cape, where
she was tortured in detention.
QONI, Mandla (16), was shot dead when members of
an SAP patrol opened fire on toyi-toying youths in
KwaNobuhle, Uitenhage, Cape on 28 May 1986.
QOTOYI, Banzi George (32), a PAC supporter, was
arrested and detained on several occasions in
Somerset West, Cape Town, along with other PAC
supporters. Mr Qotoyi was also beaten in custody. He
was charged, but found not guilty. Mr Qotoyi was later
placed under house arrest in 1990 in Engcobo, Transkei.
QOTYWA, Nomazizi Elsie (50), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Amaoti, Inanda, near Durban, set
alight by IFP supporters in February 1991. Twenty
houses are reported to have been burnt down by IFPsupporting vigilantes returning from a rally.
QOZA, Siyabulela (13), sustained serious burns on
his body on 12 March 1990 after an explosive device
was thrown into his bedroom by members of the CDF
in Zwelitsha, Ciskei.
QOZA, Siziwe Joyce (45), suffered severe damage to
her property on 12 March 1990 when an explosive
devise was thrown into her bedroom by members of
the CDF in Zwelitsha, Ciskei.
QUARTERS, Jeff , was injured in what became known
as the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June
1986. The explosion killed three women and injured at
least 74 other people. Seven MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/128).
QUBEKA, Elliot Zithembile (39), an ANC leader, was
shot in the stomach by named PAC supporters during
political conflict in Cofimvaba, Transkei, on 27 July
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1993. Mr Qubeka’s house had been burnt down by
PAC supporters two months earlier.
QUIN, Jacqueline Anne (30), a South African teacher
resident in Lesotho, was shot dead by Vlakplaas
operatives during a raid on two houses in Maseru,
Lesotho, on 19 December 1985. Her husband was one
of eight other people killed, but their infant daughter
Phoenix survived. Seven operatives, including the
deputy commander of Security Branch Headquarters,
the commander of the section which oversaw the
work of Vlakplaas and the commander of Vlakplaas,
applied for amnesty for the operation. All except the
commander of Security Branch Headquarters were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/231 and AC/2001/279).
QUIN, Phoenix (1), survived an attack on 19 December
1985 in Maseru, Lesotho by Vlakplaas operatives in
which both her parents were shot dead. Nine people
were killed in the raid, three of whom were citizens of
Lesotho. After the attack, the infant Phoenix was
abandoned in the house with her dead parents for
several hours. Five members of the Security Branch
were granted amnesty for the killing of her parents
while two, including the then Deputy Chief of the
Security Police, were refused amnesty (AC/2001/231
and AC/2001/279).
QUKU, (first names not given), was attacked and
burnt to death, in Crossroads, Cape Town, on 11 April
1983, during a conflict between the supporters of local
leaders Ngxobongwana and Memani. Seven people
died in the attack.
QULO, Nontokozo Ellen (30), had her house in Iniwe,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, burnt down on 30
April 1992 in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in the area.
QULU, Glen Lungile (35), was burnt to death leaving
Jabulani hostel, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 18 August
1990 because he was seen as an IFP supporter during
conflict between mainly IFP-supporting hosteldwellers and ANC-supporting residents. When the IFP
launched itself as a political party, hostel-dwellers
were allegedly coerced into IFP membership resulting
in the conflict between residents and hostel-dwellers
based on ethnicity, residential area and political affiliation.
QUMA, Rex Moneli (22), a UDF activist, was severely
tortured by named members of the SAP in Port Alfred,
Cape, in 1985, while awaiting trial with ten others for
the ‘necklacing’ of an AZAPO member. All the accused
were acquitted. Mr Quma was granted an interdict
against the police by the Grahamstown Supreme
Court in August 1987.
QUMBELO, Mountain (33), a member of the ANC
underground in Cape Town, was detained for many
months and severely tortured by being electrocuted
and suffocated by named members of the Security
Police in October 1963 in Pretoria. He was given a sixyear prison sentence that he won on appeal. He was
then placed under a five-year banning order. In 1977
he was again detained and served a prison term on
Robben Island from 1978 to 1983. Thereafter, as a UDF
activist, he was repeatedly detained under emergency
regulations from 1985 to 1989. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
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QUMZA, Patric (30), a UDF activist, was seriously
injured when attacked with pangas and knobkerries by
named members of AZAPO, allegedly with police
complicity, in Mbekweni, Paarl, Cape, on 26 December
1986, during political conflict between AZAPO and
UDF supporters.
QUNGQU, Nombulelo Thelma (34), lost her home in
an arson attack in KTC, Cape Town, on 11 June 1986,
during the mass destruction of UDF-supporting squatter
camps by WITDOEKE vigilantes, acting with the tacit
approval and aid of the security forces. Over 60 people
were killed and 20 000 homes destroyed in the attacks.
QUNGQUTHO, T elfor d, a Transkei Defence Force
(TDF) soldier, was killed during an ATTEMPTED COUP IN
UMTATA, TRANSKEI, on 22 November 1990. Seven TDF
soldiers were killed and some 33 wounded. Four of
the coup conspirators were granted amnesty. Six
Vlakplaas operatives were granted amnesty for
providing arms for the attempted coup. An SADF
Military Intelligence operative, who applied for
amnesty for his role in supporting the coup, later
withdrew his application (AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095
and AC/2001/199).
QUNTU, Sandile Eric (27), a UDF supporter, was
stabbed to death by AZAPO supporters during political
conflict in KwaZakele, Port Elizabeth, on 4 August 1986.
QUTSU, Khululekile , a PAC member, was shot in the
head by members of the SAP in Paarl, Cape, in 1960,
while on his way to a PAC gathering. Mr Qutsu
survived, but suffered permanent disablement.
QWABA, Msetyenzelwa (41), had his home in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in
March 1993 in continuing conflict between ANC and
IFP supporters. At least 18 people were killed in
political violence in Bhambayi that month, and 75
homes were burnt down.
QWABAZA, Gloria Noxolo (14), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by members of the SAP during
protests in Aliwal North, Cape, on 22 August 1985.
See ALIWAL NORTH SHOOTINGS.
QWABE, Annastacia Lindani (14), was shot and
injured by members of the SADF during a school
boycott at Lekazi Central High School in
KaNyamazane, Nelspruit, Tvl, on 7 May 1991.
QWABE, Babani Aaron (20), disappeared in April
1986 while on his way to KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti,
near Durban. He was never seen again and is presumed
dead. Mr Qwabe’s disappearance is believed to be
related to the intense fighting at the time between
Inkatha supporters and Pondos resident in the area,
who were seen to be supportive of the UDF.
QWABE, Bhekokwakhe Mluka (42), had his house in
Vukuyibambe, KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in
1990 in the course of intense conflict between IFP
and ANC supporters in the area.
QWABE, Jabulani Jef frey (36), was shot dead by a
named IFP supporter at Murchison, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 16 July 1992 in ongoing political
conflict in the area.
QWABE, Leonard Dumisane (35), had his home
burnt down in Sowanjane, KwaZulu, near Eshowe,
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Natal, in March 1994 in ongoing conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters during the run-up to the A PRIL 1994
ELECTIONS.
QWABE, Mzonjani Michael , an IFP supporter, was
shot dead by ANC supporters in Mshayazafe, Inanda,
near KwaMashu, Durban, in February 1992.
QWABE, Ndabezinhle Freeman (18), a non-partisan,
sustained severe head injuries during violent conflict
between UDF and Inkatha supporters in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, on 24 August 1985.
QWABE, Nimrod (28), an ANC supporter, was shot
and stabbed to death by IFP supporters at Esikhawini,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 17 March 1994 in
the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
QWABE, Zondeni (21), an ANC supporter, had her house
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by
IFP supporters on 30 June 1993. Her father’s adjacent
shop was looted and burnt down in the same incident.
QWALELA, Boniswa Rosemary (34), had her home
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in
1993 at a time of inense political conflict between the
‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
QWALELA, Rose Bongiwe (36), had her home burnt
down on 16 February 1993 in a dawn attack on the
ANC stronghold of Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban,
in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters.
Ten people were killed and 35 houses were burnt down.
QWAMBE, Godfr ey, suffered damage to property
when an explosive device was thrown into his home
at Tembisa, Tvl, in 1986 by a covert unit of the
Northern Transvaal Security Branch who suspected
him of supporting the ANC. One person was injured in
the attack. Three Northern Transvaal Security Branch
operatives, including the divisional commander, and a
member of an SAP Special Investigation Unit were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/0062).
QWATEKANA, Ndabazipheli Myekwa (35), an ANC
member, was beaten by members of the SAP in
December 1960 during the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
QWELE, Alfred Zakhele , a Transkei Defence Force
(TDF) soldier, was injured during an ATTEMPTED COUP IN
UMTATA, T RANSKEI, on 22 November 1990. Seven TDF
soldiers were killed and some 33 wounded. Four of the
coup conspirators were granted amnesty. Six Vlakplaas
operatives were granted amnesty for providing arms
for the attempted coup. An SADF Military Intelligence
operative, who applied for amnesty for his role in
supporting the coup, later withdrew his application
(AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095 and AC/2001/199).
QWENYA, Didekile Richard , was arrested and
sentenced to 15 years’ imprisonment on Robben Island
for his PAC activities in November 1963 in Cape Town.
QWESHA, Sithonga Horatius (38), was shot and
injured by named members of the SAP in Guguletu,
Cape Town, on 13 September 1990. Two of his
colleagues were killed and another injured in the
shooting. Mr Qwesha was a taxi operator but the police
shot at the vehicle alleging that they were terrorists.
RAADT, Edward (39), a UDF supporter, was shot by
members of the MAKABASA GANG in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, on 22 April 1986 during intense conflict
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between police and residents which resulted in a
series of boycotts of schools and local businesses.
RAAL, Peter , a candidate officer in the South African
Air Force (SAAF), was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the SAAF
headquarters in Church Street, Pretoria, on 20 May
1983. Twenty-one people were killed and 217 injured.
The overall commander of MK’s Special Operations
Unit and two MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET
BOMBING, P RETORIA.
RAATH, PHC, was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
RABANNYE, Mpe Lepoko Paul (11), was shot dead
by members of the Maokeng MUNICIPAL POLICE in
Kroonstad, OFS, on 26 February 1990. Mpe was on
his way to school when police fired on marching
municipal workers who had been dismissed.
RABILAL, Krishna (aka ‘Comrade Goodwin’ and
‘Ashok’) (27), an MK Special Operations Unit member
from Merewent, Durban, was killed on 30 January
1981 in a raid by SADF Special Forces operatives on
three houses in the Matola suburb of Maputo,
Mozambique. Fifteen other South Africans, including
several senior MK operatives, were killed in the attack.
Three of the attackers (all ex-Rhodesian security force
members) and a Portuguese citizen were also killed.
RABOROKO, Mapokane Ester (45), was shot and
severely injured by members of the SAP and SADF as
she was coming out of the ZCC church in Katlehong,
Tvl, on 9 January 1994. The incident followed an
attack on ANC leaders visiting the area by IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers.
RABOTAPI, Dinah Sarah , was shot in the mouth in a
DRIVE-BY SHOOTING in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 18 April 1993.
This was one of a number of DRIVE-BY SHOOTINGS in the
area in the wake of the assassination of SACP leader
CHRIS HANI.
RABOTAPI, Lineo Patricia (46), lost her shop in an
arson attack in September 1993, allegedly carried out
by IFP supporters, during ongoing political conflict in
Katlehong, Tvl.
RABOTAPI, Thabeng Samuel (49), was beaten and and
seriously injured with rifle butts by members of the SAP
in March 1992 in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, because
he refused to be taken to the police station in a hearse.
Mr Rabotapi and others were accused of trespassing
when clearing a piece of land for occupation. He could
not afford to pay the fine and was denied medical
attention during his detention. After his release, he
was hospitalised and is now disabled as a result of the
injuries he sustained in the beating.
RABOTAPI, Thokoane John (35), an ANC supporter,
was shot and severely injured in a DRIVE-BY SHOOTING on
25 May 1993 in Katlehong, Tvl.
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RABULA, Michael (33), had his home in Bhambayi, near
KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in 1993 in intense
political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
RACHEL, Edith Marillier , was shot and injured, and
robbed of firearms during an attack by UDF supporters
on her home at Bush View Farm, Stutterheim, Cape,
on 7 March 1990. Two UDF supporters were granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0277).
RADAMBA, Mubvathi Samuel (37), was detained for
an unspecified period of time by named members of
the Venda Police in November 1983 at Thohoyandou,
Venda. Mr Radamba was accused of providing food
and accommodation to MK operatives.
RADEBE, Albert, was shot and injured by members
of the IFP-related ‘Khumalo Gang’ at Ngema Tavern,
Natalspruit, Tvl, on 22 January 1993. Many persons
were killed and injured in the attack. Three perpetrators
applied for amnesty. Two perpetrators were refused
and one was granted amnesty (AC/2000/198).
RADEBE, Alfred Molefi (19), was shot dead, allegedly
by a named member of the SAP, in Khutsong,
Carletonville, Tvl, on 19 September 1989. Mr Radebe,
a ‘Gadaffi’ supporter, was singing freedom songs with
other supporters at the time. The perpetrator was
reportedly suspended after an investigation into police
violence in the area. See KHUTSONG YOUTH CONGRESS.
RADEBE, Alison , was shot dead by alleged IFPsupporting hostel- dwellers during an attack on Phola
Park in Tokoza, Tvl, on 11 December 1992. Hosteldwellers were allegedly coerced into IFP membership,
which resulted in polarisation between residents from
townships, hostels and squatter camps. Hundreds of
people died in the intense violent conflict which
followed between 1990 and 1993.
RADEBE, Alpha Bonga (36), had his home burnt down
by IFP supporters in Bhukhanana, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 16 January 1994 in continuing
political conflict in the area. Two people were killed in
political fighting and at least 14 homesteads were
burnt down.
RADEBE, Anna , was shot dead in Phiritona, Heilbron,
OFS, on 12 March 1990, when SAP members opened
fire on crowds celebrating the release of Nelson
Mandela from prison.
RADEBE, Annah , was injured when a hand grenade
exploded in a bus transporting workers in Ratanda,
Heidelberg, Tvl, on 28 September 1992. One person was
killed and 13 others were injured in this incident. A labour
dispute between striking COSATU-aligned FAWU
workers and non-striking IFP-aligned UWUSA workers
resulted in violent conflict from July to December 1992.
RADEBE, Anthony Mdeni (28), a COSATU member,
was stabbed to death by the leader of the local
Inkatha Youth Brigade in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on
22 March 1986. Union leaders were allegedly targeted
for attack because they were perceived to share the
ideological views of the UDF and ANC.
RADEBE, Bathobile Princess (9), lost her home when
her parents’ house at Port Shepstone, Natal, was
burnt down by IFP supporters in 1991. Her parents
were ANC supporters.
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RADEBE, Bongani Solomon , a UDF supporter, was
hacked to death by named perpetrators, one allegedly
a member of the SAP, in Standerton, Tvl, on 25
December 1986. UDF supporters were targeted
because they were held responsible for a consumer
boycott in the area.
RADEBE, Buti William (24), was shot dead by IFP
supporters on 4 August 1992 in Ratanda, Heidelberg,
Tvl, during clashes between COSATU-aligned FAWU
members and IFP-aligned UWUSA members. Conflict
on the factory floor spread into the surrounding
community leading to scores of deaths and injuries.
RADEBE, Cithekile Eunice , a Standard Nine
schoolgirl, was shot and severely injured when
members of the SAP fired on students on a protest
march in Bohlokong, Bethlehem, OFS, on 29 January
1990. Ms Radebe lost the sight in her one eye as a
result of the shooting.
RADEBE, Doctor , was stabbed to death by IFPaligned KHETISI KHESWA GANG members on 12 January
1991 in Sebokeng, Tvl, during a night vigil for an
ANCYL member killed by the gang. Gang members
threw hand grenades and fired at mourners, killing a
number of people and injuring several others. See
NANGALEMBE NIGHT VIGIL MASSACRE.
RADEBE, Dudu , was assaulted by members of the
SAP at KwaSokhulu, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal,
on 21 February 1990. The police allegedly assaulted
Ms Radebe when they could not find her brother.
RADEBE, Elias Khulu (26), an SAP member, was shot
by APLA operatives on 20 April 1994 in Siyathemba,
near Balfour, Tvl while escorting a delivery vehicle into
the area.
RADEBE, Ephraim Mzwandile (20), a returned ANC
exile, was shot dead in Piet Retief, Tvl, in September
1986, allegedly by members of the SAP.
RADEBE, Graham Sibusiso Boniface (17), was shot
dead by a member of the Riot Police in Sobantu, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 28 August 1982. In a march to
protest against rent increases, protesters clashed with
the Riot Police, who opened fire, killing Mr Radebe
and injuring several others.
RADEBE, Gretta (51), had her home damaged and
property set alight by Inkatha supporters at Adams
Mission, near Durban, on 10 September 1988. The
perpetrators, one of whom is named, were allegedly
looking for Ms Radebe’s sons, whom they believed to
be UDF supporters. One of her sons was killed in
political conflict nine months later.
RADEBE, Ida (44), was shot and injured by SPECIAL
CONSTABLES who attacked an all-night prayer vigil at
Trust Feeds, New Hanover, Pietermaritzburg, on 3
December 1988. See TRUST FEEDS MASSACRE. The
station commander at New Hanover police station,
who also chaired the local JMC, was granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1996/0011).
RADEBE, Innocentia , was shot by IFP supporters on 22
March 1990 in Kagiso, Tvl, during clashes between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
RADEBE, Isaac Nkululeko (46) was stabbed, dragged
from his house and shot by IFP supporters in
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Bekkersdal, near Westonaria, Tvl, on 30 January 1994.
IFP supporters were attacking residents who did not
join the IFP in the run-up to the 1994 elections.
RADEBE, Jabulani Elvis (23), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead in Edendale, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 4 January 1992, during ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
RADEBE, Jabulani Primon (21), an ANC supporter,
was burnt to death in Denver hostel, Johannesburg,
on 1 April 1994, allegedly by IFP supporters in
retaliation for the Shell House massacre.
RADEBE, James (19), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead when police fired on a student protest march in
Viljoenskroon, OFS, on 19 April 1990. Five people
were killed and many others injured in the shooting.
RADEBE, James , was injured when a car bomb,
planted by MK operatives, exploded outside the NBS
building in Witbank, Tvl, on 24 October 1988. The
building was used for commercial purposes, but also
housed the Witbank Security Branch offices. Three
people were killed and over 20 were injured, mainly
civilians. Two MK operatives were granted amnesty
for the bombing (AC/2000/055).
RADEBE, Jerry , was abducted and shot by members
of the SAP in June 1976 in Alexandra, Johannesburg,
during the 1976 SOWETO UPRISING.
RADEBE, Jim , a UDF supporter, was shot and injured
when a group of Inkatha supporters and CAPRIVI
TRAINEES attacked a UDF meeting in a house at
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 18 January
1988. Nine people were killed and an estimated 200
people were injured in the attack. The group went on
to destroy around eight houses. One former Inkatha
member was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
RADEBE, Josephine Nana (46), had her home
vandalised and ransacked by IFP supporters in
Bekkersdal, near Westonaria, Tvl, on 30 January 1994.
IFP supporters were attacking residents who did not
join the IFP in the run-up to the 1994 elections.
RADEBE, Kherina Maria (51), an Inkatha supporter,
lost her home in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
during an arson attack by UDF supporters in 1989.
RADEBE, Khesaya , was severely beaten by members
of the SAP supported by IFP supporters in June 1992
in Tokoza, Tvl, because her grandson was believed to
be an MK operative.
RADEBE, Lawrence (19), a self-defence unit member
(SDU), was tortured and shot dead on 19 November
1993 in Tokoza, Tvl, allegedly by members of the ISU.
The attack occurred while Mr Radebe was guarding a
house for the local SDU.
RADEBE, Linda Aar on , a member of an ANC-aligned
self-defence unit, was shot dead by members of the
SAP and SADF in Tokoza, Tvl, on 7 November 1993.
RADEBE, Lydia Malefo (50), was assaulted by
members of the SAP in Bloemfontein, duirng 1993.
She was wrongly suspected of being in possession of
an illegal firearm.
RADEBE, Manana Janet (50), had her home at Port
Shepstone, Natal, burnt down by unidentified
perpetrators during political conflict between ANC and
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IFP supporters in August 1991. Her husband and son
had been killed two months earlier, allegedly because
they were ANC supporters.
RADEBE, Mandlenkosi Steven (21), an ANC
supporter, was shot and fatally wounded by Inkatha
supporters at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, in
February 1990.
RADEBE, Manelo , was shot dead in Tokoza, Tvl, on
19 November 1993 by members of the ‘Joshua
Squad’, a police unit deployed in the area because of
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters. The
‘Joshua Squad’ operated on a shoot-to-kill policy
because it could not secure convictions against selfdefence units. Three people died and one person was
wounded in the incident.
RADEBE, Mar tha , was injured and suffered damage
to property during the B OIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP
supporters in Boipatong, near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on
17 June 1992, which left 45 people dead and 27
seriously injured. Thirteen perpetrators were granted
amnesty; a further three applications were refused
(AC/2000/209).
RADEBE, Michael Mvula Jekeje (18), was injured in a
shooting by members of the SAP in Jabulani, Soweto,
Johannesburg, on 14 September 1990.
RADEBE, Michael Mzwandile (18), was injured and
partially paralysed in November 1985 after being shot
by members of the Bophuthatswana Police in
Winterveld, Tvl during a mass meeting to protest
against the homeland government.
RADEBE, Mongezi (32), a member of the Sharpeville
Civic Association, was arrested during a protest march
against high rents in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, on 3
October 1984. He was charged with public incitement
and fined R500.
RADEBE, Mosele Andronica (45), had her property
damaged by members of the SAP on 24 January 1992
at Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, during conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
RADEBE, Mzwandile (24), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead on 25 August 1993 in Nancefield, Soweto,
Johannesburg, during political conflict on the Rand.
RADEBE, Mzwandile , an MK operative, was one of
four people killed in two ambushes by Eastern
Transvaal Security Branch and Vlakplaas operatives on
14 August 1986. One ambush was near Nerston, Tvl,
the other on the Swazi side of the border. Eleven
Eastern Transvaal Security Branch and Vlakplaas
operatives, including the commanders of Ermelo
Security Branch and of Vlakplaas, were granted amnesty
for the killing of the MK operatives (AC/2001/148).
RADEBE, Namtungwa Jane (48), an IFP supporter,
was repeatedly harassed, intimidated and threatened
during 1992 at Woodyglen, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, because she refused to pay protection
fees to IFP supporters. Her house was later vandalised
and destroyed, and she was forced to leave the area.
RADEBE, Nelisiwe (30), had to flee her home on 23
March 1990 in Vulisaka, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg,
because of political violence. Two days later, Inkatha
supporters launched a series of attacks on ANC
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supporters in this area, in what became known as the
SEVEN-DAY WAR.
RADEBE, Nhlanhla (20), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by IFP supporters in Ntuzuma, near Durban, in
March 1994 in political violence between hosteldwellers and township residents.
RADEBE, Nhlanhla Ernest (19), was shot dead on 25
April 1992 in Vosloorus, Tvl, by the occupants of a
white car driving through the township. Seven people
were killed that night. This was the forerunner of DRIVEBY SHOOTINGS that became a characteristic of conflict
on the East Rand in later years. The perpetrators, who
allegedly included members of security forces, aimed
at sowing terror in East Rand communities.
RADEBE, Nkonzo Vitalice (24), died on 18 June 1989
when he was shot, stabbed, and had his throat cut by
Inkatha supporters at Adams Mission, near Durban.
He was perceived by the perpetrators to be a UDF
supporter.
RADEBE, Nkosinathi (12), was shot dead by
members of the SAP on 11 July 1985 at his home in
Tsakane, Brakpan, Tvl, during the state of emergency.
RADEBE, Nomgwago Martha (24), was tear-gassed
in her home in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, on 24 July
1992 by members of the SAP who raided her home in
search of four youths, two of whom were ANC
returnees. One of the youths was shot and injured.
RADEBE, Nomthandazo Maureen Nozibi
(29), had her
house burnt down on 24 July 1992 when IFP supporters
carried out attacks on residents in the ANC stronghold
of Ondondolo, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal.
RADEBE, Nomusa Constance (38), an ANC supporter,
had her house vandalised by Inkatha supporters,
allegedly accompanied by named members of the
KWAZULU POLICE, in February 1990, at KwaMbonambi,
KwaZulu, near Richards Bay, Natal, in political conflict
following the UNBANNING of political organisations.
RADEBE, Nonhlanhla , was assaulted by members of
the SAP at KwaSokhulu, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, on 21 February 1990. Police allegedly assaulted
Ms Radebe when they could not find her brother.
RADEBE, Nontsokolo Lilly (48), was severely beaten
by members of the SAP and local farmers in Klipplaat,
Cape, in June 1985. Ms Radebe was seven months’
pregnant at the time and had a miscarriage as a result.
RADEBE, Ntombi Ella , 38, had her home burnt down
by IFP supporters during political conflict between the
‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu,
Durban, in 1993.
RADEBE, Obusitsoe Isaac , was severely tortured by
members of the SAP at John Vorster Square, Johannesburg, in 1980 after he returned from Lesotho, where
he sought refuge in 1976 in the wake of the SOWETO
UPRISING.
RADEBE, Patricia , was shot dead by IFP supporters
travelling by bus to a funeral in Evaton, Vereeniging,
Tvl, on 20 June 1993.
RADEBE, Patrick Pakiso (16), a COSAS supporter,
was shot dead on 15 October 1985 in Zola, Soweto,
Johannesburg, allegedly by members of the SADF,
one of whom is named. He was walking with a friend
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discussing soccer when the perpetrators emerged
from a patrolling Casspir and shot at them.
RADEBE, Petr us, was shot dead by named IFP
supporters in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 26 June 1993 during
the ‘Vaal monster’ reign of terror in the area. See
KHETISI KHESWA GANG.
RADEBE, Philemon Fiki (32), was shot and stabbed
by IFP supporters at his home in Mapetla, Soweto,
Johannesburg, on 27 July 1991 during tension after
clashes beween IFP-supporting hostel- dwellers and
mainly ANC-supporting residents.
RADEBE, Sibongiseni (20), an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten by a member of the SAP in Ezakheni,
KwaZulu, near Ladysmith, Natal, on 16 July 1993. Mr
Radebe was detained while singing freedom songs on
his way to a memorial service, and was taken to the
police station where he was beaten.
RADEBE, Sibongiseni Richard , an ANC supporter,
was abducted by members of the KWAZULU POLICE in
Umlazi, Durban, in 1991, during a night vigil for a
fellow student who had allegedly been killed by IFP
supporters. Mr Radebe was never seen again and is
presumed dead.
RADEBE, Sigobongo (38), had his home in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in 1993 in intense
political conflict between the ‘R ED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
RADEBE, Sophy , was shot by IFP supporters on 22
August 1990 in Kagiso, Tvl, during clashes between
IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting
residents.
RADEBE, Stefaan , an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by IFP supporters in Katlehong, Tvl, while passing a
house in Zuma section where a night vigil for an IFP
supporter was taking place on 12 June 1993.
RADEBE, Steven , an alleged IFP member, was
kidnapped, interrogated, shot and killed by a group of
ANC self-defence unit (SDU) members during political
conflict in Tokoza, Tvl, in December 1993. One SDU
member was granted amnesty for the incident
(AC/1999/0186).
RADEBE, Sydwell Phehello (24), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by IFP supporters from Mshayasafe
hostel, Tokoza on 24 October 1992 in Katlehong, Tvl.
RADEBE, Tamsanqa W ordswor th (26), a UDF
supporter, was severely assaulted by Inkatha supporters
in KwaMashu, Durban, in 1985. Inkatha supporters
from neighbouring Lindelani allegedly arrived in buses
and conducted random attacks on residents.
RADEBE, Thembani Athanasia (52), had her home in
Ntuzuma, near Durban, burnt down by Inkatha
members on 7 December 1989 in intensifying conflict
between Inkatha and UDF supporters in the area.
RADEBE, Thulani Simon , an IFP supporter, was
stabbed to death by a named perpetrator on 7
February 1993 in Ratanda, Heidelberg, Tvl, during
conflict between IFP-supporting hostel- dwellers and
ANC-supporting residents. Ratanda was tense after
conflict between COSATU-aligned FAWU and IFPaligned UWUSA members in a local factory spilled
over into the surrounding community.
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RADEBE, Tobizile Fekie (43), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured in Vrede, OFS, on 28 April 1993,
when members of the SAP opened fire on crowds
taking part in a march calling for the release of children
held in custody.
RADEBE, V eli , a UDF supporter, was shot and injured
when a group of Inkatha supporters and CAPRIVI
TRAINEES attacked a UDF meeting in a house at
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 18 January
1988. Nine people were killed and an estimated 200
people were injured in the attack. The group went on
to destroy around eight houses. One former Inkatha
member was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
RADEBE, Victor Thulani (26), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured in TRAIN VIOLENCE in Germiston, Tvl, on
13 November 1991. Five armed IFP supporters
boarded the train and opened fire on the commuters.
RADEBE, Violet Nozinja , was killed during the
BOIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong,
near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left
45 people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
RADEBE, Winnie Tholo (31), was attacked and
savaged by a police dog in Rockville, Soweto,
Johannesburg, on 23 August 1977. At the time,
Soweto was in a state of civil unrest and police were
given sweeping powers to arrest and detain.
RADEBE, Zwelinjani Herold (44), an IFP supporter,
was shot, stoned and burnt to death by ANC
supporters in Murchison, near Port Shepstone, Natal,
on 11 April 1991.
RADEDE, Paulus , was detained and died in his cell
after being tortured at Odendaalsrus police station,
OFS, on 31 October 1987. Mr Radede had not been
politically active.
RADEMEYER, WE , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
RADILE, Sebako Johannes (73), had his home burnt
down by members of the Bophuthatswana Police in
1991 in Rustenburg, Tvl, during violent conflict
between people opposing the Mangope government
and the Police.
RADINGOANE, Joseph Sebako , was abducted and
beaten by IMBOKODO vigilantes on 1 January 1986 in
Moutse, KwaNdebele. At Siyabuswa community hall
Mr Radingoane and others were put in a room where
the floor had been deliberately soaped to make it
slippery and were then SJAMBOKKED and beaten where
they fell. Between 200 and 360 individuals were
abducted and assaulted for about 36 hours. The
attacks, led by named KwaNdebele government
officials, were designed to suppress resistance to
INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele.
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RADITLHARE, Dennis Tefo (22), a commander of MK,
was shot dead by member of the SAP in Phuthaditjhaba,
QwaQwa, in June 1991.
RADITSELA, Andries , a union member, died after
being beaten by members of the SAP in Diepkloof,
Soweto, Johannesburg, on 6 May 1985.
RADU, Bonisile Edward (34), was shot in the leg
when members of the Ciskei Police opened fire on a
mourners gathered at a night vigil in September 1985
in East London.
RADUE, Pam , a civilian, was injured when APLA
operatives attacked members and guests at the King
William’s Town Golf Club, Cape, on 28 November
1992. Four people were killed and 17 injured in the
attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Four APLA members were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/182).
RADUE, Ray , a civilian, was injured when APLA
operatives attacked members and guests at the King
William’s Town Golf Club, Cape, on 28 November
1992. Four people were killed and 17 injured in the
attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Four APLA members were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/182).
RADZILANI, Ndiambane William (68), lost his home
in Mauluma, Makhado, Tvl, when it was set on fire in
July 1987 by named ‘comrades’. Mr Radizilani was
allegedly accused of witchcraft and hiding fugitives.
His wife was stoned and injured in the attack.
RADZILANI, V ele, was stoned by named ANC
supporters in July 1987 when her house in Mauluma,
Makhado, Tvl, was attacked and burnt down because
her husband had been accused of witchcraft.
RADZUMA, Magekha Samuel (34), was beaten on a
farm near Vuwani, Venda, by members of the SADF
who suspected him of being in possession of firearms.
RAFUBE, Mosito Daniel , a policeman, was stabbed
and injured at his home by a named perpetrator in
Upington, Cape, on 27 July 1991, as a result of
political hostility towards policemen in the community.
RAGAVEN, Chengiah Rogers (27), an ANC supporter,
was repeatedly detained under the Suppression of
Communism Act, harassed, and placed under
restriction orders in Durban between 1960 and 1967.
RAGOO, Ramola Devi Meena (35), was severely
beaten with batons and SJAMBOKS by members of the
SAP in August 1984 in Lenasia, Johannesburg, during
a protest against the tricameral parliamentary system.
RAGOPHALA, Motloga Andries (25), was shot dead by
members of the SAP on 4 May 1985 in KwaThema, Tvl,
following widespread unrest throughout the East Rand.
RAIKANA, George (24), was severely kicked and
punched at Tlhabane police station, Bophuthatswana,
by named members of the SAP in 1976 during political
conflict. In 1992 he was severely beaten by members
of the Bophuthatswana Police as a result of which he
lost his teeth, developed speech problems and
experiences loss of memory.
RAISA, Nontembiso Lucy , was shot and injured by
members of the SAP during a period of widespread
protest in Colesberg, Cape, on 23 July 1985. She was
then held for over five months facing charges that
were eventually dropped.
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RAJBANSI, Amichand , then a Minister in the House
of Delegates in the Tricameral Parliament, had his
house in Durban damaged in a limpet mine explosion
on 4 August 1985. Six MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/152).
RAJOO, Sonny Jaf fernath (53), a member of the
Transvaal Indian Congress, was beaten, tear-gassed
and sjambokked by members of the SAP in
September 1984 in Lenasia near Johannesburg during
protests against the tricameral parliament.
RAKATE, Israel Kabelo (30), was severely beaten and
left for dead in Lehurutshe, Bophuthatswana, on 8
February 1993. Mr Rakate, a school principal, was
accused of being a member of the Bophuthatswana
Democratic Party by a mob of students.
RAKHETSI, John Khawanyana (10), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in 1984 in Bophelong,
Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, because he attended a student
meeting about political violence in the area.
RAKHETSI, Mamathakase Motswepi Belina ,
suffered severe ill-treatment and damage to property
during the BOIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP supporters in
Boipatong, near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992,
which left 45 people dead and 27 seriously injured.
Thirteen perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further
three applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
RAKITLA, Mtheriza Aaron (44), had his home burnt
down on 20 November 1992 in Ratanda, near
Heidelberg, Tvl. A labour dispute between striking
COSATU-aligned FAWU workers and non-striking IFPaligned UWUSA workers caused violent conflict in this
area from July to December 1992.
RAKOBO, Thabiso Isaac , was in a unit of five MK
operatives active in the Eastern Cape when he was
caught in a police roadblock near Elliot, in August
1981, and shot dead. Three others were killed in the
ambush and a survivor was arrested. The bodies were
secretly buried on a farm near Aliwal North, Cape, and
exhumed by the Commission in 1997.
RAKOMANE, Daniel Mosete (28), a UDF supporter,
was tortured by named members of the SAP on 8
June 1986 at Dwaalboom, Tvl. Police were reportedly
trying to persuade him to become an informer.
RAKOSA, Solomon Kgopi , a COSAS member, was
killed in a parcel bomb explosion on 1 November 1989
in Duduza, Nigel, Tvl. Solomon was given a parcel that
exploded in his hands. The perpetrator is named.
RAKUDA, David , was beaten to death by his
employer in Krugersdorp, Tvl, on 13 September 1990
after Mr Rakuda objected to his employer making
racist remarks.
RAKWENA, Masilo Ephraim (39), was assaulted and
detained by members of the SAP in Letlhabile, near
Brits, Tvl, in September 1992 at a protest march
against the presence of askaris in the area who were
killing activists and raping women.
RALANA, Merryman Anele (20), a student activist
and East London Youth Organisation member, was
tortured while in detention by named members of the
SAP at Cambridge police station, East London, in June
1986, during the state of emergency. He was
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transferred to Fort Glamorgan prison, but was regularly
taken to Cambridge police station for interrogation.
After 180 days, Mr Ralana and others were redetained
and held until June 1987. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
RALANE, Nomphelo Getr ude (16), was shot in the
stomach with pellets by a named member of the SAP
during political conflict in Steynsburg, Cape, on 22 July
1990.
RALEBESE, Mpuse (22), a member of the EAGLES
CLUB, was severely beaten when ANC supporters
attacked him and five other ‘Eagles Club’ members in
Qhoweng, Reddersburg, OFS, in 1989, allegedly
because of their involvement with the club.
RALEBITSO, Anthony Samuel (60), a Lesotho
government minister, survived a bomb attack on his
home in Borogoaneng, Lesotho, in 1980. Well known
as an ANC sympathiser, Mr Ralebitso is believed to
have been attacked either by the South African
security forces or by LLA members acting at their
behest. His daughter was killed by South African
Special Forces in a cross-border raid on Maseru in
December 1982.
RALEBITSO, Mampota , the wife of a Lesotho
government minister, and ANC sympathiser, survived
a bomb attack on her home in Borogoaneng, Lesotho,
in 1980. It is believed that the attack was carried out
either by the South African security forces or by LLA
members acting at their behest. Ms Ralebitso’s
daughter was killed by South African Special Forces in
a cross-border raid on Maseru in December 1982.
RALEBITSO, Rosemary Mmatumo (27), a librarian at
the National University of Lesotho and daughter of a
Lesotho government minister, was shot dead on 9
December 1982 in an attack by SADF Special Forces
operatives on several ANC houses and a block of flats
on Maseru, Lesotho. Thirty South Africans and 12
citizens of Lesotho were killed in the midnight attack.
RALIVHESA, Muthuphei Jeremia (43), was severely
beaten with sjamboks by members of the SAP in
Sibasa, Venda, in 1986. Mr Ralivhesa was walking past
a school where a student boycott was in progress
when he was attacked.
RAMABULANA, Mehloti Emily , was severely beaten
with sjamboks on 13 June 1986 when their bus was
stopped at a roadblock by named members of the
SAP in Vleifontein, Tvl, during resistance in the area to
INCORPORATION into Venda.
RAMADI, Mavhungu (19), was shot and injured by
members of the Venda Police in Venda, during a Venda
cultural day on 10 October 1992.
RAMAGALELA, Frans Ratshilumela (29), was severely
injured when the truck in which he was travelling
detonated a landmine planted by MK operatives in
Messina, Tvl. Mr Ramagalela lost his sight permanently.
The truck driver was killed and ten others were injured.
RAMAHESA, Kapano Pin-Pin , an alleged IFP
supporter, was shot and killed by a group of ANC selfdefence unit (SDU) members during political conflict in
Tokoza, Tvl, in July 1993. One SDU member was
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0186).
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RAMAHUT A, Henry , Billyboy (22), was tortured by
named perpetrators after being detained on 1 May
1986 while trying to leave the country to join the ANC
in exile. Mr Ramahuta was detained indefinitely,
reportedly spending some time on Robben Island.
RAMAINE, Raphael Refiloe (23), was shot dead,
allegedly by IFP supporters, on 13 September 1990 in
Tokoza, Tvl, during conflict on the East Rand.
RAMAITE, Moloantwa Stranger (14), was shot and
injured in Heilbron, OFS, in 1992, when members of
the Riot Police fired on marchers protesting against
rent increases.
RAMAJWE, Mamatshidiso Rebecca (43), was shot
and killed during the BOIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP
supporters in Boipatong, near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on
17 June 1992, which left 45 people dead and 27
seriously injured. Thirteen perpetrators were granted
amnesty; a further three applications were refused
(AC/2000/209).
RAMAKABA, Mildred Mandu Mhe (30), an ANC
member active in women’s and civic organisations in
Cape Town, was detained for five months in 1963 and
convicted of sabotage. The conviction was overturned
on appeal. She was then placed under a banning order
for five years. In 1985 and again in 1986 she was
detained for several months while serving as an
official in the UDF and in women’s organisations.
RAMAKABA, Mosioa Nephtally , an ANC supporter,
was killed by ‘comrades’ in Sharpeville, Vereeniging,
Tvl, on 7 March 1994 following in-fighting in the ANC
aligned self-defence unit.
RAMAKARANE, Car oline , suffered severe illtreatment and damage to property during the
BOIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong,
near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left
45 people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
RAMAKAU, Job Molefi (30), was stabbed to death in
Welkom, OFS, on 4 November 1990. This occurred at
a time of widespread and lengthy SCHOOL BOYCOTTS in
areas of the OFS.
RAMAKAU, Matsoso Paulus (37), a SANCO member
and community leader, was arrested on 3 October
1984 in Vereeniging, Tvl, and tortured in detention at
Krugersdorp. He was accused of promoting a stayaway.
RAMAKGOLO, Ramasela Maria (46), lost her home
in an arson attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala,
Lebowa, allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala,
because she resisted Lebowa’s proposed
independence from South Africa.
RAMAKOBYE, Sello , a trade unionist and member of
the Brits Action Committee, was injured when
members of a covert unit of the Northern Transvaal
Security Branch petrol-bombed his home on 27 May
1986. Five Northern Transvaal Security Branch
operatives, including the divisional commander and the
branch commander of Brits, and one member of an
SAP Special Investigation Unit were granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/2001/027 and AC/2001/240).
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RAMALEPE, France Ngoako , a student activist, died after
being sjambokked by named members of the Lebowa
Police in Ga-Kgapane, Lebowa, after a protest march
in the area on 17 October 1985. He was certified dead
the following morning after being found in the veld.
RAMALEPE, Ngoako Chris (29), a SANSCO member,
was severely beaten by members of the Lebowa
Police after his arrest in Ga-Kgapane, Lebowa, on 23
March 1986. He was arrested after attending a
student meeting demanding a free and democratic
education system.
RAMALEPE, Reuben Matome , a COSAS member,
was severely beaten by members of the SAP in GaKgapane, Lebowa, on 23 March 1985.
RAMAN, Boyce (32), an ANC supporter, was stabbed
to death by IFP-supporting passengers who hijacked
his taxi between Estcourt and Mooi River, Natal, on 27
September 1991. The perpetrators accused Mr Raman
of transporting ‘comrades’.
RAMANGO, Er nest , was killed by Northern Transvaal
Security Branch operatives in Mamelodi, Pretoria, in
1987. Mr Ramango was sedated and placed on a
landmine, which was then detonated. Four Northern
Transvaal Security Branch operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/110).
RAMAOKA, Raisibe Meriam (44), lost her home in an
arson attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
RAMARA, Kolobe Maria (51), lost her home in an
arson attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
RAMARA, Mosima Francina (43), lost her home in an
arson attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
RAMARA, Ramaesela Agent , lost her home in an
arson attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
RAMARUMO, Jack May , was burnt to death and his
house set alight by a group of community residents in
Venda on 10 March 1990. Nine people were killed and
11 houses burnt down in attacks on people accused of
practising witchcraft to impede the community’s
campaign for re-incorporation of the homeland into
South Africa. Two ANC supporters were refused
amnesty (AC/2000/094).
RAMASEGA, Patrick Alpheus (16), was arrested on 8
January 1991 at Lekubu, Bophuthatswana, and held
for eight months. During his detention he was severely
beaten with sjamboks, canes and wire by members of
the Bophuthatswana Police. Mr Ramasega was
accused of conspiring against the Bophuthatswana
government and participating in resistance to the
INCORPORATION of the area into Bophuthatswana.
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RAMASELI, Sehloho , a Lesotho Liberation Army
(LLA) operative, was beaten by named SAP members
while in detention in Bloemfontein in November 1981.
He was arrested in Clarens, OFS, together with other
LLA operatives, after planting a bomb at a bus stop in
Buthe Buthe, Lesotho, as part of the LLA efforts to
overthrow the Lesotho government. Police initially
believed the group to be MK operatives.
RAMASHALA, Paul , was shot by members of the
SAP in December 1985 in Bela-Bela, Warmbaths, Tvl,
during a rent boycott. He was later detained.
RAMASHALA, Scholar Lethetsa (20), was shot dead
by members of the SAP during protests in Dukathole,
Aliwal North, Cape, on 22 August 1985. See ALIWAL
NORTH SHOOTINGS.
RAMASHAMOLA, Machabane Theresa (24), was
tortured and assaulted in detention in Vereeniging, Tvl,
in September 1984. Ms Ramashamola was one of the
‘SHARPEVILLE SIX’ sentenced to death for the murder of
a township councillor. The six were sentenced to
death, but their sentences were commuted after an
international campaign for clemency.
RAMASHU, S , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
RAMASIMONG, George Ramodikne ‘Diwithi’
(28),
was shot dead by a named ANCYL member and
others, in Kroonstad, OFS, on 25 February 1992. Mr
Ramasimong had been a leader of the THREE MILLION
GANG. When ANC supporters heard rumours that Mr
Ramisimong was still associated with the gang, they
killed him. An ANCYL member was granted amnesty
for the killing (AC/1996/0006).
RAMASIMONG, Shadrack Matsile (26), a leading
member of the THREE MILLION GANG, was stabbed
to death by a named member of the ANC at a police
station in Kroonstad, OFS, on 3 August 1992. He was
reportedly under arrest at the time, and a prison
warden allegedly supplied the knife to the perpetrator.
RAMASOBANE, Jim (29), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead on 31 July 1993 in Thafeni, Tembisa, Tvl,
during a raid on residents by alleged T OASTER GANG
vigilantes and IFP supporters. Conflict increased when
the body of the TOASTER GANG leader was exhumed
and allegedly burnt by residents. Despite a peace pact
signed between the IFP and ANC, IFP supporters
allegedly attacked Tembisa and killed a total of 30 and
injured 21 people that day.
RAMATELETSE, Thuso Stephen (16), was shot and
seriously injured by members of the SAP in Sebokeng,
Tvl, while participating in a SANCO protest march
against high rents on 26 March 1990. He instituted a
civil claim against police and won the case.
RAMATHE, Sizeka Wendy (32), sustained serious
burn wounds in a petrol bomb attack by ANC
supporters in Port Elizabeth on 29 July 1986.
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RAMATHIBELA, David Basie (41), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead in Katlehong, Tvl, on 15 June 1993,
allegedly by a named IFP supporter.
RAMATLO, Jenifer (45), was forcibly removed from
her home by IFP supporters in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, on 13 March 1992 after numerous
clashes between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and
mainly ANC-supporting residents.
RAMATLOTLO, Benjamin Sekoboto (45), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by IFP supporters in Tladi,
Soweto, Johannesburg, on 8 September 1990 at an
ANC meeting which was attacked by residents from a
nearby hostel.
RAMATSA, Thabo Augustine (25), a UDF supporter,
was beaten by members of the A-TEAM at Thabong,
Welkom, OFS, in March 1985.
RAMATSITSI, Phineas Nuvhulawa (37), was injured
when a limpet mine, planted by MK operatives,
exploded during lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in
Benoni, Tvl, on 30 July 1988. One woman was killed
and at least 66 people were injured. Four MK
operatives were granted amnesty for the planning and
execution of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
RAMAUBE, Amos Bokgobelo (15), was trampled by
members of the SADF in Vosloorus, Tvl, on 12 July
1992 during conflict between IFP-supporting hosteldwellers and ANC- supporting residents. The soldiers
reportedly made youths lie down and then trampled
them.
RAMAUBE, Johannes Mashego (32), a PAC supporter,
was assaulted by members of the SADF at an MK
operative’s funeral in Vosloorus, Tvl, on 12 July 1992.
RAMAUBE, Solomzi Nkopeleng (18), was trampled
by members of the SADF in Vosloorus, Tvl, on 12 July
1992 during conflict between IFP-supporting hosteldwellers and ANC-supporting residents. The soldiers
allegedly made youths lie down and then trampled them.
RAMEGOE, Martins David (27), was stabbed and
assaulted by IFP supporters in Tokoza, Tvl, in June
1989. He was attacked because he was suspected of
being an ANC supporter. Several others were similarly
attacked in the area.
RAMELE, Mar cus, was one of three people injured in
a limpet mine explosion at the Tembisa police station
barracks, Tvl, on 10 October 1988. Two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/132).
RAMESEGA, Kenneth Kgori (15), was shot by a named
member of the SAP in Dobsonville, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 5 August 1976 in the wake of the 1976
SOWETO UPRISING. Mr Ramesega is disabled as a result.
RAMESEGA, Kgosithebe James (40), was tortured
by Bophuthatswana Police in Zeerust, Tvl, on 23 April
1989.
RAMETSE, Moroka Edward , a member of the SAP,
was shot and injured by MK operatives in Meadowlands, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 29 January 1988.
The perpetrators ambushed and fired at the police
vehicle, injuring four persons. Two MK operatives
applied for amnesty. One withdrew his application and
the other was granted amnesty (AC/2000/134).
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RAMETSI, Mohale Titus (26), an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten by members of the SAP in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, in 1977 when he tried to intervene
when police were chasing youths during a school
boycott. Police turned on him, put him in the back of a
police vehicle and beat him.
RAMGOBIN, Kush , a political activist, was shot dead in
Verulam, Natal, on 16 December 1993 during political
conflict in the area. Mr Ramgobin had been seriously
injured in a parcel bomb explosion in March 1973.
RAMJEE, L, was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
RAMMULE, Tshsane Frans (35), a UDF supporter,
was arrested by members of the Bophuthatswana
Police on 29 April 1990 in Mabopane, Bophuthatswana. He was charged under section 3.1 of the
emergency regulations, but the case was later
withdrawn.
RAMMUTLA, Mac , was assaulted by a named
perpetrator in GaMatlala, Lebowa, in February 1980
because Mr Rammutla resisted Lebowa’s proposed
independence from South Africa.
RAMMUTLA, Makwana (50), had his home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, in an
attack on his village, allegedly by supporters of Chief
BK Matlala because the village resisted Lebowa’s
proposed independence from South Africa. Mr
Rammutla was also assaulted with knobkerries.
RAMMUTLA, Ramadimetja Sanah (51), had her
home burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala,
Lebowa, allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala,
because she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence
from South Africa.
RAMMUTLA, Solomon Maphuti (35), had his home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
Mr Rammutla resisted Lebowa’s proposed
independence from South Africa.
RAMMUTLA, Tumishi Johannes (56), had his home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because Mr
Rammutla resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence
from South Africa.
RAMMUTLE, Papa , was severely beaten with a
hosepipe at the taxi rank in Bekkersdal, near
Westonaria, Tvl, by a named member of the SAP
during May 1990. He was beaten with two friends and
the three were subsequently taken to the police
garage and beaten again.
RAMNCWA, Ngqungqa Jimcrow (46), was shot and
injured by IFP supporters and members of the SAP in
KwaThema, Tvl, on 19 August 1990 after conflict
between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANCsupporting residents.
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RAMNCWANA, Edith Myrtle Thulisiwe (47), was
arrested in Noupoort, Cape, and held in solitary
confinement in Middelburg prison, Cape, for 14 days
in September 1985. Her husband and two sons had
also previously been detained.
RAMNCWANA, Elias Masebenza , was arrested and
severely beaten by members of the SAP at the police
station in Noupoort, Cape, on 25 April 1985, after
attending a meeting organised by schoolchildren to
discuss why their school had not been built.
RAMNCWANA, Luzoko (19), was shot dead by
members of the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on 7 September
1992, during an ANC protest march to demand free
political activity in Ciskei. See BISHO MASSACRE . Two
members of the former CDF were refused amnesty
for the shooting (AC/2000/122).
RAMNCWANA, Velile Willie (39), a PAC supporter,
was arrested with 55 others in Steynsburg, Cape, on
16 October 1965, for alleged Poqo activities. He was
severely tortured while under interrogation in Colesberg,
Cape, and was later sentenced to three years’ imprisonment.
RAMNCWANA, Zanamawonga (16), was arrested
and severely beaten by members of the SAP and
white farmers serving as police reservists at the
Noupoort police station, Cape, on 25 April 1985, after
attending a meeting organised by schoolchildren to
discuss why their school had not been built.
RAMOELETSI, Maria , was killed during the BOIPATONG
MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong, near
Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left 45
people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
RAMOELETSI, Simon Ntshimong , was killed during
the BOIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong,
near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left
45 people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
RAMOGOGANE, George Gaborone (16), was shot
and injured by a named member of the SAP in Huhudi,
Vryburg, Cape, during a protest against the introduction
of Bophuthatswana Transport Holding buses on 14 July
1985. He was subsequently arrested and subjected to
electric shock torture by a named member of the SAP.
RAMOGOLA, Aar on, was shot and injured by named
IFP supporters at a night vigil in Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 26 March 1991. Fifteen people died in this
incident. Alexandra was tense due to clashes between
IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANC- supporting
residents.
RAMOGOLA, Betty , was shot and injured by named
IFP supporters at a night vigil in Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 26 March 1991. Fifteen people died in this
incident. Alexandra was tense due to conflict between
IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting
residents.
RAMOGOLA, T imothy , was shot dead by IFP
supporters in Alexandra, Johannesburg, at a night vigil
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on 26 March 1991 during ongoing conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in the area. The perpetrators
were arrested and charged but later released following
police irregularities in the investigation.
RAMOGOLO, Paul , was shot dead by IFP supporters
in Alexandra, Johannesburg, at a night vigil on 26
March 1991 during ongoing conflict between ANC and
IFP supporters in the area. The perpetrators were
arrested and charged but released following police
irregularities in the investigation.
RAMOHADI, Minah (27), was injured when a limpet
mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded during
lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni, Tvl, on
30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at least 66
people were injured. Four MK operatives were granted
amnesty for the planning and execution of the attack
(AC/1999/0294).
RAMOHLALE, Johannes Piet, was abducted and
tortured by IMBOKODO vigilantes in Siyabuswa,
KwaNdebele, in May 1986. Mr Ramohlale was opposed
to the INCORPORATION of Siyabuswa into KwaNdebele.
RAMOKGADI, Beauty (17), was shot dead in a DRIVE-BY
SHOOTING in Vosloorus, Tvl, on 17 November 1991 during
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
RAMOKGOBA, Schoeman (aka Karl Mar x) , an MK
operative, and two others, including a police informer,
were shot dead in an ambush near the Derdepoort
border post, Tvl, on 4 May 1983. Nine Western
Transvaal Security Branch operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0274 and AC/1999/0029).
RAMOKGOLA, Jane Foggs , died after being shot by
named perpetrators who attacked a night vigil in
Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 2 March 1991. Five people
died in the attack, and 14 others were injured. Alexandra
was tense due to clashes between IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
RAMOKGOLA, Matome Nelson (29), was severely
beaten with sjamboks by members of the SAP in
Lenyenye, Tzaneen, Tvl, during a SADTU protest
march against salary deductions on 19 September
1991. He is blind in one eye as a result.
RAMOKGOLA, Solomon , was shot dead by IFP
supportersin Alexandra, Johannesburg, at a night vigil
on 26 March 1991. Alexandra was tense following
numerous clashes between IFP-supporting aligned
hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
RAMOKGOPA, Schoeman Ramokgoba , was shot
dead in an ambush by named members of the Security
Branch at the intersection of Maricodraai and
Dwaalboom Roads in Silent Valley, near Derdepoort
border post, Tvl, on 4 May 1983. Information from an
unidentified ANC informer made the attack possible.
Mr Ramokgopa and another MK operative were killed
in the ambush. Several Security Branch members
applied for amnesty for the attack.
RAMOKGOTHOANE, Lejone John (47), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed to death by members of the
THREE MILLION GANG in Kroonstad, OFS, on 9
November 1990, allegedly because he was an ANC
member.
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RAMOKHABI, Belina ‘Motseng’ , was tear-gassed
and severely beaten by members of the SAP in
Zweletemba, Cape, on April 1960, while participating
in an anti-Pass march.
RAMOKHOASA, Molefi Johannes , an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by Bophuthatswana Police in Brits, Tvl,
on 15 March 1993.
RAMOKHOASE, Lebitsa Solomon , was shot and
injured by members of the SAP during the SHARPEVILLE
MASSACRE on 21 March 1960 in Sharpeville, Vereeniging,
Tvl.
RAMOKHOASE, Ntele David (28), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP during the SHARPEVILLE
MASSACRE on 21 March 1960 in Sharpeville, Vereeniging,
Tvl.
RAMOKHOASE, Oupa Samuel (33), was severely
beaten, allegedly by members of the SADF, at
Vereeniging, Tvl, in February 1986 shortly after his
release from 14 days detention under emergency
regulations. His jaw was broken during the assault.
RAMOKHOASE, Setime William (16), a COSAS
member, was shot and wounded, allegedly by IFP
supporters, in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 18 April 1993 during
violence that erupted on the Rand on the day of the
memorial service for CHRIS HANI.
RAMOKOBYE, Sello , a UDF supporter, lost his home
in a petrol bomb attack by members of the Security
Branch on 28 May 1986 in Oukasie, Brits, Tvl, due to
his resistance against attempts to forcibly remove the
community from the area.
Ramokoena, Khehla Jacob , was shot dead by
members of the SAP during the S HARPEVILLE MASSACRE
on 21 March 1960 in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl.
RAMOKONOPI, Jacob Mzimkhulu (23), an ANC
supporter, was shot and wounded in his home in
Katlehong, Tvl, on 4 October 1992, allegedly by IFP
supporters.
RAMOKOPONI, Ndunana , was shot and permanently
crippled by IFP supporters in Katlehong, Tvl, on 4
October 1992 during clashes between IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers and ANC- supporting residents.
RAMOKULA, Sheki (48), was detained by members
of the Bophuthatswana Police in Phokeng, Bophuthatswana, on 31 May 1988 because she supported the
attempted coup in Bophuthatswana in 1988.
RAMOKWATEDI, James Butiki (17), a member of the
‘Gadaffi’ faction of the ANC-aligned KHUTSONG YOUTH
CONGRESS (KYC), was severely beaten by members of
the ‘Zim-Zim’ faction of the KYC, in Khutsong,
Carletonville, Tvl, in June 1990. The KYC split when
older ‘comrades’ dubbed ‘Zim-zims’ protested against
the ‘Gadaffi’ faction’s lack of discipline and involvement
in criminal activities.
RAMOLLA, Mottolane Kleinbooi (57), was killed when
he accidentally cycled over the cord of an explosive
device planted by AWB members at a taxi rank in
Bultfontein, OFS, on 28 February 1994. Two AWB
members were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0342). See
RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
RAMOLLO, Setlabocha Paulus , was killed when a
hand grenade thrown by ANC supporters exploded in
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Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, on 31 October 1993.
Sharpeville was embroiled in conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters as well as within the ANC-aligned
self-defence unit.
RAMOLOBENG, Kwena Jaard (46), had her home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
RAMOLOBENG, Makgabo Magdalene (9), had her
grandmother’s property destroyed by a gang of men
sent by the tribal authority in GaMatlala, Pietersburg,
in 1981 during a conflict between the community and
the tribal authority.
RAMOLORENG, Makwena Ramokone (70), lost her
home in an arson attack on 2 February 1980 at
GaMatlala, Lebowa, allegedly by supporters of Chief
BK Matlala, because she resisted Lebowa’s proposed
independence from South Africa.
RAMOLOSO, Majosi John (63), an ANC supporter, was
arrested on 1 July 1989 in Leeuwfontein, Bophuthatswana, and assaulted by members of the Bophuthatswana Police while in detention. Mr Ramoloso was
arrested at a community meeting to protest against the
INCORPORATION of Leeuwfontein into Bophuthatswana.
RAMONCHA, Daisy Mamokatibane (30), an ANC
supporter, was arrested by members of the SAP on 11
December 1990 and sentenced to four years’ imprisonment with two years suspended in Pretoria, Tvl.
She was suspected of having taken part in the
bombing of a named policeman.
RAMONGANE, Monyadiwa Suzan (50), an ANC
supporter, had her house shot at and damaged by
members of the SAP in Sebokeng, Tvl, during 1992
during conflict between ANC and IFP supporters when
trenches were dug to prevent police vehicles from
travelling through certain areas. Ms Ramongane’s
house was attacked because a trench was dug next to
her house. She suffered a heart attack and a stroke as
a result of the incident.
RAMONTSA, Tsimini Jacob (29), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP on 2 February 1986 in
Moutse, KwaNdebele, during conflict over INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele.
RAMOPO, M, was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
RAMORAKANE, MP , was severely injured when
members of the AVF detonated an explosive at
Viljoenskroon, OFS, on 8 December 1993, during a
right-wing campaign to force the government to
acknowledge their struggle for the creation of a
volkstaat. Four people were injured in the blast. Four
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0001).
RAMORWAGADI, Edward Gaobusiwe (24), a Huhudi
Youth Organisation activist and union organiser, was
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detained on five occasions in 1985, 1986, 1987 and
1988 in Huhudi, Vryburg, Cape. During each detention
he was repeatedly severely tortured and beaten by
named policemen at the police station, Security
Branch offices, a farmhouse and in an isolated rural
site known as Die Lang Boom.
RAMOSEPELE, Samuel Molemane , an ANC activist,
was beaten by alleged Bophuthatswana Police in
Rustenburg, Tvl, in 1992.
RAMOTHATA, Goodstuff Moyata (40), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead on 3 May 1992 in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, during ongoing clashes between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and ANC- supporting residents.
RAMOTHIBA, Masai Machuene (61), lost her home
in an arson attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala,
Lebowa, allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala,
because she resisted Lebowa’s proposed
independence from South Africa.
RAMOTHIBE, Boikie Jacob (43), was stabbed to
death on 9 September 1992 in Ratanda, Heidelberg,
Tvl, by a known perpetrator who was looking for his
son. His daughter was killed in the same attack.
Ratanda was tense after conflict between COSATUaffiliated FAWU and IFP-aligned UWUSA. Violence on
the factory floor between the unions spilt over into the
community leaving scores of people dead and injured.
RAMOTHIBE, Dumazile Patricia (22), was stabbed
with spears by a named perpetrator on 9 September
1992 in Ratanda, near Heidelberg, Tvl, while he was
looking for her brother. Her father was killed in the
same attack. Ratanda was tense after conflict
between COSATU-affiliated FAWU and IFP-aligned
UWUSA. Violence on the factory floor between the
unions spilt over into the community leaving scores of
people dead and injured.
RAMOTHIBE, Mapule Sylvia (3), was stabbed with
spears by a named perpetrator on 9 September 1992
in Ratanda, near Heidelberg, Tvl. Her grandfather was
killed in the attack.
RAMOTHIBE, Mavis Ntombizodwa (40), had her
home damaged in an attack by named perpetrators on
9 September 1992 in Ratanda, near Heidelberg, Tvl.
Her husband was killed and other family members
were injured in the attack. Ratanda was tense after
conflict between COSATU-affiliated FAWU and IFPaligned UWUSA. Violence on the factory floor
between the unions spilt over into the community
leaving scores of people dead and injured.
RAMOTO, Matswene Jacob (38), had his home was
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
during the dispute over the Matlala chieftaincy between
Chief BK Matlala, backed by the Lebowa and South
African governments, and Chieftainess Matlou Matlala,
backed by the ANC-aligned People’s Congress.
RAMOTSOMA, Pascal Phindi (17), was injured when
members of the SAP opened fire on students attending
a rally in Soshanguve, Pretoria, on 13 November 1985.
RAMPA, Betta Mapaseka (18), a COSAS member,
was detained under emergency regulations and tortured
in detention by named SAP members in Heilbron,
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OFS, on 13 June 1986. She suffered a miscarriage in
the weeks following her detention. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
RAMPELE, Thomas , was beaten by members of the
SAP in Tzaneen, Tvl, during a SADTU protest march
against salary deductions on 19 September 1991.
RAMPHALILE, Jonas Raboshoanana , was shot dead
by a member of the SAP during investigations into the
activities of the THREE MILLION GANG in Kroonstad, OFS,
on 15 June 1990. Mr Ramphalile, a suspect in a farm
killing during the PAC’s Operation Great Storm, was in
custody at the time of the shooting. The SAP member
was granted amnesty for the killing (AC/1999/0299).
RAMPHORE, Johannes Morapedi , was shot by a
named member of the SAP in Katlehong, Tvl, on 9
September 1984. Police allegedly believed that Mr
Ramphore was responsible for a politically motivated
arson attack.
RAMPONE, Mahase Pieter (21), an ANCYL supporter,
was shot and severely beaten by alleged members of
the Bophuthatswana Police in Brits, Tvl, on 6 March
1986 at a student meeting which was broken up by
police. His leg was amputated as a result of the
shooting.
RAMPOTLA, J , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church Street,
Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people were
killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of MK’s
Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See
CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
RAMROCK, Johny , was detained and tortured by
members of the Security Branch in 1975 in Johannesburg, because they wanted to know about a new
organisation, ‘Brotherhood’, which had been formed
under the BCM.
RANANJEE, Maigan , was detained by members of the
Security Branch during political conflict in Uitenhage,
Cape, on 28 February 1985. Charges of assault, public
violence and malicious damage to property were laid
against him, but withdrawn two months later.
RANDZILANI, Mberegeni Patric (44), lost his home in
an arson attack by named perpetrators in Thohoyandou,
Venda, on 7 December 1991 because he was accused
of engaging in witchcraft.
RANGASAMI, Mr (first name not given), died when
an MK operative detonated a car bomb at the Victoria
Embankment, Durban, on 3 April 1984. The explosion
killed three people, including Mr Rangasami and his wife,
and injured 20 others. One MK operative was granted
amnesty for his role in the MK command structures in
Swaziland that facilitated the attack (AC/2001/175).
RANGASAMI, Ms (first name not given), died when
an MK operative detonated a car bomb at the Victoria
Embankment, Durban, on 3 April 1984. The explosion
killed three people, including Ms Rangasami and her
husband, and injured 20 others. One MK operative
was granted amnesty for his role in the MK command
structures in Swaziland that facilitated the attack
(AC/2001/175).
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RANGAZA, Ntsokolo Paul (14), an ANCWL supporter,
died after being shot by named members of the SAP
in Lephoi, Bethulie, OFS, on 29 March 1991, when
police clashed with ANC youth supporters during a
protest march in the area.
RANGONGO, Moraka Johannes (48), an ANC
supporter, was shot and injured in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, on 15 March during TAXI VIOLENCE linked
to intense political conflict.
RANGULA, Toto Daniel (32), was shot and injured by
a member of the SAP in Fort Beaufort, Cape, during
protests and resistance to Black Local Authorities in 1985.
RANGULE, Siphiwo Simon (20), was severely
beaten with sjamboks, batons, and rifles by members
of the SAP in Fort Beaufort, Cape, during the state of
emergency in July 1985. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
RANI, Isaac Ndandenzela ‘Madiba’ (36), an ANC
member and MK operative, was arrested in Rhodesia
in 1962 and handed over to the South African police.
He was then severely tortured for three days by
named members of the SAP in Pretoria. He then
served a two-year prison term, and was placed under
house arrest in Cape Town after his release.
RANKGABO, Geraman , was shot dead by members of
the SAP at the FNB stadium in Soweto, Johannesburg,
on 19 April 1993 while running for transport to attend
the burial of assassinated SACP leader CHRIS HANI.
RANT AO, Elvis Mmolo (42), was assaulted by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police following his
detention in July 1989 in Zeerust, Tvl. Mr Rantao was
accused of killing a Bophuthatswana policeman during
community resistance to the forced INCORPORATION of
Braklaagte and Leeuwfontein into Bophuthatswana.
RANT AO, Lydia Mmasethunya (36), an ANC
supporter, was assaulted by members of the Bophuthatswana Police after her arrest on 2 December 1989 in
Bafokeng, Bophuthatswana, during a clash between
ANC supporters and the Bophuthatswana government.
RANT AO, Mogatlakgomo (62), was shot dead at a
bus stop in Zeerust, Bophuthatswana, in July 1991. Mr
Rantao’s home had been burnt down two weeks
before. The attacks occurred during intense conflict
between members of the community and the
Bophuthatswana government. Mr Rantao was
targeted because he supported President Mangope.
RANT AO, Mpho Abram (13), was burnt to death in
Zeerust, Bophuthatswana, on 12 June 1991 during
political conflict over the chieftainship in the area.
Mpho’s grandfather was in favour of the Mangope
chieftainship, while many other members of the
community were not.
RANT AO, Ntsetsa (69), was injured when her house
was petrol- bombed in Lehurutshe, Bophuthatswana,
on 12 June 1991 during during political conflict over
the chieftainship in the area. Ms Rantao’s husband
was in favour of Mangope’s regime, while many other
residents were not.
RANTAO, Poloko (4), was killed when his home was
burnt down on 12 June 1991 in Lehurutshe, Bophuthatswana, during political conflict over chieftainship in
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the area. Poloko’s uncle supported Mangope’s regime
but many other residents did not.
RANTEE, Lefu George (31), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by members of the SAP in Smithfield, OFS, on
19 April 1990, when clashes broke out between ANC
supporters and the police during a boycott in the town.
RANTIE, Mahomola Solomon (17), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed and hacked to death outside his home by
named members of the THREE MILLION GANG in
Seeisoville, Kroonstad, OFS, on 11 October 1990.
RANTIE, T sietsi , an ANC supporter, was stabbed to
death by members of the THREE MILLION GANG in
Troubou, Kroonstad, OFS, on 27 October 1990. Gang
members abducted him and another ANC supporter
from a tavern, took them to Troubou and killed them
both there.
RANTSAILA, Peter , a prison warder, was killed when
a member of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU)
detonated a hand grenade while trying to escape from
Leeuwhof prison, Vereeniging, Tvl, on 18 December
1993. Three people died and nine were injured. One
SDU member was granted amnesty for the incident
(AC/2000/145).
RANTSIENG, Ishmael Molifi (18), was shot and
injured by named members of the SAP, in KWAKWATSI,
KOPPIES, OFS, during a protest march led by members
of the ANC on 30 March 1990. Mr Rantsieng lost a
kidney as a result of the attack.
RANTSIENG, Soloman (16), was shot and injured by
named members of the SAP in K WAKWATSI, KOPPIES,
OFS, on 30 March 1990.
RANUNGA, Msutukazi Nancy (36), had her shack
burnt and her possessions stolen by IFP supporters in
Swanieville, Krugersdorp, Tvl, on 12 May 1991. IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers were retaliating against a
previous attack by ANC-supporting squatters and
approximately 115 shacks were set alight, 27 people
killed and 25 vehicles burnt. Twelve people were
charged with crimes ranging from murder to arson but
were acquitted due to lack of evidence.
RANYAOA, Kunyamane Arios (aka Thulani
Sibeko) ,
an MK operative, was shot dead with two other
operatives by members of the SADF on 25 March
1988 near Derdepoort, Tvl, as they were infiltrating
South Africa. A fourth operative was captured.
RAPETSOA, Mabitleng William ‘Los’ (29), an ANC
supporter, was severely assaulted in 1988 at GaDikgale, near Pietersburg, Tvl. Mr Rapetsoa died the
next year. He was allegedly singled out by named
soldiers because he was suspected of involvement in
a Johannesburg bomb blast.
RAPHADU, Christina (50), had her home burnt down
on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, allegedly by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
RAPHELA, Fredda Maria (20), an ANC supporter, was
constantly harassed, allegedly by members of the SAP,
in Alexandra, Johannesburg, in February 1986 after her
brother was killed, allegedly by members of the
Security Police. She surrendered herself to the police
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because of continual harassment of her mother. Ms
Raphela was tortured and beaten while pregnant, and
gave birth to her baby in prison. Her baby bled through
the ears, possibly because of Ms Raphela’s beating
while in detention.
RAPHIPHE, Abram (27), was seriously injured when
alleged members of the SAP in Sebokeng, Tvl, shot
him with birdshot in the eye on 30 May 1992. Police
were patrolling the area during political conflict. Ten
people were killed in Sharpeville and Sebokeng that
day, allegedly as a result of such police patrols.
RAPOO, Nthuru Zipporah (69), an ANC supporter,
was tear-gassed, sjambokked and shot by members
of the Bophuthatswana Police on 21 March 1991 in
Phokeng, Bophuthatswana, during a meeting to
discuss ongoing violence over certain chieftainships in
Bophuthatswana.
RAPOO, Samson Ramor wa , was severely beaten by
Bophuthatswana Police in 1993 in Phokeng, Bophuthatswana, following protests against the Bophuthatswana
government.
RAPUDI, Pieter , an ANCYL supporter, was shot dead by
a named perpetrator on 1 January 1986 in Jansenville,
Cape. Mr Rapudi was one of many youths who were
celebrating the new year by singing freedom songs
when the police opened fire to disperse the crowd.
RAPULENG, Ratsie Joseph (18), an ANC supporter,
was shot and seriously injured by members of the
SAP in Heilbron, OFS, on 9 September 1990. The
incident occurred when police opened fire on students
who were engaged in a protest demonstration.
Though injured, Mr Rapuleng was detained and held
for two weeks. He later successfully sued the state
for wrongful arrest.
RAPULENG, Tumelo Lehlohonolo (6), was severely
injured when shot trying to escape from his
grandmother’s burning house during an arson attack,
allegedly carried out by members of the KHUMALO GANG.
RAPULENG, Zacharia (38), was stabbed to death,
allegedly by IFP supporters, in Mshenguville squatter
camp, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 1 September 1991.
Violent political conflict in the area caused polarisation
between residents of townships, hostels and squatter
camps which increasingly overlapped political affiliation
and ethnic identity.
RAS, Jacob Johannes (37), a sergeant-major in the
South African Air Force (SAAF), was killed when MK
operatives detonated an explosive in a car outside the
SAAF headquarters in Church Street, Pretoria, on 20
May 1983. Twenty-one people were killed and 217
injured. The overall commander of MK’s Special
Operations Unit and two MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See CHURCH
STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
RASARHA, (first name not given), a Transkei Defence
Force (TDF) soldier, was injured during an ATTEMPTED
COUP IN UMTATA, TRANSKEI, on 22 November 1990.
Seven TDF soldiers were killed and some 33
wounded. Four of the coup conspirators were granted
amnesty. Six Vlakplaas operatives were granted
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amnesty for providing arms for the attempted coup.
An SADF Military Intelligence operative, who applied
for amnesty for his role in supporting the coup, later
withdrew his application (AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095
and AC/2001/199).
RASEALA, Lucas Thupetsi (34), had her home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, during
the dispute over the Matlala chieftaincy between Chief
BK Matlala, backed by the Lebowa and South African
governments, and Chieftainess Matlou Matlala,
backed by the ANC-aligned People’s Congress.
RASEBOTSE, MA , a member of the security forces,
suffered an attempt on his life when MK operatives
attacked a patrol vehicle in Rita township, Lebowa, on
16 June 1990. No one suffered physical injuries. Two
MK operatives were granted amnesty for the incident
(AC/2000/98).
RASEGO, Ezekiel Lefu , a UDF supporter, was killed
by members of the A-TEAM in Parys, OFS, in
November 1985. Three perpetrators were tried and
convicted for this killing.
RASELETE, Michael , was shot and injured by
gunmen in a red minibus on 3 May 1992 in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, Tvl, during clashes between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and ANC- supporting
residents. See DRIVE-BY SHOOTINGS.
RASENTSOERE, William Thabeng (24), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed to death by members of the
THREE MILLION GANG at a tavern in Maokeng,
Kroonstad, OFS, on 1 June 1990. At the inquest, two
perpetrators were reportedly found responsible for the
murder, but no charges were laid.
RASETHABA, Lydia Matshidi , was intimidated by
members of the Lebowa Police on 1 January 1976 in
Pietersburg, Tvl, because her sons were AZAPO
members.
RASETHABA, Phokela Yasser (36), was sjambokked,
beaten with the butt of a rifle and kicked by members
of the SAP on 1 March 1985 in Seshego, Lebowa,
because of his trade union activities.
RASHILO, Nor man , was beaten by IMBOKODO
vigilantes on 1 January 1986 in Moutse, KwaNdebele.
At Siyabuswa community hall Mr Rashilo and others
were put in a room where the floor had been
deliberately soaped to make it slippery and were then
sjambokked and beaten where they fell. Between 200
and 360 individuals were abducted and assaulted for
about 36 hours. The attacks, led by named KwaNdebele government officials, were designed to
suppress resistance to INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele.
RASMAN, McArthur Mphitizeli (27), was shot and
injured when members of the SADF opened fire on
community members campaigning for improved
infrastructure in Humansdorp, Cape, in July 1986.
RASMANTE, Mimi Themba Sonamzi (20), was shot
by a rubber bullet by members of the SAP in
Colesberg, Cape, on 5 July 1985, during widespread
protests after four youths had been shot dead. He
was later arrested and severely tortured by named
members of the SAP, after which he was charged with
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public violence and sentenced to an effective two
years’ imprisonment.
RASMENI, Lena (65), was raped by members of the
SADF on 3 August 1985 in Port Elizabeth.
RASMENI, Michael Ntlupheko , was one of six
persons who were abducted and interrogated by ANC
self-defence unit (SDU) members near Port St Johns,
Transkei, on 20 April 1994, shortly before the APRIL
1994 ELECTIONS. Four were shot dead, while Mr
Rasmeni and another survived the shooting with
injuries. The SDU members believed that they were
APLA members who were on their way to disrupt an
ANC mass rally. Three SDU members were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/045).
RASMENI, Sandile Hur witz , was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Soweto, Johannesburg, on 24
October 1976 in the aftermath of the SOWETO UPRISING.
RASMENI, Solomon Mandlenkosi (37), an ANC
executive member, had his home bombed in
Jouberton, Klerksdorp, Tvl, on 15 February 1991.
RASONA, Nkosini Jonathan (36), a former ANC
community representative, was stabbed to death by
an IFP supporter in Stanger, Natal, on 27 July 1993.
RASS, Leonard (13), was shot dead by named
members of the SAP in Kleinvlei, Cape Town, on 6
September 1989, while participating in protests
against the apartheid election being held that day,
which led to numerous injuries and fatalities in and
around Cape Town.
RATAU, John , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023).
See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
RATEF ANE, Remaketse Jim (21), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead in Rweleleyathunya, Rouxville, OFS, on
9 September 1990 by named members of the
INKATHA GANG.
RATHABA, Fusi Shadrack (21), was detained and
severely assaulted in Botshabelo, near Bloemfontein,
in June 1990, by members of the SAP. Mr Rathaba
was returning from school when he was detained by
the police, who were allegedly looking for ‘comrades’.
RATHBONE, M, was injured in what became known
as the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June
1986. The explosion killed three women and injured at
least 74 other people. Seven MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/128).
RATHEBE, Betty Johanna (18), was shot dead in
Soweto, Johannesburg, on 23 June 1977 by alleged
members of the SAP. Ms Rathebe was shot after she
heard gunshots and ran out of the house to look for
her brother. Students had organised a protest march
to John Vorster Square on that day and there was a
strong police presence in the area. In 1984 her father
was killed under similar circumstances.
RATHEBE, Isaac Moeletsi (53), died after being shot
with rubber bullets by members of the SAP outside
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his home in Soweto, Johannesburg, during political
conflict on 21 September 1984. Police were patrolling
the township and shot him in the head while he was
on his own property. In 1976 his daughter had been
killed under similar circumstances.
RATHETHE, Peter , a trade unionist and ANC
supporter, was taken to an IFP-controlled hostel by
members of the SAP and severely assaulted in 1991
at Tembisa, Tvl, during violence between mainly ANCsupporting residents and IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers.
RATHOKOLO, Frans (64), a People’s Congress
supporter, was severely beaten, allegedly by
supporters of Chief Matlala, in GaMatlala, Lebowa, on
2 February 1980 because Mr Rathokolo resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
He died the next day as a result of his injuries.
RATHOKOLO, Kwama Solomon (34), had his home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because he Mr
Rathokolo resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence
from South Africa.
RATHOKOLO, Makwena Lydia (64), had her house
destroyed by named perpetrators at GaMatlala,
Lebowa, on 3 February 1980 during conflict between
Chief Matlala’s supporters and the ANC. Her husband
was abducted, assaulted, and fatally injured.
RATLADI, Sthembiso James (17), was sjambokked,
hit with batons and rifle butts all over his body by
named SAP members in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl,
on 5 July 1986 during a night vigil of a political activist.
The state of emergency prohibited political gatherings
and members of the SAP and SADF surrounded the
tent before entering and severely beating people. Mr
Ratladi suffered permanent damage to his eye as a
result of the attack.
RATLOU, Aubrey Mothusi , was shot and injured by
members of the SAP in June 1986 in Kagiso, Tvl,
during the state of emergency.
RATLOU, Simon Sello (28), a UDF supporter, was
arrested at a rally and assaulted and tortured during his
detention, allegedly by named members of the CID, in
Dennilton, KwaNdebele, on 21 April 1991.
RATSOMA, Ralekoe Oriah (64), an ANC member, was
detained and tortured by members of the SAP in Mhluzi,
Middelburg, Tvl, in 1978 because of his political affiliation.
RAUBACH, DM , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
RAUTENBACH, Y , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
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RAVEL, James , was shot and killed when APLA
operatives threw hand grenades at and opened fire on
the congregation of St James’ Church, Kenilworth,
Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven people were
killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See APLA
ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were granted
amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his application
struck off the roll for failing to attend the amnesty
hearing (AC/1998/0018).
RAVELE, Jonah Mbengeni , was detained and
tortured in December 1983 in Thohoyandou, Venda,
for helping MK operatives with food, shelter and
supplies.
RAWANA, Mongameli Austin (36), an ANC member,
was shot dead by members of the SAP on 23 March
1985 after the ‘necklacing’ to death of a local
COUNCILLOR at KwaNobuhle, Uitenhage, Cape.
RAWULA, Zukile (19), was stabbed to death on 16
November 1987 during conflict between UDF
supporters and the AMAAFRIKA in Tyoksville, near
Uitenhage, Cape.
RAYI, Mzukisi W ilberfor ce Azisa (15), was detained
and tortured in July 1985 by named perpetrators in
Port Alfred, Cape. He was found guilty of public
violence in August 1986.
RAYI, Thandile (17), was shot dead on 4 April 1985
when members of the SAP opened fire on youths
stoning a policeman’s house in Port Alfred, Cape.
RAZAVI, Rivaz , a member of the Baha’i faith community,
died when he and two others were shot and killed by
APLA operatives at the Baha’i Faith Centre,
Mdantsane, Ciskei, on 13 March 1994. The victims,
though of Iranian extraction, were allegedly regarded
by the perpetrators as ‘whites’. A vehicle was also
stolen during the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Two
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/2001/271).
REASSUME, Joanie , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
REBE, Erick Mxolisi , an ANC supporter, was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in Knysna, Cape, on
16 March 1986, during a day of unrest in which one
youth was shot dead and five others wounded.
RENGASAMI, Annamalai , was killed on 3 April 1984
when an MK operative detonated a car bomb on the
Esplanade, Durban, killing three people and injuring 20.
Mr Regasami’s wife was also killed in the explosion. A
related amnesty application was received, pointing to
police involvement.
RENGASAMI, Leelavathie , was killed on 3 April 1984
when an MK operative detonated a car bomb on the
Esplanade, Durban, killing three people and injuring 20.
Ms Regasami’s husband was also killed in the
explosion. A related amnesty application was received,
pointing to police involvement.
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RENYA, Mantyi (29), a PAC supporter, was shot and
injured while participating in a Poqo march to the police
station and prison in Paarl, Cape, on 21 November
1962. Five marchers were shot dead and two Paarl
residents were killed by Poqo supporters. Mr Renya
was arrested, convicted of sabotage and sentenced to
12 years’ imprisonment on Robben Island.
RESANT , Mervin , was injured when Security Branch
members detonated an explosive device at the Why
Not Club, Vanderbijl Square, Johannesburg, on 21
September 1988. The club was targeted because it
was allegedly frequented by ANC supporters. Four
members of the Witwatersrand Security Branch,
including the divisional commander and his deputy,
and one Vlakplaas operative were granted amnesty for
the operation (AC/2001/046).
REUBEN MURRAY, Anand , was stabbed and burnt to
death by UDF supporters in Phoenix, Durban, on 13
August 1985 in intensifying political conflict.
RHADEBE, Zandile (18), had her house in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in September
1993 in intense conflict between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’
FACTIONS. About 22 deaths and 19 injuries in 14
incidents were recorded in Bhambayi that month.
RHANYI, Lukas Obert Thokozani (13), was injured in
an explosion while working as a guard at the
Bosschoek military camp in Wasbank, near Glencoe,
Natal, in April 1987. He had picked up an object from
the ground and was carrying it when he slipped and
dropped the object, which exploded. His hand was
amputated at Ladysmith Hospital.
RHAPHASA, Alpheus , was injured in a landmine
explosion on a road near the Zimbabwe border,
Messina, Tvl, on 5 May 1987. Another passenger in
the truck was also injured. The ANC claimed responsibility for this MK operation.
RHERETYANE, Abram V uyisile , died on 10 February
1991 after he had been shot by members of the ISU
on 26 January 1991 in Jouberton, Klersdorp, Tvl,
during a consumer boycott in the area.
RHOMO, Gudleni (44), had her house in Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, burnt down by UDF supporters
on 18 April 1989 in intensifying conflict between
Inkatha and UDF supporters. About 1 000 homes
were badly damaged or destroyed in political violence
in Mpumalanga, that year, leaving many dead and
thousands homeless.
RHULA, Ben , was shot dead by members of the SAP
in Guguletu, Cape Town, on 11 August 1976.
RIBEIRO, Fabian Defu , a doctor and a supporter of
the liberation movement, was shot dead, along with
his wife, outside their home at Mamelodi, Pretoria, on
1 December 1986. The operation was planned jointly
by SADF Special Forces and the Northern Transvaal
Security Branch. Eight Special Forces and Security
Branch operatives, including the commanding officers
of both, were granted amnesty for the operation
(AC/1999/0188; AC/1999/0190; AC/1999/0196;
AC/1999/0193; AC/1999/0194; AC/1999/0030;
AC/1999/0031 and AC/1999/0032).
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RIBEIRO, Flor ence, a supporter of the liberation
movement, was shot dead, along with her husband,
outside their home at Mamelodi, Pretoria, on 1
December 1986. The operation was planned jointly by
SADF Special Forces and the Northern Transvaal
Security Branch. Eight Special Forces and Security
Branch operatives, including the commanding officers
of both, were granted amnesty for the operation
(AC/1999/0188; AC/1999/0190; AC/1999/0196;
AC/1999/0193; AC/1999/0194; AC/1999/0030;
AC/1999/0031 and AC/1999/0032).
RICHARDS, Car oline , had her home destroyed in an
arson attack in KwaMondi, KwaZulu, near Eshowe,
Natal, on 30 November 1993 in continuing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters in the area. Three
family members were killed in the attack.
RICHARDS, Mymoena (43), an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten and tear-gassed by members of the
SAP during the POLLSMOOR MARCH on 28 August 1985
in Athlone, Cape Town.
RICHARDSON, Dorothy (51), was injured when a
limpet mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded
during lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni,
Tvl, on 30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at
least 66 people were injured. Four MK operatives
were granted amnesty for the planning and execution
of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
RICHARDSON, JM , was injured when members of
MK’s Special Operations Unit detonated an explosive
in a car outside the SADF Witwatersrand Command
headquarters in Johannesburg on 30 July 1987. At
least 68 people were injured. Three MK operatives and
one UDF supporter linked to MK were granted
amnesty for their roles in this attack (AC/2001/0003
and AC/2000/248).
RIET, Monapula Ishmael (20), an ANC supporter, died
after being shot by a member of the SAP in Ditlhake,
Koffiefontein, OFS, on 16 May 1991, after a
community residents’ meeting calling for the building
of a new high school. Seventeen other people were
injured in the shooting.
RIKABE, Sharon Raymond Lethusang (23), former
secretary of the Moleleki Civic Association, survived
an assassination attempt by a group of self-defence
unit (SDU) members in Katlehong, Tvl, on 6 December
1993 when their guns jammed. Following the incident,
11 other ANC supporters were killed, nine executionstyle, by SDU members in Moleleki Section,
Katlehong, Tvl, on 7 December 1993 during conflict
between the local ANCYL, the local civic association
and SDU members. The SDU members involved
applied for but were denied amnesty.
ROBBERTSE, Isu , sustained minor injuries when MK
operatives detonated a car bomb using a remote
control device outside the Ellis Park rugby stadium,
Johannesburg, on 2 July 1988. Two spectators leaving
the rugby match were killed and 37 others sustained
minor and major injuries. Four operatives from MK’s
Special Operations Unit, including its commander,
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/161).
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ROBERT, K, was injured in what became known as
the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June 1986.
The explosion killed three women and injured at least
74 other people. Seven MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
ROBERTS, Ben Pakiso (27), a FAWU member, was
shot and injured by members of the SAP while participating in a labour strike in Viljoenskroon, OFS, on 4
December 1992. Two police vans entered the work
premises and police opened fire on striking miners,
injuring six.
ROBERTS, Izak , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
ROBERTS, Molatlhegi Samuel (18), an ANC
supporter, was shot and injured by AWB members on
9 March 1994 in Mafikeng, Bophuthatswana. He was
returning from an ANC rally at a local stadium when
the attack took place.
ROBERTSON, JD , a clergyman and a critic of apartheid,
was harassed by members of the Witwatersrand
Security Branch between 1982 and 1994. One
Witwatersrand Security Branch operative was granted
amnesty (AC/2001/005 and AC/2001/184).
ROBINSON, Dawn , was injured when MK operatives
detonated a limpet mine in a dustbin at the Vanderbijl
Square bus terminus, Johannesburg, on 21 September
1988. Nineteen people were injured and a number of
vehicles and buildings were damaged. Two MK Special
Operations operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/056). A late application by a third operative
was dismissed.
ROBITS, F , was injured in what became known as the
MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June 1986. The
explosion killed three women and injured at least 74
other people. Seven MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
ROBSINI, Maria Nomthandazo (22), was beaten and
suffocated with a tube by a named member of the
SAP while under interrogation at Cambridge police
station, East London, on 15 April 1986.
RODE, Limini Petros (38), an ANC supporter and
active in the local residents’ committee, was tortured
by members of the Ciskei Police on 8 August 1987 in
Mdantsane, Ciskei.
RODGERS, Adrienne Dawn (19), was injured when a
limpet mine exploded on a municipal bus in Gardiner
Street, Durban, on 30 November 1993. The explosive
was being conveyed by APLA operatives to an
intended target. When it accidentally exploded, 12
people were killed, including one of the operatives.
See APLA ATTACKS. One APLA member and two PASO
members were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0076).
ROE, M, was injured in what became known as the
MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June 1986. The
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explosion killed three women and injured at least 74
other people. Seven MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
ROEBECK, RAC, was injured when members of MK’s
Special Operations Unit detonated an explosive in a
car outside the SADF Witwatersrand Command
headquarters in Johannesburg on 30 July 1987. At
least 68 people were injured. Three MK operatives and
one UDF supporter linked to MK were granted amnesty
for their various roles in this attack (AC/2001/0003 and
AC/2000/248).
ROETS, Magrieta , suffered an attempt on her life
when the Lady Grey police station, OFS, was attacked
by APLA operatives in January 1992. The perpetrators
fired shots and threw a hand grenade at the station.
See APLA ATTACKS. One APLA member was granted
amnesty (AC/1998/0057).
ROETS, Nicolaas , suffered an attempt on his life when
the Lady Grey police station, OFS, was attacked by
APLA operatives during January 1992. The perpetrators
fired shots and threw a hand grenade at the station.
See APLA ATTACKS. One APLA member was granted
amnesty (AC/1998/0057).
ROETS, Stephanus , suffered an attempt on his life
when the Lady Grey police station, OFS, was attacked
by APLA operatives during January 1992. The
perpetrators fired shots and threw a hand grenade at
the station. See APLA ATTACKS. One APLA member
was granted amnesty (AC/1998/0057).
ROETS, Susana Catharina , was one of 18 people
injured in a limpet mine explosion at a bus stop near
the Checkers shopping complex in Silverton, Tvl, on 4
July 1986. Four MK operatives were granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1999/0257).
ROGERS, Richard (48), was beaten with an iron rod
by members of the SADF 32 Battalion on 8 April 1992
in his shack in Phola Park, Tokoza, Tvl. Members of 32
Battalion raided Phola Park after claiming they were fired
on by residents of the area. The SADF were in the
area to act as ‘peacekeepers’ between IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
ROJI, Fusante Stanley (68), survived an attempted
murder when attackers opened fire on his home in
King William’s Town, Cape, in 1992.
ROLIHLAHLA, Nyanisile (32), was shot by members of
the security forces in Whittlesea, Ciskei, in July 1991,
while participating in a march organised by ANCaffiliated organisations.
RONOTI, Mqawelana Henry (40), was tortured by
members of the SAP on 1 January 1963 in Kronstad
prison, Burgersdorp, Cape, allegedly because he was
suspected of being a member of the PAC.
RONOTI, Nogcinumzi , an ANC supporter, lost his
home in an arson attack by members of the PAC in
Mount Fletcher, Transkei, during 1993.
ROODT, Mar tin , was shot and injured by members of
the SAP in Elsies River, Cape Town, on 17 June 1980,
during a two-day stayaway commemorating the start
of the SOWETO UPRISING. His wife, Edith Lewis, was
shot dead that day and his son also injured.
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ROOI, Guybon Jomo (26), an ANC member, was shot
and axed with a panga by men wearing balaclavas in
Site B, Khayelitsha, Cape Town, on 19 July 1991. After
his discharge from hospital he lost all his belongings
when his residence in Site C was burnt down during
an arson and shooting attack that left a friend dead.
See BALACLAVA GROUPS.
ROOPLALL, Sanjay (15), was stabbed during political
riots in Phoenix, Durban, on 13 August 1985. With two
other family members, he was then taken to nearby
Amatikwe, where all three were burnt to death. IFP
supporters were carrying out a series of sustained
attacks on Indian families and traders in Phoenix at the
time, following the killing of UDF leader Victoria
Mxenge in Umlazi on 1 August. Forty-seven shops
were looted and razed by fire. Five hundred Indian
families fled from the area.
ROOS, Cor nelia , was killed when the car in which she
and her family were travelling detonated a landmine
planted by MK operatives on a road in Karino, Nelspruit,
Tvl, on 17 August 1986. One of her sons was also
killed and two others were seriously injured. The
attack formed part of ‘Operation Cetshwayo’, an MK
landmine campaign in the Eastern Tvl. Three MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/111). See
ANC LANDMINE CAMPAIGN.
ROOS, Corrie (18 months), was seriously injured when
the car in which he and his family were travelling
detonated a landmine planted by MK operatives on a
road in Karino, Nelspruit, Tvl, on 17 August 1986. His
mother and brother were killed and another brother
was seriously injured. The attack formed part of
‘Operation Cetshwayo’, an MK landmine campaign in
the Eastern Tvl. Three MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/111). See ANC LANDMINE CAMPAIGN.
ROOS, Johan , was seriously injured when the car in
which he and his family were travelling detonated a
landmine planted by MK operatives on a road in Karino,
Nelspruit, Tvl, on 17 August 1986. His mother and
brother were killed, and another brother was seriously
injured. The attack formed part of ‘Operation
Cetshwayo’, an MK landmine campaign in the Eastern
Tvl. Three MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/111). See ANC LANDMINE CAMPAIGN.
ROOS, Johannes Jacobus (8), was fatally wounded
in August 1986 in Nelspruit, Tvl, when the car he was
travelling in detonated a landmine planted by MK
operatives. The landmines were planted as part of an
ANC campaign aimed at the SADF and commandos in
rural areas. The campaign was abandoned due to the
high number of civilian casualties.
ROSE, William , was shot dead by members of the
SAP in Ravensmead, Cape, on 17 June 1980. Mr Rose
was one of several people shot dead and injured
during a period of unrest.
ROSENBERG, SA , a lance corporal in the SADF, was
injured when MK operatives detonated an explosive in
a car outside the South African Air Force (SAAF)
headquarters in Church Street, Pretoria, on 20 May
1983. Twenty-one people were killed and 217 injured.
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The overall commander of MK’s Special Operations
Unit and two MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET
BOMBING, PRETORIA.
ROSENOKO, Malehana (50), had her house burnt
down by an IFP supporter during political conflict
between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, in 1993.
ROSSOUW , Alber tus , a sergeant in the SAP, was
injured when his police patrol vehicle detonated a
landmine planted by MK operatives, on the road
between Barberton and Josefsdal, Tvl, on 14
December 1986. The attack formed part of ‘Operation
Cetshwayo’, an MK landmine campaign in the Eastern
Tvl. Three MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/111). See ANC LANDMINE CAMPAIGN.
ROSSOUW , Michael Antonie , a member of the SAP,
was shot and wounded on 13 July 1993 when the
vehicle in which he was travelling was fired on at
Heilbron, Tvl. See APLA ATTACKS. Three APLA members
were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0002).
ROSSOUW , Theunis Johannes , was injured when
MK operatives detonated a car bomb using a remote
control device outside the Ellis Park rugby stadium,
Johannesburg, on 2 July 1988. Two spectators leaving
the rugby match were killed and 37 others sustained
minor and major injuries. Four operatives from MK’s
Special Operations Unit, including its commander,
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/161).
ROTWANA, Tembeka Amanda (31), lost her home
near Crossroads, Cape Town, on 18 May 1986, in an
arson attack during the mass destruction of UDFsupporting squatter camps by WITDOEKE vigilantes,
acting with the tacit approval and aid of the security
forces. Over 60 people were killed and 20 000 homes
destroyed in the attacks.
ROUSSEAU, Doreen (57), was injured when members
of APLA carried out an attack on the Highgate Hotel,
East London, on 1 May 1993. Five people were killed
and several others injured. See APLA ATTACKS.
ROXISO, Deliswa Sweetiness (19), a member of
SAAWU, was shot dead by members of the Ciskei
Police in Mdantsane, Ciskei, while she was returning
from a funeral on 8 November 1981.
ROXO, Makalima Napoleon Varkie
(15), a UDF
activist, was tortured by named members of the SAP
in April 1986 in Pearston, Cape. Makalima was one of
several other youths accused of involvement in the
killing of an alleged police collaborator.
RUBUSHE, Betty Nokuthemba , was shot and injured
by members of the SAP who opened fire on PAC
members and bystanders outside a PAC meeting in
Guguletu, Cape Town, on 6 January 1994. A young boy
was shot dead and several others injured in the shooting.
RUBUSHE, Lulama , was assaulted by members of
the SADF during protests in Ndakana, near King
William’s Town, Cape, in 1992.
RUBUSHE, Vusumzi (25), was hacked and burnt to
death by ‘necklacing’ by UDF supporters during
conflict between two residents’ associations at
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Mooiplaas, near East London, on 13 April 1986. Mr
Rubushe had opposed the killing of headmen.
RUBUSHE, Wele (47), an ANC supporter, was shot by
members of the SADF during intense public unrest in
DUNCAN V ILLAGE, East London, on 12 August 1985.
RUITER, Ntsonyane Boy (23), was shot and severely
injured by a member of the SAP in Steynsburg, Cape,
in 1985 during the state of emergency. He was
reportedly arrested at Livingstone Hospital and charged
with public violence. The case against him was
dismissed. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
RUITERS, Pieter (32), an ANC supporter, was severely
injured when AWB members detonated a car bomb in
Bree Street, Johannesburg, on 24 April 1994, in an effort
to disrupt the electoral process. Seven people were
killed and 13 injured in the blast. Two perpetrators were
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0342). See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
RUITERS, Sandra Nomvuyo (20), was kicked and
severely beaten by members of the SAP in Aberdeen,
Cape, on 15 June 1985 during the state of emergency.
There was a rent boycott in the area and police were
patrolling the streets. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
RULA, Benjamin Desmond (34), was shot by
members of the SAP in Guguletu, Cape Town, on 11
August 1976, and died the following day, after the
SOWETO UPRISING had spread to Cape Town. Over 20
people were shot dead by police that day.
RULASHE, Dumile Drimond (46), was abducted and
beaten by alleged members of the Bophuthatswana
Police in August 1989 in Mafikeng, Bophuthatswana,
at the Bophuthatswana independence day festivities.
RUSTOFF, Hendriek Tully (30), was shot and injured
by traffic officers in Randfontein, Tvl, in October 1990.
RWANQANA, Khoyi Mountain , a UDF supporter, was
shot dead by members of the SAP during protests in
Steynsburg, Cape, on 19 February 1986.
RWARWA, Mpumelelo Vincent (24), an ANC
supporter and youth activist, was severely beaten on 8
April 1986 and shot dead by named members of the
Riot Unit on 26 October 1986 in KTC, Cape Town.
RWAYI, V ulindlela , a political activist, was beaten and
tortured in Willowvale, Transkei, in April 1963 during a
state of emergency.
RWEQANA, Andile Andrew (36), was shot dead by
members of the Ciskei Police at his home during
protests in King William’s Town, Cape, on 17 July 1987.
RWEXU, Mava Xolela (42), lost his home in an arson
attack on 1 July 1986 in Grahamstown, Cape, allegedly
because his sister was a member of the SAP.
RYAN, William Henry (52), was injured in a bomb blast
in Vanderbijlpark, Johannesburg, on 23 September
1989. The explosion was allegedly the work of MK
operatives as part of their campaign to destabilise the
apartheid government.
RYKLIEF, Ghalieb (17), was shot and injured by
members of the Railway Police in Athlone, Cape
Town, on 15 October 1985, in the TROJAN HORSE INCIDENT,
CAPE TOWN. Several weeks later Ghalieb was arrested
at school, severely beaten at the Manenberg police
station, and detained for several months.
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RYKLIEF, Ismaiel (13), was shot and injured by members
of the Railway Police in Athlone, Cape Town, on 15
October 1985, in the TROJAN HORSE INCIDENT, CAPE TOWN.
RYKLIEF, Mogamat Shafwaan (16), was shot and
injured by members of the Railway Police in Athlone,
Cape Town, on 15 October 1985, in the TROJAN HORSE
INCIDENT, CAPE TOWN.
RYKLIEF, Zainab (36), was shot and injured by
members of the Railway Police in Athlone, Cape Town,
on 15 October 1985, in the T ROJAN HORSE INCIDENT,
CAPE T OWN.
RYLAND, Peter Lester Malcolm , was killed when
AWB members detonated a car bomb in Bree Street,
Johannesburg, on 24 April 1994, in an effort to disrupt
the electoral process. Seven people were killed and 13
injured in the blast. Two perpetrators were granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0342). See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
SAAIRES, Rojen (20), a UDF activist, was shot dead
by members of the SAP in Knysna, Cape, on 3
December 1985. At least one other person was
injured in the shooting.
SABANI, Dumezweni Patrick (23), was shot and
killed by named members of the SAP at Reyini, near
Adelaide, Cape, on 27 July 1988 while attending a
soccer match. There was a confrontation that day
between police and community members.
SABATANA, Mncedisi W elcome , a prominent APLA
member from East London, was killed by APLA
members in 1984 in Tanzania as a result of political
division in the organisation. Mr Sabatana had gone into
exile in 1975.
SABELA, Debra Baphi (22), had her home burnt down
in Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 27
March 1994 in intense conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters during the run-up to the A PRIL 1994
ELECTIONS. Her brother was severely burnt while trying
to save items from the burning house.
SABELA, Lucky Muzikayise (15), was severely burnt
on 27 March 1994 while trying to save items from a
burning house in Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, in intense conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters during the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SABELA, Skhumbuzo (19), an ANC supporter, was
shot and severely injured by IFP supporters who
attacked his mother’s home at Esikhawini, KwaZulu,
near Empangeni, Natal, in April 1993. Mr Sabela lost
his sight in one eye as a result of the attack.
SABELA, Thoko Regina (48), an ANC supporter, had
her home burnt down by IFP supporters in Esikhawini,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in April 1993. Her
son was shot and severely injured in the attack.
SABELA, Thokozile Duduzile (59), had her home and
possessions destroyed by unidentified persons in
KwaShozi, Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, in May
1992 in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
SABELO, Cyril Musa , was stabbed and injured by
members of the ANCYL in Chatsworth, Durban, on 26
December 1993 in continuing political conflict in the
area.
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SABELO, Evelyn (53), an Inkatha leader, was killed in a
hand grenade explosion at her home in Umlazi, Durban
on 22 August 1986. The explosion, caused by a named
perpetrator, allegedly a UDF supporter, occurred in the
aftermath of the killing of human rights lawyer Victoria
Mxenge. Ms Sabelo’s son was severely injured in the
explosion.
SABELO, Florence (34), had her house in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by unidentified
persons on 16 February 1992 in violent conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in the area. One
person was killed and seven homes burnt down in
Bhambayi in February 1992.
SABELO, Ian Bongani Smith (21), an Inkatha
supporter, was severely injured in a hand grenade
explosion at his home in Umlazi, Durban, on 22 August
1986. His mother, who also died in the attack, was a
well-known Inkatha leader. The explosion, caused by a
named perpetrator, allegedly a UDF supporter,
occurred in the aftermath of the killing of human rights
lawyer Victoria Mxenge.
SABELO, Jabulani (34), an ANC supporter, was shot
by IFP supporters in KwaDlangezwa, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, during 1992. He died of his injuries
at Ngwelezana Hospital on 9 May 1993.
SABELO, Jabulani , an ANC supporter, was shot and
stabbed to death by IFP supporters at Ongoye,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 10 May 1993.
SABELO, Johannes (50), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by Inkatha supporters on 25 December 1985 in
Ezimbokodweni, Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in what became known as the UMBUMBULU MASSACRE.
SABELO, Thuleleni Irene (49), an ANC supporter, had
her house at Ekuthuleni, Umlazi, Durban, burnt down
by IFP supporters on 2 February 1992. See E KUTHULENI
ATTACKS.
SABELO, W innington , a member of the IFP Central
Committee and the Umlazi Dispute Resolution
Committee, was shot dead in his shop by ANC
supporters on 7 February 1992 in Umlazi, Durban.
SABI, Eddie Simphiwe (18), Tokoza COSAS general
secretary, was severely beaten by members of the
Special Branch in 1986 in Tokoza, Tvl. The police were
reportedly seeking information on student activists in
the area, many of whom had gone into exile.
SABOSHEGO, Potlako Mokgwadi (17), a PAC
member, was arrested on 8 August 1986 in Daveyton,
Tvl. During his detention he was tortured and beaten
by members of the SAP.
SACCO, Robert , an ANC supporter, lost his home in
an arson attack by named members of the Security
Police on 19 December 1981 in Rhodes, Cape. Rightwing residents and farmers reportedly tried to
discourage the influx of predominantly left-wing young
people to the area.
SACHS, Albert ‘Albie’ Louis , an ANC member, was
severely injured and lost his arm in a car bomb
explosion in Maputo, Mozambique, on 7 April 1986.
The bomb was planted by CCB operatives. One
member of SADF Military Intelligence was granted
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amnesty for providing target information on an MK
operative whom he alleged to have been the target of
the attack (AC/2001/257).
SADIKI, Mavhungu Samuel , an ANC activist, was
arrested and detained by members of the SADF and
Venda Police in Thohoyandou, Venda.
SADIKI, Rossert (33), an ANC supporter, was severely
beaten by members of the Venda Police on 13 June 1986
in Vleifontein, Tvl, during forced removals in the area.
SAFERS, Deon Walter (24), a UDF and ANC supporter,
was arrested on public violence charges and severely
beaten by named policemen in Mossel Bay, Cape, on
21 April 1986. All charges were later dropped. He was
detained on 16 June 1986 and held under emergency
regulations for four months in George prison, Cape.
He was again arrested and beaten by police on 15 July
1987. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
SAHA WULI, Pumelele (25), a Poqo member, was
tortured in detention and convicted of sabotage in
1962 in Paarl, Cape, and sentenced to 20 years’
imprisonment on Robben Island, Cape Town.
SAICH, J , was injured in what became known as the
MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June 1986. The
explosion killed three women and injured at least 74
other people. Seven MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
SAJINI, Nomthandazo Sylvia , was tear-gassed by
members of the SAP in Plettenberg Bay, Cape, in
1990, when police fired teargas into a crowded hall
where residents were meeting.
SAKANLA, Pumelele , a PAC supporter, was a
participant in a Poqo march to storm the police station
and prison in Paarl, Cape, on 21 November 1962. Five
marchers were shot dead and two Paarl residents
were killed by Poqo supporters. Mr Sakanla was
convicted of sabotage and sentenced to 12 years’
imprisonment on Robben Island.
SAKA TI, Xolile Shepard (aka ‘Charles Jack’) , an
askari, and three Eastern Cape Security Branch
operatives were killed in the MOTHERWELL CAR BOMB
explosion, Port Elizabeth, on 14 December 1989, in a
joint operation by the Eastern Cape Security Branch
and Security Branch headquarters. Two operatives
from the Eastern Cape Security Branch and seven
from Security Branch headquarters, including the
Vlakplaas commander and his commanding officer,
were refused amnesty for the operation. Applicants
presented different versions as to why the four had
been killed (AC/1999/0345).
SAKHA, Mazola (25), a UDF supporter, had her house
in Umbogintwini, near Durban, burnt down in January
1986 in intensifying conflict between Inkatha and UDF
supporters. Inkatha supporters were allegedly using
arson attacks to drive UDF supporters out of the area.
SAKIA, Jef frey Tumisang , (21), was severely beaten
by SAP members in Upington, Cape, on 3 December
1985, after which he was charged, with 25 others, for
the crowd killing of a MUNICIPAL POLICEman. One of the
UPINGTON 26, Mr Sakia was sentenced to six years’
imprisonment, overturned on appeal.
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SAKMAN, Kedanile , a primary school pupil, was
detained for three months from 9 September 1993 in
Venterstad, Cape. He was accused of burning down a
policeman’s house and tortured. He later sued the
Minister of Safety and Security for wrongful arrest.
SAKOANE, Keketso Moalosi , secretary of the BCP
local branch, was severely beaten in January 1967 in
Johannesburg. He was charged with sabotage and
sentenced to seven years’ imprisonment on Robben
Island. Mr Sakoane and all who attended a meeting
called by Chief Jonathan and the King of Lesotho were
targeted by security forces, as the apartheid regime
supported the new Lesotho government.
SAKU, Xolile Eric (20), a member of the ANCYL and
the Uitenhage Youth Congress, was arrested on 7
March 1987 in Port Elizabeth and tortured in detention
by members of the SAP.
SAKULAKAZANA, Jonguvuyo Thabane
(23), a UDF
supporter, was shot dead by a named Inkatha supporter
at KwaMashu, Durban, on 10 September 1988.
SALAGAE, Isaac Mothoosele (30), was severely
assaulted by Bophuthatswana Police in Taung,
Bophuthatswana, during September 1988. He was
attending a community meeting that demanded the
return of Chief Mankuroane when it was violently
dispersed by Bophuthatswana security forces.
SALI, George Mncedisi (17), an ANC supporter, was
left a paraplegic after being shot by members of the
SAP in Katlehong, Tvl, on 2 January 1994.
SALI, John Delekile (56), was left a paraplegic after
being assaulted by members of the SAP during
conflict between the community residents and the
police in Graaff-Reinet, Cape, in June 1986.
SALIE, Shamiel (29), an employee at Nedbank in
Caledon Street, Uitenhage, Cape, suffered severe
trauma when he was taken hostage and used as a
human shield by APLA operatives during a foiled bank
robbery on 4 January 1994. See APLA ATTACKS. Two
perpetrators were granted amnesty for the armed
robbery and kidnapping (AC/2000/125).
SALIWA, Mveleli Thanduxolo (22), an ANC
supporter, was tortured in detention by members of
the Security Branch in East London in 1981.
SALIWA, Mzolisi Wellington (23), was detained and
tortured on 17 November 1987 in Zeerust Police
station, Tvl, after being arrested at the
Bophuthatswana border on his way to Botswana.
SALIWA, Ndawoyakhe Mnywabe (55) lost his house
when it was burnt down by named persons in
Keilands, Cofimvaba, Transkei, in 1977. He and others
were forcefully removed from their land by the
authority of Kaizer Matanzima.
SALIWA, Zihlalele Ntanese , a traditional headman,
was stabbed to death by a named person during
political conflict in Boomplaas, Cofimvaba, Transkei, in
1983. His supporters had been forcibly removed from
their land in Keilands by the Transkei authorities, and
moved to Boomplaas.
SALMAN, Welile (30), an ANC member, was shot
dead by members of the Bophuthatswana Police on
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26 October 1990 at a roadblock in Zeerust, Tvl, while
returning from exile in Zambia after he and others had
been granted indemnity.
SALMAN, WG , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
SALMANI, Mzoxolo Leonard (33), an ANC supporter,
had his home burnt down by ADM members during
political conflict in Zwelitsha, Ciskei, on 2 April 1993.
SALOOJEE, Rokaya (28), was psychologically and
mentally ill-treated by a named member of the SAP on
9 September 1964 in Johannesburg, Tvl when she
was told that her husband, who was in police custody,
had jumped out of Grey’s building and was in hospital.
Her family subsequently found his body at the mortuary.
SALOOJEE, Suliman , an ANC member, died in police
custody on 9 September 1964 after he allegedly jumped
out of a window on the seventh floor of Security
Branch headquarters while being interrogated by the
members of the Security Branch.
SALUKAZANA, Benjamin (40), an ANC supporter,
died after being severely assaulted, allegedly by IFP
supporters, in Katlehong, Tvl, in June 1993. Residents
had reportedly been informed by the local IFP leader
that all Xhosa-speaking residents would be attacked
because they were ANC supporters.
SALUKAZANA, Nomathemba (25), an ANC supporter,
was beaten to death, allegedly by IFP supporters, in
Katlehong, Tvl, in June 1993. Residents had reportedly
been informed by the local IFP leader that all Xhosaspeaking people would be attacked because they
were ANC supporters.
SALUMANI, Thamsanqa Edmand (69), an ANC member
and executive member of SANCO, lost his house in an
arson attack by ADM supporters during political
conflict in King William’s Town, Cape, on 2 April 1993.
SAM, Benjamin , was shot dead in Sebokeng, Tvl, on
15 June 1992.
SAM, David Macala (39), was shot by a member of
the SAP on 24 March 1991 in Daveyton, Tvl, in an
event known as the ‘Daveyton massacre’, when police
opened fire on a group of about 200 residents at a
meeting to protest against an IFP gathering in the
area. Thirteen people were killed and 29 injured.
SAM, Dumisani Edwin (29), an ANC supporter, was
assaulted by members of the Security Branch on 9
June 1987 in East London while he was being
questioned about ANC activities.
SAM, Mlindeli Bethwell (27), a member of ANCYL, was
severely beaten by named members of the CDF and
ADM in King William’s Town, Cape, in October 1992.
The perpetrators allegedly wanted to know why the
CDF and ADM were discussed at ANCYL meetings.
SAM, Mthetho Alpheus (22), an ANC member, was
tortured by members of the SAP in June 1963 in East
London allegedly because of his political activities.
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SAM, Simphiwo Merven (14), was shot dead by a
named member of the SAP in Guguletu, Cape Town,
on 6 January 1994. Simphiwo was with other children
watching police helicopters approaching a PAC
meeting when police opened fire. Several others were
injured in the shooting.
SAMBO ‘Sweet’, an ANC suppor ter, was interrogated
and tortured by members of the SAP and Security
Branch in Komatipoort, Tvl, on 4 July 1991.
SAMBO, (first name not given), was robbed of his
vehicle by members of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU)
in Heidelberg, Tvl, on 10 February 1992. One SDU
member was granted amnesty (AC/1999/231).
SAMBO, Franscisa , was killed when she and her
sister were abducted from home, raped and shot by
members of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU) in Tokoza,
Tvl, in 1993. Her sister was wounded in the attack.
One month earlier, their home was attacked and burnt.
The SDU members believed the two sisters were IFP
supporters. Three SDU members were granted amnesty
for the arson attack. Four SDU members, who had not
participated in the rape, were granted amnesty for the
killing and attempted killing (AC/2000/139).
SAMBO, Johannes ‘Sweet’ , died at Sqamaans, Tvl, on
4 July 1991 while being tortured during interrogation by
members of the Eastern Transvaal Security Branch, who
suspected him of being an ANC supporter. His body was
later completely destroyed by Vlakplaas operatives
using explosives at the Verdacht weapons range. Four
Vlakplaas operatives, including the commander, were
granted amnesty for the killing (AC/2001/141).
SAMBO, Joseph Keane , was killed when MK
operatives detonated an explosive in a car outside the
South African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023).
See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
SAMBO, Sam, was abducted and tortured by SADF
members at Matsulu, KaNgwane, during 1987. One
perpetrator was granted amnesty for the incident
(AC/2001/277).
SAMBO, Sasco Sozabile (18), an ANC supporter, was
in a group of ‘comrades’ walking near a policeman’s
house singing political songs when a named policeman
and members of the SADF shot at them on 19 May
1986 in Komatipoort, Tvl. Some of his ‘comrades’
were injured and others died in the shooting.
SAMBO, Sibongile (aka ‘Doris’) (32), was severely
injured when she and her sister were abducted from
home, raped and shot by members of an ANC selfdefence unit (SDU) in Tokoza, Tvl, in 1993. Her sister
was killed in the attack. One month earlier, their home
was attacked and burnt. The SDU members believed
the two sisters were IFP supporters. Three SDU
members were granted amnesty for the arson attack.
Four SDU members, who had not participated in the
rape, were granted amnesty for the killing and
attempted killing (AC/2000/139).
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SAMBO, Sizombi Mir riam , was severely burnt in an
attempted killing in KaNyamazane, KaNgwane, on 16
August 1990, during a boycott of Matsebula Transport.
People using the buses during the boycott were
allegedly victimised.
SAMBO, Trea Gulaphi , was detained at Komatipoort
Police station, Tvl, on 28 April 1980 and tortured by
members of the SAP because her cousins were MK
operatives. Her father, brother and cousins were detained
at the same time. Ms Sambo was then detained at the
Barberton prison for several months, during which time
she had to undergo surgery as a result of her injuries.
SAME, Dick (29), a UDF supporter, was severely
beaten and tortured through electric shocks and
suffocation by members of the SAP in December 1986
in Port Alfred, Cape, because he refused to admit that
a rifle found in a car was his own. At the time the
police and soldiers were deployed in the township and
roadblocks set up on roads leading into the township.
SAMELO, Andries Pakiso (35), was severely injured
when members of the AVF detonated an explosive at
Viljoenskroon, OFS, on 8 December 1993, during a
right-wing campaign to force the government to
acknowledge their struggle for the creation of a
volkstaat. Four people were injured in the blast. Four
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0001).
SAMSON, Xolile (aka ‘Valdez Thabang’)
, an MK
operative, was shot and injured during an arrest by
Vlakplaas operatives and members of the SAP’s Special
Task Force at Vosloorus, Tvl, on 7 November 1988.
Despite his injuries he was immediately interrogated
and severely assaulted, dying shortly thereafter. Five
Vlakplaas operatives, including the commander, were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/146).
SAMUEL, Lee (30), was shot and severely injured by
members of the SAP in George, Cape, on 13 September
1976, during protests related to the SOWETO UPRISING.
Mr Samuel was later charged with public violence but
was acquitted.
SAMUELS, Billy (56), an IFP supporter, had his home
burnt down at Matshana, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, during ongoing conflict between the ANC and
the IFP in April 1993. He was also shot and wounded
on 20 April 1993.
SANA, Wiseman Zitembile (45), had his business
premises destroyed in a bombing attack by members
of the AWB on 13 August 1993 in Queenstown, Cape.
One perpetrator was granted amnesty
(AC/1998/0029).
SANDI, Nontyantyambo Medeline (17), an ANC
supporter, was burnt to death by ‘comrades’ on 27
August 1986 in Grahamstown, Cape. She was accused
of being a collaborator.
SANDILE, Nelson Mtutu , an ANC supporter, was
repeatedly arrested and tortured during 1961 in Transkei.
SANDILE, Nozukile Nonampondo Nanyawuza
(33),
an ANC supporter, was beaten by members of the
Transkei Police, in Transkei, during 1976.
SANGO, Makhosandile David (53), had his house
and possessions burnt in an arson attack at Inanda,
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near KwaMashu, Durban, during ongoing conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in the area in 1993.
SANGONI, Zolile (29), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead on 5 February 1988 by members of the Transkei
Police on the road to Umtata, Transkei.
SANGOTSHA, Buyisile Samuel (71), an ANC
supporter, lost his house in an arson attack by ADM
supporters during political conflict in King William’s
Town, Cape, on 2 April 1993.
SANGOTSHA, Mxolisi (35), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by ADM members during political conflict at
Bhele, near King William’s Town, Cape, on 2 April 1993.
SANGWENI, Doctor Mbengeni (21) an ANC supporter,
was shot dead at his home in KwaMashu, Durban, on
20 March 1992 in continuing conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters in the area.
SANGWENI, Enock Scoreman (26), was wounded in
a random shooting by a member of the KWAZULU
POLICE on 1 January 1990 in Umlazi, Durban, and died
a few weeks later.
SANGWENI, Eveline (40), an ANC supporter, had her
house in KwaMashu, Durban, destroyed in an arson
attack on 20 March 1992 in ongoing conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in the area. Her son was
killed in the attack.
SANGWENI, Fanazana George (36), was shot dead
during political conflict in Tokoza, Tvl, on 6 September
1993.
SANGWENI, Gladys Basta (40), was injured when she
was stabbed with a sharp object by Inkatha supporters
who attacked her neighbour’s home at Nhlazatshe,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg on 30 August 1987.
Ms Sangweni was visiting at the time of the attack.
The incident took place during intensifying conflict
between UDF and Inkatha supporters in the area.
SANGWENI, Khosi Irine (39), had her home burnt
down by ANC supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 12 July 1990 in intense conflict
between Inkatha and ANC supporters in the area.
SANGWENI, Killeyon Ntuluyise (58), was stabbed to
death by Inkatha supporters in Pietermaritzburg on 30
August 1987, while at a neighbour’s house. His wife
and daughter were injured when the attackers petrolbombed the house.
SANGWENI, Mandla Simon (27), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by SAP members in Kutloanong,
Odendaalsrus, OFS, on 12 August 1990. This
occurred at a time of widespread and lengthy boycotts
in areas of the OFS.
SANGWENI, Mhlengeni , an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured in KwaMashu, Durban, on 20 March 1993
in continuing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters
in the area.
SANGWENI, Moffet Lucky (21), a UDF supporter,
was arrested, handcuffed, tied to a car, dragged
around and assaulted by members of the SAP in
Pietermaritzburg on 1 June 1987, allegedly because he
refused to join Inkatha. Later in the same year he was
detained for 90 days.
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SANGWENI, Moses , a civilian, was assaulted by MK
operatives in an armed attack by the operatives on the
Moroka police station, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 3
May 1979. Two MK operatives were granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/2000/195).
SANGWENI, Nonjabulo (8 months), was severely
injured at Nhlazatshe, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg,
on 30 August 1987, when IFP supporters hacked her
with a panga while she was being carried on her
mother’s back. Her parents were visiting a neighbour,
whose house was petrol-bombed by the attackers.
Nonjabulo’s father was killed in the attack and her
mother injured.
SANGWENI, Phakamane (14), sustained severe burn
wounds and had his family home burnt down in a petrol
bomb attack by Inkatha supporters in Nhlazatshe,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg in August 1987 during
intensifying conflict between UDF and Inkatha
supporters in the area.
SANGWENI, Philemon , was shot and wounded when
ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd of
IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine
marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC
security guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
SANGWENI, Sam , a civilian, was injured in an armed
attack by MK operatives on the Moroka police station,
Soweto, Johannesburg, on 3 May 1979. Two MK
operatives were granted amnesty for the attack
(AC/2000/195).
SANGWENI, Sibongiseni , an ANC supporter, was
shot dead at his home in KwaMashu, Durban, on 20
March 1992, during ongoing poltiical conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
SANGWENI, Zandile Christophollar
(15), a UDF
supporter, was stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters
on her way home from school in Pietermaritzburg, on
27 August 1987.
SANQGU, Sipiwe (30), was shot and blinded in one
eye by members of the SAP during unrest near KTC,
Cape Town, on 9 October 1985, while coming home
from work on a taxi.
SANQWANE, Dumisani (17), a UDF supporter, was
shot and paralysed by named members of the
Chesterville A-TEAM in Chesterville, Durban, in June 1986.
SANTOS, Bongani , a member of a self-defence unit
(SDU), was shot and injured by a member of the
‘Joshua Squad’ police unit on 27 August 1993 in
Tokoza, Tvl, during intense conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters in the area. The ‘Joshua Squad’
operated on a shoot- to-kill policy because it could not
secure convictions against SDUs. Mr. Santos was shot
along with two other SDU members.
SANUSE, Lulamile , died when he was shot and robbed
of his firearm by MK operatives in Mdantsane, Ciskei,
on 4 August 1993. The perpetrator alleged that they
were given orders by their commanders to eliminate
members of the Ciskei police and military in retaliation
of the killings of ANC supporters. One perpetrator was
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0241).
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SAPO, Livingstone Siphelo (39), an ANC supporter,
was shot by members of the Transkei Police during a
consumer boycott in Lusikisiki, Transkei, on 20
December 1989.
SARAGE, Muntu Elizabeth (46), had her house burnt
down by named IFP supporters in Matshana, KwaZulu,
near Empangeni, Natal, on 26 March 1991 in
continuing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
in the area.
SARDHINA, Dianne W inifred , sustained damage to
her property in a limpet mine explosion at a bus stop
near the Checkers shopping complex in Silverton, Tvl,
on 4 July 1986. Four MK operatives were granted
amnesty for the attack (AC/1999/0257).
SASA, John Lesiba (75), lost his house in arson
attack by supporters of Chief BK Matlala on 1 March
1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa because Mr Sasa resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
SASA, Piet , was beaten by members of the SAP in
February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, and died a year
later as a result of his injuries. GaMatlala was tense at
the time due to resistance to the proposed
independence of Lebowa.
SATEGE, Abel Latang (26), was shot in the back by
IFP supporters on 3 May 1991 in Pimville, Soweto,
Johannesburg, during conflict in the area following
numerous clashes between IFP-supporting hosteldwellers and ANC- supporting residents.
SATEKGE, Matjebe Samuel , an SAP member, was
ambushed and then shot and killed by members of an
ANC self-defence unit (SDU) near his home in
Rockville, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 5 February 1993.
Three SDU members were granted amnesty for this
killing (AC/2000/119).
SATHEKGE, Elliot , a COSAS member, was recruited
for military training by a Security Branch agent
purporting to be an MK operative, and was killed in the
NIETVERDIEND AMBUSH near the Botswana border on 26
June 1986. Eight operatives from SADF Special Forces,
Northern and Western Transvaal Security Branches were
granted amnesty for the operation (AC/1999/0190;
AC/1999/0192; AC/1999/0194; AC/1999/0031;
AC/1999/0188; AC/1999/0030 and AC/1999/0197).
SATHEKGE, Emma Mathodi (15), was knocked down
and killed by members of the SAP driving a Hippo on
13 February 1984 in Atteridgeville, Pretoria, during a
demonstration at the Dr Peta Senior Secondary School.
SATHEKGE, Naredi Louis (20), was detained by
police in Soshanguve, Pretoria, in 1986. He was
suspected of burning down a police officer’s house at
a time when attacks on police had intensified.
SAUGASI, Aletta (45), was shot and injured in Vrede,
OFS, on 28 April 1993, when police opened fire on a
protest march calling for the release of children from
custody.
SAUL, Thando Amos (17), a UDF supporter, was shot
and severely injured when members of the SAP opened
fire on a group of youths destroying a food delivery truck
in Cookhouse, Cape, on 12 March 1985. On discharge
from hospital he was arrested and charged with theft.
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SAUL, Thembani (22), a member of SAYCO, was
shot dead by members of the CDF in Skolweni, Alice,
Ciskei, on 3 March 1990. Mr Saul was allegedly
engaged in political activities at Skolweni when he
was ordered out of the location, and killed when he
refused to leave.
SAUNDERS, AGW , a colonel in the SADF, was injured
on 10 March 1989 when an MK operative detonated
an explosive device planted at the SADF’s Natal
Command headquarters in Durban. Three MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/153).
SAUNDERS, MCM , a member of the SADF, was
injured on 10 March 1989 when an MK operative
detonated an explosive device planted at the SADF’s
Natal Command headquarters in Durban. Three MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/153).
SAVAGE, Beth (44), was seriously injured in a grenade
attack by APLA supporters in King William’s Town,
Cape, on 28 November 1992. See APLA ATTACKS.
SAVAGE, Beth , was injured when APLA operatives
attacked members and guests at the King William’s
Town Golf Club, Cape, on 28 November 1992. Four
people were killed and 17 injured in the attack. See
APLA ATTACKS. Four APLA members were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/182).
SAWONI, Mhanjiswa (68), had his home at Mtwalume,
near Umzinto, Natal, burnt down by Inkatha supporters
on 27 December 1989 during intensifying conflict
between Inkatha and UDF supporters in the area.
SAYED, T , was injured when members of MK’s Special
Operations Unit detonated an explosive in a car outside
the SADF Witwatersrand Command headquarters in
Johannesburg on 30 July 1987. At least 68 people
were injured. Three MK operatives and one UDF
supporter linked to MK were granted amnesty for their
roles in this attack (AC/2001/0003 and AC/2000/248).
SCHAKAZA, Hleziphi Dorah (51), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by IFP supporters in Pietermaritzburg
on 8 September 1990, in intense political conflict in
the area.
SCHEEPERS, Glenda (18), was shot dead by members
of the SAP in Elsies River, Cape Town, on 17 June
1980. She was one of several protesters shot dead
that day.
SCHEEPERS, JC , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
SCHEEPERS, JN , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
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SCHERMBRUCKER, Gillian , was shot and injured
when APLA operatives threw hand grenades at and
opened fire on the congregation of St James’ Church,
Kenilworth, Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven
people were killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See
APLA ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were
granted amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his
application struck off the roll for failing to attend the
amnesty hearing (AC/1998/0018).
SCHMIDT, Ronel , was one of 18 people injured in a
limpet mine explosion at a bus stop near the Checkers
shopping complex in Silverton, Tvl, on 4 July 1986.
Four MK operatives were granted amnesty for the
attack (AC/1999/0257).
SCHOEMAN, Peter Ivan (16), was severely beaten by
members of the SAP in Elsies River, Cape Town, on
16 June 1980, for his involvement in student protests
during commemorations of the SOWETO UPRISING. He was
arrested and tortured at the Bishop Lavis police station.
SCHOEMAN, Pieter , was shot and injured in Guguletu,
Cape Town, on 29 October 1976, during the SOWETO
UPRISING.
Scholar Lethetsa Ramashala (20), was shot dead by
members of the SAP during protests in Dukathole,
Aliwal North, Cape, on 22 August 1985. See ALIWAL
NORTH SHOOTINGS.
SCHOLTZ, Frances (66), was injured in a bomb
explosion at a hotel in Port Edward, Natal, on 30
November 1993. One person was killed and six others,
including Ms Scholtz and her husband, were injured in
the explosion.
SCHOLTZ, Hofmeyer (65), was injured in a bomb
explosion at a hotel in Port Edward, Natal, on 30
November 1993. One person was killed and six
others, including Mr Scholtz and his wife, were injured
in the explosion.
SCHOON (CURTIS), Jeanette (35), an ANC member,
was killed by a letter bomb at her home in Lubango,
Angola, on 28 June 1984. Her six-year-old daughter
also died in the attack. Her husband, also an ANC
member, had survived earlier attempts on his life. Two
operatives from Security Branch Headquarters were
granted amnesty for the killing (AC/2000/082).
SCHOON, Katryn (6), was killed by a letter bomb at
her home in Lubango, Angola, on 28 June 1984. Her
mother also died in the attack. Two operatives from
Security Branch Headquarters were granted amnesty
for the killing (AC/2000/082).
SCHOON, Marius , an ANC member living in Botswana,
was targeted for killing by members of the Security
Branch during 1980. On 28 June 1984, Mr Schoon’s
wife and six-year-old daughter were killed by a letter
bomb. The commander of Vlakplaas and his
commanding officer were granted amnesty for the
1980 attempt on Mr Schoon’s life (AC/2000/083).
SCHROEDER, Peter , a civilian, was shot executionstyle by APLA operatives who opened fire with
automatic weapons on the vehicle in which he was
travelling between Herschel and Lady Grey, OFS, on
19 November 1992. Three people were killed and five
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injured in the ambush. See APLA ATTACKS. Two APLA
members were granted amnesty (AC/2001/134).
SCHUITEMA, Berend Willem Franciscus (39), was
detained by the SAP in East London, in May 1978,
allegedly because of his political activities. Mr
Schuitema had returned to the country from exile.
SCHULZ, Steven , was injured when a limpet mine,
planted by an MK operative from the ‘Dolphin Unit’,
exploded at the offices of the Department of Internal
Affairs in Harrison Street, Johannesburg, on 3
September 1984. Two MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/003).
SCHUMANN, T oni , in what became known as the
MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June 1986. The
explosion killed three women and injured at least 74
other people. Seven MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
SCHWARTZ, Clyde , suffered severe trauma on 23
March 1993 when APLA operatives, armed with
automatic weapons and hand grenades, stormed the
Yellowwoods hotel, in Fort Beaufort, Cape, and
opened fire on staff and patrons. One person was
shot dead in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Three
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/2000/225).
SEABO, Kenneth Tebogo (26), a UDF supporter was
subjected to electric shock torture by named
policemen in December 1987 in Vryburg, Cape. He
was also detained and tortured in 1985 and 1986.
SEAKAMELA, Betty Maria , was severely beaten by
members of the Venda Police on 13 June 1986 in
Vleifontein, Tvl, when the community resisted INCORPORATION into Venda
SEAKAMELA, Podu Philemon (57), had his home
was burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala,
Lebowa, allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala,
because Mr Seakamela resisted Lebowa’s proposed
independence from South Africa.
SEAKAMELA, Ramokoni Maria (46), had her home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
SEAKGOA, Madibo Shadrack (20) was severely
beaten and tortured by members of the SAP after his
arrest on 1 May 1990 in Hartbeesfontein, Tvl. Mr
Seakgoa was arrested because he was a student
leader who openly criticised the government in a
leading black opposition newspaper.
SEAKGW A, Tsotetsi Hendrik , was shot dead by
members of the SAP on 28 February 1986 in Khuma,
Stilfontein, Tvl, during the state of emergency.
SEALA, Ramokoni Matlou (58), lost her home in an
arson attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala,
Lebowa, allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala,
because she resisted Lebowa’s proposed
independence from South Africa.
SEALOGO, (first name not given), a member of the
SAP, suffered damage to his property when an MK
operative threw a hand grenade into a room of his
house at White City, KwaThema, Tvl, during 1987. The
MK operative was granted amnesty (AC/2000/166).
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SEANE, Mark (42), was detained and tortured by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police in December
1992 in Taung, Bophuthatswana, during violence over
the chieftainship of the village.
SEATLE, Stocky , was assaulted and arrested by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police in Taung,
Bophuthatswana, on 13 March 1992 following clashes
over the chieftaincy in the area.
SEATLHOLO, Jacob Gaonakala , a veteran ANC
member, was arrested in April 1976 in Johannesburg
and detained for 90 days at John Vorster Square.
While in detention he was repeatedly beaten and
subjected to electric shock torture. He was later
charged under the Terrorism Act and sentenced to 12
years’ imprisonment on Robben Island.
SEATLHOLO, Setibane Sisky Annah (16), an ANC
activist, was severely tortured and strangled with an
electric wire by members of the Bophuthatswana
Police in Thaba Nchu, Bophuthatswana, in 1977
because of her involvement in underground activities
in the aftermath of the 1976 SOWETO UPRISING.
SEBAE, John Moeketsi (24), was shot and killed on
15 May 1992 at a playground in Zone 12 Sebokeng,
Tvl, during clashes between ANC- supporting
residents and IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers.
SEBAKA, Justice Kleinkie (24), a NUMSA member,
was stripped naked and tortured during his detention
at Naboomspruit police station, Tvl, on 14 November
1992 following a night vigil held for assassinated SACP
leader CHRIS HANI in the area.
SEBAKA, Stephen , was shot and injured by gunmen
in a red minibus on 3 May 1992 in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, during clashes between IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents. See
DRIVE-BY SHOOTINGS.
SEBAKE, Gosalamang V ironica , was arrested and
sjambokked by members of the Bophuthatswana
Police in 1991 in Kuruman, Cape, while attending the
launch of an ANC branch in the Maipei village. Sebake
was kept in detention and repeatedly assaulted for
three days.
SEBAKELA, Maseditsi L ydia , suffered severe illtreatment and damage to property during the
BOIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong,
near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left
45 people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
SEBATHE, Boitumelo Pamela (32), was shot by
members of the SAP on 30 January 1976 in
Dobsonville, Soweto, Johannesburg, during the period
of tension leading up to the SOWETO UPRISING.
SEBATI, L, was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
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SEBATJANE, Matshwene (39), lost his home when it
was burnt down on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala,
Lebowa, allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala,
because Mr Sebatjane resisted Lebowa’s proposed
independence from South Africa.
SEBE, Charles , a former commander in the CDF, was
shot dead on 28 January 1991, the day after he had
escaped from a CDF roadblock between Stutterheim
and King William’s Town, Cape. Together with former
CDF general, Colonel Onward Guzana, Major General
Sebe, who had been living in Transkei for some years,
left Transkei and drove to Ciskei with the intention of
taking over Brigadier Oupa Gqozo’s government,
unaware that they were being lured into a trap. An
inquest court found that Major General Sebe was
illegally shot dead while surrendering.
SEBEI, Moshobotlale Lucas , an ANC supporter, lost
his homestead in an arson attack by supporters of a
local chief in Sekhukhuneland, Lebowa, in February
1986 during a dispute between Chiefs Nchabeleng
and Masha.
SEBEKEDI, Mosa Anthony (21), a UDF supporter, was
detained, beaten and tortured by the SAP in 1986 in
Kanana, near Orkney, Tvl, during the state of emergency.
SEBELA, Kgositsile , was stabbed, allegedly by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police, on 21
November 1993. He was part of a delegation that met
with Chief Mangope to find out about how community
funds were being spent.
SEBELA, Mothoka David , and four SADF members,
were attacked in their patrol vehicle by armed MK
operatives in Rita township, Lebowa, on 16 June 1990.
Two MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/98).
SEBETHE, Sylvester (22), was shot dead by IFP
supporters in Tokoza, Tvl, on 10 October 1992 when
the vehicle he was travelling in was attacked near
Phola Park. The incident is referred to as the ‘picnic’
incident as it took place when the victims were
returning from a picnic.
SEBHODI, Abel , was severely beaten by members of
the AWB on 12 December 1993 at an illegal roadblock
set up outside Ventersdorp, Tvl. Four people, including
two children, were killed in the attack. Eight AWB
members were refused amnesty and one was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0045). See RODORA ROADBLOCK KILLINGS.
SEBIHO, Gordon Mooketsi (25), was tortured when
he was arrested by members of the Bophuthatswana
Police in 1992 in Taung, Bophuthatswana. Police
allegedly mistook him for an ANC member.
SEBINA, Dimakatso Daniel (36), an ANC supporter,
was arrested on 14 October 1992 at Naboomspruit,
Tvl, under suspicion of arson. He was detained without
trial until December 1992 and while in detention he
was severely tortured by members of the SAP.
SEBOA, Nicolas Rabotadi , was shot with rubber
bullets by members of the SAP in 1984 in Evaton, Tvl.
Mr Seboa was attending a mass funeral when
violence erupted between mourners and police.
SEBOKA, Solomon Trueman (41), was severely
beaten by a named COUNCILLOR and leader of the A-
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TEAM in Thabong, Welkom, OFS, on 27 March 1992.
Mr Seboka died two months later.
SEBOLA, Billy Butiki , a COSATU member and founder
member of CAWU, was shot dead by members of the
SAP on 16 August 1990 in Orlando West, Soweto,
Johannesburg, outside a church where a residents’
meeting was taking place.
SEBOLAI, Anna , was stabbed to death during the
BOIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong,
near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left
45 people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
SEBOLAI, Mathetha Paul (16), was attacked during
the BOIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP supporters in
Boipatong, near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992,
which left 45 people dead and 27 seriously injured.
Thirteen perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further
three applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
SEBOLAI, Per cival , was shot and killed during the
BOIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong,
near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left
45 people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
SEBONE, Johnny , was abducted and killed by UDF
supporters in August 1989 in Johannesburg.
SEBONI, Mosima Phuti (50), had her home burnt down
on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, allegedly by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
SEBOPA, Thero Lina , was killed when her house was
bombed by SADF members in Botswana on 1 January
1987. Her house was close to the border between
South Africa and Botswana, and the attack was
allegedly aimed at an ANC member who was known
to be with her in the house.
SEBOTHOMA, Andries Matsobane , was attacked by
members of the SAP with sjamboks and knobkerries
on his way back from a funeral with ‘comrades’ in
Moutse, KwaNdebele, on 8 March 1986.
SEBOTHOMA, P , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
SEBOTSA, Ber nar d Tefo (18), an MK operative, was
shot and burnt to death on 9 October 1991 in
Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, during a shoot-out with
members of the SAP.
SEBOTSA, Patrick Bobby , had his home in
Botshabelo, Bloemfontein, petrol-bombed in 1989 by
Orange Free State Security Branch operatives. One
Security Branch operative was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0025).
SEBUSI, Maditaba Maggie (22), was shot dead, by
the IFP-aligned ‘KHETISI KHESWA’ GANG on 12 January
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1991 in Sebokeng, Tvl, at the night vigil of Christopher
Nangalembe, an ANCYL member killed by the gang.
See NANGALEMBE NIGHT VIGIL MASSACRE.
SEDIBE, Glorius ‘Glory’ Lefoshie (aka ‘September’
or ‘Lucas Seme’) , a senior MK commander, was
abducted by Vlakplaas and Eastern Transvaal Security
Branch operatives whilst in custody at the Mankanyane
Police Station, Swaziland, on 13 August 1986. Following
his abduction, Mr Sedibe was recruited to work for
Vlakplaas and later for SADF Military Intelligence. Nine
Security Branch operatives, including the divisional
commanders of the Eastern Transvaal and of Vlakplaas,
were granted amnesty for the abduction (AC/2001/094).
SEDIBE, Sareta Sarah (50), an ANC supporter, was
severely assaulted and thrown out of her home, in
Alexandra, Johannesburg, by IFP supporters on 1 March
1991. Alexandra was tense after numerous clashes
between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and mainly
ANC-supporting residents.
SEDINYANE, Nthabiseng (41), lost her home in an
arson attack by alleged followers of Chief Tshajwa on
11 December 1976 in Maboloka, Bophuthatswana.
There was conflict in the area between Chief Tshajwa
and Chief Lion at the time.
SEDUMEDI, Olga (14), was shot by members of the
SAP on 19 June 1976 in Molapo, Soweto, Johannesburg, during the 1976 SOWETO UPRISING.
SEDUMEDI-ZINGENI, Boshalala Mar tha , fell and broke
her ribs trying to escape an attack by IFP supporters in
1990 at the Merafe hostel, Soweto, Johannesburg,
following the announcement by the IFP that it was to
become a political party. This decision resulted in an
extensive recruitment campaign in hostels. Hosteldwellers who refused to join the IFP were targeted.
SEDUTLA, Lambert Mangopo (18), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in 1990 in Winterveld,
Bophuthatswana. At the time residents were handing
a memorandum to the Chief Magistrate on issues
including unfair treatment by police, unfair education
practices, discrimination at schools and the findings of
the Smith Commission into the Winterveld massacre.
SEEISO, John Gaopalelwa (38), was shot in the leg
and arm by members of the South African Police on
12 September 1990 in Katlehong, Tvl. Mr. Seeiso is
paralysed as a result of the shooting which occurred
during growing tension between IFP and ANC
supporters. Police were accused of being partial and
failing to protect the community against indiscriminate
attacks.
SEEMA, Charlie Charles Steven (30), a member of the
Dobsonville Civic Association, was beaten, tortured
and detained for 14 days by a named and other
members of the Municipal Police in Dube, Soweto,
Johannesburg, in July 1990 for erecting a shack on a
councillor’s land without permission.
SEEMA, Edward , had his home burnt down on 2
February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, allegedly by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because Mr Seema
resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from South
Africa.
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SEEMA, Hilda Kwinaite (52), lost her home in an arson
attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
SEEMA, Machuene Ntina (66), lost her home in an
arson attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
SEEMA, Malose Kenneth (32), lost his home when it
was burnt down on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlane,
Lebowa, allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala,
because Mr Seema resisted Lebowa’s proposed
independence from South Africa.
SEEMA, Manare Ramasela (71), had his home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
during conflict over the Matlala chieftaincy between
Chief BK Matlala, backed by the Lebowa and South
African governments, and Chieftainess Matlou Matlala,
with the backing of the ANC-aligned People’s Congress.
SEEMA, Maphuti (51), lost her home in an arson
attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
SEEMA, Maripa Obed (37), had his home burnt down
on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, allegedly by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because Mr Seema
resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from South
Africa.
SEEMA, Matlou Evens (24), had his home was burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
Mr Seema resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence
from South Africa.
SEEMA, Rosina , lost her home in an arson attack on
2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa, allegedly by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
SEEMA, Tlou Obed (54), had his home burnt down
on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, allegedly by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because Mr Seema
resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from South
Africa.
SEEMA, Vusimuzi Josiah (29), a member of the SAP,
lost his house and car in an arson attack on 4 March
1990 in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl, during ongoing
violence in the area between rival factions of the ANCaligned KHUTSONG YOUTH CONGRESS. Policemen in the area
took sides in the conflict and as a result were targeted.
SEEMANE, Randolph Mor eetseng , died in mysterious
circumstances in February 1991 from multiple gunshot
wounds on the eve of a stayaway organised by the
Jouberton Civic Association (JCA), in Jouberton,
Klerksdorp, Tvl. Seemane was a prominent member of
the JCA and had previously been detained.
SEEMELA, Elias Kasper , was injured when members
of MK’s Special Operations Unit detonated an explosive
in a car outside the SADF Witwatersrand Command
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headquarters in Johannesburg on 30 July 1987. At
least 68 people were injured. Three MK operatives and
one UDF supporter linked to MK were granted
amnesty for their roles in this attack (AC/2001/0003
and AC/2000/248).
SEEMOLA, Seemola (47), lost her home in an arson
attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
SEFAKO, Andr ew, was detained under emergency
regulations at Smithfield police station, OFS, on 30
June 1985/6. In custody he was severely beaten and
tortured by named members of the SAP.
SEFAKO, V incent , was hit by a car and killed in
Soweto, Johannesburg, in November 1987, allegedly
on the orders of a prominent ANC leader.
SEFALA, Dileka Reuben , was sjambokked by
IMBOKODO vigilantes on 23 March 1986 in Dennilton,
KwaNdebele, during conflict over INCORPORATION into
KwaNdebele.
SEFALI, Bassie (18), was detained under emergency
regulations at the Bethulie police station, OFS, on 30
June 1986. In custody he was severely beaten and
tortured by members of the Security Branch.
SEFATSA, David (19), an ANC supporter, was stabbed
to death in Moakeng, Kroonstad, OFS, on 23 May
1992, by unidentified SAP members and members of
the THREE MILLION GANG.
SEFATSA, Neo Reginald , was shot dead on 15 July
1992 in Sebokeng, Tvl, in a DRIVE-BY SHOOTING.
SEFATSA, Phehello Sam (28), was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl,
during the S HARPEVILLE MASSACRE on 21 March 1960.
Police opened fire on a crowd of unarmed people
holding a peaceful protest against the Pass Laws,
killing 69 people and injuring several others.
SEFATSA, Rebecca , was injured and suffered damage
to property during the B OIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP
supporters in Boipatong, near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on
17 June 1992, which left 45 people dead and 27
seriously injured. Thirteen perpetrators were granted
amnesty; a further three applications were refused
(AC/2000/209).
SEFATSA, Reginald Jaja (30), one of the ‘SHARPEVILLE
SIX’, was severely beaten during his arrest on 9
November 1989 at Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl. While
awaiting trial for the murder of a town councillor, he
was tortured in various ways. The ‘SHARPEVILLE S IX’
were found guilty in the first judgment based on
common purpose with the actual perpetrators, and
sentenced to death. Their sentences were commuted
after an international campaign for clemency.
SEFATSE, Geor ge, a member of the Municipal Police,
was one of six policemen injured when MK operatives
opened fire on their patrol van in front of the Lindela
hostel, Katlehong, Tvl, on 12 October 1988. Four MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0294).
SEFOKISI, Johannnes (58), lost his house in an arson
attack in 1976 at Maboloka, Bophuthatswana, during
conflict between two chiefs in the area.
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SEFOLO, Harold Sello , was abducted from Witbank,
Tvl, on 16 July 1987 by a Northern Transvaal Security
Branch askari purporting to be an MK operative. He
and two others were taken to the Portland Cement
mine near Pienaarsrivier, where they were tortured
during interrogation and then killed by electric shock.
Their bodies were taken to an abandoned road in
Bophuthatswana and blown up in a landmine
explosion. Three Northern Transvaal Security Branch
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0030;
AC/1999/0032 and AC/2000/107).
SEFULARO, Ntebang Nelly (39), was beaten and
stabbed on 5 January 1991 at her home in Lehurutshe,
Bophuthatswana, by ANC supporters because her son
was a member of the Bophuthatswana Police and was
regarded as a supporter of Chief Mangope. Ms
Sefularo’s daughter was killed in the attack.
SEFULARO, Surprise (18), was killed in Zeerust, Tvl,
in January 1991 during conflict over the government of
Bophuthatswana.
SEFULI, Mpho Stella (35), seriously injured when a
bus crashed into a house in Katlehong, Tvl, on 12 April
1993. She died a week later. Youths had stoned the
bus to enforce a stayaway two days after the death of
CHRIS HANI. The driver lost control and crashed into the
house.
SEFUME, Dorothy Dorcas Mankadimeng (26), an
ANCWL member, was severely beaten and her
furniture was broken, by a named SAP member, on 4
April 1992 in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl. Police were
allegedly looking for Mr Sefume when the attack took
place.
SEFUME, Oupa Daniel (37), died when he was
‘necklaced’ by ‘comrades’ on 17 December 1993 at
Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, because the perpetrators
believed he was an informer.
SEGAGE, (first name not given), (eight months old),
was killed on 17 August 1986 when the car she was
travelling in with her mother detonated a landmine set
by MK operatives between Nelspruit and Karina in Tvl.
Her mother, four other adults and one child died in this
incident. The ANC’s rural landmine campaign was
aimed at the SADF and commandos but was called off
as a result of the high rate of civilian casualties.
SEGAGE, Lindiwe , was killed on 17 August 1986 when
the car she was travelling in detonated a landmine set
by MK operatives between Nelspruit and Karina in Tvl.
Ms Segage, who was on her way to start working on
a farm, died along with her daughter, four adults and
one child. The ANC’s rural landmine campaign was
aimed at the SADF and commandos but was called off
as a result of the high rate of civilian casualties.
SEGALO, Wesi Eleazer (49), an SAP member, had his
home burnt down by ‘comrade’ on 18 September 1992
in Sebokeng, Tvl. Mr Segalo had complied with the
demand by ‘comrades’ that he move out of the area as
police were regarded as fuelling political conflict in the
area, through assisting the IFP or condoning IFP attacks.
SEGAMI, Ivan ‘Squeens’ , an ANC activist, was shot
dead by members of the SAP in Galeshewe, Kimberley,
Cape, on 22 July 1990. At the time of the shooting the
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victim was part of a group marching to the municipal
offices to protest against the cutting off of electricity
and water. Police used teargas, baton charges and
birdshot to disperse the group.
SEGANENO, Ezekiel , was shot dead in 1991 in
Bafokeng, Bophuthatswana.
SEGANO, Kgakgamatso David (31), was sjambokked,
kicked and hit with a rifle butt by members of the
Bophuthatswana Defence Force on 8 January 1994 at
Mogarong village in Taung, Bophuthatswana, when
security forces allegedly disrupted an ANC mass
meeting.
SEGOBELA, Sammy Mpho , a UDF supporter, was
arrested and severely injured when beaten with batons
in May 1986 at the Namakgale Police station, Lebowa.
Segobela and others were involved in campaigns
demanding the unbanning of all political organisations
opposed to apartheid, and the release of Nelson
Mandela and other political prisoners.
SEGOBODI, Ikageng (24), was beaten by members of
the Bophuthatswana Police on 5 January in 1991 in
Lekubu, Bophuthatswana, during a conflict between
Chief Sebogodi and Edwin Moila. Chief Moila had
imposed himself as the new Lekubu chief with the
support of President Mangope. Moila also supported
Lekubu’s INCORPORATION into Bophuthatswana.
SEGOBODI, Lekolobo Norah , (45), was severely
beaten by Bophuthatswana Police on 5 January 1991
in Lekubu, Bophuthatswana, during a conflict between
Chief Sebogodi and Edwin Moila. Chief Moila had
imposed himself as the new Lekubu chief with the
support of President Mangope. Moila also supported
Lekubu’s INCORPORATION into Bophuthatswana.
SEGOBODI, Thabang (20), was beaten by members
of the Bophuthatswana Police on 5 January 1991 in
Lekubu, Bophuthatswana, during conflict between
Chief Sebogodi and Edwin Moila. Chief Moila had
imposed himself as the new Lekubu chief with the
support of President Mangope. Moila also supported
Lekubu’s INCORPORATION into Bophuthatswana.
SEGOLA, Elisa Dikeledi (38), an ANC supporter, was
beaten by a group of fellow ANC supporters in Tikwana,
Hoopstad, OFS, on 3 September 1992, allegedly for
defying a stayaway.
SEGOLE, Ezekiel Mamae , was stabbed to death by
IFP supporters on 12 September 1990 in Vosloorus,
Tvl. His one son was killed that day and another son
was burnt to death the following day during ongoing
clashes between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and
mainly ANC- supporting residents.
SEGOLE, Kelo Ignatious , was shot dead by IFP
supporters on 12 September 1990 in Vosloorus, Tvl.
His father was also killed that day and his brother was
burnt to death the following day during ongoing
clashes between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and
mainly ANC- supporting residents.
SEGOLE, Samuel , an MK operative, was shot dead
by members of the SAP in March 1986 in Katlehong,
Tvl. Mr Segole was part of an MK unit which had
infiltrated the country to carry out a number of internal
operations.
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SEGOLODI, Anthony ‘Hutshe’ (19), a student activist,
was shot dead by a named MUNICIPAL P OLICEMAN in
Galeshewe, Kimberley, Cape, on 30 April 1986, when
police shot at a group of youths gathered near a
COUNCILLOR’S house. Mr Segolodi’s funeral was
disrupted by police.
SEGOPA, Thero , a citizen of Bostwana, was killed
when SADF Special Forces attacked a house near the
Ramotswe River in Botswana on 31 December 1986/1
January 1987. Ms Segopa was not the intended target
of the attack. Five Western Transvaal Security Branch
operatives were granted amnesty for their role in
providing information (AC/2001/191).
SEGOTLONG, George (29), was shot in the abdomen
and died two days later on 2 June 1992 in Dobsonville,
Soweto, Johannesburg, allegedly by IFP supporters
during conflict between mainly ANC-supporting
residents and IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers. His wife
was also injured in the attack.
SEGOTLONG, Regina (44), was shot in the head on 2
June 1992 in Dobsonville, Soweto, Johannesburg,
allegedly by IFP supporters, during conflict between
mainly ANC-supporting residents and IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers. The bullet is still lodged in her head
and she is blind as a result of her injuries. Her husband
was killed in the attack.
SEGOTSANE William, was shot and injured by
members of the AWB on 12 December 1993 at an
illegal roadblock set up outside Ventersdorp, Tvl. Four
people, including two children, were killed in the
attack. Eight AWB members were refused amnesty
and one was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0045). See
RODORA ROADBLOCK KILLINGS.
SEGR YS, Maria Regina (24), was shot and injured
when police opened fire on a legal community march
in Wolseley, Cape, on 24 November 1990. One person
was shot dead and several others were injured.
SEGUTY A, V irginia Nanthandazo , was severely
burnt in a petrol bomb attack on the home of her
boyfriend by supporters of the UDF and ANC in
Robertson, Cape, on 12 October 1985. Her boyfriend,
a serving policeman, was also injured in the attack.
SEGWENY ANE, John Tladi , was stabbed to death by
IFP supporters in August 1990 in Mzimhlophe,
Soweto, Johannesburg, during conflict between ANCsupporting residents and IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers.
SEHERI, (first name not given), was detained by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police on 20 May
1987 at Mafikeng, Bophuthatswana, after a shooting
at her place involving three MK operatives who were
accommodated by her husband.
SEHERI, Mophethe Joshua (63), was arrested in
Mafikeng, Bophuthatswana, on 22 May 1987. Mr
Seheri went to the police station to enquire about his
wife, who had been detained two days earlier, for
allegedly having contact with MK cadres. During his
detention, he was repeatedly interrogated by members
of the Bophuthatswana Police about his links with the
ANC.
SEHERI, Puleng Daphney , was arrested on 20 May
1987 and held for four months without charge by
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members of the Bophuthatswana Police in Mmabatho,
Bophuthatswana.
SEHERI, Sechaba (23), a member of the Soweto
Youth Congress and a UDF supporter, was severely
beaten by members of the SADF at Soweto, Tvl, on
20 June 1987, because he was found with the
minutes of a meeting of the Soweto Youth Congress.
He was then handed over to police and detained for
14 days. In 1988 he was again detained for 14 days.
SEHLABO, Thandiwe Innocentia (33), had her house
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, looted in
ongoing political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND
‘GREEN’ FACTIONS during 1993.
SEHLAKO, Keneiwe Sylvia (18), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead in Daggakraal, Newcastle, Natal, on 25
July 1990, when members of the SAP opened fire on
a crowd of people toyi-toying to celebrate the release
of a colleague from detention.
SEHLALELO, Mpopi Johannes (24), an ANC
supporter, was detained, beaten and tortured by
named members of the SAP in January 1991 in
Naboomspruit, Tvl, because police believed that he
was in possession of guns.
SEHLANE, Lerato Hopewell (29), was severely
beaten by KWAZULU P OLICE (KZP) members in
KwaMashu, Durban, on 26 December 1989, on
suspicion of being involved in the murder of a KZP
member. Along with other male relatives, he was
assaulted and held without charge for 38 days.
SEHLWANE, Rashibjana Samuel (31), a member of
the Motupa Youth Congress, was tortured in
December 1990 at Kgapane police station, Tzaneen,
Tvl, by alleged members of the Lebowa Police. He
was arrested on suspicion of having set a police
vehicle alight.
SEHOMANE, Elizabeth , was one of five people
seriously injured in a limpet mine explosion at the
Administration Board offices in Tembisa, Tvl, on 6
October 1988. Two MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/132).
SEHUNELO, Simanyana Moses (28), was shot and
injured by named SAP members at his home in
Huhudi, Vryburg, Cape, in October 1990. There was a
march organised by the Lesedi Civic Association that
day. He was later convicted of public violence and
served three years of a five-year prison sentence.
SEIPEI, Moeketsi James ‘Stompie’ (14), a political
activist and COSAS member, was abducted with three
other youths from the Methodist manse by alleged
MANDELA UNITED F OOTBALL CLUB (MUFC) members and
taken to Ms Madikizela-Mandela’s home in Diepkloof,
Soweto, Johannesburg, on 29 December 1989. He
was accused of being a police informer and was
beaten for three days before a named member of the
MUFC was allegedly ordered to remove him from the
premises. His decomposing body was later found in a
riverbed riddled with injuries and his throat slit with
three stab wounds in the neck. The perpetrator has
applied for amnesty.
SEISA, Seisa , a Lesotho Liberation Army (LLA)
operative, was beaten by named SAP members while
V O L U M E
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in detention in Bloemfontein in November 1981. He
was arrested in Clarens, OFS, together with other LLA
operatives, after planting a bomb at a bus stop in
Buthe Buthe, Lesotho, as part of the LLA efforts to
overthrow the Lesotho government. Police initially
believed the group to be MK operatives.
SEITISHO, Matshidiso John Tshidi (52), was
accused of defacing potraits of homeland leaders and
helping inmates escape from prison at Mmabatho,
Bophuthatswana, on 28 February 1989. Mr Seitisho
was also accused of being an ANC member, was put
in solitary confinement for 13 days and deprived of
legal counsel.
SEITSANG, Thomas Kealebetse , was shot and killed
by alleged SAP members in Huhudi, Vryburg, Cape, on
26 November 1985, during a period of intense community
protest and repression by police and vigilantes.
SEITSHIRO, Ishmael Mosala , was shot dead in Evaton,
Tvl, on 19 July 1992 during conflict between mainly
ANC-supporting residents and IFP-supporting hosteldwellers.
SEITSHIRO, Seuntjie Sonnyboy (31), was severely
assaulted on 1 July 1989 in Zeerust, Tvl, by Bophuthatswana Police attempting to force the Braklaagte
community to move to Lekaisane. Mr Seishiro is braindamaged as a result.
SEJAKE, Godfr ey, an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by SAP members in Bloemfontein in 1980, at a time of
widespread student boycotts in several areas of the
OFS.
SEJAKE, Thulo Jer emiah (22), was shot by SAP
members in Phahameng, Bultfontein, OFS, on 16 June
1980, when police opened fire on a crowd after a
Soweto Day commemoration service. Though seriously
wounded, Mr Sejake was then assaulted by police and
sustained severe stomach and leg injuries. He died in
hospital three days later. An inquest was held but the
family was never informed of the outcome.
SEJAMOHOLO, James Mosha (20), was shot and
wounded by members of the SADF in Soweto,
Johannesburg, on 19 September 1984 during the state
of emergency following the VAAL UPRISING. Protest
marches against high rents and poor facilitities led to a
strong police presence in the area and a number of
people were killed or injured during conflict. Mr
Sejamoholo sustained shotgun wounds in the lower
back and is now partially disabled.
SEJAMOHOLO, Modise Simon (28), an ANC
supporter, was shot and injured by members of the
Bophuthatswana Police on 14 February 1993 in Taung,
Bophuthatswana, during political conflict over the
chieftanship of the area.
SEJANE, Mosala Abel , suffered severe ill treatment
and damage to property during the BOIPATONG MASSACRE
by IFP supporters in Boipatong, near Vanderbijlpark,
Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left 45 dead and 27
seriously injured. Thirteen perpetrators were granted
amnesty; a further three applications were refused
(AC/2000/209).
SEJENG, Andreas Morake (28), was detained in
solitary confinement in Bloemfontein from 25 June
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1984. In detention, he was interrogated about sabotage
explosions around Bloemfontein in 1983 and forced to
write a statement. Charges of murder and attempted
murder were brought against him, but were withdrawn
because of evidence of his severe torture by members
of the Security Branch. Mr Sejeng was released after
almost a year in custody.
SEJOSENGOE, Annie , was shot by named perpetrators
on 16 June 1992 in Phola, near Ogies, Tvl, while she
was observing a march from her home.
SEJWE, Kgomotso Richard (19), was arrested and
tortured by named members of the Bophuthatswana
Police in October 1992 in Kuruman, Cape, and
accused of being an MK operative. Mr Sejwe was
beaten, subjected to electric shock torture and kept in
solitary confinement.
SEKALEDI, Letshaba Johannes , an SAP member,
was injured in Bloemfontein when an MK operative
threw a hand grenade at a police minibus in 1990. The
MK operative was attempting to evade arrest. One
MK operative was granted amnesty for the incident
(AC/2000/096).
SEKALEDI, Nuku , was shot dead, allegedly by SAP
members, in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, in 1984
during the VAAL UPRISING.
SEKAMOENG, Gloria Kebareleng (20), was shot by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police at
Mmabatho, Bophuthatswana, during a student march
at the University of Bophuthatswana in June 1993.
SEKANA, Elsie , was injured when MK operatives
launched a rocket attack on the SADF base at
Voortrekkerhoogte, Pretoria, on 12 August 1981. Two
MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003).
SEKATE, Sello Joseph , was shot dead by members
of the SAP on 31 August 1993 in Sharpeville,
Vereeniging, Tvl, during conflict between the SAP and
‘comrades’ during increased violence between IFP and
ANC supporters in the area.
SEKATI, Elizabeth Kedibone (40), an ANC supporter,
was sexually assaulted on 8 November 1992 in the
Civic Centre cells at Phokeng, Bophuthatswana, by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police, one of
whom is named. The incident occurred during protests
by the Bafokeng people against the Bophuthatswana
government.
SEKATI, Gabriel Mphahlele , was shot dead on 16
June 1992 in Moletsane, Soweto, Johannesburg,
while attending a Memorial Service for the SOWETO
UPRISING.
SEKATI, Mirriam (65), had her house burnt down by
unidentified persons in Enkonjeni, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, in April 1992 in continuing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
SEKETE, T or oki Geor ge, was shot dead by members
of the SAP during the SHARPEVILLE MASSACRE on 21
March 1960 in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl.
SEKETE, V incent , an MK operative, was shot dead by
members of the SADF on 30 November 1985 in Piet
Retief, Tvl, near the Swaziland border. Mr Sekete was
attempting to cross into Swaziland from South Africa.
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SEKGABI, Sejale Emily (50), was severely beaten,
tear-gassed, detained and subjected to electric shocks
by members of the Bophuthatswana Defence Force
on 1 July 1989 at her home in Zeerust, Tvl. Ms
Sekgabi resisted the forced INCORPORATION of Mokgola
into Bophuthatswana following a government decree
which transferred 25 000 residents from South Africa
into Bophuthatswana during 1989.
SEKGABI, Tshiamo Daniel (15), was severely beaten,
suffocated and imprisoned in Leeuwfontein, Tvl, in July
1989, allegedly by named members of the Bophuthatswana Police. He had attended a meeting about the
INCORPORATION of the village into Bophuthatswana. Police
allegedly fired teargas into the crowd who responded
by burning a Hippo and the soldiers inside it.
SEKGALAKANA, Makwena Salome (34), lost her
home in an arson attack on 2 February 1980 at
GaMatlala, Lebowa, allegedly by supporters of Chief
BK Matlala, because she resisted Lebowa’s proposed
independence from South Africa.
SEKGALAKANE, Maphuti Ramakoni (47), a People’s
Congress supporter, lost her house in an arson attack,
allegedly by supporters of Chief Matlala on 2 February
1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, because Mr Sekgalakane
resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from South
Africa. Two people died and about 80 were wounded
in the attack.
SEKHAULELO, Matome Cornelius (19), COSAS
member, was beaten to death by members of the
Bophuthatswana Police at a bus stop in Hammanskraal,
Tvl, on 10 February 1986 during a class boycott. Police
would not allow anyone to see Mr Sekhaulelo’s body.
SEKHELE, Ramasele Fr eddy , an ANC supporter, was
shot dead when members of the SAP fired on a group
of mourners returning from the reburial of an ANC
supporter in Phahameng, Bultfontein, OFS, on 16 June
1993.
SEKHENJANA, Sariel V usimuzi , an ANC supporter,
was burnt to death by S HENGE VIGILANTES in Khutsong,
Carletonville, Tvl, on 16 December 1991 during conflict
between the SACP and youth in the area.
SEKHOBANA, Mafsikana Esrom (54), was beaten
and stoned by supporters of Chief Mapela at Abbots
Poort, Pietersburg, Tvl, on 19 January 1981 because
he supported Chief Lerumo.
SEKHOPA, Mathabiso Marie (44), lost her house and
possessions in an arson attack in Rweleleyathunya,
Rouxville, OFS, on 7 September 1990, allegedly because
her sons were ANC members. The attack was carried
out by known members of the INKATHA GANG, AND
FOLLOWED The funeral of three ANC members who
had allegedly been killed by ‘Inkatha gang’ members.
Many houses in the area were burnt down that day.
SEKHUKHUNE, Jan , was beaten with sjamboks by
IMBOKODO vigilantes on 1 January 1986 in Dennilton,
KwaNdebele, allegedly because he was Sotho.
SEKHUKHUNE, Kgolane (60), an ANC supporter, was
strangled and killed, allegedly by members of the SAP,
in Tjate, Sekhukhuneland, Tvl, in 1960 because he
opposed the bantustan authorities.
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SEKHUKHUNE, Khetsepe Philemon (52), was
detained without trial for ploughing his fields in
Pietersburg, Tvl, on 23 December 1989 during protest
in the area against the chief’s order that people should
not plough.
SEKHUKHUNE, Mogaramedi Godfr ey, an ANC
activist, was banished from Sekhukhuneland, to
Zululand, and was also imprisoned on Robben Island.
SEKHUKHUNE, Mogase Piet (37) an ANC supporter,
had his house and all his possessions destroyed,
allegedly by members of the SAP, in Pietersburg, Tvl,
in 1964. Mr Sekhukhune was severely beaten because
he was a member of the Sebatakgomo movement, an
ANC-aligned organisation in the 1960s.
SEKHUKHUNE, Nwatsomane Jim (57), was detained
and tortured by a named member of the Security Branch
in Sekhukhuneland, Lebowa, on 7 February 1977.
SEKHUKHUNE, Sello Bennet (61), an ANC supporter,
was shot in the right leg and hit on the forehead with
a stone by named perpetrators in Sekhukhuneland,
Lebowa, in 1990. There was in fighting in the royal
family of Sekhukhuneland and the victim was guarding
the royal residence in the king’s absence when he the
attack occurred.
SEKHUKHUNI, Jan Mashume , was stabbed and
hacked by IMBOKODO vigilantes at Moutse, KwaNdebele,
on 1 January 1986 during conflict over INCORPORATION
into KwaNdebele.
SEKHULA, Seemole Ntsatsa (49), lost her home in
an arson attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala,
Lebowa, allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala,
because she resisted Lebowa’s proposed
independence from South Africa.
SEKHUTHE, Rosemary , was given electric shock
torture, allegedly by members of the SAP, while in
detention at Rustenburg, Tvl, in December 1977. She
was allegedly arrested because of her political activities.
SEKHWANA, Sarah , was shot and injured by a
member of the SAP on 4 August 1990 in Messina, Tvl,
during a protest march against the introduction of the
‘Value Added Tax’ system.
SEKOKOTOANA, Eisa (41), had her home burnt down
on 14 August 1976 in Maboloka, Bophuthatswana
during conflict between two chiefs in the area.
SEKONY ANA, Cecilia Mmatsepo (16), lost her home
in an arson attack on 7 May 1977 in Maboloka,
Bophuthatswana. The attack occurred during violent
conflict between two brothers over the chieftainship
of Maboloka. The perpetrators were allegedly named
members of a gang known as the ‘Sixfeet Group’,
supporters of one chief.
SEKONY ANA, Francina Mapule (40), lost her home
in an arson attack at Maboloka, Bophuthatswana, in
1976, during conflict between two chiefs in the area.
SEKONY ANA, Uria , was burnt to death in an arson
attack at Maboloko, Bophuthatswana, on 7 May 1977
during violent conflict between two brothers over the
chieftainship of the area. The perpetrators were
allegedly named members of a gang known as the
‘Sixfeet Group’, said to be supporters of one chief.
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SEKONY ANE, Gladys Keitumetse ‘Bushy’ (30), an
ANC supporter, was detained on 12 June 1986, and
held for nine months under emergency regulations at
Jan Kempdorp and Kimberley, Cape. During her
detention she was severely beaten and tortured by
named policemen. She was later convicted of public
violence and sentenced to an effective three years’
imprisonment. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
SEKWANE, Mathotho Elizabeth , was shot by named
police members on 26 March 1986 in Winterveld,
Bophuthatswana, while attending a mass meeting at
the City Rocks playing field. See CITY ROCKS SHOOTING.
SEKWHELE, Masilo Abraham , died when he picked
up a hand grenade which then exploded in Rita
township, Lebowa, on 16 June 1990. One MK
operative was granted amnesty for the incident
(AC/2000/98).
SELAI, Molahlehi Johannes (28), was severely
assaulted, stabbed and set alight by members of an
ANC self-defence unit (SDU) in Boipatong, Tvl, on 26
July 1992. He was suspected of participating in IFP
attacks on Boipatong residents. Mr Selai was rescued
by police and survived the attack. Four SDU members
were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0324).
SELAI, Nelson Molefe (38), a UDF supporter, was
beaten by members of the SAP in Bongweni, Colesberg,
Cape, in September 1985.
SELALA, Dimakatso Petr us, a BC supporter, was
assaulted by members of the KwaNdebele Police on
19 May 1986 because he was suspected of having
killed a KwaNdebele government official and three
other people. His uncle tried to intervene in the assault
and was killed as a result.
SELALA, Thomas (21), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead in a DRIVE-BY SHOOTING by two named perpetrators
in September 1990 in Daveyton, Tvl.
SELANE, Andile (12), was shot dead by named
members of the Riot Unit in New Crossroads, Cape
Town, on 16 December 1985. Andile was with a
protesting crowd singing freedom songs.
SELANI, Maria , an ANC member, was beaten in
detention by named Ciskei Police members in Seymour,
Ciskei, in November 1992, after organising an ANC
meeting.
SELANI, Mbuyiselo Ernest (18), was beaten by named
AMASOLOMZI vigilantes and members of the SAP on his
arrest, together with many other residents, in Zolani,
Ashton, Cape, on 4 November 1985. Mr Selani was
held in custody until February 1986 when he was
sentenced to an effective three and a half year prison
sentence for public violence.
SELANI, Mzwandile (34), was shot dead by members
of the SAP after a car chase in Cala, Transkei, in April
1977 at a time of intense political conflict following the
SOWETO UPRISING. Police alleged that he had been
involved in drug trafficking.
SELANI, Sandile ‘Meli Magic’ (27), was shot and
injured by a named member of the SAP in Grabouw,
Cape, on 26 December 1992, during a confrontation
between residents of the Waterworks squatter camp
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and police. One person was fatally wounded in the
shooting and two were injured.
SELANI, Thomas Dumalisile (56), lost his home on
31 May 1986 when it caught fire after members of the
SAP fired teargas through the front door and it was
ignited by a paraffin lamp. The incident occurred when
police attempted to disperse a political demonstration
in Port Elizabeth.
SELANI, Zola Alfr ed, was shot dead by members of
the Security Police in Guguletu, Cape Town, on 3
March 1986, in the GUGULETU SEVEN incident. Two
Security Branch members from Vlakplaas were
granted amnesty for the incident (AC/2001/276).
SELATOLE, Mageru Daniel (63), was shot and
injured, allegedly by members of the Lebowa Police, in
Pietersburg, Tvl, on 23 December 1989. He was taking
part in a protest march against a chief who imposed
himself as chief and demanded money before allowing
people to plough their fields.
SELEBALO, Johannes Sontaha (23), was shot in the
thigh and injured in Sebokeng, Tvl, by members of the
SAP on 3 September 1984 during the VAAL UPRISING.
SELEBE, Isaac Butiki , was shot dead in September
1990 in Vosloorus, Tvl, during violence between IFPsupporting hostel- dwellers and ANC-supporting
residents.
SELEBOGO, Ephraim , was injured when a bomb
planted by the AWB detonated on 4 February 1994 in
Letsopa, Tvl. The AWB embarked on a bombing
campaign in an attempt to derail the democratic
process in the country.
SELEI, Seraetseng Makidifentse Mar gar et (30), had
her home burnt down by members of the ‘Gadaffi’
faction of the ANC-aligned KHUTSONG YOUTH C ONGRESS
(KYC) in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl, on 4 March 1990.
The ANC-aligned KYC split into two rival factions, the
‘Zim-zims’ and the ‘Gaddaffis’. Her family was
targeted by the ‘Gadaffis’ because her husband was a
policeman and the SAP were seen to be taking sides
in the conflict.
SELEKE, Mar tha , was killed by alleged members of
the SAP on 23 August 1976 in Mapetla, Soweto,
Johannesburg, in the aftermath of the June 1976
SOWETO UPRISING.
SELEKE, Phutego , a general in the Bophuthatswana
Defence Force (BDF), was held at gunpoint by BDF
members during an attempted coup d’etat in Bophuthatswana on 10 February 1988. The coup was brought
to an end when the SADF came to the assistance of
the Bophuthatswana government. Two BDF members
were granted amnesty for their role in the attempted
coup (AC/2000/044).
SELEKE, Thatayaone (20), a student leader, was
interrogated and tortured while in police custody on 1
October 1986 in Rustenburg, Tvl.
SELEKE, Vincent (16), was severely injured when he
was shot in the head by members of the SAP in
Huhudi, Vryburg, Cape, on 19 October 1990, during a
protest against the police assault of a political activist
the previous day. One person was shot dead and
several others injured by police.
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SELELO, Marcus Tlhako (42), left home for work on
9 March 1990 in Katlehong, Tvl, and never returned.
His body was found later in Germiston mortuary with
gunshot wounds.
SELELO, Moses , was injured in a hand grenade
explosion on 25 May 1993 in Kimberley, Cape, during
an ANC protest march to the Bophuthatswana
consulate. Two MK operatives threw a hand grenade
at the building which bounced back into the crowd,
killing one person and injuring 41 others. Two ANC
members were wrongly convicted of the killing. Four
MK operatives and ANC members, two of whom
denied guilt, were refused amnesty (AC/2000/053 and
AC/2000/241).
SELEMBE, Bhekumuzi Roman (52), an ANC
supporter, was injured when named IFP supporters
attacked ANC supporters at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 9 March 1992. The perpetrators
allegedly believed that ANC supporters were about to
attack IFP supporters. Eight people died and five
others were injured in this attack.
SELEMBE, Roman , an ANC supporter, was shot and
injured by a group of IFP supporters at Ndlovu’s Kraal,
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 7 March
1992, in ongoing political conflict in the area. Eight
people died and five were injured in the attack. One
perpetrator serving a prison sentence was refused
amnesty (AC/1998/0010).
SELEPE, Cecilia (33), had her house burnt down by
IFP supporters from the nearby hostel in Kagiso, Tvl, in
August 1990. Kagiso was tense following numerous
clashes between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and
ANC-supporting residents.
SELEPE, Douglas (38), was stabbed by IFP hosteldwellers in August 1990 in Kagiso, Tvl. Hostel-dwellers
in the area were allegedly coerced into IFP membership
when it launched itself as a political party in 1990.
Cordial relations between township residents and
hostel-dwellers were replaced by increasing conflict
based on ethnicity, residential area and political affliation
which resulted in countless deaths and injuries.
SELEPE, Fillipos Matlheri , a member of the SAP, was
killed by MK operatives in a targeted killing at his home
in Mamelodi, Pretoria, on 7 November 1982. Two MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/1999/215).
SELEPE, Julian (23), was severely injured when
members of a covert unit of the Northern Transvaal
Security Branch threw an explosive device into his aunt’s
home in Atteridgeville, Pretoria, on 18 September
1986. His grandmother was injured and another family
member killed. The divisional commander of Northern
Transvaal Security Branch and three of his operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/136).
SELEPE, Kagiso W ilson (11), was shot and severely
injured by members of the SAP while on his way to
the shop in September 1984 in Duduza, Nigel, Tvl.
Increasing political activity in the townships led to a
heavy police presence, ostensibly sent to maintain law
and order, but who often contributed to violent conflict.
SELEPE, Malihloa Pascalina (55), had her home burnt
down in Nkandla, KwaZulu, near Melmoth, Natal, on
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24 April 1994 in political conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters during the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SELEPE, Metseki Ishmael (26), an ANC supporter,
was abducted by IFP supporters at Bhambayi, near
KwaMashu, Durban, on 20 March 1994, in the run-up
to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS. Mr Selepe has not been
seen since and is presumed dead.
SELEPE, Moleko Jacob (23), an SAP Security Branch
member, had his home burnt down by members of
the ANC-aligned GADAFFIS vigilante group in Khutsong,
Tvl, on 4 March 1990.
SELEPE, Orah Lydia (31), an ANC supporter, had her
house in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt
down by IFP supporters on 20 March 1994, in the runup to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SELEPE, Petrus Moeketsi (23), an ANC supporter,
was arrested and shot dead by members of the
Bophuthatswana Police on 17 July 1993 in Thaba Nchu,
Bophuthatswana, because of his political activities.
SELEPE, Petr us, had his home burnt down by
members of the ANC-aligned ‘Gadaffi’ faction of the
KHUTSONG YOUTH CONGRESS (KYC) on 4 March 1990 in
Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl. The KYC split into rival
two factions, the ‘Zim-zims’ and the ‘Gaddaffis’. Mr
Selepe’s son was a policeman and was targeted as
police were seen to be taking sides in the conflict
within the KYC.
SELEPE, Tello Ezekiel , a UDF supporter, was detained
and tortured on 23 August 1985 in Johannesburg.
SELEPE, Vusi (18), an ANC supporter, was shot dead
in an attack on CONTRALESA Chief Molefe’s
homestead at Nqutu, KwaZulu, near Vryheid, Natal, on
7 November 1993. The attack was allegedly motivated
by Molefe’s refusal to call up men in his area to defend
the IFP. An IFP leader was implicated in the attack.
Eleven ANC youths were killed and seven injured.
SELLEY, Douglas John , a civilian, was injured when
he was shot at while driving near the scene of an
armed vehicle ambush by APLA operatives, between
Herschel and Lady Grey, Cape, on 19 November 1992.
Three people were killed and five injured in the
ambush. See APLA ATTACKS. Two APLA members were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/134).
SELLO, Joseph Skate (51), was shot and killed in
police crossfire in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, on 31
August 1993.
SELLO, Ms, was beaten by SAP members during a
raid on her house in Mamafubedu, Petrus Steyn, OFS,
in 1987. Police allegedly searched the house because
her son was actively involved in student politics.
SELLO, Richard Retshiditswe (21), a SRC member,
was detained and tortured by named members of the
SAP at Petrus Steyn police station, OFS, on 12 August
1987, during school boycotts in the area.
SELOLO, Kwena Florina (31), had her home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
SELOLO, Ledile Christina , lost her home in an arson
attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
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allegedly by supporters of chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
SELOLO, Makwena (44), had his home burnt down
on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, allegedly by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because Mr Selolo
resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from South
Africa.
SELOLO, Mampedi Welhemina (53), had her home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
SELOLO, Mashapa Simon (54), had his home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
Mr Selolo resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence
from South Africa.
SELOLO, Matlou Alpheus (65), had his home was
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
Mr Selolo resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence
from South Africa.
SELOLO, Mmakoena Tshedisa (60), had her home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
SELOLO, Mongau Phindas , lost his house in an arson
attack in January 1979 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because Mr Selolo resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
SELOLO, Paledi , was tortured and arrested by
members of the Lebowa Police on 4 April 1985 in
Mahwelereng, Lebowa, for attending an illegal political
gathering.
SELOLO, Ramakone Lisbeth (56), had her home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
SELOLO, Sempho Moses (51), had his home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
Mr Selolo resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence
from South Africa.
SELOLO, Thaketji Theophelus (37), had his home
was burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala,
Lebowa, allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala,
because Mr Selolo resisted Lebowa’s proposed
independence from South Africa.
SELOLO, Tshikar e Ezekiel (42), had his home was
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
Mr Selolo resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence
from South Africa.
SELOLO, Tshwene David (54), had his home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
Mr Selolo resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence
from South Africa.
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SELOMO, Michael (31), was threatened with death
and his house was burnt down by ‘comrades’ in 1986
in Mabopane, Bophuthatswana. Michael was a school
teacher and was victimised for not allowing
‘comrades’ to disrupt classes.
SELORO, Levy Molefe , an active ANC member, was
detained and tortured by members of the SAP in
January 1965. He was held at Modderbee Prison,
Benoni and Central prison in Johannesburg. Upon his
release he left the country and died in exile.
SEMANE, Manzolwandle (23), a MUNICIPAL POLICEMAN,
burnt to death when his shack was petrol-bombed in
Port Elizabeth, on 14 December 1987. His father, also
a policeman, was shot and killed in 1993 in Cape Town.
SEMANE, Sexton Sizakele (56), a member of the
SAP, was shot dead while standing at a bus shelter on
his way to work in Khayelitsha, Cape Town, on 7
September 1993.
SEME, Siyabonga (14), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by IFP supporters, in Molokohlo, near Verulam,
Natal, on 6 March 1994, during the run-up to the APRIL
1994 ELECTIONS. A week later, his mother’s house was
destroyed in an arson attack.
SEME, Thandazile Agnes (34), an ANC supporter,
lost her home, in Molokohlo, near Verulam, Natal, in
an arson attack in March 1994 in violent conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters during the run-up to
the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS. Her son had been shot dead
by IFP supporters a week earlier.
SEMEKAZI, Ntsikelelo (25), an ANC supporter, was
shot by members of the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on 7
September 1992 during an ANC protest march to
demand free political activity in Ciskei. Thirty people
were killed and 200 people injured in the event which
became known as the B ISHO MASSACRE. Two members
of the former CDF were refused amnesty for the
shooting (AC/2000/122).
SEMELO, Teko Stephen (18), was severely injured
when members of the AVF detonated an explosive in
Viljoenskroon, OFS, on 8 December 1993, during a
right-wing campaign to force the government to
acknowledge their struggle for the creation of a
volkstaat. Four people were injured in the blast. Four
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0001).
SEMENO, Joseph Modigaotsile , was killed on 27
April 1990 while on a train from Kagiso to
Johannesburg. His body was later found on the
railway line. See TRAIN VIOLENCE.
SEMETHE, Francis Mdlefetsane (40), disappeared on
his way home from work in Katlehong, Tvl, on 10
September 1990 and has not been seen since. It is
presumed that he was the victim of an IFP attack
launched in retaliation for the death of a number of
IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers the previous day.
SEMPE, Thabang David (23), an ANC member, was
tortured with electric shocks by SAP members in
Bloemfontein on 19 July 1979, because he refused to
produce his dompas. He was detained on several
occasions and consequently lost his job.
SENABE, Oupa Fr eddy , was stabbed and shot to
death on 25 April 1992 when his home in Orlando
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West, Soweto, was attacked by IFP-supporters during
conflict between mainly ANC-supporting residents and
IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers. His wife was also killed
in the attack and his sister-in-law was seriously injured.
SENAGENG, Er nest , was arrested on suspicion of
murder and detained by members of the Bophuthatswana Police in July 1989 in Zeerust, Tvl. While in
detention he was deprived of food. He was released
after being held for a year and acquitted of all charges.
SENAMELA, Lazarus Matsebe , an ANC supporter,
was arrested and beaten by members of the Lebowa
Police on 13 March 1986 in Sekhukhuneland, Lebowa.
SENATLA, Samson (aka ‘Clif for d Mphefu’) (23), an
MK operative from the Border area, Cape, died in May
1984 in Pango, Angola, during a clash with mutineers.
Dissatisfaction in MK training camps in Angola led to
mutinies at the Viana and Pango camps in 1984. Both
were put down with loss of lives on both sides.
SENATLE, Sam Jenny (18), was assaulted by
members of the SAP while in detention from September
1985 to June 1986 in Jouberton, Klerksdorp, Tvl. Mr
Senatle was detained for organising a rent boycott in
the area. He was later charged with public violence.
SENEKAL, Joseph Matthew (34), a PAC member,
was severely assaulted by members of the SAP in
Ficksburg, OFS, on 22 July 1993 while being questioned
about his PAC membership.
SENNELO, Thipe , suffocated and died when he was
locked into the back of a truck by named perpetrators
in Rustenburg, Tvl.
SENOKOANE, Gadio Elias , was shot dead in Sebokeng,
Tvl, on 15 June 1992 during conflict between ANCsupporting residents and IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers.
SENOKOANE, Kebogiloe Joyce Mapule (32), a
member of the SAP, had her house at Tumahole, Parys,
OFS, set alight three times in attacks by members of
the ANCYL, on 28 July 1990, 10 January 1991 and 24
April 1993, allegedly because she was regarded as an
enemy of the ‘comrades’. The house was destroyed in
the third attack.
SENOKOANE, Kharametsa Jacob , a COSAS member,
was detained several times in 1985 at Tumahole, Parys,
OFS. While in detention he was severely beaten by
members of the SAP. One of a group of students
involved in protests, he was charged under Section 29
of the Security Act.
SENOKOANE, Mpho Tsietsi Jacob (38), was shot dead
in Evaton, Tvl, on 15 June 1992 when IFP supporters,
some of whom are named, opened fire on a taxi he
was travelling in between Sasolburg and Evaton. Evaton
was tense after clashes between IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
SENOKOANE, Sefularo Walter (8), lost his family
home in Tumahole, Parys, OFS, when it was burnt
down by alleged ANC supporters on 24 April 1993.
The family was targeted because his parents were
members of the SAP.
SENOTSI, Daniel (25), was shot in the buttocks by
members of the SADF on 9 September 1986 in
Rockville, Soweto, Johannesburg, during the state of
emergency.
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SENTENTE, Francis (19), a prominent COSAS member,
was tortured by a named SAP member and a councillor
after he was arrested in KwaThema, Tvl, on 20 June
1985. Mr Setente received a prison sentence after
being found guilty of arson.
SENTOEDI, Elias Oupa , was severely beaten and
tortured by members of the SAP in June 1986 at
Maboloka, Bophuthatswana. Mr Sentoedi was a
member of the SACC and was arrested because of a
crackdown on activists during school boycotts.
SENYANE, Lydia (47), was stabbed to death by IFP
supporters on 11 September 1990 in Katlehong, Tvl,
following numerous clashes between IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents in the
area.
SEOKAMO, Thankie , a citizen of Botswana, was shot
dead in an attack by SADF Special Forces operatives
on a house in Phiring, near Gaborone, Botswana on 28
March 1988. A senior MK commander and two other
Batswana women died in the raid. After being shot,
the victims were doused with petrol and set alight.
The head of C-Section at Security Branch headquarters
and other Security Branch members were refused
amnesty for arranging a bogus arms cache to be
‘discovered’ as a pretext for the raid. (AC/2000/228)
SEOKOLO, Serai Israel , was shot dead on 4 March
1986 at his home in Kanana, Orkney, Tvl.
SEOKOLO, Thabang (3), died as a result of a teargas
canister thrown by members of the Bophuthatswana
Police in Kuruman, Cape, in February 1992 during a
funeral service for a ‘comrade’.
SEOKOLO, Thatayaone (2), died as a result of a
teargas canister thrown by members of the
Bophuthatswana Police in Kuruman, Cape, in February
1992 during a funeral service for a ‘comrade’.
SEOLWANE, Rosina Mokgadi (36), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Kagiso, Tvl, in August
1990 during conflict between IFP-supporting hosteldwellers and ANC-supporting Kagiso residents.
SEOPA, Elizabeth Chuene (26), had her home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
SEOPA, Mamoloko Jacob (54), an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten by named members of the Lebowa
Police in GaMatlala, Lebowa, on 26 December 1979
because he resisted Chief Matlala’s rule and an
independent Lebowa. Mr Seopa’s home was reportedly
burnt down the following year and he was assaulted
again.
SEOPA, Maphuti Abner , lost his home in an arson
attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
Mr Seopa resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence
from South Africa.
SEOPA, Ramakone Machuene (45), had her home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
by alleged supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she
resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from South
Africa.
V O L U M E
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SEOPELE, Daniel Sebile (48), was severely beaten by
IMBOKODO vigilantes on 1 January 1986 in Moutse,
KwaNdebele. At Siyabuswa community hall Mr
Nkadimeng and others were put in a room where the
floor had been deliberately soaped to make it slippery
and were then sjambokked and beaten where they
fell. Between 200 and 360 individuals were abducted
and assaulted for about 36 hours. The attacks, led by
named KwaNdebele government officials, were
designed to suppress resistance to INCORPORATION into
KwaNdebele.
SEOTHAENG, Kagiso Joseph (55), was subjected to
electricc shock torture by members of the Bophuthatswana Police while in detention on 25 September
1991 in Taung, Bophuthatswana. His arrest occurred
during political conflict between the Bophuthatswana
government and Chief Mankuroane.
SEOTHAENG, Kealeboga Lizza (25), an ANC
supporter, was tortured in detention at the Rakgawulo
Special Branch offices in Taung, Bophuthatswana, by
named members of the Bophuthatswana Police on 10
October 1988. Ms Seothaeng was reportedly wrongfully
accused of inciting public violence in the area.
SEPATAKE, Ngoako Samuel and four SADF
members , were attacked in their patrol vehicle by
armed MK operatives in Rita township, Lebowa, on 16
June 1990. Two MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/98).
SEPENG, Thomas Cecil Daniel , an ANC supporter,
was shot dead on 17 November 1991 in Vosloorus,
Tvl, during violent conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters.
SEPHAKA, Khotso Joseph (19), an ANC supporter,
was shot in June 1976 when members of the SAP
opened fire on a toyi-toyi demonstration in Dukathole,
Aliwal North, Cape. Mr Sephaka was not part of the
demonstration.
SEPHAPO, Michael Majara , was shot dead by
members of the SAP on 4 March 1986 in Kanana,
Orkney, Tvl, during the state of emergency.
SEPHAYI, Piet Pheleu Ntate (9), was severely beaten
by members of the SAP in April 1982 in Khutsong,
Carletonville, Tvl. At the time of the incident, a number
of houses and cars had been set alight in the area. Mr
Sephayi was arrested in connection with these acts and
was forced to reveal the names of ‘other accomplices’.
SEPHELANE, Letta Nkgopoleng (19), lost her house
in an arson attack at Maboloka, Bophuthatswana, in
1976, during conflict between two chiefs in the area.
SEPHESY, Malose Samuel (28), an ANC supporter,
was beaten, kicked and burnt with cigarettes during
detention in police stations in Naboomspruit and
Warmbaths, Tvl, in 1992. Mr Sephesy was also denied
food for three days. He was arrested because he had
been trying to reconnect electricity and water supplies
with other community members.
SEPIP, Amos Sampo , an ANC supporter, was beaten
to death by members of the Bophuthatswana Police at
a police station in Maboloko, Bophuthatswana, on 9
July 1989 because he was suspected of having
attended an ANC underground meeting in the area.
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SEPOGWANE, Makalabana Freddy (21), a member
of the SAP, was one of two policemen wounded when
MK operatives attacked the Dennilton police station in
KwaNdebele on 26 September 1987. Two MK
operatives were granted amnesty for the shooting
(AC/2000/102).
SEPOTOKELE, Motuki Richard , a government
supporter, lost his businesses and house in an attack
by ANC supporters in 1986 in Ikageng, Potchefstoom,
Tvl, during a consumer boycott aimed at his business.
SEPTEMBER, Dulcie Evon (52), ANC chief representative in France, died instantly after shot at point blank
range in front of the ANC offices on 29 March 1988 in
Paris, France. Her killing was preceded by two
attempts on the life of the ANC chief representative to
the BENELUX countries. Although the perpetrators
have not been identified, available evidence suggests
that the killing was a South African security force
operation.
SEPTEMBER, Nontsikelelo Ethel (37), a street
committee member, was detained on 22 August 1986
during protests in Somerset East, Cape. In detention
she was tortured by members of the SAP.
SEPULA, Zanele Collin (15), a UDF supporter was
shot and injured by members of the SAP at
Zwelethemba, Worcester, Cape, on 16 August 1985,
during protests in the area. One person was killed and
several others were injured that day.
SEQUERA, Randal Peter (20), was shot dead by
members of the SAP while watching a protest at a taxi
rank on 3 February 1993 in Eldorado Park,
Johannesburg.
SERACHE, Nathaniel ‘Nat’ Mooketsa (41), an MK
operative, survived an attack on his house in Gaborone,
Botswana, by SADF Special Forces operatives on 13
February 1985. On 19 April 1993, Mr Serache was
shot and injured while attending the funeral of
assassinated SACP leader CHRIS HANI in Johannesburg.
The commander of Security Branch Headquarters, the
divisional commander of Western Transvaal Security
Branch and four of his operatives were granted
amnesty for providing target intelligence to Special
Forces for the 1985 attack (AC/2001/228).
SERAME, Sonny , was detained for two weeks and
assaulted by members of the SAP in Katlehong, Tvl, in
July 1985.
SERAPIMIDES, V angel , was injured when MK
operatives detonated an explosive in a car outside the
South African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
SEREMANE, Timothy Tebogo ‘Chief’ (aka ‘Kenneth
Mahamba’) (29), a MK member from Bekkersdal,
Westonaria, Tvl, was detained by ANC security in
1981 and executed by order of an ANC military
tribunal in 1981 in Quatro camp, Angola. Following the
SADF bombing of Nova Catengue camp in 1979, there
was an atmosphere of paranoia about infiltration by
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South African agents. In this context, a number of
ANC members were detained and tortured; some died
as a result of assaults and some were executed.
SEREO, Matheo , was injured in a hand grenade
explosion on 25 May 1993 in Kimberley, Cape, during an
ANC protest march to the Bophutatswana consulate.
Two MK operatives threw a hand grenade at the building
which bounced back into the crowd, killing one person
and injuring 41 others. Two ANC members were
wrongly convicted of the killing. Four MK operatives
and ANC members, two of whom denied guilt, were
refused amnesty (AC/2000/053 and AC/2000/241).
SEREPO, Jan Christmas , was abducted, beaten and
stabbed by I MBOKODO vigilantes on 1 January 1986 in
Moutse, KwaNdebele. At Siyabuswa community hall
Mr Nkadimeng and others were put in a room where
the floor had been deliberately soaped to make it
slippery and were then sjambokked and beaten
where they fell. Between 200 and 360 individuals
were abducted and assaulted for about 36 hours. The
attacks, led by named KwaNdebele government
officials, were designed to suppress resistance to
INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele.
SERETLO, Tlou Julia (47), lost her home in an arson
attack on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala, because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
SERIPE, Amanda Flaga (54), an ANC supporter, was
tear-gassed, hit on the legs with a heavy object, and
arrested by members of the SAP in Sophiatown,
Johannesburg, in 1960, during a march organised by
the women of Sophiatown against the Pass Laws.
SEROBE, Lawrence Molati (18), an ANC activist, was
shot dead by a named member of the SAP in August
1976 in Alexandra, Johannesburg, during a stayaway
in the aftermath of the SOWETO UPRISING.
SEROBE, Peter Thulo , an ANC supporter, was
knocked down by a police vehicle in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, in 1976. The family claim they were
repeatedly harassed by members of the SAP following
Mr Serobe’s death.
SEROKOLO, Motshidisi Kate (26), was tortured,
intimidated and sexually humiliated by members of the
SAP while in detention in Pretoria Central prison in
1978 and 1979. Ms Seokolo had been arrested under
the Terrorism Act in 1978 on suspicion that she
harboured MK operatives
SEROUE, Letta Nokidimusi , suffered severe illtreatment and damage to property during the
BOIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong,
near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left
45 people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
SERRANO, Mary-Anne (21), was killed when a limpet
mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded during
lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni, Tvl, on
30 July 1988. At least 66 other people were injured.
Four MK operatives were granted amnesty for the
planning and execution of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
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SERUWE, Simon Bushy (29), an ANC supporter, was
shot and died few days later on 27 November 1993 in
Katlehong, Tvl, during conflict between mainly ANCsupporting residents and IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers.
SESELE, Melodi (7), was shot and killed by a named
perpetrator while playing outside her home in Sebokeng,
Tvl, on 3 January 1987. The perpetrator was employed
by the security forces and prior to this incident, had
killed another person. On the day of that funeral, his
house was petrol- bombed. The perpetrator responded
by firing randomly at the crowd and killing Melodi.
SESHAI, Christopher Moeketse (18), had his house
in Ashdown, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, burnt
down by named UDF supporters in December 1985 in
intensifying conflict between Inkatha and UDF
supporters in the area.
SESINYI, Dolly Marry (49), was shot by IFP
supporters in August 1991 in Kagiso, Tvl, during
clashes between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and
mainly ANC-supporting residents.
SESMAN, David Vena (35), a PAC supporter, was
severely beaten by named perpetrators in Cofimvaba,
Transkei, in 1960, allegedly because of his political
affiliation.
SETABELA, Samuel Molefi , a PAC supporter, was
shot dead by members of the SAP in 1992 in
Sebokeng, Tvl.
SETEBE, Timu Lawr ence (52), was injured when
members of the KWAZULU P OLICE sprayed teargas on
him at Assagay, near Hammarsdale, Natal, on 25
December 1988, during political conflict in the area.
Mr Setebe allegedly lived in an ANC stronghold.
SETEI, Jacob , a constable in the SAP, survived a hand
grenade attack by MK operatives on the Daveyton
police station, Tvl, on 24 February 1978. Two MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/195).
SETENE, Mpho Rosalina (73), was seriously injured
by ANC supporters who attacked her home in
Ficksburg, OFS, in August 1993, during local conflict
between the ANC and SANCO. Ms Setene’s son was
a member of SANCO.
SETENI, Johnson Dumile (40), had his business
premises destroyed in a bombing attack by members of
the AWB in Hofmeyr, Cradock, Cape, on 14 August 1993.
One perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1998/0029).
SETHAMBU, JM , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
SETHEBE, Lewis Ndolo , an ANC supporter, was
detained in 1964 in Johannesburg, and has not been
seen since.
SETHLODI, Amos (30), died after he was shot by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police in Vryburg,
Northern Cape, on 8 December 1988. Mr Sethlodi and
three others were killed when police opened fire on a
protest march to the tribal office.
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SETHLODI, Majeng , an ANC supporter, was fatally
shot in August 1990 in Taung, Bophuthatswana, by a
named member of the Bophuthatswana Police during
the chieftaincy feud between Chief Mahure and Chief
Mankuroane.
SETHOGA, Mokgaetji Florah (30), had her home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
allegedly by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because
she resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from
South Africa.
SETHOKGA, Mir riam (23), was severely beaten at a
community meeting on 10 October 1986 in Ga-Kibi
Village, Lebowa, called to discuss grievances against
the self-appointed Chief Lebogo. The chief responded
by using the police and SADF members to disperse
the meeting by sjambokking those in attendance.
SETHOKGA, Thalifi Philemon (61), was severely beaten
at a community meeting on 10 October 1986 in GaKibi Village, Lebowa, called to discuss grievances against
the self-appointed Chief Lebogo. The chief responded
by using the police and SADF members to disperse
the meeting by sjambokking those in attendance. Mr
Sethokga lost his eye as a result of the beating.
SETHOLE, Amos Monafa , was shot by members of
the SAP on 25 May 1986 in Stilfontein, Tvl.
SETHWALE, Lucas Tsenolo ‘Jetta’ (24), a member of
the MUNICIPAL POLICE, was killed by a crowd in Paballelo,
Upington, Cape, on 13 November 1985. After police
dispersed a meeting, angry residents stoned his
home. He fired shots at the crowd and tried to run
away but was caught and beaten with his gun before
being set alight. Twenty-six residents, known as the
UPINGTON 26, were later arrested and 25 convicted of
murder on the basis of common purpose. Fourteen of
the accused were sentenced to death, overturned on
appeal. One UDF and ANC supporter was granted
amnesty for the killing.
SETI, Gladstone Xolisile , an MK member, is believed
to have died on 4 April 1984 in a UNITA ambush. Mr
Seti had gone into exile and did not return after the
unbanning of the ANC. His parents were informed by
ANC officials that their son had died in exile.
SETI, Melekile Allan (25), a PAYCO member, was
detained under emergency regulations on 2 July 1986
in Port Alfred, Cape. He was held at various prisons
for about a year and was questioned about activities in
the township.
SETJANE, Mpho David (20), an ANCYL member, was
severely assaulted and tortured by named SAP
members in the veld near Kroonstad, OFS, on 17 June
1986, allegedly because he was a known political
activist.
SETLAI, Thabo Walter (19), an ANCYL member, was
detained and beaten by named members of the SAP
at the Grootvlei police station, Reddersburg, OFS, in
May 1990. A boycott was underway at the time, and
several youth activists were assaulted and tortured by
the police.
SETLALE, Asaph , an ANC supporter, was stabbed to
death by IFP supporters on 12 September 1990 in
Vosloorus, Tvl.
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SETLE, Mar tin , was shot and injured, allegedly by IFPaligned KHETISI KHESWA GANG members, in Sebokeng,
Tvl, on 12 January 1991 at the night vigil of
Christopher Nangalembe, an ANCYL member killed by
the gang. Gang members fired at and threw hand
grenades at mourners, killing a number and injuring
several others. Police arrived at the scene but
provided no protection, allegedly ignoring both the
attackers and the injured. See NANGALEMBE NIGHT VIGIL
MASSACRE.
SETLE, Paul Jabulane (20), was shot dead, allegedly
by IFP-aligned KHETISI KHESWA GANG members, in
Sebokeng, Tvl, on 12 January 1991 at the night vigil of
Christopher Nangalembe, an ANCYL member killed by
the gang. Gang members fired at and threw hand
grenades at mourners, killing a number and injuring
several others. Police arrived at the scene but provided
no protection, allegedly ignoring both the attackers and
the injured. See NANGALEMBE NIGHT VIGIL MASSACRE.
SETLHAHUNO, Lazarus (20), was killed, by members
of the Bophuthatswana Police on 5 February 1994 in
Taung, Bophuthatswana during clashes over the
chieftainship of the area. His body was found on the
bank of a nearby river.
SETLHODI, Arms (30), died after he was shot by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police in Vryburg,
Cape, on 8 December 1988, when police opened fire
on participants in a protest march at the tribal office,
killing about three people.
SETLHOKE, Gabriel Phemelo (33), from Meadowlands, Soweto, Johannesburg, was repeatedly tortured
in October 1985 and January 1986 in Zambia, and at
Nova Stella Sao prison and Quatro camp in Angola, by
named ANC security members who falsely accused
him of being an enemy agent. See ANC CAMPS.
SETSHEDI, Modise Daniel (64), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured when armed men opened fire on
a taxi he was travelling in on 15 November 1993 in
Katlehong, Tvl. The shooting occurred during a period
of TAXI VIOLENCE when conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters became linked to competition in the taxi
industry.
SETSHEDI, Phillemon Matetenene , (60), was arrested
and severely beaten by Bophuthatswana Police on 31
December 1990 in Phokeng, Bophuthatswana. At the
time of the incident the community of Phokeng was
resisting its INCORPORATION into Bophuthatswana.
SEXW ALE, Lesetsha Joseph , an MK operative
deployed in the Transkei, was caught with four other
operatives at a police roadblock near Elliot, Cape, on
11 August 1981. Three of the operatives were killed in
a shoot-out while Mr Sexwale and one other escaped.
They were cornered and died fighting at Barkly Pass
two days later. The four bodies were secretly buried
on the farm, Lushof, in the magisterial district of
Rouxville, near Aliwal North, Cape, and were exhumed
by the Commission on 9 April 1997.
SEXW ALE, Mosima Gabriel ‘T okyo’ , an MK
operative, was detained, interrogated and tortured at
John Vorster Square, Johannesburg, by members of
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the Witwatersrand Security Branch on 30/31
December 1976. Mr Sexwale was later sentenced to
18 years’ imprisonment. One Witwatersrand Security
Branch operative was granted amnesty (AC/2001/275).
SEYAYI, Ngangelizwe Joseph (33), was severely
beaten by a named member of the SAP after his
arrest on 1 April 1986 in Bela-Bela, Warmbaths, Tvl.
He was charged for taking part in protest action
against the Warmbaths council, and sentenced to five
years’ imprisonment.
SGOTLO, (first name not given), was shot and injured
by an ANCYL member in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl,
on 24 December 1990. One ANCYL member was
granted amnesty, while another, who denied any
involvement in the attack, was refused amnesty
(AC/97/0001 and AC/97/0004).
SGOXO, Mazwi Edward , was injured after being shot
by members of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU) in
Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl, on 24 December 1990.
One ANCYL member was granted amnesty, while
another, who denied any involvement in the attack,
was refused amnesty (AC/97/0001 and AC/97/0004).
SGWAZA, Anna Gugile (37), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SHAAN, Danger , an ANC supporter was shot in the
leg by members of the South African Police in 1980
outside the Grand Piano nightclub in Johannesburg,
during a period of political tension when there were
school boycotts, stayaways and protests.
SHABALALA (DUMA), Zanele Florina (28), an ANC
supporter, had her house in Mahaqwa, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, burnt down by IFP supporters on 22
November 1991.
SHABALALA, Alosia (54), had her house at Ofafa,
Chibini, Richmond, Natal, burnt down by named IFP
supporters on 4 May 1990 because her son, who was
also shot in this incident, was a member of the ANC.
SHABALALA, Angeline , a UDF supporter, had her
house looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a
group of Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters
and residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in spite of a heavy police and military presence.
Fourteen people were killed and at least 120 homes
burnt down. One former IFP member was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
SHABALALA, Bhekumusa Donald (47), died after
being shot in the chest by members of the SAP in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 29 December
1988, when police opened fire during a violent
confrontation with a group of youths.
SHABALALA, Bongani David (24), an ANC supporter,
was beaten and then shot dead by named members
of the SAP at Ezakheni, KwaZulu, near Ladysmith,
Natal, on 3 February 1993, allegedly because he
refused to disclose the location of a weapons cache.
SHABALALA, David Bhenguse , an employee of Rand
Water, was shot and injured by members of an ANC
self-defence unit (SDU) while he was travelling in a
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taxi past the informal settlement of Phola Park in
Tokoza, Tvl, on 26 February 1992. Four people died
and eight were injured. One SDU member was granted
amnesty for the attack on the taxi (AC/1999/0225).
SHABALALA, David Vimba (47), an ANC supporter,
died after being shot by IFP supporters in Ezakheni,
KwaZulu, near Ladysmith, Natal, on 26 August 1993.
SHABALALA, Elijah (57), was shot and injured at his
church at Bhekezulu, Estcourt, Natal, on 2 April 1994,
when IFP supporters opened fire on the congregation,
allegedly because they suspected that members were
considering joining the ANC. Six people, including Mr
Shabalala’s daughter, were shot and killed in the attack.
SHABALALA, Emmanuel Abraham Sibusiso , an
ANC supporter, died after being shot during continuing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 2 August 1993.
SHABALALA, Ethel Busisiwe (47), an ANC supporter,
was continually harassed by members of the Special
Branch in Ladysmith, Natal, in 1960, allegedly because
of her husband’s involvement with the ANC.
SHABALALA, Ethel Sizile (39), a member of the
South African Communist Party, was detained and
tortured by Special Branch members on a number of
occassions in the 1960s and early 1970s in Durban.
SHABALALA, Goodness (49), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and severely wounded on 5 August 1993,
when IFP supporters attacked her home in Ohlange,
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban. Her husband was
killed in the attack.
SHABALALA, Jabulani Innocentia (16), an ANC
supporter, was shot and stabbed to death when IFP
supporters attacked ANC supporters in Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, on 16 July 1991. Four other ANC
supporters were killed in the attack.
SHABALALA, Jabulile V ictoria (19), an IFP supporter,
was shot dead in her father’s church in Bhekezulu,
Estcourt, Natal, on 2 April 1994, when IFP supporters
opened fire on the congregation, allegedly because
they suspected that members were considering
joining the ANC. Five other people were shot and
killed in the attack.
SHABALALA, Jackson Nkosinathi (24), an ANC
member, was shot dead by IFP suporters at Bulwer,
Natal, on 30 January 1993.
SHABALALA, Jef frey Sipho (21), an Inkatha
supporter, was abducted by UDF supporters in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 11 May 1989.
He has not been seen since and is presumed dead.
SHABALALA, Joey Ntombenimsi , an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters on 20
April 1985 at Folweni, KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban,
reportedly because of her political affiliation and her
position as councillor in the township.
SHABALALA, Lwazi Skhumbuzo (18), an ANC
supporter, was beaten by ISU members who were
conducting searches for weapons in houses in the
Steadville area, near Ladysmith, Natal, in 1993.
SHABALALA, Makhosonke Solomon (30), was
seriously injured when the husband of a councillor
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opened fire on residents protesting against councillors
on 16 January 1990 in Vukuzakhe, Volksrust, Tvl.
SHABALALA, Makhosonke , was arrested by named
SAP members on 28 January 1992 because they
found an AK47 rifle in his house. He was kept in the
Dube police station, Soweto, Johannesburg, for two
days where he was punched and severely beaten.
SHABALALA, Maswazini Petros (36), was shot in
the leg in Estcourt, Natal, on 2 April 1994, when IFP
supporters opened fire on a church service in Estcourt,
Natal, in political conflict three weeks before the APRIL
1994 ELECTIONS.
SHABALALA, Mbuso Edmund , an MK operative,
was abducted in KwaMashu, Durban, on 8 July 1990
by members of the Port Natal Security Branch during
the investigation of an ANC operation codenamed
Vula. On 12 July 1990, Mr Shabalala and one other
were shot and their bodies thrown into the Tugela
river. Five Security Branch operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/099).
SHABALALA, Michael Phaseka , an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death by IFP supporters in
Hammarsdale, Natal, on 13 October 1991.
SHABALALA, Mitchell Nomgalajelwa (30), was shot
and injured when members of the Riot Police opened
fire on boycotting students in Madadeni, KwaZulu, near
Newcastle, Natal, on 13 September 1982. Mr Shabalala
became a paraplegic as a result of the shooting.
SHABALALA, Nicholas Thulani (28), an ANC supporter,
had his house in Ixopo, Natal, burnt down by Inkatha
supporters on 4 May 1990 following attempts to hold
a peace rally in the area on 1 May 1990.
SHABALALA, Nomhlangano Mavis (58), an IFP
supporter, lost her house in an arson attack by ANCYL
supporters in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 4 September 1990.
SHABALALA, Ntombifikile Happy (29), an ANC
supporter, had her house burgled and vandalised by
IFP supporters in Bulwer, Natal, in March 1994, in the
run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SHABALALA, Phephezela Johannes (41), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead on 7 November 1992 in
KwaThema, Tvl, allegedly by IFP supporters.
SHABALALA, Sebastian Jabulani (37), was shot
dead on 12 September 1993 when his uncle’s home
at Ncalu, Ixopo, Natal, was attacked by IFP supporters,
allegedly because the family was perceived to be
sympathetic to the ANC. His uncle was burnt to death
in the attack.
SHABALALA, Sibongile Cynthia (19), an IFP supporter,
was severely burnt when ANC supporters attacked
and burnt her home in Osizweni, KwaZulu, near
Newcastle, Natal, on 5 May 1993. Three other family
members, including two children, were severely burnt
in the fire.
SHABALALA, Sibongiseni France Makhehla , an
ANC supporter, died after being assaulted by IFP
supporters at Xosheyahle, Bulwer, Natal, on 22
February 1992.
SHABALALA, Siboniso , was abducted and killed by
members of the MANDELA UNITED F OOTBALL CLUB on 14
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November 1988 in Soweto, Johannesburg. Mr Shabalala
was accused of being an informer. He was last seen
alive in the presence of Ms Winnie MadikizelaMandela. According to his father, his son’s face was
swollen and he appeared to have been beaten.
SHABALALA, Sindisiwe Rejoice (9), was shot dead
on 2 April 1994, when IFP supporters opened fire on a
church service in Estcourt, Natal, in political conflict
three weeks before the A PRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SHABALALA, Sipantuza Timothy (52), an ANC
supporter, was harassed, detained and stabbed by
members of the SAP in Ladysmith, Natal, during the
1960s, in an attempt to force him to end his political
activities.
SHABALALA, Smanga Simon (21), an IFP supporter,
was shot dead by ANC supporters in Ezakheni,
KwaZulu, near Ladysmith, Natal, in April 1994, in the
run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS. The perpetrators
called Mr Shabalala out of his grandmother’s home
and shot him dead, then burnt down the house.
SHABALALA, Sonto Emily (43), an ANC supporter,
had her home destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at Madadeni, KwaZulu, near Newcastle,
Natal, on 25 May 1991, allegedly because she refused
to pay the money demanded by one of the councillors,
an IFP supporter.
SHABALALA, Thesi , an ANC supporter, was killed on
5 August 1993 when IFP supporters attacked his
home in Ohlange, Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban.
His wife, also an ANC supporter and allegedly the
target of the attack, was stabbed and severely injured
in the incident.
SHABALALA, Thobile Venetia (16), an ANC supporter,
had her home burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SHABALALA, Thokozani , was shot and injured on 2
April 1994 in a church at Bhekezulu, Estcourt, Natal,
when IFP supporters opened fire on the congregation,
allegedly because they suspected that members were
considering joining the ANC. Six people were shot and
killed in the attack.
SHABALALA, Veli Samson , a UDF supporter, was
stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters in Hammarsdale,
Natal, on 6 May 1985.
SHABALALA, V usi , an ANC civic leader, was killed by
members of the IFP-related ‘Khumalo Gang’ at Tokoza
Tvl, on 27 October 1992. One perpetrator was refused
amnesty (AC/2000/198).
SHABALALA, Wendelene Mvosho (69), was burnt to
death on 12 September 1993 when his home at
Ncalu, Ixopo, Natal, was set alight by IFP supporters,
allegedly because the family was perceived to be
sympathetic to the ANC. His nephew was shot and
killed in the attack.
SHABALALA, Xolani Eddie (20), an ANC supporter, was
shot and fatally wounded by IFP supporters in Ezakheni,
KwaZulu, near Ladysmith, Natal, on 9 July 1993.
SHABALALA, Yvonne (23), an IFP supporter, was
severely burnt when ANC supporters attacked and
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burnt her home in Osizweni, KwaZulu, near
Newcastle, Natal, on 5 May 1993. Three other family
members, including two children, were severely burnt
in the fire.
SHABALALA, Zanele Florina (28), an ANC supporter,
lost her house in Umkomaas, near Durban, in an arson
attack by IFP supporters on 22 November 1991.
SHABANE, Busisiwe Jalta (52), an ANC supporter,
survived a shooting by members of the KWAZULU
POLICE at Sundumbili, KwaZulu, near Mandini, Natal, on
18 December 1993, during ongoing harassment of her
family. On 22 January 1994, Ms Shabane had her
home burnt down in an arson attack, allegedly by
members of the KWAZULU P OLICE.
SHABANE, Gano (47), had her home at Port
Shepstone, Natal, destroyed in an arson attack by ANC
supporters on 9 July 1992 in ongoing political conflict
in the area.
SHABANE, Maria , was shot dead by a member of the
SADF on 7 March 1992 in Tembisa, Tvl, during clashes
between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and mainly
ANC-supporting residents.
SHABANE, Nkosikhona Ruben (28), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by IFP supporters in Sundumbili,
KwaZulu, near Mandini, Natal, on 17 December 1993.
The Shabane family was the target of systematic
harassment from July to December of 1993, allegedly
because of their support for the ANC.
SHABANE, Nonkanyiso Clemencia (30), died in
political conflict in Durban on 8 February 1994 after
being shot by ANC supporters who were allegedly
looking for her boyfriend.
SHABANE, Oswald Mthethunzima , was assaulted and
then shot dead by a crowd of ANC-supporting residents
in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 7 April 1991. He
and his wife, who was necklaced to death in the same
incident, were suspected of being IFP suporters. One
ANC member was granted amnesty (AC/2000/217).
SHABANE, Te Amon , an IFP supporter, died after being
shot and stabbed by ANC supporters in Murchison,
near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 22 May 1992.
SHABANGU, (first name not given), was shot and
injured on 21 November 1990 when members of the
SAP opened fire on protesters marching from Mhluzi
to Middelburg police station, Tvl, to protest against the
harassment of scholars by the police. Five people
were killed and more than eight injured.
SHABANGU, Beauty Mbambo (43), an IFP supporter,
was shot and injured by named and other ANC
supporters in Mtunzini, Natal, in February 1992.
SHABANGU, Ben Luke (45), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured and had his home burnt down IFP
supporters in Bilanyoni, Paulpietersburg, Natal, on 20
April 1993.
SHABANGU, David Lucas (18), disappeared on 16
May 1986 after leaving home to attend a meeting of
residents opposed to INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele.
Mr Shabangu was allegedly arrested and held in prison
in South Africa, but his family has never seen or heard
from him since.
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SHABANGU, Doctor Paulos , an employee of Rand
Water, was shot dead by members of an ANC selfdefence unit (SDU) while he was travelling in a taxi
past the informal settlement of Phola Park in Tokoza,
Tvl, on 26 February 1992. Four people died and eight
were injured. One SDU member was granted amnesty
for the attack on the taxi (AC/1999/0225).
SHABANGU, Edward , died after he was stabbed by a
named perpetrator in KaNyamazane, Nelspruit, Tvl, on
23 June 1984. He had attended the funeral service of
a government official when he was attacked. The
incident occurred during conflict between the Inyandza
and Inyatsi groups in KaNgwane.
SHABANGU, Eunice , was killed by a group of youths
who attacked and burnt her at Daveyton, Tvl, on 2 July
1987. The youths targeted another person who was
not present at the time of the attack. Four persons
died and four suffered injuries as a result of the attack.
One perpetrator, who claimed to be an ANC supporter
and chairperson of a ‘people’s court’, was refused
amnesty for the attack (AC/2001/282).
SHABANGU, Eunice , was shot and killed in her
kitchen in Sebokeng, Tvl, by a member of the
Municipal Police on 4 June 1988, reportedly to create
fear in the township.
SHABANGU, Gabriel , was shot and injured by
members of the AWB on 12 December 1993 at an
illegal roadblock set up outside Ventersdorp, Tvl. Four
people, including two children, were killed in the
attack. Eight AWB members were refused amnesty
and one was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0045). See
RODORA ROADBLOCK KILLINGS.
SHABANGU, George (31), was arrested by named
KwaNdebele policemen in Siyabuswa, KwaNdebele, on
6 February 1987, and questioned about a gun found in
his room. He was tortured at the police station, after which
he disappeared. Police claimed that Mr Shabangu had
escaped while pointing out an arms cache.
SHABANGU, Johannes Mandla (33), a member of
the regional ANC leadership, survived a hand grenade
attack by MK operatives on the home of an ANC
member in KaNyamazane, Nelspruit, Tvl, during the
night of 10/11 November 1992. Five other occupants
of the house also survived. Three MK operatives were
granted amnesty for the attempted killings
(AC/1997/0065; AC/1997/0066 and AC/1997/0067).
SHABANGU, Khulumile Portia (25), a SANSCO
member from White River, Tvl, was killed, along with
two others, in an ambush mounted by operatives from
Vlakplaas and section D of Security Branch headquarters
near Bhunya, Swaziland on 12 February 1989. The
three were lured into the ambush by a Security Branch
agent purporting to be an MK operative. The Security
Branch then spread a rumour that they had been killed
by the ANC because they were suspected of being
police informers (AC/2001/227).
SHABANGU, Lilimane Simon (46), an IFP supporter,
had his home petrol-bombed by ANC supporters in
Mtunzini, Natal, in February 1992.
SHABANGU, Lucas David (18) disappeared on 16
May 1986 after leaving home to attend a meeting of
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residents opposed to INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele.
Mr Shabangu was allegedly arrested and held in prison
in South Africa, but his family has not seen or heard
from him since.
SHABANGU, Mamphatole Lazar us (25), was stabbed,
shot and thrown off a train in Daveyton, Tvl, on 13
November 1992. See TRAIN VIOLENCE.
SHABANGU, Mandla Lar ribbee , was shot dead,
allegedly by members of the SAP, outside the
magistrate’s court in Kabokweni, KaNgwane, on 11
March 1986, during a trial of students charged with
public violence.
SHABANGU, Mkhulu Exodus (25), an ANC supporter,
was shot by members of the ISU on 19 April 1994 in
Tokoza, Tvl, during conflict between IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
SHABANGU, Mr (first name not given), had his petrol
station at Tweefontein, Kwandabele, damaged during
June 1986, when a covert unit of the Northern
Transvaal Security Branch attacked it using rocket
launchers, an explosive device and machine-gun fire.
Mr Shabangu allegedly provided assistance to MK
operatives. Two members of a SAP Special
Investigation Unit and three Northern Transvaal
Security Branch operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/105; AC/2001/27).
SHABANGU, Neville (32), a UDF member, was
severely burnt by named members of the Security
Branch in Nelspruit, Tvl, in April 1986.
SHABANGU, Per cy, an IFP-aligned KHUMALO GANG
member, was shot dead by ANC supporters on 13
December 1992 at a shebeen frequented by ANC
supporters in Tokoza, Tvl, because of his alleged
involvement in the murder and rape of three teenagers
the previous day. The KHUMALO GANG was responsible
for killing two ANC supporters and injuring several
others in a revenge attack on the tavern later that day.
SHABANGU, Peter , was shot and killed by a member
of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU) in Tokoza, Tvl, on 6
October 1993. One SDU member was granted
amnesty for this killing (AC/1999/0186).
SHABANGU, Por tia , a SANSCO member, and two
others were killed in an ambush near Bhunya,
Swaziland on 12 February 1989. The three were lured
into the ambush by a Security Branch agent, purporting
to be an MK operative. The Security Branch then
spread a rumour that they had been killed by the ANC
because they were suspected of being police informers.
The operation was conducted by Vlakplaas and
Section D of Security Branch Headquarters. Nineteen
operatives from Vlakplaas and Security Branch
Headquarters were granted amnesty (AC/2001/227).
SHABANGU, Sibongile Nelisiwe (37), had her house
in Inchanga, Natal, burnt down in 1988 in intensifying
conflict between Inkatha and UDF supporters in the area.
SHABANGU, Simanga Elias (23), was seriously
injured when a landmine planted by an MK operative
exploded in June 1988 in Volkrust, Tvl. The landmines
were aimed at the SADF and commandos in rural area
but the campaign was abandoned due to the high
number of civilian casualties.
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SHABANGU, Vincent Muziwenhlanhla , was shot
dead in Mandini, Natal, on 23 October 1993 in ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
SHABANGU, Vusumuzi Emmanuel (16), an IFP
supporter, was shot dead by named and other ANC
members in Mtunzini, Natal, on 4 March 1992.
SHADA, Mohau Nicholas (23), a COSAS member,
was detained for 18 months from 25 June 1985 and
forced to make a statement against his ‘comrades’ in
Benoni, Tvl. He was hunted by police after his
‘comrades’ were blown up by booby-trapped hand
grenades provided by a named Vlakplaas askari.
SHAGE, Simpiwe , was shot and injured by MK
operatives at Edendale Hospital, near Pietermaritzburg,
on 4 May 1986. One person was killed and Mr Shage
and three others were injured in crossfire between the
operatives and police when the operatives raided the
hospital to free a member of their MK unit who was
being held there. Four MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
SHAI, Kleinboy Oupa (24), was shot by members of
the SAP on 24 September 1991 in Khutsong,
Carletonville, Tvl. Khutsong was tense after clashes
between two rival factions of the ANC aligned
KHUTSONG YOUTH C ONGRESS.
SHAIK, Y unus , was detained in connection with ANC
activities and tortured at CR Swart Square, Durban, by
members of the Port Natal Security Branch during July
1985. One Security Branch operative was granted
amnesty (AC/2000/60).
SHALANG, Solomon , was tear-gassed and beaten
with a sjambok by members of the South African
Police on 23 March 1986 in Dennilton, KwaNdebele,
during tension after government attempts to force
INCORPORATION of the area into KwaNdebele.
SHALANGU, Phindiwe , survived a hand grenade
attack by MK operatives on the home of an ANC
member in KaNyamazane, Nelspruit, Tvl, during the
night of 10/11 November 1992. Five other occupants
of the house also survived. Three MK operatives were
granted amnesty for the attempted killings
(AC/1997/0065; AC/1997/0066 and AC/1997/0067).
SHALE, Gofrey (41), was shot dead on 12 September
1990 in Vosloorus, Tvl, during clashes between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and mainly ANC-supporting
residents.
SHALE, Moeketsi Fahian (50), was shot dead when
police opened fire on a NEHAWU meeting in
Botshabelo, near Bloemfontein, on 15 October 1992.
At the time, nationwide NEHAWU strikes formed part
of the ANC mass action campaign.
SHALE, Monica Makoekoe (45), received death threats
from alleged members of the Lesotho Liberation Army
(LLA) in QwaQwa, in 1982, shortly after her son had
allegedly been killed by his ‘comrades’ in the LLA. Ms
Shale and her husband eventually had to flee QwaQwa.
SHALE, Refiloe , was killed, allegedly by fellow Lesotho
Liberation Army (LLA) members, in QwaQwa, in 1982,
because he objected to some of the LLA’s activities. The
exiled LLA had abducted Mr Shale from Westonaria,
Tvl, to join their forces.
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SHAMASE, Shokwakhe (39), an ANC supporter, was
injured and had his home destroyed in an arson attack
by IFP supporters at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
in June 1993.
SHAMDU, Betty (55), had her home in Empangeni,
Natal, destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters on
4 December 1992, in ongoing political conflict in the area.
SHANDU, (first name not given), went missing when
the family home at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
was burnt down by IFP supporters on 13 January
1994 in the conflict between ANC and IFP supporters
during the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS. He has
not been seen since and is presumed dead.
SHANDU, Bethuel (27), an IFP supporter, was shot dead
by ANC supporters on 20 July 1990, at the Ngqoleni
bus stop in Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban.
Seven members of the Shandu family died in three
separate incidents of political violence during 1990.
SHANDU, Bhefika (47) an IFP supporter, had his house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SHANDU, Busangani , was killed by an ANC/FAWU
member at his workplace at Langeberg Foods in
Boksburg, Tvl, on 12 June 1992, during a period of
conflict between IFP and ANC-supporting workers at
the factory. One ANC member was granted amnesty
for the killing (AC/1998/0080).
SHANDU, Caanaan Mbegcu , a COSATU official, was
shot and klilled by an IFP member during political
conflict at Mandini, Natal, in December 1991. One
perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
SHANDU, Celani (44), an IFP supporter, had her
home destroyed in an arson attack in Mevamhlophe,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 24 April 1994, in
political conflict between ANC and IFP supporters
three days before the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SHANDU, Fikile , was shot and injured on 28 November
1993 by alleged IFP supporters at Mandini, Natal, during
an attack on the home of the ANC-supporting family
he was staying with. The house was also burnt down.
SHANDU, Hlaselaphi Agnes (52), an ANC supporter,
had her home destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at Ngonweni, Inanda, near KwaMashu,
Durban, on 16 November 1992.
SHANDU, Jabulani Emmanuel (23), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead in Folweni, KwaZulu, near
Umlazi, Durban, in June 1992, allegedly because of his
political activities among the youth.
SHANDU, Jabulisiwe Emely (37), had her house at
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by IFP
supporters on 13 January 1994 in the conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters during the run-up to the APRIL
1994 ELECTIONS. Her husband disappeared in the same
attack, and has not been seen since.
SHANDU, Johannes (56), an ANC supporter, had his
home at Ekuthuleni, Umlazi, Durban, destroyed in an
arson attack by IFP supporters in February 1992. See
EKUTHULENI ATTACKS.
SHANDU, Johannes (57), had his home vandalised by
IFP supporters in Ekuthuleni, Umlazi, Durban, during
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1993, allegedly because he was living in an ANC
stronghold.
SHANDU, Khumbulani (25), an Inkatha supporter,
was shot and killed by ANC supporters in Isipingo,
Natal, on 14 March 1990. Seven members of the
Shandu family died in three separate incidents of
political violence during 1990.
SHANDU, Linda W ilfred , was shot and fatally burnt
when ANC supporters attacked a home in Umnini,
Umgababa, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 July 1990.
Ms Nomusa Shandu, an IFP supporter, had moved her
children and grandchildren to safety when she heard
of a possible attack. The attackers then fetched the
family from their hiding place and took them back to
their home, which they set alight. Five of the Shandu
family members died of burns. Thirteen ANC supporters
were charged and 11 convicted for the attack.
SHANDU, Mafiki Zandele , was shot and fatally burnt
when ANC supporters attacked a home in Umnini,
Umgababa, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 July 1990.
Ms Nomusa Shandu, an IFP supporter, had moved her
children and grandchildren to safety when she heard
of a possible attack. The attackers then fetched the
family from their hiding place and took them back to
their home, which they set alight. Five of the Shandu
family members died of burns. Thirteen ANC supporters
were charged and 11 convicted for the attack.
SHANDU, Mbhekeleni (44), an IFP supporter, was
shot and stabbed to death in KwaDlangezwa,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 20 March 1994 in
the conflict between ANC and IFP supporters during
the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SHANDU, Nicholas Nkosinathi , was shot dead,
allegedly by members of the ISU, at Bhambayi, near
KwaMashu, Durban, on 1 December 1993. Eight other
people died in attacks by ISU members in the area
that day. The perpetrator applied for amnesty.
SHANDU, Nokwazi Josephine (43), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters in KwaKhoza, KwaZulu,
near Eshowe, Natal, in continuing conflict between IFP
and ANC supporters in 1993.
SHANDU, Nozipho (20), was shot and fatally burnt
when ANC supporters attacked a home in Umnini,
Umgababa, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 July 1990.
Ms Nomusa Shandu, an IFP supporter, had moved her
children and grandchildren to safety when she heard
of a possible attack. The attackers then fetched the
family from their hiding place and took them back to
their home, which they set alight. Five of the Shandu
family members died of burns. Thirteen ANC supporters
were charged and 11 convicted for the attack.
SHANDU, Phumaphi Emelea (54), an ANC supporter,
was severely intimidated by members of the SAP in
KwaMashu, Durban, during 1980. She and her family
were forced to leave the area.
SHANDU, Primrose Ntombifuthi , was shot and
fatally burnt when ANC supporters attacked a home in
Umnini, Umgababa, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 July
1990. Ms Nomusa Shandu, an IFP supporter, had moved
her children and grandchildren to safety when she heard
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of a possible attack. The attackers then fetched the
family from their hiding place and took them back to
their home, which they set alight. Five of the Shandu
family members died of burns. Thirteen ANC supporters
were charged and 11 convicted for the attack.
SHANDU, Sibongile Gladness (41), had her home
set alight in an arson attack at Ongoye, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 8 October 1993 in ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
SHANDU, Sitifani Stephen (39), had his home in
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, destroyed in an
arson attack by Inkatha supporters in May 1989,
allegedly because he was thought to be a UDF
supporter. Mr Shandu lived on the border between
UDF and Inkatha areas.
SHANDU, Sizakele (62), an IFP supporter, had her
house burnt down by ANC supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SHANDU, Thembeni Agnes (38), had her home
destroyed in an arson attack in Ngwelezana, KwaZulu,
near Empangeni, Natal, on 26 June 1992 in ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
SHANDU, Tholile , was shot and fatally burnt when
ANC supporters attacked a home in Umnini,
Umgababa, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 July 1990.
Ms Nomusa Shandu, an IFP supporter, had moved her
children and grandchildren to safety when she heard
of a possible attack. The attackers then fetched the
family from their hiding place and took them to their
home, which they set alight. Five of the Shandu family
members died of burns. Thirteen ANC supporters
were charged and 11 convicted for the attack.
SHANDU, Thulani Joseph (25), was shot and stabbed
to death on 24 February 1994 in Nkekwane Reserve,
Mtunzini, Natal, in political conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters during the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SHANDU, Walter Mansi , an MK operative, died
mysteriously while in detention in November 1978 in
Zeerust, Tvl. Police claimed that he committed suicide
but his neck was broken and severely bruised.
SHANDU, Zibuyile (24), was shot dead by ANC
supporters in Lindelani, near KwaMashu, Durban, on
13 January 1990 in intense conflict between Inkatha
and UDF/ANC supporters.
SHANGASE, Alson Dingizizwe (45), an ANC
supporter and union member, was assaulted by
members of the SADF in Edendale, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, in September 1986, during the
SARMCOL STRIKE.
SHANGASE, Aubrey Mandlakoyise , an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by IFP supporters at
Lindelani, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 6 April 1994, in
the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SHANGASE, Bhekokwakhe (33), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SHANGASE, Bhekukwazi (20), an ANC supporter,
had to have his leg amputated after being shot by a
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named member of the SADF in Lamontville, Durban,
on 25 June 1983.
SHANGASE, Busisiwe Gadeni (22), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SHANGASE, Daphney Zehlile (20), was severely
injured when she was sexually assaulted and stabbed by
UDF supporters who attacked her home in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 23 September 1988
in intensifying conflict between Inkatha and UDF
supporters in the area.
SHANGASE, Dudu , was one of 11 people killed by
SPECIAL CONSTABLES who attacked an all-night prayer
vigil at Trust Feeds, New Hanover, Pietermaritzburg,
on 3 December 1988. See TRUST FEEDS MASSACRE. The
station commander at New Hanover police station,
who also chaired the local JMC, was granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1996/0011).
SHANGASE, Fikile (53), an ANC supporter, was shot
and severely injured in an attack by IFP supporters on
residents of the isolated ANC stronghold in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SHANGASE, Garazile Ger tr ude (39), an Inkatha
supporter, had her home in Richmond Farm, near
KwaMashu, Durban, destroyed in an arson attack by
UDF supporters on 19 January 1990.
SHANGASE, Hansford Thabo (17), a COSAS
member, was assaulted by named Inkatha supporters
in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 17 July 1986. On 29
November 1987, Mr Shangase was paralysed when
the same perpetrators shot him in the mouth and neck.
SHANGASE, Hawukile (54), had her home at
NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near Durban, set alight in an arson
attack on 12 February 1994 during ongoing conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
SHANGASE, Jabulane , was severely stabbed by UDF
supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
23 September 1988 in intense political conflict in the
area.
SHANGASE, Khalangani (53), an IFP supporter, had
her house burnt down by ANC supporters at
Mangangeni in Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, in
May 1994, in conflict accompanying the A PRIL 1994
ELECTIONS.
SHANGASE, Khethiwe (21), an ANC supporter, was
burnt to death when Inkatha supporters petrol-bombed
her home in Nhlalakahle, Greytown, Natal, on 11 June
1990. She was six months pregnant at the time. Ms
Shangase’s three brothers, all ANC supporters, were
killed in political conflict in the area at different times
between 1987 and 1993.
SHANGASE, Mabule Isaac , an ANC supporter,
suffered damage to property in political conflict between
Inkatha and UDF supporters at KwaMashu, Durban, in
the late 1980s. One perpetrator was granted amnesty
(AC/2000/054).
SHANGASE, Mar gar et (56), an Inkatha supporter, had
her house in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
burnt down by UDF supporters in September 1987.
V O L U M E
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SHANGASE, Mbhekeni Mbhulelwa (50), an IFP
supporter, was shot dead when other named IFP
supporters ambushed him at Thafamasi, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 26 December 1990. His
sons were ANC supporters and had also been killed in
the course of political conflict. His wife was injured,
and two sisters-in-law were shot dead in the attack.
SHANGASE, Mkhipheni Ben , was shot dead in an
attack by IFP supporters on residents of the isolated ANC
stronghold in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SHANGASE, Moses (31), a UDF supporter, was shot
dead in an ambush by IFP supporters in Nhlalakahle,
Greytown, Natal, on 26 April 1991. Mr Shangase’s two
brothers and sister, all UDF or ANC supporters, were
killed in separate incidents of political conflict in the
area between 1987 and 1993.
SHANGASE, Mthandeni Vincent (16), an ANC
supporter, was shot and hacked to death by IFP
supporters at Ndundumeni, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 23 December 1990. His brother was also
killed in the attack. Three days later, three members of
his family were killed by IFP supporters who attempted
to prevent them from procuring muti for his grave.
SHANGASE, Muzi , was one of 11 people killed by
SPECIAL CONSTABLES who attacked an all-night prayer
vigil at Trust Feeds, New Hanover, Pietermaritzburg,
on 3 December 1988. See TRUST FEEDS MASSACRE. The
station commander at New Hanover police station,
who also chaired the local JMC, was granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1996/0011).
SHANGASE, Ndabayomlungu Vo , an IFP supporter,
was shot dead by named IFP supporters who
ambushed and attacked her family on the road in
Thafamasi, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 26
December 1990. Her father-in-law and sister-in-law
were also shot dead in the incident. The perpetrators
allegedly tried to prevent the family from getting muti
for the graves of her husband and brother-in-law, who
had both been killed in the course of political conflict.
SHANGASE, Ngazini Buzani , was shot dead by
named IFP supporters who ambushed and attacked
her family on the road in Thafamasi, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 26 December 1990. Her
father-in-law and sister-in-law were also shot dead in
the incident. The perpetrators allegedly tried to
prevent the family from getting muti for the graves of
her husband and brother-in-law, who had both been
killed in the course of political conflict.
SHANGASE, Nkonyeni , was one of 11 people killed
by SPECIAL CONSTABLES who attacked an all-night prayer
vigil at Trust Feeds, New Hanover, Pietermaritzburg,
on 3 December 1988. See T RUST FEEDS MASSACRE. The
station commander at New Hanover police station,
who also chaired the local JMC, was granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1996/0011).
SHANGASE, Nkosikhona , was shot and severely
injured in an attack by IFP supporters on residents of
the isolated ANC stronghold in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
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SHANGASE, Nomvula Goodness (17), had her home
burnt down and was abducted by UDF supporters,
who attempted to rape her, at Camperdown, near
Pietermaritzburg, in December 1989, during
intensifying political conflict in the area. About 1000
homes were badly damaged or destroyed in political
violence in Mpumalanga in 1989.
SHANGASE, Ntombenjani Bonangani
(42), an IFP
supporter, was shot and injured on 26 December
1990, in Thafamasi, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban.
She and other family members were ambushed on
the road by other named IFP supporters who wanted
to prevent her from procuring muti for the gravesof
her sons, who sons were ANC supporters and had
been killed in political conflict. Her husband and two
daughters-in-law were shot dead in the attack.
SHANGASE, Ntombikula (6), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SHANGASE, Philisiwe Mpompo (38), had her house
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in
August 1993 in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters over the launch of an IFP branch in the area.
SHANGASE, Phindile Josephine (37), an ANC
supporter, had her house at Folweni, KwaZulu, near
Umlazi, Durban, burnt down by IFP supporters in
September 1991.
SHANGASE, Phumelaphi Eunice (29), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SHANGASE, Phumelephi Sylvia (38), an IFP supporter,
had her house in NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near Durban,
burnt down by ANC supporters on 8 February 1994.
SHANGASE, Sibusiso (30), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and killed by IFP supporters at Nhlalakahle,
Greytown, Natal, on 27 March 1993. Mr Shangase’s
two brothers and a sister, all UDF and ANC supporters,
were killed in separate incidents of of political conflict
in the area between 1987 and 1993.
SHANGASE, Siphosenkosi W ilson , was shot and
stabbed to death in an arson attack by Inkatha
supporters on his home in Swayimane, Table Mountain,
near Pietermaritzburg, on 2 January 1989 in intensifying
conflict between Inkatha and UDF/ANC supporters in
the area.
SHANGASE, Yvonne Thembekile , an IFP supporter,
was shot dead in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 2 March 1992 in continuting conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters in the area.
SHANGASE, Zamokuhle Sbongiseni
(19), an ANC
supporter, was shot and hacked to death by IFP
supporters in Ndundumeni, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 23 December 1990. His brother was also
killed in the attack. Three days later, three members of
his family were killed by IFP supporters who attempted
to prevent them from procuring muti for his grave.
SHANGASE, Zetha , was one of 11 people killed by
SPECIAL CONSTABLES who attacked an all-night prayer
vigil at Trust Feeds, New Hanover, Pietermaritzburg,
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on 3 December 1988. See T RUST FEEDS MASSACRE. The
station commander at New Hanover police station,
who also chaired the local JMC, was granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1996/0011).
SHANGASE, Zibekile Minah (68), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Swayimane, Table Mountain, near
Pietermaritzburg, destroyed and looted by Inkatha
supporters on 2 January 1989. Her son was killed in
the attack.
SHANGE, Alpheus Magwegwe (44), an ANC supporter,
disappeared from Lamontville, Durban, in December
1986. It is alleged that he went into exile and, while in
Lusaka, was summoned before a disciplinary hearing
by his comrades and accused of being an informer. He
then allegedly committed suicide.
SHANGE, Antony (61), was shot and injured when
unidentified persons attacked his home at Umbumbulu,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 30 August 1993 in continuing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
His wife was shot dead in the attack.
SHANGE, Balungile (43), an ANC supporter, lost her
house in an arson attack in Umbumbulu, KwaZulu,
near Durban, in 1992 in continuing conflict between
IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
SHANGE, Banelile S’bongile (16), had her house burnt
down by ANC supporters in Njobokazi, Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, during political conflict in the
area in June 1980.
SHANGE, Basitile (52), an ANC supporter, had her house
at Ekuthuleni, Umlazi, Durban, burnt down by IFP
supporters on 2 February 1992. See EKUTHULENI ATTACKS.
SHANGE, Bhekinduna Isaac , was one of six
passengers shot dead when members of an ANC selfdefence unit (SDU) attacked a bus at Umkomaas, near
Durban, on 27 April 1992. Eight other passengers
were injured. Three ANC SDU members were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/088). See UMKOMAAS BUS ATTACK.
SHANGE, Bhekizwe , an Inkatha supporter, was shot
and killed by a named ANC supporter in Osuthu,
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 15 March
1990, in confict following the UNBANNING of political
organisations in February.
SHANGE, Bongani Jef frey (22), an ANC supporter,
was severely injured when he was mauled by a police
dog in Umlazi, Durban, on 13 February 1992. Police
came to his home, allegedly looking for weapons, after
he had enquired about water facilities for squatters.
He was detained for nine months, during which he
was beaten and subjected to electric shock torture.
His right arm is now partially paralysed.
SHANGE, Bongani Petros (31), a UDF supporter, was
attacked and fired at by named Inkatha supporters in
Mafunza, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in May 1987.
SHANGE, Buyisile Precious (20), had the room in
which she was staying petrol-bombed in March 1993 in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, in ongoing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters in the area. At least
18 people were killed in political violence in Bhambayi
in March 1993. Seventy-five homes were burnt down.
SHANGE, Constance Badelile (54), had her house in
Engonyameni, near Umlazi, Durban, looted and burnt
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down by Inkatha supporters on 9 June 1990 in intense
conflict between Inkatha and ANC supporters in the
area.
SHANGE, Dinci (41), was seriously injured when he
was beaten and stabbed by Inkatha supporters in
KwaShange, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 28
March 1990, during the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
SHANGE, Eunice Nkosikhona (16), a UDF supporter,
was stabbed, stoned and axed to death by named
Inkatha supporters in Camperdown, near Pietermaritzburg, on 24 May 1988. UDF activists allegedly became
the targets of attack when they refused to become
Inkatha members during that time.
SHANGE, Fihliwe Emma Mamtolo (65), an ANC
supporter, had her house in Izingolweni, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, burnt down by IFP supporters in
May 1993.
SHANGE, Florence Tonnet (39), a UDF supporter,
had her house in Hambanathi, near Verulam, Natal,
burnt down by IFP supporters in 1984 in political
conflict over the INCORPORATION of Hambanathi and
Lamontville into KwaZulu.
SHANGE, Henry Sphiwe (23), was shot and injured
on 4 May 1986 when named ANC supporters
disguised as doctors mounted a rescue of Gordon
Webster, who was being held under police guard in
Edendale Hospital, near Pietermaritzburg. One person
was killed and two were injured in the operation.
SHANGE, Isaac Bhekisono (28), an ANCYL leader,
was severely beaten and tortured by members of the
SAP on 2 November 1992 while in detention in
Amanzimtoti, near Durban.
SHANGE, Khumbuzile , was shot dead by unidentified perpetrators at Mahlabatini, near Ulundi,
KwaZulu/Natal, during political conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters on 5 January 1992. Her family’s
home was burnt down during this attack.
SHANGE, Langelakhe (35), an Inkatha supporter, was
shot dead by UDF supporters who attacked his home
in Mpandweni, Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 27 August 1988. Three other members of his
family were also killed in the attack.
SHANGE, Lindiwe Evelin (23), an Inkatha supporter,
had her house in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
burnt down by UDF supporters in May 1989. About
1000 homes were badly damaged or destroyed in
political violence in Mpumalanga in 1989, leaving many
dead and thousands homeless.
SHANGE, Mabhula Richard (34), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by Inkatha supporters in
KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 3 March
1990, following the UNBANNING of political organisations
in February.
SHANGE, Mantolwane (40), an ANC supporter, had
his livestock stolen and his house in Richmond, Natal,
burnt down by IFP supporters in April 1992.
SHANGE, Mazo , an Inkatha supporter, was shot dead
by UDF supporters who attacked his home in
Mpandweni, Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
27 August 1988. Three other members of his family
were also killed in the attack.
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SHANGE, Mbuyiselwa (51), had his house in
Mtwalume, near Umzinto, Natal, burnt down by IFP
supporters on 1 January 1991, when the chief in his
area reportedly launched a campaign to expel all ANC
members from the area.
SHANGE, Mkhe Khethiwe (29), an IFP supporter, had
her house in KwaMthethwa, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, petrol-bombed by ANC supporters
in June 1993.
SHANGE, Ms (first name not given), was shot and
injured in an attack on her home in Inanda, near
KwaMashu, Durban, in August 1993, during intense
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
SHANGE, Msolwa (63), was shot and stabbed to
death by Inkatha supporters in Richmond, Natal, on 26
May 1990, allegedly because he was perceived to be
an ANC sympathiser. Thirteen people were killed in
clashes between Inkatha and UDF/ANC supporters in
the area at this time.
SHANGE, Mthokozisi Alfred (19), a UDF supporter,
was stabbed to death by fellow UDF supporters in
KwaPata, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 20 May
1989 during a serious internal conflict within the
organisation.
SHANGE, Musa Raymond , an ANC supporter, was
shot dead and his body was severely mutilated by
named IFP supporters in Vulindlela, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 13 February 1991.
SHANGE, Mxolini Nicholus (45), was shot dead by
members of the IFP at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, during political conflict on 12 March 1987.
SHANGE, Mzwandile Wonderboy (20), an IFP
supporter, was stabbed to death and his body mutilated
by a named fellow IFP supporter and others, in the
Emashembeni forest near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 9
February 1992. The local chief had called an IFP
meeting, and Mr Shange went to the shop before
attending the meeting. The shop-owner allegedly called
some IFP youths who were passing by and falsely
informed them that the victim was a UDF supporter.
SHANGE, Nelie T eressa (49), was shot dead when
unidentified persons attacked her home in Umbumbulu,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 30 August 1993 in continuing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
Her husband was shot and injured in the attack.
SHANGE, Nelisiwe Maggie (43), an ANC supporter,
had her house in KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near
Durban, burnt down by IFP supporters on 2 February
1992.
SHANGE, Nokhebevu Samson (63), an ANC
supporter, had his house at Umbumbulu, KwaZulu,
near Durban, burnt down in continuing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters in the area in 1992.
SHANGE, Ntombikayise Elizabeth (60), an ANC
supporter, had her house in the Engonyameni area, near
Umlazi, Durban, burnt down by Inkatha supporters on
13 June 1990.
SHANGE, Phumelaphi (43), an IFP supporter, had her
house burnt down by UDF supporters at Njobokazi,
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 December
1991.
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SHANGE, Phumzile Elizabeth (38), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban,
burnt down by IFP supporters in February 1994 in the
run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SHANGE, Pretty (19), a UDF supporter, was severely
beaten by IFP supporters who attacked her home in
Hambanathi, near Verulam, Natal, during conflict in
1984 over the INCORPORATION of Hambanathi and
Lamontville into KwaZulu.
SHANGE, Prudence Nompumelelo (11), lost her family
home in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, when it
was demolished by Inkatha supporters in December
1988 in intensifying conflict between Inkatha and UDF
supporters in the area. Her father was stabbed to
death by Inkatha supporters in the same month.
SHANGE, Robert V usimuzi (27) aka 'Callaghan
Chama', an MK member from Soweto, Johannesburg,
was detained by ANC members in Angola in 1984.
Accused of mutiny, Mr Shange was held for four years
in Quadro camp where he was subjected to severe
beatings. See ANC CAMPS.
SHANGE, Roselina Kulhatile (64), had her house in
Camperdown, near Pietermaritzburg, burnt down by ANC
supporters on 11 October 1988 in intensifying conflict
between Inkatha and UDF supporters in the area.
SHANGE, Sarah-Jane , an ANC supporter, had her
house in Mtwalume, near Umzinto, Natal, burnt down
by a named IFP supporter on 1 January 1991, allegedly
because her sons were ANC supporters. The local
chief had reportedly launched a campaign to remove
ANC supporters from the area.
SHANGE, Sibonelo Pr ofessor , was shot and injured
by ANC supporters in ongoing political conflict at
Mpusheni Reserve, Natal, on 18 August 1992. Eight
people died in the attack. One ANC supporter was
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0219).
SHANGE, Sidudla Benzangani (31), an Inkatha
supporter, had her house set alight and damaged by
ANCYL members in Mophela, KwaZulu, near
Hammarsdale, Natal, in June 1989.
SHANGE, Simangele , was severely burnt when her
house was set alight by ANC supporters in Mahlabatini,
near Ulundi, KwaZulu/Natal, on 5 January 1992 in
continuing political conflict in the area.
SHANGE, Sithandiwe , was one of eight people shot
dead by ANC supporters in ongoing political conflict at
Mpusheni Reserve, Natal, on 18 August 1992. One
ANC supporter was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0219).
SHANGE, Sithembiso , was shot and injured by ANC
supporters in ongoing political conflict at Mpusheni
Reserve, Natal, on 18 August 1992. Eight people died
in the attack. One ANC supporter was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0219).
SHANGE, Sizani Mama (41), an ANC supporter, had
her house at Mtwalume, near Umzinto, Natal, burnt
down by a named IFP supporter on 1 January 1991,
when the chief in his area reportedly launched a
campaign to expel all ANC members from the area.
SHANGE, Thulani Ntu (28), was shot dead in
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 8 June 1993
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in continuing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
in the area.
SHANGE, Vivian Thulasizwe (48), was stabbed and
hacked to death by Inkatha supporters in Camperdown,
near Pietermaritzburg, on 25 December 1988 in
intensifying conflict between Inkatha and UDF
supporters in the area.
SHANGE, Vusumuzi Emmanuel (18), was stabbed
and stoned to death by named ANC supporters in
Umlazi, Durban, on 17 July 1993 in continuing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters.
SHANGE, W iseman , a UDF supporter, was severely
beaten by IFP members at Hambanathi, near Verulam,
Natal, in 1983, during conflict over the INCORPORATION
of Hambanathi into KwaZulu.
SHANGE, Zandile Victoria (45), had her house burnt
down by members of the IFP at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, in political conflict on 20 January 1987.
SHANGE, Zanele (24), had her home and furniture
burnt in an arson attack at Inanda, near KwaMashu,
Durban, in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area in 1993.
SHAPO, David Molefe (17), was shot in the stomach
and seriously injured by alleged members of the SAP
in Pietersburg, Tvl, in April 1993 during political conflict
that preceded the burial of CHRIS HANI.
SHAZA, Alfred Hlokomani (33), an IKONGO member,
lost his house in an arson attack by members of the
SAP in Bizana, Transkei, in 1963 during the PONDOLAND
REVOLT.
SHAZA, Madimane , was beaten to death by members
of the SAP in Bizana, Transkei, in 1963 during the
PONDOLAND REVOLT.
SHAZA, Sipho , was shot dead by Inkatha supporters
in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in 1980,
following a dispute between Inkatha supporters and
his father, who was an ANC supporter. The family
home was burnt down in the same incident.
SHAZI, Nompumelelo Eunice (38), a UDF organiser,
was harassed, detained and severely beaten by
members of the Transkei Police in 1989 in Umzimkulu,
Transkei.
SHAZI, Thokozani , was shot an injured by an IFP
member during political conflict at Izingolweni, Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 16 March 1991. An amnesty
applicant testified that he killed Mr Shazi because he
believed him to be an ANC supporter. He was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0339).
SHAZI, Wilson (25), was shot and stabbed to death
by IFP supporters in KwaZuba, Umkomaas, near
Durban, on 24 February 1991 in ongoing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters.
SHEARD, V al, a civilian, was injured when APLA
operatives attacked members and guests at the King
William’s Town Golf Club, Cape, on 28 November
1992. Four people were killed and 17 injured in the
attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Four APLA members were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/182).
SHEARER, Anna Petronella (41), was killed when two
MK operatives detonated a bomb in a shopping centre
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in Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 23 December 1985 in
retaliation for a South African security forces attack two
weeks earlier on ANC members in Lesotho, in which
nine people had been killed. The explosion in
Amanzimtoti killed five people and injured 61. One of the
operatives was sentenced to death and later hanged.
SHEBI, Bonginkosi Berry (30), an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten and stabbed by named IFP supporters
in Hibberdene, Natal, on 11 December 1992.
SHELEMBE, Albert Sakhephi (40), a taxi driver and
an ANC supporter, was shot dead by a named Inkatha
supporter in Swayimane, Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg, on 22 December 1989. Mr Shelembe was
targeted by both the UDF and Inkatha supporters,
allegedly because each group wanted him to transport
only their supporters.
SHELEMBE, Bongani (24), an ANC supporter, was
hacked to death when named IFP supporters attacked
a group of ANC supporters in Umkomazi, Richmond,
Natal, on 2 May 1992. Three other ANC supporters
were killed in the attack.
SHELEMBE, Doris Dumazile (30), had her house in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, burnt down in
March 1994 in political conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters during the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SHELEMBE, Khanyisile Jeslina (54), had her house in
Mandini, Natal, destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters in 1993. She was allegedly targeted because
her sons were ANC supporters.
SHELEMBE, Majalimane (71), an Inkatha supporter,
was beaten and stabbed to death by named fellow
Inkatha supporters in Obanjeni, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 25 September 1986, allegedly
because he was believed to be sympathetic to the ANC.
SHELEMBE, Mdubanisi Prince (35), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down and property stolen by
Inkatha supporters in Esimozomeni, Richmond, Natal,
on 21 April 1990, in conflict following the UNBANNING of
political organisations.
SHELEMBE, Nelisiwe Irene (23), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Gengeshe, Richmond, Natal, burnt
down by IFP supporters in March 1991. The family
had fled this IFP stronghold because they were ANC
supporters, but had returned to attend the funeral of a
family member. The house was attacked during the
funeral vigil, and two family members were killed.
Three days later the house was burnt down.
SHELEMBE, Nhlanhla (19), a UDF supporter, lost his
property when his mother’s house in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, was petrol-bombed in 1989, allegedly
because he refused to become an Inkatha member.
SHELEMBE, Nonkanyiso Lessia , a UDF supporter,
had her house burnt and property destroyed when a
group of Inkatha supporters and CAPRIVI TRAINEES
attacked a UDF meeting in a house at Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 18 January 1988. Nine
people were killed and an estimated 200 people were
injured in the attack. The group went on to destroy
around eight houses. One former Inkatha member
was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
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SHELEMBE, Phikisizoni Alphina (50), was stabbed to
death by a named Inkatha supporter in Swayimane,
Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg, on 23
December 1990, in intense conflict between ANC and
Inkatha supporters in the area.
SHELEMBE, Rosaline (58), a UDF supporter, had her
house destroyed in a petrol bomb attack in Imbali,
Pietermaritzburg, in 1989, allegedly because her son
refused to join Inkatha.
SHELEMBE, Roselina (67), an ANC supporter, had her
house in Esimozomeni, Richmond, Natal, burnt down
in 1991 in continuing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
SHELEMBE, Sebenzile Dora (40), had her home in
Swayimane, Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg, burnt
down by Inkatha supporters on 13 March 1990, in
political conflict between ANC and Inkatha supporters
following the UNBANNING of political organisations in
February.
SHELEMBE, Sibekaphi Bangizwe Albert (47), was
shot and injured by Inkatha supporters and members
of the SAP who opened fire on him and a friend from
a police vehicle in Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near
Howick, Natal, on 31 March 1990. His friend was
killed in the attack.
SHELEMBE, Sophilinah (52), had her house destroyed
in an arson attack by IFP supporters in Inanda, near
KwaMashu, Durban, in ongoing political conflict in
February 1991.
SHELEMBE, Sydney Michael (20), was stabbed to
death by Inkatha supporters in Gezubuso, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 19 October 1987 in intensifying
conflict between Inkatha and UDF supporters.
SHELEMBE, Thalithi (55), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters in Gengeshe, Richmond,
Natal, on 21 March 1991. The family had fled this IFP
stronghold because they were ANC supporters, but
had returned to attend the funeral of a family member.
The house was attacked during the funeral vigil. Ms
Shelembe’s son was also killed, and the house was
burnt down three days later.
SHELEMBE, Victor Sicelo (47), was shot and injured
by IFP supporters at Wembezi, KwaZulu, near Estcourt,
Natal, during political conflict on 27 July 1993.
SHELEMBE, Vusumuzi Ezekia (30), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by IFP supporters in Gengeshe,
Richmond, Natal, on 21 March 1991. The family had
fled this IFP stronghold because they were ANC
supporters, but had returned to attend the funeral of a
family member. The house was attacked during the
funeral vigil. Mr Shelembe’s mother was also killed,
and the house was burnt down three days later.
SHELVER, K , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church Street,
Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people were
killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of MK’s
Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See
CHURCH STREET BOMBING, P RETORIA.
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SHEMANE, Joseph , was killed when a hand grenade
was thrown by members of the SADF’s 113 Batalion
into a shebeen in Lulekani, Phalaborwa, Gazankulu on
2 March 1986. The incident occurred during conflict
between the Lulekani Youth Congress and soldiers
based at Skiettocht Military Base. The soldiers were
charged and appeared in court but nothing came of
the case. See GAZANKULU HAND GRENADE ATTACK.
SHEMBE, Londa Nsika (45), a priest, was shot dead
in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, in a targeted killing
on 7 April 1989. Reverend Shembe allegedly refused
to align himself politically, and conducted burial services
for both Inkatha and UDF victims. This caused tension
as he each party accused him of siding with the other.
SHEMBE, Sikhumbuzo Elphas (30), an ANC
supporter, was severely injured when he was beaten
and shot by IFP supporters in Estcourt, Natal, on 14
September 1992. He died later in hospital. Political
conflict had caused him to flee the area, but he was
spotted visiting his uncle, and was attacked.
SHEYI, Nomfundiso Priscilla (32), had her house burnt
down in fighting between ANC and IFP supporters,
the latter allegedly supported by members of the ISU,
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, in June 1993.
SHEZI, (first name not given), had his house burnt
down at Nkandla, KwaZulu, near Melmoth, Natal,
during conflict in the area between the IPF and ANC.
SHEZI, Anton Mahawu , an alleged IFP supporter,
was shot dead during a confrontation between ANC
and IFP supporters at Gengeshe, Richmond, Natal, on
26 September 1992, in which at least nine people were
killed. Two ANC supporters were granted amnesty
(AC/97/0063).
SHEZI, Babazane , was shot an injured by an IFP
member during political conflict at Izingolweni, Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 16 March 1991. An amnesty
applicant testified that he killed Mr Shezi because he
believed him to be an ANC supporter. He was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0339).
SHEZI, Bheki Bonokwakhe (21), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by IFP supporters in Ethembeni,
near Stanger, Natal, on 10 August 1993.
SHEZI, Bhekuyise Ambrose (65), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters in
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 17 March
1990 in conflict following the UNBANNING of political
organisations in February. Mr Shezi and his family were
trying tried to flee from an Inkatha attack, but their car
broke down and both he and his son were killed.
SHEZI, Bongani , an ANC supporter, was abducted,
stabbed to death and mutilated by IFP supporters in
political conflict at Enseleni, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, following an IFP rally on 10 February 1991.
SHEZI, Bongekile Albertina (39), was injured on 5
March 1993 when armed IFP supporters opened fire
on the taxi in which she was travelling at Nkanyezeni
in the Table Mountain area, near Pietermaritzburg,
allegedly in a revenge attack for the killing of 6 IFPaligned pupils on 2 March 1993. Ten pupils were killed
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and four injured. A further pupil died later. Two
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0012).
See TABLE MOUNTAIN BUS ATTACKS.
SHEZI, Bongiwe (61), an IFP supporter, lost her
property in an arson attack by ANC supporters in
Njobokazi, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 25
August 1991.
SHEZI, Cosmas Sanele , survived a petrol bomb attack
on his home in Ixopo, Natal, on 9 September 1992. Mr
Shezi’s father, an Inkatha supporter, was killed in the
attack, allegedly by ANC supporters.
SHEZI, Delisile (39), an Inkatha supporter, had her
house in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, burnt
down on 8 July 1990 in intensifying conflict between
ANC and Inkatha supporters during the 1990s.
SHEZI, Denis Nicholas (55), a UDF supporter, was
stabbed by Inkatha supporters in Mphelandaba,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 19 June 1987.
SHEZI, Dodo Elphas (20), an ANC supporter, was
abducted and shot dead by IFP supporters when he
left school in Gezubuso, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 15 April 1991. He was in the company of
several other ANC youth who were also abducted and
shot.
SHEZI, Felumuzi (42), an Inkatha supporter, was shot
dead in Durban on 8 July 1990 in ongoing conflict
between Inkatha and ANC supporters in the area.
SHEZI, Gilbert Vusumuzi (50), an ANC supporter,
was injured when he was attacked by Inkatha
supporters in Pietermaritzburg, in July 1990, allegedly
in revenge for the killing of a well-known Inkatha
leader in the area.
SHEZI, Goodness Bongekile (24), an ANC supporter,
had her house at Ekuthuleni, Umlazi, Durban, burnt
down by IFP supporters on 2 February 1992. See
EKUTHULENI ATTACKS.
SHEZI, Hawukile Ennie (70), had her house looted
and vandalised by named Inkatha supporters in Caluza,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in April 1990. The
incident was part of the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
SHEZI, Isau Sipho (35), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed to death, at the Pinetown taxi rank, near
Durban, by Inkatha supporters from the Richmond
area on 7 July 1990. Political violence in the Richmond
area had caused many people to flee and settle in
Pinetown and Clermont, near Durban, where they
were hunted down and attacked.
SHEZI, Kayikayi Thembinkosi (15), a UDF and ANC
supporter, was shot dead when members of the
KWA ZULU POLICE opened fire on people returning from
a memorial service in KwaMashu, Durban, on
1 September 1986.
SHEZI, Khusu (28), an ANC supporter, had her house
in Esimozomeni, Richmond, Natal, burnt down by a
named IFP supporter in 1991.
SHEZI, Langalishona (47) was shot dead by IFP
members at Mycomb, Richmond, Natal, during
political violence on 1 October 1992. He had been
harassed earlier that day and had fled to a nearby
forest to hide. He was shot on his return.
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SHEZI, Lolo Cornelius (44), an IFP supporter, was
shot and burnt to death when the house in which he
was sleeping was petrol-bombed by ANC supporters
on 9 September 1992 in Ixopo, Natal.
SHEZI, Lucky Jerome (29), a COSATU member, was
harassed and beaten by members of the SAP at
KwaShange, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, during
potitical conflict in 1988.
SHEZI, Makhosazane Rosa (26), an ANC supporter,
had her house set alight by Inkatha supporters on
27 March 1990 in KwaShange, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, in the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
SHEZI, Maria (53), an IFP supporter, had her house
burnt down by other IFP supporters at Enseleni,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, during 1991. She
had been accused of being an ANC supporter because
her son was an ANC supporter.
SHEZI, Maria (59), an ANC supporter, was shot and
injured on 4 July 1992 when IFP supporters attacked a
minibus leaving her home in Bhomela, Port Shepstone,
Natal. Ms Shezi was standing in the yard when she was
shot. Seven ANC members were killed in the incident.
Five IFP members were convicted for the attack.
SHEZI, Maria , an ANC supporter, had her house at
Richmond, Natal, destroyed in an arson attack in 1991
during ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in the area.
SHEZI, Mar yr ose Hlengiwe , survived a petrol bomb
attack on her home in Ixopo, Natal, on 9 September
1992. Ms Shezi’s father, an Inkatha supporter, was
killed in the attack, allegedly by ANC supporters.
SHEZI, Mbongeni Eric (28), an ANC supporter, was
detained for a month and tortured by KWAZULU POLICE
members in Umlazi, Durban, in April 1993, following a
search of his house for illegal weapons.
SHEZI, Mfanufikile Petros (24), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by named IFP supporters in Oshabeni,
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 18 January 1992.
SHEZI, Mike Makhini (31), a UDF supporter, was
stabbed to death by named Inkatha supporters in
KwaShange, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on
5 January 1990.
SHEZI, Mpumelelo Solomon (27), a UDF supporter,
was shot dead by Inkatha supporters in Mphelandaba,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 24 February 1989.
Mr Shezi’s father and his sister-in-law were both killed
in 1987 in the course of political conflict.
SHEZI, Mthuli Nicodemus , vice-president of the Black
People’s Convention, died after being pushed under an
oncoming train by a named employee of South African
Railways in Germiston, Tvl, on 1 December 1972.
SHEZI, Muziwavuka Hubert (18), a UDF supporter,
was abducted by Inkatha supporters in Machibisa,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 23 August 1987.
He was later found stabbed and burnt to death.
SHEZI, Muziwempi (33), an Inkatha supporter, was
shot and severely injured by members of the SAP in
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 16 November
1989. Mr Shezi was thought to be a UDF supporter
and was arrested. In July 1991, he had his house
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burnt down in ongoing conflict between IPF and UDF
supporters in the area.
SHEZI, Ncamisile Thokozile (36), was shot dead by
IFP supporters in Bhoboyi, Port Shepstone, Natal, on
10 December 1993 in continuing conflict between IFP
and ANC supporters in the area.
SHEZI, Nhlanhla (23), a UDF supporter, was severely
assaulted by Inkatha supporters in KwaMashu,
Durban, in September 1985, allegedly because he
refused to join Inkatha.
SHEZI, Nkosingiphile Ronald (21), an ANC supporter,
was detained for a month and tortured by KWAZULU
POLICE members in Umlazi, Durban, in April 1993, on
suspicion of involvement in an attack on a policeman’s
house.
SHEZI, Nojuta Lephima (35), an ANC supporter, had
his house at Richmond, Natal, destroyed in an arson
attack during ongoing conflict between Inkatha and
ANC supporters in the area in 1990.
SHEZI, Nomthuswana (48), an ANC supporter, had
her house destroyed in an arson attack at Ezakheni,
KwaZulu, near Ladysmith, Natal, during ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in 1991.
SHEZI, Octavia Sibongile (27), had her home in
Gezubuso, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, burnt
down by Inkatha supporters in March 1990, during the
SEVEN-DAY WAR.
SHEZI, Pauline Sebenzile (19), was raped by a group
of Inkatha supporters known as ‘Otheleweni’ in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in June 1987, allegedly
because her brothers were UDF supporters. The other
women in the Shezi household were also tortured in
the incident, and Ms Shezi’s mother was killed.
SHEZI, Paulos (48), a member of the SAP, had his
house destroyed in a hand grenade explosion in
Umlazi, Durban, on 17 August 1986. Policemen were
perceived to be agents of the apartheid state and
were therefore considered legitimate targets.
SHEZI, Petros Sifiso (23), was shot at by IFP
supporters near Germiston, Tvl, on 30 March 1994
when the taxi in which he was travelling was forced
off the road. The perpetrators opened fire on the
passengers, killing eight and wounding several others.
SHEZI, Samuel Musa , survived a petrol bomb attack
on his home in Ixopo, Natal, on 9 September 1992. Mr
Shezi’s father, an Inkatha supporter, was killed in the
attack, allegedly by ANC supporters.
SHEZI, Sibongiseni Goodwill , was one of eight people
shot dead by ANC supporters in ongoing political conflict
at Mpusheni Reserve, Natal, on 18 August 1992. One
ANC supporter was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0219).
SHEZI, Sibusiso Gerald , a UDF/ANC supporter, was
severely beaten by Inkatha supporters in Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 1 October 1987, allegedly
because he was seen in an area that had been
declared a ‘no-go area’ for UDF supporters.
SHEZI, Sibusiso Wiseman (18), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 1 January
1993, allegedly because he was seen in an area that
had been declared a ‘no-go area’ for ANC supporters.
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SHEZI, Sifiso Rudolph (21), an MK cadre, was shot
dead by alleged members of the SAP in Umlazi,
Durban, on 24 April 1987.
SHEZI, Sifiso T utu , an MK operative, was killed in a
shoot-out at the home of ANC member Tryphina
Jokweni in Umlazi, Durban, on 24 April 1987 by
Security Police members from Vlakplaas and Durban
who had infiltrated their unit. Three MK operatives
were killed and one security policeman was injured.
SHEZI, Silwayiphi Daniel (25), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed to death by named IFP supporters in Ntuthuka,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 22 April 1994, a
week before the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS. He had been seen
in an area declared a ‘no-go area’ for ANC supporters.
SHEZI, Siphiwe (61), lost his house in an arson attack
in Nyanini, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, in 1993 in
continuing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
in the area.
SHEZI, Sipho (46), an ANC supporter, was severely
beaten by members of the SAP in KwaMashu, Durban,
in December 1988.
SHEZI, Stanley Mduduzi (25), was shot and killed by
an Inkatha supporter during ongoing political conflict
at Imbali Pietermaritzburg, on 12 January 1989. An
amnesty applicant testified that he had been
instructed to kill another person, but because of the
dark, he mistakenly killed Mr Shezi. He was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0334).
SHEZI, Thabile , was injured during an assassination
attempt on a prominent ANC member by IFP
supporters at Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, on 24 July 1992. Two perpetrators were granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
SHEZI, Thandiwe Gladys (27), was detained,
interrogated, assaulted, tortured and raped by Witwatersrand Security Branch operatives at Sandton police station,
Johannesburg, during 1988. Ms Shezi was detained
because she was the girlfriend of one of the suspects
in an MK bomb blast at Vanderbijlpark Square on 21
October 1988. A member of the Witwatersrand
Security Branch was granted amnesty for the assault,
but denied any knowledge of the rape (AC/2001/242).
SHEZI, Thembinkosi Kayikayi , was shot dead by
unidentified assailants at KwaMashu, Durban, during
intensifying conflict between UDF and Inkatha
supporters in September 1986.
SHEZI, Thembisile (28), had her room in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, destroyed in ongoing
political conflict in the area between the ‘RED’ AND
‘GREEN’ FACTIONS during 1993.
SHEZI, Thembisile Pricilla (48), lost her house in an
arson attack in Amaoti, Inanda, near Durban, on 23
October 1993 in continuing conflict between ANC and
IFP supporters in the area.
SHEZI, Thembuyise Innocent (39), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters in
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 17 March
1990. He and his family were fleeing from an IFP
attack when their car broke down and the family was
attacked. His father was also killed in the incident.
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SHEZI, Thoko Lephinah (30), an ANC supporter, had
her home in KwaMnyandu, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, burnt down by Inkatha supporters in
March 1990, during the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
SHEZI, Thokozile , an ANC supporter, was shot dead
when IFP supporters attacked her house in Bhoboyi,
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 10 December 1993.
SHEZI, Thomas Mzingisi Beachamp (45), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed and beaten to death by
Inkatha supporters in the Uganda informal settlement,
Umlazi, Durban, during 1989.
SHEZI, Thombo Zibeni (28), lost her house in an
arson attack in Esimozomeni, Richmond, Natal, in May
1990, allegedly because her husband was an ANC
supporter. The family fled to Pinetown, where Ms
Shezi’s husband was stabbed to death at a taxi rank
on 7 July 1990. Political violence in the Richmond area
had caused many people to flee the area and settle in
the Pinetown and Clermont areas, where some were
hunted down and attacked.
SHEZI, Thulani Eric , a UDF supporter, disappeared in
the Gezubuso area, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in
March 1990, around the time of the SEVEN-DAY WAR. On
21 June 1990, his body was found in the Landville
area, near Pietermaritzburg, with a bullet wound.
SHEZI, Vivian Bongani , a UDF supporter, had his
house looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a
group of Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters
and residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in spite of a heavy police and military presence.
Fourteen people were killed and at least 120 homes
burnt down. One former IFP member was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
SHEZI, Zakhele , an ANC supporter, was killed by
Inkatha supporters at Mahwaqa, near Port Shepstone,
Natal, in April 1990, following the UNBANNING of political
organisations in February.
SHEZI, Zama David (21), a UDF supporter who was
active in the local civic association, was detained by
members of the SAP in Glencoe, near Dundee, Natal,
in 1984, allegedly for his involvement in organising
community boycotts. On 15 June 1986, he was placed
in solitary confinement at Waterval prison, Dundee. He
was beaten and tortured in solitary confinement.
SHEZI, Zethulele (27), an ANC and UDF supporter, was
stabbed and killed by IFP supporters, allegedly assisted
by KWAZULU POLICE members, in KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban, in June 1989.
SHEZI, Ziningi Sylvia , had her home at Esimozomeni,
Richmond, Natal burnt down by unidentified
perpetrators in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in 1992.
SHEZI, Ziphelele V ivian , an ANC supporter, was
killed in Mahwaqa, near Port Shepstone, Natal, by
alleged IFP supporters in April 1990, following the
UNBANNING of political organisations in February.
SHIBANDA, Mhlaba Solomon (68), a People’s
Congress supporter, lost property and livestock when
his house was petrol-bombed in August 1980 in
Pietersburg, Tvl. The attack was linked to conflict that
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erupted in February 1980 at Ga-Matlala village about
Lebowa’ s proposed independence from South Africa.
Residents who opposed independence were forcefully
removed, their houses were burnt and their livestock
taken to government farms.
SHIBE, Jabu Adelaide (39), had her house set alight
by ANC supporters in Gamalakhe, KwaZulu, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 26 March 1994 in political
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters during the
run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SHIBE, Linda Elphas (28), a UDF supporter, was shot
and severely injured by KWAZULU POLICE members at
KwaMashu, Durban, on 23 December 1989. He had
been operating underground for some years when he
was attacked. He is now paralysed and confined to a
wheelchair.
SHIBE, Nomzindo Ida (46), had her house, which
was located in an ANC-dominated area of Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by IFP
supporters during political conflict in March 1993. At
least 18 people were killed in political violence in
Bhambayi in March 1993, and 75 homes were burnt
down. See ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
SHIBE, Vakushiwe Milton (45), had his home burnt
down by IFP supporters during political conflict
between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, in 1993.
SHIBE, Vusi Gunnet (25), an ANC supporter, was
arrested in Murchison, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on
3 April 1990 and held for over a month, allegedly
because of his political activities.
SHIBURI, Elias (25), disappeared while in police
custody in 1978 and has not been seen since. He is
presumed dead. He had been arrested after visiting an
uncle in Mozambique, and appeared in the Protea
Magistrate’s Court in early 1978, the last time he was
seen by his family. The police claimed that Mr Shiburi
was released on 8 February 1978.
SHIKITA, Fuzile , an ANC member, was tortured while
in detention in Bizana, Transkei, in March 1960 during
the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
SHIKOANE, Mokgoma (28), was severely beaten
with sjamboks and tortured by members of the
Lebowa Police on 1 January 1986 in Pietersburg, Tvl,
because of his political activities and refusal to accept
Chief Sekoane as chief of the area.
SHIKWANE, Habakuk Magabutlane , an ANC activist,
was assaulted and detained for six weeks by members
of the SAP in 1959 in Pretoria. He was subsequently
banned for five years.
SHILLOW, Craig , was injured in what became known
as the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June
1986. The explosion killed three women and injured at
least 74 other people. Seven MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/128).
SHILLOW, Roger , in what became known as the
MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June 1986. The
explosion killed three women and injured at least 74
other people. Seven MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
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SHINGA, Bheki Bethlehem (42), an ANC supporter,
was shot and killed by IFP supporters at the Glebelands
hostel in Umlazi, Durban, on 3 August 1992, allegedly
because he did not heed an IFP-organised stayaway.
Another person was also killed in the hostel that day.
SHINGA, Gilbert (38), was shot dead by a named
Inkatha supporter in the Tophet Reserve at Mtwalume,
near Umzinto, Natal, on 13 April 1990, allegedly because
he refused to attend an Inkatha self-defence camp.
SHINGA, Meshack (49), lost his house in an arson
attack in Richmond Farm, near KwaMashu, Durban, in
April 1994 in political conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters during the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SHINGA, Nana Michael (44), was one of 13 people
killed in an attack by UDF and ANC supporters on
Inkatha supporters in the Mahwaqa area, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 24 March 1990. Two UDF
supporters were granted amnesty (AC/2000/041).
SHINGA, Nkosinathi Dennis , was shot and injured by
Inkatha supporters in Ntuzuma, near Durban, on 10
October 1988 in intensifying conflict between Inkatha
and UDF supporters.
SHINGA, Themba (21), was detained and tortured by
named K WAZ ULU POLICE members in Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 10 August 1987. Police arrived at his home
and found handguns and ammunition allegedly
belonging to his friend, who was a UDF supporter. Both
were taken into custody where they were tortured.
SHINGA, Viya Typhina (38), was shot and severely
injured by Inkatha supporters in Mtwalume, near
Umzinto, Natal, on 13 April 1990, allegedly because
her husband refused to attend an IFP self-defence
training camp. Ms Shinga’s husband was killed in the
same attack.
SHINGANGE, Lilly Mthembu (32) was shot in her left
leg and another was killed when MK operatives attacked
the state vehicle in which they were travelling in
Nkowa Kowa, Gazankulu, on 15 June 1990. The
person killed was identified as a member of the
Security Branch. Two MK operatives were granted
amnesty for the incident (AC/2000/98).
SHINGANGE, Nwamongoni Samuel (40), had his
home burnt and his furniture axed on 27 February
1985 in Tzaneen, Tvl, allegedly by a group of named
youths. There was a conflict between Sothos and
Shangaans in the former Gazankulu homeland.
SHINGANGE, Thomas (33), a member of the SAP,
was shot and killed, and one person injured, when MK
operatives attacked his vehicle in Nkowa Kowa,
Gazankulu, on 15 June 1990. Two MK operatives were
granted amnesty for the incident (AC/2000/98).
SHIPALANA, John (56), was shot and killed on 11
March 1985 by members of the Lebowa Police at
Tzaneen, Tvl, during a battle between Sothos and
Tsongas in the area.
SHIRINDA, David Mikhuza (29), was shot and injured
in a DRIVE-BY SHOOTING on 16 April 1994 in Vosloorus,
Boksburg, Tvl.
SHIYANI, Billy , an ANC supporter, was shot during
protests in Mdantsane, Ciskei, on 25 December 1988.
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SHKIT A, Zanyokwe , was beaten by members of the
SAP in Bizana, Transkei, in 1960 during the PONDOLAND
REVOLT.
SHKOSANA, Mhlaulani Jacob (26), had his property
destroyed by supporters of Chief Mahlangu in 1975 at
Dennilton, KwaNdebele, allegedly because he resisted
the INCORPORATION of Dennilton into Lebowa.
SHOBA, Bafana Michael (23), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead in Richmond, Natal, in January 1991 in the
ongoing struggle between supporters of the ANC and
IFP for political supremacy in the area. He was missing
for a week before his bullet-ridden body was found at
the Richmond mortuary.
SHOBA, Mlandelwa Michael , an IFP supporter, was
shot and killed by ANC supporters in Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, in April 1991.
SHOBEDE, Mduduzi Vincent (21), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down in Mkhukhuze, KwaZulu,
near Eshowe, Natal, on 22 March 1994 in the run-up
to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS. Between January and
March 1994, political conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters resulted in 47 cases of arson-related
violence in Eshowe.
SHOBEDE, Ntombizethu Clarah (47), lost her house
and livestock in an arson attack in Zindophe, KwaZulu,
near Eshowe, Natal, in April 1994 in the run-up to the
APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS. Between January and March 1994,
political conflict between ANC and IFP supporters
resulted in 47 cases of arson-related violence in Eshowe.
SHOBEDE, Sonosini (61), lost her house in an arson
attack in Zindophe, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, in
the political conflict between ANC and IFP supporters
in 1994 during the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SHOBEDI, Samson (27), lost two houses in an arson
attack in Zindophe, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, in
political conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in
1994, during the run-up to the A PRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SHOKE, Solly Zacharia (aka ‘Jabu’) , an MK
commander, was injured in an attack by Vlakplaas
operatives at his home in Mbabane, Swaziland, during
1986. The operation, allegedly authorised by Security
Branch Headquarters, was conducted at the request
of the Eastern Transvaal Security Branch. The
commander of Vlakplaas was granted amnesty for the
operation (AC/2001/008).
SHOKWE, Sephora Sanah , (48) an ANC supporter and
executive member of the Tokoza Civic Association,
was severely assaulted in her home by IFP supporters
on 9 March 1991. They were looking for guns
allegedly hidden in her house and beat her with AK
rifles and fired shots at the ceiling and walls. A few
days later they returned and destroyed her furniture.
Her husband and son were also injured in the attack.
SHOMANE, (first name not given), a member of the
SAP, was the target of an attempted killing when MK
operatives threw a stone at his home in Dube, Soweto,
Johannesburg, in 1988, in an effort to lure him outside
where they could shoot him. A window was broken by
the stone. Mr Shomane did not emerge from the
house and the attempt was abandoned. Four MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/0013).
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SHOMANG, Labuang Amas (47), was arrested on 18
March 1977 in Moletsane, Soweto, Johannesburg.
During his four-month detention in John Vorster
Square, he was left naked in a cell and denied medical
treatment.
SHOMOLEKAE, Theboho Phillip (31), was shot and
severely injured by members of the SAP in
Theunissen, OFS, on 23 November 1990. The water
supply in the area had been cut off due to rate
boycotts, and the shooting occurred when police fired
at the residents who had gone to fetch water from a
nearby farm.
SHONAPHI, Xolo (63), had her house burnt down on
7 April 1994, when gunmen attacked a homestead in
Izingolweni, near Port Shepstone, Natal, in political
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area
during the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS. Five
people were killed and four injured in the attack.
Between 1990 and 1994, about 2000 people in the
Port Shepstone area fled their homes to escape the
violence.
SHONGOANE, Mamotsha Anna (67), had her house
burnt down by a group of residents on 6 March 1981
at Ellisras, Tvl, during violent conflict over chieftainship
in the village.
SHONGOANE, W illiam , was shot dead by a named
perpetrator on 6 March 1981 in Ellisras, Tvl, during
violent conflict between two brothers over the
chieftainship in which one brother petrol-bombed the
other’s house, and was then shot dead by his brother.
The villagers then split into two groups and attacked
each other by burning houses.
SHONGW ANE, Paikie Meshack (32), lost his home in
an arson attack on 6 March 1981 in Shongoane village,
Ellisras, Tvl, during violent conflict by two brothers
over chieftainship in the area. Mr Shongaone
supported Chief Simon Shongoane.
SHONGW ANE, Samuel Masetla (44), died after he
was assaulted with an axe by supporters of Chief
William Shongoane, at Ga-Shongoane, Ellisras, Tvl,
during clashes between supporters of rival chiefs
William and Simon Shongoane.
SHONGWE, Anna (32), was shot and injured by
members of the SAP in Mofolo, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 16 June 1986 during the state of emergency.
SHONGWE, Arron Mdutshwa (33) was shot dead on
31 December 1992 in Tokoza, Tvl, allegedly by SAP
members and IFP supporters, during intense conflict
on the East Rand. Police allegedly often exacerbated
the conflict between ANC and IFP supporters by
siding with the IFP.
SHONGWE, David Bogelo , was shot dead in Brits,
Tvl, in July 1990. His body was found in the veld and
his taxi was discovered in a parking lot close to SAP
headquarters, filled with explosives. An MK operative
was indicted and later applied for indemnity for Mr
Shongwe’s murder and for the bomb he planted in
the taxi.
SHONGWE, Mabalane Fontwane (41), was beaten
by members of the SAP and detained for two years on
11 January 1984 in Nelspruit, Tvl, because he opposed
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the Inyandza National Movement’s attempts to impose
a new chief in the KaNgwane homeland. Those
opposed to the homeland system assaulted a number
of Inyandza members and beat up the magistrate who
had come to preside over the proceedings of instituting
the new chief.
SHONGWE, Madabula (40), an IFP supporter, was
shot dead by named ANC supporters when they
opened fire on his home in KwaMthethwa, KwaZulu,
near Empangeni, Natal, on 20 May 1993. Three other
people were shot dead in the incident.
SHONGWE, Mary Nongazi (51), was subjected to
psychological torture and harassment by members of the
SAP in 1990 in Brits, Tvl, after her son was shot dead
and his taxi was found filled with explosives at a parking
garage attached to police headquarters in Pretoria. It
later emerged that Mr Shongwe’s son was killed by an
MK operative and his taxi was then used to make a car
bomb. The bomb was discovered before it exploded.
SHONGWE, Michael (32), was stabbed and seriously
injured by named gang members in Brits, Tvl, in 1989.
SHONGWE, Mlamuli (37), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead at his home in Tokoza, Alberton, Tvl, on 12
August 1992, during conflict between the ANC and
IFP which spilled over into the taxi industry.
SHONGWE, Ms (first name not given), had her house
at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, petrol-bombed by
ANC suppporters in November 1990. The attack was
allegedly intended to instil fear in her sons, who were
part of a team investigating political violence in the area.
SHONGWE, Mtuwelizwe Abram , an ANC supporter,
was arrested, detained and tortured in 1986 in
Komatipoort, Tvl, because he allegedly participated in
the murder of member of the KABASA GANG.
SHONGWE, Mxosheni (52), had his house petrolbombed by ANC supporters in Skhokho, Inanda, near
KwaMashu, Durban, in November 1990, allegedly
because his son was part of an a team investigating
the death of a political activist.
SHONGWE, Thandi Josephine (33), an ANC
operative, was detained on 7 November 1988 and
kept in solitary confinement in Vosloorus, Tvl. Ms
Shongwe was accused of harbouring terrorists and
hiding illegal ammunition in her house.
SHONGWE, Thembinkosi (46), an IFP supporter, was
shot dead by ANC supporters in KwaMbonambi, KwaZulu, near Richards Bay, Natal, on 3 July 1993. He was
actively involved in recruiting members for the IFP and
therefore targeted by ANC supporters in the area.
SHONGWE, Zini , was shot and killed by members of
the BLACK CATS at her home in Wesselton, Ermelo, Tvl,
in 1991. The attackers sought to kill Ms Shongwe’s
son, but could not find him. One perpetrator, then a
member of the Black Cats, who later defected to the
ANC, was granted amnesty (AC/98/0121).
SHOPE, Mark , a SACTU official, and three others
were twice targeted for killing, first at the Lion Park
Motel and later at the Oasis Motel, Gaborone, during
August and September 1987. Both operations, jointly
conducted by SADF Special Forces and the Security
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Branch, failed. The divisional commander of the
Western Transvaal Security Branch and five Soweto
Security Branch operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0308).
SHOZI (GUMEDE), Thulani , was one of 13 people
killed in an attack by UDF and ANC supporters on
Inkatha supporters in the Mahwaqa area, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 24 March 1990. Two UDF
supporters were granted amnesty (AC/2000/041).
SHOZI, Absolom Boy , was shot dead by members of
an ANC self-defence unit (SDU) in Katlehong, Tvl, in
July 1993. The SDU members believed he was an IFP
leader involved in attacks on residents. One SDU
member was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0348).
SHOZI, Alfred (72), an ANC supporter, had his house
in Umkomaas, near Durban, burnt down by IFP
supporters on 7 February 1992. His nephew was shot
dead in the attack.
SHOZI, Bacabangeni (58), an Inkatha supporter, had her
house burnt down by UDF supporters in Njobokazi,
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in January 1989.
During 1989, about 1000 homes were badly damaged
or destroyed in political violence in Mpumalanga,
leaving many dead and thousands homeless.
SHOZI, Bhekabakubo Samson (24), was shot by
ANC supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, and died from his wounds on 12 December
1990. The shoting occured during a serious internal
feud within the local party branch.
SHOZI, Busiziwe (74), an Inkatha supporter, had her
house in Ehlanzeni, Umkomaas, near Durban, burnt
down by ANC supporters on 16 June 1990.
SHOZI, Clementine (57), an Inkatha supporter, had
her home burnt down by ANC supporters, allegedly
assisted by members of the SAP, in Umlazi, Durban,
on 25 April 1990.
SHOZI, Doris Nompumelelo (33), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Murchison, near Port Shepstone,
Natal, burnt down by IFP supporters on 29 August 1992.
SHOZI, Grace Bongiwe (27), had her house at
Ezimeleni, Umlazi, Durban, set alight by unidentified
persons in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in 1992.
SHOZI, Happleon (32), an ANC supporter, had her
house in Umlazi, Durban, burnt down by Inkatha
supporters on 11 June 1990, following an Inkatha rally.
Inkatha supporters allegedly went from house to
house, killing people and burning houses.
SHOZI, Hlupheni Beauty Dade (35), an ANC
supporter, had her house in Umlazi, Durban, burnt
down by Inkatha supporters on 30 March 1990, in
political conflict following the UNBANNING of political
organisations in February.
SHOZI, Kwenzekile (42), an IFP supporter, had her
house at Ekuthuleni, Umlazi, Durban, burnt down by
IFP supporters on 9 February 1992. See EKUTHULENI
ATTACKS.
SHOZI, Mandlenkosi David , an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters in Umlazi, Durban, on 28
October 1993.
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SHOZI, Mathosi Busisiwe (27), a member of the IFP
Youth Brigade, was shot and injured, allegedly by ANC
members, at Nyangwini, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 4
September 1992. See NYANGWINI ATTACK.
SHOZI, Mbuzeni (55), an IFP supporter, had his house
destroyed in a limpet-mine attack on the home of a
well-known IFP leader in the Umbumbulu area, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 26 October 1991. The attack, which
took place during a wedding ceremony, is thought to
have been carried out by an ANC member. Six people
were killed.
SHOZI, Mhlophekazi Mirriam (55), an Inkatha
supporter, had her house burnt down by UDF
supporters in Woodyglen, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, in 1988.
SHOZI, Mphiliseni (25), an Inkatha supporter, died after
being shot and stabbed by UDF supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 3 September 1988.
SHOZI, Msizi Patrick (27), was shot and killed by IFP
supporters in Umlazi, Durban, on 20 July 1992 in
continuing political conflict in the area. His brother was
also killed in the attack.
SHOZI, Ntombinkulu Rosemary (44), had her house
in Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, burnt down by
IFP supporters on 11 October 1993 in continuing
political conflict in the area.
SHOZI, Nzuzo Raymond (19), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by members of the K WAZULU POLICE (KZP)
on 26 June 1990 in Umlazi, Durban, when members
of the KZP opened fire to disperse mourners returning
from a funeral. Four other ANC supporters were killed
in the incident.
SHOZI, Qabukwayo (76), an ANC supporter, was shot
and fatally wounded at a bus stop in Murchison, near
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 7 September 1993 in
continuing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
in the area.
SHOZI, Raymond (19), an ANC supporter, was stabbed
and shot dead by members of the AMAVARAVARA at
KwaNdengezi, KwaZulu, near Pinetown, Natal, on 4
June 1993.
SHOZI, Sandile (23), was stabbed and hacked to
death by a named ANC supporter and others in
Bhoboyi, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 27 September
1992, allegedly because he had distanced himself
from ANC activities. His brother was severely injured
in the attack.
SHOZI, Siboniso , was severely stabbed and left for
dead by a named ANC supporter and others in
Bhoboyi, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 27 September
1992, allegedly because he had distanced himself from
ANC activities. His brother was killed in the attack.
SHOZI, Sincenge Joseph (51), an Inkatha supporter,
was dragged out of a taxi and stabbed to death by
UDF supporters in Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 1 April 1990.
SHOZI, Sizani Claudia (62), an IFP supporter, had her
house destroyed in an arson attack by ANC supporters
in Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, in May 1992.
SHOZI, Thandi Happiness (30), an ANC supporter,
was shot, beaten and stabbed by IFP supporters in
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Magabheni, Umgababa, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 1
January 1991.
SHOZI, Thandi Princess (13), an Inkatha supporter,
lost her family home in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, in an arson attack during intense conflict
between UDF and Inkatha supporters in 1989.
SHOZI, Thembinkosi Oswald (25), was shot dead by
IFP supporters in Umlazi, Durban, on 20 July 1992 in
continuing political conflict in the area. His brother also
died in the attack.
SHOZI, Tholwapi Mamcunu (53), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Umlazi, Durban, destroyed in an arson
attack by an IFP supporter on 10 November 1993.
SHOZI, Victoria Duduzile (36), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
KwaDweshula, Port Shepstone, Natal, in June 1991.
SHOZI, Viliza (46), an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by AMAVARAVARA vigilantes during political conflict in
KwaNdengezi, KwaZulu, near Pinetown, Natal, on 17
June 1991.
SHOZI, Vimbepi (60), an IFP supporter, had her house
in the Chimora informal settlement at Umlazi, Durban,
burnt down in 1992. Several homes were burnt down
in intense conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in
Chimora during the year.
SHOZI, Vincent (47), was stabbed by named Inkatha
supporters in Umlazi, Durban, on 31 March 1990,
allegedly because he did not side with the AMABUTHO.
Mr Shozi was attacked and injured again by IFP
supporters on 22 July 1990.
SHOZI, Vusi Innocent (19), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters at his home in Nkanyeni,
near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 6 May 1991.
SHOZI, Vusumuzi Wiseman (55), was shot dead on
7 February 1992 by IFP supporters who attacked his
uncle’s home in Umkomaas, near Durban, in continuing
political conflict.
SHUBANE, Heneck , an ANC supporter, was shot and
injured by a named member of the SADF in Phelendaba,
Bushbuckridge, Lebowa, on 25 December 1990. Three
other people were also injured in the attack.
SHUDE, Busisiwe Mar gar et (37), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Alfred, near Port Shepstone, Natal,
destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters on 8
March 1993.
SHUDE, Mbizwa (51), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by IFP supporters in Alfred, near Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 7 March 1993.
SHUDE, Siyabonga (20), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by IFP supporters in Alfred, near Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 8 March 1993.
SHUMA, Bella Thembekile , was shot dead on 3
November 1993 in Tembisa, Tvl, during clashes
between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANCsupporting hostel-dwellers.
SHUPING, Abel Goitsimodimo (33), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by a named ANC supporter
in Bloemfontein, on 28 March 1992, in the course of a
serious internal dispute in the organisation. His father
was also shot dead in the attack; his brother was shot
and severely injured.
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SHUPING, Abram Botaeletse (60), a prominent ANC
supporter, was shot dead by a named ANC supporter
in Bloemfontein, on 28 March 1992, in the course of a
serious internal dispute in the organisation. One of his
sons was also killed in the attack. Another was shot
and severely injured.
SHUPING, Arabia Puoeng (36), a member of the
Bophuthatswana People’s Progressive Party, was
detained and tortured by a named member of the
Bophuthatswana police at the Mmabatho police
station in 1989, allegedly because he supported the
reinstatement of a chief who had been ousted by the
homeland government.
SHUPING, Dibanka Johannes (16), an ANC supporter,
was shot in the eye by members of the SAP on 19
June 1993 in Jouberton, Klerksdorp, Tvl, while attending
a ‘comrade’s’ funeral.
SHUPING, Leaooa Paul ‘Daddy’ (17), an ANC
supporter, was shot and severely injured by a named
ANC supporter in Bloemfontein, on 28 March 1992, in
the course of a serious internal dispute in the organisation. His father and brother were both killed in the
same incident. ‘Daddy’ Shuping was paralysed as a
result of the shooting.
SHUPING, Moses , was shot dead by members of the
SAP on 26 August 1986 in Rockville, Soweto,
Johannesburg, during a rent boycott in the area.
SHUPING, Silence , an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by alleged ANC supporters in Bloemfontein, in 1992,
allegedly for not approving of ANC/SANCO presence
in the area.
SHUSHA, Bongiwe Asselina Maduze (57), had her
house burnt down by ANC supporters in Nzimakwe,
near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 24 February 1990,
allegedly because her husband supported Inkatha. She
was forced to watch her husband being set alight and
burnt to death.
SHUSHA, Majola (42), an ANC member, was executed
in Pretoria, on 6 July 1962. Mr Shusha was active in
the campaign against forced removals and other
apartheid structures.
SHUSHA, Mantwetwe Eric , an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and shot dead by named IFP supporters in
KwaDandala, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 2
September 1990. Three other ANC supporters were
also killed in the incident.
SHUSHA, Meshack Thandabantu (63), an Inkatha
supporter, was set alight by ANC supporters at
Nzimakwe, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 24
February 1990, following the UNBANNING of political
organisations. His wife was forced to watch as he
burnt to death. Their house was also burnt down.
SHUSHA, Thembsile ( 27), an ANC supporter, had her
house in Tongaat, Natal, destroyed in an attack by IFP
supporters in 1990.
SHUSHA, Tutu Mesta (40), had her house destroyed
in an arson attack by AMASINYORA vigilantes in Murchison,
near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 5 June 1993.
SHUSHW ANA, Vuyisile (51), an ANC supporter, was
detained and severely beaten by members of the
Ciskei Police in Stutterheim, Cape, in May 1990 during
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a campaign against the reimposition of the headman
system in Ciskei.
SIAGA, Pule Solomon (25), was kicked and beaten
with sjamboks by members of the Lebowa Police on
31 October 1983 at Seshego, Lebowa, in retaliation for
an arson attack by students earlier that day. In hospital
he was kept blindfolded and under police guard.
SIBACA, Kenneth , sustained first-degree burns when
his house was attacked and burnt, allegedly by
members of the SAP and Security Branch in
Katlehong, Tvl, on 28 May 1986. Security forces were
attacking the homes of UDF supporters at the time.
SIBAM, Ntsikelelo (16), was shot by a named
member of the SAP in Whittlesea, Ciskei, on 10
February 1990 while celebrating the release of Nelson
Mandela.
SIBANDA, Bolisile , a Brigadier, was detained,
interrogated and severly tortured by named members
of the Ciskei Police in Zwelitsha, Ciskei, on 21 October
1986. As the head of the prison, Mr Sibanda, was
suspected of facilitating the escape of Charles Sebe.
Mr Sibanda was punched, kicked, burnt with
cigarettes and at intervals a rubber tube was applied to
his face causing suffocation. Two former Ciskei Police
members were granted amnesty (AC/1999/025 and
AC/1999/024).
SIBANDA, John (35), an ANC-MK member, died of
injuries sustained from an exploding landmine on 29
March 1989 in Livingstone, Zambia. The cicurmstances surrounding this incident are not clear.
SIBANDA, Ntombi Sibongile (39), was beaten by
ANC supporters at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, in May 1991, in ongoing conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters. Her attackers thought she
knew something about the killing of one of their
‘comrades’.
SIBANDE, Busiswe (15), was severely beaten on the
head with a sjambok by members of the SAP on 8
October 1985 in KwaThema, Tvl. KwaThema was
tense following clashes between students and police.
SIBANDE, Mathews (18), was shot dead on 24
November 1986 outside his house in Daveyton, Tvl, by
a policeman who admitted that it was a mistake and
that he had meant to shoot Mr Sibande’s friend.
SIBANDILE, Aaron Stephen , was shot dead on his
way home from work on 16 July 1987 by members of
the SADF in Machadodorp, Tvl. He was shot when he
started running away from police who were firing at
protesting students.
SIBANKULU, Hlalanathi Pr ofessor , a prominent ANC
leader, was found dead in the back of his car at
Madadeni, KwaZulu, near Newcastle, Natal, on 11
November 1992. His body had been dismembered and
badly burnt. He had allegedly been followed by
members of the KWAZULU P OLICE, who fired shots at
him, forcing the car to stop, and then set it alight.
Earlier, in June 1986, Mr Sibankulu had been detained
in Newcastle along with other members of the
Sibongile Civic Association, which was leading a rates
boycott at the time. He had spent three months in
solitary confinement at Waterval prison.
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SIBANKULU, Pr ofessor , a UDF supporter, was
arrested and detained, along with fellow members of
the Sibongile Civic Association, by named members of
the SAP in Newcastle, Natal, in June 1986. He was
held in solitary confinement at Waterval prison for
three months.
SIBANYONI, David , was shot dead on 5 August
1990, in Wesselton, Ermelo, Tvl, by a named member
of the SAP during a rent boycott.
SIBANYONI, Fuduka Sarah (54), had her property
destroyed by supporters of Chief Mahlangu in
Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July 1975.
Chief Mahlangu supported the state’s proposal to
incorporate Goederede into Lebowa because it would
grant him chief rule, but many residents resisted
INCORPORATION which resulted in the destruction of
property and physical attacks.
SIBANYONI, Jabulani , an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by IFP supporters in Wesselton, Ermelo, Tvl, during
the funeral of an ANC supporter on 11 August 1990.
SIBANYONI, Jonas Ben , an ANC and civic association
member, was assaulted during interrogation by
members of the Witwatersrand Security Branch at
Sandton, Johannesburg, during 1990. A member of
the Security Branch was granted amnesty
(AC/2001/275).
SIBANYONI, Martha Sphenye (50), had her property
destroyed by supporters of Chief Mahlangu in
Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July 1975.
Chief Mahlangu supported the state’s proposal to
incorporate Goederede into Lebowa because it would
grant him chief rule, but many residents resisted
INCORPORATION which resulted in the destruction of
property and physical attacks.
SIBANYONI, Masibanyoni Ennie (50), had her house
destroyed by alleged supporters of Chief Mahlangu in
Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July 1975.
Chief Mahlangu supported the state’s proposal to
incorporate Goederede into Lebowa because it would
grant him chief rule, but many residents resisted
INCORPORATION, which resulted in the destruction of
property and physical attacks.
SIBANYONI, Michael Mack (18), a UDF supporter, was
arrested on 4 September 1987 by members of the
KwaNdebele Police at Siyabuswa, KwaNdebele, and
detained without trial for eight months under emergency
regulations. When he was finally charged together
with three other detainees, the charges were dropped.
SIBANYONI, Miti Baadjie (67), had her property
destroyed by supporters of Chief Mahlangu in
Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July 1975.
Chief Mahlangu supported the state’s proposal to
incorporate Goederede into Lebowa because it would
grant him chief rule, but many residents resisted
INCORPORATION. which resulted in the destruction of
property and physical attacks.
SIBANYONI, Novavesile Johannah (26), had her
house destroyed by alleged supporters of Chief
Mahlangu in Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele,
in July 1975. Chief Mahlangu supported the state’s
proposal to incorporate Goederede into Lebowa because
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it would grant him chief rule, but many residents
resisted INCORPORATION, which resulted in the
destruction of property and physical attacks.
SIBANYONI, Paulos (41), lost his home when it was
destroyed by alleged supporters of Chief Mahlangu in
Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July 1975.
Chief Mahlangu supported the state’s proposal to
incorporate Goederede into Lebowa because it would
grant him chief rule, but many residents resisted
INCORPORATION, which resulted in the destruction of
property and physical attacks.
SIBANYONI, Philip , a COSAS member, was recruited
for military training by a Security Branch agent
purporting to be an MK operative, and was killed in the
NIETVERDIEND AMBUSH near the Botswana border on 26
June 1986. Eight operatives from SADF Special Forces,
Northern and Western Transvaal Security Branches were
granted amnesty for the operation (AC/1999/0190;
AC/1999/0192;AC/1999/0194; AC/1999/0031;
AC/1999/0188; AC/1999/0030 and AC/1999/0197).
SIBANYONI, Popi Lettie (48), lost her house when it
was destroyed by alleged supporters of Chief Jack
Mphezulu Mahlangu in Goederede, near Dennilton,
KwaNdebele, in July 1975. Chief Mahlangu supported
the state’s proposal to incorporate Goederede into
Lebowa because it would grant him chief rule, but
many residents resisted INCORPORATION, which resulted
in the destruction of property and physical attacks.
SIBANYONI, Roselina , had her home and property
destroyed by supporters of Chief Mahlangu in 1975, in
Goederede, Dennilton, Mpumalanga. Many residents
objected to INCORPORATION into Lebowa as they
opposed Mahlangu’s chieftainship.
SIBANYONI, Titi Johannes (17), lost his home when
it was destroyed by alleged supporters of Chief
Mahlangu in Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele,
in July 1975. Chief Mahlangu supported the state’s
proposal to incorporate Goederede into Lebowa
because it would grant him chief rule, but many
residents resisted INCORPORATION, which resulted in the
destruction of property and physical attacks.
SIBAXABAXA, Ngxito , a member of the South African
Chemical Workers Union, was shot and severely
injured by members of the SAP in Zamdela, Sasolburg,
OFS, on 3 November 1987, during a strike at Sasol
Industries.
SIBAYA, Jabulile Glowie , was shot and killed by
members of the IFP-related ‘Khumalo Gang’ at Ngema
Tavern, Natalspruit, Tvl, on the 22 January 1993. Many
persons were killed and injured in the attack. Three
perpetrators applied for amnesty. Two perpetrators were
refused and one was granted amnesty (AC/2000/198).
SIBEKO, Bubu , was shot dead by IFP supporters in
Daveyton, Tvl, in July 1993 during clashes between
IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting
residents.
SIBEKO, Daniel , a student, was shot and killed by a
named policeman, in Daveyton, Tvl, in 1986 during a
school boycott.
SIBEKO, David Maphumzana (41), a senior PAC
official, died on 12 June 1979 after being shot at his
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home in Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania. At the time, Mr
Sibeko was one of three members of the PAC's
Presidential Council, which had assumed leadership of
the party following the resignation of Potlako Leballo.
Six PAC members were found guilty of killing Mr
Sibeko and sentenced to 15 years' imprisonment.
SIBEKO, Euphodia (11), was shot while playing in the
yard by members of the SADF on 31 August 1984 in
Watville, Benoni, Tvl. Her brother was killed and
another person was injured in this attack.
SIBEKO, Joseph V icks , was shot dead by a member
of the SAP while watching a group of youths stoning
cars in Vukusakhe, near Volksrust, Tvl, in 1990.
SIBEKO, Joseph , an IFP supporter, was shot dead
when members of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU)
opened fire on IFP supporters on their way to a
meeting at the Tokoza stadium on the East Rand, Tvl,
on 8 September 1991. Sixteen people were killed and
ten injured in the attack. One SDU member was granted
amnesty for the attack (AC/1999/00225). See TOKOZA
ATTACKS.
SIBEKO, Kevin Thabo (6), was shot and killed by
members of the SAP while he was playing outside his
home in Wattville, Benoni, Tvl, on 31 August 1984.
Wattville was tense following clashes between
students and police in the area.
SIBEKO, Khayelihle (1), was killed in a teargas attack
by members of the SADF in Lamontville, Durban, on
16 June 1983. The attack took place at a meeting in
the Methodist Church.
SIBEKO, Linah Khali (21) was shot dead, allegedly by
IFP-aligned KHETISI KHESWA GANG members, in
Sebokeng, Tvl, on 12 January 1991 at the night vigil of
Christopher Nangalembe, an ANCYL member killed by
the gang. Gang members fired at and threw hand
grenades at mourners, killing a number and injuring
several others. Police arrived at the scene but provided
no protection, allegedly ignoring both the attackers and
the injured. See NANGALEMBE NIGHT VIGIL MASSACRE.
SIBEKO, Mark Glen (27), an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured in a DRIVE-BY SHOOTING on 22 June 1993 in
Daveyton, Tvl.
SIBEKO, Monde Bheki (30), was thrown from a
moving train by IFP supporters on 28 January 1992 in
Soweto, Johannesburg. See TRAIN VIOLENCE.
SIBEKO, Mpini Amos (18), was shot in the leg and
injured by a named member of the IFP-aligned BLACK
CATS in June 1990 in Wesselton, Ermelo, Tvl, during
political conflict.
SIBEKO, Nkele Ephodia (12), was shot and severely
injured while playing outside her home in Wattville,
Benoni, Tvl, on 31 August 1984, allegedly by members
of the SAP.
SIBEKO, Nomakhosi Thembisile (39), had her home
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SIBEKO, Paulos Mgaga (34), was injured when a hand
grenade exploded in a bus transporting workers in
Ratanda, near Heidelberg, Tvl, on 28 September 1992.
One person was killed and 13 others were injured in
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the attack. A labour dispute between striking COSATUaligned FAWU workers and non-striking IFP-aligned
UWUSA workers caused violent conflict from July to
December 1992.
SIBEKO, Thabo Reginald (24), a member of the ANCaligned self-defence unit (SDU), was shot dead by
members of the SADF in Tokoza, Tvl, on 14 February
1994. SDU members were often targeted by the
Security Forces during this period of conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters.
SIBEKO, Thembani Norah (58), was injured in an
explosion set by supporters of the IFP in September
1992 in Ratanda, Heidelberg, Tvl, during a labour
dispute between striking COSATU-affiliated FAWU
workers and non-striking IFP-affiliated UWUSA
workers which resulted in violent conflict in the area
between June and December 1992.
SIBEKO, Thoko Maria (27), an AZASM member, was
shot and tear-gassed by the police in Soweto, Johannesburg, in June 1976 during the SOWETO UPRISING.
SIBEKU, Gladstone Kathazile (26), a UDF supporter,
was hacked to death by AMAAFRIKA members during
political conflict at KwaNobuhle, Uitenhage, Cape, on 6
February 1990.
SIBEKU, Nomakula Mirriam (33), a UDF supporter,
was severely beaten by members of the SAP during
student protests in Klipplaat, Cape, on 3 August 1992.
SIBENGILE, Msondezi Eric (26), was shot dead with
three others by named members of the SADF’s
Citizen Force at Centerton Location, Hankey, Cape, on
23 May 1986. The Citizen Force members were
stationed inside the home of a community COUNCILLOR
when they opened fire on protesters outside the house.
SIBEWU, Mtutuzeli Norman (29), an ANC supporter,
was imprisoned, severely beaten and forced to drink
chemicals by members of the Ciskei Police in
Mdantsane, Ciskei, in September 1978.
SIBI, Tebogo Julias (16), was shot by members of the
SAP in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl, while attending a
night vigil of an ANC supporter on 15 December 1990.
SIBIDLA, Twanisi Fr eena, was one of 11 people killed
by SPECIAL CONSTABLES who attacked an all-night prayer
vigil at Trust Feeds, New Hanover, Pietermaritzburg,
on 3 December 1988. See TRUST FEEDS MASSACRE. The
station commander at New Hanover police station,
who also chaired the local JMC, was granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1996/0011).
SIBILWANE, Penduka Enos (56), was shot dead,
allegedly by IFP supporters, in Katlehong, Tvl, on 5 July
1993 during conflict between hostel-dwellers and
residents.
SIBISE, Mandlakayisa Elmond , suffered severe illtreatment and damage to property during the
BOIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong,
near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left
45 people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
SIBISI, Agnes (78), was shot dead by Inkatha
supporters in Pietermaritzburg, on 29 March 1990,
during the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
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SIBISI, Beauty Thandekile (25), had her house
destroyed in an arson attack by Inkatha supporters in
Pietermaritzburg on 29 March 1990, during the SEVENDAY WAR.
SIBISI, Bhekinkosi , was abducted together with an
ANC supporter in Umlazi, Durban, on 5 September
1992. They were taken to Engonyameni, an IFP
stronghold, where they were both shot dead.
SIBISI, Bhekumuzi Simon (68), had his home in
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, burnt down by IFP
supporters on 20 March 1993 during ongoing conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
SIBISI, Carter Mngoni (27), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by a named member of the IFP-aligned
KHUMALO GANG on 1 January 1993 in Tokoza, Tvl. He
and four others were attacked in the ‘no-go’ area of
Khumalo Street.
SIBISI, Dumisani David (23), was shot dead by alleged
IFP supporters at NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
20 March 1994. His family home. located in an ANCdominated area, was burnt down in the same attack.
SIBISI, Jabulani , was one of four MK operatives killed
in an ambush by Security Branch operatives near Piet
Retief, Tvl, on 12 June 1988. See PIET RETIEF AMBUSHES.
Fifteen Security Branch operatives, including the
divisional commander of Eastern Transvaal and of
Vlakplaas, were granted amnesty (AC/2001/273).
SIBISI, Jeremia (43), had her house in Empangeni,
Natal, destroyed in an arson attack by ANC supporters
in continuing political conflict in February 1993.
SIBISI, Jerome Sbongiseni (30), an ANC supporter,
was seriously injured in an attack by named IFP
supporters at Umlazi, Durban, on 10 April 1988. He
died of his injuries on 4 October 1988.
SIBISI, Kehla Joseph (41), was shot and stabbed to
death in Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal,
on 25 March 1989, in intensifying conflict between
UDF and Inkatha supporters in the area.
SIBISI, Khathazile Matrina (50), an ANC supporter,
had her house destroyed in an arson attack by Inkatha
supporters in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 18
December 1988.
SIBISI, Louisa Bongiwe (32), was killed in Eshowe,
Natal, on 23 March 1994, in political conflict between
IFP and ANC supporters during the run-up to the APRIL
1994 ELECTIONS.
SIBISI, Mandlenkosi (55), had his house in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in ongoing
political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’
FACTIONS during 1993.
SIBISI, Mhlushwa John (69), a UDF supporter, had
his house at G Section in KwaMashu, Durban, burnt
down Inkatha supporters in 1988.
SIBISI, Michael Bafana (35), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by a member of the SAP on 13 October
1990 in Tembisa, Tvl, during ongoing clashes between
IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANC- supporting
residents.
SIBISI, Nelson Bheki (30), an ANC supporter, was shot
in the back and paralysed in the street at Mavimbela
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section, Katlehong, Tvl, on 12 March 1992 during
conflict between mainly ANC-supporting residents and
IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers.
SIBISI, Nomthetho Christian (48), was killed in a hand
grenade explosion in Umlazi, Durban, in June 1987,
during a consumer boycott organised by the unions.
SIBISI, Nyeleti Montgomery , was shot a by a named
member of the IFP-aligned KHUMALO GANG on 1 January
1993 in Tokoza, Tvl. He and four others were attacked
in the ‘no-go’ area of Khumalo Street.
SIBISI, Phonduka , was killed during the BOIPATONG
MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong, near
Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left 45
people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
SIBISI, Phumelele Priscilla (19), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by members of the KWAZULU
POLICE at Ladysmith, Natal, in February 1994, while on
her way home from a student protest march.
SIBISI, Qimba Mphikeleli (37), an IFP supporter, was
burnt to death by ANC supporters at Estcourt, Natal,
on 11 July 1992.
SIBISI, Richard Zibonele , an ANC activist, was shot
dead, allegedly by IFP supporters, in Katlehong, Tvl, on
19 December 1993.
SIBISI, Sibusiso Alfred (24), an ANC supporter, was
hacked to death by IFP supporters at Ezakheni,
KwaZulu, near Ladysmith, Natal, on 9 April 1994, three
weeks before the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SIBISI, Sibusiso Johnson (27), was shot and injured
by Inkatha supporters during political conflict in Imbali,
Pietermaritzburg, on 27 October 1988. An amnesty
applicant testified that he believed that Mr Sibisi to be a
UDF supporter. He was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0334).
SIBISI, Sibusiso , a UDF supporter, was beaten, stabbed
and severely injured by Inkatha supporters in Inanda,
near KwaMashu, Durban, in 1988.
SIBISI, Sibusiso , was beaten and shot dead by
members of the SADF on 10 December 1993 in
Katlehong, Tvl, during clashes between IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
SIBISI, Sizani Remikia (70), an Inkatha supporter, had
her houses burnt down by fellow Inkatha supporters in
Ixopo, Natal, in June 1990. The attack was allegedly
aimed at her sons, who were ANC supporters.
SIBISI, Themba (18), an ANC supporter, was severely
beaten by Security Branch members in Vryheid, Natal,
on 16 June 1986, during the state of emergency.
SIBISI, Thembinkosi Humphrey (40), a PAC
supporter, was stabbed and severely injured on 28
February 1991 in White City, Soweto, Johannesburg,
allegedly by IFP supporters. The perpetrators were
returning from a rally at Jabulani stadium, Soweto.
SIBISI, Timothy Sipho (28), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by IFP supporters in Inchanga, Natal,
on 25 February 1992.
SIBISI, Victor Langalakhe (21), an Inkatha supporter,
was shot dead by UDF supporters in Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 September 1989.
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SIBISI, Viera (37), had her house in Pietermaritzburg
destroyed in an arson attack in February 1989 during
intensifying conflict between Inkatha and UDF
supporters in the area.
SIBISI, Vusumuzi Ronnie (13), was severely beaten
by members of the KWAZULU POLICE in KwaMashu,
Durban, in March 1983, They were allegedly looking
for his brother, who was politically active.
SIBISI, Xolani (12), an IFP supporter, was abducted
and stabbed to death by ANC supporters in Ntuzuma,
near Durban, on 19 February 1990, during political
conflict following the UNBANNING of political organisations on 2 February.
SIBIYA, (first name not given), was shot dead on 21
November 1990 when members of the SAP opened
fire on community members marching from Mhluzi to
Middelburg police station, Tvl, to protest against the
harassment of scholars by the SAP. Five people were
killed and more than eight injured.
SIBIYA, Amos , was shot and injured by an MK
operative and an ANC member in Mankwanyaneni
Reserve, Empangeni, Natal, on 3 May 1994. One other
person was killed in the attack. The attackers had
allegedly been given a hit list by a local ANC leader
during political conflict between the IFP and the ANC.
One MK operative and one ANC member were
granted amnesty (AC/2000/004).
SIBIYA, Auzius Samuel (22), was severely burnt on 6
June 1988 when a petrol-bomb exploded on the bus in
which he was travelling in Matshana, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal. COSATU members were allegedly
responsible for the explosion, which occurred during a
national stayaway. One person was killed and five
others injured in the explosion.
SIBIYA, Bafana Makhenji , an ANC supporter, was
stabbed to death by named IFP supporters at his
home in Osizweni, KwaZulu, near Newcastle, Natal,
on 6 February 1993.
SIBIYA, Bazini Mecia (32), had all her belongings stolen
by IFP supporters in Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near
Durban, in ongoing political conflict in the area in
March 1992.
SIBIYA, Beaulla Bongiwe (34), had her house burnt
down by UDF supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 30 January 1989 in intensifying conflict
between Inkatha and UDF supporters. About 1000
homes were badly damaged or destroyed in political
violence in Mpumalanga, during 1989, leaving many
dead and thousands homeless.
SIBIYA, Bezile (76) an Inkatha supporter, had her house
in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, destroyed in
an arson attack by ANC supporters on 18 March 1990.
SIBIYA, Bhozo Philisiwe (40), an ANC supporter, had
her house in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters in May
1993.
SIBIYA, Bongani (18), a UDF supporter, was shot dead
on 12 May 1987 when Inkatha supporters attacked his
home in Mpumuza, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg.
His brother was shot and injured in the attack.
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SIBIYA, Bongani Michael , an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by members of the K WAZ ULU POLICE in
KwaMashu, Durban, on 3 November 1990 during
political conflict.
SIBIYA, Busisiwe V ir ginia (33), was severely beaten
by members of the SAP on 17 February 1991 in
Nelspruit, Tvl, under suspicion that she was storing
weapons at her home.
SIBIYA, Buyisiwe (70), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Eshowe, Natal,
in March 1993.
SIBIYA, Dumisani Themba (25), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death in Empangeni, Natal, on 5
December 1992 in continuing conflict between IFP
and ANC supporters. There had been a previous
attempt on his life, and his mother was also harassed.
SIBIYA, Ernest Michael (29), an ANC supporter, had
his home burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SIBIYA, Esaw (40), an IFP supporter, was hacked and
beaten to death at the Duva power station,
Middelburg, Tvl, on 5 December 1993, during conflict
between Xhosa and Zulu hostel-dwellers.
SIBIYA, Getrude Boneni (46), an IFP supporter, had
her house in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, petrolbombed on 10 December 1990 in intense conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters.
SIBIYA, Jabulisiwe Clerance (43), an Inkatha
supporter, was stabbed and injured and had her home
burnt down by Inkatha supporters in Ntuzuma, near
Durban, on 30 September 1988. The family was
accused of supporting the UDF. Ms Sibiya’s husband
was also stabbed and injured, and her daughter was
stabbed to death in the attack.
SIBIYA, Jack Siphatshana (17), a UDF supporter, was
imprisoned and severely beaten by members of the
SAP in Lydenburg, Tvl, in 1981 during student and
community protests.
SIBIYA, Jeffrey , a member of the Kathorus Peace
Secretariat and an IFP supporter, was shot dead in
Katlehong, Tvl, on 8 April 1994 when members of the
SADF opened fire on the Buyafuthi hostel.
SIBIYA, Johannes Mokhine (26), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured on 18 March 1986 in Mamelodi,
Pretoria, allegedly by members of the SAP, during a
state of emergency that sparked numerous riots and
strikes in the area.
SIBIYA, Jonga Jacob (29), an ANC activist, was shot
dead by members of the SAP on 8 September 1992 in
Dobsonville, Soweto, Johannesburg, during a conflict
between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANCsupporting residents.
SIBIYA, Judith (41), an ANC supporter, had her house
in KwaMashu, Durban, destroyed in an arson attack by
IFP supporters on 16 August 1993.
SIBIYA, Kulana Christopher (34), an ANC supporter,
was severely beaten, allegedly by members of the
SADF, in Mamelodi, Pretoria, on 22 November 1985.
There had been a stayaway the previous day and the
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community was staging a protest march against high
rates.
SIBIYA, Mable Sebenzile (33), had her house destroyed
in an arson attack in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
in intensifying conflict between UDF and Inkatha
supporters in May 1989.
SIBIYA, Mahlalela Louis (24) aka 'Karl Brown', was
detained from 11 August 1980 to 30 January 1986 in
the Machava political prison, Mozambique, allegedly
by the ANC. Mr Sibiya was tortured while in detention.
SIBIYA, Mamsy , was shot and injured, allegedly by
members of the SAP, at Matsulu, KaNgwane, during
local riots on 2 June 1986.
SIBIYA, Mandla Shadrack , was one of the ten
activists from Mamelodi, Pretoria, recruited during the
state of emergency by a named askari for ANC military
training in Botswana. Near Nietverdiend, the youths
were forcibly injected with sedatives or some other
chemical substance and were burnt to death when the
vehicle was deliberately crashed and exploded during
June 1986. The members of the Security Police
involved were congratulated for good service and
rewarded. They have applied for amnesty. See
NIETVERDIEND AMBUSH.
SIBIYA, Marriet (53), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down and her livestock stolen by IFP
supporters in Entoweni, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, in March 1994, during the run-up to the APRIL
1994 ELECTIONS.
SIBIYA, Masawenkosi (41), was shot and had his
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Inanda, near
KwaMashu, Durban, during political conflict in the area
in 1990.
SIBIYA, Micca Mnikwa (36), a member of the Metal
and Allied Workers’ Union (MAWU), was abducted and
shot by Inkatha supporters at Mpophomeni, KwaZulu,
near Howick, Natal, on 5 December 1986. He was the
only survivor of the attack. See MAWU ABDUCTION.
SIBIYA, Michael Dumisani (19), a UDF supporter, was
shot and injured when Inkatha supporters attacked his
home in Mpumuza, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on
12 May 1987. His brother was shot dead in the attack.
SIBIYA, Mike Killer Siphosakhe (20), a UDF
supporter, was stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters
in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 1 April 1985. Mr Sibiya’s
father was a prominent political activist in Imbali.
SIBIYA, Moyeni (20), was shot dead by IFP
supporters in Mahlabatini, near Ulundi, KwaZulu/Natal,
in political conflict in the area in August 1990.
SIBIYA, Mqondiseni Elias (27), an IFP supporter, was
shot and stabbed to death by ANC supporters at
Msunduzi river in Empangeni, Natal, on 12 September
1993.
SIBIYA, Mr (first name not given), was shot dead on
21 November 1990 when members of the SAP
opened fire on protesters marching from Mhluzi to
Middelburg police station, Tvl, to protest against the
harassment of scholars by the SAP. Five people were
killed and more than eight injured.
SIBIYA, Mr (first name not given), was tortured with
electric shocks by named members of the SAP in
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Bergville, Natal, in June 1985. Mr Sibiya was
reportedly arrested because he had been mentioned in
the statement of another torture victim.
SIBIYA, Mr (first name not given), was tortured with
electric shocks by named members of the SAP in
Bergville, Natal, in June 1985. The police had detained
him because he had been mentioned in the statement
of another torture victim.
SIBIYA, Mr (first name not given), was tortured with
electric shocks by named members of the SAP in
Bergville, Natal, during June 1985. He had allegedly
been arrested because he had been named in the
statement of another torture victim.
SIBIYA, Msizi Edward (20), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed to death by IFP supporters in Malukazi,
KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, on 27 March 1991.
SIBIYA, Mthembeni (25), an ANC supporter, was shot
in the eye by IFP supporters at Folweni, KwaZulu, near
Umlazi, Durban, in 1992.
SIBIYA, Musa Bafa , a UDF supporter, was shot by
members of the ISU in May 1986 in eMijindini,
Barberton, Tvl, while returning from the funeral of a
political activist.
SIBIYA, Musa Welcome (27), had his house burnt
down in Nyanini, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, in May
1993 in continuing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
SIBIYA, Ndlela Abel (34), an MK operative, was shot dead
in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in June 1986. It
is alleged that he was killed during an MK mission after
being betrayed to the Special Branch by his brother.
SIBIYA, Ndwendwe Azaria , an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters on 23 January 1993 in
Wesselton, Ermelo, Tvl. On the day of the shooting,
there was a burial of an IFP supporter killed by ANC
supporters. Relatives believe Mr Sibiya was shot in
retaliation.
SIBIYA, Nesi Grace (24), a street vendor, was
severely injured when AWB members detonated a car
bomb in Bree Street, Johannesburg, on 24 April 1994,
in an effort to disrupt the electoral process. Seven
people were killed and 13 injured in the blast. Two
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0342).
See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
SIBIYA, Nkosinathi (21), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by IFP supporters at Ngwelezana, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 1 April 1992.
SIBIYA, Nokwenziwa (46), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SIBIYA, Nomakhosazana Patricia (37), an Inkatha
supporter, had her house in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, petrol-bombed by UDF supporters on 18
March 1988.
SIBIYA, Nomusa Rosebud Eulander (11), was shot
and severely injured by UDF supporters at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 December 1988.
Nomusa was travelling in the car of a well-known IFP
leader when the perpetrators opened fire. The IFP
leader was killed in the attack.
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SIBIYA, Ntombiyomthakathi Ennie (64), an IFP
supporter, had her house in KwaMashu, Durban,
destroyed in an arson attack by ANC supporters in
January 1991.
SIBIYA, Ntombizodwa (23), an ANC supporter, had
her house at Umlazi, Durban, destroyed in an arson
attack by IFP supporters in January 1992.
SIBIYA, Petros Nqotho , was shot by IFP supporters
in Sokhulu, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in
November 1991 in continuing violence between ANC
and IFP supporters. Mr Sibiya died the following day.
Two ANC supporters were shot dead in the fighting.
SIBIYA, Philisiwe , had her house burnt down by IFP
supporters in KwaKhoza, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal,
in November 1993. Twenty-one houses belonging to
ANC supporters were burnt down in the attack.
SIBIYA, Phineas Sodi Bhekuyise , a member of the
Metal and Allied Workers’ Union (MAWU), was
abducted and shot dead by Inkatha members at
Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, on 5
December 1986. See MAWU ABDUCTION.
SIBIYA, Phumokwakhe Alfred (41), an Inkatha
supporter, fled from his home on the border of Embo
and Njobokazi, Mpumalanga, on 18 March 1990, when
several houses in the area were attacked and destroyed.
See NJOBOKAZI ATTACK. Mr Sibiya’s house was
subsequently looted and he has never returned to it.
SIBIYA, Sibongile Catherine (29), an ANC supporter,
had her home in KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by
Inkatha supporters on 22 May 1987. Her brother, aged
27, was stabbed to death, and her son assaulted in
the attack.
SIBIYA, Sibongile Melta (31), an Inkatha supporter,
had her house destroyed in an arson attack by UDF
supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
18 March 1988.
SIBIYA, Sigqanya Sibusiso (27), an ANC supporter,
was shot by IFP supporters in Murchison, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 22 November 1991.
SIBIYA, Simion John (73), was shot and hacked to
death by ANC supporters in Empangeni, Natal, on 11
April 1993.
SIBIYA, Sithandwa Prince (63), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by members of the SAP in Chesterville,
Durban, on 11 August 1988. Political tensions between
UDF supporters and members of the Chesterville ATEAM, supported by the police, frequently resulted in
attacks against UDF and ANC supporters.
SIBIYA, Siwehle , was shot dead by IFP supporters in
Mtsheketsheni, KwaZulu, near Mandini, Natal, on 31
December 1993, allegedly because he was perceived
to be an ANC supporter.
SIBIYA, Skhumbuzo Xolile (12), an ANC supporter,
was assaulted by Inkatha supporters in an arson attack
on his mother’s home in KwaMashu, Durban, on 22
May 1987. His uncle was stabbed to death and the
house was burnt down in the attack.
SIBIYA, Sweleni (1), was burnt when her home was
set alight by unidentified ANC supporters in KwaMashu, Durban, in January 1991. Sweleni’s mother
was accused of being an IFP supporter.
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SIBIYA, Thabitha (62), had her house burnt down in
Ondondolo, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 11
July 1992 in continuing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
SIBIYA, Themba Simon (51), an Inkatha supporter,
had his house in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
destroyed in an arson attack during intense conflict
between UDF and Inkatha supporters in September
1989.
SIBIYA, Themba Vitus (27), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters in KwaMashu,
Durban, on 16 November 1987. The perpetrators
assaulted his nephew and burnt down his sister’s
home in the attack.
SIBIYA, Thembisile Elentraute (46), an ANC
supporter, had her house destroyed in an arson attack
by IFP supporters in Malukazi, KwaZulu, near Umlazi,
Durban, in 1991.
SIBIYA, Thokozani , was shot dead by a named
member of the SAP in Newcastle, Natal, in 1984, in
intensifying political conflict in the area.
SIBIYA, Thokozani Elmond (27), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by a member of the SAP in
Sebokeng, Tvl, on 3 September 1991.
SIBIYA, Velani Victor (22), an ANC supporter, was
forced to leave his home in Stanger, Natal, on 21
February 1992 after receiving death threaths from IFP
supporters.
SIBIYA, William Bheki (19), a COSAS member, was
shot dead by a named member of the SAP on 3
February 1993 in Soweto, Johannesburg.
SIBONDE, Buyisile (31), a SAP member, lost his house
in an arson attack on 6 August 1992 in Burgersdorp, Tvl.
SIBOTO, Nozici (64), a community COUNCILLOR, was
shot dead by a named MK operative at her home in
Langa, Cape Town, on 3 July 1988.
SIBOTO, Papane Raymond Lewyllen (25), an ANC
supporter, was held in custody for more than four
months, during which he was tortured by members of
the SAP in Ladybrand, OFS, in January 1986, allegedly
because of his support for the ANC.
SIBOTO, Sipho Abiathar (36), was detained for two
weeks in Thaba Nchu, Bophuthatswana, in 1988
because the Bophuthatswana Special Branch believed
he was an activist with information about the planning
of the Bophuthatswana coup. In April 1990, Mr Siboto
was detained at Mmabatho police station, held in
solitary confinement and tortured.
SIBOZO, Magojoman David , vice chairperson of the
local Civic organisation, had his house petrol-bombed
while he and his family were asleep at Colesberg,
Cape, on 21 July 1993, during conflict between the
ANC and the Civic organisation, because of their
different approaches to a rent campaign.
SIBUMBE, Jotham Mzayas (21), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured in June 1986 in Naas, Tvl, by
SADF members and a named policeman after he
attended a political meeting.
SICANULO, Ntshomela (50), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by a named perpetrator in Flagstaff,
Cape, on 13 December 1992. Before the shooting, an
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Imbizo had been organised by Chief Gcinilifu
Mdutshane. It was subsequently called off by RegentChief Samuel Mdutshane and his supporters, who
were against the ANC in Xopozo Location, Flagstaff.
SICEKA, Sicelo , an ANC supporter, was shot on the
leg by an alleged RASTA GANG member in 1990 in
Soweto, Johannesburg. Mr Siceka was a member of
the local civic association who were discussing methods
of dealing with crime in the area. SAP members were
allegedly aiding the RASTA GANG who were harassing
the community at the time, wanting information about
the content of street committee meetings
SICETSHE, Felishile Freddy (47), lost his home in an
arson attack in Crossroads, Cape Town, in April 1993,
during a period of political clashes between Section 2
and Section 4 residents.
SICHA, Tabampe Daniel (48), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed to death in Tigane, Hartbeesfontein, Tvl, on
2 May 1993, allegedly by IFP supporters.
SICHOLO, Walter Mbulawa (21), was detained and
tortured on 8 April 1989 in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl,
during student protests in the area.
SICKLE, Deidre Michelle (23), was severely injured
when she was hit in the face by a brick while driving
past Crossroads, Cape Town, on 31 May 1993. She
lost an eye in the attack, which was one of several
similar attacks on motorists in the wake of the assassination of SACP leader, Chris Hani.
SIDANDALA, Nomathemba Euphene (46), a SAAWU
member, was imprisoned and severely beaten by
members of the SAP and the Security Branch on 12
June 1986 in Queenstown, Cape.
SIDLAYIY A, Christopher Liyanda ‘Khuli’ (21), an
ANC supporter, was tortured while in detention in
August 1980 at Bishop Lavis police station, Cape
Town, by named members of the SAP who wanted
him to confess to his alleged part in the killing of two
white people in Crossroads. He was later sentenced
to seven years’ imprisonment on Robben Island for
the two deaths.
SIDU, Nomazulu Enid (42), an ANC supporter, was
arrested and assaulted while in detention on 15
February 1986 at Jouberton police station in the
Transvaal. His arrest occurred during consumer and
school boycotts and rent protests in the area.
SIDZUMO, Ashley , was beaten in the street in March
1992 in Alexandra, Johannesburg, during protests by
students against the political violence in the area and the
failure of police and the SADF to protect the community.
SIDZUMO, Ntombizodwa (46), was threatened,
intimidated and beaten by members of the SADF in
March 1992 in Alexandra, Johannesburg, during
student protests in the area against the growing
violence perpetrated by the IFP and police.
SIFUKU, Mjoko Jackson (51), was arrested in 1978 in
Crossroads, Cape Town, and severely beaten at a police
station, at a time of protest against forced removals.
SIFUMBA, Harold Mvuyo (49), was shot dead by an
IFP supporter on 12 September 1991 at Vosloorus, Tvl,
during clashes between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers
and ANC-supporting residents.
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SIFUNDA, T shabi , was shot by an unidentified member
of the SADF at Schuzendal, Tvl, on 9 July 1990
because he was going to be a witness in a rape case.
SIGABI, Ephraim Mxolisi (33), a member of the
South African Prison Services, had his house burnt
down in East London in September 1985, during
intense political conflict following the funeral in King
William’s Town of well known lawyer and activist,
Griffiths Mxenge.
SIGAGA YI, December (36), was shot dead by ANC
supporters on 17 June 1993 during conflict between
PAC and ANC supporters in Mount Fletcher, Transkei.
SIGAGA YI, Michael Mangaliso (32), a UDF supporter,
was shot and injured by members of the SAP in KTC,
Cape Town, in June 1986, during the mass destruction
of UDF-supporting squatter camps by WITDOEKE
vigilantes, acting with the tacit approval and aid of the
security forces. Over 60 people were killed and 20 000
homes destroyed in the attacks.
SIGAGA YI, Nothobani Agnes (37), lost her house
when it was set alight by PAC supporters during
conflict between ANC and PAC supporters in Mount
Fletcher, Transkei, on 17 June 1993. Her husband,
December Sigagayi, was shot dead by ANC
supporters on the same day.
SIGAM, Kenneth Mncedisi (25) aka 'Thembile Mthetwa',
an MK member, was detained by ANC members in
Angola in 1984. He was held for six years without trial
in Quatro camp, and was subjected to torture and
severe ill-treatment. He was then transferred and
detained for a further eight months in Tanzania. See
ANC CAMPS.
SIGANGA, Mpheni (41), an ANC supporter, was shot
and severely injured by alleged IFP supporters in
Orlando East, Soweto, Tvl, in April 1992, while coming
from an ANC party.
SIGASA, Amos Sam , was shot dead by IFP
supporters in Ratanda, near Heidelberg, Tvl, while
attending the funeral of a ‘comrade’ on 4 August
1992. Ratanda was one of several East Rand
townships engulfed in political conflict between IFP
supporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting
residents in the early 1990s.
SIGCA WANA, Molose (43), had his house in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in
1993 at a time of intense political conflict between the
‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS in the area.
SIGEBENGA, Wilson Kwama (64), an ANC supporter,
lost his home and possessions in an arson attack by
WITDOEKE vigilantes in KTC, Cape Town, in June 1986,
during the mass destruction of UDF-supporting squatter
camps by the vigilantes, acting with the tacit approval
and aid of the security forces. Over 60 people were
killed and 20 000 homes destroyed in the attacks.
SIGIDI, Bennet , a representative of the Dalasile tribal
authority, lost his home in an arson attack in May 1960
in Sithebe, Engcobo, Transkei. At the time, there was
a rise in political opposition against the introduction of
the homeland system and tribal chiefs were seen by
the people to be collaborating with the authorities.
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SIGIDI, Dugard , a tribal chief, was shot and killed in
1993 in Engcobo, Transkei, during political conflict over
the reimposition of the headman system.
SIGUBA, Henry Jackson (22), was shot and injured by
members of the SAP in Port Elizabeth on 20 August
1976, during political conflict following the SOWETO
UPRISING. After he was shot, Mr Siguba was hospitalised
under police guard for three months and then charged
with public violence. Charges were eventually
withdrawn and he was released in September 1977.
SIGUDU, Bulelwa Sylvia , was shot dead on 31 July
1993 in Tembisa, Tvl, by IFP supporters who attacked
the taxi she was travelling in and then set it alight. Her
husband died in the attack, but her five-year-old son
survived because Ms Sigudu threw him out of the
window.
SIGWEBELA, Zodwa Mirriam (45), had her house in
KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near Durban, burnt down
in February 1987 and again in September 1987, in
intensifying conflict between Inkatha and UDF
supporters. She and her family fled the area.
SIGWEBO, Nginisile , a Poqo supporter, was shot
dead by police in Paarl, Cape, on 21 November 1962,
while participating in a Poqo march to storm the police
station and prison. Five marchers were shot dead and
two Paarl residents were killed by Poqo supporters.
SIGWELA, Ezra , an ANC member, was detained and
assaulted by members of the Transkei Police in
Umtata prison, Transkei, on 26 March 1968 after being
arrested on suspicion of being a terrorist.
SIGWELA, Lennox Mbuyiselo (22), a UDF supporter,
was shot and then severely hacked and beaten by
WITDOEKE vigilantes in KTC, Cape Town, on 9 June
1986, during the mass destruction of UDF-supporting
squatter camps by the vigilantes, acting with the tacit
approval and aid of the security forces. The attack left
Mr Sigwela paralysed from the waist down.
SIGWELA, Monica Nomonde , was shot and injured
by members of the SAP in Nyanga, Cape Town, on 18
February 1985. Eighteen people were shot dead in a
three-day clash when Crossroads residents resisted a
forced removal to Khayelitsha. Ms Sigwela also lost her
home in an arson attack in June 1986 in KTC when
WITDOEKE vigilantes destroyed UDF-supporting squatter
camps, with the approval and aid of the security forces.
SIGWINT A, Motshwa (23), an ANC supporter, was
tortured while in detention in April 1960 in Bizana,
Transkei, during the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
SIGWINT A, Zongezile Rinkie (19), a UDF supporter,
was abducted and tortured to death by AZAPO
supporters at Kleinskool, Uitenhage, Cape, on 23 July
1985 during intense political conflict after the funeral
of Matthew Goniwe. See CRADOCK FOUR. The
perpetrators buried Mr Sigwinta in an unmarked grave.
SIHLABANI, Nomzamo (34), an ANC supporter, had
her house at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
destroyed in an arson attack by Inkatha supporters on
20 June 1989.
SIHLALE, Mafika , was abducted and severely beaten
by vigilantes in Leandra, Tvl, in January 1986 during
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conflict between police and scholars at Impumelelo
Combined School.
SIHLALI, Fortunate Jabulile , was stoned by ANC
supporters on 25 December 1991 in Vosloorus, Tvl,
during ongoing violence between IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
SIHLANGU, Managale Sarah (50), an Insika Party
supporter, lost her house and business when they
were burnt down by alleged members of the SAP in
Elukwatini, KaNgwane, in October 1986. Her livestock
was stolen in the same attack, which was allegedly
motivated by her refusal to vote for the Inyandza party.
SIKAMA, Jongikhaya (18), was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Langa, Cape Town, on 12
September 1985, during unrest in the township.
SIKEMANE, Hendrick Vuyani (20), a self-defence unit
(SDU) member, was shot and injured by members of
the SAP in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 27 April 1992 because
he was a member of the ANC-aligned SDU.
SIKENJANA, Morris (39), was shot dead on 6 August
1993 in Vosloorus, Tvl, during heightened tension
between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANCsupporting residents.
SIKHAKANE, Bhekuyise Christopher (36), an ANC
youth leader, was shot dead by fellow ANC supporters
in Wembezi, KwaZulu, near Estcourt, Natal, on 14
February 1994 in the course of a serious internal feud
within the local party branch.
SIKHAKANE, Celumuzi Moses (61), an IFP supporter,
had his home in Clermont, near Durban, demolished
by ANC supporters in March 1994 in the run-up to the
APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SIKHAKHANE, Andrinah Thokozile
(40), had her
home in Eshowe, Natal, destroyed in an arson attack
on 23 November 1993 in continuing conflict between
IFP and ANC supporters.
SIKHAKHANE, Basil Kelly (42), was shot dead by IFP
supporters in Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, on 5 January 1992. Mr Sikhakhane was a
stranger in the area. Conflict between the IFP and
ANC in the area gave rise to suspicion of those not
immediately identifiable either by language or political
affiliation.
SIKHAKHANE, Ben , had his home fired on by two
armed ANC self-defence unit (SDU) members in
Tokoza, Tvl, during 1993. The SDU members believed
that he was an IFP member. No one was injured. One
SDU member was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0243).
SIKHAKHANE, Bheki Richard (29), was attacked by
IFP supporters in KwaDlangezwa, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 11 April 1992. At least 11 people
were killed the same day in various incidents of
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
SIKHAKHANE, Cornelius Delani , was injured in an
attack by a named IFP supporter at Clermont, near
Durban, on an unspecified date.
SIKHAKHANE, Elizabeth Ntombi (51), an Inkatha
supporter, had her home in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, set alight by UDF supporters in March
1988.
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SIKHAKHANE, Geb Gerbard (59), an IFP supporter, had
his house at Ndonyela, near Bulwer, Natal, destroyed in
an arson attack by named ANC supporters in May 1992.
SIKHAKHANE, Goodwill Colin ‘Neville’ , an askari,
was abducted, severely assaulted and shot dead by
Vlakplaas and Port Natal Security Branch operatives at
Greytown, Natal, on 29 January 1991. The operatives
alleged that he had become a security risk. Three Port
Natal Security Branch operatives, including the
divisional commander, and four Vlakplaas operatives,
including the commander of Vlakplaas, were granted
amnesty for this killing (AC/2000/090).
SIKHAKHANE, Gugu Mandy (12), a UDF supporter,
had her home in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
destroyed in an arson attack by Inkatha supporters
during 1984.
SIKHAKHANE, Henry Mfana , an Inkatha supporter,
was killed by a named ANC supporter at Bruntville,
near Mooi River, Natal, on 8 November 1990 in conflict
between township residents and hostel-dwellers. See
BRUNTVILLE ATTACKS.
SIKHAKHANE, James Bhekizenzo (32), was shot by
named members of the KWAZULU POLICE near Mandini,
Natal, in May 1991. Later he was detained and falsely
charged, and when he was acquitted in the
magistrate’s court, one of the perpetrators ordered
him to leave the area.
SIKHAKHANE, Lawrence Themba (28), was stabbed
to death by a named perpetrator in Qinabout, Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 9 May 1994 during conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters following the APRIL
1994 ELECTIONS.
SIKHAKHANE, Mandla Caswell (24), an IFP supporter,
was shot dead by ANC supporters in Wembezi,
KwaZulu, near Estcourt, Natal, on 11 August 1990.
SIKHAKHANE, Mbongeni Mtuseni (36), an ANC
supporter, was assaulted and tortured by named
members of the SAP in KwaMashu, Durban, on 19
April 1989.
SIKHAKHANE, Mntomuhle Ndukushayizazi , was
shot and stabbed to death in ongoing conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in KwaDlangezwa, KwaZulu,
near Empangeni, Natal in November 1992.
SIKHAKHANE, Mthiyakhe Daniel (8), was injured
when he picked up a bomb in a field at Boshof, OFS,
in October 1979, and it exploded. The field had
allegedly been used for shooting practice by the
nearby Boshoek military training camp. His brother
Thulani was also injured in the explosion.
SIKHAKHANE, Mzikayise Phillip (37), a UDF and
ANC supporter, had his home burnt down by named
Inkatha supporters in KwaShange, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, during May 1989.
SIKHAKHANE, Nomkhosi Lima (52), an Inkatha
supporter, had her home petrol-bombed by fellow
Inkatha supporters in Lindelani, near KwaMashu,
Durban, in August 1989, allegedly because her
children were ANC supporters.
SIKHAKHANE, Ntombikayise Regina (41), had her
house in Swayimane, Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg, burnt down by ANC supporters on 29
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October 1989, allegedly in politicised factional conflict
between the Makhatini and Mabheleni tribal groups.
Eight Inkatha supporters were killed, and many houses
were destroyed by fire.
SIKHAKHANE, Oscar Khulekani (22), an ANC
supporter, was shot and severely injured in an attack
on CONTRALESA Chief Molefe’s homestead at Nqutu,
KwaZulu, near Vryheid, Natal, on 7 November 1993.
The attack was allegedly motivated by Molefe’s refusal
to call up men in his area to defend the IFP. An IFP
leader was implicated in the attack. Eleven ANC
youths were killed and seven injured.
SIKHAKHANE, Skafu Busisiwe (47), an IFP supporter,
had her house burnt down by ANC supporters in
Wembezi, KwaZulu, near Estcourt, Natal, on 11
August 1990.
SIKHAKHANE, Theodorah Nomcebo , a UDF
supporter, was shot at by Inkatha supporters during
intense political conflict at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 30 August 1988. One perpetrator was
granted amnesty (AC/99/0332).
SIKHAKHANE, Thulani (15), was injured when a
bomb that his brother picked up in a field exploded at
Boshof, OFS, in October 1979. The field had allegedly
been used for shooting practice by the nearby
Boshoek military training camp. His brother Mthiyakhe
was also injured in the explosion.
SIKHAKHANE, Zithulele Richard (43), an ANC
supporter, had his house burnt down by a named IFP
supporter and unidentified members of the SADF at
Ensimbini, near Port Shepstone, Natal, in 1993. He was
forced to relocate, because everything was destroyed.
SIKHAKHANE-RANKIN, Joyce Nomafa , an ANC
member, was arrested and placed in solitary
confinement in May 1969 in Soweto, Johannesburg.
SIKHEPHE, Msetyenzelwa (37), was shot by IFP
supporters on 3 December 1993 in Bekkersdal, near
Westonaria, Tvl, during numerous clashes between
IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting
residents.
SIKHOSANA, Elliot (81), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down in May 1993 at Mthimde, Lusikisiki,
Transkei, after he allowed his ANC ‘comrades’ to hold
a meeting in his home.
SIKHOSANA, Monono Mavis (46), an IFP supporter,
had her home burnt down by ANC supporters in
Mawoti, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 14
October 1993.
SIKHOSANA, Sipho , was abducted and taken to a
camp in Vaalbank, KwaNdebele, where he was
severely beaten by IMBOKODO vigilantes in May 1986,
during considerable community conflict over INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele. He was also arrested in
March 1988 and detained for three months in
Milnerton, Cape Town.
SIKHOSANA, Themba Daniel (23), an ANCYL
supporter, was shot and injured, by a named local
councillor, on 7 July 1990 in Siyathemba, near Balfour,
Tvl, during a protest demonstration outside the
councillor’s house. Mr Sikhosana died five months
later in hospital.
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SIKHOSANA, Thengani (63), had her property
destroyed by supporters of Chief Mahlangu in
Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July 1975.
Chief Mahlangu supported the state’s proposal to
incorporate Goederede into Lebowa because it would
grant him chief rule, but many residents resisted
INCORPORATION, which resulted in the destruction of
property and physical attacks.
SIKHWENI, Justice , a member of the Municipal Police,
was shot, injured and robbed of his firearm by MK
operatives at an electrical substation in Soweto,
Johannesburg, on 30 May 1987. Mr Sikhweni and his
colleague, who was also shot and injured, were
guarding the substation after the electricity had been
disconnected during a community boycott of electricity
payments. The operatives reconnected the electricity.
One MK operative was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0330).
SIKITI, Shoti (44), an ANC supporter, was severely
beaten by members of the CDF during political conflict
in KwaMasele, near King William’s Town, Cape, on 26
December 1991.
SIKITI, Sipho , was shot dead by IFP supporters on 26
May 1993 in Katlehong, Tvl, during ongoing conflict
between ANC-supporting residents and IFP-aligned
hostel-dwellers.
SIKITI, Zuzeka Regina (22), an ANC and SANCO
member, was severely assaulted by members of the
CDF during political conflict in KwaMasele, near King
William’s Town, Cape, on 28 December 1992.
SIKO, Emily (34), was severely assaulted, stabbed
and her home was demolished by AWB supporters on
11 May 1991 in Tshing, Ventersdorp, Tvl.
SIKO, Nomakwezi Georgina (18), an ANC supporter,
was burnt and permanently injured as a result of an
attempted ‘necklacing’ in June 1985 at Joza,
Grahamstown, Cape. She had been accused of being
a collaborator when she tried to bring lunch to her
sister, who worked as a cleaner at the police station.
SIKO, Thamsanqa (29), was stabbed to death by
members of the ‘Gadaffi’ group in November 1990 in
Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl. See KHUTSONG YOUTH
CONGRESS.
SIKO, Zuko Belmont Mech (18), a COSAS member,
was interrogated and tortured by beating and having
pins stuck into his penis by named members of the
SAP in Bedford and Cradock police stations. He was
arrested in Lesotho while attempting to join MK in
exile on 15 June 1985. He was charged with leaving
the country without a valid passport but the charges
were withdrawn on 21 December 1985.
SIKOANE, Frans (16), was shot dead by a named
perpetrator in Tembisa, Tvl, on 4 November 1984
during student unrest in the area.
SIKOBI, Boyi Joseph (48), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead after members of the KWAZULU P OLICE, one
of whom is named, pursued and attacked him and
four other ANC supporters in Umlazi, Durban, on 14
March 1993.
SIKOBI, Mavis Mklazi (39), had her home in
Nkothaneni, Port Shepstone, Natal, burnt down on 7
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April 1994. ANC supporters attacked several IFP
supporters’ homes in the area that day, killing five
people and injuring four, in the run-up to the APRIL
1994 ELECTIONS.
SIKOBI, Mazabiwe (29), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by unidentified persons, allegedly wearing SADF
uniforms, in Ngodini, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 3
February 1994. His father’s home was burnt down in
the attack.
SIKOBI, Ngqakaza (67), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down in an attack by unidentified
persons, allegedly wearing SADF uniforms, in Ngodini,
near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 3 February 1994. His
son was killed in the attack.
SIKOBI, Qondeni Irenei (40), an ANC supporter, had
her home set alight by named and other IFP
supporters in Mvutshini, near Port Shepstone, Natal, in
February 1994, during the run-up to the APRIL 1994
ELECTIONS.
SIKOBI, Vusi Patrick (32), an ANC supporter, was
hacked to death by named IFP supporters in
Ngwemabalala, KwaXolo, near Port Shepstone, Natal,
on 2 May 1993.
SIKONDE, David Sipho (17), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters in Folweni, KwaZulu, near
Umlazi, Durban, on 7 November 1991, when IFP
supporters attacked protesters participating in an antiVAT march.
SIKUMKANI, Wenziwe Florence (33), had her house
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in
ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in
February 1993. About 35 houses were reportedly
burnt down in Bhambayi that month.
SIKUNANA, Tozama Mary (62), a Nyanga resident,
was shot and permanently disabled by members of
the SAP in Nyanga, Cape Town, on 26 December
1976, during political conflict between Nyanga
residents and migrant workers from the hostels over
the Christmas 1976 period. Twenty-nine people died in
the clashes and many more were injured.
SIKUTSHW A, Mamanci Tena (45), an ANC member,
detained and assaulted by members of the SAP in the
Bizana police station, Transkei, in 1968 for her
involvement in the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
SIKUTSHW A, Merriman Sipho (17), an ANC
member, was imprisoned in February 1960 in Bizana,
Transkei, for his involvement in the P ONDOLAND REVOLT.
SIKWEPERE, Lucas Baba (30), a UDF activist, was
shot and blinded by named members of the SAP in
KTC, Cape Town, on 31 December 1985, during
conflict between UDF supporters and vigilantes. Mr
Sikwepere was arrested and tortured by police in 1986.
SIKWEYIY A, Simanga August (51), was tortured by
members of the SAP while in detention on 1 January
1963 at Burgersdorp, Cape, during a crackdown on the
PAC.
SIKWEYIY A, Sizinzo (45), an ANC member, was killed
when SACTU residences in Matola near Maputo,
Mozambique, was attacked with mortars and rocket
launchers by alleged SADF and SA Air Force members
on 30 December 1981. The liberation movements were
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based in neigbouring countries and the SADF conducted
numerous cross-border raids into these front-line
states that supported the ANC in exile and other
liberation movements. Eleven other ANC members
were killed during the attack.
SILANGO, Ntombifikile Anna (39), an IFP supporter,
had her home in Hopewell, Ixopo, Natal, burnt down
by ANC supporters in February 1992. Political violence
in Hopewell at this time claimed about ten lives and
forced over 300 people to flee from the area. Most of
the victims were IFP supporters.
SILANGWE, Babongile Florence (50), an IFP
supporter, lost her home in Hopewell, Ixopo, Natal,
when it was burnt down by ANC supporters in
February 1992, allegedly because her husband was an
induna and an IFP member. Political violence in
Hopewell at this time claimed about ten lives and
forced over 300 people to flee from the area. Most of
the victims were IFP supporters.
SILANGWE, Bhulekwana , was severely beaten by
members of the SADF during March 1960 in
Izilangwe, Bizana, Transkei, because he was a
member of a banned organisation. His body still has
sjambok scars.
SILANGWE, Mbethwa , an ANC member, was
severely beaten by members of the SAP on 1 March
1960 in Bizana, Transkei, during the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
SILANGWE, Mhletywa , an IKONGO member,
disappeared after he was abducted from his home by
members of the SAP in 1960 in Bizana, Transkei, during
the PONDOLAND REVOLT. He has never been seen again.
SILANGWE, Skhova , an IKONGO member, was arrested
in 1960 in Bizana, Transkei, during the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
He was detained for two years, and allegedly died as a
result of injuries sustained while in detention.
SILBERBAUER, Claire , a civilian, was killed when
APLA operatives opened fire on the vehicle in which
he was travelling at Eikenhof, Tvl, on 19 March 1993.
The perpetrators had allegedly targeted a schoolbus
conveying white children, and attacked the Mitchley
vehicle when this failed. Three people were killed and
two were injured in the attack. One APLA operative
was granted amnesty (AC/2000/147).
SILEKU, Themba Simon , was shot and injured by a
named SPECIAL CONSTABLE in Beaufort West, Cape, on
1 January 1988.
SILEMA-MALA TSI, Johannes Soidaha, was
assaulted and set alight by youths at Ha-Maila, Venda,
on 19 March 1990. Mr Silema-Malatsi, who was
thought to be practising witchcraft to hinder political
activism in the area, was pelted with stones, stabbed
with a sword, interrogated and necklaced to death.
Two perpetrators were granted amnesty; a third
application was refused (AC/2000/094).
SILINDA, Anthony Linda (24), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by SADF members on 15 August
1985 in Katlehong, Tvl, during a funeral for a victim of
violence.
SILINDZA, W ilson , was severely beaten, allegedly by
ANC supporters, because he was visiting the home of
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someone accused of witchcraft in Mdlankomo,
Kabokweni, KaNgwane, in 1986.
SILINGA, Wantu (27), an ANC supporter, was
sentenced to death with other activists on 24 June
1987 for the ‘necklace’ murder of a girl suspected of
having an affair with a policeman in Queenstown
during the state of emergency. Mr Silinga died under
mysterious circumstances in Pretoria Central prison,
on 10 December 1987. Police informed the family that
he had contracted asthma.
SILLANDS, Colleen , died on 26 April 1994, a day after
she was shot travelling in a minibus in Alberton, Tvl,
during tension in the area after numerous clashes
between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANCsupporting residents.
SILLANDS, Mar gar et (34), was shot and injured on
25 April 1994 in Alberton, Tvl, while travelling in a
minibus in Alberton, Tvl, during tension in the area
after numerous clashes between IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers and ANC- supporting residents.
SILO, Dorothy Lulama Kunuse (20), was shot and
severely injured by a SPECIAL CONSTABLE in Bongolethu,
Oudtshoorn, Cape, on 16 January 1988. Three people
were shot dead by Special Constables that day and
another died later of his wounds. Ms Silo is unable to
bear children as a result of the shooting.
SILO, Ms (62), a UDF supporter, was beaten by named
members of the SAP after she and other parents had
attempted to intervene during a clash between police
and school children in Bongolethu, Oudtshoorn, Cape,
on 29 April 1985. She was then arrested and teargassed in her cell at the police station.
SILO, Novintwembi Violet (35), an ANC member,
faced several arrests and was bitten when SAP
members set their dogs on her in Hermanus, Cape,
during 1960, because of her refusal to carry a Pass.
SILOLO, Kwini Elizabeth (46), lost her home when it
was burnt down by WITDOEKE vigilantes in KTC, Cape
Town, on 10 June 1986, during the mass destruction
of UDF-supporting squatter camps by Witdoeke
vigilantes, acting with the tacit approval and aid of the
security forces. Over 60 people died and 20 000
homes were destroyed in the attacks.
SILOMO, Pikiwe Ennie (80), was shot with birdshot,
then detained and beaten, stripped naked and
humiliated by named and other members of the SAP
in Khayamnandi, Steynsburg, Cape, in August 1986.
She had participated in a protest demonstration
organised by the Steynsburg Youth Congress against
police presence in Khayamnandi.
SILOTILE, Edy , an ANC supporter, was shot dead in
Khayelitsha, Cape Town, in 1992, by a group of men
associated with the local town COUNCILLORS, in an
arson and gunfire attack on D section which was
perceived to be ANC-aligned.
SILULWANE, Zukiswa Patricia (27), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in June 1986 in KTC,
Cape Town, during the mass destruction of UDFsupporting squatter camps by WITDOEKE vigilantes
acting with the tacit approval and aid of the security
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forces. Over 60 people died and 20 000 homes were
destroyed in the attacks.
SILUMA, Vusi (20), a COSAS and SAYCO member,
was one of three activists shot dead by two named
perpetrators in Emdeni, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 25
May 1986. The funerals were placed under severe
restrictions by police. Police also opened fire on
mourners with birdshot and teargas.
SILWANYANA, Nomkhumbuzo Morina , lost her
home when it was destroyed in 1983 in Crossroads,
Cape Town, by supporters of Mr Ngxobongwana’s
committee who were opposed to Mr Memani’s
committee, to which her husband belonged. Conflict
developed within Crossroads as a result of the
struggle for housing.
SIMA, Fikile Mar gar et (31), an ANC supporter, was
shot and severely injured by a named IFP supporter at
her home in Ensimbini, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on
21 December 1991.
SIMA, Gcineni (56), was beaten, stabbed and had her
home in Mvutshini, near Port Shepstone, Natal, burnt
down by IFP supporters on 22 March 1994, allegedly
because her sons were perceived to be ANC
supporters. Ms Sima’s son and her neighbour, who
was visiting, were shot dead in the attack.
SIMA, Gladis Khetiwe Masima (58), had her home at
KwaXolo, near Ramsgate, Natal, burnt down by IFP
supporters on 10 April 1994, two weeks before the
APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS. The attack was allegedly
motivated by the fact that her sons refused to go to
IFP self-defence camps.
SIMA, Mzuvukile Wiseman (26), was shot dead by
IFP supporters in Mvutshini, near Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 22 March 1994, because he was perceived
to be an ANC supporter. His house was burnt down in
the attack, and his neighbour, who was visiting, was
also killed.
SIMA, Phindiwe Dinah (45), an ANC supporter, had
her house at KwaXolo, near Ramsgate, Natal, burnt
down by IFP supporters on 10 April 1994, two weeks
before the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS, allegedly because the
family was sympathetic to the ANC.
SIMA, V usumuzi , an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by IFP supporters in Nkothaneni, Port Shepstone,
Natal, during March 1994, allegedly because he
refused to attend IFP self-defence camps.
SIMAMANE, Bongwa , died when an MK operative
detonated a car bomb at Jacobs, Durban, on 12 July
1984. The explosion killed five people and injured 27
others. One MK operative was granted amnesty for
his role in the MK command structures in Swaziland
that facilitated the attack (AC/2001/175).
SIMAMANE, Nomajongosi Mavis (28), had her
house burnt down by ANC supporters in Hosiyana,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 12 February
1994, during political conflict following the funeral of a
prominent IFP official in the area. The perpetrators
attacked mourners returning from the funeral, and
several homes were set alight.
SIMAMANE, Nomakhosi Dilili (42), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
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Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SIMAMANE, Phatokwakhe , when an MK operative
detonated a car bomb at Jacobs, Durban, on 12 July
1984. The explosion killed five people and injured 27
others. One MK operative was granted amnesty for
his role in the MK command structures in Swaziland
that facilitated the attack (AC/2001/175).
SIMAMANE, Qondeni Sylvester (34), an ANC
supporter, had his house burnt down by IFP supporters
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SIMAMANE, Velaphi (69), was stabbed and shot by
IFP supporters in the Mathulini area, near Maphumulo,
KwaZulu, near Greytown, Natal, on 16 August 1991 in
ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in
the area. She later died of her injuries.
SIMAMANE, Vusumuzi Moses (66), an ANC
supporter, had his house burnt down by IFP supporters
in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SIMAMANE, W ildr ed Poni (62), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SIMANDLA, Bonisile David , head of the Middledrift
Prison, was detained during OPERATION K ATZEN and
tortured during interrogation by members of the Ciskei
Elite Unit in Alice, Ciskei, in1986. Two members of the
Ciskei Police were granted amnesty for the torture,
and seven members of the SADF, Border Security
Branch and Department of Prisons for Operation
Katzen (AC/1997/0023; AC/1997/0024; AC/1997/0025;
AC/1998/043; AC/1999/003; AC/1999/245;
AC/2000/037; AC/2000/192; AC/2001/159 and
AC/2001/224).
SIMANGA, Enoch Kadimo (19), was killed after being
shot in the back of the head by named members of
the SAP on 26 June 1986 in Worcester, Cape. Two
witnesses to the shooting were then detained for
several months under emergency regulations. See
POLICE BRUTALITY.
SIMANGO, Cynthia (33), a UDF supporter, was detained
for three months on 16 June 1986 in Burgersdorp,
Cape, and was severely beaten by named members of
the SAP. She was five months’ pregnant at the time
and had been detained because of her involvement in
a Sharpeville Day commemoration in Down location,
Willowmore. Ms Simango died on 24 March 1989
from head injuries sustained during her detention.
SIMANGO, Khangela Thomas (32), was tortured by
named members of the SAP in 1993 in Louis Trichardt,
Tvl. Mr Simango was detained and tortured by police
because they believed he orchestrated community
resistance against their forced removal from Chikota to
Vleifontein.
SIMANI, Goodman (aka ‘Khaya’) (33), an MK
operative who had returned from exile, died after
being shot by named members of the SAP in Nyanga,
Cape Town, on 9 April 1993. Mr Simani was walking in
the street at night when he was shot.
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SIMAYILE, Code (46), was detained in Sasolburg,
OFS, on 11 July 1986 and held for six months under
emergency regulations. In detention, he was severely
assaulted and tortured by members of the SAP. Mr
Simayile had been involved in a protracted strike at
Karbochem in Sasolburg, and police accused him of
politicising a labour dispute.
SIMAYILE, David Nkosivumile (25), an ANC supporter,
was shot and fatally wounded in the chest by KWAZULU
POLICE members and Inkatha supporters in Durban
North on 9 February 1986, allegedly in a targeted killing.
SIMBINE, Jeronimo V icente (22), a Mozambican
citizen, was abducted from his home in Namaacha,
Mozambique, by SADF Special Forces members on 23
August 1982. He was taken to Phalaborwa army base
where, after severe interrogation and torture, he agreed
to become a member of the SADF. Prior to this
abduction, the SADF had raided and bombed Namaacha
because they suspected the village of housing ANC
members in transit. During this raid, two Mozambican and
one Portugese citizen were killed. Mr Simbine escaped
after three years and, upon his return home, was
detained by the Mozambican authorities for six months.
SIMELA, Namkoni Selinah (47), had her home burnt
down on 16 June 1986 in Mathyzensloop, KwaNdebele,
during a night vigil for ‘comrades’ killed by IMBOKODO
vigilantes and KwaNdebele Defence Force members.
Mathyzensloop residents reportedly fled to the hills to
escape the violence.
SIMELANE Sbusiso Carol (19), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed and axed to death by unidentified people
at a taxi rank in Pietermaritzburg during ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters on 3 February
1993. Three others were killed; he was the only survivor.
SIMELANE, Allison Msuvukela (42), an IFP
supporter, was shot dead in an attack on his home in
Ondondolo, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 10
July 1992, in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters. The attackers reportedly wanted guns,
which they believed the family had received from
Ulundi. His wife was severely beaten during the attack.
SIMELANE, Bheki (19), was shot dead in Katlehong,
Tvl, on 2 February 1992 during conflict between
hostel-dwellers and residents. Hostel-dwellers were
allegedly coerced into IFP membership, and relations
between residents and hostel-dwellers became
increasingly strained.
SIMELANE, Bhekuyise Simon (29), an ANC supporter,
was stoned and stabbed to death by IFP supporters in
Ezakheni, KwaZulu, near Ladysmith, Natal, on 13
March 1994, in the run-up to the A PRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SIMELANE, Buti Peter , was stabbed and shot to
death by IFP supporters in Dube, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 8 September 1991. The perpetrators were
returning from a funeral at the Jabulani stadium in
Soweto.
SIMELANE, Eunice (53), an IFP supporter, was
severely beaten in an attack on her home in Ondondolo,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 10 July 1992, in
ongoing conflict between the ANC and IFP. The
attackers reportedly wanted guns, which they believed
V O L U M E
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the family had received from Ulundi. Her husband was
killed in the attack.
SIMELANE, Gcinwayinkosi Petrus (27), an ANC
supporter, was tortured, stabbed and shot dead by
members of an ANC-aligned self-defence unit on 30
August 1993 in Katlehong, Tvl, because he refused to
patrol with them.
SIMELANE, Gwete Enock (52), was shot and severely
injured while travelling in a taxi in Meadowlands,
Soweto, Johannesburg, on 3 June 1992 during conflict
between IFP-aligned Mzimhlophe hostel-dwellers and
residents.
SIMELANE, Jabulani Kom (42), lost his house in an
arson attack in Ondondolo, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, on 6 August 1993 in continuing conflict between
IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
SIMELANE, Joe Johannes (23), was shot and
arrested by members of the SAP in May 1985 in
Tsakane, Brakpan, Tvl, after he attended the funeral of
someone killed by hostel-dwellers. A group of
mourners attempted to storm the hostel and police
intervened.
SIMELANE, Johannes Meleni (23), an ANC
supporter, died after he was stabbed and shot by
members of the IFP-aligned KHUMALO GANG on 4
August 1993 in Tokoza, Alberton, Tvl.
SIMELANE, Johannes Zwelibanzi (24), a member of
the SAP, was injured in a limpet mine explosion at the
Newcastle magistrate’s court, Natal, on 23 November
1986. Two MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/139).
SIMELANE, Linah Silukazi (24), had her home
damaged in an arson attack by IMBOKODO vigilantes in
Mathyzensloop, KwaNdebele, on 27 June 1986 during
violent conflict over KwaNdebele independence.
SIMELANE, Miles Simon , an IFP supporter, was
killed by members of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU)
in Katlehong, Tvl, on 7 December 1993. Eleven people
were killed, nine execution-style, during conflict between
the local ANCYL and SDU members. Thirteen SDU
members were refused amnesty (AC/1998/0013).
SIMELANE, Mpembe Amos (45), an IFP supporter,
had his home in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
destroyed in an arson attack by ANC supporters on 19
June 1991.
SIMELANE, Nokuthula Aurelia (aka ‘Sibongile’)
(23), a courier for MK from Bethal, Tvl, was abducted
from the Carlton Centre in Johannesburg by members
of the Soweto Security Branch on 8 September 1983
and held initially at the Norwood Police flats. She was
later taken to a farm near Thabazimbi, Tvl, and held for
several weeks, during which time she was severely
tortured. She subsequently disappeared and is
presumed dead. Eight Soweto Security Branch
operatives applied for amnesty for the detention and
torture only. Three applications were refused and five
were granted (AC/2001/185).
SIMELANE, Nonozana Anna (53), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
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SIMELANE, Simon , was shot dead in a DRIVE-BY
SHOOTING outside his house in Katlehong, Tvl, in
February 1992.
SIMELANE, Solomon (48), was shot dead by IFP
supporters on 28 June 1993 in Katlehong, Tvl, during
conflict between hostel-dwellers and residents.
SIMELANE, Sothini Themelihle (32), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SIMELANE, Sydney , was imprisoned by members of
the SAP on 8 April 1986 in Volsloorus, Tvl, during
protests over the death of an MK operative killed by
police in the area.
SIMELANE, Thallina Phumzile (58), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SIMELANE, Thembinkosi (aka ‘Ephraim Moyo’)
(25), an ANC member, disappeared after attending a
Namibian independence celebration at the Viana camp
near Luanda in April 1990. He has never been seen
since and is presumed dead. Mr Simelane was at the
time the communications officer for the ANC in
Luanda, Angola.
SIMELANE, Zandi Moses (31), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured on 23 April 1994 in Vosloorus,
Tvl, by a named SAP member during political conflict
in the run-up to the first democratic elections of 27
April 1994.
SIMINYA, Mberegeni Marcus (41), was killed when a
bomb, planted by AWB members, exploded at a taxi
rank on the corner of Odendaal and Victoria Streets in
Germiston, Tvl, on the 25 April 1994. Ten persons
were killed and nine were injured in the blast. Four
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0342).
See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
SIMMONS, Br onwin , was injured when a limpet
mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded during
lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni, Tvl, on
30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at least 66
people were injured. Four MK operatives were granted
amnesty for the planning and execution of the attack
(AC/1999/0294).
SIMMONS, Vivian (26), was injured when a limpet
mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded during
lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni, Tvl, on
30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at least 66
people were injured. Four MK operatives were granted
amnesty for the planning and execution of the attack
(AC/1999/0294).
SIMONS, Bronwen Bonny , was continually harassed,
arrested and detained by Security Police members
several times during the 1980s because her family
was involved in the political struggle. During one
detention, she was not allowed to feed her six-monthold baby. She was also once forced to stand for hours
at CR Swart Square, Durban, because police wanted
information about ANC members.
SIMPSON, James Marr en, was injured when MK
operatives detonated an explosive in a car outside the
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South African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
SIMPSON, WM , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
SINAM, Sandile Wellington (38), a member of the
Ciskei Police, was detained and tortured by named
members of the Ciskei Police at the Seymour police
station, Ciskei, on 12 August 1992. While on duty he
was held up by three armed men who stole rifles from
the police station. He reported this, but was
suspected of having been involved with the robbers
and was therefore detained.
SINAMA, Bhekisisa (19), was shot in the leg by
members of the ISU during political conflict in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, on 17 November 1993.
SINAMA, Ntshwenca (37), an ANC supporter, was
executed in Pretoria, on 6 July 1962. He was arrested
two years earlier during conflict over the implementation of the Bantu Education and Bantu Authorities
Acts in the area. Mr Sinama was held at Bizana, until
found guilty and sentenced to death at Kokstad
Supreme Court.
SINAYIDA, Mziwabantu Thompson (25), was killed
by members of the SAP during political conflict in
Langa, Uitenhage, Cape, on 15 April 1985.
SINCUBA, Zion Jer emiah , was injured in a bomb
explosion caused by ANC supporters near the Pass
office in Durban in 1981. Although he was reportedly a
bystander when the blast occurred, Mr Sincuba was
accused of planting the bomb, and was tried in
Pietermaritzburg Supreme Court.
SINDANE, Bangiswane Emily (53), was injured in a
shooting by SAP members on 25 June 1985 in
Lynneville, Witbank, Tvl. Ms Sindane was at a parents’
meeting to address the detention of a number of
schoolchildren when police allegedly opened fire
because the parents refused to move to another venue.
SINDANE, Bhekizitha Jones (49), an ANC supporter,
was shot and stabbed to death by IFP supporters in
Richmond, Natal, on 24 December 1991.
SINDANE, Bonga , was shot dead by IFP supporters
at Richmond, Natal, during political conflict in the area
on 2 December 1991.
SINDANE, Busisiwe Khanyisile (31), an ANC supporter,
had her home in Esimozomeni, Richmond, Natal, burnt
down by Inkatha supporters during May 1990.
SINDANE, Manel Mtshiselwa (78), was killed in a
landmine explosion in Nelspruit, Tvl, on 25 March
1986. The mine was allegedly planted by named MK
members, and was detonated by the minibus Mr
Sindane was travelling in.
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SINDANE, Nomathemba (51), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters at Richmond, Natal, during
political conflict in the area in 1990.
SINDANE, Nomgqibelo Sarah (48), was injured in an
explosion in May 1988 near Graspan, Tvl.
SINDANE, Piet , was shot dead on 1 January 1986 in
Kgobokwane, KwaNdebele, by IMBOKODO vigilantes
who raided villages that day to assert their control over
the newly incorporated Moutse.
SINDANE, Sidumo Jef frey (58), an IFP supporter, had
his house destroyed in an arson attack at Esimozomeni,
Richmond, Natal, during ongoing conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in 1991.
SINDANE, Thomi Joseph (37), an IFP supporter, was
shot dead by ANC supporters in Phatheni, Richmond,
Natal, on 30 November 1990.
SINDANE, Vusimusi Lawr ence, an MK operative, was
injured in an ambush by Eastern Transvaal Security
Branch and Vlakplaas operatives on 14 August 1986.
Four people were killed that day in two ambushes,
one of which was near Nerston, Tvl, the other on the
Swazi side of the border. Eleven Eastern Transvaal
Security Branch and Vlakplaas operatives, including the
commanders of Ermelo Security Branch and of
Vlakplaas, were granted amnesty (AC/2001/148).
SINDANI, Maneel Mashiselwa , a UDF supporter,
was injured in an explosion on 25 May 1985 near
Tembisa, Tvl, when the minibus he was travelling in
was bombed.
SINDANI, Steven , was stoned to death after being
made to drink petrol by members of the Astro youth
group who suspected he was a police spy at
Atteridgeville, Pretoria, on 19 February 1986.
SINDU, Banzi Elphas (19), an SRC member, was
beaten with a sjambok, allegedly by members of the
SAP, shortly after the launch of COSAS in Dennilton,
Tvl, on 10 September 1985. He was also arrested and
charged with intimidation by named members of the
SAP the same day.
SINGONZO, Koki Simon (61), a National Party
supporter and local COUNCILLOR, had his home in
Mangaung, Bloemfontein, destroyed in a hand
grenade attack by ANC supporters in 1991.
SINGQOTO, Alport (44), was shot and severely
injured on 22 March 1990 while standing outside the
Town Council offices in Crossroads, Cape Town, by
men shooting from a vehicle. Two men died in the
shooting and Mr Singqoto was left paralysed. The
shooting took place during conflict between two local
Crossroads leaders.
SINGW ANE, Thomas V elaphi , an ANC supporter,
was shot by a named perpetrator on 19 February 1992
in Mhluzi, Middelburg, Tvl, in a DRIVE- BY SHOOTING.
SINOANE, Singalela Jeremiah (46), had his home
destroyed, allegedly by supporters of Chief Mahlangu
in Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July
1975. Chief Mahlangu supported the state’s proposal
to incorporate Goederede into Lebowa because it
would grant him chief rule, but many residents
resisted INCORPORATION, which resulted in the
destruction of property and physical attacks.
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SINXOSHE, Nelson (36), a UDF supporter, was
arrested and severely beaten by members of the SAP
on 22 December 1985 in Philipstown, Cape. Earlier
that day his sister had been shot dead by a MUNICIPAL
POLICEMAN. Residents then hacked and burnt the
policeman’s father to death. Mr Sinxoshe was then
arrested for this killing and later sentenced to 35 years
imprisonment for murder. He was released as a
political prisoner in 1991.
SINYEMFU, Luxolile Ben (21), a UDF supporter and
secretary of the Rosmead Youth Congress, was detained
for four months on June 1986 in Rosmead, Cape.
SIOBO, Tshibili Elisa , suffered psychological and
mental distress in Louis Trichardt, Tvl, in October 1993
when a white farmer repeatedly subjected her to
racist verbal abuse. Previously the same perpetrator
had allegedly dragged her behind a tractor, injuring her
chest, waist and left leg.
SIPHIKA, Gladys Mbagem , had her home destroyed
in an attack by IFP supporters in Lindelani, near
KwaMashu, Durban, in 1990. She was allegedly
targeted because she was believed to be an ANC
supporter.
SIPHIKA, Mziwandile Ruben (18), was severely beaten
by named IFP supporters at Lindelani, near KwaMashu,
Durban, in 1990. He was allegedly attacked because
he was believed to be an ANC supporter.
SIPHO, (other details unknown), an MK operative, and
three others were twice targeted for killing, firstly at
the Lion Park Motel, and later at the Oasis Motel,
Gaborone, during August and September 1987. Both
operations, jointly conducted by SADF Special Forces
and the Security Branch, were unsuccessful. The
divisional commander of the Western Transvaal
Security Branch and five Soweto Security Branch
operatives were granted amnesty for their role in the
operations (AC/1999/0308).
SIPIKA, Ntamehlo , an IKONGO member, was shot
dead by members of the SAP on 6 June 1960 in
Bizana, Transkei, during the P ONDOLAND REVOLT.
SIPIKA, Silo , an IKONGO member, was shot dead by
members of the SAP on 6 June 1960 in Flagstaff,
Transkei, during the PONDOLAND REVOLT .
SIPOLO, Ngwazi (42), an IKONGO supporter, was
severely beaten while in detention on 6 June 1960 at
MKAMBATI FOREST police station, Lusikisiki, Transkei,
because of his involvement in the P ONDOLAND REVOLT.
SIPOYA, Busang , was forcefully abducted and
severely beaten by members of the Bophuthatswana
Police in Ga-Rankuwa, Bophuthatswana, on 23 February
1986 during political conflict.
SIPOYA, Jarius Mokotedi , was abducted and severely
beaten by members of the Bophuthatswana Police in
Ga-Rankuwa, Bophuthatswana, on 23 February 1986
during political conflict.
SIPOYA, Samuel (57), had his home petrol-bombed in
April 1986 in Ga-Rankuwa, Bophuthatswana, allegedly
by members of the Bophuthatswana Police, because
his sons were political activists.
SIPUT A, Lanki, was beaten with sjamboks and batons
by members of the SAP in 1985 during political
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conflict in Bhongweni, Cookhouse, Cape.
SIQA, Zetule (38), lost his home in an arson attack by
members of the SAP in Bizana, Transkei, during the
PONDOLAND REVOLT.
SIQAKAZA, Mathopisi (40), was harassed, arrested
and severely assaulted in June 1960 in Bizana, Transkei,
because of his involvement in the Pondoland revolt.
SIQAKAZA, Nombuso (40), was harassed, arrested
and severely assaulted in June 1960 in Bizana, Transkei,
because of his involvement in the P ONDOLAND REVOLT.
SIQAZA, Archibald (46), a community COUNCILLOR,
was beaten and burnt to death on 24 December 1985
in Guguletu, Cape Town, by a crowd of UDF
supporters attending a funeral of a young unrest
victim. Mr Siqaza was attacked as he drove by the
angry crowd. His home was later set alight.
SIQAZA, Jessie , had her house set alight by UDF
supporters on 25 December 1985 in KTC, Cape Town,
after her husband had been burnt to death by an angry
crowd at the funeral of an unrest victim.
SIQUBETU, Mzuzile Honey (26), an ANC supporter,
was ‘necklaced’ to death on 2 September 1985 at
Ziphunzana stadium, East London. Ms Siqubetu was
working as a housekeeper at Cambridge police station,
East London, and was therefore perceived to be a
collaborator.
SIRA, David Siyapi , died after being shot by a named
security guard at a bus company on 28 February 1986
in Nelspruit, Tvl. Mr Sira was taking part in a community
protest against the company when he was shot.
SISHANGE, Msilane Ronel , and five other scholars
were interrogated, tortured and killed by AZAPO
members in Soweto, Johannesburg, on 1 August
1986. The incident was sparked off by the burning of
the house of an AZAPO leader for which the youths
were believed to have been responsible. Three
perpetrators were refused amnesty, and one was
granted amnesty (AC/2000/179 and AC/1999/230).
SISHANGE, Paul Senyatso (19), an ANC supporter,
was shot by members of the Municipal Police at Zola,
Soweto, Johannesburg, in August 1986 during the
state of emergency.
SISHI, (first names not given), an ANC supporter, had
his house burnt down by IFP members during political
violence at Nyoni, KwaZulu, near Gingindlovu, Natal,
during 1993. One perpetrator was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0332).
SISHI, Bongani John (72), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SISHI, Buselaphi Xolisile (28), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SISHI, Feni Eveline (35), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SISHI, Fundisiwe (27), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
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Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SISHI, Gabisile Mar gar et (59), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SISHI, Hlakaniphanio Agrippah
(27), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SISHI, Jabulani Patrick (28), an ANC supporter, had
his house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SISHI, John Mkakeni (58), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SISHI, Lawrence Nqobizwe (19), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SISHI, Mangasa , an ANC supporter, had his house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SISHI, Mkakeni (57), an ANC supporter, had his house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SISHI, Ntombitheni Mamsishi (41), an ANC
supporter, had her home in Umlazi, Durban, destroyed
in an arson attack by IFP supporters in 1992.
SISHI, Sebenzile Esther (30), had her home stripped
and damaged in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 29 November 1989 in intense conflict between
Inkatha and UDF supporters in the area.
SISHI, Sfiso Neil Magwaba (20), an ANC supporter,
was shot and severely injured by members of the
KWAZ ULU P OLICE at KwaMashu, Durban, on 23
December 1989.
SISHI, Skhumbuzo Michael (25), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SISHI, Thokozani Otrinah (22), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SISHI, Zafika Annacetha (30), an ANC supporter, had
his house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 17 March 1994.
See also SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
SISHIMANE, Nomathemba Patience (25), an IFP
supporter, was shot dead by an ANC supporter at
Ntuzuma, near Durban, on 2 February 1993. The
incident occurred soon after the perpetrator had left a
local ANC meeting.
SISULU, Mpumelelo (30), was shot by members of
the SADF in September 1985 in DUNCAN VILLAGE, East
London, following the funeral of victims of police shooting.
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SITALI, Msokoli , was shot dead by IFP supporters in
October 1990 at Tokoza, Tvl, because he was Xhosaspeaking. Hostel-dwellers were allegedly coerced into
IFP membership when it launched itself as a political
party in 1990. As a result, conflict between residents
and hostel-dwellers increasingly overlapped political
affiliation with ethnic identity.
SITETO, Mabhuti , a member of the SAP, had his house
in Mazosizwe Street, Cradock, Cape, burnt down by
members of the Cradock Youth Association, in March
1985, allegedly in retaliation for the banning of the
launch of CRADORA. One of his colleagues was burnt
to death in the conflict. Others were also victims of
arson attacks.
SITHEBE, Christian Bhekuyise , an ANC supporter,
was abducted from Nongoma, KwaZulu, near Vryheid,
Natal, in October 1978. He was allegedly killed during a
shoot-out with a shop owner in Paulpietersburg, Natal.
SITHEBE, Esther Jabhisa (50), was shot by IFP
supporters on 13 December 1992 in Vosloorus, Tvl,
during clashes between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers
and mainly ANC-supporting residents.
SITHEBE, Mzwakhe Ezard (24), was assaulted and
teargassed after being detained during the state of
emergency on 11 June 1986 during rent boycotts at
Msinga, Natal.
SITHEBE, Peter (21), disappeared on a Workers’ Day
march in Diepkloof, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 1 May
1986. A member of the SAP from Orlando police
station later reported him dead and buried.
SITHEBE, Thamsanqa Tununu (29), an ANC supporter,
had his house and car destroyed in an arson attack at
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, by Inkatha
supporters on 10 August 1987.
SITHEBE, Zakhe (48), a UDF supporter, was detained
by named members of the Security Branch in
Newcastle, Natal, on 17 June 1986, allegedly because of
his involvement in the rates boycott at Sibongile, Dundee.
SITHETHO, Galelekile (61), lost his home in an arson
attack by WITDOEKE vigilantes in KTC, Cape Town, in
June 1986, during the mass destruction of UDFsupporting squatter camps by the vigilantes, acting
with the tacit approval and aid of the security forces.
Over 60 people were killed and 20 000 homes
destroyed in the attacks.
SITHOLE (ZUNGU), Msizi (5), was severely injured
when IFP supporters attacked his home in Matshana,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 26 March 1992,
and threw boiling water over him. This occurred during
ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters.
SITHOLE, (first name not given), suffered damage to her
property when MK operatives threw a grenade at her
home in Soweto, Johannesburg, in 1988, in a series of
attacks on perceived collaborators by an MK unit. The
grenade exploded in her yard and there were no
injuries. Three MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/0013).
SITHOLE, (first name not given), suffered damage to
his house and shacks when they were burnt by
members of an ANC SELF-DEFENCE UNIT (SDU) in
Gamede Street, Tokoza, Tvl. He was believed to be an
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IFP member. One SDU member was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0243).
SITHOLE, Albert Nsizwa , was beaten and then
thrown into a dam by a group of named members of
the SAP in KwaThema, Tvl, in April 1986.
SITHOLE, Alfred Gundu (50), a UDF supporter, was
stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters in Hambanathi,
near Verulam, Natal, in August 1984, during conflict
over the INCORPORATION of Hambanathi and Lamontville
into KwaZulu.
SITHOLE, Alfred Mfana , a UDF supporter, was shot
and killed on 6 April 1990 when a group of Inkatha
supporters attacked UDF supporters and residents at
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in spite of a
heavy police and military presence. Fourteen people
were killed and at least 120 homes burnt down. One
former IFP member was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
SITHOLE, Alinah Poppy (30), was shot dead
travelling in a taxi in Ncala Section in Katlehong, Tvl,
on 27 February 1992 during conflict between mainly
ANC-supporting residents and IFP-supporting hosteldwellers. Attacks on taxis became an ongoing characteristic of conflict on the East Rand since 1991.
SITHOLE, Amos Behtemba , was injured during an
attack by armed ANC members on the house of a
school principal in Phola township, Ogies, Tvl, on 13
October 1991. The principal was regarded as an IFP
sympathiser because IFP supporters often visited him
at home. One ANC member was granted amnesty
(AC/2000/091).
SITHOLE, Arthur (27), an MK member, was shot dead
by security forces in 1979 in Rhodesia (Zimbabwe)
where he was stationed after having left South Africa
for military training in 1977.
SITHOLE, Arthur Mbongeleni , a UDF supporter, had
his house looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a
group of Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters
and residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in spite of a heavy police and military presence.
Fourteen people were killed and at least 120 homes
burnt down. One former IFP member was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
SITHOLE, Bafana Petros (21), a political activist, was
shot dead by a named member of the SAP on 18
February 1988 in KwaThema, Tvl.
SITHOLE, Bakhuzi (51), an IFP supporter, had her
house burnt down by ANC supporters in Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, in March 1991.
SITHOLE, Banda W ellington , an IFP supporter, was
shot dead when ANC security guards opened fire from
the ANC headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg,
on a crowd of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At
least nine marchers were killed and around 100
injured. Ten ANC security guards were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/142).
SITHOLE, Benjamin Velaphi (19), was hacked and
burnt to death, allegedly by members of the SAP, in
Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, on 30 August 1992 in the
aftermath of the B OIPATONG MASSACRE.
SITHOLE, Boas , was arrested in Duduza, Nigel, Tvl, on
28 February 1985. Duduza residents were demanding
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a modern sewerage system rather than the continued
use of buckets. Youths targeted policemen’s houses
as part of their protest and many were severely
beaten when taken to Dunnottar Police station.
SITHOLE, Bonginkosi (28), was shot and wounded
when ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a
crowd of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least
nine marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten
ANC security guards were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/142).
SITHOLE, Bongiwe Olga (37), an IFP supporter, was
slapped and shot by unidentified people outside her
home in Durban during intense conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters in the area on 11 February 1990,
the day of Nelson Mandela’s release from prison.
SITHOLE, Boyi (55), an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by IFP supporters in Bruntville, near Mooi River, Natal, on
6 February 1991. He was returning to his home, which he
had fled the previous day because of political conflict.
SITHOLE, Chashaza Andries (50), was killed when a
bomb exploded in a school in Nelspruit, Tvl, on 16
March 1992. The bomb was planted by supporters of
the rightwing AWB.
SITHOLE, Cusa Johanna (41), was injured in a bomb
attack by members of the SAP on 21 April 1986 in
Naledi, Soweto, Johannesburg.
SITHOLE, David , was tortured by I MBOKODO vigilantes
on 18 May 1986 in Siyabuswa, KwaNdebele, for
burning the property of IMBOKODO members.
SITHOLE, Delani Mandlenkosi Shadrack , was shot
and injured by a named member of the SAP on 9
February 1986 in Pinetown, Natal.
SITHOLE, Duduzile Oscar (47), an ANC supporter,
had his house at Lindelani, near KwaMashu, Durban,
destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters during
March 1994, in the run-up to the A PRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SITHOLE, Eunice Nonhlanhla (38), was shot by
Inkatha supporters in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
in June 1989. She was allegedly targeted because her
son was a UDF supporter.
SITHOLE, Fikephi , was shot when the vehicle she
was travelling in was ambushed by ANC supporters at
Richmond, Natal, during political conflict in the area in
September 1991.
SITHOLE, Francis (42), an ANC supporter, was shot in
his ribs by named perpetrators in his store in Qunu,
Umtata, Transkei, on 14 July 1978. On 5 August 1979
he was arrested and detained for three months and
while he was in prison his shop was burnt down,
allegedly because he opposed the homeland system
and Transkei independence.
SITHOLE, Frank , a civilian travelling in a bread delivery
truck, was shot at by members of an ANC selfdefence unit (SDU) in Rockville, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 5 February 1993. Mr Mabuya and his three
colleagues had disrupted an SDU attack on the police.
The perpetrators fired at the vehicle, intending to
scare them off. Three SDU members were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/119).
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SITHOLE, Fr edah , an ANC supporter, was shot dead by
members of the SAP on 16 June 1986 in KaNgwane,
Nelspruit, Tvl during a meeting to commemorate the
tenth anniversary of the 1976 SOWETO UPRISING.
SITHOLE, Girly Ngenzeni (41), an ANC supporter,
was shot by Inkatha supporters at Caluza, KwaZulu,
near Pietermaritzburg, on 27 March 1990, during the
SEVEN-DAY WAR.
SITHOLE, Gladys (22), was shot by members of the
SAP on 21 November 1985 in Mamelodi, Pretoria.
SITHOLE, Gloria (31), an ANC supporter, had her
home in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, petrolbombed by IFP supporters on 15 May 1993. Monitors
estimated that as many as 200 Bhambayi residents
had died violently between May and July 1993.
SITHOLE, Gratian Futhi (21), was shot dead by IFP
supporters in Sundumbili, KwaZulu, near Mandini, Natal,
on 6 October 1991, in political conflict in the area.
SITHOLE, Helena Mankehli , was burnt to death by
unidentified perpetrators at KwaMashu, Durban, on 29
September 1987, allegedly because of the political
activities of her son, who was in detention at the time.
Ms Sithole’s partner also died in the attack.
SITHOLE, Innocent , an ANC supporter, disappeared in
KwaZayeka, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 7
October 1987. He and his family had been harassed and
threatened over a period of time by Inkatha supporters.
He has not been seen since and is presumed dead.
SITHOLE, Isaac Isaka (18), was shot during May 1986
by members of the Bophuthatswana Police in
Rustenburg, Tvl, during a stayaway.
SITHOLE, Jabulani , an alleged IFP supporter, was
injured during a confrontation between ANC and IFP
supporters at Gengeshe, Richmond, Natal, on 26
September 1992, in which at least nine people were killed.
Two ANC supporters were granted amnesty (AC/97/0063).
SITHOLE, Japhet Ndeyi (47) was severely assaulted
and his house was set alight by named Inkatha
supporters in KwaZayeka, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 20 October 1987. He and his family had been
harassed over a period of time by Inkatha supporters.
They fled the area after the attack.
SITHOLE, Jeremiah Victor (18), was detained and
tortured by members of the Security Branch on 12
June 1986 in Mamelodi, Pretoria, on the first day of
the state of emergency.
SITHOLE, Joel Jiga , a civilian, was killed when the
vehicle in which he was travelling detonated a landmine
planted by MK operatives on the Diepgezet/Barberton
road, Tvl, on 28 March 1987. Three of his relatives
were also killed and one passenger survived. The
attack formed part of ‘Operation Cetshwayo’, an MK
landmine campaign in the Eastern Tvl. Three MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/111). See
ANC LANDMINE CAMPAIGN.
SITHOLE, Johannes Mpiyonke (53), an IFP
supporter, was severely injured when he was stabbed
and burnt by ANC supporters in KwaMawula, Inanda,
near KwaMashu, Durban, on 1 March 1991.
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SITHOLE, Joseph (18), was shot dead, by members of
the SAP on 26 August 1976 in Soweto, Johannesburg,
during the aftermath of the 1976 SOWETO UPRISING.
SITHOLE, Joseph Boy (44), an ANC supporter, was
assaulted with knobkerries and sticks by IFP supporters
in Katlehong, Tvl, in August 1993. Clashes between
IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and mostly ANCsupporting residents left thousands of people dead.
SITHOLE, Joseph , a COSAS supporter, was beaten to
death by SAP members on 8 September 1984 in
Sebokeng, Tvl, during protests against rent increases
and local councillors which led to widespread
destruction of property. This period is popularly known
as the VAAL UPRISING.
SITHOLE, Judas (58) was beaten and his windows
and furniture were broken by AWB supporters on 11
May 1991 in Tshing, Ventersdorp, Tvl. A group of
indviduals dressed in AWB uniforms entered the
squatter camp at Tshing and destroyed property and
assaulted the occupants of shacks.
SITHOLE, Klaas Mzaman (18), was detained,
assaulted and tortured with electric shocks by SAP
members in March 1986 at Pretoria North police
station, Tvl, in connection with his political activities in
Alexandra, Johannesburg.
SITHOLE, Lessia (Eliza Maqo), a UDF supporter, had
her house looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when
a group of Inkatha supporters attacked UDF
supporters and residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, in spite of a heavy police and military
presence. Fourteen people were killed and at least
120 homes burnt down. One former IFP member was
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
SITHOLE, Lewis (31), a self-defence unit member,
was injured in a DRIVE-BY SHOOTING in Katlehong, Tvl, in
September 1992 while patrolling the area. Conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters was high with
residents being attacked by alleged IFP and ISU
members.
SITHOLE, Mamo Alexina (19), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death on 4 December 1991 when IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers attacked ANC supporters in
Bruntville, near Mooi River, Natal. See BRUNTVILLE
ATTACKS.
SITHOLE, Mandla (27), was shot dead by IFP
supporters in Estcourt, Natal, on 26 October 1993,
allegedly because he and a friend had refused to join a
group of IFP supporters in burning down the homes of
ANC supporters. Mr Sithole’s friend was also killed.
SITHOLE, Mandlenkosi Shadrack , was beaten and
shot by named members of the SAP at KwaNdengezi,
KwaZulu, near Pinetown, Natal, on 9 February 1986.
SITHOLE, Martha (38), lost her house when it was
destroyed by alleged supporters of Chief Mahlangu in
Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July 1975.
Chief Mahlangu supported the state’s proposal to
incorporate Goederede into Lebowa because it would
grant him chief rule, but many residents resisted
INCORPORATION, which resulted in the destruction of
property and physical attacks.
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SITHOLE, Meshack Mngenelwa , was burnt to death
by ‘comrades’ on 18 June 1986 in Moutse,
KwaNdebele, during violent resistance to INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele.
SITHOLE, Mfaniseni Orbert , was shot and wounded
when ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd
of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine
marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC
security guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
SITHOLE, Mhlaba Ernest (21), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed by Inkatha supporters in Pietermaritzburg
in June 1990.
SITHOLE, Mhlawilale Piet , was shot dead by named
IMBOKODO members on 4 January 1986 in Moutse,
KwaNdebele, during resistance to INCORPORATION.
SITHOLE, Moses Ngalo , was shot and killed by
members of the SAP on 18 November 1985 in
Mohlakeng, Randfontein, Tvl, when youth in the area
campaigned for the removal from the township of the
Amabhacha, municipal workers who fought against
the community.
SITHOLE, Mphani Andreas (66), an IFP supporter,
had his home destroyed in an arson attack by ANC
supporters in Nqutu, KwaZulu, near Vryheid, Natal, on
22 April 1994, in political conflict five days before the
APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SITHOLE, Mpostolo Petros (58), was shot dead while
travelling in his car to Eshowe, Natal, on 8 March
1992, in continuing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
SITHOLE, Mpumelelo , a UDF supporter, was
ambushed and shot at by Inkatha members during
political conflict at Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 14
January 1989. An amnesty applicant testified that Mr
Sithole was targeted because he was believed to be
supplying weapons to UDF supporters
(AC/1999/0334).
SITHOLE, Mthunzi Thabani Basil , aka ‘Bishop’ (28),
an ANC supporter, was stoned to death by a named
perpetrator at Osizweni, KwaZulu, near Newcastle,
Natal, on 15 September 1991 in ongoing political
violence between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
Five years earlier, in 1986, Mr Sithole was detained in
Newcastle and Pietermaritzburg and severely
assaulted. He was charged and convicted of
involvement in the placing of bombs in businesses in
the Newcastle area, and was imprisoned on Robben
Island from November 1986 to 1991. He was killed
four months after his release.
SITHOLE, Muntuza , an ANC member, was shot at
during an assassination attempt on a prominent ANC
member by IFP supporters at Esikhawini, KwaZulu,
near Empangeni, Natal, on 24 July 1992. Two
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
SITHOLE, Muriel , an ANC supporter, was killed in
Richmond, Natal, during 1991, allegedly because she
was suspected of colluding in the death of her
neighbour, a fellow ANC supporter.
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SITHOLE, Mvelase (51), an IFP supporter, was killed
by ANC supporters in Enseleni, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 5 January 1994 during the runup to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SITHOLE, Nataniel , was shot, by IFP supporters in
1990 in Tembisa, Tvl, during clashes between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and mainly ANC-aligned
residents.
SITHOLE, Ncena Sarah , had her house destroyed by
supporters of Chief Mahlangu in Goederede, near
Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July 1975. Chief Mahlangu
supported the state’s proposal to incorporate
Goederede into Lebowa because it would grant him
chief rule, but many residents resisted INCORPORATION,
which resulted in the destruction of property and
physical attacks.
SITHOLE, Ndoda Mfaniseni (23), an IFP supporter,
was stabbed to death by ANC supporters in KwaHlaza,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 1 April 1994 in
the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SITHOLE, Nellie Mdudu , a UDF supporter, had her
house looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a
group of Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters
and residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in spite of a heavy police and military presence.
Fourteen people were killed and at least 120 homes
burnt down. One former IFP member was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
SITHOLE, Nelson (41), a Macassar Civic Association
chairperson, was assaulted and killed by men wearing
SAP uniforms and balaclavas at Macassar, Khayelitsha,
Cape Town, on 22 July 1992. The perpetrators are
believed to have been linked to the SAP and the
Lingelethu West Town Council. Mr Sithole had been
part of a campaign against the rentals imposed on
squatter residents. See BALACLAVA GROUPS.
SITHOLE, Njengabantu (29), a SACTWU member
and ANC supporter, was detained by the SAP in
Westville, near Durban, in March 1987. On 20 January
1990, he drowned under suspicious circumstances at
a party in Durban.
SITHOLE, Njengabantu , an ANC supporter, was
detained and tortured by members of the SAP in
Durban in January 1977.
SITHOLE, Nombuso Happiness (20), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by IFP supporters in
Folweni, KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, on 24
October 1992.
SITHOLE, Nonhlanhla (24), was shot dead by
members of the security forces when they broke up a
night vigil in Thandokhaya, Piet Retief, Tvl, in 1993.
The night vigil was for pupils from the Ndlela High
School in Thandokhaya killed by police, and was held
the day before a mass funeral for these victims.
SITHOLE, Ntombi Maur een, was shot dead by IFP
supporters in Elandskop, near Pietermaritzburg, on 7
April 1990, allegedly because she was believed to be a
UDF supporter.
SITHOLE, Ntombiliza Ger trude (45), an ANC
supporter, had her property stolen and her house in
Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg, vandalised
V O L U M E
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during intense conflict between Inkatha and ANC
supporters in 1990.
SITHOLE, Ntumane Nathan (50), an IFP supporter,
was abducted from his home and severely assaulted
by SADF and members of the SAP at Umlazi, Durban,
in May 1992. The security forces were looking for
arms caches in the area. Two days later, the family
home was destroyed in an arson attack.
SITHOLE, Omega Nhlanhla (23), a UDF leader, was
stabbed and shot to death by named Inkatha
supporters in KwaNxamalala, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, in October 1988.
SITHOLE, Pauline (37) was beaten and her house
was broken into and damaged by AWB supporters on
11 May 1991 in Tshing location, Ventersdorp, Tvl. A
group of individuals dressed in AWB uniforms entered
the squatter camp at Tshing, destroyed property and
assaulted occupants of shacks.
SITHOLE, Paulos Mtusi (51), an IFP supporter, was
shot dead by ANC supporters in Wembezi, KwaZulu,
near Estcourt, Natal, on 13 September 1993.
SITHOLE, Peter (49), was hacked to death by IFP
supporters on 13 September 1990 in Johannesburg.
SITHOLE, Philisiwe Ellen (28), an IFP supporter, lost
her house in an arson attack on 6 August 1993 in
Tokoza, Tvl, during political conflict between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting
residents.
SITHOLE, Phindavele (57), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by Inkatha supporters at his home in
Amaoti, Inanda, near Durban, on 6 January 1989.
SITHOLE, Phumlani Welcome (7), was shot and
severely injured by a named IFP supporter in Elandskop,
near Pietermaritzburg, on 7 April 1990, during political
conflict. His mother was killed in the attack.
SITHOLE, Romeo (26), an ANC supporter, was severely
beaten by named members of the SAP while in custody
in 1989 in Alexandra, Johannesburg. Mr Sithole
suffers from memory loss as a result of the assault.
SITHOLE, Ruth Sibongile , an ANC member, was shot
at during an assassination attempt on a prominent ANC
member by IFP supporters at Esikhawini, KwaZulu,
near Empangeni, Natal, on 24 July 1992. Two
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
SITHOLE, Sbongile (45), an ANC supporter, had her
house at Richmond, Natal, destroyed in an arson
attack during ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in the area in 1991.
SITHOLE, Sbusiso (18), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by IFP supporters in Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 6 November 1993.
SITHOLE, Sengiphelile Petros (25), an alleged IFP
supporter, was injured during a confrontation between
ANC and IFP supporters at Gengeshe, Richmond,
Natal, on 26 September 1992, in which at least nine
people were killed. Two ANC supporters were granted
amnesty (AC/97/0063).
SITHOLE, Sentanda (46), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
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SITHOLE, Shadrack Msolwa , an informer, and three
MK operatives were killed in two ambushes by
Eastern Transvaal Security Branch and Vlakplaas
operatives on 14 August 1986. One ambush was at
Nerston, Tvl, the other on the Swazi side of the
border. Eleven Eastern Transvaal Security Branch and
Vlakplaas operatives, including the commanders of
Ermelo Security Branch and of Vlakplaas, were
refused amnesty for killing Mr Sithole (AC/2001/148).
SITHOLE, Shelu (74), an ANC supporter, had his
home in Engonyameni, near Umlazi, Durban, burnt
down by Inkatha supporters on 11 June 1990.
SITHOLE, Sibongile Eslina (35), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Engonyameni, near Umlazi, Durban,
burnt down by Inkatha supporters on 9 June 1990.
SITHOLE, Sibusiso Vusumuzi (19), an IFP supporter, was
shot dead by ANC supporters in Empangeni, Natal, on
14 March 1994, in the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SITHOLE, Sicelo (21), an ANC supporter, was shot
and killed by IFP supporters at Mandini, Natal, on 6
October 1991.
SITHOLE, Simon , was injured when Security Branch
members detonated an explosive device at the Why
Not Club, Vanderbijl Square, Johannesburg, on 21
September 1988. The club was targeted because it
was allegedly frequented by ANC supporters. Four
members of the Witwatersrand Security Branch,
including the divisional commander and his deputy,
and one Vlakplaas operative were granted amnesty for
the operation (AC/2001/046).
SITHOLE, Simphiwe Patrick (10), was shot and
severely injured by a named IFP supporter in Elandskop,
near Pietermaritzburg, on 7 April 1990. His mother
was killed in the attack.
SITHOLE, Siphiwe , an ANC supporter, was injured in
an explosion in Maseru, Lesotho, on 5 July 1979,
when a parcel bomb was detonated. Five other
persons were injured in the incident.
SITHOLE, Siphiwe (33), was shot dead on 7 March
1988 in Tladi, Soweto, Johannesburg.
SITHOLE, Sipho , and a friend were shot dead and
their shack was burnt down by members of an ANC
self-defence unit (SDU) and ANC-supporting residents
in the Power Park squatter camp, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 9 April 1994. The residents suspected them
of being IFP supporters. One SDU member was
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0319).
SITHOLE, Sisedewu , was one of 11 people killed by
SPECIAL CONSTABLES who attacked an all-night prayer
vigil at Trust Feeds, New Hanover, Pietermaritzburg,
on 3 December 1988. See TRUST FEEDS MASSACRE. The
station commander at New Hanover police station,
who also chaired the local JMC, was granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1996/0011).
SITHOLE, Sobhuza Lachias (22), was abducted from the
Merebank railway station, Durban, by members of the
SAP on 15 October 1989, and taken to an isolated
place where he was interrogated about UDF activities,
and tortured by being beaten and burnt with a
chemical substance.
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SITHOLE, Sokhela , was shot dead by IFP supporters
in Katlehong, Tvl, on 30 March 1994 during conflict
between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and mainly
ANC-supporting residents.
SITHOLE, Steven Sonnyboy , was shot dead by members
of the SAP on 16 February 1986 in Alexandra, Johannesburg, during the SIX-DAY WAR in which 27 residents
were killed and several others injured by SAP and
SADF members between 15 and 21 February 1986.
SITHOLE, Sylvasia Bacabangile (38), an Inkatha
supporter, had her home in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, destroyed in an arson attack by UDF
supporters on 20 June 1987.
SITHOLE, Tepana Anna (32), lost her house when it
was destroyed by alleged supporters of Chief
Mahlangu in Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele,
in July 1975. Chief Mahlangu supported the state’s
proposal to incorporate Goederede into Lebowa
because it would grant him chief rule, but many
residents resisted INCORPORATION, which resulted in the
destruction of property and physical attacks.
SITHOLE, Thabo Emmanuel , a Zulu-speaking SAP
member, was found shot dead on 30 July 1993 in the
veld near Phola Park, Tokoza, Tvl. His Xhosa-speaking
colleagues allegedly left him in the Xhosa-dominated
area of Phola Park which was an ANC stronghold at
the epicentre of clashes between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
SITHOLE, Thandi C , a UDF supporter, was stoned
and injured by Inkatha supporters in Hambanathi, near
Verulam, Natal, on 13 July 1984, in intense conflict
over the INCORPORATION of Hambanathi into KwaZulu.
SITHOLE, Themba Eric , was shot dead by named
members of the KWAZULU POLICE in KwaNdengezi,
Kwazulu, near Pinetown, Natal, on 7 April 1990.
SITHOLE, Thembisile Merina (37), an ANC supporter,
had her home in Stanger, Natal, destroyed in an arson
attack in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area during October 1993.
SITHOLE, Thembisile Muriel , was shot dead by ANC
supporters, who also stole her belongings, at Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, on 3 March 1991 in ongoing political
conflict.
SITHOLE, Thobelani (5), was severely beaten by IFP
supporters in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, on
15 May 1993, allegedly because his mother was an
ANC supporter.
SITHOLE, Thoko Rose , was killed when a bomb,
planted by AWB members, exploded at a taxi rank on
the corner of Odendaal and Victoria Streets in
Germiston, Tvl, on the 25 April 1994. Ten persons
were killed and nine were injured in the blast. Four
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0342).
See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
SITHOLE, Thokozile Esther (38), had her home
destroyed in an arson attack by ANC supporters in
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, during ongoing
political conflict in the area in December 1993.
SITHOLE, Vinah (37), and UDF supporter, had her
home in Mshayazafe, Inanda, near KwaMashu,
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Durban, burnt down by Inkatha supporters in 1987,
while she was attending her son’s funeral.
SITHOLE, V injelweyini , was shot dead in the bush near
at Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal, on 29 March 1991 by ANC
members who suspected him of being an IFP member.
SITHOLE, Vusumuzi Clobas (40), an IFP supporter, lost
his house and sustained serious injuries when ANC
supporters launched a grenade attack on his home at
Loskop, near Estcourt, Natal, on 25 October 1993.
SITHOLE, Zazi , was shot and killed by members of
the South African Police on 17 February 1986 in
Alexandra, Johannesburg, during political conflict in
the area due to a boycott of local businesses and
schools. This period is known as the SIX-DAY WAR.
SITHOLE, Zenze John (20), an ANC supporter, was
hacked and stabbed to death by IFP supporters in
Mooi River, Natal, on 10 August 1991.
SITHOLE, Zilungisele Muntukabonwa (21), suffered
severe injuries after being assaulted with bricks and an
axe and set alight, allegedly by hostel-dwellers, in
Katlehong, Tvl, in July 1993.
SITHOLE, Zine Sizephi (53), an IFP supporter, had her
home in Umlazi, Durban, burnt down in May 1992, in
ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in
the area.
SITHOLE, Zithulele (16), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed to death and his body mutilated by named IFP
supporters at Caluza, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg,
on 30 November 1990. The perpetrators were
arrested, but the case against them was withdrawn.
SITHOMO, Mzonzo Sipho , an ANC supporter, was
severely injured when he was hacked with an axe by
IFP supporters on 26 November 1992 in Katlehong,
Tvl. The incident left him paralysed.
SITIKI, Hambeleni (36), had her home burnt down by
IFP supporters in political conflict between the ‘RED’
AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu,
Durban, in 1993.
SITOLE, Sphiwe , died in hospital from head injuries
on 20 February 1988 after he had been assaulted by
members of the SAP in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 12
February 1988, during the state of emergency.
SITSHONGA YE, Maxwell (34), was shot dead by
members of the SAP during widespread unrest in
Langa on 11 August 1976, after the SOWETO UPRISING
erupted in Cape Town. His family’s shop was also
burnt down by protesting youths that day.
SITU, Ncedani William (65), had his home in Matatiele,
Natal, destroyed in an arson attack by ANC supporters
in April 1993, allegedly because he was suspected of
siding with the local chief.
SITYATA, Similo Sizwe Matolweni , an ANC supporter,
disappeared from the Transkei in 1983 when he went
into exile. He has never been seen again.
SIVELA, Nomfazwe Nowinile (28), an ANC supporter,
had her home destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters in Sonkombo, NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near
Durban, in 1992.
SIWA, Mangaliso Frank (43), an ANC supporter, was
detained in Graaff-Reinet, Cape, on 22 January 1969, and
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was severely beaten and tortured by named members
of the SAP while in custody at Calitzdorp, Cape. He was
charged with furthering the aims of a banned organisation and sentenced to two years’ imprisonment.
SIWALI, Thembisa , was shot by ANC supporters
during conflict between ADM and ANC supporters at
NU 3, Mdantsane, Ciskei, on 28 January 1993.
SIWAYI, Meyile Malcomeso (76), lost his home in an
arson attack by ANC youths on 6 October 1991 in
Peelton, Ciskei. The attack occurred during the mass
occupation of land that took place in the 1991 and
1992 land campaign in the area. The victim was
targeted because he supported the local headmen and
chiefs’ position regarding the size of sites allocated.
SIWISA, Nkohla , an ANC supporter, was detained by
members of the SAP in Kirkwood, Cape, in October
1985. He and others were later sentenced to 18 years’
imprisonment for murder. Mr Siwisa was released in
November 1989.
SIXHASO, Shadrack , (17), was severely beaten with
pangas by WITDOEKE vigilantes in Nyanga, Cape Town,
in June 1986, during the mass destruction of UDFsupporting squatter camps by the vigilantes, acting
with the tacit approval and aid of the security forces.
Mr Sixhaso later became mentally disturbed.
SIXIBA, Sipho Boy Edward , was shot dead by
members of the SAP at Hankey, Cape, on 23 May
1986, at a time of conflict between UDF supporters
and COUNCILLORS over the Black Local Authority Act
and the Tricameral Parliament.
SIXISHE, Lungile Selywen (27), was shot and severely
injured by members of the SAP in Port Elizabeth on 13
April 1985 during political conflict following the LANGA
SHOOTINGS in Uitenhage on 21 March.
SIXISHI, Sipho Joseph ‘Bra Skeshi’ (35), lost an eye
after being severely beaten by named A MASOLOMZI
vigilantes, together with members of the SAP, in
Ashton, Cape, on 24 May 1986.
SIYA, Howard , an ANC supporter, died after being
severely beaten and tortured by members of the SAP
while imprisoned in Kokstad, Natal, in 1961. He had
been charged with theft and political activism during
the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
SIYALI, Thamsanqa Eric (19), an ANCYL supporter,
was detained and severely beaten by members of the
SAP at the Grootvlei police station, Reddersburg, OFS,
in May 1990. This occurred during a SCHOOL BOYCOTT,
when several youth activists were assaulted and
tortured by the police.
SIYAWELA, Mabhudi Ngamlana (15), was shot dead
on 28 February 1992 in Katlehong, Tvl, allegedly by
members of the SAP.
SIYO, Nombulelo Lizzie (35), an ANC supporter, was
beaten to death by members of the CDF during
conflict between ANC and ADM supporters in King
William’s Town, Cape, on 6 September 1992.
SIYO, Zoliswa , an ANC supporter, was severely
assaulted by members of the CDF during conflict
between ADM and ANC supporters in Dikidikana, near
King William’s Town, Cape, on 6 September 1992.
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SIYOKO, Elliot Sindezama (18), a UDF supporter,
was severely beaten by members of the SAP on his
arrest in Hanover, Cape, on 31 December 1985. He
was later sentenced to 18 years’ imprisonment for his
alleged role in killing a perceived collaborator, and was
released as a political prisoner in 1991.
SIYOLO, Clif for d Mendisi (33), an NUM member,
was attacked by UWUSA members in Vryheid, Natal,
on 7 June 1986. The previous day, two busloads of
Inkatha supporters had attacked striking NUM
members attending a meeting in the company hall at
the Hlobane Colliery, near Vryheid, Natal. Eleven
miners were killed and 115 injured.
SIYONA, Phindile (16), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by SAP members at Tinis Location, Fort
Beaufort, Cape, on 24 March 1992, during a day of
unrest in the area.
SIYONZANA, Funeka (17), was shot dead by members
of the SAP who opened fire on demonstrators in
Colesberg, Cape, on 3 July 1985. Three others were
also killed in the incident, after extensive unrest broke
out in the township.
SIYONZANA, Liza (40), a UDF supporter, was detained
three times between 1985 and 1986 in Colesberg,
Cape. The third detention, under emergency regulations,
lasted for four months. She had actively campaigned
against the detention of children in the area.
SIYOTYW A, Soboyise (54), had his possessions stolen
during ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, in 1993.
SIZANI, Lucas (19), an ANC supporter and national
organiser of SASM, was detained under the Terrorism
Act in July 1976 in John Voster Square, Johannesburg.
He was beaten and tortured because he was involved
int the SOWETO UPRISING. After his release from prison,
he suffered a nervous breakdown as a direct result of
his ordeal.
SIZANI, Mkhululi Mvuzo Wages (22), an ANC
supporter, was shot in the leg and severely assaulted
by members of the CDF on 19 September 1992 in
Alice, Ciskei. Mr Sizani was accused of burning down
the house of the headman of the area on the day of
the BISHO MASSACRE.
SIZIBA, Sibongile Lydia (16), an ANC supporter, was
injured by State-aligned vigilantes in a stone-throwing
incident in Lebohang, Leandra, Tvl, in January 1986.
The area had been declared a ‘black spot’ by the
government and was earmarked for forced removal.
SIZILA, Mzwandile Aaron (29), an ANC branch
secretary, was arrested by members of the SAP on 1
December 1963 at Cradock, Cape, as part of the
clampdown on banned political organisations. He was
tortured while in prison on Robben Island, and was
released in 1966.
SIZILA, Nozithandiso Olga Nofezile
(29), an ANCWL
member, was given restriction orders on 1 February
1966 in Queenstown, Cape, shortly after the release
of her husband from Robben Island. On 1 July 1987
she was assaulted in the Sanlam Building,
Queenstown, by named members of the SAP who
were trying to locate her brother, an MK cadre.
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SKEPE, Siphiwo Gideon (18), was shot by named
members of the SAP on 23 July 1985 at Phakamisa
High School in Zwide, Port Elizabeth. Scholars were
involved in a student protest when police randomly
shot at students, killing two and injuring six others,
including teachers. The perpetrators were found guilty
of murder and attempted murder and were sentenced
to ten years’ imprisonment but did not serve their
sentence.
SKEPE, Vusumzi September , a FAWU member, was
shot dead by named members of the SAP in
Queenstown, Cape, in August 1983, allegedly because
he refused to comply with an order to vacate his
house during the rent boycott.
SKEPU, Mongezi (21), a UDF supporter, was shot and
injured by a named member of the SAP during conflict
between community residents and the police in
Paterson, Cape, on 21 March 1985.
SKEPU, Zanethemba Benjamin (29), was shot dead by
members of the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on 7 September
1992 during an ANC protest march to demand free
political activity in Ciskei. Thirty people were killed and
200 people injured in the event which became known
as the BISHO MASSACRE. Two members of the former
CDF were refused amnesty for the shooting
(AC/2000/122).
SKEWU, Mphathiseni , was killed and his body burnt
at his house in Empangeni, Natal, by a known
perpetrator in 1993, during ongoing conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters.
SKEYI, Tshonisile , PAC member, was killed in
December 1962 during the NTLONZE MASSACRE at
Cofimvaba, Transkei.
SKHAKHANE, Mpilo , an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured in Matshana, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, during May 1994, in political conflict following
the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
SKHAKHANE, Sibongile Daphney (27), an ANC
supporter, had her home destroyed in an arson attack
by IFP supporters in Matshana, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, in April 1992.
SKHOSANA, Besaphi Hendrick , was shot and injured
by MK operatives in Ekangala, KwaNdebele, in June 1990.
Two MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/235).
SKHOSANA, Betty (31), an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten and verbally abused by named
members of the Bophuthatswana Police in Hammanskraal, Tvl, on 11 March 1992. They wanted to know
the whereabouts of her boyfriend who they
subsequently shot dead.
SKHOSANA, Christina (36), was sjambokked and
wounded in the eye, allegedly by Bophuthatswana
Police, in Winterveld, Bophuthatswana, while taking
part in a mass protest against police brutality on 26
March 1986. See CITY ROCKS SHOOTING.
SKHOSANA, Ezekiel ‘Zakias’ , is assumed to have
been burnt to death by Vlakplaas operatives at
Vlaklaagte, KwaNdebele, during July 1986. He and
eight other youth activists were recruited by Vlakplaas
askaris for supposed military training when they were
killed and the house they were staying in was set
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alight. The nine bodies were burnt beyond recognition.
See NIETVERDIEND AMBUSH.
SKHOSANA, Isiah Cetswayo (15), was detained,
assaulted with sjamboks and batons by members of
the SAP in February 1985 in Duduza, Nigel, Tvl after
having being accused of burning down the houses of
policemen.
SKHOSANA, Jappie (31), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by named members of the SAP in
April 1990 in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl, during a
march by the community protesting about the deaths
of two youths in police custody.
SKHOSANA, Johanna Velie (41), had her home in
Vlaklaagte, KwaNdebele, burnt down by members of
the Special Branch during an attack on a group of
young ANC supporters, on 14 June 1986.
SKHOSANA, Kleinbooi , had his house destroyed by
supporters of Chief Mahlangu in Goederede, near
Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July 1975. Chief Mahlangu
supported the state’s proposal to incorporate
Goederede into Lebowa because it would grant him
chief rule, but many residents resisted INCORPORATION,
which resulted in the destruction of property and
physical attacks.
SKHOSANA, Lucas , was abducted and taken to a camp
in Vaalbank, KwaNdebele, where he was severely
beaten by IMBOKODO vigilantes in May 1986. At the
time, there was considerable community conflict over
INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele.
SKHOSANA, Machi Maria (28), had her home
destroyed, allegedly by supporters of Chief Mahlangu
in Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July
1975. Chief Mahlangu supported the state’s proposal
to incorporate Goederede into Lebowa because it
would grant him chief rule, but many residents
resisted INCORPORATION, which resulted in the
destruction of property and physical attacks.
SKHOSANA, Mafuna , was beaten by police in
Duduza, Nigel, Tvl, on 28 February 1985. Duduza
residents were demanding a modern sewerage
system rather than the continued use of buckets.
Youths targeted policemen’s houses as part of their
protest and many were beaten when taken to the
Dunnottar police station.
SKHOSANA, Mafutha David , was shot and injured
by members of the KwaNdebele Police on 31 May
1987 in Weltevreden, KwaNdebele. The police
attacked a group of young men at a tavern called
Ndala’s lodge. When the youth retaliated, police fired
into the tavern, killing three and injuring two. The
attack occurred during resistance to KwaNdebele
independence.
SKHOSANA, Maki Roselyn , was ‘necklaced’ and her
body mutilated by named perpetrators on 20 July 1985
in Duduza, Nigel, Tvl, after the funeral of four youth
activists. She was accused of being a police informer.
SKHOSANA, Mandla (27), an ANC supporter, was
abducted on 10 January 1990 from Izingolweni, near
Port Shepstone, Natal, by Inkatha supporters who
allegedly wanted to force him to join them in attacking
ANC supporters in the area. He was later released.
V O L U M E
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SKHOSANA, Nomaphogo Maria (11), had her
property and home destroyed by supporters of Chief
Mahlangu in 1975, in Goederede, Dennilton, Mpumalanga. There was a dispute in the area over INCORPORATION into Lebowa. Many residents objected as they did
not want to be under the chieftainship of Mahlangu.
SKHOSANA, Sahlelami Elias (31), a member of the
SADF 115 Battallion, was beaten, sjambokked and
subjected to electric shock torture, by named
members of the SADF in 1987 in Siyabuswa,
KwaNdebele, during conflict over the INCORPORATION of
certain villages into KwaNdebele. When he reported
the loss of his gun, he was accused of selling it to
ANC supporters. He was assaulted inside a container
used as a torture room in Witnik SADF camp and is
now impotent as a result of electric shocks to his
penis.
SKHOSANA, Senzani Samuel (22), lost his home
when it was destroyed by alleged supporters of Chief
Mahlangu in Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele,
in July 1975. Chief Mahlangu supported the state’s
proposal to incorporate Goederede into Lebowa
because it would grant him chief rule, but many
residents resisted INCORPORATION, which resulted in the
destruction of property and physical attacks.
SKHOSANA, Sipho Solomon (21), an ANC supporter,
died on 4 August 1988 after he was severely beaten
by members of the SAP at KwaMhlanga Police station
in KwaNdebele. Mr Skhosana had been detained and
charged with burning down the Mandlethu Secondary
School in 1986.
SKHOSANA, Skhumbuzo W ilson , an ANC supporter,
was beaten and then shot dead, allegedly by a named
member of the Municipal Police, in Tokoza, Tvl, on 24
January 1987. One other person was also shot and
injured during this incident.
SKHOSANA, Sophie Badanile (66), was beaten and
her property was damaged, allegedly by IMBOKODO
members, in July 1985 in Mathula Stands, Dennilton,
KwaNdebele, during conflict between the IMBOKODO
and the Ndebele people.
SKHOSANA, Surgeant Frans (66), lost his house and
property when it destroyed on 12 February 1975 at
Talane village, KwaDlaulale, KwaNdebele. The alleged
perpetrators were supporters of the Lebowa
government while Mr Skhosana and others were
resisting INCORPORATION into Lebowa.
SKHOSANE, Cistoles Thembinkosi , a UDF supporter,
was shot and killed on 6 April 1990 when a group of
Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters and
residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in
spite of a heavy police and military presence. Fourteen
people were killed and at least 120 homes burnt
down. One former IFP member was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0332).
SKHOY ANA, Monna Philemon (3), was killed by an
IFP supporter during political conflict in thokoza, Tvl,
on 23 January 1993. One perpetrator was refused
amnesty (AC/1999/0038).
SKHWAMBANE, Sipho Joseph (18), an ANCYL
member, was arrested by named policeman and
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others in 1991 during protests at his school near
Waterval Boven, Nelspruit, Tvl.
SKIET, Masixole (13), was injured when a hand
grenade was thrown into his home during intense
conflict between ADM and ANC supporters in Quzini,
King William’s Town, Cape, on 9 August 1992. His
grandfather was an ANC member.
SKISAZANA, Hope Themsile , was killed after she
was thrown out of a moving train on 15 October1992.
See TRAIN VIOLENCE.
SKITI, Jackson Mamana (77), an ANC member, was
assaulted by members of the SADF in Quzini, King
William’s Town, Cape, on 26 August 1993. He was
accused of politicising people in his area. His home
was also extensively damaged in a hand grenade
attack.
SKOLI, Zama (30), was severely beaten by members
of the Ciskei Police in Berlin, Cape, while he was
attending a residents’ meeting in the local school hall
on 21 September 1985.
SKOLO, Ntsikelelo Attwell (46), an ANC activist, lost
his home when it was petrol-bombed in Tembisa, Tvl,
on 27 January 1991.
SKOSANA, Aar on, was shot by members of the
IMBOKODO vigilantes on 30 July 1986 in Siyabuswa,
KwaNdebele, because of his opposition to INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele.
SKOSANA, Abram Malinganiso (42), an ANC
supporter, was detained by members of the SAP and
KwaNdebele Police in November 1986 in Siyabuswa,
KwaNdebele, because of his opposition to the
independence of KwaNdebele.
SKOSANA, Bandazi Johanna (40), had her house
destroyed by supporters of Chief Mahlangu in
Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July 1975.
Chief Mahlangu supported the state’s proposal to
incorporate Goederede into Lebowa because it would
grant him chief rule, but many residents resisted
INCORPORATION, which resulted in the destruction of
property and physical attacks.
SKOSANA, Bandile Sophie , had her house destroyed
by supporters of Chief Mahlangu in Goederede, near
Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July 1975. Chief Mahlangu
supported the state’s proposal to incorporate
Goederede into Lebowa because it would grant him
chief rule, but many residents resisted INCORPORATION,
which resulted in the destruction of property and
physical attacks.
SKOSANA, Betty (38), along with her husband and
daughter were abducted from their home in Vlaklaagte,
KwaNdebele, by IMBOKODO vigilantes on 27 and 28
April 1986. Ms Skosana and her 20-month old
daughter were assaulted. Her husband’s mutilated
body was found the next day.
SKOSANA, Christinah (28), lost her house when it
was destroyed in May 1986 in Tweefontein,
KwaNdebele following clashes over the INCORPORATION
of the area into the KwaNdebele homeland.
SKOSANA, Diana Velaphi (6), had her home
destroyed, allegedly by supporters of Chief Mahlangu
in Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July
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1975. Chief Mahlangu supported the state’s proposal
to incorporate Goederede into Lebowa because it
would grant him chief rule, but many residents
resisted INCORPORATION, resulting in the destruction of
property and physical attacks.
SKOSANA, Dini Samson (29), was severely beaten in
Kwaggafontein, near Nelspruit, Tvl, on 11 February
1990, allegedly by a named SAP member. He was
publicly celebrating the release of President Mandela
when the attack took place.
SKOSANA, Jabulani Velaphi (18), an ANC supporter,
was shot in the leg by members of the SAP, and then
stoned and kicked to death by Inkatha supporters in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in 1989.
SKOSANA, Jacob (42), was beaten to death after he
and his family had been abducted from their home in
Vlaklaagte by IMBOKODO vigilantes in April 1986 in
Emagezini, KwaNdebele. His wife and daughter were
later released and Mr Skhosana’s mutilated body was
found the next day.
SKOSANA, Jefrey V ery (20), a UDF supporter, was
detained by members of the SAP during political
tension in Aberdeen, Cape, on 31 December 1985. Mr
Skosana had been assaulted by SAP members earlier
that year.
SKOSANA, Johanna (47), wife of the chairman of the
local tribal authority, had her home burnt down by
‘comrades’ on 28 May 1986 in KwaNdebele. Her
husband was burnt to death in the attack which
occurred during resistance to INCORPORATION into
KwaNdebele.
SKOSANA, Johanna Nomthadazo
(20 months), was
abducted with her parents and assaulted by IMBOKODO
vigilantes in Vlaklaagte, KwaNdebele, on 27 April 1986.
She and her mother were later released, but her
father’s mutilated body was found the next day.
SKOSANA, Joyce Nonhlanhla (14), died after being
shot by members of the SAP on 11 September 1985,
while on her way to visit her grandmother in
Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal.
SKOSANA, Kali Ernest (30), was severely beaten by
a member of the SAP in New Rest Location, Aliwal
North, Cape, in 1976. Mr Skosana was allegedly
assaulted for his political sympathies.
SKOSANA, Makhazaza Paulina (38), was shot dead
by members of the SAP in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 3
September 1984 during rent boycotts in the area
during the VAAL UPRISING.
SKOSANA, Mbulawa Jonathan (40), was killed
when a bomb, planted by AWB members, exploded at
a taxi rank on the corner of Odendaal and Victoria
Streets in Germiston, Tvl, on the 25 April 1994. Ten
persons were killed and nine were injured in the blast.
Four perpetrators were granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0342). See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
SKOSANA, Mbulelo Benjamin (17), was shot in the
face with pellets by members of the SAP on 17 June
1977 during a commemoration of the SOWETO UPRISING.
He was detained for three days in Uitenhage, Cape
and forced to admit to a charge of public violence. As
a result of the shooting, Mr Skosana is now blind.
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SKOSANA, Mbulwana Amos (31), lost his house
when it was destroyed by alleged supporters of Chief
Mahlangu in Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele,
in July 1975. Chief Mahlangu supported the state’s
proposal to incorporate Goederede into Lebowa
because it would grant him chief rule, but many
residents resisted INCORPORATION, which resulted in the
destruction of property and physical attacks.
SKOSANA, Noah Lucas (17), a UDF supporter, was
abducted, tortured and beaten by IMBOKODO vigilantes
in Siyabuswa, KwaNdebele, on 18 May 1986. Police
rescued the abducted youths and the perpetrators
were acquitted in a controversial court case. Three of
the original accused paid R50 admission of guilt fines.
SKOSANA, Nomasonto Angeline (57), was
repeatedly harassed in 1976 in Daveyton, Tvl, allegedly
by members of the security forces because of her
daughter’s political activities. Her daughter had gone
into exile in 1976.
SKOSANA, Petrus (38) was sjambokked at City
Rocks stadium, Winterveld, Bophuthatswana, allegedly
by members of the Bophuthatswana Police, while
taking part in a community march protesting against
police on 26 March 1986. He was arrested and
detained for two days. See CITY ROCKS SHOOTING.
SKOSANA, Phillip David (19), was abducted from his
home in Moutse, KwaNdebele by I MBOKODO vigilantes
on 1 June 1986, and later found burnt to death. He
was targeted because his grandfather had insulted
local ministers whom the vigilante group supported.
SKOSANA, Richard , an I MBOKODO supporter, was
‘necklaced’ by ‘comrades’ in 1986 near Moteti,
KwaNdebele, during violent conflict following
government’s attempts to incorporate Moutse into
KwaNdebele. See INCORPORATION.
SKOSANA, Sefako Job (43), was shot by members
of the SADF in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
during a march on 19 September 1990 organised by
COSATU.
SKOSANA, Sello Samuel (31), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead in Alberton, Tvl, in June 1993.
SKOSANA, Sphiwe Richard (15), was shot dead by
members of the SAP on 18 October 1990 in Mhluzi,
Middelburg, Tvl, during political conflict in the township.
SKOSANA, Tlaki Anna , had her property destroyed
by supporters of Chief Mahlangu in Goederede, near
Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July 1975. Chief Mahlangu
supported the state’s proposal to incorporate
Goederede into Lebowa because it would grant him
chief rule, but many residents resisted INCORPORATION,
which resulted in the destruction of property and
physical attacks.
SKOSANA, V ir ginia Mpontso (50), an ANC supporter,
had her home burnt down by IFP supporters in Haladu,
Nqutu, KwaZulu, near Vryheid, Natal, on 27 April 1994,
the first day of polling in the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
Forty-eight houses were burnt down in political conflict
accompanying the elections.
SKOSANE, J , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
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African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
SKOULARIKIS, Dimitrios (33) was sentenced to ten
years in prison in 1986, in Benoni, Tvl, after having been
framed for murder. Before he was imprisoned, he was
subjected to electric shock torture, suffocated and had
his body held out of a moving car with his head touching
the road to force him to confess to the murder. It later
emerged that the murder was carried out by members
of the CCB and Mr Skoularikis was framed because he
was involved in covert support for the ANC.
SKRITSHI, Loyiso (25), an ANC supporter, was
evicted from his house by ADM supporters, some of
whom are named, during political conflict in Ncera,
near East London, in 1989. Mr Skritshi had allegedly
refused to join the ADM.
SKRITSHI, Ngqondo , lost his home in an arson attack
on 26 May 1993 at Ncera, near East London. Mr
Skritshi, a headman who had been relocated to the
Ncera area by a chief, allegedly became unpopular
with the leader of SANCO shortly before the attack.
SKRITSHI, Sipho Joseph (20), was hacked with
pickaxes and hatchets by AMAAFRIKA supporters during
political conflict in Uitenhage, Cape, on 31 January 1986.
Mr Skritshi’s hand was badly injured and his throat
was slit open. He was hospitalised for three months
as a result of the injuries sustained in the attack.
SKUKUKAZI, Lebohang Godfrey ‘Lebo’ (15), was
shot and injured in Guguletu, Cape Town, in April
1987, by SAP members during a demonstration at ID
Mkhize High School.
SKWATSHA, Million Zwelinjani (44), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in Holomisa, near
Katlehong, Tvl, on 7 October 1991 during political
conflict between IFP-aligned hostel residents and
ANC-aligned township residents.
SKWEYIY A, Mangaliso Wesley (31), an ANC
supporter, was detained in Bloemfontein for 108 days
from 6 April 1963, and was tortured in detention.
SKWEYIY A, Sizinzo W ilberfor ce (44), an ANC
member from Middledrift, Ciskei, was killed on 30
January 1981 in a raid by SADF Special Forces
operatives on three houses in the Matola suburb of
Maputo, Mozambique. Fifteen other South Africans,
including several senior MK operatives, were killed in
the attack. Three of the attackers (all ex-Rhodesian
security force members) and a Portuguese citizen
were also killed.
SLABBERT, Petrus Arnold Ger hardus , was injured
when MK operatives detonated a limpet mine in a
dustbin at the Vanderbijl Square bus terminus,
Johannesburg, on 21 September 1988. Nineteen
people were injured and a number of vehicles and
buildings were damaged. Two MK Special Operations
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/056). A
late application by a third operative was dismissed.
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SLADE, Cynthia , was shot and injured when APLA
operatives threw hand grenades at and opened fire on
the congregation of St James’ Church, Kenilworth,
Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven people were
killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See APLA
ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were granted
amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his application
struck off the roll for failing to attend the amnesty
hearing (AC/1998/0018).
SLANGWE, Skhova , an IKONGO member, was arrested
in 1960 in Bizana, Transkei, during the PONDOLAND
REVOLT. He was detained for two years, and allegedly
died as a result of injuries sustained while in detention.
SLANVELDT , Michael , was burnt and severely injured
by UDF supporters during a consumer boycott in Port
Elizabeth, on 2 April 1986.
SLATSHA, Mkhululi , an ANC supporter, was detained
in 1986, and was shot by members of the SAP in
1989 during a SCHOOL BOYCOTT in Bedford, Cape.
SLATSHA, Zola (21), a UDF supporter, was tortured
by suffocation by members of the SAP during a SCHOOL
BOYCOTT in Bedford, Cape, in 1989.
SLAVERS, Gavin Godfrey (16), was shot dead with
several others by members of the SAP on 18 June
1980 in Elsies River, Cape Town, during commemorative protests for the SOWETO UPRISING.
SLOVO, Joe , chief of staff of MK and a member of
the ANC National Executive Committee and the SACP
Central Committee, was targeted for killing by members
of Security Branch Headquarters during June 1985. An
informer was given a briefcase bomb intended for Mr
Slovo. The informer, however, placed the briefcase at
the entrance gate of the ANC’s offices in Lusaka,
Zambia, where it exploded, causing no injuries or loss
of life. One Security Branch operative was granted
amnesty (AC/2000/083).
SMAKA THANA, Koos Mntuwelizwe (45), was
beaten with iron bars in October 1985 by named and
other vigilantes bussed into Philipstown, Cape, under
police escort. The vigilantes targeted families of those
believed to be opposed to COUNCILLORS.
SMALBERGER, Johan Phillippus (44), a member of
the SADF, was injured on 10 March 1989 when an MK
operative detonated an explosive device planted at the
SADF’s Natal Command headquarters in Durban. Three
MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/153).
SMANGA, Sthembile , disappeared on 11 October
1990 from Phola Park, Tokoza, Tvl, after his shack was
attacked by IFP supporters during violent clashes
between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANCsupporting residents.
SMART, Brian Clif ford (57), was shot and injured
when APLA operatives threw hand grenades at and
opened fire on the congregation of St James’ Church,
Kenilworth, Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven
people were killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See
APLA ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were
granted amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his
application struck off the roll for failing to attend the
amnesty hearing (AC/1998/0018).
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SMAYILE, Tenjiwe Gladys ‘Mtshatshu’ (42), an ANC
supporter, lost her home twice in arson attacks, once
in 1983 in Crossroads, and again in 1986 in KTC, Cape
Town. The second attack took place during the mass
destruction of UDF-supporting squatter camps by
WITDOEKE vigilantes, acting with the tacit approval and
aid of the security forces.
SMILES, Benny (28), an ANC supporter, was strangled
to death and then hanged in his cell by members of the
SAP at Dordrecht police station, Cape, on 18 November
1988.
SMILES, Molebatsi Jerry , was shot dead by members
of the SADF in Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 17 April
1986 in the aftermath of the SIX-DAY WAR.
SMININI, Mandla Nhonho (24), was shot dead on
1 January 1985 by named member of the SAP who
fired randomly at students at a New Year celebration
organised by SEYCO in Seymour, Ciskei. He was killed
and several others were injured in the incident.
SMIT, AJ , a sergeant in the SADF, was injured when
MK operatives detonated an explosive in a car outside
the South African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in
Church Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one
people were killed and 217 injured. The overall
commander of MK’s Special Operations Unit and two
MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003
and AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING,
PRETORIA.
SMIT, Anna , was injured when two MK operatives
detonated a bomb in a shopping centre at Amanzimtoti,
near Durban, on 23 December 1985, in retaliation for a
South African security forces attack two weeks earlier
on ANC members in Lesotho, in which nine people
had been killed. The explosion in Amanzimtoti killed
five people and injured 61. One of the operatives was
sentenced to death and later hanged.
SMIT, CJ, was injured when MK operatives detonated
an explosive in a car outside the South African Air
Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church Street, Pretoria,
on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people were killed and
217 injured. The overall commander of MK’s Special
Operations Unit and two MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See CHURCH
STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
SMIT, Cornelius (8), was killed when two MK
operatives detonated a bomb in a shopping centre in
Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 23 December 1985 in
retaliation for a South African security forces attack
two weeks earlier on ANC members in Lesotho in
which nine people had been killed. The Amanzimtoti
explosion killed five people and injured 61. One of the
operatives was sentenced to death and later hanged.
SMITH, David , was shot by members of the SAP on
18 October 1990 in Toekomsrus, Randfontein, Tvl,
during protests against the council for cutting off
electricity to 124 consumers.
SMITH, Dennis , a civilian, was injured when APLA
operatives opened fire in the Steaks restaurant in
Claremont, Cape Town, on 26 December 1992. Five
people were injured in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS.
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One APLA member was granted amnesty
(AC/1998/0103).
SMITH, Elizabeth Mmaletsatsi (14), was severely
beaten on 20 January 1986 in Khutsong, Carletonville,
Tvl, by named SAP members searching for her partner,
a member of the Khutsong Students Congress.
SMITH, EPM, was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
SMITH, Helena Dor ethea , was injured when MK
operatives detonated a limpet mine in a dustbin at the
Vanderbijl Square bus terminus, Johannesburg, on 21
September 1988. Nineteen people were injured and a
number of vehicles and buildings were damaged. Two
MK Special Operations operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/056). A late application by a third
operative was dismissed.
SMITH, JM , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
SMITH, John Ber nar d, was robbed and stabbed to
death by APLA operatives on his farm in Wesselsdal,
Vanstadensrus, OFS, on 25 July 1993. Mr Smith’s wife
was injured in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Three
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0020).
SMITH, Jor dan , (31), was shot dead by ANC
supporters in May 1992 in Sebokeng, Tvl. Several
other family members, including his mother, were
killed or injured in attacks at different times by ANC
supporters because because one of the family
members was an IFP supporter.
SMITH, Myr tle , was shot and killed when APLA
operatives threw hand grenades at and opened fire on
the congregation of St James’ Church, Kenilworth,
Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven people were
killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See APLA
ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were granted
amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his application
struck off the roll for failing to attend the amnesty
hearing (AC/1998/0018).
SMITH, Nanki Emily (19), was seriously injured when
a hand grenade was thrown into her home in
Sebokeng, Tvl, on 28 April 1992 by ANC supporters
because one of the family members was an IFP
supporter. Her mother was killed in the explosion and
her aunt was seriously injured and subsequently died.
SMITH, Ndleleni Thompson (29), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down by fellow ANC supporters
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 15 January
1992, allegedly because he refused to attend an ANC
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night camp. His three-month-old son was burnt to
death in the attack.
SMITH, Norman Ned , sustained damage to his
property in a limpet mine explosion at a bus stop near
the Checkers shopping complex in Silverton, Tvl, on 4
July 1986. Four MK operatives were granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1999/0257).
SMITH, Ntomboxole Phyllis (33), had her house in
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down by IFP
supporters in December 1993 in continuing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
SMITH, Oupa Abram (20), an IFP supporter, was
burnt to death by ANC supporters in July 1992 in
Sharpeville, Vereeniging. Tvl. Several other family
members including his mother were killed or injured
in attacks at different times by ANC supporters
because of his political affiliation .
SMITH, Rene , was injured in an attack by APLA
operatives on her farm in Wesselsdal, Vanstadensrus,
OFS, on 25 July 1993. Ms Smith’s husband was killed
in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Three perpetrators
were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0020).
SMITH, Sandile (3 months), was burnt to death in an
arson attack by ANC supporters in Bhambayi, near
KwaMashu, Durban, on 15 January 1992. The attack
was allegedly directed against his father, an ANC
supporter, who had refused to attend an ANC night camp.
SMITH, Sanni Alina (52), was killed when a hand
grenade was thrown into her house in Sebokeng, Tvl,
on 28 April 1992 by ANC supporters because a family
member was an IFP supporter. Her daughter was
killed in the explosion and her sister was seriously
injured and subsequently died.
SMITH, Stephanus Johannes (Fanie) , a civilian, was
shot and killed when APLA operatives opened fire on
a vehicle travelling from Zastron to Sterkspruit in the
OFS on 18 March 1992. Mr Smith was shot dead
while he lay injured next to the car. Another person
was severely injured. Two managed to escape unhurt.
See APLA ATTACKS. 0ne APLA member was granted
amnesty (AC/2000/148). See ZASTRON ROAD AMBUSH.
SMITH, Zibuko (29), a member of the SAP, lost his
house when it was burnt down by ANC supporters
during political conflict in Uitenhage, Cape, in 1985. One
ANC supporter was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0314).
SNOW, Gillian , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
SNOWY, Mr (first name not given), was shot and
killed by members of the SAP in Umbumbulu,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 22 September 1991, during
political conflict in the area.
SNYAMN, WNP , was present when MK operatives
attacked the SADF base at Letaba stadium, Nkowa
Nkowa, Gazankulu, on 12 April 1990. Five SADF
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members were injured. Two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2000/098).
SNYMAN, ABG , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
SNYMAN, Gilbert Lungile Ncinci (39), chairperson of
a local street committee, was detained under
emergency regulations in Port Elizabeth, on 30 July
1986, and held for three weeks.
SNYMAN, Pieter Daniel , a member of the SAP, was
shot and wounded on 13 July 1993 when the vehicle
in which he was travelling was fired on at Heilbron,
Tvl. See APLA ATTACKS. Three APLA members were
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0002).
SOBETHWA, Sipho Elford , was shot dead by
members of the SAP in April 1993 in Tembisa, Tvl,
while on his way to an ANC rally to commemorate
assassinated SACP leader CHRIS HANI.
SOBISO, Vikani Jacobs (20), was killed by an Inkatha
supporter during political conflict at Imbali,
Pietermaritzburg, on 3 January 1989. The perpetrator
observed Mr Sobiso walking into an alley leading to
his house and shot him. He was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0334).
SOBOYISE, Nkosinathi , was detained on 14 August
1985 by members of SADF during intense public
unrest in DUNCAN VILLAGE, East London. He was held
for ten months at West Bank prison in East London.
SOBOYISE, Zulisa (23), was shot by a member of the
SADF during intense public unrest in DUNCAN VILLAGE,
East London, on 14 August 1985.
SOBUKWE, Robert Mangaliso (54), president of the
PAC, was imprisoned and tortured on Robben Island
on 3 May 1960. He was detained again on 4 May
1969 in Kimberley, Cape, during protests against the
Pass laws. He died on 26 February 1978 in a
Kimberley hospital while he was under banning order.
SODELA, Mpenyana Bennett (71), was severely
beaten by members of the Transkei Defence Force in
Pontseng, Matatiele, Natal, in February 1990. Police
appeared at the scene of a community meeting and
started assaulting and shooting at people, allegedly in
order to disperse the meeting.
SODIDI, Sipho (34), had his house in Bhambayi, near
KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down on 12 February 1992
in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
in the area. One person was killed and seven homes
were burnt down in the area in February 1992.
SODISA, Maxeleku Williams (54), lost his home in an
arson attack by members of the WITDOEKE vigilantes in
Nyanga Bush, near Crossroads, Cape Town, in May
1986, during the mass destruction of UDF-supporting
squatter camps by the vigilantes, acting with the tacit
approval and aid of the security forces.
SOGA, T imothy , an ANC activist, was shot dead by
masked gunmen who burst into the house and
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opened fire in Crossroads, Cape Town, on 19 March
1993. Three family members and friends were shot
dead and two injured in the attack. One perpetrator
was later convicted and jailed for the attack. He was
refused amnesty.
SOGA, W illiam , was stoned and hacked to death on
28 August 1991 in Katlehong, Tvl, during political
conflict between hostel-dwellers.
SOGA, Xola (23), a UDF supporter, was shot dead by
a named member of the SAP in Old Kati-kati Location,
Cathcart, Cape, while he was participating in a protest
march on 27 September 1985.
SOGCWAYI, David Mlondolozi (44), an ANC
supporter, was assaulted and tortured in King William’s
Town, Cape, on 21 and 22 August 1992, by members
of the CDF and ADM. Mr Sogcwayi had allegedly
refused to join the ADM.
SOGIBA, Mzoxolo (11), was shot dead by members of
the SAP in Nyanga, Cape Town, on 12 October 1976,
while watching a burning garage during the SOWETO
UPRISING.
SOGO, Ntesang Robert (36), a COSATU member and
political activist, was detained for three weeks and
beaten by members of the Bophuthatswana Police in
Zeerust, Tvl, in July 1989.
SOGQIBA, Bidekile (38), an ANC supporter, was killed
during political conflict in Crossroads, Cape Town, on
28 October 1991.
SOJEZI, Mbulelo James (20), a UDF supporter, was
severely beaten with a rifle and sjamboks by members
of the SAP at De Aar, Cape, in April 1986. He was
later convicted of public violence and served a threeyear prison term.
SOJI, Doris Thandiwe (41), an Inkatha supporter, had
her house at KwaMashu, Durban, petrol-bombed by
UDF supporters on 19 April 1989.
SOJI, Zimoshile , had his house burnt down by IFP
supporters during political conflict between the ‘RED’
AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu,
Durban, in 1993.
SOKHABASE, Henry Nduna (51), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by named IFP members in Greytown,
Natal, on 7 February 1992.
SOKHABASE, Nokuthula Angelina (23), an ANC
supporter, was burnt when her home was set alight by
named Inkatha supporters in Greytown, Natal, on 5
May 1990.
SOKHELA, Bongani (24), was shot dead on a train
between Kwesine and Wadeville stations, Germiston,
Tvl in July 1993. See TRAIN VIOLENCE.
SOKHELA, Daniel (24), an Inkatha supporter, was
shot dead by UDF supporters in Pietermaritzburg on
28 December 1989, allegedly because he refused to
join the UDF.
SOKHELA, France Dennis (33), had his house burnt
down by IFP supporters at Empangeni, Natal, on 28
October 1990 in political conflict in the area.
SOKHELA, George (42), was attacked and severely
beaten by IFP supporters in May 1991 in Meadowlands,
Soweto, Johannesburg, during conflict between ANCupporting residents and IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers.
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SOKHELA, James , was killed and his body was set
alight by a named IFP supporter in Empangeni, Natal,
on 28 October 1990 in intense political conflict.
SOKHELA, Mduduzi Madoda Amos (18), a UDF
supporter, was shot dead by a named Special Branch
member when armed men opened fire at a private
wedding party at Greytown, Natal, on 5 September
1987.
SOKHELA, Muzi (32), an Inkatha supporter, was
stabbed to death by ANC supporters in Pietermaritzburg
on 21 July 1990.
SOKHELA, Nelson Thulani (15), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by IFP supporters in Bruntville, near
Mooi River, Natal, on 15 August 1992 in political conflict
between township residents and hostel-dwellers.
SOKHELA, Nomusa Faith (19), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death by IFP supporters in Bruntville,
near Mooi River, Natal, on 4 December 1991, when
the perpetrators attacked White City residents. Ms
Sokhela was killed while attempting to run away. See
BRUNTVILLE ATTACKS.
SOKHELA, Norah , a UDF supporter, had her house
looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a group of
Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters and
residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in
spite of a heavy police and military presence. Fourteen
people were killed and at least 120 homes burnt
down. One former IFP member was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0332).
SOKHELA, Nor man , an IFP supporter, was shot and
injured by a named ANC supporter in Wembezi,
KwaZulu, near Estcourt, Natal, on 16 December 1992,
while travelling in the same car as a prominent IFP
member, who was the target of the attack. Three
people died and several were injured.
SOKHELA, Nothile Alice (24), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and injured by a named Inkatha supporter in
KwaNxamalala, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritbzurg, on 10
February 1990.
SOKHELA, Rosemary Nonhlanhla (39), an Inkatha
member, had her house burnt down by UDF
supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
9 March 1989.
SOKHELA, Sizakele Anna (60), an ANC supporter,
lost her house when it was burnt down by IFP
supporters in the Nkumba area of Bulwer, Natal, on 8
December 1991. Her son was shot dead in the attack.
SOKHELA, Tholani Ger trude (51), an ANC supporter,
lost her home when it was burnt down by alleged
Inkatha supporters in April 1990 in Gezubuso,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in continuing violence
following the SEVEN-DAY WAR
SOKHELA, Vincent Philani (18), was shot and severely
injured by members of the SAP in Mpophomeni,
KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, on 19 March 1987, after
they accused him of planning violence.
SOKHELA, Zani Selina , was shot and wounded when
ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd
of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine
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marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC
security guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
SOKHELA, Zenzele (22), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by IFP supporters in the Nkumba area of Bulwer,
Natal, on 24 October 1992. His body was then burnt
and thrown over a cliff.
SOKHELE, Bethuel Monali (20), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by members of the KWAZULU
POLICE (KZP) in Ezimbokodweni, Umbumbulu, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 13 February 1990. The KZP were
allegedly collaborating with Inkatha supporters to
attack ANC supporters. Mr Sokhele’s brother was shot
dead in the incident.
SOKHELE, Clement Nkosinathi (18), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by members of the K WAZULU
POLICE (KZP) in Ezimbokodweni, Umbumbulu,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 13 February 1990. The KZP
were allegedly collaborating with Inkatha supporters to
attack ANC supporters. Mr Sokhele’s brother was shot
and injured in the incident.
SOKHELE, David Dumisani , a UDF supporter, was
shot and injured when a group of Inkatha supporters
and C APRIVI TRAINEES attacked a UDF meeting in a
house at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 18
January 1988. Nine people were killed and an
estimated 200 people were injured in the attack. The
group went on to destroy around eight houses. One
former Inkatha member was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0332).
SOKHELE, Mtenjwa Simon (42), an ANC supporter,
was shot and stabbed to death on 8 November 1990
when Inkatha-supporting hostel-dwellers attacked
residents in Bruntville, near Mooi River, Natal, following
the killing of an Inkatha supporter. See BRUNTVILLE
ATTACKS.
SOKHELE, Mtonyani Royal (31), was shot dead on
17 May 1986 in Tokoza, Tvl, while working as a security
guard at the house of the mayor. At the time, local
councillors and people associated with them were
seen as legitimate targets in the political struggle.
SOKHELE, Nhloko , an IFP supporter, was shot and
injured by a named ANC supporter in Wembezi,
KwaZulu, near Estcourt, Natal, on 16 December 1992,
while travelling in the same car as a prominent IFP
member, who was the target of the attack. Three
people died and several were injured.
SOKHELE, Petros Fannyman (42), was tortured and
killed by unidentified perpetrators in ongoing conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in Bhambayi, near
KwaMashu, Durban, in March 1993.
SOKHELE, Simon , was beaten to death by members
of the SAP in Mooi River police station, Natal. He had
allegedly been detained because of his political activities.
SOKHETYE, Maphelo (46), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by alleged PAC supporters in Nyanga, Cape Town,
on 4 January 1994. Mr Sokhetye was attempting to
restore peace among the Hlankomo people after a
conflict had erupted between the ANC and PAC.
SOKHULU, Bongumusa Archiles (23), an IFP
supporter, was shot and severely injured by ANC
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supporters in Umlazi, Durban, on 10 May 1994, in
political conflict on the day of Nelson Mandela’s
inauguration as President.
SOKHULU, Ntombiyenkosi Elsie (48), had her house
at Lindelani, near KwaMashu, Durban, destroyed in an
arson attack on 19 December 1993 in continuing political
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
SOKOYI, Gilbert , was shot dead in Randfontein, Tvl,
on 6 May 1990.
SOKOYI, Mshiceleli Samuel (50), a shop owner, was
shot in Guguletu, Cape Town, on 29 October 1976,
while witnessing an attack on a white man during the
SOWETO UPRISING. The following day he was seriously
injured when attacked, stabbed and stoned by a crowd
who suspected him of giving information to the police.
His possessions and vehicles were burnt.
SOKOYI, Sandile Petr os, a PAC supporter, was shot
and seriously injured when members of the SAP
opened fire on an anti-Pass Law protest meeting in
Langa, Cape Town, on 21 March 1960. Police gunfire
killed at least three people and wounded 47.
SOKUPA, Maggie Danjiswa (45), a UDF activist, was
beaten and survived an arson attack on her home in
KTC, Cape Town, on 25 December 1985, after her
husband was taken away and killed. The perpetrators
were supporters of a local community COUNCILLOR who
had been killed the previous day by UDF supporters.
SOKUPA, Silumko Solomon ‘Soks’ (32), an ANC
member from King William’s Town, Cape, was injured in
an explosion on 5 July 1979 in Maseru, Lesotho, when
a parcel containing an explosive device was opened.
Five other persons were injured in the incident.
SOKUPA, Vuyani Victor (24), an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten and detained by named members of
the Ciskei Police during a period of unrest in
Mdantsane, Ciskei, in 1985.
SOKUTU, Innes Mpumelelo (50), was shot and
severely injured by IFP supporters at Esikhawini,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 17 December
1992 in ongoing political conflict in the area. He is now
paralysed as a result of the shooting.
SOKUTU, Lindile Manowa (38), a member of the
Port Elizabeth Civic Association, was detained under
SECTION 29 in Port Elizabeth, on 28 October 1987,
allegedly for being in possession of firearms and his
involvement in the death of a number of people. Mr
Sokutu was kept in solitary confinement and severely
assaulted and tortured during his detention by named
members of the SAP, resulting in a damaged eye, a
broken collarbone and fractured ribs. He was
eventually sentenced to ten years’ imprisonment.
SOLAINI, Ntsikelelo Wellington (43), an ANC
supporter, was assaulted by members of the CDF
during protests at KwaMasele, near King William’s
Town, Cape, on 26 December 1991.
SOLANI, Nombuyiselo Gladys , was shot dead by
members of the SADF in Uitenhage, Cape, on 23
March 1985. She was on her way to the shop when
the perpetrators opened fire on people in the street.
She was buried with the victims of the LANGA SHOOTINGS.
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SOLANI, Vusumzi Patrick , an ANC supporter, was
stabbed to death by members of A MAAFRIKA on 28
December 1989 in Uitenhage, Cape. Mr Solani had
attended a meeting to promote understanding
between the two organisations.
SOLLY, Mano Olifile , lost his home in a bomb explosion
in Letsopa, Ottosdal, Tvl, on 4 February 1994. The
bomb, planted by AWB members and aimed at the
local ANC office, was part of an attempt by right-wing
parties to derail the first democratic election of 27
April 1994.
SOLOMON, Alfred Thembisile (27), was detained on
24 April 1985 in Molteno, Cape, during SCHOOL
BOYCOTTS in the area. In detention he was tortured. He
was later sentenced to seven years’ imprisonment on
a charge of public violence.
SOLOMON, Ar nold , was detained by members of the
Security Branch during political conflict in Uitenhage,
Cape, on 28 February 1985. Charges of assault, public
violence and malicious damage to property were laid
against him, but withdrawn two months later.
SOLOMON, Meshack Tekoetsile (20), an ANC
supporter, was detained, tortured and beaten by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police on 16
October 1992 in Kuruman, Cape.
SOLOMON, Phakamile Nicholas (51), was shot dead
by members of the SAP in Langa, Uitenhage, Cape, on
21 March 1985 when police opened fire on mourners
marching to a funeral. At least 20 people were killed
and many injured in the shooting. See L ANGA SHOOTINGS.
SOLOMON, Theo Simon (21), a UDF supporter, was
shot in the hand and arrested on 16 June 1984 when
police attacked a commemoration of the S OWETO
UPRISING in Graaff-Reinet, Cape. He was sentenced to
three years’ imprisonment for public violence.
SOLOMONS, Desmond Robert (31), a sergeant in
the ISU, suffered injuries when he and twelve other
policemen were attacked by ANC self-defence unit
(SDU) members whilst on foot patrol in Khayelitsha,
Cape Town, on 22 July 1992. Six policemen were
injured in the exchange of fire. Two SDU members
were granted amnesty (AC/1997/0029).
SOLONTSI, Henry Linda (23), was detained under
Section 6 of the Terrorism Act on 2 January 1977 after
being beaten unconscious by members of the SADF in
Port Elizabeth. Mr Solontsi was sentenced to three
years’ imprisonment for public violence and
incitement, and was tortured and assaulted by prison
warders and common law prisoners at St Alban’s
prison, Port Elizabeth.
SOLWANDLE, December (30), a UDF supporter, burnt
to death when he was ‘necklaced’ in Port Alfred,
Cape, on 16 June 1986. He was allegedly believed to
be an informer because of his friendship with a local
policeman.
SOLWANDLE, Mongameli Godfrey (15), a COSAS
member, was severely injured when he was shot with
pellets by members of the SAP in Port Elizabeth, in
October 1985. Mongameli was on his way to the
shops when he was shot.
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SOMANA, William Zotusile (63), an ANC supporter,
lost his home and belongings in an arson attack during
political conflict in Crossroads, Cape Town, in March
1992.
SOMANA, Wiwi (41), was severely beaten by IFP
supporters in Vryheid, Natal, on 18 October 1990,
during conflict between UWUSA and COSATU at the
Hlobane mine. Mr Somana was Xhosa-speaking and
was therefore assumed to be a COSATU member.
SOMDIZELA, Mandlenkosi (39), had his home in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, destroyed in an
arson attack by IFP supporters on 16 February 1993 in
ongoing political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND
‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
SOMFULA, Moses Ndade , was shot and injured
when police opened fire on a student protest march at
Viljoenskroon, OFS, on 19 April 1990. Five protesters
were killed and six others injured in the shooting.
SOMTSEWU, Monde , a UDF supporter, was killed
during political conflict in Uitenhage, Cape, on 23 March
1985. His body was found by police two months later.
SOMXO, Tutu (48), an ANC supporter, was shot and
injured, allegedly by members of the ISU, in Tokoza,
Tvl, on 18 August 1990. On 23 May 1993, he was again
shot and injured, allegedly by members of the SADF.
SONAMZI, Goli (33), a PAC member, was executed in
Pretoria Central prison, Pretoria, in 1963 for his
involvement in the assassination of a headman in
Cofimvaba, Transkei, during conflict in the area over
Pass Laws and self-governance.
SONAMZI, Ncamisili Stanley (27), a UDF supporter,
was arrested in Hanover, Cape, in August 1985, and
severely tortured by named members of the Security
Branch. He was then detained for two months at
Middelburg and Richmond prisons, Cape. During 1986
he survived an attack by UDF ‘comrades’ who stabbed
him and attempted to ‘necklace’ him after he was
accused of being an informer.
SONDARA, Moses , was shot dead by members of
the SAP during protests in Old Location, near
Dordrecht, Cape, on 13 August 1985.
SONDEZI, Busisiwe Gladness (25), had her home
destroyed in an arson attack by ANC supporters during
political conflict in Malukazi, KwaZulu, near Umlazi,
Durban, on 25 April 1990. She was allegedly believed
to be an informer because her friend was involved
with a KWAZULU POLICE officer.
SONDEZI, Maliteke Catherine (47), an ANC
supporter, was injured in Nqutu, KwaZulu, near
Vryheid, Natal, on 30 November 1993, when the
vehicle in which she was travelling to a funeral veered
out of control after being chased by armed IFP
supporters. Many ANC supporters in the area were
killed after this funeral.
SONDEZI, Thulani Michael (28), an ANC supporter,
had his home burnt down by Inkatha supporters in
Malukazi, KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, on 27 April
1990.
SONDYAZI, Samson (30), an ANC supporter, was
beaten by IFP supporters on 17 September 1990 in
Vosloorus, Tvl.
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SONGELWA, Lionel Mbuyiselo (59), a UDF
supporter, died of an asthma attack while in detention
at East London on 5 October 1986. He had been held
on charges of terrorism since December 1985.
SONGO, Dipuo Jacob , was shot dead by members of
the SAP on 21 November 1985 in Mamelodi, Pretoria,
during a protest march against high rent rates.
SONGO, Sammuel Mandla , survived an attempt on
his life when he was shot and seriously wounded by
an MK operative in Tembisa, Tvl, on 26 August 1992,
apparently on the instructions of local ANC and
SANCO structures. Mr Songo was a schoolteacher
who was suspected of working with old community
council structures. One MK operative was granted
amnesty (AC/2001/135).
SONI, Dumisani Vincent (27), an ANC supporter, was
shot several times and severely injured by named
Inkatha supporters in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 11
August 1987.
SONI, Malolo Cyprian (23), an ANC supporter, was
shot and stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters in
KwaMashu, Durban, on 16 October 1989.
SONI, Sibonisane Lazu (14), was shot in the hand
when SADF members broke up a march in Umlazi,
Durban, in June 1985.
SONJICA, Sikhumbuzo Macnick (28), a UDF
supporter, was tortured and assaulted by members of
the SAP during a rally in Uitenhage, Cape, on 20 April
1988. He was later charged with attempted murder
and acquitted.
SONKW ALA, Nkosinathi Eric (24), was shot when a
member of the Ciskei Police opened fire on a crowd
celebrating the release of Nelson Mandela in
Whittlesea, Ciskei, on 10 February 1990.
SONO, David (17), an ANC supporter, was severely
beaten and arrested in Temba, Bophuthatswana, on 9
March 1991, allegedly for selling political T-shirts.
SONO, Lolo (22), was abducted, tortured and
allegedly killed by named members of the ANC and
the MANDELA UNITED FOOTBALL CLUB in Soweto,
Johannesburg, in October 1988. He was accused of
being a police informer. One of the perpetrators
applied for amnesty.
SONO, Petrus (26), was arrested and beaten with
pick handles in July 1986 in Ga-Rankuwa,
Bophuthatswana, by alleged Bophuthatswana
policemen. He was taken to the police station where,
among other atrocities, he was allegedly made to kiss
corpses, clean blood from the wall and sleep naked on
the floor. Political unrest in Ga-Rankuwa escalated in
1986 and a state of emergency was declared with
soldiers being deployed in the townships. This led to
violent confrontations between political activists and
the state.
SONO, Piet (48) an ANC supporter, was severely
tortured by named members of the SAP after his
detention in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 3
May 1990. Police allegedly tried to extract a
confession from him. He eventually confessed to one
of the charges against him, was convicted and
sentenced to ten years’ in prison.
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SONO, Richard , was abducted from Sidlamafa, Tvl,
and tortured at Tonga, Tvl, during 1987 by SADF
members who believed him to be an ANC member.
One perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/2001/277).
SONO, Solomon (35), was assaulted by a named
member of the Bophuthatswana Police in Bedwana
police station, Temba, Bophuthatswana, on 9 March
1991 as he was selling political T-shirts.
SONTSHAKA, Samfumfu , a PAC member, was
convicted on sabotage charges relating to the Poqo
attacks in Paarl, Cape, and was imprisoned on Robben
Island, Cape Town, in 1962, where he remained for 15
years. He died of various illnesses a month after his
release in 1978.
SONTUNDU, Nena (36), an ANC supporter, was stabbed
and severely injured in her chest and fingers on 13 May
1993 while travelling on a train from Johannesburg to
Benrose station, Tvl. See TRAIN VIOLENCE.
SOPHISEKA, Nomhlophe Catherine (22), was
severely beaten by members of the SAP in 1960 in
Bizana prison, Transkei, during the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
SOPHISEKA, Philemon , was shot dead in Randfontein,
Tvl, on 6 May 1990 during conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters in Kagiso, Tvl.
SOPHISEKA, Sityasinye Leanard , an IKONGO
supporter, was repeatedly beaten by a named
perpetrator while in detention in Bizana, Transkei, in
1960, during the government crackdown on the
PONDOLAND REVOLT.
SOPOTELA, Andile Tennison (25), a shopsteward,
was burnt to death when his house was petrolbombed in KwaNobuhle, Uitenhage, Cape, on 19 July
1989 following a dispute between employees and
employers at Goodyear Tyres where his brother worked.
At the time, there was tension between police and the
shopstewards’ council, because the council had
demanded the UNBANNING of the ANC and SACP.
SOPOTELA, Lincoln Jongilizwe (35), a union
shopsteward, had his home destroyed in a petrol
bomb attack at KwaNobuhle, Uitenhage, Cape, on 19
July 1989, following a dispute between employees
and employers at Goodyear Tyres where he worked.
His brother Andile was burnt to death in the attack.
SOSIBO, Albert , an ANC supporter, was shot and
beaten to death by IFP supporters in an arson attack
on his home near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 10
November 1991.
SOSIBO, Maxwell Mbhekeni (22), an MK operative,
disappeared during 1987 and has not been heard of
since. Mr Sosibo was operating inside South Africa in
the Natal area at the time of his disappearance. He is
presumed dead.
SOSIBO, Nhlanhla Ernest (25), an ANC supporter,
was abducted by IFP supporters from Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, in October 1992. Mr Sosibo was last
seen being pursued into the Kapopeletsheni Forest in
Richmond. He is presumed dead.
SOSIBO, Nkosinathi Emmanuel (20), an ANC
supporter, was shot and stabbed to death by IFP
supporters in Nhlazatshe, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritz-
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burg, on 10 October 1990. His mother’s house was
looted in the attack.
SOSIBO, Sifiso Enoch (22), an ANC supporter, was
shot and killed on 20 July 1992 while returning from a
vigil in L Section, KwaMashu, Durban. Mr Sosibo and
his friends, who had recently returned from exile in
Lusaka, were singing freedom songs when members
of a private security organisation, Combat Force,
confronted them and shot and killed Mr Sosibo.
SOSIBO, Sihli Ronnie (20), a UDF supporter, was
attacked by unidentified persons, allegedly accompanied
by the SAP, on 13 November 1989. He suffered
multiple injuries, which led to his death on 13
November 1989 in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg. His friend,
also a UDF supporter, was killed in the same attack.
SOSIBO, Sizakele Eropa (27), an ANC supporter, had
her house in KwaDweshula, Port Shepstone, Natal,
burnt down by Inkatha supporters on 26 January 1988.
SOSIBO, Tanana Johannes (23), was shot and
injured by IFP supporters from KwaMadala hostel in a
DRIVE-BY SHOOTING in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 6 September
1993. Between January and October 1993, 139 people
died in DRIVE-BY SHOOTINGS.
SOSIBO, Vukani Joseph (20), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 4 January
1989 in intensifying conflict between UDF and Inkatha
supporters in the area.
SOTETSI, V irginia , was injured when Security Branch
members detonated an explosive device at the Why
Not Club, Vanderbijl Square, Johannesburg, on 21
September 1988. The club was targeted because it
was allegedly frequented by ANC supporters. Four
members of the Witwatersrand Security Branch,
including the divisional commander and his deputy,
and one Vlakplaas operative were granted amnesty for
the operation (AC/2001/046).
SOTHENI, Mlungisi (23), was shot in the leg by SAP
members at Komga, Cape, in September 1985,
because he was suspected of burning schools and
state property. He was hospitalised for a month.
SOTHOANE, Rantsho Nathaniel , was shot dead by
members of the SAP on 31 March 1960 in Bophelong,
Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, during a PAC campaign against the
Pass Law system.
SOTIYA, Kaponsie Alfred , a UDF supporter,
disappeared in the Inkatha stronghold of Lindelani,
near KwaMashu, Durban, on 18 December 1989. It is
believed that he was killed by Inkatha supporters, as
he was visiting his nephews who had been labelled
amaqabane.
SOTONDOSHE, Thiyekile Christian (45), was shot
dead by IFP supporters on 17 August 1990 in Tokoza,
Tvl. Tokoza was tense following clashes between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and ANC- supporting
residents.
SOTSHONGANE, Mamlawu Rhoda (58), an ANC
supporter, had her home destroyed by IFP supporters
in Chimora, Umlazi, Durban, on 16 January 1992. See
CHIMORA SETTLEMENT ATTACKS.
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SOTSU, Constance (40), was shot dead, allegedly by
an IFP supporter on 3 July 1991 in Boiphatong,
Vanderbijlpark, Tvl.
SOTSU, Ernest Ngxokolo (63), and his wife and two
other family members were killed on 3 July 1991 in
Boipatong, Vanderbijlpark Tvl, in an attack on his home
by named IFP supporters. Mr Sotsu’s two
grandchildren were also injured in the attack. Mr Sostu
was in Durban at the time attending the ANC’s
national congress.
SOTSU, Mar gar et Lindiwe (30), was shot dead on 3
July 1991 in Boipatong, Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, allegedly
by a named IFP supporter. Her young brothers died
and two other family members were seriously injured
in the attack.
SOTSU, Sabata (2), was shot dead on 3 July 1991 in
Boipatong, Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, allegedly in an attack
led by a named IFP supporter. Two other family
members died in the attack and two were seriously
injured.
SOTSU, Vusi (10), was shot and severely injured on 3
July 1991 in Boipatong, Tvl, allegedly in an attack led
by a named IFP supporter. Vusi’s two-year-old brother
and his sister were killed in the attack.
SOTSU, Vuyani (12), was shot and critically injured
when a group of named IFP supporters attacked his
home in Boiphatong, Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 3 July 1991.
At the time of this attack there was conflict between
IFP and ANC suporters in Tvl. Properties were
destroyed and many people were killed and injured.
SOUCHON, Dominique (28), an ECC member and
UDF activist, was detained during the state of
emergency in June 1986 and held for five months in
Port Elizabeth, periods of which was spent in solitary
confinement. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
SOUL, Setjolo Andries (39) was kicked and tortured,
allegedly by members of the Bophuthatswana Police,
when he refused to take down posters of Nelson
Mandela in Lefetlhong, Mafikeng, Bophuthatswana, in
February 1994. The incident occurred during
widespread protest and strikes in the area in response
to President Mangope’s boycott of South Africa’s first
democratic elections and his resistance to the reincorporation of Bophuthatswana into South Africa.
SOULS, Peter Madoda Alfred (20), a UDF supporter,
was shot dead by a member of the security forces inside
his house in Whittlesea, Ciskei, on 18 December 1989.
SOUT, Xolisile Abram , was severely injured when he
was shot on 26 January 1991 in Jouberton, Klerksdorp,
Tvl, by members of the ISU during a consumer
boycott in the area.
SOWAZI, Constance Sikelwa (41), a street
committee leader, was severely beaten by members
of the SAP, one of whom is named, in Port Elizabeth
during the state of emergency in August 1986. See
POLICE BRUTALITY.
SOYA, Mthantiso Alfred (47), a member of
PEACEMAKERS vigilante group, was stabbed and stoned
to death by youths during a SCHOOL BOYCOTT in Grahamstown, Cape, on 14 May 1980. The perpetrators were
charged and convicted.
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SOYA, Seuntjie Msokoli (17), was shot and killed by
members of the SADF in Despatch, Cape, on 25 July
1985, soon after he had arrived in the area, attempting
to escape violence at his previous school.
SOYAMA, Charbet Mpumelelo (21), a PAC supporter,
lost his home in an arson attack by UDF supporters in
Uitenhage, Cape, on 11 February 1990 during political
conflict following the release of Nelson Mandela.
SOYISO, Thembeni (18), an ANC supporter, was
detained on 25 October 1987 in Burgersdorp, Cape,
and tortured in detention by members of the SAP. He
was sentenced to death for a ‘necklace’ murder, but
was released on appeal on 30 November 1989.
SPARG, Mark Richard (37), an ANC supporter, was
intimidated and harassed by PAC supporters, and his
shop was looted on 1 November 1993 in Cofimvaba,
Transkei. He was eventually forced to leave the area.
SPARGS, Jonathan , suffered severe trauma on 23
March 1993 when APLA operatives, armed with
automatic weapons and hand grenades, stormed the
Yellowwoods hotel, in Fort Beaufort, Cape, and opened
fire on staff and patrons. One person was shot dead in
the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Three perpetrators were
granted amnesty (AC/2000/225).
SPARKHAMS, Michael Andries , was shot and killed
by APLA members in an armed attack on the Sentra
Hyperserve supermarket in Wesselsbron, OFS, on 3
July 1993. Five people were killed and four were
wounded in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Six APLA
members were granted amnesty (AC/2000/250).
SPECIWE, Nthabiseng , an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten by members of the A-TEAM, who
attacked mourners at a night vigil in Thabong, Welkom,
OFS, on 9 May 1985. A member of the A-Team was
killed in the ensuing conflict.
SPEELMAN, Andiswa (5), was shot in the leg by a
named member of the SAP in Hofmeyr, Cape, on 13
November 1985 as she walked past the house of a
policeman which ‘comrades’ were attempting to burn
down.
SPIES, Anna Alida Magdelena (46), was severely
injured when members of MK’s ‘Dolphin Unit’ detonated
an explosive in a car near the Krugersdorp Magistrate’s
court and the adjacent police station, Tvl, on 16 March
1988. Three people were killed and more than 20
were injured in the blast. Two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/003).
SPILI, Mkhonzeni (32), a member of the Mabhongo
Residents’ Association, was arrested, tortured and
assaulted by CDF members on 23 October 1992 in
King William’s Town, Cape. He was accused of being
involved in burning down houses belonging to CDF
and Ciskei Police members.
SPOGTER, Meizo July (17), was detained and severely
beaten by named members of the SAP in Bethulie,
OFS, in 1987, allegedly because he helped organise a
march to the council to demand better housing.
SPOPO, Zuzile Nelson (32), an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten and his house was burnt down by
WITDOEKE vigilantes in KTC, Cape Town, in June 1986,
during the mass destruction of UDF-supporting squatter
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camps by the vigilantes, acting with the tacit approval
and aid of the security forces. Over 60 people were
killed and 20 000 homes destroyed in the attacks.
SPUYT , Weilla Beradette , sustained damage to her
property in a limpet mine explosion at a bus stop near
the Checkers shopping complex in Silverton, Tvl, on 4
July 1986. Four MK operatives were granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1999/0257).
STAMPER, Mziwakhe Godfrey (20), a COSAS
member, was detained by members of the Ciskei
Police on 5 August 1980 and held until November in
Dimbaza, Ciskei. While in detention he was assaulted
and charged with inciting pupils to participate in a
SCHOOL BOYCOTT.
STANDER, (first name not given), a magistrate, was
injured in a limpet mine explosion at the Newcastle
magistrate’s court, Natal, on 23 November 1986. Two
MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/139).
STANDER, Janene , sustained minor injuries when
MK operatives detonated a car bomb using a remote
control device outside the Ellis Park rugby stadium,
Johannesburg, on 2 July 1988. Two spectators leaving
the rugby match were killed and 37 others sustained
minor and major injuries. Four operatives from MK’s
Special Operations Unit, including its commander,
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/161).
STANFORD, Robert David Nor man , a civilian, was
injured when APLA operatives attacked members and
guests at the King William’s Town Golf Club, Cape, on
28 November 1992. Four people were killed and 17
injured in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Four APLA
members were granted amnesty (AC/2001/182).
STANLEY , Rose, had her home in Bhambayi, near
KwaMashu, Durban, destroyed by IFP supporters in
March 1993 in ongoing political conflict between the
‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
STAPELBERG, Cor nelius , was injured when MK
operatives detonated a limpet mine in a dustbin at the
Vanderbijl Square bus terminus, Johannesburg, on 21
September 1988. Nineteen people were injured and a
number of vehicles and buildings were damaged. Two
MK Special Operations operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/056). A late application by a third
operative was dismissed.
STEELE, IJ , was injured when MK operatives detonated
an explosive in a car outside the South African Air
Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church Street, Pretoria,
on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people were killed and
217 injured. The overall commander of MK’s Special
Operations Unit and two MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See CHURCH
STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
STEELE, Richard (29), lost his home in Durban when
it was set alight on 9 August 1985 by alleged Inkatha
members. The killing of a prominent UDF activist had
sparked violent unrest a week earlier. In 1980 Mr
Steele had been held in solitary confinement in the
army detention barracks at Voortrekkerhoogte,
Pretoria, for his membership of the End Conscription
Campaign.
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STEENKAMP, A, was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
STEENKAMP , William , was injured in a hand grenade
explosion on 25 May 1993 in Kimberley, Cape, during
an ANC protest march to the Bophuthatswana
consulate. Two MK operatives threw a hand grenade
at the building which bounced back into the crowd,
killing one person and injuring 41 others. Two ANC
members were wrongly convicted of the killing. Four
MK operatives and ANC members, two of whom
denied guilt, were refused amnesty (AC/2000/053 and
AC/2000/241).
STEIN, Isaiah (36), a former CPC member and political
activist, was detained for six months in 1965 and was
beaten while in detention in Caledon Square police
station and Pollsmoor prison, Cape Town. After his
release he was placed under banning orders. He
eventually went into exile.
STELLENBERG, Percy Christian , was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in a DRIVE-BY SHOOTING
in Toekomsrus, Randfontein, Tvl, on 18 October 1990
during conflict over high rents and police brutality in
the area.
STEPHANUS, Paul (33), an ANC and SANCO member,
was beaten by members of the SAP in Eersterivier,
Cape Town, on 6 July 1993, during a sit-in by residents
to protest the lack of water provision and services to a
local squatter camp.
STEPHENS-HLATSW AYO, Maureen (48), an ANC
supporter, sustained serious burns when her house
was bombed by members of the SAP in July 1993 in
Kagiso, Tvl.
STEVEN, Thembinkosi Edward (25), an ANCYL
member, was arrested by members of the Ciskei
Police on 19 September 1992 for burning down the
magistrate’s office in Seymour, Ciskei. On 14 October
1992, he was arrested again and was severely
assaulted by named members of the Ciskei Police.
STEVENS, Louis , was injured when AWB members
detonated an explosive at the taxi rank in Westonaria,
Tvl, on 25 April 1994, in an effort to disrupt the
electoral process. Five people were killed in the blast.
Six AWB members were granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0342). See RIGHT- WING ATTACKS.
STEVENS, Robert (27), was injured when AWB
members detonated a pipe bomb at a taxi rank on the
corner of Third and Park Streets in Randfontein, Tvl, on
25 April 1994, in an effort to disrupt the electoral
process. Six people were injured in the blast. Six AWB
members were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0342). See
RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
STEWAR T, Clare V eronica (34), an ANC member,
was abducted while driving to a meeting in
KwaNgwanase, near Manguzi, Natal, on 10 November
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1993. Her body was found on 24 November 1993 in
the Ingwavuma area, KwaZulu, with bullet wounds to
the head. Ms Stewart was working on a farming
project in the area, and both she and her project were
allegedly unpopular with the IFP and the KWAZULU
POLICE.
STEWAR T, Sandra Mar garet , a Black Sash activist
and UDF supporter, was detained by named members
of the SAP in June 1986 in Port Elizabeth. She was
released in October 1986 and restricted to Port
Elizabeth district.
STEYN, Annie (45), was shot and injured by members
of the SAP in Paarl, Cape, on 9 September 1976, after
the SOWETO UPRISING spread to the rural Cape towns.
Three women were shot dead in Paarl that day.
STEYN, Avril Rachewell (18), an ANC supporter, was
arrested and tortured by named policemen in
Worcester, Cape, on 13 June 1979. He was charged
with terrorism and damage to property and held in
Worcester prison for nine months. He received a
suspended sentence. He was again detained and
tortured by the same policemen in 1982.
STEYN, PJ , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
STIENEN, Cornelia (17), was injured when a limpet
mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded during
lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni, Tvl, on
30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at least 66
people were injured. Four MK operatives were granted
amnesty for the planning and execution of the attack
(AC/1999/0294).
STIGLINGH, Roeline , a member of the SAP, was
injured when a car bomb, planted by MK operatives,
exploded outside the NBS building in Witbank, Tvl, on
24 October 1988. The building was used for
commercial purposes, but also housed the Witbank
Security Branch offices. Three people were killed and
over 20 were injured, mainly civilians. Two MK
operatives were granted amnesty for the bombing
(AC/2000/055).
STINA, Lungile (20), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by members of the SAP in Nkululeko, near
Barkly East, Cape, on 10 February 1990 during a toyitoyi demonstration celebrating the release of Nelson
Mandela.
STOFILE, Mncebisi Cecil (13), was abducted, along
with six other youths, by UDF supporters in
Grahamstown, Cape, on 31 October 1986. The youths
were all severely assaulted and tortured. One was
shot and killed. One UDF supporter was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0247).
STOK, Ndoma Ndumisa (20), an ANC supporter, was
arrested in November 1986 in Jansenville, Cape. He
was on trial for nine months during which time he was
interrogated and had teargas sprayed into his face by
V O L U M E
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members of the SAP. Mr Stok was imprisoned for a
further three years.
STOKES, S , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
STOLLS, Ronnie (40), was shot in the chest by
members of the SAP in White City, Soweto,
Johannesburg, on 25 August 1986 during the 1986
state of emergency.
STOLS, Matthys (40), was stabbed to death and then
burnt by ‘necklacing’ on 4 July 1987 in Soweto,
Johannesburg.
STONA, Moeketsi Willington (20), was shot by
members of the SAP during protests in Aliwal North,
Cape, on 22 August 1985. See ALIWAL NORTH SHOOTINGS.
STONE, Emmah Masumo (24), was injured when a
limpet mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded
during lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni,
Tvl, on 30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at
least 66 people were injured. Four MK operatives
were granted amnesty for the planning and execution
of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
STONE, Khutsahalo Violet (35), was shot and injured
when police opened fire on demonstrators in
Mataleng, Barkly West, Cape, on 24 August 1990.
STOOTMAN, Dumile , a PAC supporter, was killed
when a booby-trapped arms cache exploded near the
police barracks in KwaNobuhle, Uitenhage, Cape, on
11 January 1991.
STRACHAN, Robert Harold Lundie (36), was
sentenced in 1962 to six years’ imprisonment for
contravening the Explosives Act. During his detention
at Pretoria Central prison, he was kept in solitary
confinement. In 1979 he survived two attempts made
on his life and it is alleged that his name was on a
hitlist of political activists.
STREET, Mable , was shot and injured when APLA
operatives threw hand grenades at and opened fire on
the congregation of St James’ Church, Kenilworth,
Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven people were
killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See APLA
ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were granted
amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his application
struck off the roll for failing to attend the amnesty
hearing (AC/1998/0018).
STRYDOM, A, was injured in what became known as
the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June 1986.
The explosion killed three women and injured at least
74 other people. Seven MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
STRYDOM, Monica Elizabeth (24), was fatally
wounded in a limpet mine explosion at the Old Mutual
Centre in Durban on 1 September 1986. She took the
full force of the limpet mine blast in her face and neck
and died 24 days later. No political party has claimed
responsibility for the bomb.
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STR YDOM, WJ, was injured when a limpet mine,
planted by an MK operative from the ‘Dolphin Unit’,
exploded at the entrance of the Railway Police Radio
headquarters, Johannesburg, on 24 August 1984. Four
police officers and two civilians were injured. Two MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003).
STUAR T, Joy Elaine Nomvuyo (37), a UDF supporter,
was detained and kept in solitary confinement during
protests in Graaff-Reinet, Cape, in 1985.
STUBBS, Julian (17), a UDF supporter, was detained
and beaten by SAP members in Wynberg, Cape Town,
on 15 October 1985. He was later sentenced to a twoyear prison sentence for public violence with six other
teenagers, known as the WYNBERG SEVEN.
STUURMAN, Jacob Goli (29), was injured in a bomb
blast on 28 November 1992 when a hand grenade
exploded in Sebokeng, Tvl. MK and APLA members
had returned from exile and were training members of
the community to defend themselves against alleged
attacks by the IFP and security forces. The perpetrator,
allegedly an MK operative, threw the hand grenade
after becoming involved in an argument at a stokvel.
Six people were killed and four others injured in the
explosion. Mr Stuurman lost his eyesight as a result of
the incident.
STUURMAN, John (19), was shot and severely
injured by members of the SAP in 1976 during unrest
in Ravensmead, Cape Town, after the SOWETO UPRISING
had spread to the Cape.
STUURMAN, Mlungisi W ilnar d (27), a UDF supporter,
was strangled and shot to death by members of the
SAP at KwaTeyisi farm in Cradock, Cape, on 26 August
1986 while on his way to the funeral of a political
activist in Lingelihle township, Cradock, Cape.
STUURMAN, Nokwanda , was shot and injured by
members of the SAP while participating in a march to
an IFP rally at the Siynaba stadium, Daveyton, Tvl, on
24 March 1991.
STUURMAN, Sipiwo Ivin (19), chairperson of COSAS,
was shot and severely injured by SPECIAL CONSTABLES in
Mandlekosi, near Bloemfontein in January 1988.
Forced into hiding as a result of police harassment, Mr
Stuurman instituted a civil claim for damages against
the Minister of Law and Order and was awarded
compensation.
STUURMAN, Xolani Kannetjie (13), was shot and killed
by members of the SAP, one of whom is named, during
political conflict in Cradock, Cape, in November 1978.
STWAYI, Venvol Cofayishiye (38), was hacked and
burnt to death in New Crossroads, Cape Town, on 19
March 1986, during conflict between vigilantes known
variously as the ‘Fathers’ or the WITDOEKE, and UDF
supporters. Seven people died in the two-day clash.
SUKANI, Mbuthuma , an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten by members of the SAP in March
1960 in Ezizityaneni, Bizana, Transkei, during the
PONDOLAND REVOLT. Mr Sukani allegedly died as a result
of his injuries.
SUKAZI, Alvinah Elizabeth (46), a councillor in
Emjindini, Barberton, Tvl, lost her home when it was
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set alight by named perpetrators on 9 June 1985, after
a community meeting to announce rent hikes.
SUKUDE, Amon Dumisane , a UDF supporter, was
shot and killed on 6 April 1990 when a group of
Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters and
residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in
spite of a heavy police and military presence. Fourteen
people were killed and at least 120 homes burnt
down. One former IFP member was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0332).
SUKULA, Fundiswa Patricia (37), an ANC supporter,
lost his house in an arson attack by ‘comrades’ in
Joza, Grahamstown, Cape, on 30 August 1986 when
she was accused of being a collaborator.
SUKW ANA, Mzwamadoda Devilliers (16), was
detained on 15 August 1985 during intense public
unrest at DUNCAN VILLAGE, East London. He was
tortured at the police station by members of the SAP
and a named member of the South African Prison
Services. He was taken to Fort Glamorgan prison, East
London, where he was further tortured. He was
implicated in the burning of houses in the area.
SULKAS, (first name not given), an alleged IFP
supporter, suffered damage to her home when it was
attacked by members of an ANC self-defence unit
(SDU) in Tokoza, Tvl, during 1993. Two SDU members
were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0186).
SULUBA, Xolela Richard (22), a member of the SAP
was shot in the back in Port Elizabeth on 28 March
1992. As a result of the shooting, Mr Suluba was
partially paralysed.
SUME, Mzuvukile Richard (19), an SDU member,
was shot with pellets by members of the MUNICIPAL
POLICE during political conflict in Uitenhage, Cape, on
22 May 1987. He was then detained and tortured at
Church Street police station.
SUMMERS, Freddie (31), was tear-gassed, shot and
injured by named members of the SAP in Roodewal,
Worcester, Cape, on 18 April 1992.
SUNDUZA, Sifiso Stanford (20), a SANCO member,
was severely beaten by followers of the local
headman in Sterkspruit, Transkei, on 14 December
1992 at a meeting between community members and
the headman during conflict over the tribal authorities
in Sterkspruit.
SUNDUZA, Sithembiso Christopher
(27), was shot
and injured in June 1986 in Nyanga, Cape Town,
during the mass destruction of UDF-supporting
squatter camps by WITDOEKE vigilantes, acting with the
tacit approval and aid of the security forces.
SUNDUZA, Solomon Mandlenkosi Mazibuko
(39), a
SANCO member, was severely beaten by followers of
the local headman in Sterkspruit, Transkei, on 14
December 1992 at a meeting between community
members and the headman during conflict over the
tribal authorities in Sterkspruit.
SUTHANE, Mildred Bontlenyane (16), an ANC
supporter, was raped on 2 July 1987 in Mzimhlophe
hostel, Tvl, allegedly by Inkatha supporters. Ms
Suthane was also stabbed and beaten before being
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thrown into a river. She was reportedly raped and
beaten for a second time in 1991 in Diepkloof hostel.
SUTHARD, Sheila V eronica (51), was injured when a
limpet mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded
during lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni,
Tvl, on 30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at
least 66 people were injured. Four MK operatives
were granted amnesty for the planning and execution
of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
SUTHU, Nothozayo (30), a Duncan Village Residents’
Association member, was shot dead by members of
the SADF during intense public unrest in DUNCAN
VILLAGE, East London, on 13 August 1985.
SWANEPOEL, A , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
SWANEPOEL, D , was injured when members of MK’s
Special Operations Unit detonated an explosive in a car
outside the SADF Witwatersrand Command headquarters in Johannesburg on 30 July 1987. At least 68
people were injured. Three MK operatives and one UDF
supporter linked to MK were granted amnesty for their
roles in this attack (AC/2001/0003 and AC/2000/248).
SWANEPOEL, Jacobus , a prison warder, was killed
when a member of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU)
detonated a hand grenade while trying to escape from
Leeuwhof prison, Vereeniging, Tvl, on 18 December
1993. Three people died and nine were injured. One
SDU member was granted amnesty (AC/2000/145).
SWANEPOEL, JW , a sergeant in the SAP, was
severely injured when a limpet mine, planted by an
MK operative from the ‘Dolphin Unit’, exploded at the
entrance of the Railway Police Radio headquarters,
Johannesburg, on 24 August 1984. Four police officers
and two civilians were injured. Two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003).
SWANEPOEL, W illem , was shot and injured when
APLA operatives threw hand grenades at and opened
fire on the congregation of St James’ Church,
Kenilworth, Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven
people were killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See
APLA ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were
granted amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his
application struck off the roll for failing to attend the
amnesty hearing (AC/1998/0018).
SWART, Basil (40), the deputy principal of Alexander
Sinton High School, was arrested and beaten by police
during school protests in Athlone, Cape Town, in
September 1976. In September 1985 he was severely
beaten by police and detained for two weeks. He was
again detained in June 1986 under emergency
regulations and held for nearly a year at Victor Verster
prison where he experienced severe ill-treatment and
periods of solitary confinement. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
SWART, Emmie , was severely injured when
members of MK’s ‘Dolphin Unit’ detonated an
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explosive in a car near the Krugersdorp Magistrate’s
court and the adjacent police station, Tvl, on 16 March
1988. Three people were killed and more than 20
were injured in the blast. Two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/003).
SWART, GMB , was severely injured when members
of MK’s ‘Dolphin Unit’ detonated an explosive in a car
near the Krugersdorp Magistrate’s court and the
adjacent police station, Tvl, on 16 March 1988. Three
people were killed and more than 20 were injured in
the blast. Two MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/003).
SWART, JJ , a Fidelity Guards employee, was shot and
injured when MK operatives conducted an armed
robbery of cash trunks being collected by a Fidelity
Guards van in Dube, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 5
November 1988. Two of the four guards were injured
in the robbery, which was intended to acquire funds
for the MK unit. Four MK operatives were granted
amnesty for the incident (AC/2000/0013).
SWART, MD, a corporal in the SADF, was injured when
MK operatives detonated an explosive in a car outside
the South African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in
Church Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one
people were killed and 217 injured. The overall
commander of MK’s Special Operations Unit and two
MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
SWART, P, was injured in what became known as the
MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June 1986. The
explosion killed three women and injured at least 74
other people. Seven MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
SWART, Zanita A , was severely injured when APLA
operatives threw hand grenades at and opened fire on
patrons at the Crazy Beat Disco in Newcastle, Natal,
on 14 February 1994. One person was shot dead and
several others were injured in the attack. See APLA
ATTACKS. Three APLA operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/1998/0016).
SWARTBOOI, Abraham ‘Blackie ’, a member of the
SAP, lost his house when it was burnt down by ANC
supporters in 1985, during political conflict in
Uitenhage, Cape. One ANC supporter applied for and
was granted amnesty for the attack. See AC/99/0314
SWARTBOOI, Bushy V oltair e (aka ‘Kr uschev’) , an
MK operative, and two others, including a police
informer, were shot dead in an ambush near the
Derdepoort border post, Tvl, on 4 May 1983. Nine
Western Transvaal Security Branch operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0274 and AC/1999/0029).
SWARTBOOI, Buyelwa Gladys (31), a UDF supporter,
was detained for 14 days from 16 June 1986 in
Patensie, Cape. She was accused of inciting the
Patensie community to violence.
SWARTBOOI, Eric Buyisile (28), a UDF supporter,
was shot by members of the SAP and SADF at
Centerton, near Hankey, Cape, on 27 May 1985 while
he was attending a meeting with his ‘comrades’.
SWARTBOOI, Melvin Khayalethu Khaya (18), a
COSAS member, was shot dead on 2 May 1985 by
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members of the SAP concealed under cardboard
boxes loaded on a municipal truck in KwaNobuhle,
Uitenhage, Cape. Witnesses saw police place stones
in the hands of the deceased after the killing. See
TROJAN HORSE INCIDENT, UITENHAGE.
SWARTBOOI, Roy Bomwana (19), was arrested by
members of the SAP in Upington, Cape, on 3
December 1985, and held for more than three years
awaiting trial for the crowd killing of a MUNICIPAL
POLICEMAN. One of the UPINGTON 26, Mr Swartbooi was
sentenced to community service, and was acquitted
on appeal.
SWARTBOOI, Tembile Alfred (29), an ANC supporter,
was assaulted by members of the SADF during
political unrest in Fort Beaufort, Cape, in July 1985.
SWARTBOOI, Themba Simon (17), an ANC
supporter, was detained and severely beaten by
members of the SAP at the Reddersburg police
station, OFS, in March 1988, after toyi-toying with
others during a political demonstration.
SWARTBOOI, Zola Headman Allman (26), was stabbed
and injured by AZAPO members during political
conflict at KwaNobuhle, Uitenhage, Cape, in 1985.
SWARTBOOI, Zwelenkomo Alfred (41), an ANC
member, was stabbed and hacked to death by named
PAC supporters during political conflict at Fort
Beaufort, Cape, on 21 February 1993.
SWARTLAND, Archie Booi , was one of several
young men abducted, assaulted and necklaced on 2
February 1987, by a large crowd of residents of
Mdantsane township, Ciskei, who accused them of
being part of a criminal gang called the 'Killer Boys'.
Mr Swartland and three others were burnt to death
while one survived with serious injuries. Twelve
perpetrators were refused amnesty (AC/1997/0049).
SWARTS, F , was severely injured when members of
MK’s ‘Dolphin Unit’ detonated an explosive in a car
near the Krugersdorp Magistrate’s court and the
adjacent police station, Tvl, on 16 March 1988. Three
people were killed and more than 20 were injured in
the blast. Two MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/003).
SWARTZ, Jonathan (17), a UDF activist and SRC
member, was arrested and tortured by being burnt,
electrocuted, beaten and hung upside down from a
tree for several hours on 29 August 1985 in
Worcester, Cape, while being interrogated about a
stone-throwing incident by named members of the
SAP and Security Branch. He was redetained in March
1986 during a SCHOOL BOYCOTT and held under SECTION
29 for many months.
SWARTZ, Magdalene , was shot and injured by
members of the SAP on 10 September 1976 in
Mossel Bay, Cape, after the SOWETO UPRISING had
spread to the South Cape. She lost the sight of one
eye in the shooting.
SWARTZ, Nicholas , and other SADF members, were
the target of an MK hand grenade attack at the SADF
base at Nkowankowa stadium, near Tzaneen,
Gazankulu, on 12 April 1990. Two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2000/098).
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SWATI, Zolelwa , was hacked to death, during
violence between Pondo mineworkers and the RUSSIAN
GANG at the Leslie gold mine on 11 May 1987 in Leslie,
Tvl.
SWELANKOMO, David Mphikelelo (28), was beaten
and shot in the leg by named Riot Squad members in
Bloemfontein on 18 June 1987. He was hospitalised
for three months, during which the police interrogated
him on three occasions about his political affiliation
and activities.
SWELI, Thembekile Godfrey (25), a political activist,
was detained in Uitenhage, Cape, in June 1986 and
held for three years during which he was kept in
solitary confinement and deprived of food.
SWELINDA WO, Nomvuyo Elmina (41), lost her
home in an arson attack by UDF supporters during
conflict over local government in Mdantsane, Ciskei,
on 27 March 1986.
TAAI, Klaas (33), was shot in his thigh and beaten on
his head with a rifle-butt by a named member of the
SAP at his uncle’s house at Pearston, Cape, on 10
February 1991.
TABA, Dilili Elizabeth , suffered severe ill-treatment and
damage to property during the BOIPATONG MASSACRE by
IFP supporters in Boipatong, near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl,
on 17 June 1992, which left 45 people dead and 27
seriously injured. Thirteen perpetrators were granted
amnesty; a further three applications were refused
(AC/2000/209).
TABALAZA, Lungile (19), was detained on 10 July
1978 in connection with arson attacks and the robbery
and burning of a delivery van. He died the same day in
custody at the Sanlam Building, Strand Street, Port
Elizabeth. Police claimed he had committed suicide by
jumping from the fifth floor of the Sanlam Building. At
the inquest in October 1978, the government pathologist
acknowledged that several bruises and lacerations
could have been sustained before he fell. The inquest
held found no one responsible for his death.
TABALAZA, Nombuyiselo (42), an ANC supporter,
had her house and shop in Matatiele, Natal, burnt
down on 30 April 1990 by a group of men carrying
traditional weapons and allegedly looking for ANC
supporters. Nine homes were burnt in the area that
day, in intense conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters following the UNBANNING of politial organisations in February. ANC supporters were being killed
in an attempt to prevent the setting up of local ANC
branches in the area.
TABANA, Job (aka ‘Cassius Make’) (44), a senior MK
commander and member of the ANC NEC, was shot
dead in an ambush by named members of the Eastern
Transvaal Security Branch on 9 July 1987 at Lobamba,
Swaziland. Another MK commander, Mr Peter Sello
Motau (aka ‘Paul Dikaledi’), and a Mozambican
woman, Ms Eliza Tsinini, were also killed in the same
incident. Mr Tabana was from the Western Transvaal.
TABANE, Mr (first name not given), survived an attack
by SADF Special Forces and Vlakplaas operatives on
homes at Ditlharapeng village, Ramathlabama,
Botswana, 1000 metres from the South African
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border, on 11 December 1988. An MK operative and a
15-year-old boy were killed and three homes were
destroyed. The Vlakplaas commander and eight of his
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/108).
TABETE, Thembisile Mirriam (89), an Inkatha supporter,
had her home at Richmond Farm, near KwaMashu,
Durban, burnt down by ANC supporters on 12
February 1990. See RICHMOND FARM ARSON ATTACKS.
TABETE, Vusumuzi Zamani (18), was shot and
injured by Inkatha supporters in KwaMashu, Durban, in
1986 in violent conflict between pupils and AMABUTHO
members over school boycotts. IFP members were
allegedly patrolling the township in open trucks and
attacking school pupils, when Mr Tabete was shot.
TABU, Lucky , a policeman, was one of two
policemen shot and injured by members of an ANC
self-defence unit (SDU) in a tavern in Daveyton, Tvl, on
1 August 1993. Two SDU members were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/227).
TABU, Myenzeke (25), was shot dead by members of
the SAP in New Tinis, near Fort Beaufort, Cape, on 16
June 1986 during a commemoration of the SOWETO
UPRISING.
TABULENG, Jacob (58), was detained for two weeks
and severely beaten by members of the Bophuthatswana Police in Pampierstad, Bophuthatswana, on
1 January 1994. He was part of a spontaneous
community march in support of the first democratic
elections to be held in April 1994. Some of the
marchers were assaulted by members of the
Bophuthastwana Police. A court case was later held
and all the marchers were acquitted.
TAFANE, Ritz Jeremia (23), an SAP member and
ANC supporter, was shot dead by named colleagues in
the SAP in Kroonstad, OFS, on 21 August 1993,
allegedly because of his ANC sympathies.
TAFENI, Menzi , an ANC supporter, was arrested on 1
September 1985 in Kirkwood, Cape, and tortured by
members of the SAP in Burgersdorp prison. Mr Tafeni
was sentenced to death for a politically motivated
murder, but was released on appeal after two years’
imprisonment at JC Steyn prison.
TAIOE, Matsie Anna (38), general secretary of the
ANCWL at Meqheleng, Ficksburg, OFS, was detained
for five days from 30 March 1960 in Bloemfontein by a
named SAP member and a named Security Branch
member. She was released and then rearrested, and
remained in detention for 90 days without trial.
TAJE, Florence Minor (35), an ANC supporter, was
detained and tortured by named SAP Security Branch
members in Kroonstad, OFS, in August 1991, allegedly
because she had information about the activities of
the THREE MILLION GANG, of which her brother was
a leader.
TAKALI, Siyabonga Maxwell , a UDF supporter, was
shot and killed by Inkatha supporters during intense
political violence in Woodyglen, Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 11 February 1990, the same
day Nelson Mandela was released from prison. Ten
people were killed in the fighting which lasted for a
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week. See MPUMALANGA ATTACKS. A former IFP
member was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
TAKALO, Baby Elizabeth (46), an ANC supporter, was
injured in an attack on Tladi, Soweto, Johannesburg,
on 8 September 1990 by IFP supporters, allegedly in
collusion with members of the SAP. Soweto was
tense following clashes between IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
TAKAYI, Nkundla Elliot , suffered damage to property
when his house was burnt by COSAS members and
UDF supporters during political conflict in Jansenville,
Cape, in 1985. He was suspected of being a collaborator. One COSAS member and UDF supporter was
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0240).
TALANE, Montgomery Lekgetho , was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Bothaville, OFS, on 12 March
1990. People had gathered for a mass meeting called
by a local civic association. The shooting occurred as
they were dispersing on orders of the police.
TALANE, Piet Nkgere , lost his house in an arson
attack by named perpetrators in Sekhukhuneland,
Lebowa, in February 1986 during a land dispute
between two chiefs in the area.
TALIWE, April Makhwenkwe , a UDF supporter, was
shot and killed by members of the ESIKHAWINI HIT SQUAD
at KwaDlangezwa, Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 19 April 1992. Four perpetrators
were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
TALJAARD, Louis Johannes Albertus (64), was
severely injured when a bomb, planted by AWB
members, exploded at a taxi rank on the corner of
Odendaal and Victoria Streets in Germiston, Tvl, on the
25 April 1994. Ten persons were killed and nine were
injured in the blast. Four perpetrators were granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0342). See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
TAMAKO, Banyana Ellen (26), was shot in the knees
in Mafikeng, Bophuthatswana, on 10 March 1994
during resistance to President Mangope’s rule.
TAMBODALA, Mandlenkosi Zanemfundo Junior
(26), a UDF supporter, was stabbed and injured by
members of the Transkei Police at the Lusikisiki police
station, Transkei, on 21 December 1989. Mr
Tambodala and others had been arrested for
organising a consumer boycott.
TAMBULENG, Jacob (58), was severely beaten in
detention by members of the Bophuthatswana Police
in Pampierstad, Bophuthatswana, on 1 January 1994.
Mr Tambuleng was accused of being involved in
planning a protest march.
TAME, Nkululo Isaac (17), was shot and injured by
members of the SAP during the SOWETO UPRISING in
Langa, Cape Town. Mr Tame subsequently developed
a mental disorder.
TAMLE, Frans Lehlohonolo (15), an ANC supporter,
was arrested and given six lashes with a sjambok by
members of the SAP in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl,
on 17 October 1990. Frans was arrested on suspicion
of arson during a period of violent conflict between the
youth and police in the area.
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TANALA, (first name not given), was sexually assaulted
and abused by unidentified members of the SADF at
Schuzendal, Tvl, on 9 July 1990.
TANANA, Khanyelekile , was shot dead by named
and other ADM supporters on 9 January 1994 during
political conflict in King William’s Town, Cape. Mr
Tanana was on his way to an ANC meeting when the
shooting occurred.
TANANA, Xolile Matthews (23), disappeared in July
1981 when he left Mdantsane, Ciskei, for exile, after
constant police harassment. He has not been seen
since.
TANTIJ, Titus (48), an ANC supporter, was shot dead,
allegedly by hostel residents, while taking part in a
consumer boycott march in Tokoza, Tvl, on 21 May
1993.
TANTSI, Beauty Nomakhosazana ‘Maousi’
(30), lost
an eye after being shot by a named SAP member
while she was watching protesting youths outside her
home at De Aar, Cape, on 9 July 1985. Two other
family members were also injured. All three were then
arrested by police.
TANTSI, Ida Koko (71), was shot and injured by a
named member of the SAP at De Aar, Cape, on 9 July
1985, while she was watching protesting youths
outside her home. Two family members were also
injured. All three were then arrested by police.
TANTSI, Olga Zoliswa (14), was injured after being
shot by a named member of the SAP in De Aar, Cape,
on 9 July 1985, while she was watching protesting
youths outside her home. Two other family members
were injured. All three were then arrested by police.
TANZI, Genla Maria (57), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
TARENT AAL, Heinrich Mar thin , a member of the
SAP, was assaulted and held hostage by ANC Youth
League members when they occupied the police
station at Dysselsdorp, Cape, on 22 June 1991. One
ANCYL member was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0301).
TASANA, Fumanekile George Winana
(21), a UDF
supporter, was detained at Hofmeyr, Cape, in June
1985. He was held for several months at the police
station and in Burgersdorp, during which he was
assaulted and kept in solitary confinement. In 1986 he
was again detained for a year at Middelburg, Cape,
and tortured. Mr Tasana was admitted to hospital with
psychiatric problems after his release.
TASI/KOY ANA, Gamalandile Herbert ‘Nyawuza’
(49),
had her home burnt down in KTC, Cape Town, in June
1986, during the mass destruction of UDF-supporting
squatter camps by WITDOEKE vigilantes, acting with the
tacit approval and aid of the security forces.
TATI, Zola (aka Bob Msomali) , an MK operative, was
shot dead with three other operatives in a skirmish
with security forces on 14 and 15 July 1988 in the
Kruger National Park, Tvl.
TATIYA, Vuyani (24), was shot dead by a named
SPECIAL CONSTABLE in Noupoort, Cape, on 13 December
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1986. Another young man was fatally wounded by a
Special Constable that day.
TATUBANA, Mongezi David (23), an ANC underground
member, was detained repeatedly for lengthy periods
in 1981, 1983 and 1985 in Whittlesea, Ciskei, by named
members of the Ciskei Police. During his 1985 detention
he was beaten and tortured by the helicopter method.
TAU, Matiso Olympia (48), lost her home when it was
stoned and petrol-bombed in Taung, Bophuthatswana,
in December 1976 during conflict over the chieftaincy.
TAU, Moemo , a citizen of Lesotho, was shot dead by
Vlakplaas operatives during a raid on two houses in
Maseru, Lesotho, on 19 December 1985. Nine people
were killed in the raid, three of them Lesotho citizens.
Seven operatives, including the deputy commander of
Security Branch Headquarters, the commander of the
section which oversaw the work of Vlakplaas and the
commander of Vlakplaas, applied for amnesty for the
operation. All except the commander of Security Branch
Headquarters were granted amnesty (AC/2001/231
and AC/2001/279).
TAU, Moroesi Dorah (66), lost her home in an arson
attack by named SAP members and others in
Theunissen, OFS, in May 1990. Her grandson was a
known ANC supporter and political activist.
TAU, Ntsie Isaai (18), was shot dead by an unidentified SAP member in a DRIVE-BY SHOOTING in Maokeng,
Kroonstad, OFS, on 15 May 1990. There had been
unrest at a local school on the morning of the incident.
TAUKUBONG, Nnanabo Elizabeth (42), was severely
beaten by Bophuthatswana Police in Phokeng,
Bophuthatswana, in 1989 in the aftermath of the failed
coup against Mangope.
TAULA, Protas Jabulani (27), a UDF supporter, was
tortured by members of the Security Branch and the
SAP after being detained in Lamontville, Durban, on 12
June 1986. Mr Taula was released on bail and later
acquitted of being in possession of a hand grenade.
TAUY ATSW ALA, Jan Lesiba , was shot dead by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police at Winterveld,
Bophuthatswana, in March 1994 during conflict over
re-incorporation into South Africa.
TAWE, Patrick Oupa (23), was detained in Quatro
camp, Angola, in 1981 and was severely beaten and
tortured by ANC security department members. A
number of ANC members were detained, tortured and
killed during a period of anxiety about infiltration by
South African agents following the SADF bombing of
Nova Catengue camp in 1979.
TAYI, Wiseman Rotso (16), was tortured while in
detention for six months in 1962 in Queenstown,
Cape, allegedly because he refused to give
information to the police about boycotts in the area.
TAYILE, Ncediswa , a civilian, was injured when APLA
operatives attacked members and guests at the King
William’s Town Golf Club, Cape, on 28 November
1992. Four people were killed and 17 injured in the
attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Four APLA members were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/182).
TAYLOR, George Benjamin (33), lost his newborn
baby son when he was abducted in Carletonville, Tvl,
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on 9 February 1993 by unidentified perpetrators who
allegedly drove off saying ‘kill the boer, kill the farmer’.
TAYLOR, Lucia (51), an ANC supporter, was assaulted
and her home was destroyed when IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers attacked ANC supporters in Bruntville,
near Mooi River, Natal, in December 1991. See
BRUNTVILLE ATTACKS.
TAYO, Mncedi Ambrose (44), an ANC supporter, was
assaulted by ADM supporters and CDF members at
Bulembu Airport, near King William’s Town, Cape, on
21 October 1992 during violent political conflict.
TCHULU, James Mzwandile (57), an ANC supporter,
was injured in a bomb explosion in the Mangaung
Provincial Administration Building in Bloemfontein on 1
February 1983. The bomb had been planted by an
ANC sabotage group.
TEBANE, Michael Tsimokwane (22), was shot and
injured by a member of the SAP in Mhluzi, Middelburg,
Tvl, on 31 August 1985 as he returned from a mass
funeral. He was arrested while being treated in hospital.
TEBEILE, Mokgathi Frans (61), lost his home in an
arson attack by named perpetrators in Pietersburg, Tvl,
in January 1986.
TEBEKANA, Thamsanqa Thompson (18), a UDF
supporter, was detained at Jeffreys Bay police station,
Cape, in September 1987 and severely beaten for
three days by named members of the SAP who
allegedly attempted to force him to confess to the
burning of a house.
TEBOGO, Mr (first names not given), was assaulted
by APLA members at a PAC camp in Tanzania during
1992 or 1993. He was allegedly assaulted because he
disobeyed the code of conduct. One perpetrator was
granted amnesty (AC/2000/247).
TEFFO, Joel Malose (27), was shot and severely
injured by members of the Venda Police in
Mahwelereng, Lebowa, on 7 March 1986. At the time
youths were demonstrating in the street and stoning
government vehicles.
TEFFO, Philemon Madimetja (27), had his home
burnt down on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa,
by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because Mr Teffo
resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from South
Africa.
TEFU, Jabulani Michael (36), was shot dead by
members of the KWAZULU P OLICE in Esikhawini,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 8 May 1992,
during political conflict in the area.
TEFU, Sarah , died when she was hit by a teargas
cannister fired by members of the SADF in Mamelodi,
Pretoria, on 21 November 1985 while she was taking
part in a protest march against high rents.
TEKANA, Phanuel , a civilian travelling in a bread
delivery truck, was shot at by members of an ANC
self-defence unit (SDU) in Rockville, Soweto,
Johannesburg, on 5 February 1993. Mr Mabuya and
his three colleagues disrupted an SDU attack on the
police. The perpetrators fired at the vehicle, intending
to scare them off. Three SDU members were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/119).
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TEKANA, Thembinkosi , was shot dead by a named
SPECIAL CONSTABLE in Khayelitsha, Cape Town, on 13
September 1989, while attending the funeral vigil for a
school friend. The shooting took place during a week
of widespread police shootings and protest against the
apartheid elections held on 6 September.
TEKANO, Ramotsohae William Moshe (18), was
detained under emergency regulations at Smithfield
police station, OFS, on 30 June 1985. In custody he
was severely assaulted by named members of the
Security Branch. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
TEKETSI, Koadi Emmanuel (24), a PAC supporter, was
arrested in March 1960, a few days after the SHARPEVILLE
MASSACRE, and severely beaten by members of the
SAP while in detention. He was sentenced to two
years’ imprisonment and subsequently banned.
TELE, Harry Diphapang (39), was shot dead by
unidentified persons in his shop in BOTSHABELO,
near Bloemfontein, on 22 November 1980. Two
months earlier, on 27 September 1980, unidentified
people had attacked his shop shortly after a meeting
addressed by QwaQwa Chief Minister TK Mopedi, at
which Mr Tele had been named and victimised for
being opposed to the QwaQwa administration.
TELE, Ramakeledi Johannes (27), had his house and
shop in BOTSHABELO, near Bloemfontein, damaged
in an arson attack by unidentified persons in 1977,
allegedly because he did not support the
DIKWANKWETLA NATIONAL PARTY (DNP).
TEMBANI, T emba , a UDF supporter, was shot dead by
named AMAAFRIKA supporters on 30 August 1987 during
political conflict at KwaNobuhle, Uitenhage, Cape.
TEMBE, Mafene Ndlazi (47), had his house at
Empangeni, Natal, burnt down by unidentified perpertrators on 26 July 1993 during clashes between the
IFP and ANC members in the area.
TEMBE, Thandazile , was shot dead by ANC supporters,
some of whom are named, in Empangeni, Natal, on 4
August 1992 in ongoing political conflict in the area.
TEME, Elsie (62), was sjambokked in her house by a
named perpetrator in Makapaanstad, Hammanskraal,
Tvl, in 1976.
TEME, Mantoa Louisa (32), was sjambokked in her
house by a named perpetrator in Makapaanstad,
Hammanskraal, Tvl, in 1976.
TEME, Matthews Mathloko (18), a student activist,
was detained and severely beaten by named and other
policemen in Kimberley, Cape, during November 1979,
in a period of heightened school protest and organisation in the area.
TEMO, Manare Josephina (20), had her home burnt
down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
TENGANI, Johannes Denis (30), an MK operative,
was killed during a military operation in Zimbabwe, on
11 November 1987. He left Orlando, Soweto,
Johannesburg, during 1977 to join the ANC in exile.
TENTENI, Sinawunawu Johnson (65), an ANC
supporter, was severely assaulted by members of the
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CDF in King William’s Town, Cape, on 26 December
1991 during protests against headmen in the area.
TENZA, Eugene Xolisani (29), a K WAZULU POLICE
member, was stoned and stabbed to death by ANC
supporters in KwaMashu, Durban, on 13 June 1993.
TENZA, Merriman Vuyani (18), an ANC supporter,
was arrested on 26 June 1986 while trying to cross
the South African border and go into exile. While in
police custody in Port Shepstone, Natal, he was
repeatedly assaulted by members of the SAP, as well
as being deprived of food and adequate medical
attention.
TENZA, Thulebona For tune , an ANC supporter, was
stabbed, axed and shot dead by unidentified people at
a taxi rank in Pietermaritzburg on 3 February 1993 in
ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in
the area. Three other people were also killed and one
was injured.
TERBLANCHE, Steven Frederich (22), a sergeant in
the SAP, was shot and killed on 23 April 1994 when
members of the BWB and AWB attacked and robbed
the Devon Air Force Base at Nigel, Tvl, in order to arm
themselves in preparation for attacks on whites on
election day. Two AWB members and one BWB
member were refused amnesty for the killing
(AC/1999/0014).
TETE, Monwabisi (20), was severely beaten by
SPECIAL CONSTABLES in Crossroads, Cape Town, on 1
August 1988. He is mentally disturbed as a result of
the head injuries he sustained.
THABANA, Hlaku Theodora , was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Mhluzi, Middelburg, Tvl, on 23
August 1985 during conflict between residents and
police.
THABANCHU, T erresia Masabatha (47), a local ANC
leader, was shot dead by SAP members in Bloemfontein
on 17 November 1990, allegedly in a targeted killing.
THABANE, Zacharias Taka (72), was stabbed to
death by IFP supporters who attacked mourners at a
night vigil in Klipspruit, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 18
August 1990 during conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters. Two others were killed in the same attack.
THABATA, Sisa Mangaliso , a teacher, suffered damage
to property when his vehicle was petrol-bombed by
Orange Free State Security Branch operatives on an
unknown date in or near Bloemfontein. One Security
Branch operative was granted amnesty (AC/1999/
0025).
THABEDE, Badeni Josiah (51), an ANC supporter,
was shot in the arm by an IFP supporter in Piet Retief,
Tvl, in 1993. Since 1992, Mr Thabede had been
detained, shot and assaulted by members of the SAP
and IFP supporters on several occasions.
THABELA, Lufuno Philemon (38), was arrested on 13
August 1987 and tortured in Louis Trichardt, Tvl, because
he was believed to be in touch with his cousin, a
suspected MK operative.
THABETHA, (family) , suffered damage to their
homestead when it was set alight by members of the
SDU during political conflict in Tokoza, Tvl, in 1993. Family
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members were perceived to be IFP supporters. One
SDU member was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0186.
THABETHE, Agnes , was shot dead by IFP supporters
at her home in Taylors Halt, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 24 January 1991 in ongoing political conflict.
THABETHE, Beauty , was shot and injured by IFP
supporters at her home in Taylors Halt, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 24 January 1991 in ongoing
political conflict in the area.
THABETHE, Bhekie Sibusiso , was shot and injured
by IFP supporters in Taylors Halt, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 24 January 1991 in political
conflict in the area. Two family members were killed in
the attack.
THABETHE, Bongani Petros (20), an ANC supporter,
was shot and severely injured in Mpophomeni,
KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, on 9 September 1991 in
ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in
the area.
THABETHE, Bongekile Qondeni (43), an IFP
supporter, was shot and severely injured by fellow IFP
supporters who attacked her home in Esigodlweni,
Estcourt, Natal, on 28 October 1990. The attackers were
allegedly looking for her sons, whom they believed to
be ANC supporters. Ms Thabethe’s daughter was also
shot and injured in the attack.
THABETHE, Ciko Joseph (55), an ANC supporter, had
his home in Ntuzuma, near Durban, destroyed in an
arson attack by Inkatha supporters in April 1989.
THABETHE, Gladys Matobhi (37), was shot and
paralysed by IFP supporters in Taylors Halt, KwaZulu,
near Pietermaritzburg, in political conflict in the area on
24 January 1991. Two family members were killed in
the attack.
THABETHE, Lena Zihlazile , was shot dead by IFP
supporters in Taylors Halt, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in political conflict in the area on 24 January 1991.
One other family member was killed in the attack.
THABETHE, Mabutho Caiphas , the brother of an
Inkatha supporter, was stabbed, shot and burnt to
death by UDF supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 25 August 1988.
THABETHE, Maxwell (19), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters in an attack on
CONTRALESA Chief Molefe’s homestead at Nqutu,
KwaZulu, near Vryheid, Natal, on 7 November 1993.
The attack was allegedly motivated by Molefe’s refusal
to call up men in his area to defend the IFP. An IFP
leader was implicated in the attack. Eleven ANC
youths were killed and seven injured.
THABETHE, Mduduzi Dennis (41), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed and shot dead by named and other IFP
supporters at his home in Umkomaas, near Durban, on
18 October 1992.
THABETHE, Mzimela Absolom , an IFP supporter,
was shot dead by unidentified people in a bus in
Pietermaritzburg on 7 May 1992, in ongoing conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters.
THABETHE, Mzwandile , was shot and injured by IFP
supporters in Taylors Halt, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritz-
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burg, on 24 January 1991 in political conflict in the
area. Two family members were killed in the attack.
THABETHE, Ncane Eunice (17), was shot and injured
by IFP supporters in Taylors Halt, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 24 January 1991 in political
conflict in the area. Two family members were killed in
the attack.
THABETHE, Nothami , was shot and injured by IFP
supporters in Taylors Halt, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 24 January 1991 in political conflict in the
area. Two family members were killed in the attack.
THABETHE, Sthembile (21), an IFP supporter, was
shot and injured by fellow IFP supporters who
attacked her home in Esigodlweni, Estcourt, Natal, on
28 October 1990. The attackers were allegedly looking
for her brothers, whom they believed to be ANC
supporters. Ms Thabethe’s mother was also shot and
injured in the attack.
THABETHE, Thabisile , was stabbed and severely
injured on 30 October 1993, when her employer’s
house, in an IFP stronghold in Mevamhlophe,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, was attacked by
ANC supporters who accused them of storing IFP
weapons. Her employer was killed in the attack, and
two other people were stabbed and severely injured.
THABETHE, Vivian Mjabuliswa (23), was one of 13
people killed in an attack by UDF and ANC supporters
on Inkatha supporters in the Mahwaqa area, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 24 March 1990. Two UDF
supporters were granted amnesty (AC/2000/041).
THABETHE, Vusi Dick (44), an ANC supporter, had his
home in Folweni, KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban,
destroyed by IFP supporters on 26 July 1992. See
FOLWENI MASSACRE.
THABETHE, Zikhono , was shot and injured by IFP
supporters in Pietermaritzburg on 24 January 1991 in
ongoing political conflict.
THABO, Mack , was shot and injured by a member of
NUMSA during a strike at the Haggie Rand factory in
Tembisa, Johannesburg, on 22 February 1990.
Amnesty was granted to one NUMSA member
(AC/1999/0296).
THABO, Veto (23), an ANC supporter, was shot in the
back and severely injured by members of the SAP
when he and his friends were returning from a party in
Walmer, Port Elizabeth, in May 1986, during a state of
emergency. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
THABULEKA, Peter , was abducted, interrogated and
tortured by Security Branch operatives in Pretoria
during June 1988. His abductors, who suspected him
of being an MK operative, used the ‘tubing’ method of
torture (suffocation using a rubber tube). An askari
was granted amnesty (AC/2000/229).
THAFENI, March (35), a UDF supporter, was severely
beaten by members of the Railway Police in Noupoort,
Cape, in July 1985. He was accused of instigating
people to join UDF and keeping petrol and tyres used
in ‘necklacing’ people in his garage.
THAFENI, Zwelinzima Joseph , was shot by IFP
supporters in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 4 September 1990
when IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers attacked ANC-
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aligned residents who had trapped the hostel-dwellers
in Hostel No 3. The SAP and SADF were summoned and
shots were fired at the residents by IFP supporters
inside the hostel and security forces outside. A total of
42 people were killed, four by security forces.
THAGE, Joseph Masale , was abducted from his home
in Siyabuswa, KwaNdebele, and tortured by IMBOKODO
vigilantes on 1 January 1986. At Siyabuswa community
hall, he and others were put in a room where the floor
had been deliberately soaped to make it slippery. Mr
Thage and others were then sjambokked and beaten
where they fell. Between 200 and 360 individuals
were abducted and assaulted for about 36 hours. The
attacks, led by named KwaNdebele government
officials, were designed to suppress resistance to
INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele.
THAHETSI, Moeketsi Walter (17), an ANC supporter,
died hours after being first stabbed by members of
the Diboka Gang and then shot by SAP members in
Masilo, Theunissen, OFS, on 21 May 1990. The
Diboka Gang was a vigilante group supported by the
police and opposed to the UDF and ANC.
THAISI, Matamo William (19), was severely beaten
by members of the Bophuthatswana Police in Thaba
Nchu, Bophuthatswana, in 1990. He was accused of
being a student activist.
THAISI, Moramang David (57), a COUNCILLOR and a
member of the DIKWANKWETLA NATIONAL PARTY
(DNP), was seriously injured when he was stabbed,
beaten and burnt by ANC supporters in BOTSHABELO,
near Bloemfontein, on 29 January 1990. DNP
members were frequently attacked at this time,
allegedly because of the party’s support for the
QwaQwa homeland government.
THAISI, Tello Maria (51), a supporter of the
DIKWANKWETLA NATIONAL PARTY (DNP), lost her
home in an arson attack and was burnt when petrol
was thrown at her and she was set alight by ANC
supporters in BOTSHABELO, near Bloemfontein, on
29 January 1990. DNP members were frequently
attacked at this time, allegedly because of the party’s
support for the QwaQwa homeland government.
THAKAGANE, Daniel (36), was arrested on 16
October 1992 in Taung, Bophuthatswana, and beaten
by members of the Bophuthatswana Police while in
detention. At the time, there was political conflict over
the imposition of a new chief in the village.
THAKANY ANE, Monti Sabath (39), lost his house,
bus and car when they were burnt by named ANC
supporters in Schweizer-Reneke, Tvl, in February 1990.
THAKULU, Selinah Mafotho (25), an ANC supporter,
was raped and then shot dead in an attack on the
house of an MK operative by IFP supporters in
Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, on 19 April 1992. Five
people died in the attack, and three women were raped.
THALE, Keitumetse Elizabeth (48), was tear-gassed
and severely beaten by a member of the Bophuthatswana Police at Lekubu, near Zeerust, Tvl, in May
1989. The incident occurred at the kraal of one of the
chiefs involved in a dispute over the chieftainship of
Lekubu village.
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THALEDI, Jappie , an ANC civic leader, was shot and
injured by IFP members during political conflict at
Bushbuckridge, Lebowa, Northern Tvl, in April 1993. Two
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
THAMAE, Lesole David (32), a SANCO member, lost
his home in Meqheleng, Ficksburg, OFS, on 3 August
1993, in an arson attack by ANC supporters. There
was tension and conflict between the ANC and
SANCO in the Ficksburg area at the time.
THAMAE, Motsamai Charles (61), an ANC supporter,
had to flee his home in Germiston, Tvl, on 4 December
1990 because his life was threatened. His home was
then looted by IFP supporters who had allegedly been
armed and instructed by members of the SAP. Mr
Thamae was a street committee leader involved in a
rent boycott in the area.
THAMAGA, Elizabeth Setlaleweng (46), was shot by
members of the SAP in Boichoko near Postmasburg,
Cape, on 18 June 1993.
THAMAGA, Mosima Maphuthi (55), had her house
burnt down on 2 February 1980 in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
by supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she
resisted Lebowa’s proposed independence from South
Africa. Her husband was also attacked and died two
weeks later as a result of his injuries.
THAMAGA, Nana Martha (41), had her house petrolbombed by ANC supporters in Khutsong, Carletonville,
Tvl, in March 1990 Ms Thamaga’s sister was married
to a policeman at a time when the SAP were seen as
enemies of the community.
THAMAGA, Steward , was detained and beaten to
death by members of the Lebowa Police in GaMatlala,
Lebowa, in February 1980 because he resisted
Lebowa’ s proposed independence from South Africa
as advocated by Chief BK Matlala.
THAMAGA, Tshwantshi Jacob , a People’s Congress
supporter, lost his house in an arson attack by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala in GaMatlala, Lebowa,
on 2 February 1980 because Mr Thamaga resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
The village was cordoned off and Chief Matlala and his
supporters attacked members of the People’s Congress,
burnt their houses and stole their livestock. Two
people died and about 80 were wounded in the attack.
THAMI, Isaac , was killed by members of the SAP during
political conflict in Guguletu, Cape Town, in 1978.
THANGANA, Siviwe George (31), a Post Office and
Telecommunications Workers’ Association member,
was detained in February 1991 at Tamara police
station, King William’s Town, Cape, during the civil
servants’ strike in Zwelitsha, Ciskei.
THANGA VHUELELO, Tshikhakhisa Samuel (23),
was detained at Tshitale police station, on 12 June
1986 and severely assaulted by named members of
the Venda Police looking for information about
resistance to the INCORPORATION of Vleifontein into
Venda. A subsequent charge of public violence against
Mr Thangavhuelelo was withdrawn but he spent
several months in detention.
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THANGA VHULELEO, Moshoni Piet (56), an ANC
supporter, lost his house in an arson attack by named
perpetrators in Louis Trichardt, Tvl, on 5 February 1990.
THANGO, Duduzile Flora (42), had her home burnt
down by IFP supporters in Malukazi, KwaZulu, near
Umlazi, Durban, during ongoing political conflict in the
area in 1990.
THANGO, Dumisani Viviene (21), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead in Ladysmith, Natal, on 13 November
1993 in continuing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
THANJEKW AYO, Barnabas Ntsikelelo (34), left work
on 12 March 1992 to travel home by train to
Katlehong, Tvl. He was never seen again. It is believed
he died during an incident of TRAIN VIOLENCE. The East
Rand was a key site of train violence with the track
from Katlehong to Kwesine station becoming the line
with the highest risk in South Africa.
THANJEKW AYO, Bonginkosi (44), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by Inkatha supporters, one of
whom is named, at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
on 18 December 1988.
THANJEKW AYO, Nkosikhona (23), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by Inkatha supporters, one of
whom is named, at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
on 18 December 1988.
THANJEKW AYO, Raymond , an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by Inkatha supporters, one of whom is
named, at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 18
December 1988.
THANJEKW AYO, Thabile Beatrice (39), an ANC
supporter, had her home at Inanda, near KwaMashu,
Durban, destroyed in an arson attack by Inkatha
supporters, one of whom is named, on 18 December
1988.
THANTSHA, Frans (28), was severely beaten and
later arrested for public violence, by named members
of the Lebowa Police in Pietersburg, Tvl, on 2 July
1990. ANCYL members had called parents to discuss
their constitution with them on the same day that a
local businessman called his own meeting.
THANTSI, Bonakele , was detained with his brother
and severely beaten in Knysna, Cape, in June 1986.
Mr Thantsi spent three and a half months in detention
at George prison, and became mentally ill while in
custody. He was accused of an arson attack but was
later acquitted of all charges.
THANTSI, John , was detained with his brother in
Knysna, Cape, in June 1986, and was held for three
and a half months under emergency regulations in
George prison, Cape, where he was severely illtreated. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
THARAGA, Leah , was burnt to death and her house set
alight by a group of community residents in Venda on
10 March 1990. Nine people were killed and 11 houses
burnt down in attacks on people accused of practising
witchcraft to impede the community’s campaign for
re-incorporation of the homeland into South Africa. Two
ANC supporters were refused amnesty (AC/2000/094).
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THATO, Lebohang Henry , was shot dead in
Katlehong, Tvl, in 1993, allegedly by IFP supporters
during conflict between the IFP and Basotho people
living in the Moshoeshoe section in Katlehong.
THEBE, Agnes , survived when shots were fired into
the home of the Ntsime family at Mmabatho,
Bophuthatswana, during an attempted coup d’état on
10 February 1988. Two Bophuthatswana Defence
Force members were granted amnesty for their role in
the attempted coup (AC/2000/044).
THEBE, Alfred December (34), was shot and severely
injured by members of the SAP in Doornkop, near
Dobsonville, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 20 November
1980 when he assisted someone who was injured
during a confrontation between students and police.
Mr Thebe is paralysed as a result of his injuries.
THEBE, Gerald Babitsane (20), an AZASM member,
was tortured by members of the SAP in Mafikeng,
Bophuthatswana, after being detained with two others
near the Botswana border, while attempting to leave
the country on 27 July 1977.
THEBE, Joseph , was tortured by members of the
SAP in Mafikeng, Bophuthatswana, after being
detained with two others near the Botswana border,
while attempting to leave the country on 27 July 1977.
THEBE, Moreng Walter Davids (28), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by an SAP member while
waiting for a taxi in Kagisanong, Bloemfontein, on 31
May 1986. Mr Thebe had been repeatedly detained
and harassed by the police.
THEBE, Phokwana Johanna (18), was severely
beaten by members of the Bophuthatswana Police
who prevented people from attending a rally on the
day of Nelson Mandela’s release in Hammanskraal,
Tvl, in February 1990. Ms Thebe was five months
pregnant and on her way to the clinic for a check-up.
She lost her baby at seven months.
THEBE, Piet , was tortured by members of the SAP in
Mafikeng, Bophuthatswana, after being detained with
two others near the Botswana border, while
attempting to leave the country on 27 July 1977.
THECK, Graham W alter , sustained minor injuries
when MK operatives detonated a car bomb using a
remote control device outside the Ellis Park rugby
stadium, Johannesburg, on 2 July 1988. Two spectators
leaving the rugby match were killed and 37 others
sustained minor and major injuries. Four operatives
from MK’s Special Operations Unit, including its
commander, were granted amnesty (AC/2001/161).
THEKISHO, Gaarekwe Surprise (21), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in Huhudi, Vryburg,
Cape, on 10 October 1990, while protesting against
police shootings and beatings. Mr Thekisho was
blinded in one eye.
THEKISHO, Jakoba Frans (40), was severely beaten
by members of the Bophuthatswana Police who
attacked a community meeting at the chief’s kraal in
Dryharts, Taung, Bophuthatswana, in April 1990.
THEKISHO, Neo Mirriam (63), was severely
assaulted by members of the Bophuthatswana Police
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in Taung, Bophuthatswana, in 1990 during conflict in
the area between President Mangope and exiled Chief
Sam Mankoroane.
THEKISO, Abram Motlhabane , was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Ikageng, Potchefstroom, Tvl,
on 1 March 1986 during protests against police brutality.
THEKISO, Eddie Simon (16), was shot dead in
Sebokeng, Tvl, while attending a night vigil of a
‘comrade’ on 14 January 1990.
THEKISO, Job (24), an AZAPO supporter, was severely
beaten by members of the SAP in Bekkersdal, near
Westonaria, Tvl, in January 1989.
THEKISO, Michael Tsietsi (40), was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Soweto, Johannesburg, on
17 August 1990 following clashes between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting
residents.
THELA, John Peter Jabulane (19), was severely
injured when he was shot by his school principal in
Waterval-Boven, Tvl, in 1986. Mr Thela was with a
group of students protesting against the school
principal at the time.
THELEDI, Jappie , was shot and killed by IFP
supporters during political conflict at Bushbuckridge,
Lebowa, on 13 June 1993. Mr Theledi was killed and
two persons were injured in the attack. One
perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0343).
THELEDI, Phuti Evelyn (18), a Cosas member, was
arrested in Vosloorus, Tvl, on 8 April 1986 and
subsequently sentenced to two years’ imprisonment.
She was released on 18 October 1988. While at
Klerksdorp prison, Ms Theledi was held in solitary
confinement for a month and was allegedly deprived of
food. Ms Theledi was arrested with nine other people
including her mother after political conflict erupted in
Vosloorus following the funeral of an MK operative.
THELEDI, Tshepo (16), an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten and kicked, allegedly by members of
the SADF, in Vosloorus, Tvl, in May 1986 after the
burial of an MK operative who had allegedly been
killed by police.
THELEDI, Wilheminah Mmakutu (39), was severely
assaulted on 8 April 1986 and then detained briefly by
members of the SAP who were looking for her
children whom they alleged were involved in burning a
neighbour’s house. Ms Theledei’s daughter was
detained on the same day and later sentenced to two
years’ imprisonment. This incident occured during
escalating conflict in Vosloorus after the funeral of an
MK operative. Ms Theledi had an operation on her eye
as a result of the assault and continues to suffer from
her injuries.
THEMA, Paulous Teboho (20), was shot by IFP
supporters while he was standing with other people
by the side of a road in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 15 May
1992. There were numerous attacks by unidentified
gunmen who opened fire randomly at groups of
people in Sebokeng at this time.
THEMANE, Samuel Isaac (19), was stabbed with
knives and severely beaten on a train bound for
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Germiston, Tvl, on 27 November 1992. A group of
unidentified men boarded the train and attacked Mr
Themane when he could not produce his identity
document. See TRAIN VIOLENCE.
THEMBA, Eunice , the housekeeper of a senior MK
commander in Mbabane, Swaziland, suffered intimidation by Eastern Transvaal Security Branch and
Vlakplaas operatives at their home during 1988. Ms
Themba was tied up and kept in the bathroom whilst
the house was illegally searched. A Vlakplaas
operative was granted amnesty (AC/2001/070).
THEMBA, Msisimyana Joseph (79), was shot and killed,
allegedly by an IFP supporter, in Katlehong, Tvl, on 24
June 1993 during ongoing political conflict in the area.
THEMBA, Simon Kgosiemang (20), was injured in a
shooting by named members of the Bophuthatswana
Police in Mafikeng, Bophuthatswana, on 9 March 1994.
On the previous day pupils had protested against
teachers at a school in Madibogo village.
THEMBANI, Ndenzile W ilson , was shot dead by
members of the SAP during unrest in Langa,
Uitenhage, Cape, on 17 April 1985.
THEMBE, Brian , a member of the SAP, was shot dead
in an armed attack by MK operatives on the Moroka
police station, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 3 May 1979.
Two MK operatives were granted amnesty for the
attack (AC/2000/195).
THEMBELA, Zibokokwakhe Jef frey (22), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by members of the K WAZ ULU
POLICE in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 12
November 1989, in intense political conflict.
THEMELI, Mushavho Victor (20), a student activist,
was shot and severely injured by members of the SAP
in Makwarela, Venda, in August 1977 while he was
mobilising against the use of Afrikaans in schools at a
student gathering in the local stadium.
THENJEKW AYO, Nkosinathi B , was one of four MK
operatives killed in an ambush by Security Branch
operatives near Piet Retief, Tvl, on 12 June 1988. See
PIET RETIEF AMBUSHES. Fifteen Security Branch
operatives, including the divisional commander of
Eastern Transvaal and of Vlakplaas, were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/273).
THENJW AYO, Innocent Nkosinathi , an MK operative,
was shot dead when he was led into an ambush by
Vlakplaas operatives near the Swaziland border in Piet
Retief, Tvl, on 12 June 1988. Three other MK
operatives were killed in the attack and a fourth was
killed on the other side of the border. Their family
members were notified and flown to Piet Retief to
identify the bodies. The perpetrators applied for
amnesty. See PIET RETIEF AMBUSHES.
THEODOPOLOS, A , was injured in a limpet mine
explosion at the John Vorster Square police station in
Johannesburg, on 4 March 1986. The head of MK’s
Special Operations was granted amnesty
(AC/2001/003).
THETHWAYO, Mthokozisi James (27), an ANC
supporter, was shot and severely injured when IFP
supporters opened fire on people at a taxi rank in
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Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 8
December 1991, allegedly in an attempt to drive ANC
supporters from the area. Mr Thethwayo lost the sight
in one eye as a result of the shooting.
THEUNISSEN, ACE , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
THEUNISSEN, HA , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church Street,
Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people were
killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of MK’s
Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See
CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
THEUNISSEN, Lizette , a civilian, was injured when
APLA operatives opened fire in the Steaks restaurant
in Claremont, Cape Town, on 26 December 1992. Five
people were injured in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS.
One APLA member was granted amnesty
(AC/1998/0103).
THEUNISSEN, SD , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
THEYS, Christopher Thami , an activist, was arrested
during the state of emergency in Johannesburg, on 12
June 1986 and detained at John Vorster Square, where
he was tortured and kept in solitary confinement.
THEYS, Mildred (38), an ANC supporter, was severely
assaulted by members of the SAP in June 1986 in
Alexandra, Johannesburg, during the state of emergency.
THIBEDI, Dimakatso Mahae (18), had her home
bombed by members of the Security Branch at
Hammanskraal, Tvl, in 1987. The perpetrators applied
for amnesty.
THIBEDI, Ipeleng Mahae (6), had her home bombed
by members of the Security Branch in 1987 at
Hammanskraal, Tvl. The perpetrators applied for amnesty.
THIBEDI, Jerry , a COSATU official, survived the
bombing of his home at Makopane, Bophuthatswana,
by a covert unit of the Northern Transvaal Security
Branch on 22 October 1987. Immediately after the
explosion, Mr Thibedi and members of his family were
detained by the Bophuthatswana Security Branch.
Three Northern Transvaal Security Branch operatives
were granted amnesty for the operation (AC/1999/030;
AC/1999/031 and AC/1999/0272).
THIBEDI, Tshidi Sinah (25), had her home bombed by
members of the Security Branch in 1987 at Hammanskraal, Tvl. The perpetrators applied for amnesty.
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THIBELA, Thipanang Mathews , a UDF supporter,
was shot and killed, by supporters of the Sofasonke
Party in Mapaleng, Bushbuckridge, Lebowa, on 29
December 1989.
THIBELI, Elsie Mantai (aka ‘Elsie Mokoena’) (19),
was one of two women killed by members of an ANC
self-defence unit (SDU) in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 15
August 1993. The two women were believed to have
been IFP collaborators. Two SDU members were
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0346).
THIBILE, Litaba Jimmy (21), was shot dead in a
DRIVE-BY SHOOTING in Vosloorus, Tvl, on 24 April 1992.
THIKA, Rapula (15), a Botswana citizen, was shot
dead in an attack by SADF Special Forces and
Vlakplaas operatives on homes at Ditlharapeng village,
Ramathlabama, Botswana, 1000 metres from the
South African border, on 11 December 1988. An MK
operative was also killed, and three homes were
destroyed. The Vlakplaas commander and eight of his
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/108).
THIMULA, Assen Jeremia (aka ‘Tallman Bam’) , an
MK operative, was one of four people killed in two
ambushes by Eastern Transvaal Security Branch and
Vlakplaas operatives on 14 August 1986. One ambush
was near Nerston, Tvl, the other on the Swazi side of
the border. Eleven Eastern Transvaal Security Branch
and Vlakplaas operatives, including the commanders of
Ermelo Security Branch and of Vlakplaas, were granted
amnesty for the killing of the MK operatives
(AC/2001/148).
THINANE, Elias Mvulane (26), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by members of the SAP in Daveyton,
Tvl, on 21 July 1993 during conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters.
THINDA, Mongisi Sonny Tys (24), an ANC supporter,
was detained, tortured with electric shocks and
severely beaten by members of the SAP at the
Reddersburg police station, OFS, in March 1988. He
was one of an unknown number of youths who had
been toyi-toying and were taken to the police station,
where they were beaten.
THINDA, Toko Koos Mvala (40), was assaulted by
named SAP members in Reddersburg, OFS, on 2
September 1981 during the state of emergency. Mr
Thinda was also assaulted by AWB members in
Bloemfontein in September 1990. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
THINDA, Tuys , an ANC supporter, was severely beaten
by alleged SAP members in Bloemfontein in 1989.
THIPE, Mogorosi Jacob , was stabbed to death by
members of the THREE MILLION GANG in Kroonstad,
OFS, on 2 March 1985, during political conflict.
THIPE, Petr us, was shot and killed by members of the
SAP in KwaThema, Tvl, on 11 May 1985 during unrest
in the area when a post office and the Kentucky Fried
Chicken outlet were burnt down.
THIPE, Tolamo Paul (21), an MK cadre, was arrested
on 14 June 1988 while crossing the border into
Swaziland. He was detained for three months.
THIPE, Vincent Johannes Gaolaolwe (10), was shot
and injured by members of the SAP outside his home
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in Ditlhake, Koffiefontein, OFS, in 1990. He was eating
outside the house when police opened fire in his
direction, injuring him.
THIPE, Zacharia Oshupile (32), an ANC supporter,
was severely beaten by ANC members for breaking a
stayaway call in Tikwana, Hoopstad, OFS, on 4 July 1992.
THITHIZA, Muntuza Sgadlane , was shot and killed by
an IFP member during political conflict at Izingolweni,
Port Shepsone, Natal, on 19 May 1991. An amnesty
applicant testified that he killed Mr Thithiza because
he believed him to be an ANC supporter. He was
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0339).
THLAPI, Ramatua Nicholas , was abducted by
members of the SAP in Ikageng, Potchefstroom, Tvl,
on 21 March 1986.
THOABALA, Dikeledi Mar tha , was injured and
suffered damage to property during the BOIPATONG
MASSACRE by IFP supporters in Boipatong, near
Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992, which left 45
people dead and 27 seriously injured. Thirteen
perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further three
applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
THOANE, Nthisane Paulina (13), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in Nyanga, Cape
Town, on 26 December 1976, during political conflict
between Nyanga residents and migrant workers from
the hostels in the Christmas 1976 period.
THOBA, Mzuvukile , was shot and injured at a night
vigil in Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 26 March 1991,
allegedly by named IFP supporters. Fifteen people
died in the attack which took place during intense
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
THOBEDI, Nicholas , was killed when police fired
randomly at schoolchildren taking part in a stayaway in
Sebokeng, Tvl, on 25 March 1986. At the time, there was
tension over the presence of police in the township.
THOBEJANE, N , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
THOBEJANE, Tsoaledi Daniel (22), an AZAPO
activist, lost an eye after being detained and tortured
by named Lebowa Police members in Mahwelereng,
Lebowa, on 4 April 1985.
THOBELA, Eva Zanele (19), a COSAS official, died on
17 June 1985 after a hand grenade was thrown into
her home by named members of the SAP in Duduza,
Nigel, Tvl, on 9 May 1985.
THOBELA, Joseph Fanikie , was shot dead, allegedly
by named members of the SAP, at a taxi rank in
Komatipoort, Tvl, on 1 May 1986.
THOBELA, Joseph , was arrested on 27 June 1985 at
Duduza, Nigel, Tvl, shortly after his two student
activist daughters died following a hand grenade
explosion at their home. He was detained for 12
months and eventually charged with treason.
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THOBELA, Patricia Sonto , a COSAS secretary, died
when a hand grenade was thrown at her home by
named members of the SAP in Duduza, Nigel, Tvl, on
9 May 1985.
THOBELA, Vusi Richard (37), an ANC member, was
beaten and kept in solitary confinement by police for
more than three months from 28 March 1993 at the
Hazyview police station in Tvl. Mr Thobela was
arrested while bringing in weapons and ammunition
from Mozambique to distribute to East Rand SELFDEFENCE UNITS (SDU), and he was sentenced to 15
years’ imprisonment.
THOBELA, Zodwa Lephina , lost her house in a hand
grenade attack by named members of the SAPat
Duduza, Nigel, Tvl, on 9 May 1985. Ms Thobela lost
two daughters as a result of the attack. They were
both COSAS members.
THOBI, Douglas (24), an ANCYL supporter, was shot
dead by a named member of the SAP in Sebokeng,
Tvl, on 4 December 1992 during conflict between IFP
and ANC supporters.
THOKO, Minah , was injured when her home, which
belonged to an ANC supporter, was petrol-bombed by
named perpetrators in Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 6 June 1991 in ongoing conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters.
THOKOANA, Lerotholi Ben (20), was shot dead by
IFP supporters in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, on 21
February 1992 during conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in the area.
THOLE, Zandisile Dudana (22), was shot by
members of the SADF during intense public unrest in
DUNCAN VILLAGE, East London, on 13 August 1985.
THOLO, Noto William (25), was shot and injured by a
named member of the Municipal Police in Tembisa,
Tvl, on 15 March 1986. Youths had targeted a nightclub
owned by a local councillor when the policemen
guarding the club gave chase, injuring Mr Tholo. At the
time, local councillors and their property were often
seen as legitimate targets in the struggle against
apartheid.
THOMAS, Charmaine Daisy (23), was assaulted in
her home in Enseleni, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, by members of the KWAZULU POLICE in 1990.
The police wanted information on the whereabouts of
her husband, a COSATU member.
THOMAS, Francis Thati (25), was severely beaten by
members of the SAP in Ga-Kgapane, Lebowa, in 1986.
THOMI, Mzimkhulu Simon (17), died after being
knocked down by a delivery van in Jouberton,
Klerksdorp, Tvl, on 16 June 1976, the first day of the
SOWETO UPRISING. The delivery truck was attacked by
students and Mr Thomi was killed when the driver lost
control of the vehicle.
THOMPSON, Glen , was shot dead by members of an
ANC self-defence unit (SDU) who were fleeing from a
roadblock in Dawn Park, Germiston, Tvl, on 29
October 1992. Another civilian was injured in the
incident. Two SDU members were granted amnesty
for the incident (AC/2001/197 and AC/2000/0139).
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THOMPSON, Leon , an ANC supporter, was shot and
killed when IFP supporters and Caprivi trainees carried
out attacks on ANC supporters in Richmond, Natal,
between 21 and 23 June 1991. See RICHMOND ATTACKS.
One perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/217).
THOMPSON, Marsheen Thandi (37), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP when her husband
was arrested in Eldorado Park, Johannesburg, on 7
December 1983. Her husband and brother-in-law were
suspected of being MK members. Ms Thompson’s
arm had to be amputated as a result of her injuries.
THOMPSON, Robert Patric (37), was arrested at his
home in Eldorado Park, Johannesburg, on 7 December
1983 and detained without trial for two months, on
suspicion of being an MK member. His wife was shot
and injured during his arrest.
THOOE, Maria Mathooe (26), was shot and injured
by members of the SAP and IFP supporters while
watching an IFP funeral procession in Boipatong,
Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 3 August 1991.
THOPI, Nomvula Clara (42), had her house at Inanda,
near KwaMashu, Durban, destroyed in an arson attack
on 12 June 1992 in ongoing conflict between ANC and
IFP supporters in the area.
THORPE, Nawaaldien (18), a student activist and
member of the BMW, was detained in Bonteheuwel,
Cape Town, in July 1987, and was severely beaten by
named and other members of a special police UNREST
INVESTIGATION UNIT.
THOSE, Fanie Bafana , was shot by members of the
SAP in Springs, Tvl, in July 1982 when management at
Grootvlei mine called in police during a labour dispute.
THOSHOLO, Ndumiso Timoti (16), was shot in the
head and permanently disabled while watching
television in a house in Crossroads, Cape Town, on 10
December 1989. There were numerous deaths and
injuries that month after members of the progovernment Crossroads committee broke away to
support the ANC.
THUBANA, Yenu Johannes (32), had his house
destroyed by supporters of Chief Mahlangu in
Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July 1975.
Chief Mahlangu supported the INCORPORATION of
Goederede into Lebowa because it would grant him
chief rule, but many residents resisted INCORPORATION
which resulted in violent conflict.
THUBANE, Geelbooi Bangani (19), was shot dead by
members of the KwaNdebele Police in Moutse,
KwaNdebele, on 1 June 1986 because he allegedly
looked like a ‘comrade’. The area was tense after the
government attempted its INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele.
THUBE, Limakatso Maria (49), was severely burnt by
ANC supporters in Koppies, OFS, on 6 November
1992, during political conflict in the area. Ms Thube
and others were taken before a ‘people’s court’ and
were tried and sentenced to death by burning. She
managed to escape after being set alight, but died
three days later. Two of the alleged perpetrators were
charged, convicted and sentenced to death. Their
sentences were later commuted to life imprisonment.
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THUHLO, Eric Moejalifa (15), an ANC supporter, was
shot and severely injured by a named community
COUNCILLOR in De Aar, Cape, on 27 October 1991.
THUKUZA YO, Soyiso Shadrack , a Transkei Defence
Force (TDF) soldier, was injured during an ATTEMPTED
COUP IN UMTATA, TRANSKEI, on 22 November 1990.
Seven TDF soldiers were killed and some 33
wounded. Four of the coup conspirators were granted
amnesty. Six Vlakplaas operatives were granted
amnesty for providing arms for the attempted coup.
An SADF Military Intelligence operative, who applied
for amnesty for his role in supporting the coup, later
withdrew his application (AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095
and AC/2001/199).
THULARE, Gr egor y, suffered an attempt on his life in
1986 when shots were fired at his home at Tembisa,
Tvl, by a covert unit of the Northern Transvaal Security
Branch who suspected him of supporting the ANC.
Three Northern Transvaal Security Branch operatives,
including the divisional commander, and a member of
an SAP Special Investigation Unit were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/0062).
THULE, Thuleleni (48), an IFP supporter, had her
house burnt down by ANC supporters in Emabheceni,
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 25 August
1991, allegedly in an attempt to force the family to
leave the area.
THULELA, Sonwabile (25), was shot and injured by
named members of the SAP on 23 July 1985 at
Phakamisa High School in Zwide, Port Elizabeth.
Scholars were involved in a student protest when police
randomly shot at students, killing two and injuring six
others, including teachers. The perpetrators were
found guilty of murder and attempted murder and
were sentenced to ten years’ imprisonment but did
not serve their sentence.
THULO, Emily (35), was severely injured when she
was repeatedly beaten by opponents of Chief Lion in
Maboloko, Bophuthatswana, on 4 December 1976. At
the time, there was a dispute between contesting
groups over the chieftainship of the Bataung.
THULO, Martha Mampoke (23), was shot and injured
by members of the SAP while she was collecting rent
cards during a rent boycott in Khuma, Stilfontein, Tvl,
on 28 February 1986. Police reportedly came to the
hospital to arrest Ms Thulo, but nurses denied she
was there and warned her to escape.
THULO, Norah Mpho , was shot in the hand and thigh
in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 10 May 1992 during conflict
between ANC-supporting residents and IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers.
THUNGO, Babazi Bhekuyise , an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters in Johannesburg, on 6
April 1992 due to his trade union activities.
THUNTUL WANA, Nkululeko Simon (15), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by members of the SAP in
Bongweni, Kokstad, Natal, on 2 May 1990, during
extended Workers’ Day protests. An inquest reportedly
found that the perpetrators were acting in self-defence,
though Nkululeko was shot in the back of the head.
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THUNYISW A, Evelyn Masego (22), a SASCO
member, was arrested by members of the SAP on 17
September 1977. She was tortured with electric shocks
and kept in a dark room filled with teargas for three
hours at the Warrenton police station in Vryburg, Cape.
She had been on her way to Steve Biko’s funeral in
King William’s Town, Cape.
THUPAEMANG, Gonnamang Jack (19), was shot
and injured by members of the SAP in Kuruman, Cape,
on 11 February 1994, while toyi-toying at his school.
The students were protesting the poor condition of
their school.
THUSANA, Mhoyi Amon (44), an ANC supporter, had
his home burnt down by a representative of the
Lebowa government in Casteel, Tzaneen, Tvl, in June
1986. Mr Thusana’s name was on a list of people
accused of witchcraft.
THUSI, Abednigo Maviyo , was killed in KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban, allegedly by members of
the KWAZULU POLICE (KZP), on 5 October 1991. KZP
members were alleged to be colluding with the IFP
and attacking ANC supporters.
THUSI, Dudzile Josephine , was shot dead by named
IFP members at Ntuze, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, on 28 June 1993 for not attending the weekly
IFP general meetings. All all who failed to attend were
labelled amaqabane.
THUSI, Ernest Beki (38), a member of the Sibongile
Civic Association, was detained under emergency
regulations in Newcastle, Natal, on 16 June 1986. In
detention, he was severely beaten and tortured by
members of the Security Branch, allegedly because he
was thought to be involved in organising a rates
boycott in Sibongile township.
THUSI, Kehla , an ANC supporter, was shot dead by
fellow ANC supporters in Empangeni, Natal, on 15
July 1993 in the course of a serious internal feud.
THUSI, Maxwell , a member of the UDF-supporting
Umlazi Youth League, was assaulted and then died
from smoke inhalation when his house in Durban was
attacked and burnt down on 23 October 1985. This
incident occurred during ongoing conflict between
UDF and Inkatha supporters following the killing of
UDF leader Victoria Mxenge in August 1985.
THUSI, Mbeki Ziphred (22), a hostel-dweller, was
abducted after leaving the hostel in Diepkloof,
Soweto, Johannesburg, in August 1976 during conflict
between residents, hostel-dwellers and police. He has
never been seen since. A newspaper reported that six
people were killed that day, two allegedly shot by police.
THUSI, Mkeyi Alpheus , disappeared while travelling
from Greytown to visit family in KwaMashu, Durban,
during political conflict between ANC and IFP supporters
in November 1990. He has not been seen since and is
presumed dead.
THUSI, Sandile , was assaulted by Inkatha supporters
in Durban on 23 October 1985 during political conflict
following the killing of UDF leader Victoria Mxenge in
August.
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THUSI, Sipho Witness (24), was left paralysed after
being assaulted with iron pipes and axes by IFP
supporters on a recruitment drive in Isipingo, Natal, on
12 February 1993.
THUSI, Soni , was shot dead by an IFP supporter in
Estcourt, Natal, on 26 October 1993. Mr Thusi had
been invited to help the IFP supporters burn houses
belonging to ANC supporters.
THUSI, Thembinkosi Wiseman (27), an ANC
supporter, was shot and injured by Inkatha supporters
in Inanda New Town, Durban, in November 1989. The
following day his house was set alight and destroyed.
THUSI, Thembuyise , an IFP supporter, was shot dead
by ANC supporters in Empangeni, Natal, on 15 July 1993.
THUSI, Thithi , a member of the Umlazi Youth League
and a political activist, had her home destroyed in an
arson attack at Durban on 23 October 1985 in
intensifying conflict between UDF and Inkatha
supporters following the killing of UDF leader Victoria
Mxenge in August.
THUSINI, John Simphiwe , was shot and wounded
when ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd
of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine
marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC
security guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
THUSINI, Nomfundo (10), was shot dead on January
1987 in the KWAMAKHUTHA MASSACRE at KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban. Thirteen people were
killed, including eight children, in an attack carried out
by Inkatha supporters. Two former Inkatha members
were granted amnesty for their role in planning the
attack (AC/1999/0332).
THUSINI, Phumzile (8), was shot dead on January
1987 in the K WAMAKHUTHA MASSACRE at KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban. Thirteen people were
killed, including eight children, in an attack carried out
by Inkatha supporters. Two former Inkatha members
were granted amnesty for their role in planning the
attack (AC/1999/0332).
THUSINI, Sanele (4), was shot dead on January 1987
in the K WAMAKHUTHA MASSACRE at KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban. Thirteen people were
killed, including eight children, in an attack carried out
by Inkatha supporters. Two former Inkatha members
were granted amnesty for their role in planning the
attack (AC/1999/0332).
THUSINI, Vikile (7), was shot dead on January 1987
in the KWAMAKHUTHA MASSACRE at KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban. Thirteen people were
killed, including eight children, in an attack carried out
by Inkatha supporters. Two former Inkatha members
were granted amnesty for their role in planning the
attack (AC/1999/0332).
THUSIS, Mbuso (6), was shot dead on January 1987
in the KWAMAKHUTHA MASSACRE at KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban. Thirteen people were
killed, including eight children, in an attack carried out
by Inkatha supporters. Two former Inkatha members
were granted amnesty for their role in planning the
attack (AC/1999/0332).
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THUTSE, Mamonakane Steven , died after he was
stabbed and stoned by followers of the local chief in
Moganyaka, Lebowa, in November 1990. Mr Thutse
was with a well-known opponent of the chief of the
village, who had queried the use of community funds,
when the incident occurred.
THUTSHANA, Ndihambile , was shot dead on 11
December 1990, allegedly by IFP supporters, during
ongoing political conflict in Tokoza, Tvl.
THUTSHANA, Wilson (46), was stabbed and injured
on 11 December 1990 in Tokoza, Tvl, allegedly by IFP
supporters, during ongoing political conflict in the area.
THUTSHINI, Phumlile Pinky (5), had her family home
destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters in
Murchison, near Port Shepstone, Natal, during ongoing
political conflict in the area in 1993.
THUTSHINI, Thokozile Jessie (60), an ANC supporter,
survived an armed attack on her home in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, on 1 January 1993, during
ongoing political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND
‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
THWABU, Siyabulela (22), an APLA member from
Bizana, Transkei, was shot dead by Basotho paramilitary
force members in March 1985 at Qacha’s Nek, Lesotho,
close to the Lesotho-Transkei border. Five other APLA
members died in this incident, which occurred at a
time of increased LLA activity in the area aimed at
destabilising the pro-ANC government of Chief Leabua
Jonathan. The Basotho security forces claimed they
had mistaken the APLA unit for LLA members. APLA
and the LLA were closely connected at the time.
THWALA, Anna Lesia (61), lost her house in a petrol
bomb attack by ANC supporters in Ratanda, near
Heidelberg, Tvl, on 24 July 1992 during conflict
between rival unions. A labour dispute between
striking COSATU-aligned FAWU workers and nonstriking IFP-aligned UWUSA workers caused violent
conflict in this township from July to December 1992.
THWALA, Cornelius (28), was shot in the arm by
members of the SAP in Ratanda, near Heidelberg, Tvl,
in July 1992 during conflict between rival unions. A
labour dispute between striking COSATU-aligned
FAWU workers and non-striking IFP-aligned UWUSA
workers caused violent conflict in this township from
July to December 1992.
THWALA, Daphney Nozipho (32), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
THWALA, Martha Olga , was shot and injured,
allegedly by IFP supporters, in a shebeen in Vosloorus,
Tvl, on 16 June 1992, the anniversary of the 1976
SOWETO UPRISING. Seven people died in the attack and
the shebeen-owner lost an eye.
THWALA, Mhlupheki (45), was beaten, hacked with
axes, shot and his body was set alight by alleged ANC
supporters in Nelspruit, Tvl, on 2 March 1985 because
he was accused of stealing cattle during political conflict.
THWALA, Mntothini Jacob (43), had his home burnt
down by IFP supporters during political conflict in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, in 1992.
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THWALA, Mxolisi , a suspected IFP member, was
shot and killed by a member of an ANC self-defence
unit (SDU) in Tokoza, Tvl, in 1993. Mr Thwala was
allegedly given the option of joining the SDU or killing
his own father, an IFP member. He refused the latter
and was then shot dead. One SDU member was
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0348).
THWALA, Simon Mosotho (64), was shot in the chest
and eye by members of the SAP in Ratanda, near
Heidelberg, Tvl, in July 1992 during conflict between
rival unions. A labour dispute between striking COSATUaligned FAWU workers and non-striking IFP-aligned
UWUSA workers caused violent conflict in this
township from July to December 1992.
THWALA, Tamsanqa William (23), was shot in the
face by members of the ISU in Crossroads, Cape
Town, on 19 June 1993, after marching with other
residents to the police station to deliver a
memorandum protesting against the violent forced
removals of certain residents by a named Crossroads
leader. Mr Thwala lost partial vision in an eye.
THWALA, Thulani Napoleon (40), was shot dead by
IFP supporters from Steadville men’s hostel at
Ladysmith, Natal, on 20 September 1993 in continuing
political conflict in the area.
THWALA, Zintle , an ANC supporter, was beaten by
named perpetrators in Matatiele, Transkei, on 30 March
1990. A group of men associated with the traditional
authorities and opposed to the launch of an ANC branch
attacked numerous homes and persons associated
with the ANC.
THWANE, Samuel Galeboe , was detained, beaten and
subjected to electric shock treatment by members of the
Special Branch in Mafikeng, Bophuthatswana, on 12
February 1988 after an attempted coup in the homeland.
THWANI, Mamoruti Johanna (51), a Sotho speaker,
was severely beaten by Inkatha supporters in the
Hlobane mine compound, near Vryheid, Natal, in
February 1986. Zulus accused Xhosas and Sothos on
the mines of being ANC supporters.
THYSE, Jan (49), a minister of religion and a UDF
supporter, was arrested with 27 other clergy during
the POLLSMOOR MARCH on 28 August 1985, and held in
humiliating conditions for five days at Pollsmoor prison,
Cape Town. The day after their arrest they were
severely suffocated when a teargas canister was
thrown into the closed police vehicle that was taking
them to court.
TIBANE, Rinanga Simon (44), was severely beaten
with sjamboks by members of the SAP at Matsulu,
Kwangwane, during protests in the area on 16 May
1991.
TIBANE, Wilson (15), a UDF supporter, was shot dead
by members of the SAP in Nkowankowa, Tzaneen,
Tvl, as he participated in a march launching the UDF
on 21 February 1986.
TIFI, Thembisa (11), was shot and injured by members
of the SADF during intense public unrest in DUNCAN
VILLAGE, East London, on 11 August 1985.
TIHABUDUGW ANE, Mofana Stephen (26), a
member of the Bophuthatswana Police, was burnt to
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death when the Casspir he was driving in was set
alight in Braklaagte, Bophuthatswana, on 1 July 1989.
The incident occurred during violent opposition to the
presence of security forces in Braklaagte and conflict
over the INCORPORATION of Braklaagte and
Leeuwfontein into Bophuthatswana.
TIKA, Tandeka Euglet (40), had her house petrolbombed by UDF supporters in New Crossroads, Cape
Town, on 19 March 1986.
TILE, Sicelo Raymond (15), an ANC supporter, was
shot by members of the SAP while he was returning
from a funeral in Grahamstown, Cape, in August 1977.
TILL, Br enda , was shot and injured when APLA
operatives threw hand grenades at and opened fire on
the congregation of St James’ Church, Kenilworth,
Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven people were
killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See APLA
ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were granted
amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his application
struck off the roll for failing to attend the amnesty
hearing (AC/1998/0018).
TIMANE, Themba , was shot and killed by members
of the SAP in Matsulu, KaNgwane, in June 1986
during political conflict in the area.
TIMBA, Ethel Nomalungelo (40), an ANC supporter,
was shot by members of the SAP while she was
attending the funeral of a victim of violent political
conflict in Nemato, Port Alfred, Cape, on 16 November
1984. She was then detained, charged with public
violence, convicted and sentenced to seven years’
imprisonment.
TIMBANE, Mkhotsane (52), had his house burnt
down in Maboloko, Bophuthatswana, in 1975 during
political conflict over the creation of Lebowa.
TIMOL, Ahmed Essop (30), a member of the ANC
and SACP, died in a staged suicide after he had been
detained and tortured by members of the Special
Branch at John Vorster Square, Johannesburg, during
October 1971.
TINA, Polisa (33), a PAC supporter, was shot dead by
members of the SAP in December 1962 during a
campaign against self-government in Cofimvaba,
Transkei.
TINGANA, Nonkolelo , an ANC supporter, was
assaulted by members of the CDF on 26 December
1991 in King William’s Town, Cape.
TINGANA, Sipo Douglas (59), an ANC supporter, was
severely beaten by members of the CDF and Ciskei
Police at KwaMasele, near King William’s Town, Cape,
on 26 December 1991 during political conflict over the
reimposition of the headman system.
TINI, Siyabonga Gideon (26), an IFP supporter, was
declared dead on arrival at Baragwanath hospital,
Soweto, Johannesburg, after he was shot by ANC
supporters at Westgate in Johannesburg, on 21
November 1991.
TINTO, Christmas Fihla (35), an ANC member and
later UDF official in Cape Town, was detained for long
periods and severely tortured by named members of
the SAP in 1960, 1963, 1968 and 1976. In this period
he was banned for five years. He was also convicted
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of ANC-related offences in 1963 and 1977 but was
released from Robben Island after winning the
appeals. He was detained in 1985 for several months
and again in 1986 for 14 months. On his release in
February 1988 he was placed under restriction orders.
TIRE, Carol Nosi , was assaulted by members of the
Security Branch after she was detained under emergency
regulations in Kimberley, Cape, in June 1986. She was
released without charge after several months.
TIRO, Abram Onkgopotse (29), a founding member
of SASO and the BPC representative in Botswana,
was killed by a parcel-bomb explosion on 1 February
1974 at St Joseph’s Catholic Mission in Khale, near
Gaborone, Botswana. While the identity of the
perpetrators has not been established, available
evidence indicates that the assassination was the
result of a South African security force operation. Mr
Tiro was from Dinokana, near Zeerust, Tvl.
TIRO, Majalefa Andrew Sthando (13), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP and the Riot Squad in
Thabong, Welkom, OFS, in 1989, when police opened
fire on students who were stoning their school during
a protest. Majalefa was allegedly shot while running
away from the protest.
TITOTI, Thamsanqa Bartholomeu (44), lost his home
in Rweleleyathunya, Rouxville, OFS, on 23 September
1990, in an arson attack by ANC supporters, allegedly
because he supported the school principal during a
student boycott. Mr Titoti’s wife, Ms Vuyelwa
Magawu, was killed in the same attack.
TITUS, Floors Albertus (21), an ANC supporter and
prominent political activist, was shot dead by a named
member of the SAP in Welkom, OFS, in August 1991,
allegedly in a targeted killing.
TITUS, Johannes Petrus Hendry (16), was shot and
left with permanent serious injuries by members of
the SAP in Athlone, Cape Town, on 3 September
1976, during the SOWETO UPRISING. He was detained for
two weeks in 1986 under emergency regulations. See
POLICE BRUTALITY.
TITUS, Raymond (22), an ANC supporter, was beaten
by SAP members in Elsies River, Cape Town, during
1989. In 1992 he was arrested, taken to a bushy area,
and severely beaten by police after a student protest
march in Elsies River. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
TIYA, Aga Khan , an MK operative, was arrested in
October 1988 in Umtata, Transkei. An arms cache was
reportedly found at the same time. Two weeks after
the arrest Mr Tiya appeared in the intensive care ward
of the Umtata hospital, his throat having been cut
while in custody. He was released and subsequently
died under unexplained circumstances.
TIYA, Linah Nomvula (72), was shot by members of
the SAP on 19 November 1985 in Mlungisi,
Queenstown, Cape. The police were allegedly shooting
at a person who had sought refuge in Mr Tiya’s house.
TIYO, Fezile (48), an ANC supporter, was detained at
his home in Mbekweni, Paarl, Cape, on 12 June 1986
and held for at least 18 months under emergency
regulations in Victor Verster prison, Paarl. During his
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detention he was tortured and held for periods in
solitary confinement. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
TIYO, Moses Banzi (21), a UDF supporter, was
detained and severely beaten by members of the SAP
in Aberdeen, Cape, on 31 December 1985. He was
charged with public violence, convicted and sentenced
to three years’ imprisonment with 18 months
suspended for five years conditionally.
TIYO, Zoliswa Florence (11), was shot dead on
19 August 1976 in White Location, near Port Elizabeth,
in the aftermath of the SOWETO UPRISING that had
spread to townships around the country.
TJIANE, Jimmy , was beaten to death by IMBOKODO
vigilantes in Moutse, KwaNdebele, on 1 January 1986
following government attempts to force INCORPORATION
into KwaNdebele.
TJIANE, Philemon , was abducted from his home and
severely assaulted by IMBOKODO vigilantes at Siyabuswa
community hall on 1 January 1986. She and others were
put in a room where the floor had been deliberately
soaped to make it slippery and were then sjambokked
and beaten where they fell. Between 200 and 360
individuals were abducted and assaulted for about 36
hours. The attacks, led by named KwaNdebele
government officials, were designed to suppress
resistance to INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele.
TJOTJO, Petr us, disappeared from the taxi rank in
Vereeniging, Tvl, on 1 March 1993. A gangster known
as the ‘Vaal Monster’, allegedly aligned to the IFP, is
supected of being involved because he was seen
driving Mr Tjotjo’s minibus after he disappeared. The
KHETISI KHESWA GANG harassed the community and a
key witness to the disappeance was allegedly raped
by members of his gang.
TLADI, Basi , a civilian, was shot at by APLA
operatives in Katlehong, Tvl, on 21 January 1993,
allegedly because of the assistance he had given to
the SAP in an investigation. See APLA ATTACKS. One
APLA member was granted amnesty (AC/1998/0051).
TLADI, Lethula Jacob (65), was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Thaba Nchu, Bophuthatswana,
on 4 July 1975 during conflict over forced removals
and the INCORPORATION of the area into Bophuthatswana
and QwaQwa.
TLAKA, Johannes , was severely beaten in Moutse,
KwaNdebele, on 1 January 1986 after government
tried to force INCORPORATION into KwaNdebele.
TLAKA, William Letlakane (38), a SACCAWU
member, was shot dead by members of the Lebowa
Police in Motetema, Tvl, on 8 March 1986.
TLAKE, Josias Mahau (14), was shot and killed by
SAP members in Petrus Steyn, OFS, on 26 November
1987. The police sprayed teargas, destroying property,
when they attempted to arrest him at his house in
Petrus Steyn.
TLALE, Kereng Patrick (26), was shot and injured by
named members of the SAP while trying to run away
during intense political conflict in Lichtenburg, Tvl, on
13 August 1987.
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TLALE, Mahlomola Isaac , an ANC supporter, was
detained and beaten in Alexandra, Johannesburg, in
September 1963.
TLALI, Sechele Benjamin (37), was severely beaten
by members of the A-TEAM in Thabong, Welkom,
OFS, on 13 November 1987.
TLAMAMA, Matsobane April , was arrested at Katjibane,
KwaNdebele, in 1978 and detained for three years for
resisting the INCORPORATION of the area into KwaNdebele.
TLEANE, Thabang Ephraim , a ANCYL member, was
shot dead by members of the SADF in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, on 30 October 1993 during violence
between IFP and ANC supporters.
TLHABATLHABA, Molehe Zacharia , an ANC supporter,
was tortured at home in Jouberton, Klerksdorp, Tvl, on
21 March 1989 by members of the SAP, some of
whom are named. He was interrogated about his
political activities in the area.
TLHANY ANE, Maitlomola David (21), was shot dead
on 13 April 1991 in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl, by two
people allegedly linked to the SAP. Mr Tlhanyane was
involved in trying to forge a peace deal between rival
factions of the ANC-aligned KHUTSONG YOUTH CONGRESS
at the time.
TLHAPANE, Phillip Mosire , a founder member of the
Mohlakeng Civic Association, was detained and
tortured during the state of emergency in Randfontein
and Krugersdorp, Tvl, in 1985.
TLISANE, Lebohang Samuel , was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Khuma, Stilfontein, Tvl, on 28
February 1986.
TLOANE, Philemon Lesiba (17), a Soweto SRC
member, was beaten to death by members of the
SAP at Diepkloof, Soweto, Tvl, on 15 June 1977. A
crowd of students had allegedly just fled when police
vans arrived near a supermarket. Although he
appeared from a different direction, Mr Tloane was
attacked and beaten.
TLOU, Andries Thapi , was shot, stabbed and stoned
to death by a named perpetrator in Sharpeville,
Vereeniging, Tvl, on 13 August 1973.
TLOU, Charles Ngoti (21), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead in an attack on CONTRALESA Chief Molefe’s
homestead at Nqutu, KwaZulu, near Vryheid, Natal, on
7 November 1993. The attack was allegedly motivated
by Molefe’s refusal to call up men in his area to defend
the IFP. An IFP leader was implicated in the attack.
Eleven ANC youths were killed and seven injured.
TLOU, Daniel Sekwakwa , had his home burnt down
on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because Mr Tlou resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
TLOU, Fani , was shot dead by IFP supporters at a
night vigil in Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 26 March
1991. Alexandra was tense following clashes between
IFP and ANC supporters.
TLOU, Hilda , was shot and injured by named IFP
supporters at a night vigil in Alexandra, Johannesburg,
on 26 March 1991. Fifteen people died in the attack
after clashes between IFP and ANC supporters in the
area.
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TLOU, Jabulani Simon (27), was shot in the knee
and left foot and beaten with a rifle butt, reportedly for
refusing to supply named members of the KwaNdebele
Police with liquor in Siyabuswa, KwaNdebele, on 29
June 1988.
TLOU, Khonjiwe Peikie (34), had her house
destroyed by supporters of Chief Mahlangu in July
1975 at Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele,
during conflict over INCORPORATION into Lebowa. Chief
Mahlangu supported incorporation because it would
grant him chief rule but many residents resisted,
causing violent conflict.
TLOU, Mdlophe Johanna (25), had her house
destroyed by supporters of Chief Mahlangu in July
1975 at Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele,
during conflict over INCORPORATION into Lebowa. Chief
Mahlangu supported incorporation because it would
grant him chief rule but many residents resisted,
which caused violent conflict.
TLOU, Nyonkana Poppie (55), had her property
destroyed by supporters of Chief Mahlangu in July
1975 at Goederede, near Dennilton, KwaNdebele,
during conflict over INCORPORATION into Lebowa. Chief
Mahlangu supported incorporation because it would
grant him chief rule but many residents resisted,
which caused violent conflict.
TLOU, Piet , was severely injured when a limpet mine,
planted by an MK operative from the ‘Dolphin Unit’,
exploded at the entrance to the Department of Foreign
Affairs building in Johannesburg on 15 December
1983. Seven people were injured. Two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003).
TLOU, Rose , was shot dead by IFP supporters in
Alexandra, Johannesburg, at a night vigil on 26 March
1991 following conflict between IFP-aligned hosteldwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
TOBELA, Annah (46), an Inkatha supporter, had her
house in Lindelani, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt
down by ANC supporters on 6 December 1989.
TOBEZWENI, Mandla (30), an ANC supporter, was
detained on 20 July 1987 in Mdantsane, Ciskei, in a
clampdown on ANC and MK operatives. In detention,
he was tortured by members of the Ciskei Police on
20 and 22 July 1987.
TOBIAS, Molefi Richard (43), was hacked and injured
in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 22 July 1990 during an attack by
IFP supporters after an IFP rally at the Sebokeng
stadium. Nineteen people were killed in this incident.
TOBILA, Mnube , sustained minor injuries when MK
operatives detonated a car bomb using a remote
control device outside the Ellis Park rugby stadium,
Johannesburg, on 2 July 1988. Two spectators leaving
the rugby match were killed and 37 others sustained
minor and major injuries. Four operatives from MK’s
Special Operations Unit, including its commander,
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/161).
TOBIN, Derek (45), was shot and injured when APLA
operatives threw hand grenades at and opened fire on
the congregation of St James’ Church, Kenilworth,
Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven people were
killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See APLA
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Three of four APLA members were granted
amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his application
struck off the roll for failing to attend the amnesty
hearing (AC/1998/0018).
TOD, Michael Gor don , was injured in what became
known as the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14
June 1986. The explosion killed three women and
injured at least 74 other people. Seven MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/128).
TOFILE, Golden Sidaphi (21), was severely beaten on
his arrest in Paarl, Cape, on 18 June 1986. He was
then detained under emergency regulations for three
months at Victor Verster prison. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
TOFILE, Victoria (40), was shot and injured in Tokoza,
Tvl, on 22 May 1993 by a group of armed attackers,
allegedly IFP supporters, who came to her shop and
randomly opened fire, killing her brother and seriously
injuring her young cousin. Earlier that day nine people
were killed and 69 injured in clashes between ANC
and IFP supporters and police. Violence erupted after a
group of unidentified gunmen fired at Tokoza hostel
during an ANC march to present a petition at the
Alberton police station.
TOFU, W ilfr ed (73), a community COUNCILLOR and PAC
supporter, lost his house in an arson attack in Mfuleni,
Cape Town, in 1992, during the ANC’s campaign to
force councillors to resign.
TOHLANG, Blandina , suffered damage to property
during the B OIPATONG MASSACRE by IFP supporters in
Boipatong, near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17 June 1992,
which left 45 people dead and 27 seriously injured.
Thirteen perpetrators were granted amnesty; a further
three applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
TOISE, Mtshutshisisi Christopher (50), a local
squatter leader and MK operative, was detained and
tortured by named policemen in Guguletu, Cape Town,
in April 1986. He was charged with murder but was
acquitted. He lost his home near Crossroads, Cape
Town, in May 1986 during the attacks by WITDOEKE
vigilantes. He was severely beaten and detained by
police under SECTION 29 in February 1989 and was
sentenced to one year’s imprisonment.
TOKO, Goodman (24), was shot dead by members of
the CDF near Egerton railway station, Mdantsane, Ciskei,
on 4 August 1983 during the MDANTSANE BUS BOYCOTT.
TOKO, Monwabisi (21), a UDF supporter and
COSATU member, lost his home in an arson attack by
WITDOEKE vigilantes near Crossroads, Cape Town, in
May 1986 during the mass destruction of UDFsupporting squatter camps by the vigilantes, acting
with the tacit approval and aid of the security forces.
During these events he was also shot and injured by
the SAP.
TOKO, Raymond (24), was severely beaten by
members of the SAP at his home in Zweletemba,
Worcester, Cape, on 16 June 1986. He was then
detained for three months under emergency
regulations. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
TOKOTA, Mzwandile Wellington (49), an ANC
supporter, was assaulted by members of the CDF in
Dikidikana, near King William’s Town, Cape, on 6
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September 1992 while attending a meeting at
Mngqesha Primary School.
TOKWE, Nomvana Yvonne (14), was shot by
members of the SAP while returning from a funeral
service in Port Alfred, Cape, on 16 November 1984.
TOKWE, Richard (54), a UDF supporter, was detained
and tortured by members of the Transkei Police during
political conflict in Butterworth, Transkei, in August
1985.
TOLI, Mlungisi Joseph (18), was abducted and beaten
by ANC supporters in Kroonstad, OFS, in February 1991,
following his acquittal on a charge of killing an ANC
‘comrade’. He then joined the THREE MILLION GANG.
In June 1991, Mr Toli was detained, beaten and
tortured by members of the SAP, allegedly because he
had information about the activities of the gang.
TOLO, Joseph Manne (48), was constantly harassed
by Chief Ledwaba and his supporters in Mahwelereng,
Lebowa, in 1977 and eventually his home was
destroyed.
TOLO, Olibile Samuel Shakes (20), was arrested in
Rustenburg, Tvl, in September 1977 and taken to John
Vorster Square where he was detained and tortured by
members of the SAP. Police mistook him for his
brother who was in exile in Lusaka and detained him
for seven months without trial.
TOLWANA, Nomvuyo Rebecca (23), was badly burnt
in a petrol bomb attack by a named UDF supporter during
political conflict between UDF and AZAPO supporters
at New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, on 19 November
1986. Ms Tolwana’s boyfriend died in the attack.
TOM, Andile Goodman (16), was arrested, beaten
and tortured by members of the SAP in Tembisa, Tvl,
in 1984.
TOM, Bhabha W iler es (45), was shot dead by named
perpetrators during conflict between the ANC and PAC
supporters in Nqwaneni, Mount Fletcher, Transkei, on
22 December 1993.
TOM, Jabulane Lucas (28), was shot dead during
ongoing political conflict in Vosloorus, Tvl, while on his
way to the shops on 14 November 1993.
TOM, Mkongozeli Tharborn (18), a UDF supporter,
was tear-gassed in his cell after being arrested on
charges of public violence in Richmond, Cape, on 29
November 1985. After two months in custody he was
convicted and sentenced to seven cuts. Mr Tom was
detained on 16 June 1986 and held under emergency
regulations for three months at Middelburg prison,
Cape. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
TOM, Nofungile Letticia (39), lost her home in an
arson attack during conflict between ANC and PAC
supporters in Mount Fletcher, Transkei, on 22
December 1993.
TOM, Thembekile Matthews (26), was left paralysed
after being sjambokked and shot by named SPECIAL
CONSTABLES in Grahamstown, Cape, on 29 April 1986.
TOM, Thembinkosi (33), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by members of the SAP on 22 December 1993
in Mount Fletcher, Transkei, during political conflict.
TOM, Velelo Gardner (28), an MK operative, spent
lengthy periods in detention in Butterworth,
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Willowvale and Umtata, Transkei, between 1981 and
1988. While in detention, he was tortured by members
of the Transkei Security Branch. One Transkei Security
Branch operative was granted amnesty for the torture
of Mr Tom at Norwood police station, Umtata, in July
and August 1987 (AC/2000/076).
TOM, V intwembi , an SANCO member, was shot and
killed by members of the SAP during political conflict
in Mount Fletcher, Transkei, on 22 December 1993.
TOM, Vuyani (17), an ANC supporter, was shot and
injured by members of the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on 7
September 1992 during an ANC protest march to
demand free political activity in Ciskei. Thirty people
were killed and 200 people injured in the event which
became known as the BISHO MASSACRE. Two members
of the former CDF were refused amnesty for the
shooting (AC/2000/122).
TOMMY, Zervi Gabriel (45), was shot and severely
injured by members of the IFP-aligned KHUMALO GANG
in Tokoza, Tvl, on 1 August 1993.
TOMOTOMO, Cor nelius , was shot by IFP supporters
in Pimville, Soweto, Tvl, on 17 August 1990. Mr
Tomotomo was killed after clashes between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
TOMSANA, Johnson Dalixolo (18), was shot in both
legs by members of the SAP while taking part in a
toyi-toyi demonstration in Khayamnandi, Steynsburg,
Cape, on 4 July 1985. At the time, there was a campaign
against Black Local Authorities and SPECIAL CONSTABLES.
TOMTALA, Vuyani Isaac (21), an ANC underground
member, was severely tortured by members of the
Security Branch in Mafeking after returning from
Botswana in 1974. He eventually returned to Transkei,
where he was periodically detained, tortured and
placed under house arrest.
TONETTI, G , was injured in what became known as
the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June 1986.
The explosion killed three women and injured at least
74 other people. Seven MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
TONGA, Bafana (42), lost his house in an arson attack
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, during 1993, in
ongoing political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND
‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
TONGA, Dlayizeka , an ANC member, was stabbed to
death on 8 March 1994 in Flagstaff, Transkei, by men
who had come from the Great Place of Xopozo. At the
time, there was conflict between the chief’s supporters
and ANC supporters.
TONGA, Pikane William (35), a PAC supporter, was
arrested in Queenstown, Cape, on 9 December 1962,
and was sentenced to 15 years’ imprisonment on
Robben Island, Cape Town.
TONISI, Masibulele Maxwell (aka ‘Hobo W alter’)
(23), an MK operative from Mdantsane, Ciskei, was
executed in 1984 in the Pango camp in Angola, for his
part in a mutiny. Following mutinies in the Viana and
Pango camps in 1984, two military tribunals ordered
the execution of seven MK operatives. Mr Tonisi was
one of those executed. See ANC CAMPS.
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TONJENI, Africa Zwelethu (17), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by SAP members in Tumahole,
Parys, OFS, on 23 September 1993, during a march to
the municipal offices to hand over a list of grievances
about services.
TONKY, Tina , a passenger on a Translux bus, was
injured when APLA operatives fired at a Translux bus
at the Gamka River Bridge, Beaufort West, Cape, on
the 27 August 1993. Eight people were injured in the
attack. See APLA ATTACKS. One perpetrator was
granted amnesty (AC/2000/167).
TONTSI, Lulamile James (18), was sjambokked and
kicked until he bled by a named policeman at his
home in Khayamnandi, Despatch, Cape, in June 1981,
allegedly because he took part in a toyi-toyi
demonstration during a bus boycott. He was later
sentenced to six lashes.
TONYELA, Miseka (23), a SAYCO member, was burnt
to death in an explosion caused by members of the
SAP in Grahamstown, Cape, on 22 May 1985.
TORA, Mthuthuzeli Wellington (29), was shot and
injured and then detained by members of the SAP in
June 1977. The incident occurred while Mr Tora was
on his way to fetch some school children. Police
apparently mistook him for a demonstrator during the
nationwide protest against the introduction of
Afrikaans as a medium of instruction.
TOTA, Tusi David , died after he was shot by
members of the SAP in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl,
on 3 September 1984. There was a stayaway in the
township at the time, and Mr Tota was allegedly shot
while participating in a march.
TOTO, Fexie Siphiwo (15), an ANC supporter,
disappeared from Grahamstown, Cape, in March
1989. At the time he was awaiting trial on charges of
having burnt a body in Steynsburg, Cape. He has not
been seen since.
TOTOLO, Agnes Ouma (17), was shot and severely
injured by members of one faction of the ANC-aligned
KHUTSONG Y OUTH C ONGRESS and the SAP in Khutsong,
Carletonville, Tvl, in December 1990 when a night vigil
for an ANC supporter was attacked.
TOTOLO, Ngaba Samuel (18), a COSAS member, was
detained and tortured several times in 1984 and 1986
in Bothaville, OFS, allegedly because of his role in the
campaign to overthrow local government structures.
TOTOTO, Clif for d (36), an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured, allegedly by IFP supporters, at his home in
Zuma Section, Katlehong, Tvl, on 13 June 1993. His
neighbour, an IFP supporter, had been shot earlier and
police were removing property from her house when
Mr Tototo was shot.
TOTOTO, Elliot Mcebisi (48), was shot dead during
intense political conflict in Zonkesizwe, Katlehong, Tvl,
on 19 November 1990, allegedly by IFP supporters.
TOTWANA, Nompumelelo (39), had her house in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in
fighting between ANC and IFP supporters, the latter
allegedly supported by members of the ISU, in June
1993. See ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
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TOWEEL, HJ , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
TOYANA, Andile (22), was detained under the
Terrorism Act and beaten while in police custody at
King William’s Town, Cape, in 1976.
TOYANA, Nombeko Amelia (40), a SANCO member,
was tied to her bed and beaten in Khayelitsha, Cape
Town, in 1992, by men wearing balaclavas. See
BALACLAVA GROUPS.
TOYANA, Zukiswa , was severely beaten by men
wearing balaclavas in Khayelitsha, Cape Town, in 1992,
allegedly because her mother was a SANCO member.
See BALACLAVA GROUPS.
TOYI, Velisile Lopy , was shot by members of the
SAP while he was attending the funeral procession of
an unrest victim at Dlepu stadium in Grahamstown,
Cape, on 4 April 1985.
TOYISI, Mzwelifa , a youth activist, was tortured by
named members of the Ciskei Police at the Dimbaza
police station, Ciskei, on 16 June 1985, along with
three of his comrades. They were then detained for
three months.
TROJAK, Geor ge, was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
TROLLIP, Catharina Elizabetha Magrieta , was in the
vicinity of a car bomb which exploded outside the NBS
building in Witbank, Tvl, on 24 October 1988, causing
her to faint. The building was used for commercial
purposes, but also housed the Witbank Security
Branch offices. Three people were killed and over 20
were injured, mainly civilians. Two MK operatives
were granted amnesty for the bombing (AC/2000/055).
TROLLIP, John R , was severely injured when APLA
operatives threw hand grenades at and opened fire on
patrons at the Crazy Beat Disco in Newcastle, Natal,
on 14 February 1994. One person was shot dead and
several others were injured in the attack. See APLA
ATTACKS. Three APLA operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/1998/0016).
TROLLIP, T (18), was one of 18 people injured in a
limpet mine explosion at a bus stop near the Checkers
shopping complex in Silverton, Tvl, on 4 July 1986.
Four MK operatives were granted amnesty for the
attack (AC/1999/0257).
TROM, Balisani Jackson (50), an ANC member from
Lady Frere, Transkei, was shot dead in an attack by
SADF Special Forces operatives on several ANC
houses and a block of flats in Maseru, Lesotho, on 9
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December 1982. Thirty South Africans and 12 citizens
of Lesotho were killed in the midnight attack. Mr
Trom’s wife and four children survived the attack.
TROMP, Jan , was assaulted, hacked and burnt to
death by members of the IFP-aligned KHUMALO GANG in
Tokoza, Tvl, on 1 August 1993.
TRUEBODY, Philip , was injured in what became
known as the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14
June 1986. The explosion killed three women and
injured at least 74 other people. Seven MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/128).
TRUSSELL, Julian Angelo (21), was shot in the foot
by members of the SAP in Bosmont, Johannesburg, in
1980 during a stand-off between residents and police
during student protests in the area.
TRUTER, Christopher (15), was shot by members of the
SAP in Bonteheuwel, Cape Town, on 25 August 1976,
and died six days later, during the SOWETO UPRISING.
TSA TSANE, Paulina Matsie (68), was severely
beaten by members of the Bophuthatswana Police in
Phokeng, Bophuthatswana, on 21 March 1991 on her
way to a community meeting to discuss conflict
between the Bafokeng tribe and the Bophuthatswana
government.
TSATSI, Maboe (aka Matshidiso Charles and Gary
Nene) (32), an MK operative, was shot dead by
members of the SAP and the Bophutatswana police
on 5 January 1985.
TSA TSI, Paseka Emmanuel , was injured when police
opened fire on a student protest march in
Viljoenskroon, OFS, on 19 April 1990. Five protesters
were killed and six others injured in the shooting.
TSATSI, Richard , a member of SADF 21 Batallion,
died under mysterious circumstances in Tokoza, Tvl, in
1994, two years after a friend and colleague in SADF
21 Batallion also died in mysterious circumstances. Mr
Tsatsi had allegedly told his colleague’s wife he
thought his friend had been kidnapped and that
officers in their unit wanted to kill him. Mr Tsatsi was a
key witness in the case into his friend’s death. It is
alleged that members of the SADF were involved in
Mr Tsatsi’s death.
TSEBE, Johannes Matsobane (24), was shot and
seriously injured by members of the ISU in
Hammanskraal, Tvl, on 11 March 1994 shortly after
the collapse of the Bophuthatswana government.
Angry residents attacked and burnt down government
buildings resulting in violent clashes between
residents and security forces sent into the area
ostensibly to restore order.
TSEHLOANE, Lentsoe Raymond (24), an ANC
supporter, was severely assaulted and injured by
members of the Transkei Defence Force in Pontseng,
Matatiele, Natal, on 8 February 1990. They suspected
him of involvement in an arson attack in the Transkei.
TSEKA, Kodi Lawr ence, was beaten to death, by
members of the SADF in Masemola Village, Nebo,
Lebowa, in June 1986. Mr Tseka reportedly left home
to bath in the river and returned seriously injured. He
was taken to hospital where he died. A witness
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reports that he saw Mr Tseka being beaten by
members of the SADF.
TSEKELA, Mor ero (35), was attacked and killed by
IFP supporters in Mzimhlophe, Soweto, Tvl, on 27
April 1991 during conflict between mainly ANCsupporting residents and IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers.
TSEKI, Lekhotla Michael (18), was shot and severely
injured by SAP members during a student boycott in
Bultfontein, OFS, on 28 February 1990. Police opened
fire during violent protest action on the school premises.
TSELANA, Thabitha Ramatsobane (44), an ANC
supporter, was beaten with knobkerries by a named
perpetrator in Ga-Chipana village near Pietersburg, Tvl,
in February 1980.
TSELANE, Baniti David (52), was arrested and
tortured by members of the Bophuthatswana Police in
Zeerust, Tvl, on 6 July 1989 when he resisted the forced
INCORPORATION of Mokgola village into Bophuthatswana.
During 1989, about 25 000 residents were relocated
from South Africa into Bophuthatswana which resulted
in harassment by Bophuthatswana Police and those
civilians who supported the homeland government.
TSELE, (first name not given) (child), was detained
with her mother for five days without food at the
Mmabatho police station in Leeuwfontein, Tvl, during
July 1989. There was fierce resistance at the time to
the forceful INCORPORATION of Leeuwfontein and
Braklaagte into Bophuthatswana and a meeting held
by the two communities was violently dispersed. Two
policeman and two civilians died in the resulting conflict.
TSELE, Bhekokwahle Elijah , an IFP supporter, was
shot dead when members of an ANC self-defence unit
(SDU) opened fire on IFP supporters on their way to a
meeting at the Tokoza stadium on the East Rand, Tvl,
on 8 September 1991. Sixteen people were killed and
ten were injured in the attack. One SDU member was
granted amnesty for the attack (AC/1999/00225). See
TOKOZA ATTACKS.
TSELE, Butane Joe , a UDF supporter, was shot dead
at his home in Bophuthatswana by a covert unit of the
Northern Transvaal Security Branch during 1986. The
divisional commander of Northern Transvaal Security
Branch and one of his operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0030).
TSELE, Joseph Seun , was shot dead by members of
the SAP in Jouberton, Klerksdorp, Tvl, on 31 January
1986 during political conflict in the area. Police placed
severe restrictions on his funeral and threatened the
family with arrest if there was any political activity at
the funeral.
TSELE, Lele Dorah (35), an ANC supporter, was
detained for five days without food and severely
beaten daily during July 1989 at the Mmabatho police
station, Leeuwfontein, Tvl, allegedly by members of
the Bophuthatswana Police. There was fierce
resistance at the time to the forceful INCORPORATION of
Leeuwfontein and Braklaagte into Bophuthatswana
and a meeting held by the two communities was
violently dispersed. Two policeman and two civilians
died in the resulting conflict.
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TSEMANE, James , a civilian, was shot execution-style
by APLA operatives when he attempted to rescue two
other civilians, during an armed vehicle ambush by the
operatives, between Herschel and Lady Grey, OFS, on
19 November 1992. Three people were killed and five
injured in the ambush. See APLA ATTACKS. Two APLA
members were granted amnesty (AC/2001/134).
TSEMBEI, Hawu Philda (40), was assaulted, injured and
had her house burnt down by members of the SAP
during a raid on her house in Bizana, Transkei, during
the PONDOLAND REVOLT in 1960. She had a miscarriage
as a result of her injuries. Her husband, a member of
IKONGO, was arrested at gunpoint by SAP members.
TSEMBEYI, Ncamile , an ANC supporter, was
imprisoned and severely beaten by members of the
SAP in 1960 in Bizana, Transkei, during the PONDOLAND
REVOLT. Mr Tsembeyi was mentally disturbed upon his
release and died five days later.
TSENASE, Clement Tsietsi (32), was severely beaten
by members of the SAP in Brits, Tvl, on 8 August
1984. He was reportedly waiting to board a bus during
a strike by bus drivers.
TSENOLI, Mosala Andrew Potlaki (15), a COSAS
activist, was severely tortured by members of the
Security Branch in Ladybrand, OFS, in 1984, allegedly
because he played a part in organising a SCHOOL
BOYCOTT. Mosala Tsenoli suffered permanent mental
damage as a result of his injuries, and could not
complete his schooling.
TSENOLI, Pule Firkins Pumiks (20), an ANC supporter,
was hit with a gun, put into a coffin and tear-gassed
by a named member of the Security Branch in
Ladybrand, OFS, in 1986, allegedly because he was
mobilising students during the SCHOOL BOYCOTTS.
TSENZE, Nowowo Emily ‘Nowakes’ (35), was
severely beaten by members of the SAP in Nkqubela
township, Robertson, Cape, on 16 June 1986. The
police were forcing township residents to clean up the
area where a boycott of service fees was in place.
TSETSEI, Kiepie Themba , was shot by named
members of the SAP in Phiritona, Heilbron, OFS, on
22 July 1992. Police opened fire to disperse a crowd
of protesters gathered in the street. Mr Tsetsei had
not been part of the gathering and was shot in his
own yard. He died from his injuries.
TSEUNE, Catherine Reabetswe (56), a member of
the Schools’ Crisis Committee, was severely injured
when her house was petrol-bombed by members of
the Bophuthatswana Police in Ga-Rankuwa, Bophuthatswana, on 5 April 1986 during a period of conflict
between the community and the Bophuthatswana
government.
TSEWU, Kwalukwala Barry , a Poqo activist, was
imprisoned for a year in 1962 during political conflict in
Transkei, and placed under house arrest for five years
in East London. On his release from prison, Mr Tsewu
was vomiting blood and suffering from chest pains.
TSHABA, Lucas , was injured in a bomb explosion in
Volksrust, Tvl, in June 1988, allegedly planted by a
member of one of the liberation movements.
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TSHABALALA, Aaron Phikabu (48), was hacked to
death by armed men who boarded a Soweto-bound
train at Jeppe station, and began their attack as the
train passed through George Goch station, on 13
September 1990. The attackers moved through three
carriages, killing approximately 26 people. See TRAIN
VIOLENCE.
TSHABALALA, Alfred (49), an IFP supporter, was
strangled to death, allegedly by ANC-aligned selfdefence unit members in Katlehong, Tvl, on 23 July 1992.
TSHABALALA, Amos Buti , was abducted into a Tokoza
hostel with a group of friends, allegedly by IFP supporters,
in Tokoza, Tvl, on 1 August 1993. Although his friends
escaped, Mr Tshabalala has not been seen since.
TSHABALALA, Anna Lisebo (38), was shot in the
back, allegedly by members of the SADF, in Katlehong,
Tvl, on 13 November 1993.
TSHABALALA, Ben Mnyamana , was stabbed, hacked
and set alight by UDF supporters in Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 26 March 1989 in intense
political conflict in the area.
TSHABALALA, Boy (36), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and beaten when his house in Bhambayi,
near KwaMashu, Durban, was burnt down by IFP
supporters on 10 June 1993 in ongoing political
conflict between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
TSHABALALA, Christina Nomvula (41), an ANC
supporter, had her house in Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, burnt down by members of the
ESIKHAWINI HIT SQUAD on 22 April 1994. The family
home had also been burnt down by unidentified
perpetrators a month earlier.
TSHABALALA, David Mtshengezeni (26), was shot
dead in Katlehong, Tvl, on 7 October 1991, allegedly
by members of the SAP. Mr Tshabalala was one of 20
people killed and 26 injured during violence following
the funeral of Sam Ntuli, the assassinated general
secretary of the Civic Association of the Southern
Transvaal when unidentified gunmen opened fire on
mourners. Police were allegedly responsible for at
least four of the deaths. See NTULI FUNERAL.
TSHABALALA, Enoch Doctor (16), was detained and
tortured by named members of the SAP in Siyathemba,
near Balfour, Tvl, on 16 September 1986. Enoch was
accused of burning down a school and instigating
student protests during the partial state of emergency.
TSHABALALA, Faith Funeka (26), an ANC supporter,
had her home badly damaged in two petrol bomb attacks,
allegedly carried out by IFP supporters, in Tokoza, Tvl,
in June 1993 and on 3 July 1993. Ms Tshbalala alleges
she was attacked because she refused to contribute
money demanded by hostel-dwellers.
TSHABALALA, Frank (33), an ANC supporter, was
burnt to death when his house was petrol-bombed,
allegedly by IFP supporters, in Katlehong, Tvl, on 24
May 1993. Three other members of Mr Tshbalala’s
family were killed in this attack.
TSHABALALA, Gabisili W ilhemina , was injured
when members of MK’s Special Operations Unit
detonated an explosive in a car outside the SADF
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Witwatersrand Command headquarters in Johannesburg on 30 July 1987. At least 68 people were injured.
Three MK operatives and one UDF supporter linked to
MK were granted amnesty for their roles in this attack
(AC/2001/0003 and AC/2000/248).
TSHABALALA, Getr ude , was severely injured when a
limpet mine, planted by an MK operative from the
‘Dolphin Unit’, exploded at the entrance to the
Department of Foreign Affairs building in Johannesburg
on 15 December 1983. Seven people were injured. Two
MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003).
TSHABALALA, Gibi Johannes , was shot dead in a
DRIVE-BY SHOOTING in Vosloorus, Tvl, on 25 April 1992.
TSHABALALA, Godfr ey, a civilian, was injured in an
armed attack by MK operatives on the Moroka police
station, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 3 May 1979. Two
MK operatives were granted amnesty for the attack
(AC/2000/195).
TSHABALALA, Hahonang Jonas (27), was killed in
an arson attack on his home in Durban during
intensifying conflict between UDF and Inkatha
supporters in 1989.
TSHABALALA, Isaac (45), was stabbed and injured in
Katlehong, Tvl, on 8 March 1990. On the way to
hospital, Mr Tshabalala was shot in the head and chest
and died as a result of his wounds. This incident
occurred during violent conflict between rival taxi
associations in Katlehong.
TSHABALALA, Jabulani W illiam , an ANC supporter,
was shot dead in Katlehong, Tvl, on 3 May 1992
during ongoing political conflict in the area.
TSHABALALA, James (37), was injured in an
explosion in Daveyton, Tvl, on 17 September 1991
when the shack he was in was attacked with a hand
grenade during ongoing violence in the township
between IFP and ANC supporters.
TSHABALALA, Johannes (45), was stabbed to death
in Mofolo, Soweto, Tvl, on 8 September 1991 by IFP
supporters on their way back from a rally at Jabulani
stadium. His mother was also beaten and her furniture
was stolen during the attack.
TSHABALALA, Jonas Khehla (54), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead, allegedly by IFP supporters, in
Katlehong, Tvl, on 27 June 1992.
TSHABALALA, Joseph (36), was severely injured
when he was stabbed and thrown from a moving train
by IFP supporters between Croesus and Langlaagte
stations, Johannesburg, on 16 September 1992. See
TRAIN VIOLENCE.
TSHABALALA, Joyce Ntombifikile (44), was shot
and killed by a member of the SAP in her home in
Umkomaas, near Durban, on 7 August 1992. A
stayaway and a community march was taking place
that day.
TSHABALALA, Khehla Moses , a member of the SAP,
was shot at by APLA members in Katlehong, Tvl, on
21 January 1993. See APLA ATTACKS. One APLA
member was granted amnesty (AC/1998/0051).
TSHABALALA, Kulunyana David (18), an ANC
supporter, was tortured and held in solitary confinement
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for three weeks in Villiers police station, OFS, in
March 1988.
TSHABALALA, Lehlohonolo Humphr ey(19), a
member of COSAS, was severely injured when a
booby-trapped hand-grenade exploded in his hands on
25/26 June 1985. See OPERATION ZERO ZERO. Fifteen
Security Branch operatives, including the head of the
Security Branch and other senior personnel, were
granted amnesty for the operation (AC/2001/058).
TSHABALALA, Martin (16), was shot dead by
members of the SADF in Emdeni, Soweto, Tvl, on 26
August 1976 in the aftermath of the SOWETO UPRISING.
TSHABALALA, Mcedisi , was shot in the chest and
killed by IFP supporters in Tokoza, Tvl, in 1991 during
ongoing clashes between IFP-supporting hosteldwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
TSHABALALA, Mer cy, was shot dead by a named
member of the SAP in Alexandra, Johannesburg, in
February 1986 during the SIX-DAY WAR.
TSHABALALA, Meshack Mkhulu (40), died when he
was stabbed and thrown from a moving train in
Mzimhlophe, Soweto, Tvl, on 20 November 1992. See
TRAIN VIOLENCE.
TSHABALALA, Mkatshwa Michael (23), an SAP
member, was shot dead in Katlehong, Tvl, on 8 March
1990 while trying to take his badly injured father to
hospital. His father had been attacked earlier the same
day during violent conflict between rival taxi associations in Katlehong.
TSHABALALA, Mpumi (18), an ANC supporter, was
burnt to death when her home was petrol-bombed,
allegedly by IFP supporters, in Katlehong, Tvl, on 24
May 1993. Three other members of Ms Tshabalala’s
family were killed in this attack.
TSHABALALA, Nhlanhla Maria (36), an ANC
supporter, was burnt to death when her home was
petrol-bombed, allegedly by IFP supporters, in
Katlehong, Tvl, on 24 May 1993. Three other members
of Ms Tshabalala’s family were killed in this attack.
TSHABALALA, Nicholas Masango , a member of the
Municipal Police, was shot dead by MK operatives in
Meadowlands, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 20 January
1989. One other policeman and a civilian were also shot
dead, and another policeman injured in the attack. One
MK operative was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0246).
TSHABALALA, Nomacala Sophie (69), was beaten
and her furniture was stolen and broken in Mofolo,
Soweto, Tvl, on 8 September 1991 by IFP supporters
on their way back from a rally at Jabulani stadium. Her
son was stabbed to death during the attack.
TSHABALALA, Nomsa Constance (56), had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Ezakheni,
KwaZulu, near Ladysmith, Natal, in continuing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters in 1993.
TSHABALALA, Ntomzodwa Lessiah (40), an Inkatha
supporter, was severely beaten with an axe and a
hammer, and left for dead with a gaping wound to her
forehead, by ANC youths in Hammarsdale, Natal, on 18
May 1989. The perpetrators attacked her because she
had allegedly spread rumours that they had abducted
and killed her son. She never returned to her home.
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TSHABALALA, Peace Mziwakhe , was given harmful
chemical substances while in detention at Benoni, Tvl,
in September 1976. He was detained while
demonstrating for the release of people arrested
during the SOWETO UPRISING in June 1976.
TSHABALALA, Pearl Lindiwe , a UDF supporter
active in the campaign against the incorporation of
Clermont into KwaZulu, was shot dead by Inkatha
supporters and CAPRIVI TRAINEES in front of her fiveyear-old child while she was leaving her business
premises at Clermont, near Durban, on 10 February
1988. Ms Tshabalala had survived an assassination
attempt on 15 October 1987. Two perpetrators were
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
TSHABALALA, Per cy, an ANC supporter, was shot
dead, allegedly by IFP supporters, in Tokoza, Tvl, on 27
October 1992.
TSHABALALA, Petr os, was arrested in Ramatlabama,
while trying to flee the country into Botswana from
Mafikeng, Bophuthatswana, on 30 November 1975.
He was beaten and interrogated by members of the
Security Branch and detained for a year.
TSHABALALA, Rachel Moroesi (49), had her house
burnt down in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 25 June 1992 during
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters after the
BOIPATONG MASSACRE.
TSHABALALA, Rejoice Nompumelelo (19), had her
home in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
destroyed in an arson attack by UDF supporters on 26
March 1989 in intense political conflict in the area.
TSHABALALA, Rosetta Dumazile (40), had her home
in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, burnt down by
UDF supporters in intense political conflict in the area
in March 1989.
TSHABALALA, Samkele , had his home burnt down by
IFP supporters in Tokoza, Tvl, in 1991. His uncle was
killed during the same attack. Violence engulfed the area
following numerous clashes between IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers and ANC- supporting residents.
TSHABALALA, Samuel , was shot and injured by
unidentified perpetrators on 19 January 1993 in
Ratanda, near Heidelberg, Tvl, during clashes between
ANC and IFP supporters in the area. Ratanda was
tense following clashes at a local factory between IFPaligned UWUSA members and COSATU-affiliated
FAWU members over strike action.
TSHABALALA, Sarah (65), an ANC supporter, was
burnt to death when her home was petrol-bombed,
allegedly by IFP supporters, in Katlehong, Tvl, on 24
May 1993. Three other members of Ms Tshabalala’s
family were killed in this attack.
TSHABALALA, Sizakele Maria , lost her house after it
was set alight by FAWU members in Ratanda, near
Heidelberg, Tvl, on 2 October 1992. A labour dispute
between striking COSATU-aligned FAWU workers and
non-striking IFP-aligned UWUSA workers caused
violent conflict in the area from July to December 1992.
TSHABALALA, Stanley Mbuso , is assumed to have
been burnt to death by Vlakplaas operatives in
Vlaklaagte, KwaNdebele, during July 1986. He and
eight other youths were recruited by askaris for
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supposed military training. The activists were killed
and the house they were staying in was set alight.
Their bodies were burnt beyond recognition.
TSHABALALA, Thamsanqa Clif for d (21), an ANC
supporter, was beaten to death by members of the
SAP in Vereeniging, Tvl, on 30 December 1991.
TSHABALALA, Thandumuzi Samuel , a FAWU member,
was shot by IFP supporters in Balfour, Tvl, on 19 January
1993. A labour dispute between striking COSATUaligned FAWU workers and non-striking IFP-aligned
UWUSA workers caused violent conflict in the area.
TSHABALALA, Thomas (17), was shot dead by a
named member of the SAP in Khutsong, Carletonville,
Tvl, in March 1990 while attending a night vigil.
TSHABALALA, Thulani Lioyd (29), was shot dead by
Azanian Student Movement (AZASM) supporters in
Emdeni, Soweto, Tvl, on 25 May 1986 during conflict
between the UDF-aligned SAYCO and the AZAPOaligned AZASM.
TSHABALALA, Vusumuzi Joseph (20), a COSAS
member, was shot and injured by members of the
SAP in Mzimhlophe, Soweto, Tvl, on 27 June 1976 in
the wake of the SOWETO UPRISING.
TSHABALALA, V uyani , an ANC member, was
abducted and seriously injured when he was shot and
hacked by ANC self-defence unit (SDU) members in
Katlehong, Tvl, on 7 December 1993. Eleven people
were killed, nine execution-style, during conflict
between the local ANCYL and SDU members. Thirteen
SDU members were refused amnesty (AC/1998/0013).
TSHABANGU, Isiah Doctor , had his house destroyed
in an arson attack by IFP supporters in Ratanda, near
Heidelberg, Tvl, on 23 November 1992. At the time
there was a labour dispute between striking COSATUaffiliated FAWU workers and non-striking IFP-affiliated
UWUSA workers. The conflict in the area between
June and December 1992 included attacks on homes
and the petrol bombing of buses taking workers to
and from work.
TSHABANGU, Jama Johannes , was shot dead by
IFP supporters on 20 August 1990, in Kagiso, Tvl,
during conflict between hostel- dwellers and residents.
TSHABANGU, Madzela Jack (55), was detained and
tortured by members of the SAP in KwaNdebele,
KwaNdebele, in June 1986 because he opposed the
independence of KwaNdebele.
TSHABANGU, Matilda Nomthandazo , an Inkatha
supporter, was shot dead by UDF supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 3 October 1989.
TSHABE, Thembinkosi (15), was shot by members of
the SAP while he was taking part in protest action in
Venterstad, Cape, in June 1993.
TSHAKA, Miena Boniswa (47), was tear-gassed in
her home on her arrest in Kimberley, Cape, on 20
November 1990. She was held in custody for two
weeks with her 18-month-old grandchild after being
charged with the attempted murder of a policeman.
She was later acquitted.
TSHAKALA, Solomon (56), an IFP supporter, was
shot and injured by named perpetrators in Pongola,
Tvl, on 1 January 1991.
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TSHAKAZA, Macdonald Mdojiyana , was tortured by
members of the SAP in March 1961 in Bizana,
Transkei, during the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
TSHALI, Phumzile Robert (23), a UDF supporter, was
assaulted with sjamboks by members of the Ciskei
Police while he was waiting for public transport in
Alice, Ciskei, in 1985.
TSHANDA, Mdodi , was assaulted by members of the
SADF and SAP at his home at Isikelo, near Bizana,
Transkei, in March 1960. He was then detained for six
months.
TSHANGA, Simon Mkulu , a UDF supporter, was
strangled to death by members of the SAP during the
conflict between UDF and AZAPO in Walmer
township, Port Elizabeth, in October 1987.
TSHANGANA, Cifi , was shot and injured by members
of the CDF near Egerton railway station at Mdantsane,
Ciskei, on 4 August 1983 during the MDANTSANE BUS
BOYCOTT.
TSHANGELA, Jackie (17), was shot and severely
injured in the head by a named member of the SAP in
Upington, Cape, on 15 June 1986, while youth were
singing and toyi-toying on the eve of the commemoration of SOWETO UPRISING. He lost an eye in the shooting.
TSHANGELA, Mama Fennie (49), was assaulted and
lost her home in Bizana, Transkei, when it was set
alight in 1961 by named COUNCILLORS in the presence
of members of the SAP. Ms Tshangela’s husband was
an IK ONGO member involved in the PONDOLAND REVOLT
and the police were constantly looking for him.
TSHANGELA, Theophilus , an ANC supporter, died
after giving himself up to the police at Mafikeng, Tvl,
in 1960. He had been on the run since his involvement
in the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
TSHANGWENI, Alpheus Samuel , an IFP supporter,
was shot and injured when members of an ANC selfdefence unit (SDU) opened fire on IFP supporters on
their way to a meeting at the Tokoza stadium on the
East Rand, Tvl, on 8 September 1991. Sixteen people
were killed and ten were injured in the attack. One
SDU member was granted amnesty for the attack
(AC/1999/00225). See T OKOZA ATTACKS.
TSHARANE, Alie Samuel (57), was severely beaten
at a community meeting in Ga-Kibi village, Lebowa, on
10 October 1986. The meeting was called to discuss
grievances against self-appointed Chief Lebogo. The
chief allegedly reacted by using members of the SAP
and SADF to disperse the meeting by sjambokking
those attending.
TSHAUKE, Timothy Mandla , was shot and severely
injured by members of the SAP in Duduza, Nigel, Tvl, in
September 1984 during the partial state of emergency.
TSHA WE, Nokufa Sophie , was injured and suffered
damage to property during the BOIPATONG MASSACRE by
IFP supporters in Boipatong, near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl,
on 17 June 1992, which left 45 people dead and 27
seriously injured. Thirteen perpetrators were granted
amnesty; a further three applications were refused
(AC/2000/209).
TSHAZI, Makutuza Shalestica (47), an ANC supporter,
had her home burnt down by IFP supporters in Chimora,
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Umlazi, Durban, on 16 January 1992. See C HIMORA
SETTLEMENT ATTACKS.
TSHAZIBANA, Wellington Mlungisi , was assaulted
and died in an alleged suicide while in police custody
in Alberton, Tvl, in December 1976 after being arrested
for the bombing of the Carlton Centre.
TSHEGARE, Andr ew, a Jouberton Youth Congress
member, was severely tortured by members of the
SAP in Stilfontein, Tvl, on 8 June 1986 after an arson
attack on the houses of local COUNCILLORS and police
officers.
TSHEGARE, Philemon (21), a Jouberton Youth
Congress member, was severely tortured by members
of the SAP in Stilfontein, Tvl, on 8 June 1986 after an
arson attack on the houses of local COUNCILLORS and
police officers.
TSHEGARE, Pula Barry Hercules David , was
arrested at Bloemfontein in 1990 while on his way to a
mass rally. He was sentenced to a six-year prison term
on a charge of robbery. He believes he was victimised
because of his political activities.
TSHEHLA, Nkgekgethi John (42), was shot and
injured by named perpetrators in Sekhukhuneland,
Lebowa, on 23 December 1989 during conflict
between Chief Rhyne Sekhukhune and Chief KK
Sekhukhune.
TSHEKOESELE, Kagiso James (20), an ANC
supporter, was severely beaten by members of the
Bophuthatswana Police in Taung, Bophuthatswana, on
10 December 1992. The Bophuthatswana government
was allegedly making a concerted effort at the time to
discourage any support for the ANC in the area.
TSHELANE, David Baruti (60), was subjected to
electric shock torture by members of the Bophuthatswana Police while in detention in Zeerust, Tvl, in
June 1989. He was detained for nine months during
the Wilwedagt boycott about a border dispute
between the government and residents.
TSHEMESE, Fanisile (20), an ANC supporter, was
kicked and assaulted by members of the SAP until he
lost consciousness, during a consumer boycott in
Komga, Cape, in 1990.
TSHEMESE, Geelboy V akele , died after being hacked
with an axe and then ‘necklaced’ by UDF supporters in
Philipstown, Cape, on 22 December 1985. The killing
happened shortly after Mr Tshemese’s son, a
MUNICIPAL POLICEMAN, had shot a woman dead.
TSHEMESE, Kenneth Mhleli , was shot and injured by
a member of the Ciskei Police near Berlin, Cape,
during August 1987. He and a friend were returning
from work when police allegedly told them to run and
then fired shots at them.
TSHEMESE, Lena , survived the stoning and bombing
of her home in Philipstown, Cape, on 22 December
1985, in which a relative was hacked and burnt to
death. The attack took place after another relative, a
MUNICIPAL POLICEMAN, had shot a woman dead.
TSHEMESE, Silingo Simon , a MUNICIPAL POLICEMAN,
was hacked with an axe on his neck and stabbed at his
family home in Philipstown, Cape, on 22 December
1985, by residents angered by his fatal shooting of a
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female resident earlier that day. Mr Tshemese’s father
was hacked and burnt to death in the attack.
TSHEMESE, Witness (62), a businessman, was shot
and injured by alleged ANC members during the
burning of his shop at Khayelitsha, Cape Town, in
February 1991, during political conflict.
TSHENUW ANI, Simon , was detained by members of
the Venda Police in 1980 and kept in cells in Sibasa,
Masisi, and Louis Trichardt, Tvl. Mr Tshenuwani was
politically active and was allegedly detained for
refusing to become an informer.
TSHEONI, S , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church Street,
Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people were
killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of MK’s
Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See
CHURCH STREET BOMBING, P RETORIA.
TSHEPO, Ramokoni (61), had her home burnt down
on 2 February 1980 at GaMatlala, Lebowa, by
supporters of Chief BK Matlala because she resisted
Lebowa’s proposed independence from South Africa.
TSHETU, Nceba Wellington (31), a PAC member,
was detained in Paarl, Cape, in 1964, and was tortured
by named members of the SAP. He was then
imprisoned on Robben Island where he was beaten
while doing hard labour.
TSHEZI, Bhungweni , was severely beaten with a
rifle-butt by members of the SAP in Bizana, Transkei,
in March 1960 during the PONDOLAND REVOLT. He died
from his injuries.
TSHEZI, Siyabulela , was shot dead, allegedly by a
named IFP supporter, in Tokoza, Tvl, on 3 December
1990 because the family was Xhosa-speaking. This
incident occurred during intense conflict when political
affiliation was often associated with ethnic identity.
TSHEZI, Thombeka (22), was shot dead by a named
IFP supporter in her home in Tokoza, Tvl, on 3
December 1990. Her brother was also killed and her
father injured in the attack. The family was allegedly
attacked because they were Xhosa-speaking. Political
conflict on the East Rand led to the polarisation of the
community into IFP- and ANC-supporting areas. After
Inkatha’s launch as a political party, ethnic identity
overlapped increasingly with political affiliation.
TSHEZI, Tondo (76), an ANC supporter, had his house
burnt down and livestock stolen by IFP supporters in
Esimozomeni, Richmond, Natal, in 1990 in intense
political conflict following the UNBANNING of political
organisations in February that year.
TSHEZI, Tozama (57), was shot and injured in Tokoza,
Tvl, on 3 December 1990 by a group of IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers, one of whom is named. Mr Tshezi’s
son and daughter were killed in the attack. Nineteen
people died in Tokoza during intense political conflict
that day.
TSHIBALO, Johannes T shivhidzo , lost his home in
an arson attack by a group of the community residents
in Venda on 10 March 1990. Nine people were killed
and 11 houses burnt down in attacks on people accused
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of practising witchcraft to impede the community’s
campaign for re-incorporation of the homeland into
South Africa. Two ANC supporters were refused
amnesty (AC/2000/094).
TSHIBA VHALEMBA, Nkhetheni Reginald (31), an
ANC and SADTU member, was tortured by members
of the Venda Police in Sibasa, Venda, on 29 December
1983 for allegedly assisting MK operatives.
TSHIBE, Bangilize (46), an ANC supporter, died after
being stabbed by named IFP supporters at the Zamani
informal settlement, Umlazi, Durban, in February 1992.
Zamani, an ANC stronghold, was under frequent
attack by IFP supporters in this period.
TSHIEAME, Daniel Ramankwane (85), an ANC
supporter, was shot and killed, allegedly by IFP
supporters, in Katlehong, Tvl, on 10 September 1990.
TSHIKALANGE, Rangoezi Gilbert , lost his home
when he was banished from Tshififi, Thohoyandou,
Venda, during a tribal conflict in June 1969. Mr
Tshikalange was served with further banning orders,
placed under house arrest, detained and harassed
because he opposed the Black Administration Act and
forced removals.
TSHIKANE, Manyele Lucas (46), was shot and
injured by members of the Bophuthatswana Police in
Ga-Rankuwa, Bophuthatswana, while taking part in a
community march to express dissatisfaction with the
Bophuthatswana Police on 7 March 1990.
TSHIKHAKHISA, Elsie , an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by members of the Venda Police in Thohoyandou,
Venda, while taking part in a political march in March
1990.
TSHIKHUDO, Elmon (27), a UDF supporter, was
tortured and subjected to electric shocks by members
of the Venda Police while in detention in Thohoyandou,
Venda, in December 1987. He was detained on
suspicion of having information about hidden arms
that belonged to captured MK operatives.
TSHIKILA, Lungelo A ylif f (59), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead during pre-election violence in Mount
Frere, Transkei, on 20 April 1994.
TSHIKILA, Msokoli Apollo (17), a UDF supporter,
was shot dead by members of the SAP during
protests in Aliwal North, Cape, on 23 August 1985.
See ALIWAL NORTH SHOOTINGS.
TSHIKILA, Walter Zifozonke (50), a PAC member,
was arrested in 1975 at Grahamstown, Cape, on
charges of furthering the aims of the PAC. In 1977, he
was sentenced to 15 years’ in prison, 13 years of which
he served on Robben Island until his release in 1990.
TSHIKILA, Welile Archie (25), a Uitenhage Youth
Congress member, was beaten, suffocated and
suffered electric shock torture by members of the SAP
during intense political conflict in Uitenhage, Cape, in
January 1985. He was interrogated about the location
of political activists and charged with arson and public
violence. He was found guilty on all charges and was
sentenced to seven years’ imprisonment.
TSHIKORORO, Ramaano Selwyn , was tortured by
members of the Venda Police in Dzanani, near
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Thohoyandou, Venda, in 1981. He was accused of
assisting the ANC underground.
TSHILUMBA, Kanjinga , was injured when a limpet
mine exploded on a municipal bus in Gardiner Street,
Durban, on 30 November 1993. The explosive was
being conveyed by APLA operatives to an intended
target. When it accidentally exploded, 12 people were
killed, including one of the operatives. See APLA
ATTACKS. One APLA member and two PASO members
were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0076).
TSHIPANE, A , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
TSHIPI, Motseoile Ben (26), was shot dead by a
named member of the SAP in Paballelo, Upington,
Cape, on 16 November 1985, during unrest in the
township.
TSHISHONGA, Robert Mmbofheni (27), was
detained and tortured by the SAP in Thohoyandou,
Venda, in 1986.
TSHIT AHE, Ntsumbedzeni , was arrested in 1977,
detained for a long period, and imprisoned for ten
years on Robben Island, for his involvement in student
politics.
TSHIT ANGANO, Mmbangiseni (31), was detained
and held in solitary confinement in Tshalu police
station in August 1987 and at the Venda Central prison
in Thohoyandou, Venda, in August 1988. Mr Tshitangano
was detained for allegedly recruiting people for training
under the auspices of the ANC.
TSHIVHASE, Samuel Mugivhela , was beaten to
death in Sibasa, Venda, on 20 January 1984 after
being accused of harbouring terrorists.
TSHO, Mkhize , was shot dead by named IFP
supporters in Emdeni, Soweto, Tvl, on 5 April 1991
during intense conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters. Four other people were killed in the attack.
TSHO, Zondi , was shot dead by named by IFP
perpetrators in Emdeni, Soweto, Tvl, on 5 April 1991
during intense conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters. Four other people were killed in the attack.
TSHOBA, Abel Piliki (16), was shot dead by a
member of the SAP in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl, on
8 April 1991 at the time of a peace initiative by the
Independent Board of Enquiry and the local ANC
branch to try and stop violence between two rival
factions in the ANC-aligned KHUTSONG YOUTH CONGRESS,
the ‘Gaddaffis’ and the ‘Zim-zims’.
TSHOBA, Benjamin Zanephi (38), was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl,
on 24 January 1990 on a march to protest the killing of
a ‘comrade’ by police.
TSHOBA, Jan , was shot dead by members of the
Security Police in Atteridgeville, Pretoria, on 29 May 1992
because of his alleged position as a PAC commander.
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TSHOKELA, Gladman Mzwandile (15), was shot
dead by members of the SAP on 13 April 1985 in
Zwide, Port Elizabeth, during political conflict following
the LANGA SHOOTINGS of 21 March.
TSHOKO, James (26), an ANC supporter, was shot by
IFP supporters while standing by the side of a road in
Sebokeng, Tvl, on 15 May 1992. At the time, there
were repeated attacks by unidentified gunmen firing
randomly at people in Sebokeng.
TSHOKO, Meriam Nomase (26), an ANC supporter,
was aducted by members of the IFP-aligned ‘KHETISA
KHESWA’ GANG in Sebokeng, Tvl, in March 1993. Ms
Tshoko has not been seen since and is presumed dead.
TSHOLEKA, Mncedisi Coulbert (44), was detained
on 8 January 1981 for three months in Butterworth,
Transkei, on suspicion of being an ANC member. Mr
Tsholeka was replaced in his job immediately upon his
detention, and was never reinstated.
TSHOLO, Molebang , was injured when Security
Branch members detonated an explosive device at the
Why Not Club, Vanderbijl Square, Johannesburg, on 21
September 1988. The club was targeted because it
was allegedly frequented by ANC supporters. Four
members of the Witwatersrand Security Branch,
including the divisional commander and his deputy,
and one Vlakplaas operative were granted amnesty for
the operation (AC/2001/046).
TSHONA, Matthews Matiyasi (44), a member of the
WITDOEKE vigilantes, was hacked, stabbed and severely
injured by ‘comrades’ on 20 May 1986 in Nyanga,
Cape Town, during the mass destruction of UDFsupporting squatter camps by the vigilantes, acting
with the tacit approval and aid of the security forces.
TSHONA, V uyisile , a member of the Ciskei Police,
was stabbed and burnt to death by ANC supporters on
22 September 1985 in Mdantsane, Ciskei. Mr Tshona
had been accused of acting as an informer during
political unrest in the area.
TSHONA, Zonwabele Johnson Luwi (22), a COSAS
member, was detained, tortured and assaulted by
members of the Security Police in 1984 at Cradock,
Cape. Police allegedly tried to force him to confess to
a stone-throwing and petrol bomb incident in Cradock.
TSHONISW A, Pakamile Petrus (6), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in Kanana, Orkney,
Tvl, on 4 March 1986 during the mass funeral of three
youths shot by police.
TSHUKANE, ZB , a member of the Bophuthatswana
security forces, was shot dead by MK operatives who
attempted to attack the Braklaagte military base in
Bophuthatswana on 31 July 1990. Three others were
killed and two were injured. Three MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/254).
TSHUKU, Abigail Mbimbi (17), was shot dead with
her mother and three siblings during a midnight arson
and gunfire attack by unidentifed men on their home
in Khayelitsha, Cape Town, on 15 August 1991. Her
father was the chairperson of the local ANC branch.
TSHUKU, Lundi (18), was shot dead with five other
family members during a midnight arson and gunfire
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attack by unidentifed men on their home in
Khayelitsha, Cape Town, on 15 August 1991.
TSHUKU, Mncedisi (20), was burnt to death with his
mother and three siblings during a midnight arson and
gunfire attack by unidentified men on their home in
Khayelitsha, Cape Town, on 15 August 1991. His
father was the chairperson of the local ANC branch.
TSHUKU, Nomanqulo (4), was burnt to death with
her mother and three siblings during a midnight arson
and gunfire attack by unidentified men on their home
in Khayelitsha, Cape Town, on 15 August 1991. Her
father was the chairperson of the local ANC branch.
TSHUKU, Nophumzile (50), an ANC member, was
burnt to death with her four children during a midnight
arson and gunfire attack by unidentifed men on their
home in Khayelitsha, Cape Town, on 15 August 1991. Her
husband was the chairperson of the local ANC branch.
TSHUKU, Solomon , chairperson of a local ANC
branch, lost his wife and four children in a midnight
arson and gunfire attack by unidentifed men on their
home in Khayelitsha, Cape Town, on 15 August 1991.
His home was destroyed in the attack.
TSHUKUDU, Khumoetjule Gladys (31), was abducted
and tortured by members of the Bophuthatswana
Police in Zeerust, Tvl, on 4 September 1989 following
the murder of a policeman.
TSHUKUTSW ANE, Gloria Kgalalelo (18), was
assaulted by members of the Bophuthatswana Police
after her arrest on 6 December 1990 in Pudimoe,
Bophuthatswana. At the time, the Bophuthatswana
government was reportedly making a concerted effort
to discourage any support for the ANC in the homeland.
TSHUT A, Knowledge Dakile (16), was imprisoned by
members of the SAP on 8 April 1986 in Vosloorus, Tvl,
during protests over the death of an MK operative
killed by police in the area.
TSHUTSHA, Majola , an ANC member, was executed
in Pretoria Central prison, Pretoria, on 6 July 1962 for
his part in the murder of alleged informer Chief
Stanford Mzizi during the 1960 PONDOLAND REVOLT.
TSHWAGONG, Motlagomang Jacob (18), a UDF
supporter, was severely assaulted when members of
the SAP and SADF attacked a night vigil in Khutsong,
Carletonville, Tvl, on 5 July 1986 during the state of
emergency.
TSHWENI, Nontasi Albert (39), a Poqo member, was
executed at Pretoria Central prison, on 31 October
1967. Mr Tshweni had already served two of a 20-year
jail sentence for sabotage, when he was condemned
to death for the March 1962 killing of a policeman in
Langa, Cape Town.
TSHWILI, Jongumzi Anderson (35), was shot dead
by a group of men in balaclavas, including one in a
SPECIAL CONSTABLE uniform, in Site B, Khayelitsha, Cape
Town, on 2 August 1992. He was patrolling with a
community defence unit, established to deter attacks
by BALACLAVA GROUPS on the community and ANC
members. Three others were injured in the attack.
TSIBANE, Michael Lahlekile (27), a UDF supporter,
was arrested on 5 October 1985, and assaulted and
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tortured by members of the SAP while in police
custody at Fleet Street police station, East London.
TSIBANI, Johnson (38), an ANC member, was
assaulted by members of the CDF while he was
attending a meeting at Mngqesha Primary School in
Dikidikana, near King William’s Town, Cape, on 6
September 1992.
TSIBANI, Ntombizodwa Beauty (39), an ANC member,
was assaulted with sjamboks while she was attending
a meeting at Mngqesha Primary School in Dikidikana,
near King William’s Town, Cape, on 6 September 1992.
TSIE, Manko Joseph (35), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by a named member of the MUNICIPAL
POLICE in Welkom, OFS, in January 1986. Mr Tsie was
accosted in the street and accused of stone-throwing,
after which he was shot at close range.
TSIE, Matselane Dikeledi Florina (15), was severely
beaten and tear-gassed by SAP members in Bultfontein,
OFS, on 28 February 1990. She was participating in a
student protest during a week-long boycott by approximately 20 000 schoolchildren in several towns in the
province.
TSIETSO, Socks , was assaulted and tear-gassed by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police at Taung,
Bophuthatswana, on 21 November 1993 because of
conflict between the community and the chief.
TSILI, Blacky Fr eddie , was shot dead when members
of the SAP fired on youths demonstrating after a mass
funeral in Grahamstown, Cape, on 26 July 1980.
TSILI, Violet (54), an ANC supporter, was shot dead by
a named member of the SAP while she was passing by
a toyi-toyi procession of school children near Nyaluza
School in Grahamstown, Cape, on 10 July 1980.
TSIMILE, Makalo Naphtaly (61), a citizen of Lesotho,
was killed on 9 December 1982 in an attack by SADF
Special Forces operatives on several ANC houses and
a block of flats on Maseru, Lesotho. Thirty South
Africans and 12 citizens of Lesotho were killed in the
midnight attack.
TSIMO, Elias (60), an ANC member, was beaten and
subjected to electric shock torture by members of the
SAP when he was detained at Pretoria North prison,
Tvl, in June 1963. He was sentenced to ten years’
imprisonment on Robben Island for his involvement in
the ANC which was banned at the time.
TSIPA, Matlou Ernest (22), was shot and injured by
members of the SAP in Tembisa, Tvl, on 15 August 1981.
TSIPA, Sobantu , a member of the Transkei Police,
was shot dead by APLA members on 28 March 1994
while he was on duty at the Willowvale police station,
Transkei. See APLA ATTACKS.
TSLULUMBA, Kanyinga , was injured when a limpet
mine exploded on a municipal bus in Gardiner Street,
Durban, on 30 November 1993. The explosive was
being conveyed by APLA operatives to an intended
target. When it accidentally exploded, 12 people were
killed, including one of the operatives. See APLA
ATTACKS. One APLA member and two PASO members
were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0076).
TSOABISI, Stephen Molefe (66), was shot dead by a
named member of the SAP in Heilbron, OFS, on 3
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March 1990. There was a strike in the township at the
time. Police opened fire in the street, killing Mr
Tsoabisi in his home.
TSOAELAMI, David Rantsoake (42), an AZAPO
supporter, was shot dead in Tokoza, Tvl, on 25 July
1993 while on his way to work when unidentified
gunmen in a minibus opened fire on pedestrians. At
least five other people were allegedly killed in this
incident which took place during conflict between rival
taxi associations in Katlehong. See DRIVE- BY SHOOTINGS.
TSOAELI, Moses Oupa , an ANC supporter, died after
being shot in the head in Evaton, Tvl, on 27 June 1993
by the Terror Gang vigilante group.
TSOALEI, Tankiso Lenah (52), was shot dead when
members of the SAP opened fire on protesters during
a student boycott in Monyakeng, Wesselsbron, OFS,
on 2 July 1990.
TSOARI, Thomas , a FAWU member, died in a hand
grenade attack by named UWUSA members in
Ratanda, near Heidelberg, Tvl, on 28 September 1992.
A labour dispute between striking COSATU-aligned
FAWU workers and non-striking IFP-aligned UWUSA
workers caused violent conflict in the area from July to
December 1992.
TSOBANE, Zacharia , was shot dead by IFPsupporting Simphiwe hostel-dwellers in Dobsonville,
Soweto, Tvl, on 13 March 1992 during conflict
between mainly ANC-supporting residents and IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers. Two people died and two
others were injured in the attack.
TSOBILEYO, Nomatise Evelyn (26), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in Crossroads, Cape
Town, on 18 February 1985. Eighteen people were
killed and many more injured over three days during
protests against the pending forced removal of
Crossroads residents to Khayelitsha.
TSOKA, Magukubjane Mumcy (18), was arrested by
members of the Lebowa Police in Sekhukhuneland,
Lebowa, in March 1986 while on her way to the
funeral of a ‘comrade’. Ms Tsoka was then taken to a
garage with other mourners who had been arrested
and assaulted with a sjambok.
TSOKE, Ar mstr ong Thathi , an ANC supporter, was shot
dead in Vosloorus, Tvl, in 1990 at a roadblock organised
by local youth during political conflict in the area.
TSOKELA, Isaac Laine (21), was shot dead by
members of the SADF in Siyabuswa, KwaNdebele, in
1993 during fighting in the street between ANCaligned ‘comrades’ and members of the SADF and
IMBOKODO vigilantes.
TSOKOLIBANE, Malijewe Miriam (46), an ANC
supporter, was beaten and severely injured when her
shop was looted by Inkatha-supporting hostel-dwellers
in Tsakane, Brakpan, Tvl, on 5 May 1986. The attack
took place on the day of a funeral for ANC supporters
shot by police. Ms Tsokolibane’s husband was also
attacked and died of his injuries ten months later.
TSOKOLIBANE, Thomas Mahlomola (47), an ANC
supporter, was severely beaten and injured by IFP
supporters in Tsakane, Brakpan, Tvl, on 5 May 1986
during the funeral of ANC supporters.
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TSOKU, Ingrid Mmaditau (34), lost her house in an
arson attack by IFP supporters in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, on 17 January 1993 during conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters.
TSOLO, Motang Jonas (27), a SAYCO member, was
detained by members of the SAP who broke up a
SAYCO meeting in Kgotsong, Bothaville, OFS, in May
1990. Mr Tsolo was tortured while in custody.
TSOLO, Patrick , an ANC supporter, was beaten to
death by hostel- dwellers in Soweto, on 2 November
1976 in the aftermath of the SOWETO UPRISING. The
state used hostel-dwellers to break up a stayaway
called to protest against continued police violence
against students.
TSOSANE, Mpho (50), an ANC supporter, was
arrested on 1 June 1985 and detained without trial for
six months at Theunissen police station, OFS, allegedly
because she ‘politicised’ children. In custody, Ms
Tsosane was severely tortured by members of the SAP.
TSOTETSI, Abel , an ANC supporter, was shot dead in
Katlehong, Tvl, on 12 June 1992 during ongoing
political conflict in the area.
TSOTETSI, Anna Mamokete (51), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured in Katlehong, Tvl, on 30 December
1992 during ongoing political conflict in the area.
TSOTETSI, Joyce Dibane (42), was detained in
solitary confinement for six weeks from 29 May 1984
in Soweto, Tvl.
TSOTETSI, Malente Emmerantia (28), was shot and
severely injured by a named IFP supporter in Nqutu,
KwaZulu, near Vryheid, Natal, on 13 November 1993,
as she was returning from the funeral of an ANCaligned chief’s children. She had to flee from Nqutu
hospital to Dundee hospital to escape a second attack
by the perpetrators.
TSOTETSI, Maphike Abel (19), was shot dead by IFPaligned K HETISI KHESWA GANG members in Sebokeng,
Tvl, on 12 January 1991 at the night vigil of an ANCYL
member killed by the gang. Gang members threw
hand grenades and fired at mourners, killing a number
of people and injuring several others. Police arrived on
the scene but provided no protection, allegedly ignoring
both the attackers and the injured. See NANGALEMBE
NIGHT VIGIL MASSACRE.
TSOTETSI, Mmasole Christinah (50), was injured in
an explosion caused by IFP supporters in Ratanda,
near Heidelberg, Tvl, on 28 September 1992. A labour
dispute between striking COSATU-aligned FAWU
workers and non-striking IFP-aligned UWUSA workers
caused violent conflict in the area from July to
December 1992.
TSOTETSI, Mphonyana Meshack (18), was shot
dead by members of the SAP in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 23
April 1992 during conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
TSOTETSI, Musoe Jonas (53), was injured in an
explosion on a bus in Heidelberg, Tvl, on 16 November
1992. A labour dispute between striking COSATUaligned FAWU workers and non-striking IFP-aligned
UWUSA workers caused violent conflict in the area
from July to December 1992.
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TSOTETSI, Nelson (63), was severely beaten, allegedly
by members of the SADF unit 32 Battalion, in Phola
Park, Tokoza, Tvl, on 5 June 1990. After about 100
people were assaulted, four women were raped and
two others were shot dead by the unit in Phola Park
on 8 April 1992, the Goldstone Commission
recommended the unit be removed from peacekeeping
duties in all townships.
TSOTETSI, Oupa Ishmael (39), was detained, tortured
and beaten in Evaton, Tvl, on 8 November 1984 during
rent boycotts in the area during the VAAL UPRISING.
TSOTETSI, Peter , a UDF supporter, was tortured by a
named member of the Security Police on 23 July
1986. He had allegedly been implicated in the murder
of a policeman.
TSOTETSI, Piet Monky , was shot dead by members
of the SAP in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 1 April 1990, while on
a march by released detainees. The Goldstone
Commission found that the police acted illegally when
they allegedly fired into the crowd with live ammunition.
TSOTETSI, Saul Andr ew, an ANC member, was
killed when a hand grenade allegedly in his possession
detonated in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 22 March 1992.
Another person was killed in the incident.
TSOTETSI, Tumelo Johannes , was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Ratanda, near Heidelberg, Tvl,
on 2 July 1990 when police enforced a court eviction
on Mandela squatter camp residents.
TSOTETSI, Vusi Steven , an MK operative, was shot
dead by members of the SAP in Nelspruit, Tvl, in
1986.
TSOTSI, Er nest, was detained and tortured by
members of the Transkei Security Branch in Umtata,
Transkei, who believed him to be an ANC supporter.
Mr Tsotsi’s detention followed an MK attack on the
Madeira Street police station, Umtata, on 29 July 1986.
One Transkei Security Branch operative was granted
amnesty (AC/2000/076).
TSOTSO, Nkosemntu Louis (63), was shot and killed,
allegedly by IFP supporters, in Tokoza, Tvl, on 15
August 1990 during violent political conflict which
erupted on the East Rand from August 1990.
TSOTSOTSO, Abel (16), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead when police opened fire on a student protest
march in Rammolotsi, Viljoenskroon, OFS, on 19 April
1990. Four other ANC supporters were killed and
seven injured in the shooting.
TSOTSOTSO, Fako Elias , a local councillor, lost his
home in Viljoenskroon, OFS, in an arson attack by ANC
supporters on 20 April 1990. Mr Tsotsotso was then
forced to resign as councillor.
TSOTSOTSO, Moorosi Samuel (19), was shot and
injured when police opened fire on a student protest
march in Viljoenskroon, OFS, on 19 April 1990. Five
ANC supporters were killed and six others injured in
the shooting.
TSUBALALA (first name not given), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead when a known COUNCILLOR opened fire
on a group of ANC supporters protesting against the
local council in Rouxville, OFS, on 9 September 1990.
One other person was shot dead in the incident.
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TSUENE, Igrid Magdeline (40), was shot by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police during a
protest march in Ga-Rankuwa, Bophuthatswana, on 7
February 1990.
TSUME, Eugene Howard Mvuyo (13), a UDF
supporter, was shot and injured by members of the
SAP in Ethembeni, Prieska, Cape, in December 1986.
TSWABOLE, Elias (35), a member of the SAP, lost his
house when it was burnt down by community
members at Thabong, Welkom, OFS, in 1990. The
attack followed the killing by Mr Tswabole of his
girlfriend, Ms Selina Ncala, a political activist. Mr
Tswabole was never charged for the killing.
TUBA TSI, Daniel , was shot dead by members of the
SAP in Daveyton, Tvl, on 25 July 1993 during conflict
between residents and hostel-dwellers which
prompted a strong police presence in the area.
TUGW ANA, Gabudhla Jan (22), a journalist, was
arrested in Johannesburg, in August 1976 and held in
solitary confinement for 13 months for his role in
covering unrest in the area and for exposing collaboration between police and hostel-dwellers in attacks
on residents during the SOWETO UPRISING.
TUILELO, V uyiswa , was injured in a hand grenade
explosion on 25 May 1993 in Kimberley, Cape, during
an ANC protest march to the Bophuthatswana
consulate. Two MK operatives threw a hand grenade
at the building which bounced back into the crowd,
killing one person and injuring 41 others. Two ANC
members were wrongly convicted of the killing. Four
MK operatives and ANC members, two of whom
denied guilt, were refused amnesty (AC/2000/053 and
AC/2000/241).
TUKANI, John , an ANC supporter, was shot with
pellets in both legs in a random shooting by members
of the SAP in Venterstad, Cape, on 4 July 1993.
TUKANI, Thamsanqa Boy (22), was detained in
Zwelethemba, Worcester, Cape, in March 1960, during
the anti-Pass Law campaign, and detained and
tortured in May 1963 in Paarl, Cape.
TUKELA, Shannon Mzimkhulu (28), an ANC
underground member, was severely assaulted by
members of the Transkei Police at his home in Libode,
Transkei, on 22 September 1985. He was interrogated
about the whereabouts of his cousin, an MK operative.
He was then detained in Umtata, Transkei, until 12
January 1986 and again from January 1988 to October
1989.
TUKO, Thembisile T eddy (33), an MK cadre, was
shot dead in a staged suicide at his home in Botswana
on 11 November 1986.
TUKU, Nkosinathi , was abducted along with two
friends, by Transkei Defence Force (TDF) soldiers in
East London, who wanted to know the whereabouts
of a person suspected of involvement in a planned
coup in Transkei. Mr Tuku was shot dead near the Kei
River Bridge on 21 May 1993. A TDF soldier was
granted amnesty for the abduction, but refused
amnesty for the killing (AC/2000/018).
TULE, Ngenisile Michael (25), was shot and injured
by members of the SAP in Langa, Uitenhage, Cape, on
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21 March 1985 when police opened fire on mourners
marching to a funeral. At least 20 people were killed and
many injured in the shooting. See L ANGA SHOOTINGS.
TULLUES, H , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
TUMENG, Moronko Azael (33), a member of
SANCO, lost his house and vehicle in an arson attack
by ANC supporters and members of the SAP in
Meqheleng, Ficksburg, OFS, on 3 August 1993. There
was tension and conflict between SANCO and the
ANC in the area at the time.
TUMISI, Tebello Jacobs (46), a UDF supporter, was
detained and severely tortured by named members of
the Security Branch in Kroonstad, OFS, between 18 and
21 December 1990, because of his political activities.
TUNGA TA, Lindikaya Nelson , was shot and injured
by members of the SAP who opened fire on PAC
members and bystanders outside a PAC meeting in
Guguletu, Cape Town, on 6 January 1994. A young boy
was shot dead and several others injured in the shooting.
TURNER, Catherine Anne , an ECC supporter, was
harassed by members of the SAP in Port Elizabeth, in
1988 during the state of emergency. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
TURNER, Hendrick Stephanus , was injured in
Mmabatho, Bophuthatswana during an attempted
coup d’etat on 10 February 1988. The coup was
brought to an end when the SADF came to the
assistance of the Bophuthatswana government. Two
Bophuthatswana Defence Force members were
granted amnesty for their role in the attempted coup
(AC/2000/044).
TURNER, Nicole Jean (19), an ECC supporter, was
arrested in February 1989 in Port Elizabeth, during the
state of emergency. She was charged with the
possession of drugs in an attempt by named members
of the SAP to discredit her.
TURNER, Richard Albert David (36), a political scientist
at the University of Natal, was shot dead at his home
in Durban on 8 January 1978. He had been banned
since 1973 for his opposition to apartheid, and had
been repeatedly harassed by the Security Branch
during the 1970s. His two young daughters were in
the house with him at the time. The identity of the
killer, widely suspected to have been a member of the
Security Branch, has never been established.
TUROK, Ben (35), an MK operative, was convicted of
arson and sentenced to three years’ imprisonment in
1962 in Johannesburg, a prison term spent largely in
solitary confinement. On his release he was banned
for five years and eventually went into exile from 1969
to 1990.
TUROK, Mary , an SACP member in Johannesburg,
served a six-month prison sentence in 1963 for putting
up banned ANC posters. She was then served with a
banning order for five years. Her husband also served
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a jail term. They experienced ongoing police harassment
and intimidation and were forced to leave the country.
TUSHINI, Mbeshe Ephriam (23), an ANC supporter,
was abducted by named IFP supporters and later killed
in Port Shepstone, Natal, in August 1991.
TUSI, Dumisani , an ANC supporter, was shot and
killed while fleeing Clermont, near Durban, allegedly
because of internal divisions within the ANC in 1992.
TUT ANI, Freddie Qwantsu (47), was shot by
members of the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on 7 September
1992 during an ANC protest march to demand free
political activity in Ciskei. Thirty people were killed and
200 people injured in the event which became known as
the BISHO MASSACRE. Two members of the former CDF
were refused amnesty for the shooting (AC/2000/122).
TUT ANI, Nombulelo (14), became partially blind after
being severely beaten with sjamboks by members of
the Ciskei Police at a community meeting in Berlin,
Cape, on 21 September 1985.
TUTSHINI, Bekisisa Robert (49), an ANC supporter,
lost his house in an arson attack by IFP supporters in
Mvutshini, Port Sheptsone, Natal, on 21 March 1994,
in the run-up to the A PRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
TUTU, Desmond Mpilo , a church leader and
prominent anti-apartheid activist, was a target of
intimidation and harassment by the Witwatersrand
Security Branch between 1982 and 1986. In 1989, CCB
operatives placed a monkey foetus on his property.
One Witwatersrand Security Branch operative and four
CCB members were granted amnesty for these
incidents (AC/2001/0184 and AC/ 2001/232).
TUTU, Jerry Thozamile , a local squatter leader, lost his
home and vehicle in an arson attack by UDF supporters
near Crossroads, Cape Town, in October 1985, during
conflict over the issue of state-sponsored removals to
Khayelitsha. His girlfriend was abducted and ‘necklaced’
in the attack. In 1989 he was shot and injured in an
attack on his home in Khayelitsha by his former allies
linked to the Lingelethu West Town Council.
TUTU, Mhlanbunzima (21), an IKONGO member, lost
the use of a leg after being shot and injured on 6 June
1960 in Flagstaff, Transkei, during the NGQUZA HILL raid
in which police members ambushed community
members attending a NONQULWANA meeting during the
PONDOLAND REVOLT.
TUTU, Patrick , a member of the SAP, was shot and
killed in an attack by three APLA members near the
Crossroads police station, Cape Town, on 8
September 1992. A Spoornet employee was also
killed in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. One APLA
member was granted amnesty (AC/1998/0103).
TUTU, Zukile Faithful (18), was beaten with batons
and knobkerries by a named member of the
AMASOLOMZI vigilantes, together with SAP members, in
Zolani, Ashton, Cape, and arrested on a charge of
arson on 20 November 1985. After being held in
custody for many months while awaiting trial, Mr Tutu
was sentenced to an effective three years in prison.
TUTUBALA, Limakatso Elizabeth (47), was shot and
injured in Thabong, Welkom, OFS, on 16 June 1985,
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when she was caught in crossfire during a clash
between ANC members and the A-TEAM at a
commemoration of 16 June.
TWABIYO, Ntsila (34), a PAC supporter, was detained
without trial for 30 days at Engcobo, Transkei, and
sentenced to five years’ imprisonment on Robben
Island, Cape Town, in 1963.
TWABU, Siyabulela (22), an APLA member, was shot
dead with five other APLA members in March 1985 at
Qacha's Nek on the Transkei-Lesotho border. Their
bodies were found decomposing in a forest.
TWALA, Clement Linda (41), a UDF supporter, lost
his house in an arson attack by members of the
MAKABASA GANG and the SAP in Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 22 April 1986. Police often used gang
members to attack political activists in the township.
TWALA, Dimakatso Sophie (52), was severely injured
in an explosion when a named perpetrator threw a hand
grenade into a bus she was travelling in on 1 December
1992 in Ratanda, near Heidelberg, Tvl. A labour
dispute between striking COSATU-aligned FAWU
workers and non-striking IFP-aligned UWUSA workers
caused violent conflict from July to December 1992.
TWALA, Elizabeth Genekelo , an ANC supporter, was
shot dead in Tokoza, Tvl, on 29 September 1993
during ongoing political conflict in the area.
TWALA, Elsie , died a fortnight after being burnt in an
attack by UDF supporters at Mariannhill, Pinetown,
Natal, on 28 September 1989, during political conflict
in the area.
TWALA, Esau , was one of three vigilantes pursued
and hacked to death by UDF supporters in Standerton,
Tvl, in June 1987, because he was believed to have
collaborated with members of the Pirates soccer club
and community councillors to persecute UDF
supporters. Two UDF supporters were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/071).
TWALA, Frans (21), was shot dead by hostel-dwellers
in Ratanda, near Heidelberg, Tvl, on 27 January 1993
because he was suspected of being a spy for the
community.
TWALA, Gladys Ntasana (21), an ANC member, had
her house bombed and destroyed by members of the
SAP in Alexandra, Johannesburg, in April 1986 during
intense conflict bertween civic organisations, local
council structures and police.
TWALA, Jabu Petr us, was shot dead by members of
the SAP in Lebohang, Leandra, Tvl, on 16 January
1982. Police refused to hand over his body to the
family for two weeks. Lebohang had been labelled a
‘black spot’ destined for forced removal by the state.
TWALA, Johnson Sibongiseni (18), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by a named member of the
KWAZULU POLICE (KZP) accompanied by AMASINYORA
vigilantes in KwaMashu, Durban, on 7 January 1990.
Mr Twala was standing in the street with friends when
the perpetrator tried to run him over. The perpetrator
then got out of his car and shot Mr Twala dead. Mr
Twala’s elder brother had been shot and killed by a
KZP member nine months earlier.
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TWALA, Lucky Abram , a COSAS member, was shot
dead in KwaThema, Tvl, in July 1985 at a night vigil for
someone killed during political conflict. At the time
KwaThema experienced much violent conflict and
right-wing vigilante activity.
TWALA, Lucky Mandla , an ANCYL member, was shot
dead in Vosloorus, Tvl, on 14 October 1990 during
intense political conflict in the area.
TWALA, Lucky , was shot dead when masked gunmen
entered the Ntombela family home in Vosloorus, Tvl,
and opened fire on 12 October 1991. Three family
members were killed and eight people were wounded
in the attack, which took place during ongoing political
conflict in the area.
TWALA, Mduduzi Christopher (33 ), an Inkatha
supporter, was returning from a funeral when he was
attacked and stabbed to death by named ANC
supporters in KwaNdengezi, Kwazulu, near Pinetown,
Natal, on 13 January 1990.
TWALA, Milton Bhekuyise (29), was shot dead at his
home in KwaMashu, Durban, on 25 March 1989 in
intensifying conflict between Inkatha and UDF
supporters in the area. His younger brother was shot
dead by a KWAZULU POLICE member nine months later.
TWALA, Mthimkulu , a civilian travelling in a bread
delivery truck, was shot at by members of an ANC
self-defence unit (SDU) in Rockville, Soweto,
Johannesburg, on 5 February 1993. Mr Mabuya and
his three colleagues disrupted an SDU attack on the
police. The perpetrators fired at the vehicle intending
to scare them off. Three SDU members were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/119).
TWALA, Mwezi Rodney (39), an MK member, was
detained in 1984 in Angola by ANC security department
members, and subsequently incarcerated in Quatro
camp. Dissatisfaction in MK training camps in Angola
led to mutinies at the Viana and Pango camps in 1984.
Both were put down with loss of lives on both sides.
Many MK members were detained, and some tortured.
TWALA, Petros (44), was stabbed to death by named
perpetrators, believed to be UDF supporters, in
KwaNdengezi, Kwazulu, near Pinetown, Natal, on 5
March 1988, allegedly because he was thought to be
a collaborator.
TWALA, Phumzile (13), was severely injured when
her home was petrol-bombed by members of the SAP
in Alexandra, Johannesburg, in April 1986. Mr Twala
and his family were targeted because he was a
community worker and labelled a ‘comrade’.
TWALA, Sebeletso Anna , was injured in an explosion
in Ratanda, near Heidelberg, Tvl, in November 1992. A
labour dispute between striking COSATU-aligned FAWU
workers and non-striking IFP-aligned UWUSA workers
caused violent conflict from July to December 1992.
TWALA, Solomon Bongani (18), was shot and
injured by four men who passed him in the street in
Katlehong, Tvl, on 30 May 1993 during ongoing
political conflict on the East Rand.
TWALA, Thabo Reuben , was shot dead by members
of the SAP in Bophelong, Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 2
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September 1984 during a rent boycott in the VAAL
UPRISING.

TWALO, Gwaza Duckwor th, an MK operative, went
into exile in 1972 and disappeared in 1980 after returning
to South Africa. Mr Twala is thought to have been
captured after a shoot-out with police in Aliwal North,
Cape. His family heard that he had been arrested and
‘thrown down a cliff’ near the Umtata Central Prison.
TWANA, Xhankxasholo (42), was shot dead on 22
March 1990 outside the town council offices in
Crossroads, Cape Town, by men shooting from a
vehicle. Another man also died in the shooting and
one was injured. The shooting took place during
conflict between two local Crossroads leaders.
TWETHA, Mr (first name not given), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by IFP supporters in Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, on 23 June 1991. Two IFP supporters
were granted amnesty. See RICHMOND ATTACKS.
TWETHA, Mtobise Lilian , lost her home in an arson
attack in Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal, in March 1991, in
ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters. Her
son was killed by IFP supporters three months later.
TYAKUME, Dumalisile Sydney (21), was shot dead
by members of the SAP in Dimbaza, Ciskei, on 27
September 1977 during SCHOOL BOYCOTTS following the
death in detention of the Steve Biko.
TYANTI, Zoliswa Phyllis (28), an ANC supporter, was
knocked over by a Landrover driven by members of the
Ciskei Police during celebrations for the overthrow of
Lennox Sebe by Brigadier Oupa Gqozo in Mdantsane,
Ciskei, on 5 March 1990.
TYANTY ALA, Julia Nomvula (24), was severely
injured when members of the UDF attacked her home
in Tumahole, Parys, OFS, on 29 May 1986. Her husband,
who was a member of the MUNICIPAL POLICE, was killed
in the attack. There was considerable student unrest
in the area at the time. At least 13 of the perpetrators
were charged and convicted. Three were sentenced to
death, and three others to 20 years’ imprisonment.
TYAWA, Penelope Baby (17), a founder member of
COSAS, was detained, assaulted and tortured by
suffocation in Johannesburg, in 1976. Ms Tyawa was
detained at various times by the Security Police at
John Vorster Square and Protea police station because
of her political involvement. Ms Tyawa was held in
solitary confinement for 19 months.
TYAWANA, Xoliswa Cynthia (15), was arrested,
detained and tortured by named and other SAP members
in Worcester, Cape, on 27 July 1985, during SCHOOL
BOYCOTTS following the deaths of the CRADOCK FOUR.
TYBOSCH, Monwabisi Wright (18), was detained,
beaten and tortured during a consumer boycott in
Stutterheim, Cape, on 28 November 1985.
TYEBELA, Vuyisile (17), was repeatedly tortured by
named members of the SAP at Pretoria Maximum
Prison where he spent two years in solitary confinement
from April 1986. He was convicted of murder and
illegal possession of arms and ammunition and
sentenced to death. His sentence was later set aside
on appeal. On his release from Pretoria Maximum
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prison he appeared to be mentally disturbed because
of the torture he endured in prison.
TYEKU, Mlandeni W akefor d (35), was hacked to
death on a train in Dube, Soweto, Tvl, on 2 March
1992. Between 1990 and 1993, 572 people died in
TRAIN VIOLENCE initiated by groups opposed to a
democratic transition.
TYHILA, Mbulelo Livingstone (23), was kicked and
assaulted by members of the SAP during political conflict
in KwaNobuhle, Uitenhage, Cape, on 22 June 1985.
TYHOKOLO, Headman (30), a UDF supporter, was
shot dead by members of the SAP during protests in
New Brighton, Port Elizabeth, on 14 November 1987.
TYHULU, Christina Nosisi (39), an ANC member, lost
her home in KTC, Cape Town, on 9 June 1986, during
the attacks by WITDOEKE vigilantes. Ms Tyhulu was
detained under SECTION 29 on 6 February 1989 and
severely beaten and tortured during interrogation by
named police officers at Wynberg police station, Cape
Town, after she had assisted an MK operative to
escape from custody. She was later sentenced to 18
months’ imprisonment.
TYIKI, Robert (15), was shot dead by members of the
SADF on 17 June 1976 in Soweto, Johannesburg, in
the aftermath of the 16 June student uprising. The
uprising was sparked by the state’s attempt to impose
Afrikaans as a medium of instruction in schools.
TYIWA, Kivi William (49), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and injured in 1985 in an attack by unidentified men opposed to the UDF and ANC in Fort
Beaufort, Cape.
TYIWANE, Alfred Mcimbi (49), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by members of the SADF in Dobsonville,
Soweto, on 1 May 1992. A political rally was held in
the area that day.
TYOBA, Vuyiswa Ellen (54), was shot and injured in a
DRIVE-BY SHOOTING in Vosloorus, Tvl, while waiting to
board a taxi with her two nieces on 16 April 1994.
TYOBEKA, Maggie (48), was shot by members of the
SAP during consumer boycotts in Mlungisi,
Queenstown, Cape, on 17 November 1985.
TYOBEKA-NYEMBE, Esther Ntombehle (37), was
shot and injured while travelling in a taxi at Merafei
station, Soweto, Tvl, on 13 October 1991 during
conflict between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and
ANC-supporting residents.
TYOKINA, Mr , a member of the Kwelerha Tribal
Authority, lost his house in an arson attack by UDF
supporters on 27 March 1986, during conflict between
UDF supporters and members of the Tribal Authority
over forced removals.
TYOKINA, Zodwa (26), died after she was stoned and
thrown into a burning house by UDF supporters at
Kwelerha Location, Cape, on 27 March 1986. Ms
Sojola was accused of being an informer because she
was related to a Kwelerha Tribal Authority member.
There was conflict between UDF supporters and
members of the tribal authority over forced removals.
TYUKA, Madodane Zalisile , (20) was shot dead by
members of the SAP during protests in Port Alfred,
Cape, on 6 November 1984.
V O L U M E
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TYULU, Fotho Albert (30), was detained for a fortnight,
dismissed from his job and banished to Lady Frere in
1977 because of his non-racial sports activities in the
area near Zwelitsha, Ciskei.
TYULU, Tamsanqa Abraham Saku
(50), disappeared
after he was arrested by members of the SAP in
Uitenhage, Cape, on 25 May 1985. He has never been
seen again.
TYUMRE, Bonisile (34), was detained for 90 days in
Phiri, Soweto, Tvl, in 1963 because he was accused of
recruiting for MK.
TYUMRE, V iolet , was tortured in detention in
Johannesburg, in 1963. She was arrested because her
husband was recruiting MK operatives. She died of illhealth soon after her release.
TYUTHUZA, Mxolisi Takana Patrick , was shot dead
by members of the SAP while taking part in a march in
Zola, Steynsburg, Cape, on 27 December 1985. At the
time, residents were protesting against the Black
Local Authorities.
TYWABI, Sicelo (23), was shot dead by named
members of the CDF and Ciskei Police during protests
at Madakeni, Whittlesea, Ciskei, on 31 August 1985.
TYWABI, Tutwana Safdan (59), was assaulted by
named members of the CDF during protests at
Madakeni, Whittlesea, Ciskei, on 28 July 1985.
ULASSI, Rooplall (46), was stabbed and burnt to
death by UDF supporters in Phoenix, Durban, on 13
August 1985 in political conflict between the Indian
and the black communities in this area.
USE, Iva (44), was shot and seriously injured by IFP
supporters at an Easter service in Bhambayi, near
KwaMashu, Durban, in 1994, during political conflict in
the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
UYS, Jacobus Stephanus , an AWB member, was
killed by members of the Bophuthatswana Police in
Mafikeng, Bophuthatswana, on 11 March 1994. One
perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0239). See
BOPHUTHATSWANA INVASION.
VAALTYN, Bulwana (50), was shot by members of
the SAP during protests in Grahamstown, Cape, in
July 1980.
VAKELE, Totswana (41), was assaulted and dumped
on a waste disposal site by members of the SADF in
DUNCAN VILLAGE, East London, in October 1985, allegedly
because he broke a curfew imposed on the area.
VALA, Edward Mandla-Kaise (20), was imprisoned in
June 1986 and held for nine months and tortured
during the state of emergency in Tembisa, Tvl. Mr Vala
was accused of instigating a stayaway.
VALA, Jeremia Sipho (19), was arrested in Tembisa,
Tvl, in June 1986 during the state of emergency. During
his detention he was shot in the head by members of
the SAP and had to spend two months in hospital.
VALE, Peter , an academic, had his motor vehicle
stolen by the Port Elizabeth Security Branch. It was
then given to an informer as part of his remuneration.
Two Vlakplaas operatives were granted amnesty for
their role in the theft (AC/2001/228).
VALELA, Thenjiwe Patricia (32), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
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Chimora, Umlazi, Durban, on 16 January 1992. See
CHIMORA SETTLEMENT ATTACKS.
VALENTIN, V araska , was shot and killed when APLA
operatives threw hand grenades at and opened fire on
the congregation of St James’ Church, Kenilworth,
Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven people were
killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See APLA
ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were granted
amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his application
struck off the roll for failing to attend the amnesty
hearing (AC/1998/0018).
VALENTINE, L , was injured in what became known
as the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June
1986. The explosion killed three women and injured at
least 74 other people. Seven MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/128).
VALTEIN, Bhiya Sidwell (12), was abducted, along
with six other youths, by UDF supporters in
Grahamstown, Cape, on 31 October 1986. The youths
were all severely assaulted and tortured. One was
shot and killed. One UDF supporter was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0247).
VALTEIN, Pheli Collen (14), was shot and killed after
he was abducted, along with six other youths, by UDF
supporters in Grahamstown, Cape, on 31 October
1986. The youths were all severely assaulted and
tortured. The five others survived. One UDF supporter
was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0247).
VAN ANTWERPEN, JV , was injured when MK
operatives detonated an explosive in a car outside the
South African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
VAN ASWEGEN, Darryl Donovan (15), a UDF
supporter, was shot and severely injured by a named
member of the SAP in Mossel Bay, Cape, on 5 June
1986. He was shot near a toyi-toying crowd who had
apparently stoned a policeman’s house. Mr Van
Aswegen was then charged with public violence but
was acquitted.
VAN DEN BERG, Mr (first name not given), a member
of the SAP, suffered injuries when he and 12 other
policemen were attacked by ANC self-defence unit
(SDU) members whilst on foot patrol in Khayelitsha,
Cape Town, on 22 July 1992. Six policemen were
injured in the exchange of fire. Two SDU members
applied were granted amnesty (AC/1997/0029).
VAN DER BANK (HORN), Illze Cornelia, was injured
when a limpet mine, planted by MK operatives,
exploded during lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in
Benoni, Tvl, on 30 July 1988. One woman was killed
and at least 66 people were injured. Four MK
operatives were granted amnesty for the planning and
execution of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
VAN DER BANK, S , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
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Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
VAN DER BERG, Ben , was injured when MK
operatives from the ‘Dolphin Unit’ detonated a limpet
mine at the Security Branch offices in Roodepoort, Tvl,
on 17 August 1984. Five members of the Security
Branch and several civilians were injured in the blast.
Two MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/0003).
VAN DER LINDE, Julie , was killed in what became
known as the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14
June 1986. The explosion killed three women and
injured at least 74 other people. Seven MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/128).
VAN DER LINGEN, Beverley Jean , was injured on 10
March 1989 when an MK operative detonated an
explosive device planted at the SADF’s Natal
Command headquarters in Durban. Her husband, an
SADF colonel, was also injured in the explosion. Three
MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/153).
VAN DER LINGEN, Jacobus , an SADF colonel, was
injured on 10 March 1989 when an MK operative
detonated an explosive device planted at the SADF’s
Natal Command headquarters in Durban. His wife was
also injured in the explosion. Three MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2000/153).
VAN DER LITH, JP , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
VAN DER MERWE, A , was injured when MK
operatives detonated an explosive in a car outside the
South African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
VAN DER MERWE, Cheryl-Anne Charmaine (19),
was injured in a limpet mine detonated by MK
operatives in Johannesburg, on 1 July 1986. Her twoweek-old baby was also injured in the attack. The
perpetrators applied for amnesty.
VAN DER MERWE, Deon Dewald (18), was injured
when an SADF base was attacked by MK operatives
at Letaba stadium, Nkowa Nkowa, Gazankulu, on 12
April 1990. Five SADF members were injured. Two
MK operatives were granted amnesty for the incident
(AC/2000/98).
VAN DER MERWE, Donald (21), was shot and injured
by members of the SAP in Bonteheuwel, Cape Town,
in 1976, while walking home from church during the
SOWETO UPRISING.
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VAN DER MERWE, Jacob Gabriel , was shot dead by
MK operatives in Thabazimbi, Tvl, near the Botswana
border, on 1 November 1978.
VAN DER MERWE, Jakobus Lukas , a traffic officer,
was shot dead by members of an ANC self-defence
unit (SDU) in Alberton, Tvl, on 27 March 1992. Two of
his colleagues were injured. One SDU member was
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0225).
VAN DER MERWE, JM , was severely injured when
members of MK’s ‘Dolphin Unit’ detonated an
explosive in a car near the Krugersdorp Magistrate’s
court and the adjacent police station, Tvl, on 16 March
1988. Three people were killed and more than 20
were injured in the blast. Two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/003).
VAN DER MERWE, Marthinus Jacobus , sustained
minor injuries when MK operatives detonated a car bomb
using a remote control device outside the Ellis Park
rugby stadium, Johannesburg, on 2 July 1988. Two
spectators leaving the rugby match were killed and 37
others sustained minor and major injuries. Four
operatives from MK’s Special Operations Unit,
including its commander, were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/161).
VAN DER MERWE, PT , was injured when MK
operatives detonated an explosive in a car outside the
South African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
VAN DER MERWE, R , was one of five people injured
when a limpet mine placed by MK operatives
exploded at an electricity sub-station in Chamberlain,
Jacobs, Durban, on 9 January 1986. One SAP member
was fatally wounded. Two MK operatives were
granted amnesty for the incident (AC/2001/108).
VAN DER MERWE, Roelof Petrus Ger hardus , was
injured in what became known as the MAGOO’S BAR
BOMBING in Durban on 14 June 1986. The explosion
killed three women and injured at least 74 other
people. Seven MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/128).
VAN DER MERWE, Wilhelm Johannes Jacobus ,
was severely injured when MK operatives detonated a
car bomb using a remote control device outside the
Ellis Park rugby stadium, Johannesburg, on 2 July
1988. Two spectators leaving the rugby match were
killed and 37 others sustained minor and major
injuries. Four operatives from MK’s Special Operations
Unit, including its commander, were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/161).
VAN DER SCHYFF, Mogamat Nadeem , was killed
when the car in which he was travelling was petrolbombed in Khayelitsha, Cape Town, on 15 April 1993,
during widespread protest and unrest following the
assassination of SACP leader, Chris Hani. Two other
passengers were injured in the attack.
VAN DER W ALT, Char maine , sustained minor injuries
when MK operatives detonated a car bomb using a
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remote control device outside the Ellis Park rugby
stadium, Johannesburg, on 2 July 1988. Two
spectators leaving the rugby match were killed and 37
others sustained minor and major injuries. Four
operatives from MK’s Special Operations Unit,
including its commander, were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/161).
VAN DER W ALT, Estelle (10), was injured when a
limpet mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded
during lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni,
Tvl, on 30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at
least 66 people were injured. Four MK operatives
were granted amnesty for the planning and execution
of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
VAN DER W ALT, Gert Abram , was robbed of the
money-box containing salary payments by armed MK
operatives and members of an ANC self-defence unit
(SDU), at the Transvaal Galvanising company in Nigel,
Tvl on 9 July 1993. The robbery was aimed at
acquiring money to purchase weapons for the SDUs.
One MK operative was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0325).
VAN DER W ALT, Hermanus Schalk (29), was injured
when a limpet mine planted, by MK operatives,
exploded during lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in
Benoni, Tvl, on 30 July 1988. One woman was killed
and at least 66 people were injured. Four MK
operatives were granted amnesty for the planning and
execution of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
VAN DER W ALT, Mathys Johannes , was injured when
AWB members detonated an explosive at the taxi rank
in Westonaria, Tvl, on 25 April 1994, in an effort to
disrupt the electoral process. Five people were killed
in the blast. Six AWB members were granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0342). See RIGHT- WING ATTACKS.
VAN DER W ALT, Paula Malinda (27), was injured when
a limpet mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded
during lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni,
Tvl, on 30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at
least 66 people were injured. Four MK operatives
were granted amnesty for the planning and execution
of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
VAN DER W ALT, Petrus Jacobus (7), was injured when
a limpet mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded
during lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni,
Tvl, on 30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at
least 66 people were injured. Four MK operatives
were granted amnesty for the planning and execution
of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
VAN DER WA TT, PJL, was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
VAN DEVENTER, Bettie , a civilian, was injured when
APLA operatives attacked members and guests at the
King William’s Town Golf Club, Cape, on 28 November
1992. Four people were killed and 17 injured in the
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attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Four APLA members were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/182).
VAN DYK, Amina Elizabeth (24), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in Mitchells Plain,
Cape Town, on 29 August 1985, during extensive
unrest that broke out following the POLLSMOOR MARCH
held the previous day. Ms Van Dyk lost an eye in the
shooting, in which two young boys were shot dead.
VAN DYK, HC , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
VAN DYK, Otto Bousema , an employee of the South
African Railway Services, was shot and injured by two
MK operatives who were attempting to rob him of his
vehicle at Cordelfos railway station, in Pretoria, on 9
January 1990. One MK operative was granted
amnesty (AC/2000/081).
VAN ECK, Jacoba , was killed when the vehicle in
which she and her family and friends were travelling
detonated a landmine on a game farm near Messina,
Tvl, on 15 December 1985. Four children and two
women were killed and five people injured in what
was part of an ANC LANDMINE CAMPAIGN aimed at
military patrols in the rural border regions. Three MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/093).
VAN ECK, Johannes Frederick (36), was severely
injured when the vehicle in which he and his family
and friends were travelling detonated a landmine on a
game farm near Messina, Tvl, on 15 December 1985.
Four children and two women were killed and five
people injured in what was part of an ANC LANDMINE
CAMPAIGN aimed at military patrols in the rural border
regions. Three MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/093).
VAN ECK, Johannes Frederick (Junior), was severely
injured when the vehicle in which he and his family
and friends were travelling detonated a landmine on a
game farm near Messina, Tvl, on 15 December 1985.
Four children and two women were killed and five
people injured in what was part of an ANC LANDMINE
CAMPAIGN aimed at military patrols in the rural border
regions. Three MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/093).
VAN ECK, Michael Ignatius (2), was killed when the
vehicle in which he and his family were travelling
detonated a landmine on a game farm near Messina,
Tvl, on 15 December 1985. Four children and two
women were killed and five people injured in what
was part of an ANC LANDMINE CAMPAIGN aimed at
military patrols in the rural border regions. Three MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/093).
VAN ECK, Nelmari (8), was killed when the vehicle in
which she and her family and friends were travelling
detonated a landmine on a game farm near Messina,
Tvl, on 15 December 1985. Four children and two
women were killed and five people injured in what
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was part of an ANC LANDMINE CAMPAIGN aimed at
military patrols in the rural border regions. Three MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/093).
VAN GREUREN, Lester (19), was injured when MK
operatives attacked an SADF base at Letaba stadium,
Nkowa Nkowa, Gazankulu, on 12 April 1990. Five
SADF members were injured. Two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2000/98).
VAN HEERDEN, Anthony Dexter , was injured in a
limpet mine explosion at the Mobeni post office in
Durban on 8 December 1985. Two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/152 and AC/2001/139).
VAN HEERDEN, Cherrie (20), was severely injured
when AWB members detonated a car bomb in Bree
Street, Johannesburg, on 24 April 1994, in an effort to
disrupt the electoral process. Seven people were killed
and 13 injured in the blast. Two perpetrators were
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0342). See RIGHT-WING
ATTACKS.
VAN HEERDEN, Ferdinand Pr etorius , a member of
the SAP, was injured in a shoot-out with an MK
operative in Johannesburg on 25 May 1991. Mr van
Heerden and his colleague were both injured in the
shoot-out when they attempted to stop a vehicle. One
MK operative was granted amnesty (AC/1997/0035).
VAN HEERDEN, Leon , a traffic officer, was shot at by
MK operatives in Krugersdorp, Tvl, on 27 September
1991. The MK operatives were escaping arrest after
being stopped at a roadblock by traffic officers.
Several traffic officers were also injured and a passing
motorist was shot dead and robbed of his vehicle by
the fleeing operatives. Three MK operatives were
granted amnesty for the incident (AC/1998/0091).
VAN HEERDEN, P , a member of the SAP, was injured
in a limpet mine explosion at the John Vorster Square
police station in Johannesburg on 4 March 1986. The
head of MK’s Special Operations Unit was granted
amnesty (AC/2001/003).
VAN JAARSVELD, Abraham Lourens Daniel , a
prison warder, was seriously injured when a member
of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU) detonated a hand
grenade while trying to escape from Leeuwhof prison,
Vereeniging, Tvl, on 18 December 1993. Three people
died and nine were injured. One SDU member was
granted amnesty for the incident (AC/2000/145).
VAN JAARSVELD, CJ , was injured when MK
operatives detonated an explosive in a car outside the
South African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
VAN JAARSVELD, Louis Mar tinus , was killed when
MK operatives detonated an explosive in a car outside
the South African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in
Church Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one
people were killed and 217 injured. The overall
commander of MK’s Special Operations Unit and two
MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
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VAN JAARSVELD, Reiner , was injured when
members of MK’s Special Operations Unit detonated
an explosive in a car outside the SADF Witwatersrand
Command headquarters in Johannesburg on 30 July
1987. At least 68 people were injured. Three MK
operatives and one UDF supporter linked to MK were
granted amnesty for their roles in this attack
(AC/2001/0003 and AC/2000/248).
VAN KERKE, Naomi (9), was shot dead by a named
civilian in Ravensmead, Cape Town, on 9 September
1976. A factory owner, fearing an attack by rioters,
opened fire and shot Naomi who was playing with
other children nearby.
VAN MINNEN, Linda (35), suffered damage to her
property, Riverside Lodge, in Ladybrand, OFS, on 16
September 1993, when it was attacked with petrol
bombs by APLA operatives. See APLA ATTACKS. One
APLA member was granted amnesty (AC/2001/102).
VAN NIEKERK, Elsie Sophia (29), was injured when a
limpet mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded
during lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni,
Tvl, on 30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at
least 66 people were injured. Four MK operatives
were granted amnesty for the planning and execution
of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
VAN NIEKERK, GD , was severely injured when
members of MK’s ‘Dolphin Unit’ detonated an
explosive in a car near the Krugersdorp Magistrate’s
court and the adjacent police station, Tvl, on 16 March
1988. Three people were killed and more than 20
were injured in the blast. Two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/003).
VAN NIEKERK, George Richard (20), was severely
beaten and detained in Pacaltsdorp, George, Cape, on
13 September 1976, during student protests. He was
held at the George police station for a week and was
again severely beaten and forced to give a statement.
He was convicted of public violence but this was
overturned on appeal.
VAN NIEKERK, Gerald (4), was injured when a limpet
mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded during
lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni, Tvl, on
30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at least 66
people were injured. Four MK operatives were granted
amnesty for the planning and execution of the attack
(AC/1999/0294).
VAN NIEKERK, Henry Gideon (34), an SADF colonel,
was injured when an MK operative detonated an
explosive device at the SADF’s Natal Command
headquarters in Durban on 10 March 1989. Three MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/153).
VAN NIEKERK, Herbert Jacobus , was shot and killed
by APLA members in an armed attack on the Sentra
Hyperserve supermarket at Wesselsbron, OFS, on 3
July 1993. Five people were killed and four were
wounded in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Six APLA
members were granted amnesty (AC/2000/250).
VAN NIEKERK, Johannes Jacob , died when he was
shot by APLA operatives in Korsten, Port Elizabeth, on
4 October 1991. Mr Van Niekerk was delivering the
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payroll to a company when he was robbed of the
money and killed. See APLA ATTACKS. One APLA
member was granted amnesty (AC/2000/114).
VAN NIEKERK, Johannes Petr us, was stabbed and burnt
to death by named ANC supporters in Odendaalsrus,
OFS, on 29 September 1990. See KUTLOANONG MOB
ATTACK. Four ANC supporters were refused amnesty
for the attack (AC/97/0007, AC/97/0027).
VAN NIEKERK, Sandra Beryl (31), a member of the
SADF was injured on 10 March 1989 when an MK
operative detonated an explosive device planted at the
SADF’s Natal Command headquarters in Durban. Three
MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2000/153).
VAN PLETZEN, JS , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
VAN RENSBURG, (first name not given), a brigadier in
the Bophuthatswana Defence Force (BDF), was held
at gunpoint by BDF members during an attempted
coup d’etat in Bophuthatswana on 10 February 1988.
The coup was brought to an end when the SADF
came to the assistance of the Bophuthatswana
government. Two BDF members were granted amnesty
for their role in the attempted coup (AC/2000/044).
VAN RENSBURG, Jan Louis , had his home burnt down
by ANC supporters in Witrivier, Tvl, on 14 March 1986.
VAN ROOYEN, Christina Francina (41), was shot by
named members of the SAP in Wolseley, Cape, on 24
November 1990, on her way to a legal protest at the
local community hall.
VAN ROOYEN, Coenraad (38), was shot, severely
beaten and arrested by a named member of the SAP in
Saldanha, Cape, on 13 September 1987, when police
mistakenly identified him as a protesting factory striker.
VAN ROOYEN, Evelyn Ann , was severely injured
when APLA operatives threw hand grenades at and
opened fire on patrons at the Crazy Beat Disco in
Newcastle, Natal, on 14 February 1994. One person
was shot dead and several others were injured in the
attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Three APLA operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0016).
VAN ROOYEN, Festina (41), was tortured in detention
by members of the SAP at Welverdiend police station,
Oberholzer, Tvl. Ms van Rooyen was detained in
Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl, on 19 July 1986 because
police were looking for her political activist son.
VAN ROOYEN, Willem Johannes Jacobus , a member
of the SAP, was shot and injured when his SAP tracking
unit ambushed an MK unit of seven members, in
Ellisras, Tvl, on 8 August 1988. One SAP member was
killed and three others injured in the confrontation. An
MK operative was also killed. One MK operative was
granted amnesty for this incident (AC/2000/081).
VAN SCHALKWYK, JH , was injured when MK
operatives detonated an explosive in a car outside the
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South African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
VAN SCHALKWYK, Willem Johannes , a member of
the SAP, was injured by a shot fired from the home of
a COSATU official in Sundumbili, KwaZulu, near
Mandini, Natal, on 2 September 1992. His colleague
also came under fire. The COSATU official’s
bodyguard, a member of an ANC self-defence unit
(SDU), had opened fire because he believed the house
was under attack. The SDU member was granted
amnesty (AC/1998/0065).
VAN STADEN, Cecil Roos Tamsanqa (22), was shot
by a named member of the SAP in Worcester, Cape,
on 2 November 1985, and died two days later. His
funeral was disrupted by police when they beat the
mourners and arrested over 30 youth, during the 1985
state of emergency.
VAN TONDER, Andries Johannes Jacobus , a
farmer, was attacked and seriously injured by two
APLA members on his farm near Masselspoort, OFS,
on 10 February 1991. See APLA ATTACKS. Two APLA
members were granted amnesty (AC/2001/140).
VAN TONDER, Catharina Jacoba , a civilian, was
attacked and seriously injured by two APLA members
on her farm near Masselspoort, OFS, on 10 February
1991. See APLA ATTACKS. Two APLA members were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/140).
VAN VUUREN, Magdeline Mmapholo
(87), lost her
house in an arson attack in Winterveld, Bophuthatswana,
in the wake of the C ITY R OCKS SHOOTING. Eleven people
were killed and 200 injured when police opened fire
on a crowd gathered to protest against police brutality
at City Rocks Stadium, Winterveld, Bophuthatswana,
on 26 March 1986.
VAN VUUREN, Michelle , was injured when MK
operatives detonated a limpet mine in a dustbin at the
Vanderbijl Square bus terminus, Johannesburg, on 21
September 1988. Nineteen people were injured and a
number of vehicles and buildings were damaged. Two
MK Special Operations operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/056). A late application by a third
operative was dismissed.
VAN WYK, (first name not given), was beaten at
Krugersdorp, Tvl, on 10 December by members of the
AWB looking for her son who had promised to supply
them with AK47s.
VAN WYK, A , was injured in what became known as
the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June 1986.
The explosion killed three women and injured at least
74 other people. Seven MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
VAN WYK, Andrew Peter (34), survived the bombing
by APLA members of his Spur steak house in
Queenstown, Cape, on 3 December 1992. One person
died and 21 people were injured in the explosion. See
APLA ATTACKS.
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VAN WYK, Barend Konstant , a civilian, was shot and
killed and then robbed of his vehicle and possessions
when he was ambushed by two PAC members in
Sebokeng, Tvl, on 12 October 1993. Two perpetrators
were granted amnesty (AC/2000/222).
VAN WYK, Edgar (47), an ANC supporter, was
tortured in Krugersdorp, Tvl, on 10 December 1993 by
members of the AWB looking for his son who had
promised to supply them with AK47s.
VAN WYK, Gerbrecht Solomia , was killed when
APLA operatives threw hand grenades at and opened
fire on patrons at the Crazy Beat Disco in Newcastle,
Natal, on 14 February 1994. Several other persons were
injured in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Three APLA
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0016).
VAN WYK, Hendrik Jacobus (29), a church minister
active in the SACC and the UDF, was detained under
emergency regulations at Riversdale police station, Cape,
on 13 June 1986, because of his political activities. He
was interrogated and held in solitary confinement until
his release on 27 July 1986. He and his family then
experienced ongoing harassment. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
VAN WYK, Isabella Mar gar etha (5), was seriously
injured when two MK operatives detonated a bomb in
a shopping centre in Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 23
December 1985 in retaliation for a South African security
forces attack two weeks earlier on ANC members in
Lesotho in which nine people had been killed. The
Amanzimtoti explosion killed five people and injured
61. One of the operatives was sentenced to death and
later hanged.
VAN WYK, J , a prison warder, was seriously injured
when a member of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU)
detonated a hand grenade while trying to escape from
Leeuwhof prison, Vereeniging, Tvl, on 18 December
1993. Three people died and nine were injured. One
SDU member was granted amnesty for the incident
(AC/2000/145).
VAN WYK, Janetta Adriana (Nettie) (31), a bank
employee, was severely injured in the Silverton bank
siege, Pretoria, when three MK operatives held her
hostage during a raid on the bank in which she worked
on 25 January 1980. Two civilians and the three MK
operatives were killed in a gunfight after police
stormed the bank. Several others were injured.
VAN WYK, JD , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
VAN WYK, Jeremiah Shadrack (26), an ANC
supporter, was shot dead by an unidentified person in
BOTSHABELO, near Bloemfontein, on 2 March 1990,
while he was going from house to house collecting
DIKWANKWETLA NATIONAL PARTY (DNP) members’
identity documents for burning.
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VAN WYK, Johannes Bongizembe (30), was arrested
in Zambia by ANC security in 1988 shortly after going into
exile, and was severely beaten and tortured. After eight
months, he was transferred to a camp in Angola. During
his incarceration, he was allegedly shot and injured. He
subsequently appeared before a tribunal in Tanzania
where he was cleared of charges that he was a spy.
VAN WYK, Lehodi Mishack , was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Huhudi, near Vryburg, Cape,
on 28 October 1990.
VAN WYK, Leon , was arrested with ten other friends
in Carnarvon, Cape, on 16 June 1986, for wearing
black ties commemorating those who died in the
SOWETO UPRISING. He was repeatedly beaten by named
members of the SAP at the police station and
detained for 72 days under emergency regulations at
Carnarvon and then at Victor Verster prison, Paarl,
Cape. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
VAN WYK, Pedro (18), a UDF activist, was tortured
and severely beaten while in detention by a named
member of the SAP in Beaufort West, Cape, in 1983,
during political protests against the Tricameral
Parliament elections. Mr Van Wyk was detained in
Williston, Cape, for three months in 1989 and was
assaulted by members of the SAP at various Karoo
police stations. In July 1990 he was again assaulted by
policemen and detained for a month.
VAN WYK, Reinee , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
VAN WYK, Rintjie Ousie (26), was shot and injured by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police in Mmabatho,
Bophuthatswana, during an attempted invasion of the
homeland by right-wing extremists on 12 March 1994.
VAN WYK, Sarah (21), was shot and killed by named
members of the Riot Squad in Bellville, Cape Town, on
29 August 1985. The policemen hid in a garden and
then leapt out, opening fire on protesters and
bystanders alike. Several women were also seriously
injured in the shooting that took place in the aftermath
of the POLLSMOOR MARCH.
VAN WYK, T , was injured in what became known as
the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June 1986.
The explosion killed three women and injured at least
74 other people. Seven MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
VAN WYK, Thelma (27), was shot and severely
injured by a named member of the SAP in Mossel
Bay, Cape, on 10 September 1976. Two people were
shot dead and many others injured that day when
police opened fire on student protesters after the
SOWETO UPRISING had spread to the South Cape.
VAN WYK, Willem Arie (2), was killed when two MK
operatives detonated a bomb in a shopping centre at
Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 23 December 1985, in
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retaliation for a South African security forces attack
two weeks earlier on ANC members in Lesotho, in
which nine people had been killed. The explosion in
Amanzimtoti killed five people and injured 61. One of
the operatives was sentenced to death and later hanged.
VAN ZYL JONKER, G , was injured when MK operatives
from the ‘Dolphin Unit’ detonated a limpet mine at the
Security Branch offices in Roodepoort, Tvl, on 17
August 1984. Five members of the Security Branch
and several civilians were injured in the blast. Two MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/0003).
VAN ZYL, JP , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
VANDA, Ngwenduna (35), an MK operative, was
shot dead by members of the Transkei Police near the
Telle Bridge, Transkei, on 21 December 1986.
VANDA, Pampton Pumelele Cecil (34), was issued
with a banning order in May 1982 in Butterworth,
Transkei, restricting him to the Nqamakwe area for
three years. In November 1977, Mr Vanda had been
kept in solitary confinement in Idutywa, Transkei, and
in December 1986 he was assaulted in detention by
members of the Transkei Police and SAP in the Transkei.
VANDEY AR, Rajeegopal Pakiry (30), was tortured in
detention in Johannesburg, in 1963. Mr Vandeyar had
been politically active since 1945 and was involved in
the formation of MK. He was convicted of sabotage
and spent ten years on Robben Island. On his release
he was served with a banning order.
VANDOYI, Wilson (34), was shot and injured by
members of the SAP during protests in Duncan Village,
East London, on 28 November 1986.
VANI, Mzwamadoda Eric (20), a UDF supporter, was
shot in the eye by members of the SAP while he was
on his way to work in Fort Beaufort, Cape, on 9 July
1985. On 21 July 1985, Mr Vani was detained.
VANST ADEN, Ntsoaki Rosy (47), was shot by IFP
supporters in Emdeni South, Soweto, Johannesburg,
on 6 April 1991 after an IFP rally nearby. Soweto was
tense after clashes between IFP and ANC supporters.
VANTO, Mbuyiselo (41), an ANC member, was shot
and injured by named perpetrators associated with a
local Crossroads leader on 4 July 1991 in Crossroads,
Cape Town. He lost his home in an arson attack on 12
April 1993 during attempts by the same local Crossroads
leader to remove Section 2 residents by force.
VANTYU, Petr os, an ANC supporter, was shot by
members of the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on 7 September
1992 during an ANC protest march to demand free
political activity in Ciskei. Thirty people were killed and
200 people injured in the event which became known as
the BISHO MASSACRE. Two members of the former CDF
were refused amnesty for the shooting (AC/2000/122).
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VAPI, Nicholas Mongameli (18), a COSAS activist,
died on 3 April 1986, a few days after being assaulted
by members of the SAP while he was on his way from
Uitenhage, Cape, to a political meeting in Port Elizabeth.
VARA, Lulamile Eric (43), an ANC member, was
arrested on 13 February 1963 in Cape Town and
sentenced to three years’ imprisonment on Robben
Island, where he was severely beaten by prison
warders and became mentally disturbed. He was
served with a banning order upon his release, but he
died in hospital three months later.
VARA, Mafasi Agnes (48), an ANC supporter, had her
home burnt down by Inkatha supporters in Richmond,
Natal, on 2 February 1990, the day of the UNBANNING of
political organisations.
VARA, Mkiti (28), an ANC member, was killed when
his home was burnt down in Khayelitsha, Cape Town,
on 18 February 1992, allegedly by supporters of the
Lingelethu West Town Council believed to be aided by
the SAP. Several other persons died in the attack.
VARA, Stanford (40), an ANC supporter, was stabbed
to death by Inkatha supporters in Richmond, Natal, on
2 February 1990, the day of the UNBANNING of political
organisations.
VARA, Thobile Cedric (27), was shot and injured by
members of the SAP during political conflict in Hillside,
Fort Beaufort, Cape, on 16 May 1985.
VARDAS, Anthonio , was injured when Security
Branch members detonated an explosive device at the
Why Not Club, Vanderbijl Square, Johannesburg, on 21
September 1988. The club was targeted because it
was allegedly frequented by ANC supporters. Four
members of the Witwatersrand Security Branch,
including the divisional commander and his deputy,
and one Vlakplaas operative were granted amnesty for
the operation (AC/2001/046).
VASINI, Zibonele William (57), was shot by members
of the SADF in intense public unrest in DUNCAN
VILLAGE, East London, on 11 August 1985.
VATIWE, Thanduxolo (25), had her home in Inanda,
near KwaMashu, Natal, burnt down during ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area
in 1993.
VAVA, Sipho Steven , was severely beaten, tortured
and imprisoned by members of the Bophuthatswana
Police on many occasions between 1992 and 1993 in
Madikwe, Bophuthatswana, because of his
involvement in political activities. Mr Vava alleges he
was recruited as a spy while in police custody.
VAWDA, Y ousouf f (42), a member of the Nelspruit
Civic Association, was detained and held in solitary
confinement by named members of the Special
Branch in Nelspruit, Tvl, in June 1986 during the state
of emergency because he was suspected of being a
member of a banned organisation.
VEENENDAAL, Leonard Michael (24), an AWB and CP
member, was arrested, assaulted and tortured by named
members of the Security Branch in July 1990 in
Johannesburg, for his involvement in the activities of
the Orde Boerevolk. He was released after embarking
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on a hunger strike for 76 days. A commission of inquiry
into these allegations was ordered by the then State
President, FW De Klerk and headed by Lt General
Jaap Joubert.
VELA, Patrick Gwebile (24), an ANC supporter, was
shot in the back and leg by members of the SAP while
attending a mass funeral at New Brighton, Port
Elizabeth, in April 1986.
VELAKE, Milile Iven (11), was beaten by members of
the Ciskei Police on 14 September 1985 in Berlin,
Cape. At the time, youths in the area were burning
CNIP membership cards to prove their opposition to
the Sebe government.
VELAPHI, Mlungisi (aka Mzimkulu Goduka) , an MK
operative, was killed with four other operatives by a
joint Venda and South African security force team on
25 March 1988 at Mutale River in Venda.
VELAPI, Mlindi Sydney Christian (19), a S PECIAL
CONSTABLE, was arrested, interrogated and assaulted by
Special Branch members at Ford Centre, Struandale,
Port Elizabeth, on 24 September 1987. He was accused
of being involved in UDF activities and being in
possession of petrol bombs. He was rearrested on 11
February 1988 and forced by a named policeman to
sign a form at gunpoint. Having signed the form, he
was fired from the police. His family home was set
alight by named persons on 24 September 1987.
VELDMAN, Ian Alexander , a member of the SAP,
survived an attempt on his life in a shoot-out with
APLA operatives at Diepkloof, Tvl, on 30 May 1993.
See APLA ATTACKS. One APLA member was granted
amnnesty (AC/1998/0050).
VELDSMAN, Alber tus , suffered an attempt on his life
when the Lady Grey police station, OFS, was attacked
by APLA operatives during January 1992. The
perpetrators fired shots and threw a hand grenade at
the station. See APLA ATTACKS. One APLA member
was granted amnesty (AC/1998/0057).
VELDSMAN, Patrick Cornelius (33), was shot and
injured in Robertson, Cape, on 11 April 1990, when
members of the SAP and Riot Squad fired rubber
bullets and birdshot into a group of residents attending
a community meeting in the civic centre to protest
against the lack of facilities in the area.
VELE, Seiphetlho Maria (17), a COSAS member, was
shot by members of the SAP on 13 March 1990 in
Ikageng, Potchefstroom, Tvl, during attacks on whiteowned businesses.
VELELO, Thembinkosi (35), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by a member of the SAP in Daveyton, Tvl,
on 24 March 1994. Mr Velelo attended an ANC
gathering at the Sinyaba Ground that coincided with an
IFP rally in the area.
VELEM, Selina (18), was severely injured when she
was dragged out of a car and stabbed by an ANC
supporter in King William’s Town, Cape, during
February 1994. She was accused of living with a CDF
member who, in actual fact, was her brother.
VELI, Ntombizanele (16), was kicked and severely
assaulted with a sjambok by members of the CDF while
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she was attending the funeral of an ex-Robben Island
prisoner in Dimbaza, Ciskei, on 10 September 1985.
VELLEM, Mbulelo , was one of several young men
abducted, assaulted and necklaced on 2 February 1987,
by a large crowd of residents of Mdantsane township,
Ciskei, who accused them of being part of a criminal
gang called the 'Killer Boys'. Four were burnt to death
while Mr Vellem survived with serious injuries.Twelve
perpetrators were refused amnesty (AC/1997/0049).
VELLEM, Mkuseli , was one of several young men
abducted, assaulted and necklaced on 2 February
1987, by a large crowd of residents of Mdantsane
township, Ciskei, who accused them of being part of a
criminal gang called the 'Killer Boys'. Mr Vellem and
three others were burnt to death while one survived
with serious injuries.Twelve perpetrators were refused
amnesty (AC/1997/0049).
VENA, John Thembisile (29), was severely beaten
and tortured by members of the SAP at a time of
protests in Aberdeen, Cape, in April 1991.
VENA, May (18), was shot and injured by members of
the SAP in Langa, Uitenhage, Cape, on 21 March 1985
when police opened fire on mourners marching to a
funeral. At least 20 people were killed and many
injured in the shooting. See L ANGA SHOOTINGS.
VENA, Mkhuseli Wilmoti (33), was sjambokked and
severely assaulted by members of the Ciskei Police
while he was attending the funeral of an unrest victim
in Mdantsane, Ciskei, in September 1985.
VENA, Mxolisi Michael (22), a SEYCO member, was
shot in the leg with live ammunition on 1 January 1985
while at a disco in Seymour, Cape. The perpetrator
was an intoxicated member of the SAP who started
shooting randomly in the hall. At the time, consumer
boycotts and marches were frequent in the area.
VENA, Sesman David (35), a PAC supporter, was
severely beaten by named supporters of Chief K D
Matanzima in Cofimvaba, Transkei, in 1960.
VENA, Stanford Mpumelelo (30), an ANC supporter,
was severely assaulted by named SAP members in
Oudtshoorn, Cape, on 17 February 1988. On 14
September 1988, Mr Vena was arrested with other
activists and tortured by named members of the SAP
at Volmoed Farm, Oudtshoorn.
VENA, Victoria Nondzuzo (46), an ANCWL member,
was detained and tortured by members of the SAP in
Uitenhage, Cape, on 1 July 1986 during the state of
emergency. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
VENA, Vuyisile (32), was subjected to severe interrogation and deprivation by members of the Transkei
Police while he was in detention from 21 September
1985 until January 1986 at the Elliotdale prison, Cape.
The police allegedly believed Mr Vena was harbouring
MK operatives.
VENA, Zalisile (32), an ANC supporter, was detained
by members of the Transkei Police in October 1985 at
Idutywa, Transkei. The police allegedly wanted
information on the whereabouts of his brother who
was an MK operative.
VENGADASAMY , Tyr one Gar field , an ANC supporter,
was found dead in Lenasia, Johannesburg, on 11 July
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1992 after he been missing for a few days. He had
been planning a consumer boycott.
VENTER, (first name not given), was severely injured
when the vehicle he was driving detonated a
landmine at Stockpoort farm in Ellisras, Tvl, on 4
January 1986. Two people were killed and one was
injured in the incident. The landmines were part of a
campaign aimed at the SADF and commandos in rural
areas and the ANC abandoned the campaign due to a
high number of civilian casualties.
VENTER, Barend Nicholaas , was severely traumatised
when MK operatives detonated a car bomb using a
remote control device outside the Ellis Park rugby
stadium, Johannesburg, on 2 July 1988. Two spectators
leaving the rugby match were killed and 37 others
sustained minor and major injuries. Four operatives
from MK’s Special Operations Unit, including its
commander, were granted amnesty (AC/2001/161).
VENTER, Hermanus Ber nadus , a member of the
ISU, was shot dead during clashes between police and
members of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU) in
Daveyton, Tvl, on 26 July 1993. One SDU member
was granted amnesty for the killing (AC/2001/075).
VENTER, ME , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
VENTER, Petrus Alber tus , was injured when AWB
members detonated an explosive at the taxi rank in
Westonaria, Tvl, on 25 April 1994, in an effort to
disrupt the electoral process. Five people were killed
in the blast. Six AWB members were granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0342). See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
VERHEEM, Johannes Jacobus , was injured when a
car bomb, planted by MK operatives, exploded outside
the NBS building in Witbank, Tvl, on 24 October 1988.
The building was used for commercial purposes, but
also housed the Witbank Security Branch offices.
Three people were killed and over 20 were injured,
mainly civilians. Two MK operatives were granted
amnesty for the bombing (AC/2000/055).
VERMEULEN, H , a member of the SAP, was injured in
a limpet mine explosion at the John Vorster Square
police station in Johannesburg on 4 March 1986. The
head of MK’s Special Operations Unit was granted
amnesty (AC/2001/003).
VER TAETE, (first name not given), suffered severe
emotional trauma as a result of an arson attack on
Khanya House, the headquarters of the Southern
African Catholic Bishops’ Conference, in Pretoria on 12
October 1988. The victims were trapped in the
burning building for some time before being rescued.
Twelve Vlakplaas operatives and seven other Security
Branch Headquarters operatives, including senior
personnel, were granted amnesty (AC/2000/215).
VERWEY, Julie (29), was arrested in Murraysburg, Cape,
on 18 May 1986, and then detained for over four
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months under emergency regulations after protests in
the area. During his detention at the Murraysburg
police station and St Alban’s prison in Port Elizabeth,
he was severely beaten and tear-gassed by prison
warders. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
VESSEL, Gladman Nkosana (18), a COSAS member,
was sjambokked and assaulted by members of the
Ciskei Police during a student boycott at Lenge, Alice,
Ciskei, in September 1985.
VET ANI, Mziwethemba Xolile (20), was shot and
seriously injured by members of the SAP in
Crossroads, Cape Town, on 13 January 1990. He was
charged with public violence but was acquitted.
VETMAN, Mabhoti Alfred (20), was one of two youths
shot dead by members of the SAP near Crossroads,
Cape Town, on 16 October 1985. The incident was a
repeat of the ‘Trojan Horse’ shooting in Athlone the
previous day in which security forces concealed in
wooden crates on the back of a railways truck opened
fire on protesters, killing three youths. See TROJAN
HORSE INCIDENT, CAPE TOWN.
VETO, Mbulelo Gideon (15), an ANC supporter, was
beaten until he lost consciousness, by a member of
the SAP at a police station in Port Alfred, Cape, during
August 1986. He suffered severe eye injuries and was
taken to a doctor, who allegedly conducted an unsatisfactory examination. He was then forced to make a
statement in which he incriminated himself. He was
subsequently charged with public violence, convicted
and sentenced to five years’ imprisonment.
VETO, Zola Richman (17), was arrested during August
1986 and taken to the local police station in Port Alfred,
Cape, where he was severely beaten by a member of
the SAP. He was forced to make a statement in which
he incriminated himself in acts of petrol-bombing, was
charged, convicted and sentenced to four years’
imprisonment, of which two years were suspended.
VETYU, Thandabantu Alfred (31), was paralysed when
he was shot by members of the SAP in Welkom, OFS,
on 1 April 1990, in a clash between police and the
residents of Thabong during a consumer boycott.
VEYI, Thembekile (34), a UDF supporter, was killed in
Mbekweni, Paarl, Cape, on 26 December 1985, during
violent political conflict between UDF and AZAPO
supporters. At least two other people were killed that
day.
VEZI, Agnes Bashadile (39), an ANC supporter, lost
her family home and all its possessions, including all
livestock, in an arson attack by Inkatha supporters in
Jolivet, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 11 March 1990.
Five days earlier, her son had been killed by Inkatha
supporters after attending an ANC meeting in defiance
of the local chief’s instructions. Her brother had been
killed by Inkatha supporters after attending her son’s
funeral on the day before this attack. The family was
forced to flee the area and had not been able to return
by the time these statements were recorded.
VEZI, Khulekalwe Smallman (22), an ANC supporter,
had his house at Ekuthuleni, Umlazi, Durban, burnt
down by IFP supporters on 2 February 1992. See
EKUTHULENI ATTACKS.
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VEZI, Sholiphi Rosta (44), had her house and shop at
Eshowe, Natal, destroyed in an arson attack during
ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in
1993.
VEZI, Sibusiso (3), survived an ambush by Inkatha
supporters of the car in which he was travelling in
Jolivet, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 10 March 1990.
His father, who had just attended the funeral of his
nephew killed by Inkatha supporters four days earlier,
was shot dead in the attack. The next day the family
was forced to flee the area, and had not been able to
return by the time these statements were recorded.
VEZI, Sibusiso Agrippa (25), an ANC supporter, was
shot and stoned to death in Murchison, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 10 December 1993 in continuing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
VEZI, Sipho Chrisentos , and ANC supporter, was shot
dead by Inkatha supporters in Jolivet, near Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 10 March 1990, when his car was ambushed
on the way back from the funeral of his nephew, who
had been killed by Inkatha supporters four days earlier.
His three-year-old son survived the attack.
VEZI, Xolani Sipho (20), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by Inkatha supporters in Jolivet, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 6 March 1990, after attending an
ANC meeting in defiance of the local chief’s
instructions. His uncle was killed by Inkatha supporters
four days later, after attending Xolani’s funeral, and the
family home was destroyed in an arson attack by
Inkatha supporters the following day.
VEZI, Zitho Ireene (37), an ANC supporter, had her
house in Esimozomeni, Richmond, Natal, burnt down
in 1990 in intense conflict between Inkatha and ANC
supporters in the area.
VIDIMA, Dumisani , a UDF supporter, was abducted
from his home and killed by Inkatha supporters at
Trust Feeds, New Hanover, near Pietermaritzburg, on
12 December 1988 in intensifying political conflict in
the area. A few days later, Mr Vidima’s family home
was destroyed in an arson attack, forcing his mother
to flee the area.
VIDIMA, Mshungwini (27), had his home in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, attacked and partially
destroyed on 25 March 1980 during intense political
conflict in the area.
VIDIMA, Tolakele Flora , had her house burnt down
by Inkatha supporters in Trust Feeds, New Hanover,
near Pietermaritzburg, in December 1988. She was
forced to flee the area. Before the attack, her son, a
UDF supporter, had been abducted and killed by
Inkatha supporters.
VIEIRA, JJ , was injured when MK operatives detonated
an explosive in a car outside the South African Air Force
(SAAF) headquarters in Church Street, Pretoria, on 20
May 1983. Twenty-one people were killed and 217
injured. The overall commander of MK’s Special
Operations Unit and two MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See CHURCH
STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
VILAKAZI, Agnes (48), was assaulted and injured by
IFP members because she refused to attend their
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meetings at the Bester Location rent office, Durban, in
1988. Her two daughters also sustained injuries in this
incident, and her house was burnt down by IFP
supporters while she was recovering in hospital.
VILAKAZI, (first name not given), an IFP member,
suffered an attempt on his life and damage to his
motor vehicle, when he was attacked by members of
an ANC self-defence unit (SDU) in Tokoza, Tvl. SDU
members were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0243).
VILAKAZI, Abraham (26), was shot dead when the
vehicle in which he and nine other young men were
travelling was ambushed at Diepdale, near Ermelo,
Tvl, on 30 September 1993. The youths were
returning from a court appearance in connection with
the killing of a local chief when they were attacked,
allegedly by the chief’s son and other IFP supporters.
Four of the ten were killed and three others injured.
VILAKAZI, Bongani , was stabbed to death at
Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, on 20
November 1991, in ongoing conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters in the area. His family home was
attacked repeatedly between 1990 and 1991.
VILAKAZI, Bonginkosi Isaac (23), an IFP supporter,
was killed by IFP supporters on 20 June 1993,
following the launch of an ANC branch at Woodford
Stadium, near Bergville, Natal. Mr Vilakazi had
allegedly attended the launch meeting. See BERGVILLE
ATTACK.
VILAKAZI, Bukani (29), a UDF supporter, had her
house in KwaDweshula, Port Shepstone, Natal, burnt
down by Inkatha supporters on 26 January 1988.
VILAKAZI, Christina , lost her home in an arson attack
by alleged IFP supporters during political conflict at
Empangeni, Natal, on 22 November 1992. The
perpetrators, who also assaulted her during the attack,
were allegedly looking for her grandson.
VILAKAZI, Dali Merika (70), had her house set alight
in 1991 by a gang calling itself the ‘Amakati’ in
Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, in
ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters.
VILAKAZI, Dudu Elsie (26), an ANC supporter, had
her house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters at Kwadimayimane, near Pietermaritzburg,
in May 1993.
VILAKAZI, Dumisani Paulos (22), went missing from
his home in Katlehong, Tvl, in March 1993. His body
was discovered at Germiston mortuary in June 1993.
According to the death certificate Mr Vilakazi died of
unnatural causes on 12 June 1993. His death occurred
during ongoing political conflict on the East Rand.
VILAKAZI, Ernerstina (47), an Inkatha supporter, had
her house in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
burnt down by UDF supporters in September 1987.
She was forced to leave the area.
VILAKAZI, Goli (50), a COSATU member, was hacked
to death by Inkatha supporters in KwaNdengezi,
Kwazulu, near Pinetown, Natal, on 30 December 1987.
VILAKAZI, Jabulani Samuel (26), an MK operative,
died in police custody in Sasolburg, OFS, on 8 April
1994. It is alleged that he was shot in a staged suicide
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to prevent him from revealing information about
Security Branch activities. Mr Vilakazi had reportedly
been detained and tortured in 1992 in a failed attempt
to make him an informer.
VILAKAZI, Jafta (23), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead in an attack by IFP supporters on the house of an
MK operative in Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, on 19
April 1992. Five people died in the attack, and three
women were raped.
VILAKAZI, Lina Landubase (59), was shot by
members of the SAP in Lynville Park near Witbank,
Tvl, on 25 June 1985. There were school boycotts in
the area at the time.
VILAKAZI, Makhiseni (43), was assaulted, stabbed
and shot dead in in Ntuzuma, near Durban, on 22
December 1993 by IFP supporters who stopped the
car in which he and his sons were travelling home.
One son was killed in the attack; the other survived
after managing to escape from the boot of the car into
which the attackers had put him.
VILAKAZI, Mandla Jef frey (29), had his house in
Inanda New Town, Durban, destroyed in an arson
attack by Inkatha supporters in September 1985.
Following the killing of UDF leader Victoria Mxenge in
Umlazi in August 1985, political violence quickly
spread to areas north and south of Durban.
VILAKAZI, Mandlenkosi Matheus (17), an ANC
supporter, was seriously assaulted by IFP supporters
in Nondweni, Nqutu, KwaZulu, near Vryheid, Natal, on
23 February 1994. He and other ANC youths were
trying to flee the township ahead of a planned IFP rally
when they were attacked. After being rescued by two
Vryheid policemen, Mandlenkosi spent a a month in
hospital.
VILAKAZI, Matsheni Julius (69), an IFP supporter,
had his house in Dumbe, Paulpietersburg, Natal, burnt
down by ANC supporters on 17 February 1994,
allegedly in retaliation for an assault by IFP supporters
on the local ANC leader the previous day.
VILAKAZI, Mazwi , an MK operative, and two others
were abducted in Phoenix, Durban, on 18 November
1988 by Port Natal Security Branch operatives. The
three were taken to a railway line in Phoenix, told to
kneel down and shot dead. Their hands were placed
on a limpet mine, which was then detonated to create
the impression that they had blown themselves up.
Five Port Natal Security Branch operatives, including
the divisional commander, were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/112).
VILAKAZI, Ngicuphile (63), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
VILAKAZI, Nomini Mary (44), was forced to lie down
on the ground and was sjambokked 17 times by a
named ANC supporter and others in Nelspruit, Tvl,
during June 1986. Ms Vilakazi was beaten in the
presence of her daughter because she refused to
attend a meeting about a consumer boycott in the area.
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VILAKAZI, Patrick , was attacked by a member of the
IFP during political violence at Davula, Bethal, Tvl,
during 1991. One perpetrator was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0332).
VILAKAZI, Poppy Mathilda , was shot dead by a
member of the SAP in KwaThema, Tvl, on 21 June
1985.
VILAKAZI, Qedukwazi Clif ford (23), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters
at KwaMashu, Durban, on 21 September 1989. His
body was later burnt.
VILAKAZI, Raymond Bonginkosi (21), an Inkatha
supporter, was stabbed and severely injured when
UDF supporters attacked his brother’s home in
Fredville, near Inchanga, Natal, on 14 February 1988.
VILAKAZI, Robert Gabangani (23), an ANC
chairperson, was beaten by named perpetrators in
March 1991. In April 1993, he was arrested and
tortured by named members of the SAP in Empuluzi,
KaNgwane.
VILAKAZI, Sibongile Caroline (19), was raped when
a gang calling itself the ‘Amakati’ attacked her family
home in Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal,
in 1991. The family was allegedly targeted because her
uncle had refused to join a strike at the Sarmcol plant
in Mpophomeni. The family home was burnt down.
VILAKAZI, Sibusiso Michael (16), was shot and
injured by a named member of the SAP in Vukukazhe,
Volksrust, Tvl, on 10 April 1993 while on a march to
commemorate the assassination of SACP leader CHRIS
HANI.
VILAKAZI, Simanga , was shot and injured at his
wife’s night vigil in KwaThema, Tvl, in February 1986.
The named member of the SAP responsible for his
wife’s death, also opened fire on mourners.
VILAKAZI, Siphamandla (24), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead in an attack on CONTRALESA Chief
Molefe’s homestead at Nqutu, KwaZulu, near Vryheid,
Natal, on 7 November 1993. The attack was allegedly
motivated by Molefe’s refusal to call up men in his
area to defend the IFP. An IFP leader was implicated in
the attack. Eleven ANC youths were killed and seven
injured.
VILAKAZI, Siphiwe , an IFP supporter, was shot dead
when ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a
crowd of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least
nine marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten
ANC security guards were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/142).
VILAKAZI, Sipho Innocent (20), was injured when a
gang calling itself the ‘Amakati’ attacked and burnt
down his family home in 1991 in Mpophomeni,
KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal. The family was allegedly
targeted because his uncle refused to join a strike at
the Sarmcol plant at Mpophomeni.
VILAKAZI, Solani Nokuthula (24), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
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VILAKAZI, Thabini Christian Vusumuzi
(24), an ANC
supporter, was shot and killed in political conflict by
named KWAZULU POLICE SPECIAL C ONSTABLES in Umlazi,
Durban, on 1 September 1990.
VILAKAZI, Thamari Maria (59), was beaten and
sustained pellet wounds after being shot by members
of the SAP in Katlehong, Tvl, in October 1993. Ms
Vilakazi and other residents of Sali section, Katlehong,
were protesting against the ISU beating a schoolchild
in their vehicle.
VILAKAZI, Thembizile Ntoyi (29), an ANC supporter,
had her home burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
VILAKAZI, Thulani (20), was assaulted, stabbed and
shot dead by IFP supporters in Ntuzuma, near Durban,
who stopped the car in which he was travelling home
with his father and brother on 22 December 1993. His
father also died in the attack. His brother was put into
the car boot by the attackers, but managed to escape.
VILAKAZI, Twodays Cecelia (42), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
burnt down by Inkatha supporters in 1985. Her
neighbour’s homes were also burnt down in the
attack, and one person was killed. In June 1992, Ms
Vilakazi was shot and injured, allegedly by the same
perpetrators.
VILAKAZI, Victoria Ntombi (28), was shot and
injured when members of the SADF searched hostels
in Katlehong, Tvl, on 8 April 1994 during the run-up to
the first democratic election of 27 April 1994.
VILAKAZI, Wami Enoch (63), a UDF/ANC supporter,
had his home burnt down by Inkatha supporters on 1
September 1985 in Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near
Howick, Natal, at a time of tension and conflict
following the SARMCOL STRIKE. Mr Vilakazi was allegedly
targeted because he warned people against violence.
He moved from the area, and his house was again
burnt down by IFP supporters during the SEVEN-DAY
WAR near Pietermaritzburg in March 1990.
VILAKAZI, W illiam , was shot dead by members of
the SAP in Mhluzi, Middelburg, Tvl, during a protest
march in 1990.
VILAKAZI-TSHABALALA, Desmond Moses , was shot
dead by members of the SAP in Wattville, Benoni, Tvl,
on 21 June 1976 in the wake of the SOWETO UPRISING.
VILANCULO, Raul Respeito , was stabbed by IFP
supporters in Mayfair, Johannesburg, on 26 August
1990. Tension between IFP and ANC supporters
resulted in a number of attacks on civilians including
attacks on trains, stations and taxi ranks.
VILANE, Sihlangu Jof frey (40), was shot and injured
in Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 14
April 1990 in political conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters following the UNBANNING of political organisations in February.
VILJOEN, Frederick Hendrick , was shot and
wounded by APLA members in an armed attack on
the Sentra Hyperserve supermarket at Wesselsbron,
OFS, on 3 July 1993. Five people were killed and four
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were wounded in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Six
APLA members were granted amnesty (AC/2000/250).
VILJOEN, Jan Adriaan , was injured when members
of MK’s Special Operations Unit detonated an
explosive in a car outside the SADF Witwatersrand
Command headquarters in Johannesburg on 30 July
1987. At least 68 people were injured. Three MK
operatives and one UDF supporter linked to MK were
granted amnesty for their roles in this attack
(AC/2001/0003 and AC/2000/248).
VILJOEN, PA , a Fidelity Guards employee, was shot
at but uninjured, when MK operatives conducted an
armed robbery of cash trunks being collected by a
Fidelity Guards van in Dube, Soweto, Johannesburg,
on 5 November 1988. Two of the four guards were
injured in the robbery which was intended to acquire
funds for the MK unit. Four MK operatives were
granted amnesty for the incident (AC/2000/0013).
VILJOEN, Sarah Jane (51), was shot dead by a
named member of the Riot Squad in Paarl, Cape, on 9
September 1976. Ms Viljoen was travelling in a taxi
through an unrest area during the 1976 student
uprisings when she was shot. Three women were
shot dead in Paarl that day.
VILJOEN, Susana Catharina , was shot and wounded
by APLA members in an armed attack on the Sentra
Hyperserve supermarket at Wesselsbron, OFS, on 3
July 1993. Five people were killed and four were
wounded in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Six APLA
members were granted amnesty (AC/2000/250).
VIMNECEMBE, Andr ew, was injured in what became
known as the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14
June 1986. The explosion killed three women and
injured at least 74 other people. Seven MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/128).
VINGER, Ronald (13), was shot and injured by members
of the Bophuthatswana Police in Brits, Tvl, on 15 March
1993 while crossing the street to attend the clinic.
Police fired rubber bullets and teargas into a crowd
gathered at Maboloka police station to protest against
harassment by police and soldiers. Ronald was hit in
the head, allegedly by a stray bullet. One person was
killed and four were seriously injured during the attack.
VININDW A, Violet Nofikile (33), a PAC supporter,
was detained in Mqanduli, Transkei, during 1962 for
attending an unlawful Poqo meeting. She was convicted
on political charges and sentenced to two years’
imprisonment. Her baby was born in prison without
medical supervision. Five months later she was
released and placed under house arrest for five years.
VISAGIE, Cleoton Darryl (16), a student activist in
Bonteheuwel, Cape Town, and a member of the
BMW, was detained for 14 days in November 1985
and severely beaten by members of the SAP. He was
detained again in May 1987 and was severely tortured
at the Ravensmead police station. He experienced
further beatings in 1988 for his continued involvement
in student protests.
VISAGIE, Dewald Jacobus , a constable in the SAP,
sustained shrapnel injuries when armed MK operatives
attacked the Wonderboompoort police station, Pretoria,
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on 26 December 1981. One MK operative was granted
amnesty (AC/2000/195).
VISAGIE, Getrude (57), an ANC supporter, had her
house in Empangeni, Natal, destroyed by IFP supporters
on 29 March 1992. She had received death threats a
month earlier had left her house to sleep in the hills.
When she returned to her home, she found it destroyed.
VISAGIE, Johannes Hendrick , a member of the SAP,
was injured by MK operatives while in Edendale Hospital,
near Pietermaritzburg, on 4 May 1986. One person was
killed and Mr Visagie and three others were injured in
crossfire between the operatives and police when the
operatives raided the hospital to free a member of
their MK unit who was being held there. Four MK
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/2001/128).
VISSER, Jacobs Raymond (29), a UDF supporter, was
beaten in detention by members of the SAP in
Willowmore, Cape, on 17 June 1986 allegedly because
he was accused of instigating violence in the area.
VISSER, Malcolm , a civilian, was injured when APLA
operatives opened fire in the Steaks restaurant in
Claremont, Cape Town, on 26 December 1992. Five
people were injured in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS.
One APLA member was granted amnesty
(AC/1998/0103).
VLEI, Dan Zamile (31), a UDF supporter, was detained
and beaten by members of the SAP during conflict
between UDF supporters and the AMAAFRIKA in
Uitenhage, Cape, on 21 June 1990.
VOGEL, Clasina Johanna Salomina
(37), was severely
injured in a bomb blast at Johannesburg station, on 24
July 1964. The named perpetrator, a member of the
African Resistance Movement, was sentenced to
death. Two people died in the attack.
VOGEL, HPI , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
VON WILLIGH, Gideon Retief , sustained minor
injuries when MK operatives detonated a car bomb
using a remote control device outside the Ellis Park
rugby stadium, Johannesburg, on 2 July 1988. Two
spectators leaving the rugby match were killed and 37
others sustained minor and major injuries. Four
operatives from MK’s Special Operations Unit, including
its commander, were granted amnesty (AC/2001/161).
VORSTER, Phillip Franci , a member of the SAP, was
shot and wounded by an MK operative who was
attempting to escape from a police van in Pietersburg,
Tvl, on 12 January 1990. One MK operative was
granted amnesty (AC/2000/081).
VOSTER, Louis (20), was injured when MK operatives
attacked an SADF base at Letaba stadium, Nkowa
Nkowa, Gazankulu, on 12 April 1990. Five SADF
members were injured. Two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2000/98).
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VOYI, Cona Nathaniel (78), had his property damaged
in an attack on his home by members of the Bophuthatswana Police in Dryharts, Taung, Bophuthatswana, on 6
December 1990 after a meeting at Dryharts Bathlapin
tribal office where villagers had summoned chief Jerry
Mahura to hear their grievances. When police dispersed
the crowd with teargas and sjamboks, people ran and
hid in Mr Voyi’s house. His wife died in the attack.
VOYIY A, Funeka (30), was shot by members of the
SADF during intense public unrest in DUNCAN VILLAGE,
East London, in October 1985. Ms Voyiya was
pregnant at the time.
VRIES, Andries Benjamin (22), was shot by members
of the SADF in Toekomsrus, Randfontein, Tvl, on 26
October 1990 during a rent boycott and curfew.
VULONEL, T , was severely injured in what became
known as the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14
June 1986. The explosion killed three women and
injured at least 74 other people. Seven MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/128).
VUMA, Seun Joseph , an SAP member, was shot
dead by MK operatives at his home in Mamelodi,
Pretoria, on 16 March 1986. Two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0257).
VUMAZONKE, Dora , nearly lost her life when her
brother’s house was set alight by a crowd of youth in
Beaufort West, Cape, on 22 August 1985. Ms
Vumazonke’s brother, a former community COUNCILLOR,
was regarded as a collaborator.
VUMAZONKE, Gerald Zolile Bonisile
(28), a UDF
supporter, died when he was ‘necklaced’ during
political unrest in Port Elizabeth on 11 January 1987.
VUMAZONKE, Mlahlwa (39), was detained in early
1961 and severely assaulted by members of the SAP
in Pietermaritzburg during the PONDOLAND REVOLT. He
was allegedly detained because he was known to
have attended Nonqulwana or planning meetings
during the uprising.
VUMAZONKE, Olga , nearly lost her life when the
house she was in was set alight by a crowd of youth
in Beaufort West, Cape, on 22 August 1985. The
house belonged to a former community COUNCILLOR
who was regarded as a collaborator.
VUMAZONKE, Paulus , nearly lost his life when the
house he was in was set alight by a crowd of youth in
Beaufort West, Cape, on 22 August 1985. The house
belonged to a former community COUNCILLOR who was
regarded as a collaborator.
VUMAZONKE, Phindile Ronald (20), was shot by
members of the security forces in Guguletu, Cape Town,
on 11 August 1976, while watching students burn a
liquor store after the SOWETO UPRISING had spread to
Cape Town. His right leg was amputated as a result of
the injury. Mr Vumazonke later went into exile.
VUMAZONKE, Yogi Euginia ‘Mankwali’
(50), an ANC
supporter, lost her shack in an arson attack in KTC, Cape
Town, on 9 June 1986, during the mass destruction of
UDF-supporting squatter camps by WITDOEKE vigilantes,
acting with the tacit approval and aid of the security
forces.
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VUNDLA, Dumazi Themba (63), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Ntshidi, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, on 24 April
1994, in the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
VUNDLA, Thembinkosi Bonganani (30), had his
house burnt down in Ongoye, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, in March 1994 in political conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters during the run-up to
the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
VUNGA YI, Mhlutshwa , was severely beaten with
sjamboks by members of the SAP while in detention
in Bizana, Transkei, in 1960 during the PONDOLAND
REVOLT. Mr Vungayi subsequently died, allegedly as a
result of his injuries.
VUSANI, Alton Nyanisile , was shot dead by
members of the CDF on 4 August 1983 near Egerton
railway station at Mdantsane, Ciskei, during the
MDANTSANE BUS BOYCOTT.
VUSANI, Mgcineni (20), was shot dead by members
of the SAP in Langa, Uitenhage, Cape, on 21 March
1985 when police opened fire on mourners marching
to a funeral. At least 20 people were killed and many
injured in the shooting. See LANGA SHOOTINGS.
VUSO, Mathemba (33), an MK commander, was shot
dead by members of the Ciskei Police in Mdantsane,
Ciskei, on 17 July 1987.
VUTHELA, Nzimeni Johannes (13), was shot and
injured at the night vigil for an ANC supporter in
Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl, on 15 December 1990.
More than 20 people were shot in the attack by known
perpetrators accompanied by members of the SAP.
VUYOKAZI, Florence Nkolisa (39), had her house
burnt down and her possessions stolen by IFP
supporters during political conflict between the ‘RED’
AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu,
Durban, in 1993.
WABENA, Jeff Ngxeke (40), an ANC member, was
shot dead while he was addressing a meeting at SK
Mqhayi High School in Mdantsane, Ciskei, on 10
October 1990.
WALTERS, Stephanus Sebastian , a colonel in the
South African Air Force (SAAF), was killed when MK
operatives detonated an explosive in a car outside the
SAAF headquarters in Church Street, Pretoria, on 20
May 1983. Twenty-one people were killed and 217
injured. The overall commander of MK’s Special
Operations Unit and two MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See CHURCH
STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
WALTON, I , was injured in what became known as
the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14 June 1986.
The explosion killed three women and injured at least
74 other people. Seven MK operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2001/128).
WAMBI, Fundiswa (14), was shot dead by members
of the SAP in Langa, Uitenhage, Cape, on 21 March
1985 when police opened fire on mourners marching
to a funeral. At least 20 people were killed and many
injured in the shooting. See L ANGA SHOOTINGS.
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WANA, Mr , escaped an abduction attempt in East
London on 21 May 1993 by Transkei Defence Force
(TDF) soldiers who allegedly wanted to interrogate him
regarding a planned coup in the Transkei. When they
did not find Mr Wana at his home, they abducted
three people from the house, whom they
subsequently shot dead near the Kei River Bridge. A
TDF soldier was granted amnesty for the abduction,
but refused amnesty for the killing (AC/2000/018).
WANDA, Ncamisile Pretty (22), an Inkatha supporter,
had her house petrol-bombed by UDF supporters in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in November 1987.
WARD, Reginald W illiam , was injured when
members of MK’s Special Operations Unit detonated
an explosive in a car outside the SADF Witwatersrand
Command headquarters in Johannesburg on 30 July
1987. At least 68 people were injured. Three MK
operatives and one UDF supporter linked to MK were
granted amnesty for their various roles in this attack
(AC/2001/0003 and AC/2000/248).
WARNER, Amanda , a civilian, was injured when
APLA operatives opened fire in the Steaks Restaurant
in Claremont, Cape Town, on 26 December 1992. Five
people were injured in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS.
One APLA member was granted amnesty
(AC/1998/0103).
WATERMEYER, Xakiwe Monica (24), sustained burn
wounds in a petrol bomb attack on the house of a
youth organiser during political conflict in Middelburg,
Cape, on 18 April 1986.
WATERWITCH, Robert Anthony Basil (20), a UDF
activist and an internally trained MK operative, was
killed on 23 July 1989, when the explosive device that
he was planting outside a public toilet, in Athlone, Cape
Town, detonated. A female MK operative also died in
the blast. The Commission was unable to make a
finding on allegations of security force involvement in
their deaths.
WATERWORTH, Lee-Ann , was injured in what became
known as the MAGOO’S BAR BOMBING in Durban on 14
June 1986. The explosion killed three women and
injured at least 74 other people. Seven MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/128).
WATSON, Gloria Roseline , sustained damage to her
property in a limpet mine explosion at a bus stop near
the Checkers shopping complex in Silverton, Tvl, on 4
July 1986. Four MK operatives were granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1999/0257).
WATSON, John Lawrence (51), suffered damage to
his property in Fouriesburg, OFS, on 14 August 1993,
when his farmhouse was attacked with petrol bombs
by APLA operatives. See APLA ATTACKS. One APLA
member was granted amnesty (AC/2001/102).
WAYIZA, Zenzile (14), an ANC supporter, died after
being shot through the heart by a named member of
the SAP while he was participating in a toyi-toyi
demonstration in Molteno, Cape, on 27 November 1985.
WEAKLEY, Alistair James , and his brother were shot
dead when ANC self-defence Unit (SDU) members
opened fire on the vehicle in which they were
travelling while on holiday near Port St Johns, Transkei,
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on 13 April 1993. Three other passengers survived the
attack, which followed the assassination of
MK/ANC/SACP leader, Chris Hani. Four SDU members
were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0249).
WEAKLEY, Glen Pearsall , and his brother were shot
dead when ANC self-defence Unit (SDU) members
opened fire on the vehicle in which they were
travelling while on holiday near Port St Johns, Transkei,
on 13 April 1993. Three other passengers survived the
attack, which followed the assassination of
MK/ANC/SACP leader, Chris Hani. Four SDU members
were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0249).
WEBER, Karl Andrew (37), was shot when members
of APLA carried out an attack on the Highgate Hotel,
East London, on 1 May 1993. Five people were killed
and several others injured. See APLA ATTACKS.
WEBSTER, David (43), a UDF supporter, was shot
dead on 1 May 1989 outside his home in Troyeville,
Johannesburg, by a CCB operative. The operative,
later convicted of his killing, did not apply for amnesty.
A Witwatersrand Security Branch operative was
granted amnesty for harassing Dr Webster and others
during a political gathering in 1985 (AC/2001/0184).
WEBSTER, Edward Frank (22), was shot, beaten and
arrested by members of the SAP in Paarl, Cape, on 9
September 1976, while standing with a group of
people during widespread unrest. Three women were
shot dead in Paarl that day.
WEIMERS, Chris , was detained and threatened by
members of the SAP in Johannesburg, in 1975. Police
wanted to know about a new organisation,
‘Brotherhood’, which had been formed under the
Black Consiousness Movement.
WEKENI, Joseph (48), an ANC supporter, was stabbed
by a named IFP supporter in Chicken Farm, Diepkloof,
Soweto, Johannesburg, because he stayed at home
during an ANC stayaway during 1990. He died later in
hospital.
WELLER, Kevin , sustained minor injuries when MK
operatives detonated a car bomb using a remote
control device outside the Ellis Park rugby stadium,
Johannesburg, on 2 July 1988. Two spectators leaving
the rugby match were killed and 37 others sustained
minor and major injuries. Four operatives from MK’s
Special Operations Unit, including its commander,
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/161).
WELLER, Robert Brian , sustained minor injuries when
MK operatives detonated a car bomb using a remote
control device outside the Ellis Park rugby stadium,
Johannesburg, on 2 July 1988. Two spectators leaving
the rugby match were killed and 37 others sustained
minor and major injuries. Four operatives from MK’s
Special Operations Unit, including its commander,
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/161).
WELMAN, Robert , a member of the SAP, was killed
when a limpet mine placed by MK operatives
exploded at an electricity sub-station in Chamberlain,
Jacobs, Durban, on 9 January 1986. Two of his
colleagues and two workers were injured. Two MK
operatives were granted amnesty for the incident
(AC/2001/108).
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WESINYANE, Moses Mathere (20), an ANC
supporter, was paralysed and left with a fractured skull
and speech problems after being tortured in detention
by members of the SAP in Diepkloof prison, Soweto,
Johannesburg, on 30 July 1985.
WESSELS (PONOANA), Tandiwe Rina (42), survived
the petrol-bombing of her home by ANC supporters in
April 1993, and again in June 1993, in ongoing political
conflict in Richmond, Natal.
WESSELS, Johannes Hendrick , was injured when
members of MK’s Special Operations Unit detonated
an explosive in a car outside the SADF Witwatersrand
Command headquarters in Johannesburg on 30 July
1987. At least 68 people were injured. Three MK
operatives and one UDF supporter linked to MK were
granted amnesty for their various roles in this attack
(AC/2001/0003 and AC/2000/248).
WESSELS, S , a lieutenant in the SADF, was injured
when MK operatives detonated an explosive in a car
outside the South African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983.
Twenty-one people were killed and 217 injured. The
overall commander of MK’s Special Operations Unit
and two MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/003 and AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET
BOMBING, P RETORIA.
WESSELS, Tandiwe Rina (42), survived the petrolbombing of her home by ANC supporters in April 1993
and again in June 1993 in Richmond, Cape. Ms
Wessels was targeted for attack as she had broken a
consumer boycott in a period of heightened protest
activity following the assassination of Chris Hani.
WESTLEY, Helen, was shot and injured when APLA
operatives threw hand grenades at and opened fire on
the congregation of St James’ Church, Kenilworth,
Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven people were
killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See APLA
ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were granted
amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his application
struck off the roll for failing to attend the amnesty
hearing (AC/1998/0018).
WESTLEY, Lorraine , was shot and injured when
APLA operatives threw hand grenades at and opened
fire on the congregation of St James’ Church,
Kenilworth, Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven
people were killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See
APLA ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were
granted amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his
application struck off the roll for failing to attend the
amnesty hearing (AC/1998/0018).
WEWERS, Saul Jacobus (14), an ANCYL supporter
was injured after being beaten by members of the
SAP who disrupted a party he was attending in
Robertson, Cape, in September 1976. In the wake of
the SOWETO UPRISING, there were incidents of stone
throwing in Robertson. Saul was later arrested and
forced to sign a statement admitting sabotage and as
a result he was expelled from school.
WHEELER, Royce Michael (46), was seriously injured
when members of APLA carried out an attack on the
Highgate Hotel, East London, on 1 May 1993. Five
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people were killed and several others injured. See
APLA ATTACKS.
WHITE, Kim , was injured when a limpet mine, planted
by MK operatives, exploded during lunchtime at the
Wimpy restaurant in Benoni, Tvl, on 30 July 1988. One
woman was killed and at least 66 people were injured.
Four MK operatives were granted amnesty for the
planning and execution of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
WHITFIELD, Deric John (42), was shot dead when
members of APLA carried out an attack on the
Highgate Hotel, East London, on 1 May 1993. Five
people were killed and several others injured. See
APLA ATTACKS.
WHITING, Juanita V iviene , was injured when MK
operatives detonated a limpet mine in a dustbin at the
Vanderbijl Square bus terminus, Johannesburg, on 21
September 1988. Nineteen people were injured and a
number of vehicles and buildings were damaged. Two
MK Special Operations operatives were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/056). A late application by a third
operative was dismissed.
WIEHAHN, Geraldine Mathilda (18), was shot and
injured by members of the Railway Police in Athlone,
Cape Town, on 15 October 1985, in the TROJAN HORSE
INCIDENT, CAPE T OWN.
WILDEBEES, Puleng Lina (18), a member of the
EAGLES CLUB, was severely beaten when ANC
supporters attacked her and five other ‘Eagles Club’
members in Qhoweng, Reddersburg, OFS, in 1989,
allegedly because of their involvement with the club.
WILDEBEES, Tefo William (21), an ANCYL supporter,
was detained and severely beaten by members of the
SAP at the Grootvlei police station in Reddersburg,
OFS, in May 1990. A boycott was underway at the
time, and several youth activists were assaulted and
tortured by the police.
WILFRED, Mario Alexandra , a member of the SADF,
was shot and wounded when APLA members
ambushed a military vehicle, firing on it with automatic
weapons, in Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 16
December 1986. Two APLA members were granted
amnesty (AC/2000/0133).
WILI, Goodboy (16 months), died after inhaling
teargas fumes when members of the SAP threw a
teargas canister into the shack in which he was
sleeping in DUNCAN VILLAGE, East London, on 11
August 1985, during intense public unrest in the area.
WILKENS, Kobus , a member of the SAP, was killed
when a car bomb exploded outside the Johannesburg
Magistrate’s court on 20 May 1987. Three other
policemen were also killed in the explosion, which
took place after a decoy smaller bomb had lured them
to the scene. Three other people were injured. Three
MK operatives were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0067).
WILKINSON, Mervin Oupa (21), a UDF supporter,
was shot dead by a named member of the SAP in
Huhudi, Vryburg, Cape, on 21 October 1989.
WILLEM, Boyce (22), a SAYCO member, was severely
harassed by members of the SAP in 1983 in Port
Elizabeth, allegedly because of his political activities.
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WILLEM, Lawrence Mcebisi (18), was assaulted and
killed by members of the SAP and AMAAFRIKA
supporters in Khayelitsha, Uitenhage, Cape, on 13
February 1990. The shooting occurred at a meeting
between the police and AmaAfrika and UDF
supporters to discuss their differences. Mr Willem
was hit in the head and died instantly.
WILLEMSE, Johannes (20), an ANC supporter, was
detained and severely beaten by members of the
Lebowa Police and SAP at Tafelkop, Tvl, during the
1986 state of emergency. Mr Williamse was arrested
at a mass meeting so that police could determine if he
was on a ‘wanted’ list of political activists.
WILLIAM, Bonile Johnson (18), a UDF supporter, was
stripped naked and had his scrotum crushed in a drawer
by members of the SAP on 9 March 1985 at Church
Street police station in Uitenhage, Cape. He had
assisted in a boycott of local business people and had
witnessed the killing of an activist by members of the
SAP. He was arrested and severely beaten before being
taken to Uitenhage police station where the beatings
continued. Later he was charged with public violence,
convicted and sentenced to five years’ imprisonment.
WILLIAMS, (first name not given), a member of the
SAP, was shot and killed by APLA operatives near Da
Gama Textiles, East London, on 28 March 1994. Mr
Williams, a member of the Crime Reaction Unit, was
shot when police arrived at the scene of an APLA
attack on a bus conveying white passengers. See
APLA ATTACKS. Two perpetrators were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/271).
WILLIAMS, Abraham (25), was shot and severely
injured by members of the SAP on 9 September 1976
in Elsies River, Cape Town, during the SOWETO UPRISING.
He was arrested and his injured leg was beaten by police.
WILLIAMS, Abubakr ‘Whitey’ (19), a UDF supporter
and BMW member, was detained on 2 October 1987
and held for six weeks. He was again arrested on 6
January 1988. In both instances he was severely
assaulted by named members of a special police
UNREST INVESTIGATION UNIT at the Brackenfell and Bishop
Lavis police stations, Cape Town.
WILLIAMS, Coline Denice (22), a UDF activist and an
internally trained MK operative, was killed on 23 July
1989, when the explosive device that she was
planting outside a public toilet, in Athlone, Cape Town,
detonated. A fellow MK operative also died in the
blast. The Commission was unable to make a finding
on allegations of security force involvement in their
deaths. Ms Williams had previously been detained for
long periods under emergency regulations.
WILLIAMS, Daniel Sicelo (19), a UDF supporter, was
arrested on charges of public violence in De Aar, Cape,
in April 1985, and severely tortured several times by
named and other SAP members. The charges were
later withdrawn. Mr Williams then left the country to
join the ANC. On his return he was arrested, severely
tortured, and detained for many months.
WILLIAMS, David , a private security guard, was shot
and killed during a cash-in-transit robbery by APLA
operatives at Cleveland, Johannesburg, on 20
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September 1991. See APLA ATTACKS. Three APLA
members were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0244).
WILLIAMS, Derby Ellen , was injured in a hand grenade
explosion on 25 May 1993 in Kimberley, Cape, during
an ANC protest march to the Bophuthatswana
consulate. Two MK operatives threw a hand grenade
at the building which bounced back into the crowd,
killing one person and injuring 41 others. Two ANC
members were wrongly convicted of the killing. Four
MK operatives and ANC members, two of whom
denied guilt, were refused amnesty (AC/2000/053 and
AC/2000/241).
WILLIAMS, Ernest Ananias , sustained damage to his
property in a limpet mine explosion at a bus stop near
the Checkers shopping complex in Silverton, Tvl, on 4
July 1986. Four MK operatives were granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1999/0257).
WILLIAMS, Gr eshna , was shot and injured when
APLA operatives threw hand grenades at and opened
fire on the congregation of St James’ Church,
Kenilworth, Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven
people were killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See
APLA ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were
granted amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his
application struck off the roll for failing to attend the
amnesty hearing (AC/1998/0018).
WILLIAMS, Gwyneth (16), an ANC supporter, was
detained under emergency regulations and held at CR
Swart Square in Durban for an unspecified period in
1986. Members of her family were well-known
political activists and were frequently harassed and
detained by members of the SAP.
WILLIAMS, Henry ‘Barney’ (19), was arrested and
severely beaten by members of the SAP in 1976 at
the Mossel Bay police station, Cape, after extensive
unrest and arson attacks in the town. He was later
convicted of public violence.
WILLIAMS, Ilan , survived an armed attack by APLA
operatives on the Steaks restaurant in Claremont,
Cape Town, on 26 December 1992. Five people were
injured in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. One APLA
member was granted amnesty (AC/1998/0103).
WILLIAMS, Mbuyiselo (23), a UDF supporter, was
shot at by Inkatha supporters and members of the
KWAZULU P OLICE at Umlazi, Durban, on 19 April 1990.
WILLIAMS, Michael , was shot by members of the
SAP in Toekomsrus, Randfontein, Tvl, on 18 October
1990 during riots in the township after the council
disconnected electricity to 124 houses.
WILLIAMS, Moegamat Qasim (Craig) ‘Botha’ (14), a
BMW member, was arrested on 6 January 1988 and
was assaulted and tortured at the Brackenfell, Bishop
Lavis and Macassar police stations in Cape Town by
named members of a special police UNREST
INVESTIGATION UNIT. Mr Williams was acquitted of the
charges against him. He was later severely assaulted
by other BMW members after police had spread a
rumour that he was an informer.
WILLIAMS, Mvusi Michael , was tortured in detention
by members of the Special Branch members in Port
Elizabeth.
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WILLIAMS, Noel John (39), a UDF activist in Atlantis,
Cape, and member of the local civic association, was
detained twice for several weeks in 1985. He was again
detained in June 1986 under emergency regulations
and held for 17 months. During his detention he was
interrogated, held in solitary confinement for long
periods and deprived of food. Restriction orders were
placed upon him after his release. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
WILLIAMS, Paul Manuel , was shot and injured when
APLA operatives threw hand grenades at and opened
fire on the congregation of St James’ Church,
Kenilworth, Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven
people were killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See
APLA ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were
granted amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his
application struck off the roll for failing to attend the
amnesty hearing (AC/1998/0018).
WILLIAMS, Piet (25), an ANC supporter, was severely
beaten by members of the SAP in Philipstown, Cape,
on 13 April 1990, after he had shouted a political
slogan at the police.
WILLIAMS, Teddy Edward Mwase (aka ‘W ellington
Sejake’) (29), an MK member, was incarcerated by
members of the ANC security department in 1984. He
was held in the Quatro camp and was kicked and beaten.
He appeared before a tribunal which found him not
guilty of participating in the mutiny. See ANC CAMPS.
WILLIAMS, Tekana Steven (34), an ANC member, was
arrested and severely beaten and kicked by SAP members
in Worcester, Cape, in 1960, because he was involved
in the burning of passes. Then, as a UDF activist, he was
detained in 1985 for three months and again in 1986
for ten months at Victor Verster prison, Paarl, Cape,
during the state of emergency. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
WILO, Alfred Mbuyiselo , was abducted by a large
group and beaten to death with a knobkierie by an
ANC self-defence unit (SDU) and street committee
member in Evaton, Vereeniging, Tvl, on 25 December
1990. He was then set alight by the large crowd of
residents gathered at the scene. Mr Wilo was
suspected of involvement in the death of an ANCYL
member and other offences in the community. One
SDU and street committee member was granted
amnesty for the killing (AC/2000/155).
WILSON, Boitemogolo Sylvia (24), was severely
sjambokked by members of the Bophuthatswana
Police in Motsweding, Bophuthatswana, on 21
November 1993 when police charged a protest march
held to submit a memorandum of complaint to the
local chief.
WILSON, Christina Elizabeth , was injured when
members of MK’s ‘Dolphin Unit’ detonated an
explosive in a car near the Krugersdorp Magistrate’s
court and the adjacent police station, Tvl, on 16 March
1988. Three people were killed and more than 20
were injured in the blast. Two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/2001/003).
WILSON, Cinde , was severely injured when members
of MK’s ‘Dolphin Unit’ detonated an explosive in a car
near the Krugersdorp Magistrate’s court and the
adjacent police station, Tvl, on 16 March 1988. Three
V O L U M E
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people were killed and more than 20 were injured in
the blast. Two MK operatives were granted amnesty
(AC/2001/003).
WILSON, Nomvula Maggie ‘Nomise’ (35), a UDF
supporter, was detained twice at Pollsmoor prison in
Cape Town, in 1985.
WILSON, PD , was injured when members of MK’s
Special Operations Unit detonated an explosive in a
car outside the SADF Witwatersrand Command
headquarters in Johannesburg on 30 July 1987. At
least 68 people were injured. Three MK operatives and
one UDF supporter linked to MK were granted
amnesty for their roles in this attack (AC/2001/0003
and AC/2000/248).
WILSON, S , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
WILSON, SEL , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
WINER, William Stanley (33), a journalist and political
activist, was detained in Pretoria and Carolina, Tvl, and
in Dundee, Natal, in August and September 1993. In
Dundee he was held in solitary confinement for 11
days, and was denied food and medical attention.
WISANI, Mnzeyi , was shot by members of the SAP
in Daveyton, Tvl, on 24 March 1991 during clashes
between IFP and ANC supporters after the IFP held a
rally at the Sinaba stadium.
WITBOOI, Florence Eunice (35), an ANC and SANCO
member, was beaten by members of the SAP in
Eersterivier, Cape Town, on 6 July 1993, during a sit-in
by residents to protest the lack of water provision and
services to a local squatter camp.
WITBOOI, Johannes (14), a UDF supporter, was
beaten to death by members of the SAP while in
detention at Steytlerville, Cape, on 5 July 1985 during
political conflict in the area following the deaths of the
CRADOCK FOUR.
WITBOOI, Johannes (35), was stabbed and set alight
by named perpetrators in Lingelihle, Cradock, Cape, on
6 September 1986, during a strike and stayaway at his
workplace. He was allegedly targeted because he did
not heed the stayaway call.
WITBOOI, Neville (17), was arrested on 3 December
1985 in Upington, Cape, and spent long periods in
custody while on trial with 25 others known as the
UPINGTON 26 after the crowd killing of a member of the
MUNICIPAL P OLICE. Mr Witbooi was given a suspended
sentence, overturned on appeal.
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WITBOOI, Nomathamsanqa Elita Shanie
(21), a
BCM activist, was arrested and beaten by members of
the SAP after participating in a protest march in
Cradock, Cape, in September 1977. On 5 October
1977, she was kicked and beaten by police members
who forced her to make a confession in an arson
attack. Later that month, she was stripped naked and
locked into a wet police van for five hours. She was
convicted and sentenced to four years’ imprisonment
and released on 28 November 1981.
WITBOOI, Nomawethu V eronica (27), an ANC
supporter, was shot by members of the CDF in Bisho,
Ciskei, on 7 September 1992 during an ANC protest
march to demand free political activity in Ciskei. Thirty
people were killed and 200 people injured in the event
which became known as the BISHO MASSACRE. Two
members of the former CDF were refused amnesty
for the shooting (AC/2000/122).
WITBOOI, Shadrack Jongikaya (32), was shot dead
by members of the BALACLAVA GROUP allegedly linked to
the Lingelethu West Town Council on 16 December
1991 in Khayelitsha, Cape Town. The attack was aimed
at a local ANC Women’s League activist and left three
people dead, three wounded and 40 houses burnt.
WITTEVEEN, RW , was injured when MK operatives
detonated an explosive in a car outside the South
African Air Force (SAAF) headquarters in Church
Street, Pretoria, on 20 May 1983. Twenty-one people
were killed and 217 injured. The overall commander of
MK’s Special Operations Unit and two MK operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/003 and
AC/2001/023). See CHURCH STREET BOMBING, PRETORIA.
WOJI, Lulamile Henry , was shot dead by members
of the SADF during unrest at New Brighton, Port
Elizabeth, on 6 November 1980.
WOKONA, Pumla (18), an ANC supporter, was shot
on 26 August 1986 in Duncan Village, East London,
when members of the SADF randomly opened fire on
a crowd demonstrating after Griffiths Mxenge’s
funeral which had taken place near King William’s
Town, Cape.
WOLF, Oupa Vincent (16), an ANC supporter, was
shot by members of the SAP at Thandkukhanya, Piet
Retief, Tvl, on 30 March 1993 during conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
WOLFAARDT, Alwyn , an AWB member, was killed by
members of the Bophuthatswana Police in Mafikeng,
Bophuthatswana, on 11 March 1994. One perpetrator
was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0239). See
BOPHUTHATSWANA INVASION.
WOLFAARDT , Maria Elizabeth Petr onella , was
severely injured when APLA operatives threw hand
grenades at and opened fire on patrons at the Crazy
Beat Disco in Newcastle, Natal, on 14 February 1994.
One person was shot dead and several others were
injured in the attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Three APLA
operatives were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0016).
WOLFAAR T, Ger har d Petrus (17), was severely
injured when APLA operatives threw hand grenades at
and opened fire on patrons at the Crazy Beat Disco in
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Newcastle, Natal, on 14 February 1994. One person
was shot dead and several others were injured in the
attack. See APLA ATTACKS. Three APLA operatives
were granted amnesty (AC/1998/0016).
WONCI, Thembinkosi Michael , a COSAS activist, was
killed after being shot in the head by a named SAP
member while he was participating in a student meeting
at Thamsanqa High School, KwaZakele, Port Elizabeth,
during 1984. His parents were only informed about his
death three weeks later. The magistrate found that the
perpetrator was acting in self-defence.
WOOD, Michael John (22), was shot by members of
the Riot Police in Athlone, Cape Town, in September
1977, during unrest. He was blinded in one eye.
WOOD, Pauline Elizabeth (40), an ANC supporter,
had her home in Ncalu, Ixopo, Natal, destroyed in an
arson attack by IFP supporters in June 1993.
WOODINGTON, Alfr ed, a NUMSA member, was
detained in Benoni, Tvl, in 1988 under emergency
regulations. Before this, Mr Woodington and his wife
were reportedly continually harassed by members of
the Security Police because of their political activities.
WOODINGTON, Norah , a FAWU member, was
severely intimidated by members of the Security
Police in Benoni, Tvl, in 1986 because of her union
membership.
WOODS, Mary (5), received injuries on 23 November
1977 in East London, when she wore a T-shirt that had
been impregnated with an acid-based skin irritant,
causing a purple skin rash and inflammation of the
eyes. The attack on the family took place during the
inquest into the death in detention of the Black
Consciousness leader, Steve Biko. Her father, Mr
Donald Woods, the banned editor of the Daily
Dispatch, received a parcel containing two small Tshirts for infants, bearing the image of Steve Biko and
purporting to be gifts for the Woods children.
WULANA, Sandile (38), a UDF supporter, was shot
dead by AZAPO supporters while sleeping in his
caravan in Soweto, Johannesburg, on 13 May 1987.
WULANA, Solomon W otose , an ANC member in
Port Elizabeth, was sentenced to seven years’ imprisonment on Robben Island in 1964, for belonging to a
banned organisation. He was severely ill-treated and
his health was affected.
XABA, Absalom Bhekuyise (43), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down by IFP supporters in the
Matshana area, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in
April 1991.
XABA, Alice Zodwa (33), an ANC supporter, had her
house in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt
down in June 1993 in political conflict between the
‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS. When Ms Xaba’s husband
returned to the house after fleeing the area with his
family, he was shot and killed. Monitors estimated that
as many as 200 Bhambayi residents had died violently
between May and July 1993.
XABA, Bekezela , an ANC supporter, was shot dead in
KwaNdengezi, KwaZulu, near Pinetown, Natal, during
political violence in the area in November 1990. Earlier,
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he had been attacked at his home by named persons
and members of the KWAZULU POLICE, who fired shots
and threw teargas cannisters and petrol bombs into
the house. His brother was deliberately knocked over
by a car the day after that attack.
XABA, Bongiwe Lillian (41), an IFP supporter, was
fatally injured when ANC supporters threw a hand
grenade into her home at Loskop, near Estcourt, Natal,
on 25 October 1993. Monitors recorded 27 deaths and
five injuries in Estcourt that month.
XABA, Brenda Thulisiwe (24), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
XABA, Buyo , was shot dead in KwaNdengezi, Kwazulu,
near Pinetown, Natal, on 3 April 1992 during ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters. He was one
of six youths killed in the shooting.
XABA, Dumazile Philiphina (42), an ANC supporter,
was fatally shot by a named KZP member near a bus
stop in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 25
August 1988. The perpetrator said that he killed Ms
Xaba because, as an ANC supporter, she was
supplying the UDF with arms. The perpetrator was
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
XABA, Dumisani Norman (26), an ANC supporter,
left home in Katlehong, Tvl, in 1993 to go to work but
never returned. Mr Xaba disappeared during ongoing
political conflict in the area.
XABA, Elloff (44), an IFP supporter, was shot and
injured by ANC supporters in Empangeni, Natal, on 2
May 1993.
XABA, Elvis Sipho (34), was stabbed and shot dead
on his way home from work by unidentified
perpetrators in Tokoza, Tvl, on 3 August 1993 during a
period of intense political conflict on the East Rand.
XABA, Emmanuel Kenny Vusi (23), was severely
beaten by members of the SAP while in detention in
Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 27 December 1987.
XABA, Eric Sibusiso (20), a Hammarsdale Youth
Congress member, was intimidated by supporters of
the IFP and forced to flee his home in Camperdown,
near Pietermaritzburg, during political violence in the
area on 1 January 1988. He was displaced by the
violence, and his mother was later killed.
XABA, Ester Nosipho (45), lost her house in an arson
attack on 25 December 1987 in Umzimkulu, Transkei.
XABA, Fana Sifiso (25), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by a named IFP supporter in Trust Feeds, New
Hanover, Natal, on 17 April 1992.
XABA, Fanyana (32), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead during political violence in KwaNdengezi,
KwaZulu, near Pinetown, Natal, on 28 November
1990. He had also been attacked at his home by
named persons and members of the K WAZ ULU POLICE
who fired shots and threw teargas cannisters and
petrol bombs into the house.
XABA, John Njinga , was killed in a petrol bomb
attack on his home in KwaMashu, Durban, by named
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perpetrators on 11 April 1990 in intense conflict
between Inkatha and ANC supporters in the area.
XABA, Joseph Mbonankulu (28), disappeared after
accompanying a friend to attend a funeral in Tokoza,
Tvl, on 26 June 1993 during ongoing political conflict in
the area.
XABA, Joseph , was shot dead, by members of the
SAP in Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 3 February 1986
during a time of political tension in the area.
XABA, Khehla , an ANC supporter, was shot dead by
IFP supporters at a bus terminus in KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 5 March 1993.
XABA, Lawrence (31), was shot dead by ANC supporters
in KwaNdengezi, KwaZulu, near Pinetown, Natal, on 4
April 1992 in ongoing political conflict in the area.
XABA, Mandla V incent , was shot dead by a member
of the SAP in Tembisa, Tvl, on 1 May 1986 during a
May Day stayaway.
XABA, Maria , an ANC supporter, had her house burnt
down by named persons and members of the
KWAZULU POLICE in KwaNdengezi, KwaZulu, near
Pinetown, Natal, during political violence in the area in
November 1990. The arsonists fired shots and threw
teargas cannisters and petrol bombs into the house.
Her children were injured in this incident.
XABA, Marita , was one of 11 people killed by SPECIAL
CONSTABLES who attacked an all-night prayer vigil at
Trust Feeds, New Hanover, Pietermaritzburg, on 3
December 1988. See TRUST FEEDS MASSACRE. The
station commander at New Hanover police station,
who also chaired the local JMC, was granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1996/0011).
XABA, Mayauza (48), was detained for four years
from 25 December 1987 during protests in
Umzimkulu, Transkei.
XABA, Mchozo Nathaniel (69), an IFP supporter, had
his house and possessions destroyed by ANC
supporters in Haladu, Nqutu, KwaZulu, near Vryheid,
Natal, in April 1994. This attack was part of an ANC
attempt to drive all IFP supporters out of the area
during the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
XABA, Moses (17), was found dead in Germiston, Tvl,
on 20 December 1993. Mr Xaba had been shot.
XABA, Moster Ntsietsa (22), an SAP member, was
abducted by ANC supporters in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 31
December 1993. Mr Xaba was found dead on 3 January
1994. He was allegedly killed because he gave
evidence at the inquest into the BOIPATONG MASSACRE.
XABA, Mswaca Ndlelevuthiwe , was shot and wounded
when ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd
of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine
marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC
security guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
XABA, Mthandazo (22), an ANCYL member, was
shot by members of the Ciskei Police during political
conflict in Whittlesea, Ciskei, in 1992.
XABA, Muzi Watson (21), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters in Imbali, Pietermaritz-
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burg, in August 1992. Two of Mr Xaba’s brothers had
also been killed in political conflict in Imbali during the
previous five years.
XABA, Mzikayifani Austen (31), was shot and
wounded when ANC security guards opened fire from
the ANC headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg,
on a crowd of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At
least nine marchers were killed and around 100 injured.
Ten ANC security guards were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/142).
XABA, Mzomuhle Christopher (29), was shot dead
in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 6 March
1994, in political conflict during the run-up to the A PRIL
1994 ELECTIONS.
XABA, Ndoda Anthony (30), an ANC supporter, was
tortured by members of the Security Branch in
detention at Loop Street police station, Pretoria, in
1963. In 1965, he was sentenced to eight years’
imprisonment on Robben Island. Mr Xaba was
rearrested in 1975 and sentenced to life imprisonment.
Mr Xaba was released from Robben Island in 1990.
XABA, Nkosinathi Salmon (18), a UDF supporter,
was severely beaten by members of the SAP at
Empangeni, Natal, on 12 September 1987.
XABA, Noluthando , an IFP supporter, was shot and
injured by ANC supporters at Phatheni, Richmond,
Natal, on 10 July 1993, allegedly in a revenge attack.
XABA, Nomvula Sanna (67), was shot by members
of the SAP in Soweto, Johannesburg, on 18
September 1984. At the time, police were reportdly
going door-to-door to look for political activists.
XABA, Nonhlanhla Cynthia (16), an Inkatha
supporter, lost her home in Richmond, Natal, in an
arson attack during intensifying conflict between UDF
and Inkatha supporters in the area in 1989.
XABA, Ntombizodwa (3), was shot dead by a UDF
supporter in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in a
petrol bomb attack on her mother’s house in July 1989.
XABA, Phillipine Duduzile , was killed by known persons
in Camperdown, near Pietermaritzburg, during political
violence in the area on 25 August 1988. Her son, who
was a SAYCO member, was intimidated by IFP supporters
and forced to flee his home on 1 January 1988.
XABA, Robert Mphikeleli (20), was arrested and
deprived of food and water by members of the SAP in
Mhluzi, Middelburg, Tvl, in 1990.
XABA, Shampiyoni Josiah (54), an IFP supporter,
had his house burnt down by ANC supporters in
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, in April 1991.
XABA, Sibongiseni Eric (19), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead when members of the SAP opened fire to
disperse protesters during a stayaway in Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 10 April 1990.
XABA, Simon , an ANC supporter, died after being
stabbed and beaten by Inkatha supporters in Imbali,
Pietermaritzburg, on 24 January 1988.
XABA, Sina , was stabbed to death by named
perpetrators in KwaMashu, Durban, on 11 April 1990
in intense conflict between Inkatha and ANC
supporters in the area.
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XABA, Siphephelo Prince (36), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by Inkatha supporters in Imbali,
Pietermaritzburg, on 10 February 1990, the day before
Nelson Mandela’s release from prison. Mr Xaba’s two
brothers were both killed in political conflict in Imbali
between 1990 and 1992.
XABA, Steven Sandile , a UDF supporter, was stabbed
to death by an Inkatha supporter, during political conflict
at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 February
1987. One perpetrator was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0332).
XABA, Taku Annah (42), a UDF supporter, had her
house burnt down in KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti,
near Durban, in intensifying conflict between UDF and
Inkatha supporters in the area in 1987.
XABA, Thandeka , an IFP supporter, was shot and
injured by ANC supporters at Phatheni, Richmond,
Natal, on 10 July 1993.
XABA, Thembani (51), an ANC supporter, had her
house and possessions destroyed in an arson attack
by IFP supporters in Durban in February 1991.
XABA, Thembelani , an IFP supporter, was shot and
injured by ANC supporters at Phatheni, Richmond,
Natal, on 10 July 1993.
XABA, Thembi Patience (25), a UDF supporter, had
her house in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
petrol-bombed in intense local conflict between
Inkatha and UDF supporters in July 1989.
XABA, Thokozile Jenipher (39), a non-partisan, had
her home burnt down by unidentified perpetrators at
Mbozama, Lindelani, near KwaMashu, Durban, in
ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in
December 1993.
XABA, Thulani Abraham , an ANC member, was shot
and killed by an IFP member during political conflict at
KwaChappies, Mandini, Natal, on 7 October 1993. One
perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
XABA, Totoli (50), an ANC supporter, was stabbed to
death and his house set alight by named perpetrators
in Maqongqo, Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg,
on 29 November 1990 in intense conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
XABA, Vusi Derrick (21), an ANC supporter, was one
of several young people attacked in a house in
KwaNdengezi, KwaZulu, near Pinetown, Natal, by
named persons and members of the KWAZULU POLICE
during political violence in November 1990. The
attackers fired shots and threw teargas cannisters and
petrol bombs into the house. One of the youths was
shot. Mr Xaba was deleberately knocked over by a car
the following day, and while he was in hospital, his
brother was shot dead.
XABA, Walter Dumisani , an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by members of the K WAZULU POLICE at Folweni,
KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, on 12 February 1990.
Eight people were killed during a march to celebrate
Nelson Mandela’s release from prison.
XABA, Xolani Hopewell (23), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by Inkatha supporters in Imbali,
Pietermaritzburg, on 14 November 1987, allegedly
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because he refused to join Inkatha. Two of Mr Xaba’s
brothers were also killed in political conflict in Imbali
over the next two years.
XABANDLINI, Zuko Gow (28), was arrested and
charged with 25 others, known as the UPINGTON 26
after the crowd killing of a MUNICIPAL POLICEMAN on 13
November 1985 in Paballelo, Upington, Cape. Mr
Xabandlini and 13 others received the death penalty,
spending two years on death row before being
released on appeal in 1991.
XABANISA, Harriet Nomonde , an ANC supporter,
was hacked and stabbed to death by IFP supporters
from the Nancefield hostel in Pimville, Soweto,
Johannesburg, on 15 September 1993.
XABENDLINI, Benjamin , an ADM supporter, was
severely beaten by ANC supporters during clashes
between ANC and ADM supporters in Hewu, Ciskei,
on 12 August 1992.
XABENDLINI, Esther Notembile , an ADM supporter,
had her house destroyed by ANC supporters during
clashes between ANC and ADM supporters in Hewu,
Ciskei, on 11 August 1992.
XABENDLINI, Heerboy , an ADM supporter, was
severely beaten by ANC supporters during clashes
between ANC and ADM supporters in Hewu, Ciskei,
on 12 August 1992.
XABENDLINI, L ydia , an ADM supporter, was severely
beaten by ANC supporters in during clashes between
ANC and ADM supporters in Hewu, Ciskei, on 12
August 1992.
XABENDLINI, Miriam , an ADM supporter, was
severely beaten by ANC supporters during clashes
between ANC and ADM supporters in Hewu, Ciskei,
on 12 August 1992.
XABENDLINI, Pumile Richard , an ADM supporter,
died after being severely assaulted with sharp objects
by ANC supporters during clashes between ANC and
ADM supporters in Hewu, Ciskei, on 12 August 1992.
XAKA, Malixole (22), was severely beaten and kicked
by members of the CDF in King William’s Town, Cape,
on 24 July 1993, allegedly because he was accused of
burning down houses belonging to the CDF soldiers.
XAKALA, Tembekile Austin (21), a PAC supporter,
was shot and injured by UDF supporters during
political conflict in Uitenhage, Cape, in June 1987.
XAKISA, Mntunaye Wellington (34), was shot dead
by a named member of the SAP in a street in Soweto,
Port Elizabeth, on 29 October 1985, allegedly when
the perpetrator caught him digging trenches to
ambush police vehicles.
XAKWE, Simon (26), a UDF supporter, was severely
stabbed by WITDOEKE vigilantes and also shot on 10
June 1986 in Nyanga, Cape Town, during the mass
destruction of UDF-supporting squatter camps by the
vigilantes, acting with the tacit approval and aid of the
security forces. Over 60 people were killed and 20 000
homes destroyed in the attacks.
XALISA, Basil (22), a UDF supporter, was shot dead
by a named member of the SAP in Graaff-Reinet,
Cape, on 12 January 1991. In 1986, he had been
detained at Oudtshoorn and at Graaff-Reinet on
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suspicion of being involved in arson attacks and public
violence, and was tortured while in detention.
XALUV A, Zongezile Matthews (23), was detained in
1985 by members of the SAP during political protests
in Somerset East, Cape. He was charged with public
violence and stoning a policeman’s house, and was
sentenced to seven years’ imprisonment.
XAM, Lalala , was severely beaten, allegedly by SADF
members, at his home in Phola Park, Tokoza, Tvl, on
13 March 1992. His mother and brother were also
assaulted during the attack and his infant twin siblings
were slightly injured when soldiers broke their
bedroom window with rifle butts. During April 1992
the SADF 32 Battalion which was deployed in Phola
Park as a peacekeeping force was involved in a series
of incidents of misconduct including murder, rape and
assault, leading Justice Goldstone to recommend that
the unit be removed from South African townships.
XAM, Nowezile Flor ence, was severely beaten, shot
at and sexually molested, allegedly by members of the
SADF, at her home in Phola Park, Tokoza, Tvl, on 13
March 1992. Her two young sons were also assaulted
during the attack and her infant twins were slightly
injured when soldiers broke their bedroom window with
rifle butts. During April 1992 the SADF 32 Batallion
which was deployed in Phola Park as a peacekeeping
force, was involved in a series of incidents of
misconduct including murder, rape and assault, leading
Justice Goldstone to recommend that the unit be
removed from South African townships.
XAM, Pungutyana , was severely beaten, allegedly by
members of the SADF, at his home in Phola Park, Tokoza,
Tvl, on 13 March 1992. His mother and brother were
also assaulted during the attack and his infant twin
siblings were slightly injured after soldiers broke their
bedroom window with rifle butts. During April 1992
the SADF 32 Batallion which was deployed in Phola
Park as a peacekeeping force was involved in a series
of incidents of misconduct including murder, rape and
assault, leading Justice Goldstone to recommend that
the unit be removed from South African townships.
XAPA, Xolani Patrick (18), a COSAS member, was
shot, severely injured and blinded by members of the
SAP in Cape Town, on 13 April 1993, when police
opened fire on people mourning the assassination of
Chris Hani.
XATULA, Leo , an MK cadre, was shot dead by named
members of the Transkei Police in Bizana, Transkei, on
30 June 1989.
XA TULA, Ntombizonke Nancy (53), an ANC member,
was detained for 12 days by members of the Transkei
Police in Bizana, Transkei, in 1992, during a crackdown
on MK and ANC members in the area. She was charged
with possession of illegal weapons. After her release,
she had to report to the police station twice daily.
XEGO, Malgas (50), was shot in 1987 during political
unrest in Port Elizabeth by members of the SAP who
were allegedly pursuing another person.
XEGO, September Zikhathile (62), an ANC supporter,
was hit with an axe by migrant workers from the
hostels in Nyanga, Cape Town, and later shot and injured
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by police during political conflict between Nyanga
residents and hostel-dwellers in December 1976.
XEGW ANA, Lindela Alfred (31), an ANC supporter,
was shot by a named member of the SAP in Kagiso,
Tvl, on 10 September 1990 during conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters.
XEKELA, Samson (33), was severely wounded when
he was shot by members of the SAP in Daveyton, Tvl,
on 24 March 1991. Police ordered the crowd to disperse
after a meeting called in response to a proposed IFP
march during intense conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
XEKETW ANA, Eric , a taxi owner, had his home
attacked and damaged by members of an ANC selfdefence unit (SDU) on 27 October 1991 in New
Crossroads, Cape Town. Mr Xeketwana survived the
attack. One SDU member was granted amnesty for
this incident (AC/1997/0030).
XHAKA, Xola Matthews (31), a member of the SAP,
lost his house in an arson attack on 15 April 1993 in
Burgersdorp, Cape, during protests in the area.
XHAKANA, Rubin Shomboto , an ANC member, was
beaten by members of the SAP in 1960 at
Emdakamfela, near Bizana, Transkei, during the
PONDOLAND REVOLT.
XHALILE, Nomhi Eleanor (57), an ANC member, had
her shack burnt down at Cradock, Cape, on 13
September 1992. Her son, who was also an ANC
member, was burnt to death in the incident.
XHALILE, Wandile (18), an ANC supporter, was burnt
to death in an arson attack in Cradock, Cape, on 13
September 1992.
XHALISA, Simphiwe (21), had his house burnt down
by IFP supporters during political conflict between the
‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS in Bhambayi, near
KwaMashu, Durban, in 1993.
XHAMFU, Ndoyisile Albert (20), an MK operative,
was shot dead by members of the SAP in Bloemfontein
on 21 December 1987. In 1991, the ANC arranged for
the body to be exhumed and reburied in Welkom.
XHAMLASHE, Zwelakhe Simon (65), an ANC
supporter, was shot and his house was set alight
during political conflict in Transkei during 1989.
XHOBA, Aubrey (1), was stabbed and severely
injured when named persons attacked and burnt down
his family’s home at KwaMgodi, Impendle, Natal, on 5
December 1993 in continuing conflict between IFP
and ANC supporters in the area. Five other members
of the Xhoba family were severely injured in the
attack, and one was killed.
XHOBA, Bashintshile (55) was stabbed and severely
injured when named persons attacked and burnt down
her family’s home at KwaMgodi, Impendle, Natal, on 5
December 1993 in continuing conflict between IFP
and ANC supporters in the area. Five other members
of the Xhoba family were severely injured in the
attack, and one was killed.
XHOBA, Khiphekile Relieth (28), was severely injured
when she was stabbed and shot in the arm by named
persons who attacked and burnt down her family’s
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home at KwaMgodi, Impendle, Natal, on 5 December
1993 in continuing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area. Five other members of the
Xhoba family were severely injured in the attack, and
one was killed.
XHOBA, Ncishiwe Alvia (17), was stabbed to death
by named persons who attacked and burnt down her
family’s home at KwaMgodi, Impendle, Natal, on 5
December 1993 in continuing conflict between IFP
and ANC supporters in the area. Six members of the
Xhoba family were severely injured in the attack.
XHOBA, Nonhlanhla (2), was assaulted and severely
injured by named persons who attacked and burnt
down her family’s home at KwaMgodi, Impendle,
Natal, on 5 December 1993 in continuing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters in the area. Five
other members of the Xhoba family were severely
injured in the attack, and one was killed.
XHOBA, Sinqobile (5), was shot and severely injured
by named persons who attacked and burnt down her
family’s home at KwaMgodi, Impendle, Natal, on 5
December 1993 in continuing conflict between IFP
and ANC supporters in the area. Five other members
of the Xhoba family were severely injured in the
attack, and one was killed.
XHOBA, Winile (14), was shot and severely injured by
named persons who attacked and burnt down her
family’s home at KwaMgodi, Impendle, Natal, on 5
December 1993 in continuing conflict between IFP
and ANC supporters in the area. Five other members
of the Xhoba family were severely injured in the
attack, and one was killed.
XHOBISO, Xola (20), an ANCYL member, was shot by
members of the SAP while he was attending a political
rally at school in Barkly East, Cape, in November 1989.
XHOLO, Thembisile Martin (22), a UDF activist, was
severely beaten and kicked by members of the SAP in
Despatch, Cape, on 12 August 1985, allegedly because
he mobilised protest actions.
XIMBA, Gane (45), an IFP supporter, lost his four huts
in an arson attack in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See S ONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
XIMBA, Mpiyakhe Mandlenkosi (43), an ANC
supporter, was shot and injured in the leg in a taxi in
Katlehong, Tvl, on 29 June 1993. The taxi industry
became a key locus of conflict during this period. In
October 1993 the SAP identified taxi wars as one of
the major causes of violence in South Africa.
XIMBA, Muzi , an ANC supporter, was killed in
Richmond, Natal, on 20 March 1993 in continuing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
XIMBA, Muziwenkosi (34), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and shot to death by Inkatha supporters in
Nhlalakahle, Greytown, Natal, on 15 April 1990. His
brother, aged 30, was stabbed and severely injured,
allegedly by a local IFP leader, nine months later.
XIMBA, Ndondile (53), was shot dead in
Pietermaritzburg on 20 August 1991 in ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
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XIMBA, Ntombhenhle (29), was shot dead when
unidentified persons attacked and burnt down her
family home in Mevamhlophe, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 2 March 1993, in ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters. The family
was perceived to be supporting the ANC.
XIMBA, Phala Rose (45), had her house burnt down
in Mevamhlophe, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on
2 March 1993, in ongoing conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters. The family was perceived to be
supporting the ANC. Her daughter, aged 29, was shot
dead in the same incident.
XIMBA, Sonny Mduduzeni , an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters in KwaMbonambi,
KwaZulu, near Richards Bay, Natal, on 12 July 1992.
XIMBA, Sphamandla Moses (15), an ANC supporter,
was shot and injured by IFP supporters in Greytown,
Natal, on 26 June 1991.
XIMBA, Themba (16), a UDF supporter, was shot
dead in Dindela, Vosloorus, Tvl, on 21 April 1986,
allegedly by members of the SADF.
XIMBA, Thembinkosi Mziwakhe Elphus
(30), an
ANC supporter, was hacked and seriously injured by a
named IFP supporter in Greytown, Natal, on 20
January 1991. Mr Ximba is partially paralysed as a
result. His older brother had been shot and stabbed to
death by Inkatha supporters nine months earlier.
XIMBA, Welcome Siphiwe (23), a UDF supporter,
was tortured by members of the SAP in Inanda, near
KwaMashu, Durban, on 19 August 1986.
XIPU, Lawrence Vuyisile (27), was injured when a
limpet mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded
during lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni,
Tvl, on 30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at
least 66 people were injured. Four MK operatives
were granted amnesty for the planning and execution
of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
XIPU, Nomathandazo (7), was injured when a limpet
mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded during
lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni, Tvl, on
30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at least 66
people were injured. Four MK operatives were granted
amnesty for the planning and execution of the attack
(AC/1999/0294).
XIPU, Ntombi Eunice (30), was injured when a limpet
mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded during
lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni, Tvl, on
30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at least 66
people were injured. Four MK operatives were granted
amnesty for the planning and execution of the attack
(AC/1999/0294).
XIPU, Thembekile (6), was injured when a limpet
mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded during
lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni, Tvl, on
30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at least 66
people were injured. Four MK operatives were granted
amnesty for the planning and execution of the attack
(AC/1999/0294).
XOBE, Sizakele V ictor , an ANC supporter, was killed
in Katlehong, Tvl, in November 1990. Mr Sizakele was
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arrested by members of the SAP at his home and his
mutilated body was found outside Kwesine hostel, an
IFP stronghold, later the same day.
XOBOLOLO, Sipiwe Alfr ed, an ANC supporter, was
arrested and detained by members of the Transkei
Police in Transkei on numerous occasions during 1960.
XOFA, Nozipho Eunice (39), was shot when members
of the CDF opened fire on commuters refusing to board
buses at Egerton railway station, Mdantsane, Ciskei,
on 4 August 1983 during the M DANTSANE BUS BOYCOTT.
XOKISO, Goodman (17), was shot dead by members
of the SAP during unrest in Knysna, Cape, on 16 March
1986. Several youths were wounded in the shooting
that took place while youth were burning barricades in
the street.
XOLILI, Sam , an MK operative, was shot dead in an
ambush at his home in Vosloorus, Tvl, allegedly by
members of the SAP, on 7 November 1988. His wife
was taken into custody that day and tortured. She
spent five months in detention before being charged
with illegal possession of ammunition and harbouring
‘terrorists’. She was subsequently rearrested and
spent three months in solitary confinement.
XOLISILE, Cliffton (48), was shot dead in Bekkersdal,
near Westonaria, Tvl, in November 1990 during conflict
between residents and residents in the ANC-aligned
informal settlement.
XOLO, Elizabeth Nano (39), had her home burnt
down by unidentified perpetrators at Nkothaneni, Port
Shepstone, Natal, during ongoing conflict between
local ANC and IFP supporters on 3 March 1994.
XOLO, Landiwe Mambhele (65), an ANC supporter,
had her house and possessions destroyed in an arson
attack at KwaXolo, near Ramsgate, Natal, during political
conflict in the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
XOLO, Nyani , was hacked to death with a panga at
Thelawayeka Ward, Paddock, near Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 26 October 1990, by an ANC member who
believed that Mr Xolo was a gangster aiding the IFP.
This was denied by Mr Xolo’s family. One ANC member
was granted amnesty for the attack (AC/2000/103).
XOLO, Safa Vincent (59), had his house in Port
Shepstone, Natal, burnt down in political conflict by
IFP supporters on 31 December 1991.
XOLO, Tanana , was imprisoned for eight years in
1960 in Bizana, Transkei, for his involvement in the
PONDOLAND REVOLT.
XOLO, Tembisile Esther Makubheka (50), an ANC
supporter, had her house destroyed in an arson attck
by IFP supporters in Ramsgate, Natal, on 10 April
1994, two weeks before the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
XOLO, Thembisile Sabaphi (40), an ANC supporter,
was forced to leave her home in Mvutshini, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, in May 1993, following sustained
harassment and intimidation by IFP supporters in their
attempt to drive ANC supporters from the area.
XOLO, Thumani Eunice Mamdleko (50), an ANC
supporter, had her home destroyed in an arson attack
by named IFP supporters in Alfred, near Port Shepstone,
Natal, in August 1992.
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XONGO, Ntombizanele Princess (51), an ANC
supporter, had her house in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, destroyed in an arson attack in April
1993 in ongoing political conflict between the ‘RED’
AND ‘G REEN’ FACTIONS .
XOSENI, Zamani David (22), a UDF supporter, was
tortured by members of the SAP while in detention in
Aliwal North, Cape, in 1988, allegedly because he
supported a consumer boycott in the area.
XULU, Agnes (33), had her house in Gezinsila,
KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, burnt down in ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in 1991.
XULU, Bella , had her home and possessions set
alight in an arson attack in Eshowe, Natal, in
November 1993 in ongoing conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters in the area.
XULU, Bongani , an IFP supporter, was one of 13
people burnt to death in a petrol bomb attack by UDF
supporters in Mahlabatini, near Ulundi, KwaZulu/Natal,
during a funeral vigil on 12 January 1990. One ANC
supporter applied for amnesty, which was refused
(AC/1999/0353). See X ULU VIGIL ATTACK.
XULU, Busisiwe Thombe (40), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Mevamhlophe, KwaZulu,
near Empangeni, Natal, in July 1993 in ongoing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters.
XULU, Christopher Musa (20), an ANC supporter,
had his house and possessions destroyed by a named
perpetrator in Umlalazi, KwaZulu, near Mtunzini, Natal,
on 2 April 1991. The attack was allegedly carried out
on the instruction of the tribal authority, because Mr
Xulu was suspected of accommodating MK soldiers in
his house.
XULU, Dingindawo , an alleged IFP supporter, had his
house in Mahlabatini, near Ulundi, KwaZulu/Natal,
destroyed by ANC supporters during a funeral vigil on
12 January 1990. Thirteen people died in the attack.
One ANC supporter applied for amnesty, which was
refused (AC/1999/0353). See X ULU VIGIL ATTACK.
XULU, Dor , an alleged IFP supporter, was one of 13
people burnt to death in a petrol bomb attack by UDF
supporters in Mahlabatini, near Ulundi, KwaZulu/Natal,
during a funeral vigil on 12 January 1990. One ANC
supporter applied for amnesty, which was refused
(AC/1999/0353). See XULU VIGIL ATTACK.
XULU, Dumisani , an ANC supporter, was shot dead
in Gezinsila, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, on 1 May
1992. He was carrying an ANC flag in a Workers’ Day
march when IFP supporters opened fire, killing him
and injuring his brother and two others.
XULU, Gcinekile G (57), an ANC supporter, had her
home destroyed in an arson attack in Inanda, near
KwaMashu, Durban, on 13 April 1991 in ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
XULU, Halalisani Samuel (28), an ANC supporter,
was shot and fatally injured by IFP supporters in
Matshana, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 30
June 1991, allegedly because he was not known in
the area and was wearing a jersey resembling the
ANC flag. He died the following day.
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XULU, Jabulani , an alleged IFP supporter, was one of
13 people burnt to death in a petrol bomb attack by
UDF supporters in Mahlabatini, near Ulundi, KwaZulu/
Natal, during a funeral vigil on 12 January 1990. One
ANC supporter applied for amnesty, which was
refused (AC/1999/0353). See XULU VIGIL ATTACK.
XULU, Joel Msizi , an ANC supporter, was abducted
by IFP supporters while on his way to work in Tongaat,
Natal, on 5 December 1993.
XULU, Josephina (54), an IFP supporter, had three
rondavels burnt down and the fourth looted at
Mabhuyeni, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, on 25 and 26
December 1993 respectively. The attack was carried
out by IFP supporters, allegedly because Ms Xulu’s
grandchildren were ANC supporters. No one was
injured in the attack, as the family had abandoned their
home at night and were sleeping in the open because
of the violence in the area.
XULU, Khanyisile Lephina (26), had her home and
possessions burnt by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
XULU, Mbongeleni (33), was shot and seriously
injured by IFP supporters in Nhlabane, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 6 May 1994, shortly after the
APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS, because he was suspected of
being an ANC supporter.
XULU, Mkhombiseni Herr on, a UDF supporter and
member of the Taylors Halt Youth Congress, was
detained under emergency regulations in Pietermaritzburg on 8 May 1988, and tortured by named Security
Branch members while in police custody. See POLICE
BRUTALITY.
XULU, Mkhosi Lorraine (19), had her house burnt
down during November 1993 when IFP supporters
carried out several attacks on ANC supporters in the
KwaKhoza and Nogobhoza areas, KwaZulu, near
Eshowe, Natal. One person was killed and over 40
homes burnt down in these attacks, which were
allegedly carried out under the direction of the local
chief, an IFP supporter, who wanted to drive ANC
supporters out of the area.
XULU, Muzi Thulani , was shot and wounded when ANC
security guards opened fire from the ANC headquarters
at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd of IFP
marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine marchers
were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC security
guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
XULU, Mzomonje Phineas (55), was stabbed to death
in Inchanga, Natal, on 15 November 1986 during
intensifying conflict between UDF and Inkatha
supporters in the area.
XULU, Neliswe , was one of 13 people burnt to death
in a petrol bomb attack by UDF supporters in
Mahlabatini, near Ulundi, KwaZulu/Natal, during a
funeral vigil on 12 January 1990. One ANC supporter
applied for amnesty, which was refused
(AC/1999/0353). See XULU VIGIL ATTACK.
XULU, Ngura , an IFP supporter, was shot dead at
Cottonlands, Verulam, Natal, on 8 January 1990. He
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was one of three Inkatha supporters killed, including
the son of a local IFP chairman. Four days later, UDF
supporters petrol-bombed the vigil held for the three
deceased, killing another 13 people (including nine
children). Amnesty applications were received for the
killings of 8 January.
XULU, Nicholas (18), a UDF supporter and member
of the Taylors Halt Youth Congress, was detained on 8
May 1988, along with four other people including his
brother, by the police in Pietermaritzburg, and was
tortured in detention. In 1991, Mr Xulu’s brother was
abducted, allegedly by members of the Security
Police, and has never been seen again.
XULU, Nicholas Ngo Bhekithemba , was shot and
injured by an Inkatha member during a violent political
conflict at Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 31 December 1998.
One perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0334).
XULU, Nokukhanya (Khanyisile) Goodness, a UDF
supporter, was shot and injured by Inkatha supporters
during political violence at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 30 August 1988. One perpetrator was
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
XULU, Nqobizwe Anderson (42), an ANC supporter,
had his home in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, set
alight by IFP supporters on 28 February 1994 in the
run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
XULU, Ntombifikile Nora (37), had her home in
Richmond Farm, near KwaMashu, Durban, looted and
burnt by ANC supporters in November 1990, in intense
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
XULU, Ruth (61), an Inkatha supporter, had her house
set alight by ANC supporters in Nqutu, KwaZulu, near
Vryheid Natal, in November 1989.
XULU, Sibongile Constance Thandeka
(41), had her
home destroyed in an arson attack in Eshowe, Natal,
on 2 April 1994, in political conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters in the run-up to the APRIL 1994
ELECTIONS.
XULU, Sipho Aubrey (27), an ANC supporter, was shot
and fatally wounded in the chest by IFP supporters in
Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 24
May 1992.
XULU, Sipho Brigitte (25), an MK operative, was
executed in Pretoria Central prison, Pretoria, on 9
September 1986. Mr Xulu and another MK operative
were sentenced to death for the killing of ANC
supporter Ben Langa in 1984. The two were instructed
to assassinate Mr Langa by an MK commander who
was later believed to be a state agent.
XULU, Thabani Percival (24), was beaten and
stabbed to death by a named ANC supporter at the
Zamani informal settlement, Umlazi, Durban, on 7
December 1993, because he was perceived to be an
IFP supporter.
XULU, Thandiwe Pretty (28), an ANC supporter, had
her home in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban,
burnt down by IFP supporters in February 1992.
XULU, Thengiswa Victoria (39), had her house and
possessions destroyed in an arson attack in Inanda,
near KwaMashu, Durban, during 1992 in ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
V O L U M E
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XULU, Thokozani , had his house and possessions
destroyed in an arson attack in Empangeni, Natal, on
17 January 1994 in ongoing conflict between ANC and
IFP supporters in the area.
XULU, Thuleleni , an IFP supporter, was one of 13
people burnt to death in a petrol bomb attack by UDF
supporters in Mahlabatini, near Ulundi, KwaZulu/Natal,
during a funeral vigil on 12 January 1990. One ANC
supporter applied for amnesty, which was refused
(AC/1999/0353). See XULU VIGIL ATTACK.
XULU, Zandile , an IFP supporter, was one of 13
people burnt to death in a petrol bomb attack by UDF
supporters in Mahlabatini, near Ulundi, KwaZulu/Natal,
during a funeral vigil on 12 January 1990. One ANC
supporter applied for amnesty, which was refused
(AC/1999/0353). See XULU VIGIL ATTACK.
XULU, Zulukabongi Meriga (41), an IFP supporter,
had her house at Mondlo, KwaZulu, near Vryheid,
Natal, burnt down by named perpetrators, allegedly
ANC supporters, in July 1992.
XUZA, Mandla (43), was severely injured when he
was stoned by a faction within the ANC-aligned
KHUTSONG Y OUTH C ONGRESS in Khutsong, Carletonville,
Tvl, on 16 December 1991. Mr Xuza was on his way
to a meeting to discuss ANC structures in the area at
the time of the attack.
YABO, Sidney (22), was shot and blinded in both eyes
by a named SPECIAL CONSTABLE whose home had been
stoned in Beaufort West, Cape, on 20 June 1987. Mr
Yabo was coming home from a disco when he was
shot. After his release from hospital he was arrested
and charged with public violence but was acquitted.
YAKA, Mbangomuni (70), an IFP supporter and acting
induna, was shot dead by another named IFP
supporter at Mvutshini, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on
6 February 1993 in internal conflict within the organisation.
YALI, Khayalethu (15), was shot by members of the
SAP in Lingelihle, Cradock, Cape, on 30 June 1986. At
the time, people were singing freedom songs and
police were patrolling the area.
YALO, Bikiwe (65), an IFP supporter, had his house
and possessions destroyed in an arson attack in Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 7 April 1994, in political conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters three weeks before
the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
YALOLO-BOOYSEN, Geof frey Yali (22), an ANC
supporter and youth activist, was tortured in detention
by named members of the SAP in George and Mossel
Bay, Cape, in June 1986. Mr Yalolo-Booysen was again
detained and tortured in January 1990.
YAMANI, Nomeyi Nomarket (64), an ANC member,
was beaten by members of the CDF at KwaMasele,
near King William’s Town, Cape, on 26 December 1991.
YANT A (GEORGE), Mathews Sindile (22), a UDF
supporter, was detained and tortured by members of
the Security Branch in Murraysburg, Cape, in June
1986. He was then held under emergency regulations
for three months. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
YANTOLO, Skepi Tom (76), was detained under
emergency regulations in June 1985 in Jansenville,
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Cape. In detention, he was beaten and tortured by
members of the SAP.
YAPHI, Aweni (51), an ANC supporter, lost his house
when it was burnt down in Crossroads, Cape Town,
on 10 January 1994, during ongoing conflict between
residents and a named local Crossroads leader.
YAPHI, Illias (38), a member of a Crossroads
committee led by Mr Memani, was one of seven men
killed in Crossroads, Cape Town, on 11 April 1983, by
supporters of an opposing committee led by Mr
Ngxobongwana, during conflict arising from the
struggle for housing.
YAPHI, Welile (19), was stabbed to death during
political conflict in Boys Town, Crossroads, Cape
Town, on 6 June 1992.
YASIN, Ridwaan (23), was shot dead on near the Grand
Parade, Cape Town, 7 September 1976. Mr Yasin was
reportedly watching police members clash with
demonstrators when he was shot.
YAWA, Bonisile Moses (18), suffered a broken jaw
when he was severely beaten by named members of
the SAP at a police station in Somerset East, Cape, on
5 November 1977. He was accused of influencing
other students during a period of riots in the area.
YAWA, Erick , was shot dead by named IFP
supporters while attending a night vigil in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, on 26 March 1991. Fifteen people died
in the attack which followed conflict between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting residents.
YAWA, Stanley Manqolonke (25), an ANC supporter,
was assaulted and stabbed by named perpetrators in
Pimville, Soweto, Johannesburg, in August 1990.
Hostel-dwellers were coerced into IFP membership
when it launched itself as a political party in 1990. As a
result, conflict between residents and hostel- dwellers
increasingly overlapped political affiliation with ethnic
identity.
YAWA, Thembile (23), was shot dead by a member of
the SAP in Port Elizabeth in 1976 during a student march
protesting against the use of Afrikaans as a medium of
instruction in black schools. See S OWETO UPRISING.
YAWA-NCISANA, Alfred Xolile (25), an ANC
supporter, was shot in the head by named members
of the SAP at his home in Crossroads, Cape Town, on
1 June 1986, and is blind as a result.
YAYA, Enoch (70), an ANC supporter, lost his home
on 9 June 1986 in KTC, Cape Town, in an arson attack
by WITDOEKE vigilantes during the mass destruction of
UDF-supporting squatter camps by the vigilantes,
acting with the tacit approval and aid of the security
forces. Over 60 people were killed and 20 000 homes
destroyed in the attacks.
YAYI, Eric Zimasile (25), a UDF supporter, was arrested,
beaten and tortured by members of the SAP in Port
Elizabeth on 8 March 1985. He was later charged and
sentenced to five years’ imprisonment.
YEBE, Lungisile William (50), an ANC supporter, had
his house in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban,
burnt down by IFP supporters on 10 July 1993. Three
people were killed and several houses burnt down on
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this day in violent conflict between the ‘RED’ AND
‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
YEKANI, Mzukisi William (aka ‘Sicelo’)
(23), was shot
and killed by a member of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU)
in Katlehong, Tvl, in 1993 or 1994. Mr Yekani and the
applicant lived in the same house. The applicant
testified that he accidentally shot Mr Yekani through
the door of their home, believing that it was members
of the ISU knocking and kicking on the door. The SDU
member was refused amnesty (AC/1999/0348).
YEKANI, W azina , died after he was assaulted with
hammers and ‘necklaced’ by a member of the UDFsupporting ‘Killer Boys’ gang on 2 February 1987 in
Mdantsane, Ciskei. Twelve perpetrators were
convicted and sentenced for the killings. They were
refused amnesty (AC/1997/0049).
YEKANI, Zongile (44), a UDF supporter, lost his home
and all his possessions in KTC, Cape Town, in June
1986, during the mass destruction of UDF-supporting
squatter camps by the vigilantes, acting with the tacit
approval and aid of the security forces. Over 60 people
were killed and 20 000 homes destroyed in the attacks.
YEKELA, Ntabankulu (30), a PAC supporter, was
arrested by members of the SAP in Cape Town, in
April 1963, and later imprisoned at Robben Island and
Pollsmoor prisons. Mr Yekela was subjected to hard
labour and severe beatings while in prison.
YEKI, Hillbrow (28), was shot and injured by members
of the Riot Police in Nyanga, Cape Town, on 26
December 1976, during political conflict between
Nyanga residents and hostel-dwellers in the Christmas
1976 period.
YELANI, David Mbulelo (21), an ANCYL activist, was
shot and injured by members of the SAP in Izwelethu,
Bophuthatswana, in April 1993 during a dispute
between the community and the headman over local
government elections.
YELANI, Sipho Pleare (31), a off-duty SADF member,
was shot and injured as he stood watching a burning
car during inter-group conflict in Crossroads, Cape
Town, on 28 January 1993, sparked by a named
Crossroads leader’s attempts to remove certain
residents by force.
YENDE, Elson (38), was severely beaten by members
of the SAP in Emzinoni, near Bethal, Tvl, during the
funeral in 1983 of community leader Saul Mkhize who
had been killed by a policeman.
YENDE, Joseph (27), an ANC supporter, was beaten,
allegedly by members of the SAP accompanied by a
named local councillor, in Vosloorus, Tvl, on 7 July
1992. Teargas and shots were fired into the house. Mr
Yende’s mother and another family member who was
an MK operative were killed when a hand grenade
exploded during the attack.
YENDE, Matha Phelo (3), was tear-gassed when
members of the SAP and a named local councillor
raided her home in Vosloorus, Tvl, on 7 July 1992. Her
grandmother and another family member who was an
MK operative were killed when a hand grenade
exploded during the raid.
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YENDE, Thoko , was stabbed and shot by IFPsupporting hostel- dwellers who attacked vehicles
trapped at a police roadblock in Tembisa, Tvl, on 31
July 1993. Ms Yende’s fiance and several others died
in the attack.
YENGANA, Siphiwe (27), a member of the East
London Youth Organisation, was severely beaten by
members of the SAP on 18 March 1986 at his home
in East London during a state of emergency. A town
COUNCILLOR had recently been killed. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
YENGENI, Mayosi Morrison (32), a UDF supporter,
was arrested and detained for two years by members
of the SAP in 1986 in Port Elizabeth.
YENGENI, Tony Sithembiso (33), an MK operative,
was detained in Cape Town on 17 September 1987
and severely tortured by named Western Cape
Security Branch operatives. He was held in custody
under SECTION 29 for six months, and then for three
years while on trial for terrorism. Two members of the
Security Branch were granted amnesty for his torture
(AC/1999/0027 and AC/1999/028).
YENGW A, Bhekizazi Ernest (26) an IFP supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters at his home in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
The perpetrators had accused him of being an ANC
sympathiser. See S ONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
YENGWA, Felizwe (50), an IFP supporter, had his house
burnt down by fellow IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, in March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS. Days before the attack, the
perpetrators had visited his home and accused him of
harbouring an ANC supporter.
YENGW A, Khalelani (68), had her house burnt down
by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
YENGW A, Mnje (61), had her house burnt down by IFP
supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 16 March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
YENGW A, Nkosiyokuthula Bongani George
(54),
was shot by Inkatha members in Lamontville, Durban,
on 15 September 1985, while trying to douse the
flames engulfing his house after a petrol bomb attack
during political conflict in the area.
YENGW A, Phumapi (58), had her house burnt down
by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See S ONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
YENGW A, Zinhle Mukelisiwe (16), a UDF supporter,
was shot and injured by Inkatha supporters in
Lamontville, Durban, on 15 September 1985.
YENI, Basil Sithembiso ‘Venon’ (23), a UDF
supporter, was shot dead by Inkatha supporters and
members of the KWAZULU POLICE in Umlazi, Durban, on
11 April 1990.
YENI, Gugu Phyllis (29), an ANC supporter, had her
home in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, destroyed
in an arson attack during intensifying conflict between
IFP and ANC supporters in the area in June 1985.
YENI, Thabani Almon (37), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters in Murchison, near Port
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Shepstone, Natal, on 12 December 1993.
YIKA, Maxwel Nick (28), an ANC supporter, was
beaten, stabbed and shot by IFP supporters before
being thrown off a train near Dube station, Tvl, on 13
June 1992. See TRAIN VIOLENCE.
YIKA, Qoshiwe Roselina Norah (37), had her home
burnt down by unidentified perpetrators in Katlehong,
Tvl, in 1992. Her husband was shot dead outside his
supermarket in a separate incident. Both incidents
occurred at a time of heightened tension between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting
residents in the area.
YIKA, Saule Zilelo (21), was abducted and then burnt
to death by members of the IFP-aligned KHETISI KHESWA
GANG in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 18 April 1992 during conflict
in the area between IFP supporters from KwaMadala
hostel and ANC- supporting residents.
YILIWE, Mzuvo Wages (19), was shot by members of
the CDF in Bisho, Ciskei, on 7 September 1992 during
an ANC protest march to demand free political activity
in Ciskei. Thirty people were killed and 200 people
injured in the event which became known as the
BISHO MASSACRE. Two members of the former CDF
were refused amnesty for the shooting (AC/2000/122).
YIMBA, W innie , was abducted, shot and injured by
IFP supporters in Dobsonville, Soweto, Johannesburg,
on 8 May 1994 while on her way back from a rally at
the FNB stadium. The perpetrators allegedly accused
her and a friend of being ANC supporters.
YOHANE, Joseph (44), was shot dead during an
attack on 5 July 1993 on the Radebe section,
Katlehong, Tvl, allegedly carried out by IFP supporters
during ongoing political conflict in the area.
YOKWANA, Matse Jacob (68), was arrested in
Ashton, Cape, on 15 June 1986, and was held for
three months under emergency regulations at Victor
Verster prison, Paarl, Cape.
YOLI, Xolani (12), was abducted, along with six other
youths, by UDF supporters in Grahamstown, Cape, on
31 October 1986. The youths were all severely
assaulted and tortured. One was shot and killed. One
UDF supporter was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0247).
YONA, Godfrey Xolile (21), was arrested and charged
with 25 others known as the UPINGTON 26 after the
crowd killing of a MUNICIPAL POLICEMAN in Pabalello,
Upington, Cape, on 13 November 1985. Mr Yona and
13 others received the death penalty, spending two
years on death row before his sentence was
commuted to a prison term on appeal in 1991. He was
later released as a political prisoner.
YONA, Stomberg Xolela (25), died after being run
over by a motor vehicle driven by members of the
SAP in Grahamstown, Cape, on 3 October 1985. Mr
Yona had been attending a night vigil of a friend and
was on his way home.
YORK, Flor etta , a civilian, suffered injuries in a
random attack on whites by PAC supporters on the
Durban beachfront on 9 October 1990. Two
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/2000/144).
YOSE, Lindile Lennox , a member of the SAP, was
assaulted and robbed of his firearm by named UDF
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supporters on 10 March 1990 in KwaNobuhle,
Uitenhage, Cape. Two UDF supporters were granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0280).
YOSE, Mandla Elby (23), was tortured by members
of the SAP in 1985 in Somerset East, Cape, when he
and others were accused of burning of a beer hall,
rent office and some houses after the funeral of a
political activist killed by police.
YOSE, Mantunge Prichard Ngculazi (39), a local
ANC co-ordinator, was detained for six months from
23 July 1992 and tortured by named and other
members of the SAP at Port Shepstone, Natal. Mr
Yose was interrogated about weapons believed to
have been used in attacks on IFP supporters.
YOUNG, Craig , was injured when a limpet mine,
planted by MK operatives, exploded during lunchtime
at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni, Tvl, on 30 July
1988. One woman was killed and at least 66 people
were injured. Four MK operatives were granted
amnesty for the planning and execution of the attack
(AC/1999/0294).
YOYO, Mfene Simon (43), a PAC supporter, was
severely tortured and beaten by members of the SAP
in East London on 12 April 1963 while he was under
interrogation about PAC activities.
YOYO, Wilby Macebo (33), was severely assaulted
and shot in the arm while lying on the ground by
members of the SAP in KwaZakele, Port Elizabeth, on
23 August 1985. He was standing near a policeman’s
house, which was being guarded by members of the
SAP.
YUNG FAH, Kingsley , sustained minor injuries when
MK operatives detonated a car bomb using a remote
control device outside the Ellis Park rugby stadium,
Johannesburg, on 2 July 1988. Two spectators leaving
the rugby match were killed and 37 others sustained
minor and major injuries. Four operatives from MK’s
Special Operations Unit, including its commander,
were granted amnesty (AC/2001/161).
ZACA, Joli Bonisile (40), an ANC supporter, had her
house at KwaMagoda, Richmond, Natal, burnt down
by alleged IFP supporters on 4 March 1991.
ZACA, Mabutho Joseph (32), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by a named member of the SAP in
Bruntville, near Mooi River, Natal, on 16 June 1990
during conflict between the police and protesters
commemorating the Soweto 1976 uprising.
ZACA, Mandla Bethwell (27), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and injured by named and other IFP
supporters in Mooi River, Natal, in August 1992.
ZACA, Mlothi Solomon (34), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters on 29 August 1991 in
Mooi River, Natal. The Zaca family had sought refuge
at a local college because of political conflict between
residents and hostel-dwellers in Bruntville, near Mooi
River. They were attacked at the college. His brother
was also killed in the attack; three other family
members were shot and injured.
ZACA, Muhle Elijah (30), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by IFP supporters on 29 August 1991 in Mooi
River, Natal. The Zaca family had sought refuge at a
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local college because of political conflict between
residents and hostel-dwellers in Bruntville, near Mooi
River. They were attacked at the college. His brother
was also killed in the attack; three other family
members were shot and injured.
ZACA, Nhlomla , an ANC supporter, was abducted by
IFP supporters at Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal, on 25
March 1991.
ZACA, Nozihlwele Nella , an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by alleged IFP supporters at
Esimozomeni, Richmond, Natal, during political conflict
in 1990.
ZACA, Ntombilezi Ireene (36), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, on 15 March 1991.
ZACA, Phindile Pelegrin , was traumatised when her
brothers were killed in her presence in Bruntville, near
Mooi River, Natal, on 29 August 1991. The perpetrators
were allegedly IFP supporters.
ZACA, Sonnyboy Ernest (30), an ANC supporter, was
severely injured when he was stabbed and beaten by
IFP supporters in Mooi River, Natal, in February 1991.
ZACA, Thulani (20), died after being shot in the head
with a pellet gun by members of the SAP in
KwaNdengezi, KwaZulu, near Pinetown, Natal, on 8
June 1990.
ZADUNGE, Gavu Mkhize , an ANC member, was
executed in Pretoria Central prison, Pretoria, in June
1960 for his involvement in the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
ZAHELA, Nomthetho Jeanette (32), was severely
tortured by members of the SAP while in detention in
Somerset East, Cape, during January 1986.
ZAKHE, Khayalethu (22), an AMABUTHO supporter,
was detained and assaulted with knobkerries on 8
June 1986 in Fort Glamorgan prison, East London.
ZAKWE, Dumisani , an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by IFP supporters in Richards Bay, Natal, on 4
November 1992.
ZAKWE, Kumakwakhe (31), a COSATU member, was
stabbed to death by IFP supporters in Empangeni,
Natal, on 31 August 1991.
ZAKWE, Ntombithini Patience (24), an IFP supporter,
had her home in Richmond Farm, near KwaMashu,
Durban, petrol-bombed by ANC supporters in March
1992. The attack occurred during conflict between
residents of Richmond Farm, an IFP stronghold, and
neighbouring KwaMashu, an ANC area.
ZAKWE, Simon Zonke , an Inkatha supporter, was
abducted from his home in Trust Feeds, New Hanover,
near Pietermaritzburg, and stabbed to death by ANC
supporters on 30 November 1988.
ZAKWE, Thembinkosi , was shot and injured in Inanda,
near KwaMashu, Durban, in 1988 in intensifying conflict
between Inkatha and UDF supporters in the area.
ZALI, Monde Mendly (23), was shot dead by members
of the SAP on 16 June 1986 in Port Elizabeth, during a
commemoration of the SOWETO UPRISING.
ZAMA Zwelakhe Albert Mgqashiyo (31), an ANC
supporter, had his house in Umkomaas, near Durban,
destroyed in an arson attack by IFP supporters in
1992.
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ZAMA, Ivan Bhekizitha (19), an IFP supporter, was
shot dead by ANC supporters in Bhekulwandle,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 6 November 1992.
ZAMA, Thamsanqa Mata Linock (18), a UDF
supporter, was shot dead by named Inkatha
supporters in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 25
December 1987.
ZAMBODLA, Mzwadile Leonard (30), a PAC
member, was charged with sabotage and executed in
Pretoria, on 31 March 1968.
ZAMEKO, Lindiwe Ngabuza (39), an ANC member,
had her house at Umlazi, Durban, burnt down by IFP
supporters in January 1992.
ZAMELA, Nosipho , was ‘necklaced’ to death by
street committee members on 8 December 1985 in
Mlungisi, Queenstown, Cape. She was suspected of
being an informer at the time of the build-up to the
funeral of those killed in the QUEENSTOWN SHOOTINGS.
The perpetrators were arrested and charged.
ZAMISA, Bongani Phinkingkani (26), an IFP
supporter, was shot dead in Estcourt, Natal, on 9
February 1994, in political conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters during the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
ZAMISA, Ethel Busisiwe , an IFP supporter, was shot
dead by ANC supporters at Wembezi, KwaZulu, near
Estcourt, Natal, on 4 September 1993.
ZAMISA, Ian Phumuza , a UDF supporter, was shot
dead by members of the Chesterville A-TEAM, some of
whom are named, at Chesterville, Durban, on 10
December 1983 during conflict over the incorporation
of the township into KwaZulu.
ZAMISA, Mandla Lucas (27), an ANC supporter, was
abducted from his home in Estcourt, Natal, by
AMABUTHO members, and was found dead in the veld
on 8 May 1992.
ZAMISA, Mathiya Albert (64), an ANC supporter, had
his home damaged in an attack by IFP supporters at
Folweni, KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban, on 13 August
1992.
ZAMISA, Mirriam Ncane (29), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZAMISA, Phineas V eni , was burnt to death in an
arson attack on his home in Emangwaneni, Bulwer,
Natal, on 1 December 1991 by named IFP supporters
during political conflict in the area.
ZAMISA, Victor Dumisa (28), an ANC supporter, had
his house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZAMISA, Vusi Nelson (39), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZAMISA, Zandile Benedicta (27), had her house in
Emangwaneni, Bulwer, Natal, burnt down by named
IFP members on 1 December 1991 in continuing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
ZAMKANA, Nodida Jane (46), an ANC supporter,
was severely beaten by members of the SAP in her
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home in Stutterheim, Cape, in 1986. Police were
allegedly trying ascertain the whereabouts of her son.
ZANDILE, Sonwabo , was shot dead by a member of
the SAP in Barkly East, Cape, on 16 November 1990.
ZANELO, Msongelwa Michael , an ANC supporter,
was shot several times when members of the IFPaligned B LACK CATS attacked residents in Wesselton,
Ermelo, Tvl, on 10 August 1992.
ZANI, Thami (36), an APLA member and former BPC
official, was shot dead by Basotho paramilitary force
members in March 1985 at Qacha’s Nek, Lesotho,
close to the Lesotho-Transkei border. Five other APLA
members died in this incident, which occurred at a
time of increased LLA activity in the area, aimed at
destabilising the pro-ANC government of Chief Leabua
Jonathan. The Basotho security forces claimed they
had mistaken the APLA unit for LLA members. APLA
and the LLA were closely connected at the time. Mr
Zani was a final-year law student at the National
University of Lesotho and acting PAC representative in
Lesotho at the time of his death.
ZANQINQI, Hlohlo (29), an IFP supporter, had his
home burnt down by ANC supporters in Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 12 December 1990.
ZANTANT A, Mzimasi Michael (27), was shot dead by
members of the SADF at the Soweto bus terminal in
Port Elizabeth, on 23 March 1985. He was walking
with a friend when he was shot.
ZANTSI, Sonnyboy Willie (15), was shot dead by a
named member of the SAP who opened fire on
protesters from an unmarked vehicle in Guguletu,
Cape Town, on 16 September 1976, during a two-day
stayaway in which at least 11 people died.
ZAWANA, Sandile , a member of IKONGO, was
seriously assaulted by members of the SAP in 1960 in
Bizana, Transkei, during the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
ZAWUKANA, Noluntu (18), a school student and
ANC supporter, was arrested in Worcester, Cape, on
27 July 1985. She was taken to an isolated place,
beaten and given electric shocks by named and other
members of the Security Branch wanting information
about an arson attack on a beerhall and truck.
ZAZAYOKWE, Israel Makhosonke (17), was shot
dead by a member of the SAP in Diepkloof, Soweto,
Johannesburg, in August 1976 in the aftermath of the
SOWETO UPRISING.
ZEKANA, Nocawa Dorah (16), an ANC supporter,
was severely beaten in detention by members of the
SAP in Uitenhage, Cape, on 17 January 1985. Ms
Zekana was detained in North End prison, Port
Elizabeth for one month.
ZEKEVU, Nobakabonwa (25), was shot by members
of the SADF in East London in 1985.
ZEMBA, Bingweni Lena (49), had her house destroyed
by supporters of Chief Mahlangu in Goederede near
Dennilton, KwaNdebele, in July 1975. Chief Mahlangu
supported the proposed INCORPORATION OF Goederede
into Lebowa, but many residents resisted INCORPORATION.
ZEMBETHA, Winile Goodman (22), was abducted
and severely beaten by AZAPO members in New
Brighton, Port Elizabeth, on 4 April 1985.
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ZENANE, Victor Charles (13), was shot and severely
injured by a named member of the SAP in Prieska,
Cape, in June 1986. He was on his way to the shop
when police fired teargas at protesters, after which he
was shot.
ZENANI, Cor delia , was killed by members of the SAP
and of the ANC-aligned KHUTSONG YOUTH CONGRESS
which had split into two factions at Khutsong,
Carletonville, Tvl, on 16 December 1990 during a night
vigil for an ANC supporter killed earlier by police.
ZENANI, Lingman Mbulelo , was shot dead near his
home in Mdantsane, Ciskei, by a named member of
the CDF, on 27 September 1992. Members of the
community were retaliating for the BISHO MASSACRE by
destroying property of Ciskei policemen and soldiers,
and the perpetrator was allegedly shooting people at
random after discovering his home had been ransacked.
Mr Zenani was killed when he tried to reason with the
perpetrator.
ZENGETW A, Luleka (31), a PAC member, was stabbed
to death by a named ANC member during political
conflict in Cala, Transkei, on 17 March 1994.
ZENGETW A, Moses Mnyamezeli (47), had his house
and vehicle destroyed by named ANC supporters at
Cala, Transkei, on 19 November 1993, after he was
accused of collaborating with the police.
ZENGETW A, Ntsikelelo , a PAC member, lost his
house in an arson attack by youths at Cala, Transkei,
on 17 March 1993. Mr Zengetwa was allegedly
suspected of being an informer because his brother
was a headman.
ZENZE, Thandi Jabu (25), an Inkatha supporter, had
her house and possessions destroyed in an arson attack
by ANC supporters in Umlazi, Durban, in February
1990, in political conflict following the UNBANNING of
political organisations on 2 February.
ZENZILE, David (66), was attacked and had his houses
and possessions destroyed by youths in Qawukeni,
King William’s Town, Cape, in March 1990, allegedly
because he was associated with the CNIP and CDF
commander, Charles Sebe.
ZENZILE, Ndaphi , an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by members of the MUNICIPAL P OLICE at Old Location,
near Molteno, Cape, on 11 April 1987.
ZENZILE, Nomutile (72), was severely beaten by
ADM supporters in King William’s Town, Cape, in
March 1990. Ms Zenzile’s husband was thought to be
a member of the CNIP.
ZENZILE, Siphelo Isaac , was shot and injured by
members of the SAP in Knysna, Cape, on 16 March
1986, and is disabled as a result. One person was shot
dead and several others injured in the shooting which
took place while students and youth were burning
barricades in the street.
ZERVAS, Stella (35), was injured when a limpet mine,
planted by MK operatives, exploded during lunchtime at
the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni, Tvl, on 30 July 1988.
One woman was killed and at least 66 people were
injured. Four MK operatives were granted amnesty for
the planning and execution of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
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ZIBANE, Jabulani Edward (62), was shot by Inkatha
supporters in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 8
January 1990 in intense political conflict in the area.
ZIBANE, Jer ome , an ANC supporter, was targeted for
elimination by IFP members at Hlanganani Hall,
Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, during
1992. One perpetrator in the conspiracy was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
ZIBANE, Jomo John (28), had his property destroyed
in an arson attack in Empangeni, Natal, on 9 February
1993 in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
ZIBANE, Matshingelane , was stabbed and shot dead
at Ntuze, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, while on
his way to work on 3 May 1989.
ZIBANE, Muzilayise Blessing (62), an ANC supporter,
was severely assaulted by Inkatha supporters in
Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 8 January 1990.
ZIBANE, Nonhlanhla Babhekile (24), sustained
injuries when her house was burnt down by IFP
supporters during political conflict at Mevamhlophe,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 10 June 1990.
ZIBANE, V usumuzi , an ANC supporter, was severely
beaten by Inkatha supporters in Inanda, near
KwaMashu, Durban, on 8 January 1990.
ZIBANI, Bokhethile (69), had her home at Mtunzini,
Natal, destroyed in an arson attack on 27 November
1993 in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in the area.
ZIBANI, Dingeni (47), an IFP supporter, was shot
dead at Mtunzini, Natal, on 25 April 1993 in ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
ZIBANI, Freedom Mkhombiseni (20), was shot and
injured in Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal,
in September 1993, during continuing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
ZIBANI, Muzikayise (73), had his house burnt down in
Ntuze, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 23 April
1992 in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in the area.
ZIBANI, Muziwenkosi , was shot dead in Empangeni,
Natal, on 11 March 1993 in ongoing conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
ZIBANI, Thandekile (34), had his house and
possessions set alight in Empangeni, Natal, on 27 April
1994, in political conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters on the first day of the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
ZIBANI, Thembani (73), had her house burnt down in
Sowanjane, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, in March
1994 in political conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters during the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
ZIBANI, Thembinkosi (32), an IFP supporter, had his
house at Empangeni, Natal, burnt down by a named
ANC supporter on 18 February 1993.
ZIBANI, Tude Minah (53), lost her houses in an arson
attack in Ntuze, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in
April 1994 in political conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters during the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
ZIBANI, Zibambile (65), lost her house in an arson
attack in Ntuze, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 3
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June 1993 in continuing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
ZIBI, Bucwa V incent , a UDF supporter, was shot and
killed by Inkatha supporters during political conflict at
Enkunzini, Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20
October 1989. One perpetrator was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0332).
ZIBI, Vuyani Victor (21), an MK operative from
Mqanduli, Transkei, was shot dead in an attack by
SADF Special Forces operatives on several ANC
houses and a block of flats in Maseru, Lesotho, on 9
December 1982. Thirty South Africans and 12 citizens
of Lesotho were killed in the midnight attack.
ZIBONELE, Shweni (40), was severely tortured by
SAP members at Godevlei prison in Bloemfontein in
June 1960 in connection with his alleged involvement
in the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
ZIBULA, Bongani , an IFP supporter, was stabbed to
death by a named ANC supporter in Wembezi,
KwaZulu, near Estcourt, Natal, on 19 November 1992.
ZIBULA, Dumisani (25), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead in Edendale, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on
8 June 1992 in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in the area. Mr Zibula was attacked on his
way home from a meeting.
ZIEGLER, Grace (27), was detained in Elsies River,
Cape Town, on 15 June 1986, during a church service
commemorating the start of the 1976 student
uprisings. The entire congregation of 189 people was
detained. Ms Ziegler was held under emergency
regulations for 27 days at Pollsmoor prison.
ZIGOXO, Fuzile Patrick (20), a COSAS supporter, had
his family home burnt down by AZAPO members
during political conflict in Port Elizabeth in 1985. Mr
Zigoxo was in detention at the time of the attack. His
grandmother was injured in the attack. Mr Zigoxo,
who subsequently joined MK in exile and was known
as Marvin Gasupani, was subsequently shot dead with
four others on 3 August 1988 by members of the
security forces at Alldays, Tvl.
ZIKALALA, Beauty Busisiwe (50), had her home
burnt down in Haludu, Nqutu, KwaZulu, near Vryheid,
in April 1994 in political violence between ANC and
IFP supporters in the run-up to the A PRIL 1994
ELECTIONS. Ms Zikalala fled the area.
ZIKALALA, Phakokwakhe Fanweli (35), an IFP supporter,
had his house and possessions set alight by ANC
supporters in Nqutu, KwaZulu, near Vryheid, Natal, on
20 April 1994, a week before the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
ZIKALALA, Sibusiso Gover ner , was stabbed to death
in Katlehong, Tvl, on 11 September 1990 when a group
of armed men swept through his street, randomly
killing residents and destroying property.
ZIKALALA, Thami Mathews , was killed by Xhosaspeaking men in Katlehong, Germiston, Tvl, on 20
September 1980 during clashes between Amabhaca
and residents.
ZIKHALI, Bhekumuzi (28), was shot dead in
Empangeni, Natal, on 3 September 1993 in ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
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ZIKHALI, Daniel Simon , was shot dead by IFP
supporters in Ratanda, near Heidelberg, Tvl, on 3
December 1992 during conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in the area.
ZIKHALI, Gabisile Princess (29), had her home and
possessions destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, in
ongoing political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND
‘GREEN’ FACTIONS during 1993.
ZIKHALI, Muzi , was shot and injured in KwaNdengezi,
Kwazulu, near Pinetown, Natal, on 30 March 1992
during ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area. He was shot while trying to help
his brother, who had been shot in the same incident.
ZIKHALI, Sandile (20), was shot and injured in
KwaNdengezi, Kwazulu, near Pinetown, Natal, on 30
March 1992 during ongoing conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters in the area. His brother was also shot
and injured in the incident.
ZIKHALI, Sibongile (58), an Inkatha supporter, had her
house at Richmond Farm, near KwaMashu, Durban,
burnt down on 11 February 1990 by ANC supporters
in violent conflict with Inkatha supporters. See
RICHMOND FARM ARSON ATTACKS.
ZIKHUNDLA, Maradebe Bellina (60), had her home
in Port Shepstone, Natal, destroyed in an arson attack
by ANC supporters on 10 April 1991 in ongoing
political conflict in the area.
ZIKODE, Buyiswa Josephine (18), was injured when
she was run over by members of the SAP in a Hippo
while she was returning from a night vigil in Port
Elizabeth, on 5 April 1986.
ZIKODE, Mfaniseni , was shot and wounded when
ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a
crowd of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least
nine marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten
ANC security guards were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/142).
ZIKODE, Mzweni Lungisani (17), was stabbed and
severely injured when the Zikode family home in
Ixopo, Natal, was attacked by IFP supporters in
September 1993 during ongoing conflict between IFP
and ANC supporters in the area. One family member
was killed in the attack and two were injured.
ZIKODE, Thobezweni (22), was stabbed and severely
injured when the Zikode family home in Ixopo, Natal,
was attacked by IFP supporters, in September 1993
during ongoing political conflict in the area. One family
member was killed in the attack and two were injured.
ZIKODE, Zibuki Alfred (40), had his house in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, destroyed in an
arson attack by IFP supporters during political conflict
in the area in August 1991.
ZIMA, Emmerenica Benzani (33), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down by IFP supporters in Umlazi,
Durban, on 2 February 1992. See EKUTHULENI ATTACKS.
ZIMANDE, Cyprian (29), an IFP member, was shot dead
by ANC supporters at Richmond, Natal, in September
1992. His brother was shot and injured in the incident.
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ZIMBA, Mnisi , suffered severe damage to house and
property as a result of a car-bomb explosion in
Gaborone, Botswana, on 22 April 1987. See GABORONE
CAR BOMB. The head of the Security Branch and four
Northern and Western Transvaal Security Branch
operatives were granted amnesty for this operation
(AC/2000/214).
ZIMMERMAN, P , was one of five people injured
when a limpet mine placed by MK operatives
exploded at an electricity sub-station in Chamberlain,
Jacobs, Durban, on 9 January 1986. One SAP member
was fatally wounded. Two MK operatives were
granted amnesty for the incident (AC/2001/108).
ZIMO, Tshokolo Ernest (19), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by members of the SAP in Welkom, OFS,
on 22 April 1993, during a SCHOOL BOYCOTT, after the
killing of Chris Hani.
ZIMU, Bhekinkosi Godfrey (43), an IFP supporter,
was shot and injured by ANC supporters in
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 5 June 1991.
ZIMU, Mduduzi (17), an ANC supporter, was shot and
stabbed to death by IFP supporters in Murchison, near
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 27 February 1994, in the
run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
ZIMU, Mfanoza Fraser (39), had his three shops and two
houses destroyed in an arson attack by UDF supporters
during political conflict in Durban on 31 January 1990.
ZIMU, Phindile (17), was injured on 5 March 1993
when armed IFP supporters opened fire on the taxi in
which she was travelling at Nkanyezeni in the Table
Mountain area, near Pietermaritzburg, allegedly in a
revenge attack for the killing of 6 IFP-aligned pupils on
2 March 1993. Ten pupils were killed and four injured.
A further pupil died later. Two perpetrators were
granted amnesty (AC/1998/0012). See TABLE MOUNTAIN
BUS ATTACKS.
ZIMU, Phondo Nellie (49), an ANC supporter, was
shot and severely injured in Tokoza, Tvl, on 2
December 1990. Ms Zimu was shot four times,
allegedly by Zulu-speaking IFP supporters. Ms Zimu’s
husband was shot dead and two of her tenants were
shot and injured during this incident. Her house was
also set alight and damaged. While Ms Zimu was in
hospital her possessions were looted from her home.
Ms Zimu suffered permanent damage to her hearing
as a result of her injuries.
ZIMU, Thulane Petrus (19), an ANC supporter, had
his home in Esimbini, Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near
Durban burnt down by IFP supporters in 1991.
ZIMU, Vukani Rodgers (28), was beaten and stabbed
to death by IFP supporters in Pietermaritzburg on 12
November 1990 during intense conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters in the area.
ZINCELA, Mzimkhulu Wellington (40), a UDF
supporter, was assaulted by named members of the
SAP during political conflict in Mtyingizane Street,
KwaNobuhle, Uitenhage, Cape, on 5 January 1987. He
sustained permanent injury to his eyes as a result of
the assault.
ZINDELA, Gwentu , an ANC supporter, was imprisoned
for two weeks in 1960 and then transferred to Maseru,
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Lesotho, where he was detained for three years,
during which time he was repeatedly assaulted for his
involvement in the Pondoland revolt.
ZINDELA, Janet Poni (47), an ANC supporter, had her
home and two rondavels at Port Shepstone, Natal,
burnt down by IFP supporters in 1991. Ms Zindela and
her family were forced to flee the area.
ZINGAYE, Phumzile (30), an MK operative, was
detained in February 1984 in East London,
immediately following hospitalisation. On 8 November
1993, Mr Zingaye was shot and injured and had his
house destroyed in an attack by members of the
Ciskei Police in East London.
ZINGO, Vusi James (20), was shot dead by members
of the SAP in Mhluzi, Middelburg, Tvl, on 1 December
1986 during political conflict in the area.
ZINGXONDO, Ntombizanele Elsie (19), was detained
on 17 June 1986 in Knysna, Cape. She was repeatedly
interrogated and severely tortured by named members
of the SAP. Her torture included the use of electric
shocks and having her breasts crushed in a desk
drawer. She was held under emergency regulations
for one year. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
ZINYOSINI, Mnyenjelwa , was severely beaten by
members of the SAP in 1960 in Bizana, Transkei,
during the PONDOLAND REVOLT.
ZIQUBU, Bheki Edward (25), a NUSAS member, lost
his home when it was burnt down in an arson attack
in Tokoza, Tvl, in 1990.
ZIQUBU, Danki Harriet (54), an Inkatha supporter,
had her house burnt down in Madadeni, KwaZulu,
near Newcastle, Natal, during a school boycott in
1985. Her relative, who was a teacher, had continued
teaching when Inkatha youth left the classroom, and
was therefore labelled a UDF supporter. Ms Ziqubu
was therefore also mistakenly assumed to be a UDF
sympathiser.
ZIQUBU, Emmanuel , an IFP supporter, was shot
dead in a DRIVE-BY SHOOTING in Tokoza, Tvl, on 13 June
1993, allegedly carried out by ANC supporters.
ZIQUBU, Ethel Thokozile (24), an ANC supporter,
survived being shot and stabbed by named IFP
supporters during an arson attack on her home in
Bruntville, near Mooi River, Natal, on 3 December
1993. Four people died in the attack.
ZIQUBU, Fikile , was stabbed and injured by Inkatha
supporters who attacked her home at Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban in June 1988, during intense
political conflict in the area. This incident followed an
attack on Fikile’s brother, and his subsequent
disappearance.
ZIQUBU, Isaac Mjele , an Inkatha-aligned Qonda selfprotection unit member, was shot dead by members
of an Inkatha faction within Qonda at Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 18 October 1989. Mr
Ziqubu was allegedly targeted because he had been
seen taking injured UDF supporters to hospital.
ZIQUBU, Martha (58), had her house at Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, burnt down by Inkatha
supporters in June 1988 during intensifying conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters. The Ziqubu family
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appeared to have been specifically targeted, as this
incident was one in a series of attacks on the family.
ZIQUBU, Nonhlanhla Linah (41), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, NDWEDWE,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 4 January 1994 in continuing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
ZIQUBU, Phetheni Catherine (50), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by Inkatha supporters in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban on 18 October
1989. Ms Ziqubu’s husband was killed that same day,
allegedly because he had been seen transporting UDF
supporters to hospital. About 1000 homes were badly
damaged or destroyed in political violence in
Mpumalanga during 1989, leaving many dead and
thousands homeless.
ZIQUBU, Simphiwe Bhekani , was shot dead when
ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a
crowd of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least
nine marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten
ANC security guards were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/142).
ZIQUBU, Thembela (6), was stabbed to death by
named IFP supporters during an attack on the family
home in Bruntville, near Mooi River, Natal, on 3
December 1993. Three others also died in the attack,
which formed part of political conflict in the area.
ZIQUBU, V iolet , was stabbed to death by named IFP
supporters in an attack on her home in Bruntville, near
Mooi River, Natal, on 3 December 1993. Four people
died in the attack, which formed part of political
conflict in the area.
ZITA, Alfr ed, was one of 11 people killed by SPECIAL
CONSTABLES who attacked an all-night prayer vigil at
Trust Feeds, New Hanover, Pietermaritzburg, on 3
December 1988. See TRUST FEEDS MASSACRE. The
station commander at New Hanover police station,
who also chaired the local JMC, was granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1996/0011).
ZITHA, Bafana Naphtal (18), was detained, beaten
and tortured by members of the SAP in Tembisa, Tvl,
in 1984.
ZITHA, Buyelem Florence (34), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Nkwezela, Bulwer, Natal, burnt down
by IFP supporters on 30 May 1993, allegedly because
she helped her ANC-supporting relatives who were
hiding in the area, and gave them food.
ZITHA, Fani Johannes (42), had his house burnt
down at Enseleni, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on
18 July 1990 in intense conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
ZITHA, John Dayson , was killed when members of the
Orde Boerevolk opened fire with automatic weapons
on a passenger bus in Durban on 9 October 1990.
Seven people were killed and 27 injured in the attack.
See PUTCO BUS ATTACK. Amnesty was granted to two of
the three applicants and refused to the leader of the
unit (AC/1997/0053).
ZITHA, Jujwa Alfred (68), had his house burnt down by
ANC supporters, one of whom is named, in Nelspruit, Tvl,
in June 1986. He was accused of practising witchcraft.
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ZITHA, Manzini Robert (22), was shot and injured by
a named perpetrator at Matsulu, KaNgwane, on 13
March 1986, during intensifying political conflict in the
area.
ZITHA, Mbukeni , an IFP supporter, was shot and
injured when members of an ANC self-defence unit
(SDU) opened fire on IFP supporters on their way to a
meeting at the Tokoza stadium on the East Rand, Tvl,
on 8 September 1991. Sixteen people were killed and
ten were injured in the attack. One SDU member was
granted amnesty for the attack (AC/1999/00225). See
TOKOZA ATTACKS.
ZITHA, Petrus (20), was detained, beaten and tortured
in Tembisa, Tvl, in 1984.
ZITHA, Skoriya , an ANC supporter, was beaten by
members of the SADF in Nkomazi, Tvl, in June 1986
for no apparent reason.
ZITHA, V usi, was abducted by Inkatha supporters in
Ntshongweni, KwaZulu, near Hammarsdale, Natal, in
1988, allegedly because he refused to join Inkatha. He
has not been seen since and is presumed dead.
ZITO, Mvuleni William (27), was shot and injured in
the head by a named member of the SAP during
political conflict in KwaNobuhle, Uitenhage, Cape, on
17 June 1976. Mr Zito was convicted of attempted
arson and given a seven-year suspended sentence and
an instruction to report to the perpetrator’s house
twice a week for six months. He suffers from epileptic
fits as a result of his injuries.
ZIYAYA, Israel (18), an ANC supporter, was shot dead
on 18 August 1988 in KwaNdengezi, Kwazulu, near
Pinetown, Natal, in conflict between the AMAVARAVARA
and other ANC supporters.
ZOFUKA, Milton , a UDF supporter and street
committee member, was detained in Kagiso, Tvl, on
30 October 1986 because of his political involvement.
Mr Zofuka was detained for 415 days under emergency
regulations and released in March 1988.
ZOKOLO, Shadrack Ntsikelelo , a UDF activist, was
killed in KTC squatter camp, Cape Town, on 25
December 1985, after a local community COUNCILLOR
had been burnt to death, sparking a series of counterattacks by vigilantes.
ZOKOZA, Maki Sanders (61), a SANCO and ANC
member, was severely beaten by members of the
CDF and ADM at Bulembu Airport, near King William’s
Town, Cape, in June 1992, after he was accused of
killing cattle belonging to ADM members. On 2 April
1993, his house was burnt down by ADM supporters
in King William’s Town, Cape.
ZOKUF A, Nogcina Muriel (64), had her house and
belongings petrol-bombed in Cradock, Cape, during
1991, allegedly because her husband worked for the
government.
ZOKUF A, Sendikho , an ANC supporter, lost his home
and vehicles in an arson attack by vigilantes associated
with the local town COUNCILLORS in January 1991 in
Khayelitsha, Cape Town. At the time the ANC was
campaigning against the councillors.
ZOKWE, Ensarah Ndabakazi Mamajola , an ANC
supporter, had her house burnt down on 30 April 1990
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in Pholile, Matatiele, Natal, by a group of men carrying
traditional weapons and allegedly looking for ANC
supporters. Nine homes were burnt in the area that
day. At the time ANC supporters were also killed in an
attempt to prevent the setting up of local ANC
branches in the area.
ZOKWE, Mthobeli T rinity , an ANC member from
Nqamakwe, Transkei, was shot and injured in an
attack by SADF Special Forces operatives on several
ANC houses and a block of flats in Maseru, Lesotho,
on 9 December 1982. Thirty South Africans and 12
citizens of Lesotho were killed in the midnight attack.
ZOKWE, Obett Makhwenkwe , an ANC supporter,
was stabbed and beaten to death by a named
perpetrator on 30 April 1990 in Pholile, Matatiele,
Natal, by a group of men carrying traditional weapons
and allegedly looking for ANC supporters. Nine homes
were burnt in the area that day. At the time ANC
supporters were also killed in an attempt to prevent
the setting up of local ANC branches in the area.
ZOKWE, Silberbeaver Sibhabhalala , an ANC
member, died from poisoning while in custody in
Nqamakwe, Transkei, during 1964.
ZOKWE, Sithembele (33), an MK operative, was
arrested on 11 June 1988 and later shot dead by
members of the Transkei Security Branch at Cegcuwana
administrative area, Butterworth. Two Transkei Security
Branch operatives were refused amnesty for the
killing. One of the operatives was also refused
amnesty for an earlier attempt on Mr Zokwe’s life, on
8 August 1987 (AC/2000/042).
ZOLEKA, Mavis Lolo , an ANC supporter, lost her home
in an arson attack by IFP supporters in Swanieville,
near Krugersdorp, Tvl on 12 May 1991. About 115
shacks were set alight, 27 people were killed and 25
vehicles were burnt in retaliation for the expulsion of
IFP supporters from Swanieville. Twelve people were
charged with crimes ranging from murder to arson but
were acquitted due to lack of evidence.
ZONDANI, Gqebeti (26), was arrested in Retreat,
Cape Town, in 1960 and detained for three months in
Fort Glamorgan prison, East London, where he was
forced to do hard labour, during the 1960 state of
emergency. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
ZONDANI, Mtutulezi James (23), a UDF supporter,
was shot dead by members of the SAP in Port
Elizabeth on 17 March 1986 during the 1986 state of
emergency. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
ZONDANI, Patrick Mkhuseli , was shot dead by
members of the SAP in KwaZakele, Port Elizabeth, on
13 April 1993 in political unrest following the death of
ANC/SACP/MK leader, Chris Hani.
ZONDANI, Zelda (19), was shot and injured by
members of the Ciskei Police in Zwelitsha, Ciskei, on
15 November 1985 during the state of emergency.
She was participating in a protest march after the
alleged killing of students by the police.
ZONDI, Amos (69), a NUMSA member, was severely
beaten by Inkatha supporters at his home in
Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, on 1
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March 1989, because he had participated in the
SARMCOL STRIKE at Howick. He died of his injuries in
hospital a month later. His son was also severely
injured in the attack.
ZONDI, Bekinkosi Ephraim (39), an ANC supporter,
had his house in KwaMnyandu, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, burnt down by Inkatha supporters on
27 March 1990, in the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
ZONDI, Ber nar d Zo (42), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by IFP supporters in Mkhazeni, Umbumbulu,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 4 September 1992.
ZONDI, Bheji Michion (31), had his house burnt down
by Inkatha supporters on 27 March 1990 in
Ezibomvini, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in the
SEVEN-DAY WAR.
ZONDI, Bhekumuzu Hamilton (19), was shot and
killed by IFP members during political conflict at
Greytown, Natal, on 18 July 1991. One perpetrator
was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0216).
ZONDI, Bongani Doda (18), a UDF supporter, was
arrested, assaulted and tortured by named IFP supporters
and members of the SAP in Pietermaritz-burg in 1988.
ZONDI, Bongani Jabulani Justice , a UDF supporter,
died after being stoned and shot by members of the
SAP during political conflict in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg,
on 13 November 1989. A friend who was attacked
with him also died of multiple injuries.
ZONDI, Bongi Mary-Jane (24), an ANC supporter,
had her home burnt down by IFP supporters in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, in February 1992.
One person was killed and seven homes were burnt
down in Bhambayi that month.
ZONDI, Busisiwe Gladys (32), had her house in
Pietermaritzburg destroyed on 3 December 1988. She
and her family fled the political violence in the area,
only to find their house destroyed, allegedly by SAP
SPECIAL CONSTABLES, when they came back home.
ZONDI, Busisiwe Monica (47), had her house in
KwaShange, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, burnt
down on 27 March 1990, during the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
ZONDI, Busisiwe Sylvina (48), had her house at
KwaBhidla, near Bulwer, Natal, burnt down in May
1992 in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
ZONDI, Christina Sibongile (49), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZONDI, Datshi Washington (44), an IFP supporter,
had his house in Ixopo, Natal, looted and set alight by
ANC supporters on 16 June 1993.
ZONDI, Denisia , a UDF sympathiser, was shot and
killed by Inkatha supporters during political conflict at
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 15
September 1989. One perpetrator was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
ZONDI, Dumisani Alfred (22), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and shot dead by Inkatha supporters in
Maqongqo, Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg, on
5 April 1990. He was one of seven ANC supporters
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who were travelling to their homes in Maqongqo
when they were abducted by IFP supporters, stabbed
and shot dead. One man survived the attack.
ZONDI, Dumisani Henson (21), a UDF supporter, was
shot and injured on 7 June 1988 when members of
the SAP opened fire on a group of people waiting at a
bus stop in KwaPata, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg.
Mr Zondi was suspected of having taken part in a
stayaway the previous day.
ZONDI, Dumisani , a UDF supporter, was severely
injured during an attack by Inkatha supporters at
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 15 September
1989, during ongoing political violence in the area. One
perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
ZONDI, Duze Lawrance (55), a COSATU supporter,
was forced to flee his home in Gezubuso, KwaZulu,
near Pietermaritzburg, in 1985, as a result of repeated
intimidation by IFP supporters. Mr Zondi had been
dismissed from BTR Sarmcol for participating in a
strike. At the time, there was intense local conflict
between Inkatha and COSATU/MAWU members
following the 1985 SARMCOL STRIKE.
ZONDI, Elliot (54), an ANC councillor, was shot dead
by IFP supporters in Maqongqo, Table Mountain, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 3 November 1991. Mr Zondi had
been involved in the peace process to ease the
ongoing political conflict.
ZONDI, Elliot V ikuyise , an ANC supporter, was killed
by Inkatha supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 15 July 1989.
ZONDI, Emmanuel Mqapheleni Mbhekaphansi
(25),
was shot and injured on 7 June 1988 when members
of the SAP opened fire on a group of people waiting at
a bus stop in KwaPata, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg.
Mr Zondi was suspected of having taken part in a
stayaway the previous day.
ZONDI, Enoch David (61), had his home burnt down
by Inkatha supporters at KwaMnyandu, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, during the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
ZONDI, Fanyana (72), an ANC supporter, was shot and
stabbed to death when IFP supporters and Caprivi trainees
carried out attacks on ANC supporters in Richmond, Natal,
between 21 and 23 June 1991. See RICHMOND ATTACKS.
One perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/217).
ZONDI, Fikile Beauty Masantu (33), a UDF supporter,
had her house burnt down in KwaNxamalala, KwaZulu,
near Pietermaritzburg, by IFP supporters, allegedly in
collusion with members of the SAP, on 28 February
1992.
ZONDI, Fikile , was one of 11 people killed by SPECIAL
CONSTABLES who attacked an all-night prayer vigil at
Trust Feeds, New Hanover, Pietermaritzburg, on 3
December 1988. See TRUST FEEDS MASSACRE. The
station commander at New Hanover police station,
who also chaired the local JMC, was granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1996/0011).
ZONDI, Gaduxolo (27), a UDF supporter, was shot
and injured by IFP supporters in Edendale, KwaZulu,
near Pietermaritzburg, on 8 August 1992 while doing
community conflict resolution work in the area.
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ZONDI, George (42), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by Inkatha supporters on 29 March 1990 in
KwaMnyandu, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in the
SEVEN-DAY WAR.
ZONDI, Grace Gabengani (38), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by Inkatha supporters on 25 March
1990 in KwaMnyandu, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg,
in the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
ZONDI, Helga Mazodwa (22), was injured while
fleeing from a group of Inkatha supporters in
KwaShange, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 28
March 1990, during the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
ZONDI, Hloniphizwe (30), an ANC supporter, was
killed in KwaMancinza, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 7
April 1994 in political conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters during the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
ZONDI, Isaac , an alleged IFP supporter, was killed and
pushed off a train by ANC members between Germiston
and Kempton Park station, Tvl, on 11 November 1993.
The perpetrators shot at Mr Zondi and one other person,
killing both. See TRAIN VIOLENCE. One SDU member
was granted amnesty for the incident (AC/2001/086).
ZONDI, Jabulani , an ANC supporter, was stabbed and
left for dead by Inkatha supporters who attacked him
at his home in Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick,
Natal, on 1 March 1989, allegedly because his father
had participated in the SARMCOL STRIKE at Howick. His
father was killed during this attack.
ZONDI, James Mdunyiswa (51), an IFP supporter,
was severely beaten, allegedly by other named IFP
supporters, in Igobhogobho, near Bulwer, Natal, in
April 1992.
ZONDI, Jameson (20), a UDF supporter, was shot
dead by Inkatha supporters in KwaShange, KwaZulu,
near Pietermaritzburg, during the SEVEN-DAY WAR in April
1990. Two other family members were killed in the
attack, and the family home was burnt down.
ZONDI, Kellina (43), an ANC supporter, had her house
burnt down by a named Inkatha supporter in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in April 1988.
ZONDI, Lungisile (30), had her home burnt down by
IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See S ONKOMBO ARSON
ATTACKS.
ZONDI, Makhosazana Esther (53), an Inkatha
supporter, had her house burnt down by UDF supporters
in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 31
December 1988.
ZONDI, Mamo Emily (60), an ANC supporter, had her
house in KwaNxamalala, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, burnt down by IFP supporters on 1 September
1990.
ZONDI, Mangaliso (60), a UDF supporter, was
stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters in April 1990 in
KwaShange, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in the
SEVEN-DAY WAR. Two other family members were killed
in the attack, and the family home was burnt down.
ZONDI, Mangempi , an IFP supporter, was shot dead
by ANC supporters in Wembezi, KwaZulu, near
Estcourt, Natal, on 15 August 1991.
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ZONDI, Manu Matrina (54), had her house burnt
down by unidentified people at Howick, Natal, in 1987,
allegedly because her son refused to take part in the
SARMCOL STRIKE.
ZONDI, Maphenduka Gabriel (45), an IFP member, was
shot dead by unidentified perpetrators near KwaMbiya
supermarket, Pietermaritzburg, on 18 February 1989.
His colleague was shot and injured in the incident.
ZONDI, Maritha Busisiwe , a UDF supporter, had her
house looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a
group of Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters
and residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in spite of a heavy police and military presence.
Fourteen people were killed and at least 120 homes
burnt down. One former IFP member was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
ZONDI, Mar tha , a UDF supporter, was stabbed to
death by Inkatha supporters in April 1990 in
KwaShange, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in the
SEVEN-DAY WAR. Two other family members were killed
in the attack, and the family home was burnt down.
ZONDI, Mbandeni (53), an ANC supporter, was
seriously injured on 8 March 1993 when the bus in
which she was travelling was ambushed by armed IFP
supporters at Swayimane, Table Mountain, near
Pietermaritzburg. Three men and a woman were killed
and at least 16 people were injured. The bus was
taking 80 ANC supporters to attend the court
appearance in Pietermaritzburg of three men
implicated in an earlier ambush of a vehicle carrying
IFP supporters on 5 March 1993.
ZONDI, Mbazo , an MK operative, was abducted from
Msinga, Natal, by members of the SAP in September
1990 and has not been seen since. He is presumed
dead.
ZONDI, Mboneni Pat , was shot dead by members of
the Chesterville A-TEAM in Chesterville, Durban, on 29
April 1990.
ZONDI, Mbongeni Henry , was one of four MK
operatives shot dead by members of the Port Natal
Security Branch during a high speed car chase on
Quarry Road, Durban, on 7 September 1986. Three
Port Natal Security Branch operatives were granted
amnesty. They further confessed to planting weapons
on the deceased (AC/2000/135).
ZONDI, Mdingi Zephania (35), a UDF supporter, was
stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters in Mpumuza,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 30 January 1988.
ZONDI, Mduduzi , an ANC supporter, was severely
beaten by IFP supporters in Smero, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 7 October 1992, while trying to
escape from his burning house during political violence.
ZONDI, Menziwa Alson Voyi (36), had his house at
Impendle, near Bulwer, Natal, burnt down by a named
IFP supporter in mid-1992, because he was perceived
to be an ANC supporter. At the time, IFP leaders were
allegedly coercing community members to join the
party or to leave the area. Those who refused had
their homes burnt down.
ZONDI, Meyi Mayvis (54), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
V O L U M E
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Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 20 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZONDI, Mgonothi (17), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead by Inkatha supporters in Mpophomeni, KwaZulu,
near Howick, Natal, on 25 September 1989. Two weeks
later, members of the SAP shot and injured his brother.
ZONDI, Mhlophe Micho (41), an ANC supporter, had
her house destroyed in an arson attack by IFP
supporters in KwaMnyandu, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in November 1990.
ZONDI, Mjabu (19), a UDF supporter, was shot and
stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters in Pietermaritzburg on 10 September 1987.
ZONDI, Mlindelwa Gibson (24), was shot and injured
by members of the SAP during a police raid in
Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, on 10
September 1989. He laid charges against the police and
was paid a small sum in compensation for his injuries.
Two weeks earlier, Inkatha supporters, supported by
members of the SAP, had killed his brother.
ZONDI, Mlungisi Kenneth (17), a UDF supporter, was
found in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, with severe head
wounds on 5 September 1992, during continuing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters. He died in
hospital two months later, from complications related
to his injuries. A Special Constable has applied for
amnesty for Mr Zondi’s death. Both his brothers had
been killed political conflict during the three years
before his death.
ZONDI, Molly (16), was killed in Tokoza, Tvl, allegedly
by IFP- supporting hostel-dwellers, on 29 July 1993
after she was abducted with three friends, repeatedly
raped, stabbed, shot and hacked. Her body was
dumped behind the hostel.
ZONDI, Mthembeni Richard (24), a UDF supporter,
was shot dead by named members of the SAP in
Nhlalakahle, Greytown, Natal, on 1 July 1987, after
police accused him and a friend of attacking Inkatha
supporters. His friend was also shot dead.
ZONDI, Mtungoziwa (62), had her house burnt down by
Inkatha supporters in KwaMnyandu, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg on 25 March 1990, in the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
ZONDI, Mzikayifani (25), an ANC supporter, was shot
and killed when IFP supporters attacked his home in
Ixopo, Natal, on 6 March 1992.
ZONDI, Mzikayifani Amon (35), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death by IFP supporters in Greytown,
Natal, on 21 November 1992.
ZONDI, Mzomuhle Samson (36), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down by Inkatha supporters in
Wartburg, Natal, on 12 March 1990, following the
UNBANNING of political organisations in February.
ZONDI, Ngiteni Eslina (65), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Smero,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 7 October 1992.
ZONDI, Ngitheni Florinah (39), an ANC supporter,
had her house in KwaMnyandu, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, burnt down by Inkatha supporters in
March 1990, in the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
ZONDI, Nivard , was shot and injured by Inkatha
supporters when they attacked his home in Caluza,
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KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 27 March 1990,
during the SEVEN-DAY WAR. The house was destroyed
and the family fled to Imbali.
ZONDI, Nkosinathi Innocent (24), an Inkatha
supporter, was killed during intense conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in Njobokazi, Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 18 March 1990.
ZONDI, Nkosiyesizwe , was shot dead on 29 July
1986 when an MK unit attacked the Madeira police
station, in Umtata, Transkei. At least eight people were
killed in the attack, including policemen, civilians and
one of the MK operatives. One MK operative was
granted amnesty (AC/2000/240).
ZONDI, Nomusa Doris (31), was shot and seriously
injured by IFP supporters in KwaNxamalala, KwaZulu,
near Pietermaritzburg, on 8 January 1991 in an
attempt to coerce her into becoming an IFP member.
Ms Zondi is now disabled.
ZONDI, Nonhlanhla Girlie (46), had her home in
Mvutshini, near Port Shepstone, Natal, burnt down by
IFP supporters on 21 March 1994 in political conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters during the run-up to
the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
ZONDI, Ntombi Eslina (59), had her house burnt down
by Inkatha and KWAZULU P OLICE members in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 27 November 1989.
About 1 000 homes were badly damaged or destroyed
in the conflict between ANC and IFP supporters that
devastated the Mpumalanga area that year, leaving
many dead and thousands homeless. About 54 people
died between 1 November and 10 December 1989.
ZONDI, Ntombikazi Viola (51), lost her home in
Maqongqo, Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg, in
an arson attack by Inkatha supporters in April 1990.
The attack was allegedly targeted at her children, who
were ANC supporters.
ZONDI, Patricia (40), an IFP supporter, had her house
in Ecabazini, Ixopo, Natal, set alight by ANC supporters
on 16 June 1993.
ZONDI, Paulos Mbube (49), a UDF supporter, had his
house destroyed in a petrol-bomb attack by Inkatha
supporters during political violence at Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 15 September 1989. One
perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
ZONDI, Pearl Lungile (30), had her house in Mbizeni,
Ladysmith, Natal, burnt down by UDF supporters in
August 1989. The attack was allegedly directed at her
husband, who was an Inkatha supporter.
ZONDI, Phethile (52), an IFP supporter, had her house
burnt down by ANC supporters in Wembezi, KwaZulu,
near Estcourt, Natal, in 1991.
ZONDI, Salathiel (63), an ANC supporter, was shot
dead and his body was mutilated by named IFP
supporters at Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal, on 23 June
1991. See RICHMOND ATTACKS.
ZONDI, Sam (35), was shot by IFP supporters on 10
December 1992, while sitting in a parked car in Mooi
River, Natal, at a time of political conflict. Mr Zondi
died on his way to hospital. One other person was
shot dead in the attack, and another was shot and
injured.
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ZONDI, Seleni Sizani (46), lost her house in a petrol
bomb attack by alleged members of both Inkatha and
the KWAZULU POLICE in Mophela, KwaZulu, near
Hammarsdale, Natal, during political conflict on 15
September 1989. Her brother and nephew were killed
in the attack. During 1989 about 1000 homes were
badly damaged or destroyed in the violence that
devastated the area, leaving many dead and thousands
homeless. Approximately 54 people died in political
conflict between November to 10 December 1989.
ZONDI, Sibusiso Emmanuel (26), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by IFP supporters in Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 July 1992.
ZONDI, Sibusiso Shakespeare , a UDF supporter, had
his house looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a
group of Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters
and residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in spite of a heavy police and military presence.
Fourteen people were killed and at least 120 homes
burnt down. One former IFP member was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
ZONDI, Sifiso , an ANC supporter, was shot dead by
Inkatha supporters while attending a night vigil at
Koffie Farm, Mariannhill, Pinetown, Natal, on 7
February 1990.
ZONDI, Sihle Brian (16), was killed by Inkatha
supporters on 25 March 1990 in KwaMnyandu,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
ZONDI, Sileni Sizani (46), a UDF supporter, had her
house destroyed in a petrol-bomb attack by Inkatha
supporters during political conflict at Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 15 September 1989. One
perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
ZONDI, Simon (61), a COSATU member, was
teargassed and stabbed with a sharp instrument by
Inkatha supporters, some of whom were named, and
SAP and KWAZULU P OLICE members in Mpophomeni,
KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, on 10 November 1989.
Mr Zondi was involved in the SARMCOL STRIKE, which
fuelled political conflict in the area.
ZONDI, Simon Jabulani , a UDF supporter, was shot
and killed by Inkatha supporters during political
violence at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 6
April 1990. One perpetrator was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0332).
ZONDI, Sipho (34), an ANC supporter, was shot and
hacked to death when a named IFP supporter and
others attacked his home in Nhlalakahle, Greytown,
Natal, on 25 June 1991. Mr Zondi’s brother was also
killed and his home was burnt down during the attack.
ZONDI, Thembi (17), an IFP supporter, was beaten by
a named fellow IFP supporter in Igobhogobho, near
Bulwer, Natal, in 1992, allegedly because she was
suspected of being an ANC supporter.
ZONDI, Thembisile Annacletta (35), an ANC
supporter, was beaten by a named IFP supporter in
Gezubuso, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in 1990.
ZONDI, Thokozani (42), an Inkatha supporter, had her
house burnt down by ANC supporters in Woodyglen,
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in March 1989.
About 1000 homes were badly damaged or destroyed
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in political violence in Mpumalanga during 1989,
leaving many dead and thousands homeless.
ZONDI, Tholakeke Beatrice (26), an IFP supporter,
had her house in Makhholweni, Ixopo, Natal, burnt
down by ANC members in July 1993.
ZONDI, Tozi Constance (55), had her house and
possessions set alight by Inkatha supporters in
Mpumuza, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in 1987
during intensifying conflict between Inkatha and UDF
supporters in the area.
ZONDI, Vusumuzi (21), an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured by IFP supporters on 4 February 1992,
while he was visiting his aunt in Folweni, KwaZulu,
near Umlazi, Durban, allegedly because he was
thought to be an ANC supporter. Two other youths
were killed in the attack.
ZONDI, Wellington Mandlenkosi (52), an ANC
supporter, had his house and property destroyed by
IFP supporters in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, in 1992. Mr
Zondi’s three sons had all been killed in the course of
political conflict in Imbali in the preceeding three years.
ZONDI, Zanele Joana , a UDF supporter, had her
house looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a
group of Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters
and residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in spite of a heavy police and military presence.
Fourteen people were killed and at least 120 homes
burnt down. One former IFP member was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
ZONDI, Zanele Phyliis (30), had her house attacked
by Inkatha supporters in late March 1990 in Inadi,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, during the SEVEN-DAY
WAR.
ZONDI, Zenzele Humphrey (29), an ANC supporter,
was shot by members of the SAP and died on 26
August 1991 in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg. Mr Zondi’s
two brothers had been killed in the course of conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters in Imbali.
ZONDI, Zithulele (66), was stabbed to death by UDF
supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on
30 December 1988 in intensifying conflict between
UDF and Inkatha supporters in the area.
ZONDI, Zithulele Reginald (25), an ANC supporter,
was beaten and later shot dead by IFP supporters,
some of whom are named, at Ezakheni, KwaZulu, near
Ladysmith, Natal, on 20 February 1993.
ZONDI, Zithulele Sydney (31), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead by IFP supporters in Ntuzuma, near
Durban, on 5 August 1992.
ZONDI, Zodwa Eunice (42), had her house in Mpumuza,
KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, burnt and badly damaged
on 5 February 1989 by named Inkatha supporters,
who accused her of being an ANC supporter. Before
she and her children escaped, she injured one of her
attackers. She was then detained by the SAP for three
days, released and told to report to the police station
every month. Eight months later, she fled the area.
ZONDO, Abeuter , an IFP supporter, was shot dead,
allegedly by ANC supporters, in Tokoza, Tvl, on 17 July
1990.
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ZONDO, Anderson Siphiwe , was shot by members
of the SAP in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 25 March 1986 and
subsequently died. Police fired at a group of children
during an apparently routine patrol. There had been
stayaways in the area at the time of the incident.
ZONDO, Andrew (19), an MK cadre, was executed on
9 September 1986 in a Pretoria prison, after being
sentenced to death for the murder of five civilians in
the Amanzimtoti shopping centre bomb blast in
December 1985. Mr Zondo claimed he had tried to
warn the shopping centre about the impending blast.
Mr Zondo’s alleged accomplice turned state witness.
Two other ANC activists were hanged the same day.
Members of theSecurity Branch later applied for
amnesty for the murder of two other suspected
accomplices in the bomb attack.
ZONDO, Bangifa (48), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZONDO, Bhekizitha Silwayiphi (39), was shot and
injured by IFP supporters during political conflict in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 3 November
1993. His house in Bhambayi was burnt down later
that month. See ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
ZONDO, Busi Dephney (36), an ANC supporter, was
abducted in Nelspruit, Tvl, on 5 July 1993 by members
of the SAP who suspected her of involvement in the
killing of an IFP-supporting chief.
ZONDO, Funani Joyce (48), an Inkatha supporter, had
her home burnt down by ANC supporters in
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, in October 1989.
About 1000 homes in Mpumalanga were badly
damaged or destroyed in political violence in 1989,
leaving many dead and thousands homeless.
ZONDO, Fungeleni Adelaide (30), had her house
burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZONDO, Hlengiwe Allita (25), had her house set
alight by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZONDO, Ida Sizani (17), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZONDO, Khonzile Maria (61), was severely assaulted
by ISU members at her home in Lamontville, Durban,
on 3 December 1993, because they suspected that
she knew the whereabouts of a hidden arms cache.
Her son, an MK operative, had returned from exile and
was living in the house.
ZONDO, Khulani Hamilton (15), was shot dead by
members of the SAP who opened fire on protesters in
an ANC march in Umgababa, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 19 May 1993.
ZONDO, Kuntuza Killer , an ANC supporter, was shot
dead, allegedly by KHUMALO GANG members, at a
shebeen in Tokoza, Tvl, on 13 December 1992. One
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other person was killed and another severely injured in
this attack. The attack was apparently in revenge for
the shooting earlier that day at the same tavern of a
KHUMALO GANG member, allegedly involved in rape and
murder.
ZONDO, Magugi Emmanuel (40), an Inkatha supporter,
was necklaced by ANC supporters in KwaMashu,
Durban, on 5 February 1990, following the UNBANNING
of political organisations three days earlier.
ZONDO, Menzi Patrick (19), a COSAS and SAYCO
supporter, was shot by AZAPO supporters in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, on 5 March 1987 during conflict
between student organisations affiliated to the UDF
and to AZAPO.
ZONDO, Michael (25), was shot dead by members of
the SAP in Evaton, Tvl, on 3 September 1984 during
protest against high rentals and unrepresentative
councillors in the VAAL UPRISING.
ZONDO, Muzi (26), was assaulted by KWAZULU P OLICE
members at her home in KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti,
near Durban, in June 1987. Police were searching for
guns in this UDF-aligned area. Her sister was also
assaulted.
ZONDO, Nomakhemesi (76), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZONDO, Nomusa Lydia (21), was assaulted by
KWAZULU POLICE members at her home in KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near Durban, in June 1987.
Police were searching for guns in this UDF-aligned
area. Her sister was also assaulted.
ZONDO, Ntombiyecala (61), had her house in the
Ntuze area, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, petrolbombed on 9 October 1993 in continuing conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters.
ZONDO, Patrick Sifiso (29), an MK operative, was
severely beaten and assaulted by ISU members in
Lamontville, Durban, on 3 December 1993, because
they suspected him of having a hidden arms cache.
His elderly mother was also beaten in the attack.
ZONDO, Prince Ntshingila (41), an IFP supporter,
was stabbed by ANC supporters in KwaThema, Tvl, on
19 July 1990.
ZONDO, Qaphea Blessing , a UDF supporter, was
shot dead by members of the SAP in Inanda, near
KwaMashu, Durban, on 12 December 1989.
ZONDO, Rabi Moses (55), had his house burnt down
in Evaton, Tvl, on 3 September 1984 during the VAAL
UPRISING because he was accused of being a police
informer.
ZONDO, Sandile , was shot and injured by members
of the SAP in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 13
March 1990.
ZONDO, Sizani Idah (36), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZONDO, Thanduxolo Patrick (31), a member of an
ANC-aligned self-defence unit, was shot dead by IFP
supporters in Pioneer Park, near Orlando East,
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Soweto, Johannesburg, on 26 July 1993 while trying
to save people trapped in a burning shack. Many
hostel-dwellers who refused to become IFP members
sought refuge in nearby informal settlements but they
retained their cultural and political links with the IFP
which resulted in conflict within these settlements.
ZONDO, was shot and injured by unidentified persons
at Matshana, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, when
his neighbour’s house was attacked during ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters on 5 July
1992.
ZONDO, Winnie (33), a member of the Federation of
Transvaal Women, was detained in Moroka, Soweto,
Johannesburg, and tortured by members of the SAP
to force her to confess to arson and murder during
January 1986. Her brother had been killed and an old
woman suspected of instigating his death was killed in
a revenge attack. After Ms Zondo’s alleged confession,
her brother and sister were also detained. She was
eventually sentenced to ten years’ imprisonment and
released in April 1991 under the indemnity.
ZONDWAYO, Mahalio Mary (30), was severely beaten
by members of the SAP in Sharpeville, Vereeniging,
Tvl, during the SHARPEVILLE MASSACRE on 21 March 1960.
ZONKE, Thomas , an ANC supporter, was detained
and beaten by members of the SAP in Worcester,
Cape, in April 1960, after a night of intensive
demonstrations against the Pass Laws.
ZONO, Nobantu (34), a UDF supporter, lost her home
and possessions in an arson attack by WITDOEKE
vigilantes in KTC, Cape Town, on 9 June 1986, during
the mass destruction of UDF-supporting squatter
camps by the vigilantes, acting with the tacit approval
and aid of the security forces. Over 60 people were
killed and 20 000 homes destroyed in the attacks.
ZONO, Simon (19), was shot dead by a named
member of the SAP in Noupoort, Cape, on 24
September 1985.
ZONO, Xoliswa Eunice (33), a UDF supporter, was
sustained burn injuries when members of the SAP
threw a teargas canister at crowds attending a mass
funeral in Zwide, Port Elizabeth, on 22 April 1986. Ms
Zono was a marshal at the funeral.
ZOTE, Edgar Ngqokweni (29), an ANC underground
activist, was beaten and tortured by the helicopter
method by named members of the Transkei Police in
Umtata, Transkei, on 9 August 1986. Police were
allegedly attempting to force him to make a confession.
He was detained for five months at Elliotdale prison
and transferred to Wellington prison where he was
kept for two months. He was released in 1987.
ZOTE, Magcina Xhamela (32), an MK operative, was
tortured by members of the Security Police in
Ngangelizwe police station, Mqanduli, Transkei, on 5
September 1986, and subsequently detained in
Mqanduli prison until February 1987. He was
suspected of being involved in an attack on a police
station but was released without charge in February
1987. Police confiscated two of his motor vehicles
and, after suing for damages, he was paid compensation for one of them.
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ZOTHE, Edgar Ngqokweni (18), an ANC supporter,
was detained and tortured by members of the
Transkei Security Branch in Umtata, Transkei, following
an MK attack on the Madeira Street police station,
Umtata, on 29 July 1986. One Transkei Security
Branch operative was granted amnesty for the torture
(AC/2000/076).
ZOTHE, Magcina , was detained and tortured by
members of the Transkei Security Branch in Umtata,
Transkei, who believed him to be an ANC supporter.
Mr Zothe’s detention followed an MK attack on the
Madeira Street police station, Umtata¸ on 29 July
1986. One Transkei Security Branch operative was
granted amnesty (AC/2000/076).
ZOTWA, Nomafa Frances (47), an ANC supporter,
lost her house in a petrol bomb attack during conflict
between ANC and ADM supporters at KwaMasele,
near King William’s Town, Cape, on 15 October 1992.
ZOZI, Coko Shardrack (48), was shot in both legs by
members of the SAP while he was attending the
funeral of a victim of violent political conflict in
Nemato, Port Alfred, Cape, on 16 November 1984. He
was then detained, charged with public violence,
convicted and sentenced to five years’ imprisonment.
ZUBA, Christian Mbokothwana , an ANC member,
was arrested for his membership of a banned organisation and tortured by SAP members in Cape Town
during 1960. He was sentenced to eight years’ imprisonment on Robben Island where he was kicked,
beaten and subjected to hard labour in the stone
quarry. His health was very badly affected.
ZUIDEMAN, R , was shot and injured when APLA
operatives threw hand grenades at and opened fire on
the congregation of St James’ Church, Kenilworth,
Cape Town, on 25 July 1993. Eleven people were
killed and 58 wounded in the attack. See APLA
ATTACKS. Three of four APLA members were granted
amnesty for the attack. The fourth had his application
struck off the roll for failing to attend the amnesty
hearing (AC/1998/0018).
ZUKE, Bhekezakhe (44), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed by unidentified persons, and died in hospital
in Murchison, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 4
October 1992. He was suspected of collaborating with
the KWAZULU P OLICE, who were colluding with the IFP
in the struggle for political supremacy in the region.
ZUKE, Michael Zamokwakhe (20), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead in U Section in Umlazi, Durban, in
1992, in continuing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area. Several people died and several
houses in the Umlazi and Zamani areas were
destroyed during this period.
ZUKE, Priscilla Sibongile (22), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Congo
Section of Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 13
May 1992.
ZULU, (first name not given), a constable in the SAP,
was threatened at gunpoint when MK operatives
robbed the Ormonde police station, Johannesburg, on
27 February 1993. No one was injured in the robbery,
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which was aimed at acquiring weapons for local selfdefence units (SDUs). Two MK operatives were
granted amnesty (AC/1999/0325).
ZULU, Abegail Nomalizo (31), had her house in Ncalu,
Ixopo, Natal, burnt down by IFP supporters on 28 July
1993 during continuing political conflict in the area.
ZULU, Agnes (61), had her house set alight by ANC
supporters in Enseleni, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, in August 1992 during ongoing political conflict
in the area.
ZULU, Albertine (52), had her house burnt down in
Ntuze, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in May 1991
in continuing political violence between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
ZULU, Alfred (33), left home in Vosloorus, Tvl, on 12
September 1990 and his body was found the next day
with a bullet wound in the heart at the Vosloorus
police station. The incident occurred just after the
outbreak of violent political conflict on the East Rand in
August 1990.
ZULU, Alie , an ANC member, was killed by members
of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU) in Katlehong, Tvl, on
7 December 1993. He was one of 11 ANC members
killed, nine execution-style, by SDU members in
Moleleki section, Katlehong, during conflict between
the local ANCYL and SDU members. Thirteen SDU
members were refused amnesty (AC/1998/0013).
ZULU, Alton Baba Kamiso (60), was shot and injured
at Port Shepstone, Natal, on 24 March 1994, by IFP
supporters who accused him of being an ANC
supporter.
ZULU, Amon (32), an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by a named IFP supporter in Mqolombeni, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 25 April 1991. A group of men
arrived at his house and asked him to accompany
them to an IFP self-defence training camp. Mr Zulu
was found dead in an open field the following day.
ZULU, Amon Benoli (33), an IFP supporter, was shot
dead at Mqolombeni Hill, near Port Shepstone, Natal,
on 26 May 1991, when ANC supporters attacked an
IFP camp in the area.
ZULU, Ar mstr ong (15), a UDF supporter, was
assaulted and seriously injured by AMABUTHO
members who attacked the memorial service for UDF
leader Victoria Mxenge in the Umlazi Cinema at
Umlazi, Durban, on 8 August 1985. Seventeen people
were killed and 20 injured in the attack.
ZULU, Babo Joseph (33), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed to death by IFP supporters in KwaZuba,
Umkomaas, near Durban, on 16 March 1991.
ZULU, Bafana Gideon (36), had his house burnt
down in Nogobhoza, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, in
November 1993. Nine houses were set alight in the
area, allegedly by Inkatha supporters acting under the
directions of a local chief who wanted to drive ANC
supporters out of the area.
ZULU, Barent (20), an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by members of the security forces in Mhluzi,
Middelburg, Tvl, on 18 July 1985. Mr Zulu was participating in a school boycott in protest against fellow
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‘comrades’ being held by police at the time of the
shooting.
ZULU, Beatrice , was shot dead on 9 May 1992 by
ANC supporters in Tembisa, Tvl, because her son was
a member of the IFP-aligned TOASTER GANG.
ZULU, Bheki , an ANC supporter, was shot and injured
by a named IFP supporter in Sundumbili, KwaZulu,
near Mandini, Natal, on 17 December 1993.
ZULU, Bheki , an IFP supporter, was shot dead when
members of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU) opened
fire on IFP supporters on their way to a meeting at the
Tokoza stadium on the East Rand, Tvl, on 8 September
1991. Sixteen people were killed and ten were injured
in the attack. One SDU member was granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1999/00225). See TOKOZA ATTACKS.
ZULU, Bhekokwakhe (41), had his house burnt down
in Nogobhoza, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, on 6
November 1993. Nine houses were set alight in the
area, allegedly by Inkatha supporters acting under the
direction of a local chief who wanted to drive ANC
supporters out of the area.
ZULU, Bonakele (57), had his house burnt down in
November 1993 when IFP supporters carried out
several attacks on ANC supporters in the KwaKhoza
and Nogobhoza areas, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal.
One person was killed. More than 45 homes burnt
down, allegedly under the direction of the local IFPsupporting chief who wanted to drive ANC supporters
out of the area.
ZULU, Bongekile V inah , sustained injuries in an
attack on her home by IFP supporters at Ulundi,
KwaZulu/Natal, during 1993. Her husband, an ANC
member who was the target of the attack, was killed.
Her domestic was injured. One perpetrator was
granted amnesty (AC/1999/217).
ZULU, Boxer Moses (17), a UDF supporter, was
arrested and then tortured by named Inkatha
supporters and members of the SAP between 1986
and 1987 in KwaMashu, Durban.
ZULU, Cebisile Sindisiwe (34), had her house burnt
down in November 1993 when IFP supporters carried
out several attacks on ANC supporters in the
KwaKhoza and Nogobhoza areas, KwaZulu, near
Eshowe, Natal. One person was killed. More than 45
homes were burnt down, allegedly under the direction
of the local IFP-supporting chief who wanted to drive
ANC supporters out of the area.
ZULU, Celani Busisiwe , had her home petrol-bombed
in Ongoye, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 7
August 1992 in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area. Her mother was severely
beaten in the attack.
ZULU, Clemencia Qondeni (50), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Ncalu, Ixopo, Natal, burnt down by
IFP supporters on 2 February 1993.
ZULU, David Mbuti , left home in Vosloorus, Tvl, on
29 March 1991 and has never been seen since.
Efforts by his wife, lawyers and police to trace him
have been fruitless. Mr Zulu went missing during
violent political conflict in the area, like a number of
other East Rand residents.
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ZULU, Dlokwakhe (19), was injured when the family
house in Ntuzuma, near Durban, was attacked on 3
October 1991 in ongoing local conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters.
ZULU, Duduzile Gladys (21), had her home in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down in
ongoing political conflict between the ‘RED’ AND
‘GREEN’ FACTIONS during 1993.
ZULU, Dumazile (23), an IFP supporter, was shot
dead, allegedly by ANC members, at Nyangwini, Port
Shepstone, Natal, on 4 September 1992. See
NYANGWINI ATTACK.
ZULU, Dumisani Nyambisa , had his home at
KwaMfana, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, burnt down
in May 1992 in ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
ZULU, Edith Celimpilo (46), had her home burnt
down by UDF supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, in October 1987 in intensifying conflict
between Inkatha and UDF supporters in the area.
ZULU, Elias (50), had his home petrol-bombed in
Odondolo, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 7
November 1992 in ongoing conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters in the area.
ZULU, Emeltrudis Sibongile (31), whose husband
was an ANC member, had her house at Umgababa,
KwaZulu, near Durban, burnt down by unidentified
perpetrators on 6 September 1992, during ongoing
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters.
ZULU, Emma , an ANC supporter, was burnt to death
when her house at Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
was set alight by IFP supporters on 1 June 1991. Her
husband was also burnt to death in the incident.
ZULU, Enock Nhlanhla (30), was shot and wounded
when ANC security guards opened fire from the ANC
headquarters at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a
crowd of IFP marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least
nine marchers were killed and around 100 injured. Ten
ANC security guards were granted amnesty
(AC/2000/142).
ZULU, Ettie Matilda (71), was shot and injured by IFP
supporters in Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, on 16 February 1992. See ESIKHAWINI ATTACKS.
ZULU, Fano David (39), was shot and injured by IFP
supporters in KwaMashu, Durban, on 15 April 1993 in
continuing conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
in the area.
ZULU, Fikile , an ANC supporter, was shot dead on 2
August 1992 when armed men wearing balaclavas
attacked several homes in Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal. See ESIKHAWINI ATTACKS.
ZULU, Funani Dina (48), was shot and injured in
NDWEDWE, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 24 April 1990 in
intense conflict between Inkatha and ANC supporters
in the area.
ZULU, Fuzuyise Sakhile (41), had his home burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZULU, Hendry (22), was shot and injured in
Wesselton, Ermelo, Tvl, on 29 July 1990 by IFP-
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aligned B LACK CAT gang members in clashes during a
rent boycott in the area. On that day gang members
were seen walking from Ermelo to Wesselton
brandishing pangas.
ZULU, Herbert Mkononzeni (31), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death by named IFP supporters in
Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on 19
December 1992.
ZULU, Herbert Nhlanhla Solomon
(41), an ANC
branch secretary, was shot dead on 29 February 1992
by named IFP supporters who ambushed him while
he was driving in the Mahasheni area, near Estcourt,
Natal.
ZULU, Jabu Joyce (50), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZULU, Jabulani , was shot by Inkatha supporters and
members of the SAP in Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near
Durban, on 5 February 1988, allegedly because he did
not attend an Inkatha meeting.
ZULU, James Madlala , was shot dead by members
of the SAP in Kagiso, Tvl, on 19 August 1990 during
violent conflict between residents and hostel-dwellers.
Hostel-dwellers were coerced into IFP membership
and relations between the two groups became
increasingly strained.
ZULU, Johannes (44), was shot dead on 24 August
1993 in Tokoza, Tvl, allegedly by IFP supporters, during
ongoing political conflict in the area.
ZULU, Joyce (39), had her house destroyed by IFP
supporters in Alexandra, Johannesburg, in January
1991 during conflict between IFP and ANC supporters.
ZULU, Julia (58), lost her house in an arson attack at
Eshowe, Natal, on 23 March 1994, in political conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters during the run-up to
the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
ZULU, Khumalo , an ANC supporter, died after being
stabbed with cultural weapons and then shot by IFP
supporters at Port Shepstone, Natal, on 10 May 1992.
ZULU, Linda Montgomery (31), an ANC supporter,
had his house in Ixopo, Natal, burnt down by Inkatha
supporters on 13 June 1990.
ZULU, Lindiwe Francisca (23), a UDF supporter, was
detained at Newcastle, Natal, between June 1986 and
March 1987 after being arrested on suspicion of
burning down a police assistant’s house. While in
detention, she was placed in solitary confinement and
had to sleep on the floor for six months.
ZULU, Lucy (29), was shot dead in NDWEDWE, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 24 April 1990, in intense conflict
between Inkatha and ANC supporters. The family
home was burnt down in the attack.
ZULU, Mabathu Enoch (55), a PAC supporter, was
imprisoned in October 1988 on Robben Island, Cape
Town. He had been charged for his involvement in the
killing of a headman in Cofimvaba, Transkei. He was
sentenced to death, but was released as a political
prisoner in 1991 and granted amnesty in 1992.
ZULU, Madaleni Agnes (47), had her house burnt down
by ANC supporters in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
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on 12 February 1990, in political conflict in the area.
ZULU, Mankankane V eronica (69), an ANC supporter,
had her six rondavels in Ixopo, Natal, burnt down by
IFP supporters in July 1993.
ZULU, Maureen (46), had her house in Pietermaritzburg burnt down by Inkatha supporters on 1 February
1988, in intensifying political conflict in the area.
ZULU, Maxwell , was shot and injured by an IFP
member during political conflict at Izingolweni, Port
Shepsone, Natal, on 19 May 1991. An amnesty
applicant testified that he shot Mr Zulu because he
believed him to be an ANC supporter. He was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0339).
ZULU, Mehlakazulu , an employee of Rand Water,
was shot and injured by members of an ANC selfdefence unit (SDU) while he was travelling in a taxi
past the informal settlement of Phola Park in Tokoza,
Tvl, on 26 February 1992. Four people died and eight
were injured. One SDU member was granted amnesty
for the attack on the taxi (AC/1999/0225).
ZULU, Mr (first name not given), was shot and injured
by a named IFP supporter on 18 November 1993 when
he pursued an attacker who had just shot dead a fellow
worker at their place of employment in Maqongqo,
Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg. The incident
occurred during ongoing political conflict in the area.
ZULU, Mthembeni Christopher (25), was shot dead
by a named IFP supporter at Port Shepstone, Natal, on
24 March 1994, in political conflict during the run-up to
the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS. Mr Zulu’s father was
believed to be an ANC supporter.
ZULU, Muzi Stephane (26), had his house burnt down
in Nyanini, KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, in April 1994
in political conflict between IFP and ANC supporters
during the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
ZULU, Muzikayise Khoncwane , was abducted and
killed by Inkatha supporters in Port Shepstone, Natal,
on 23 March 1990, allegedly because he was friendly
with ANC supporters.
ZULU, Myekeni Joseph (45), had his house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994. See
SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZULU, Mzovukayo Clif for d (24), had his house at
Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near Durban, damaged and
vandalised in an attack by IFP supporters and
members of the KWAZULU P OLICE on 4 August 1992.
Both his two-year-old daughters were shot in the
attack; one died.
ZULU, Mzwanele Protas (20), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by named IFP supporters and
members of the KWAZULU P OLICE in Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 30 March 1994, during the run-up to the
APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
ZULU, Ndawo Alfr ed, was shot in NDWEDWE, KwaZulu,
near Durban, on 24 April 1990, in intense conflict
between Inkatha and ANC supporters in the area.
ZULU, Nhlanhla (30), an ANC supporter, was shot
and injured by IFP supporters in Esikhawini, KwaZulu,
near Empangeni, Natal, on 2 August 1992. See
ESIKHAWINI ATTACKS.
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ZULU, Nhlanhla , was shot dead by named IFP
supporters in Wembezi, KwaZulu, near Estcourt, Natal,
in 1993, allegedly because he was a member of the
Wembezi Crisis Committee, which was perceived to
be a threat to KwaZulu officials and the IFP.
ZULU, Nkosinathi Clif ford (21), was shot dead in an
attack on CONTRALESA Chief Molefe’s homestead at
Nqutu, KwaZulu, near Vryheid, Natal, on 7 November
1993. The attack was allegedly motivated by Molefe’s
refusal to call up men in his area to defend the IFP. An
IFP leader was implicated in the attack. Eleven ANC
youths were killed and seven injured.
ZULU, Nkosingiphile Bajabulile (30), a UDF supporter,
was shot and injured in Inanda, near KwaMashu,
Durban, on 25 November 1989, when unidentified
persons attacked UDF supporters after a UDF meeting
in the area.
ZULU, Nobahle Gloria (44), had her house burnt
down in KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near Durban, in
1988, allegedly because her husband was a local
councillor. Conflict between UDF and Inkatha
supporters was intensifying in the area at the time.
ZULU, Nomadinyana (63), an ANC supporter, had her
house in Port Shepstone, Natal, burnt down by IFP
supporters on 5 May 1991. Political violence in the
area claimed the lives of at least 31 people in April and
May 1991, and rendered about 200 people homeless.
ZULU, Nomagoli Annie (68), was shot and injured by
SPECIAL CONSTABLES who attacked an all-night prayer
vigil at Trust Feeds, New Hanover, Pietermaritzburg,
on 3 December 1988. See T RUST F EEDS MASSACRE. The
station commander at New Hanover police station,
who also chaired the local JMC, was granted amnesty
for the attack (AC/1996/0011).
ZULU, Nomnyango (42), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP members in Gamalakhe,
KwaZulu, near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 7 April 1991.
ZULU, Nomusa Mildred (32), lost her house at Ixopo,
Natal, in an arson attack during ongoing conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in February 1992.
ZULU, Nomusa Pia (41), was stabbed and severely
injured by unidentified attackers in Sinyabusi, KwaZulu,
near Eshowe, Natal, in December 1992. Four months
earlier, her house had been burnt down by IFP
supporters in Dokodweni, KwaZulu, near Gingindlovu,
Natal, allegedly because of her husband’s support for
the ANC.
ZULU, Nonhlanhla Thandazile
(39), was shot and
injured on 2 August 1992 when armed men wearing
balaclavas attacked several homes in Esikhawini,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal. See ESIKHAWINI ATTACKS.
ZULU, Nonhlanhla , an ANCYL member, was shot by
IFP supporters in Port Shepstone, Natal, on 17 April
1994 while canvassing voters for the APRIL 1994
ELECTIONS.
ZULU, Nqamulile D (46), an IFP supporter, had her
house burnt down at Haladu, Nqutu, KwaZulu, near
Vryheid, Natal, on 20 April 1994, a week before the
APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS. The homes of several ANC
supporters had been burnt down earlier that day.
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ZULU, Ntombela Robson (36), had her house in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down
during March 1993 in ongoing political conflict
between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
ZULU, Ntombikayise (18), an IFP supporter, was shot
dead by ANC supporters in Mondlo, KwaZulu, near
Vryheid, Natal, on 22 March 1994, during the run-up to
the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
ZULU, Ntombo (50), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu,
Durban, during ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area in 1992.
ZULU, Ntombo Ellen (43), an ANC supporter, was
stabbed and had her house burnt down by IFP
supporters in Port Shepstone, Natal, in May 1991.
ZULU, Oscar , a member of the Sibongile Civic
Association, was detained at Waterval and Newcastle
prisons in Natal from June 1986. The Sibongile Civic
Association was leading a rates boycott at the time.
ZULU, Penuel , an employee of Rand Water, was shot
and injured by members of an ANC self-defence unit
(SDU) while he was travelling in a taxi past the
informal settlement of Phola Park in Tokoza, Tvl, on 26
February 1992. Four people died and eight were
injured. One SDU member was granted amnesty for
the attack on the taxi (AC/1999/0225).
ZULU, Peter , was shot dead by ANC supporters in
Tembisa, Tvl, on 13 March 1993 because he was a
member of the IFP-aligned TOASTER GANG.
ZULU, Phillip , died from multiple wounds in Hillbrow
hospital, Johannesburg, after an attack in September 1979.
ZULU, Phuzukwenaba Leonar d (37), an Inkatha
supporter, had his house at Richmond Farm, near
KwaMashu, Durban, set alight on 11 February 1990 in
intense political conflict between ANC and Inkatha
supporters in the area. See RICHMOND FARMARSON ATTACKS.
ZULU, Prince Cyril Bonginkosi (28), an ANC
supporter, was stabbed by IFP supporters in Durban
on 15 February 1992.
ZULU, Prince Petr os, an ANC supporter, was killed in
a targeted attack by IFP suppporters during political
conflict at Ulundi, KwaZulu/Natal, during 1993. In the
attack his wife and domestic were injured. One
perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/217).
ZULU, Sabbinan Makhosazana , had his house and tuck
shop in Empangeni, Natal, burnt down by IFP supporters
during political conflict in the area in June 1991.
ZULU, Samuel Themba (20), an ANCYL member,
was stabbed and severely injured by Inkatha members
in Wembezi, KwaZulu, near Estcourt, Natal, in April
1990. Mr Zulu was forced to flee from the area.
ZULU, Shabane Zibokwakhe (37), an IFP supporter, was
shot dead by ANC supporters in Gamalakhe, KwaZulu,
near Port Shepstone, Natal, on 15 August 1992.
ZULU, Shadrack Lindela , was interrogated, assaulted
and stabbed to death by four members of an ANC
self-defence unit (SDU) in Nokweja, Ixopo, Natal, on
15 July 1993. Mr Zulu had been an ANC supporter but
was suspected of joining the IFP. One SDU member
was granted amnesty (AC/1998/0105).
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ZULU, Siboniso Phumlani (32), an ANCYL leader,
was shot dead by named members of the KWAZULU
POLICE in Umlazi, Durban, on 13 February 1990.
ZULU, Signoria Thembani (16), an IFP supporter,
was shot and injured, allegedly by ANC supporters, in
Port Shepstone, Natal, on 4 September 1992. See
NYANGWINI ATTACK.
ZULU, Sikhumbuzo (24), an ANC supporter, was shot
and stabbed to death by Inkatha supporters, some of
whom are named, in Mlozane, Port Shepstone, Natal,
on 13 January 1990.
ZULU, Sindisiwe Ntombi (28), had her house burnt
down by Inkatha supporters in Inanda, near KwaMashu,
Durban, in intensifying political conflict during 1985.
ZULU, Sinenhlanhla (21), had his house at Empangeni,
Natal, partially burnt down and his belongings stolen in
an attack by ANC supporters on 11 February 1992
during ongoing political conflict in the area.
ZULU, Sipho David (62), an ANC supporter, was
burnt to death in Umgababa, KwaZulu, near Durban,
on 6 September 1992 in ongoing conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
ZULU, Sipo Isaac (49), had his house at Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, set alight and shot at on 24
April 1990. The intense conflict between the ANC and
IFP in the area at that time displaced thousands of
people from the area.
ZULU, Sizwe Moses (27), an ANC supporter, was
assaulted and detained by the SAP in Ntuze, KwaZulu,
near Empangeni, Natal, on 11 April 1990, allegedly
because of his support for the ANC. In 1991, Mr Zulu
had his house ransacked and his property destroyed in
KwaDlangezwa, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, by
members of the ISU, who were allegedly raiding the
house for weapons.
ZULU, Thabane Richard (41), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured when members of the Orde
Boerevolk opened fire with automatic weapons on a
passenger bus in Durban on 9 October 1990. Seven
people were killed and 27 injured in the attack. See
PUTCO BUS ATTACK. Amnesty was granted to two of the
three applicants and refused to the leader of the unit
(AC/1997/0053).
ZULU, Thandi Henrietah (53), an ANC supporter, had
her house at Ekuthuleni, Umlazi, Durban, burnt down
by IFP supporters on 2 February 1992. See EKUTHULENI
ATTACKS.
ZULU, Themba Petronella (19), was shot with rubber
bullets by members of the SAP in KwaThema, Tvl, on
22 October 1984 during clashes between students
and police in the area.
ZULU, Thembane Richard (40), was severely injured
when members of the Orde Boerevolk opened fire
with automatic weapons on a passenger bus in
Durban on 9 October 1990. Seven people were killed
and 27 injured in the attack. See PUTCO BUS ATTACK.
Amnesty was granted to two of the three applicants
and refused to the leader of the unit (AC/1997/0053).
ZULU, Thembelihle (2), was shot dead by members
of the KWAZULU POLICE in Umbumbulu, KwaZulu, near
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Durban, on 4 August 1992 during ongoing political
conflict in the area.
ZULU, Thembelihle , was raped in Empangeni, Natal,
in August 1992 during ongoing conflict between IFP
and ANC supporters.
ZULU, Thembeni Faith , had her house in Eshowe,
Natal, burnt down and her possessions destroyed during
political conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in
March 1994, in the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
ZULU, Thembi , had her home in Nyanini, KwaZulu,
near Eshowe, Natal, burnt down in October 1993
during ongoing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
ZULU, Thembinkosi (19), an ANC supporter, was
killed in Lindelani, near KwaMashu, Durban, on 24
March 1990, in political conflict between ANC and
Inkatha supporters in the area.
ZULU, Thembinkosi Bafana , an IFP supporter, was
shot dead when members of an ANC self-defence unit
(SDU) opened fire on IFP supporters on their way to a
meeting at the Tokoza stadium on the East Rand, Tvl,
on 8 September 1991. Sixteen people were killed and
ten were injured in the attack. One SDU member was
granted amnesty for the attack (AC/1999/00225). See
TOKOZA ATTACKS.
ZULU, Thembinkosi Enoch (26), was beaten and
stabbed by IFP supporters in Ezakheni, KwaZulu, near
Ladysmith, Natal, in August 1992 in ongoing political
conflict in the area.
ZULU, Thembinkosi Henry , a UDF supporter, had his
house looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a
group of Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters
and residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in spite of a heavy police and military presence.
Fourteen people were killed and at least 120 homes
burnt down. One former IFP member was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
ZULU, Thobile Muriel (19), had her home burnt down
by UDF supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near
Durban, in intensifying political conflict in the area in
October 1987.
ZULU, Thoko Beauty , suffered severe ill-treatment and
damage to property during the BOIPATONGMASSACRE by IFP
supporters in Boipatong, near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, on 17
June 1992, which left 45 people dead and 27 seriously
injured. Thirteen perpetrators were granted amnesty; a
further three applications were refused (AC/2000/209).
ZULU, Thulani (25), an ANC supporter, was burnt to
death next to Denver hostel, Johannesburg, on 1 April
1994 during conflict between IFP and ANC supporters.
ZULU, Thulani Manfr ed, lost his house in Eshowe,
Natal, in an arson attack on 23 March 1994 during
political conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in
the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
ZULU, Thulasizwe Innocent (33), a UDF supporter,
was shot and stabbed to death in Umlazi, Durban, in
March 1984 in intensifying conflict between UDF and
Inkatha supporters in the area.
ZULU, Umbuso Errol (23), was beaten up and shot
dead by members of the SAP in Dube, Soweto,
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Johannesburg, on 2 October 1990 after police found
him and two friends in possession of an illegal firearm.
ZULU, Vusi Bhutiza (21), an ANC supporter, had his
house in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down
by IFP supporters early in 1991. Both his parents burnt
to death in the attack. Subsequently, on 1 June 1991,
Mr Zulu was assaulted by members of the SAP and
accused of avenging the deaths of his parents.
ZULU, Vusumuzi Petr os, was shot dead by ANC
supporters in Enseleni, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, on 10 August 1992 in continuing political conflict
in the area.
ZULU, Yanizana Bethah (42), an ANC supporter, had
her house at Empangeni, Natal, destroyed in an arson
attack by IFP supporters on 13 April 1992.
ZULU, Zantombazana Beslina (39), had her home in
Hopewell, Ixopo, Natal, burnt down in March 1992 in
ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters,
allegedly because her son was an active ANC supporter.
ZULU, Zephetheni Alexia (45), lost her house and
livestock in an arson attack by IFP supporters during
political conflict at Ixopo, Natal, on 22 July 1993.
ZULU, Zimiphi Hlengiwe (23), an Inkatha supporter,
had her house burnt down by UDF supporters in
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 7 May 1988.
ZUMA, Agnes (42), an Inkatha supporter, was
stabbed and her house was set alight by ANC
supporters during political conflict in the Zamani
settlement, Umlazi, near Durban, on 3 May 1989.
ZUMA, Albert Mandlenkosi (42), was stabbed to
death by IFP supporters who attacked his home in
KwaNxamalala, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, on 25
September 1990. Mr Zuma lived in an ANC
stronghold. His neighbour was also killed in the attack.
ZUMA, Amos (21), and ANC supporter, had his home
in Richmond, Natal, burnt down in April 1992 in ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
ZUMA, Andreas Bongi (18), was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Meadowlands, Soweto,
Johannesburg, on 16 August 1990. After the launch of
the IFP in July 1990 and its drive to recruit members
on the Rand, cordial relations between residents and
hostel-dwellers were replaced with increasing conflict
based on ethnicity, residential area and political
affiliation.
ZUMA, Anna (55), an ANC member, had her house at
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, petrol-bombed
by IFP supporters in 1990.
ZUMA, Batsakile (50), an IFP supporter, was shot
dead when ANC supporters attacked her home in
Phatheni, Richmond, Natal, on 10 July 1993. Seven
occupants, including family members and neighbours
who had taken shelter at the house because it was
fenced, were killed, and three were injured.
ZUMA, Beatrice Makhosazane (33), a UDF supporter,
had her home burnt down by Inkatha supporters in
March 1990 in KwaZayeka, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, in the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
ZUMA, Bheki (40), an ANC supporter, was stabbed
and shot dead by IFP supporters in Bruntville, near
Mooi River, Natal, on 20 April 1991.
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ZUMA, Bongani Petros (21), an ANC supporter, had
his home burnt down by IFP supporters after an IFP
rally in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 14 April 1991.
ZUMA, Bonginkosi (27), was burnt to death when his
mother’s homestead in Inchanga, Natal, was attacked
and burnt down by UDF supporters on 27 June 1988.
His mother was an IFP supporter.
ZUMA, Bonginkosi Joseph , a UDF supporter, had his
house looted and set alight on 6 April 1990 when a
group of Inkatha supporters attacked UDF supporters
and residents at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban,
in spite of a heavy police and military presence.
Fourteen people were killed and at least 120 homes
burnt down. One former IFP member was granted
amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
ZUMA, Busisiwe Catherine (66), had her house burnt
down when IFP supporters attacked homes in an ANC
stronghold in KwaNxamalala, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, on 25 September 1990. Ms Zuma’s
son and a neighbour were stabbed and shot to death
in the attack.
ZUMA, Charles Bhekamazuma (31), an ANC
supporter, had his house in Mahwaqa, near Port
Shepstone, Natal, burnt down by named Inkatha
supporters on 10 February 1990 in intense conflict
following the UNBANNING of political organisations on 2
February.
ZUMA, Christopher (34), was stabbed and injured by
IFP supporters who attacked the home of his uncle,
an ANC supporter, in Ngwelezana, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 23 February 1991. Three family
members were killed in the attack.
ZUMA, Collin Sqiro , was injured by a member of an
ANC self-defence unit (SDU) in Soweto,
Johannesburg, on 3 October 1992. One SDU member
was granted amnesty (AC/1998/090).
ZUMA, Dingaan Job (71), was shot dead by members
of the SAP in Katlehong, Tvl, on July 31 1993 after the
death of a sangoma and IFP member who was killed
by a Katlehong self-defence unit. IFP supporters
attacked residents at random in retaliation. Mr Zuma
was shot dead when police intervened.
ZUMA, Dinguyise Nicholas (40), an ANC supporter,
had his house in Etsheni, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, burnt down by Inkatha supporters on 15 March
1990 in intense conflict following the UNBANNING of
political organisations on 2 February.
ZUMA, Dudu , was shot and killed by named IFP
supporters in Pietermaritzburg during intense political
conflict on 26 October 1991. The perpetrators were
allegedly looking for Ms Zuma’s cousins, who stayed
with her, but could not find them. They shot her dead
lest she identify them to the police.
ZUMA, Dumazile Mano (35), a UDF supporter, had
her house burnt down by named Inkatha supporters at
Hambanathi Township, near Stanger, Natal, in April
1985. She was also stoned and injured in the attack.
ZUMA, Ephraim (46), a UDF supporter, was attacked
with stones by fellow UDF supporters in Mpophomeni,
KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, in June 1985, as he
returned from work during the SARMCOL STRIKE.
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ZUMA, Eric , an ANC supporter, was stabbed to death
by alleged IFP supporters at Trust Feeds, New
Hanover, near Pietermaritzburg, on 20 June 1991.
ZUMA, Florence (36), had her house in Howick, Natal,
burnt down by Inkatha supporters on 10 July 1990. The
previous day her son had died after being beaten by
Inkatha supporters, They allegedly believed him to have
knowledge of a planned ANC attack on Inkatha supporters.
ZUMA, Jabulani Phillip Zuma
(18), was beaten to
death by Inkatha supporters in Howick, Natal, on 9
July 1990. The perpetrators allegedly believed him to
have knowledge of a planned ANC attack on Inkatha
supporters.
ZUMA, Jacob Maxwell Mthokozisi (22), an ANC
supporter, was shot and fatally wounded in the head by
IFP supporters in Howick, Natal, on 11 January 1991.
ZUMA, Jeremiah (43), an ANC supporter, was killed
when SACP supporters threw a hand grenade into his
home in Wembezi, KwaZulu, near Estcourt, Natal, on
15 March 1994 in the course of a serious internal feud
within the local branch of the ANC-SACP alliance.
ZUMA, John Nkosinathi Fana (20), was shot and
injured by members of the SAP in Mpophomeni,
KwaZulu, near Howick, Natal, in January 1992 at a
time of ongoing tension between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area. Police members, who were
patrolling the area, allegedly opened fire randomly.
ZUMA, Makholwa Elliot (44), an ANC supporter, had
his house in KwaMnyandu, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, burnt down on 28 March 1990, in the SEVEN-DAY
WAR.
ZUMA, Makhosi Evelina (37), an ANC supporter, was
shot and severely injured by named Inkatha supporters
in Greytown, Natal, on 5 May 1987.
ZUMA, Maria Nontombi , an IFP supporter, was shot
and injured, allegedly by ANC supporters, in Katlehong,
Tvl, in 1993. Ms Zuma miscarried three months into
her pregnancy as a result of the shooting.
ZUMA, Mbha , an IFP supporter, was shot dead when
ANC supporters attacked her home in Phatheni,
Richmond, Natal, on 10 July 1993. Seven occupants,
including family members and neighbours who had
taken shelter at the house because it was fenced,
were killed, and three were injured.
ZUMA, Mduduzi Linus (18), an IFP supporter, was
shot dead by members of the SADF at Wembezi,
KwaZulu, near Estcourt, Natal, on 18 March 1994.
ZUMA, Michael Sipho (25), an ANC supporter, was
shot by Inkatha supporters, at Ashdown, KwaZulu,
near Pietermaritzburg, on 28 March 1990, during the
SEVEN-DAY WAR.
ZUMA, Mishack Mdi , was shot dead in KwaMashu,
Durban, in October 1993, while in hiding after an arson
attack by IFP supporters on his home in Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban.
ZUMA, Mkheshe Cashina (54), an IFP supporter,
escaped a shooting and petrol bomb attack on her
house by ANC supporters at Inchanga, Natal, in
August 1990.
ZUMA, Mkhululeni Caiphus (44), a UDF supporter,
was intimidated and had his home destroyed in an
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arson attack by Inkatha supporters in Swayimane,
Table Mountain, near Pietermaritzburg, in April 1991.
ZUMA, Mnukwa Paulinus (44), was doused in petrol
and burnt when named Inkatha supporters attacked
the family home in Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, in
September 1988, allegedly because they were
perceived to have UDF sympathies. Two other family
members were shot and injured in the attack.
ZUMA, Mshungula Lawrence (62), an ANC
supporter, lost his house in an arson attack by Inkatha
supporters at Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near Howick,
Natal, during 1987.
ZUMA, Mthandeni Emmanuel (19), an ANC supporter,
was killed by Inkatha supporters in Engonyameni, near
Umlazi, Durban, on 27 January 1988.
ZUMA, Muzinokuthula Jeremiah (24), a UDF
supporter, had his house at KwaShange, KwaZulu,
near Pietermaritzburg, burnt down on 28 March 1990,
in the SEVEN-DAY WAR.
ZUMA, Ndabazakhe (60), was shot dead by IFP
supporters in Gomane, near Impendle, Natal, on 15
April 1994, a fortnight before the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS,
allegedly while trying to prevent the perpetrators from
abducting his grandson, an ANC supporter.
ZUMA, Ngezeleni Ger tr ude (60), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZUMA, Nomakhowe Norah (55), was shot and
injured, and had her house petrol-bombed, by IFP
supporters in Wembezi, KwaZulu, near Estcourt, Natal,
on 7 November 1991. Ms Zuma believed the attack to
be an attempt to force her exiled son, an ANC
supporter, to return home.
ZUMA, Nongilandi Gugu , was shot and stabbed to
death by IFP supporters in an attack on a home of ANC
supporters at Ngwelezana, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, on 31 May 1991. Two other family members
were killed in the attack, and one was critically injured.
ZUMA, Nontethelelo (9), was shot dead by ANC
supporters at Phatheni, Richmond, Natal, on 10 July
1993 during continiuing political conflict in the area.
ZUMA, Nora , was stabbed to death by Inkatha
supporters in KwaMafunza, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, in May 1990. Ms Zuma’s husband
had allegedly clashed with a political leader who had
accused him of being a UDF supporter.
ZUMA, Nosihle Viola (25), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZUMA, Ntombi (41), had her house in Georgedale,
Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, burnt down on 7
October 1988 in intense conflict between Inkatha and
UDF supporters.
ZUMA, Ntombikayise Gladys (42), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Gezubuso, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, in July
1991. One person was injured and eight houses were
set alight when IFP supporters launched an attack on
ANC supporters in the area.
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ZUMA, Patrick (35), was shot dead by Inkatha
supporters at Imbali, Pietermaritzburg, on 1 April 1990,
during the SEVEN -DAY WAR.
ZUMA, Paulos Bonginkosi , had his house burnt down
by IFP supporters in Bhambayi, near KwaMashu,
Durban, in February 1993, in ongoing political conflict
between the ‘RED’ AND ‘GREEN’ FACTIONS.
ZUMA, Phineas Thulani (29), was shot and injured by
KWAZ ULU POLICE members, accompanied by a
prominent Inkatha supporter, who came to his home
in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, during 1988,
looking for his brother.
ZUMA, Phumele Euginia (31), a UDF supporter, had
her home in Mpumuza, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzburg, burnt down by Inkatha supporters in 1987.
ZUMA, Pintsholi Elias (51), was stabbed to death by
IFP supporters in Bruntville, near Mooi River, Natal, on
9 June 1991. See BRUNTVILLE ATTACKS.
ZUMA, Sandile (20), was shot and injured by IFP
supporters during political conflict at Bhambayi, near
KwaMashu, Durban, on 27 July 1993.
ZUMA, Scebi (18), a UDF supporter, was shot dead
during political conflict between Inkatha and UDF
supporters in KwaZulu/Natal, during May 1987.
ZUMA, Senzo (19), an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by IFP supporters in Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near
Howick, Natal, on 9 August 1991, shortly after a peace
meeting.
ZUMA, Siboniso (6), was shot dead by ANC
supporters at Phatheni, Richmond, Natal, on 10 July
1993 in ongoing political conflict in the area.
ZUMA, Sifiso Phillip (32), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by IFP supporters in Umlazi, Durban, on 24
March 1994, in the run-up to the A PRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
ZUMA, Thabile (20), was shot dead by members of
the SAP in Isipingo, Natal, in a shoot-out between the
police and ANC supporters on 22 July 1992. Four others,
including her husband, an ANC supporter who was
wanted by the police, were also killed in the shoot-out.
ZUMA, Thandeka Dorah (1), was shot and injured
when her parents’ house in Gezubuso, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, was attacked by IFP supporters on
11 March 1990. Her twin sister was also shot and
injured, and the girls’ nanny was shot dead in the attack.
ZUMA, Thandekile Dorah (1), was shot and injured
when her parents’ house in Gezubuso, KwaZulu, near
Pietermaritzburg, was attacked by IFP supporters on
11 March 1990. Her twin sister was also shot and
injured, and the girls’ nanny was shot dead in the attack.
ZUMA, Thembani Doris (32), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in KwaNxamalala, KwaZulu, near Pietermaritzbuºrg, during
1990.
ZUMA, Thembekile Annatoria (42), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Pietermaritzburg burnt down by
named IFP supporters on 4 January 1994.
ZUMA, Tshelubani (50), was shot dead by unidentified persons in KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near
Durban, on 22 December 1990, allegedly because he
was staying in a councillor’s house. The house was
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also set alight in the attack, which occurred during
intense conflict between ANC and IFP supporters.
ZUMA, Ziboyile W innie , had her car set alight alight
and house looted by Inkatha supporters during intense
political violence in Woodyglen, Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, on 11 February 1990, the same
day Nelson Mandela was released from prison. Ten
people were killed in the fighting which lasted for a
week. See MPUMALANGA ATTACKS. A former IFP
member was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
ZUNGA, Emily Mpolai (106), developed breathing
problems after her house in Sharpeville, Vereeniging,
Tvl, was tear-gassed by members of the SAP on 3
September 1984 during a stayaway to protest against
rent increases in the area.
ZUNGA, Maude Nonhlahla , died after teargas was
fired into her home by members of the SAP in
Sharpeville, Vereeniging, Tvl, on 3 September 1984.
The incident occurred during a rent boycott and
protests against local councillors in the VAAL UPRISING.
ZUNGU, Andretta Lilly (55), an ANC supporter, had her
house burnt down by IFP supporters in KwaMbonambi,
KwaZulu, near Richards Bay, Natal, on 3 March 1994,
during the run-up to the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
ZUNGU, Angeline Nokuzola (54), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Nokweja, Ixopo, Natal, burnt down by
IFP supporters in July 1993. One of her sons was shot
and killed, and another was shot and injured in the attack.
ZUNGU, Anna Dutshuliwe (53), an ANC supporter,
was severely beaten by an IFP supporter in Natal on 3
August 1993.
ZUNGU, Bangani Thandi , had her house destroyed
in an arson attack by IFP supporters at NDWEDWE,
KwaZulu, near Durban, in January 1991, in ongoing
political conflict in the area.
ZUNGU, Bonakele Qondeni (59), had her house burnt
down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo, Ndwedwe,
KwaZulu, near Durban, in March 1994. See S ONKOMBO
ARSON ATTACKS.
ZUNGU, Boy (36), an ANC supporter, lost his home at
Mzimhlope Hostel, Soweto, Johannesburg, in an
attack by IFP supporters on 19 August 1990. IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers tried to remove all political
opponents from their hostel during intense conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters.
ZUNGU, Cynthia Ntombifuthi (22), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Molokohlo, near Verulam, Natal, looted
and vandalised by IFP supporters in March 1993.
ZUNGU, Dankie Makhosonke (39), was shot dead in
Empangeni, Natal, on 3 June 1993 during continuing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
The family home was burnt down on the same day.
ZUNGU, Dumisani Er nest, an ANC supporter, was
shot dead in KwaDlangezwa, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 6 September 1993 in ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
ZUNGU, Ethel Busisiwe Thandile (40), an Inkatha
supporter, had her home in KwaMashu, Durban,
destroyed in an arson attack by UDF supporters on 21
August 1989.
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ZUNGU, Evens Zikhauleni (41), an IFP supporter,
was stabbed and then shot dead by ANC supporters in
Soweto, Johannesburg, on 22 December 1993.
ZUNGU, Jabulani , was stabbed to death by UDF
supporters on 30 August 1989 in Mpumalanga,
KwaZulu, near Durban, during intense political conflict
in the area.
ZUNGU, Khulu (27), died when he was stabbed, shot
and set alight by named UDF supporters in Inanda,
near KwaMashu, Durban, on 6 December 1989. He
was allegedly attacked because he refused to take
sides in the political conflict.
ZUNGU, Lucky Nhlanhla , was shot dead in
Empangeni, Natal, on 25 September 1993 in ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
ZUNGU, Lucky Raphael (21), an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by named IFP supporters in Nokweja, Ixopo,
Natal, in July 1993. His mother’s home was burnt down
and his brother was shot and injured in the attack.
ZUNGU, Mangalisiwe Simangele (42), lost her home
in Empangeni, Natal, in an arson attack on 3 June 1993.
Her husband was shot dead on the same day, in ongoing
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in the area.
ZUNGU, Mbongeni Absalom (42), an ANC supporter,
had his house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZUNGU, Mfanomncane (17), was shot dead on 21
January 1993 in Mevamhlophe, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, during ongoing conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
ZUNGU, Mhambiseni Jeremiah (52), was killed by
IFP supporters at KwaMthethwa, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, on 6 June 1993 in ongoing political
conflict in the area.
ZUNGU, Mholeni Amon (36), an Inkatha supporter,
had his house at Richmond Farm, near KwaMashu,
Durban, destroyed by ANC supporters on 11 February
1990. See RICHMOND FARM ARSON ATTACKS.
ZUNGU, Mlungisi Russell (21), a UDF supporter, was
shot dead by Inkatha supporters in Imbali,
Pietermaritzburg, on 26 January 1990. Mr Zungu had
fled his home in fear of his life, but was killed when
he returned home to see his family.
ZUNGU, Moses Sipho , a member of the SAP, was
injured when MK operatives opened fire on and threw
hand grenades at the Orlando police station in
Soweto, Johannesburg, on 2 November 1979. Three
MK operatives were granted amnesty for the attack
(AC/2000/195).
ZUNGU, Msizi (5), was severely burnt when IFP
supporters poured boiling water over him during an
attack on his family home in Empangeni, Natal, on 26
March 1992 in ongoing political conflict in the area.
ZUNGU, Mtukabongwa Sikhendle
(59), was shot
dead in Mevamhlophe, KwaZulu, near Empangeni,
Natal, in ongoing conflict between ANC and IFP
supporters in the area during 1993.
ZUNGU, Ngitholiwe (49), had her home in Ndaleni,
Richmond, Natal, destroyed on 15 March 1991 in
continuing conflict between ANC and IFP supporters
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in the area. She and her husband were forced to flee
the area.
ZUNGU, Nicholas Thamsanqa Boyi , an ANC
supporter, was shot by IFP supporters in Ixopo, Natal,
in July 1993, allegedly because he resisted being
taken to an IFP training camp.
ZUNGU, Nkosencane Phineas , an IFP supporter, was
shot dead when members of an ANC self-defence unit
(SDU) opened fire on IFP supporters on their way to a
meeting at the Tokoza stadium on the East Rand, Tvl,
on 8 September 1991. Sixteen people were killed and
ten were injured in the attack. One SDU member was
granted amnesty for the attack (AC/1999/00225). See
TOKOZA ATTACKS.
ZUNGU, Nomsa , had her house at KwaKhoza,
KwaZulu, near Eshowe, Natal, burnt down in
November 1993 in ongoing conflict between ANC and
IFP supporters in the area.
ZUNGU, Ntandoyethu , an MK operative who had
returned to South Africa in the early 1980s,
disappeared from KwaMashu, Durban, in 1987. His
family has not seen or heard from him since, and he is
presumed dead.
ZUNGU, Phaphamile Buselaphi (40), had his home
in Lindelani, near KwaMashu, Durban, destroyed in an
arson attack in ongoing local conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters in 1993.
ZUNGU, Phillip (21), was shot dead by members of
the SAP on 16 June 1976 on the Orlando highway,
Soweto, Johannesburg, during the SOWETO UPRISING.
ZUNGU, Prudence Mphiwe (35), an IFP supporter,
had her house in Mevamhlophe, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, vandalised and set alight by ANC
supporters on 22 August 1993. The family fled the area
in fear of their lives when their home was destroyed.
ZUNGU, Qinisile Gabazile (39), an ANC supporter,
had her house burnt down by IFP supporters in
Sonkombo, Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16
March 1994. See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZUNGU, Qondeni (57), was killed in Phatheni, Richmond,
Natal, on 18 June 1993, during intense political conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
ZUNGU, Sabani Jongo , (28), an ANC supporter, had
her house burnt down by IFP supporters in Sonkombo,
Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 16 March 1994.
See SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
ZUNGU, Shayizandla Mfaniseni James
(37), had his
house burnt down at Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, in intense conflict between IFP and
ANC supporters in the area during 1992.
ZUNGU, Thoko Ntombi (44), a non-partisan, had her
home burnt down by unidentified perpetrators at
Mombazo, near Shakaville, Natal, in ongoing conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in the region in
December 1993.
ZUNGU, Thuleleni Joseline (34), an ANC supporter,
was stabbed to death by AMASINYORA vigilantes in
Bhoboyi, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 5 November 1993.
ZUNGU, T oti , had his home at Ndwedwe, KwaZulu,
near Durban, burnt down by IFP supporters in ongoing
political conflict in January 1991.
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ZUNGU, V eronica Vuyelwa (53), had her house near
KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down on 12 February 1990
in intense political conflict in the area. See RICHMOND
FARM ARSON ATTACKS.
ZUNGU, Victor Lungiswa , an ANC supporter, was
shot dead by named members of the KWAZULU P OLICE
in Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, in
February 1993. One of the perpetrators applied for
amnesty for his part in the attack.
ZUNGU, Vina Ncedi (27), was on the premises when
a limpet mine, planted by MK operatives, exploded
during lunchtime at the Wimpy restaurant in Benoni,
Tvl, on 30 July 1988. One woman was killed and at
least 66 people were injured. Four MK operatives
were granted amnesty for the planning and execution
of the attack (AC/1999/0294).
ZUNGU, Vokotwaca (55), was shot and injured, and
had her house burnt down on 5 April 1994 in Isithebe,
KwaZulu, near Mandini, Natal. Nine deaths and seven
injuries were recorded in the area that month due to
political conflict between ANC and IFP supporters
before and during the APRIL 1994 ELECTIONS.
ZUNGU, Yawuza Isaac (36), an IFP supporter, was
shot dead by ANC supporters in Mbabe, KwaZulu,
near Empangeni, Natal, on 20 May 1993.
ZUNGU, Zini , was shot and wounded when ANC
security guards opened fire from the ANC headquarters
at Shell House, Johannesburg, on a crowd of IFP
marchers, on 28 March 1994. At least nine marchers
were killed and around 100 injured. Ten ANC security
guards were granted amnesty (AC/2000/142).
ZUNGU, Zwelakhe (22), had his house in Ongoye,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, burnt down on 27
July 1992 in continuing conflict between IFP and ANC
supporters in the area.
ZUZANI, Desmond Lungelo (30), was shot when
members of the SAP opened fire on demonstrators in
Mossel Bay, Cape, on 5 May 1986. He was detained
for three months under emergency regulations upon his
discharge from hospital. He was charged with public
violence but was acquitted. See POLICE BRUTALITY.
ZWAKALA, Maqhubela Shadrack , a NUMSA
member, was shot in the eye in Lebohang, Leandra,
Tvl, on 5 May 1987 during conflict between Mpondoand Sotho-speaking mineworkers.
ZWANE (LEPHUTING), Moko Melita (26), had her
house burnt down by a member of the SAP in
Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 22 April 1986.
ZWANE, Aaron Mandlenkosi , an ANC supporter, was
shot dead on 26 October 1984 in Vosloorus, Tvl,
allegedly by members of the SAP as a result of his
political involvement in the township.
ZWANE, Aubrey (7), was tear-gassed and shot dead in
Sebokeng, Tvl, on 4 November 1992 during conflict
between ANC and IFP supporters in the area. Both his
parents, two siblings and a relative were killed in the
attack.
ZWANE, Austin Xolani (19), was shot dead by a
named member of the KWAZULU POLICE (KZP) in
Lamontville, Durban, in 1990. KZP members were
allegedly harassing the community at the time.
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ZWANE, Bekayiphi Nelson (24), was shot and
wounded in the back, hand and feet in May 1992 in
Vosloorus, Tvl, allegedly by members of the security
forces, during political conflict in the area.
ZWANE, Bekile Gladys (42), a UDF supporter, had her
house in KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near Durban,
burnt down by Inkatha supporters in December 1986.
Two of Ms Zwane’s sons, both UDF supporters, were
killed in political conflict in 1990.
ZWANE, Bhekani Johannes (30), an ANC supporter,
was shot dead on 20 January 1990 by SADF members
who were patrolling Inanda C Section, near KwaMashu,
Durban.
ZWANE, Bheki Patrick , an ANC supporter, was shot
and killed by a named Inkatha supporter in KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 29 April 1990.
ZWANE, Bhekizenso Bhekuyise (44), an IFP
supporter, had his house burnt down by ANC supporters
in Mevamhlophe, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, on
19 December 1992.
ZWANE, Bongani Jerome (14), was severely beaten
by KWAZULU POLICE members in KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban in 1986.
ZWANE, Botati Samuel , was stabbed to death and
his house was burnt down by a named perpetrator in
Alexandra, Johannesburg, on 22 April 1986 during
tension following clashes between community based
civic organisations and local councillors backed by police.
ZWANE, Boy Lucas , was severely assaulted by named
members of the SAP at his home in Wattville, Benoni,
Tvl, on 1 May 1986 and then detained and severely
tortured at Actonville police station. After his release
he was dragged behind a police vehicle and left in an
empty building. The police were allegedly retaliating
for the killing of a policeman by the community.
ZWANE, Busisiwe Alice (18), was shot and injured by
IFP supporters in Zwelibanzi, Paulpietersburg, Natal, in
ongoing political conflict on 18 November 1993. The
gunmen opened fire at a tavern, killing three people
and injuring eight, including Ms Zwane and her sister.
ZWANE, Buti Petro (27), was beaten by named
perpetrators, allegedly IFP supporters, on 10 October
1993 in Katlehong, Tvl, while returning from the
funeral of an ANC supporter.
ZWANE, Charles Bongani (20), an MK operative, was
detained repeatedly during 1989 in Protea, Soweto,
Johannesburg, because of his political activities.
ZWANE, Dorothy (52), an ANC supporter, was shot dead
in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 4 November 1992 during conflict
between IFP and ANC supporters. Her husband, three
children and a young relative were killed in the attack.
ZWANE, Elijah , an ANC supporter, was shot during
conflict between IFP and ANC supporters in Soweto,
Johannesburg, in May 1992. The family allege that Mr
Zwane’s life support system was tampered with by a
named perpetrator at Baragwanath hospital, Johannesburg, in May 1992 and he died as a result of this. Mr
Zwane had been detained several times before his death.
ZWANE, Elizabeth , was severely injured when a bomb,
planted by AWB members, exploded at a taxi rank on
the corner of Odendaal and Victoria Streets in
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Germiston, Tvl, on the 25 April 1994. Ten people were
killed and nine were injured in the blast. Four
perpetrators were granted amnesty (AC/1999/0342).
See RIGHT-WING ATTACKS.
ZWANE, Elphas Mbongeni (24), an IFP supporter,
was shot by ANC supporters in Wembezi, KwaZulu,
near Estcourt, Natal, and died in hospital on 5 October
1992. His mother’s home was burnt down in the same
attack.
ZWANE, Foli , was abducted and severely beaten by
alleged security force vigilantes in Leandra, Tvl, in
January 1986 during conflict between police and
scholars at Impumelelo Combined School.
ZWANE, Getroed Mar gar ettha (44), an ANC
supporter, lost her house in an arson attack by
members of the IFP-aligned TOASTER GANG in Tembisa,
Tvl, in June 1993.
ZWANE, Golova Elson (50), lost his home in an arson
attack by UDF supporters in Manzini Trust, Hazyview,
Tvl, on 5 June 1988.
ZWANE, Gun Solomon (50), had his shop looted and
set alight by ANC supporters in Siyathemba, near Balfour,
Tvl, on 1 May 1986. There was a stayaway that day in
the area to call for it to be declared a public holiday.
ZWANE, Hlome George (45), an ANC supporter, had his
house burnt down by Inkatha supporters in Ntshongweni,
KwaZulu, near Hammarsdale, Natal, in July 1988.
ZWANE, Jeremiah (20), was tear-gassed and survived
an attempted killing by two unidentified perpetrators in
Sebokeng, Tvl, on 4 November 1992. His parents,
three siblings and his cousin were killed in the attack
during political conflict in the area.
ZWANE, Jerome Bekenkosi (43), was injured when a
hand grenade exploded in a bus transporting workers
in Heidelberg, Tvl, on 28 September 1992. One person
was killed and 13 others were injured in the attack. A
labour dispute between striking COSATU-aligned FAWU
workers and non-striking IFP-aligned UWUSA workers
caused violent conflict from July to December 1992.
ZWANE, Johannes (65), was tear-gassed and shot
dead in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 11 November 1992 during
conflict between ANC and IFP supporters. His wife,
three children and a young relative were killed in the
attack.
ZWANE, Josiah Zwelakhe (22), an AZAPO supporter,
was arrested and detained in Sebokeng, Tvl, on 3
September 1984 during a rent boycott in the area.
Prior to his detention he was continually harassed by
the Special Branch.
ZWANE, Jwi , a leader of the BLACK CATS, was killed by
members of an ANC self-defence unit (SDU) in
Wesselton, Ermelo, Tvl, in July 1991. Several other
people were injured in the incident. Five SDU
members were granted amnesty (AC/98/0121).
ZWANE, Khathazile Ivy (64), an IFP supporter, had
her house in Wembezi, KwaZulu, near Estcourt, Natal,
burnt down by ANC supporters on 5 October 1992.
Her son was shot and fatally wounded in the same
attack.
ZWANE, Kutshwa Johanna (42), an ANC supporter,
was shot by IFP supporters in Daveyton, Tvl, on 15
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June 1992.
ZWANE, Lenah Tshidile (61), was shot and injured by
members of the SAP in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl,
on 1 March 1990 during conflict between police and
the community when police occupied the area.
ZWANE, Linda W illiam , a UDF supporter, was shot
dead by named members of the SAP in Nhlalakahle,
Greytown, Natal, on 1 July 1987, after police had
accused him and a friend of attacking Inkatha
supporters. His friend was also shot dead.
ZWANE, Lindani Steven (19), a UDF supporter, was
shot dead near his home in KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban, on 27 February 1990,
allegedly by members of the SAP, who constantly
harassed youths affiliated to the ANC. His brother was
shot dead two months later, by an IFP supporter.
ZWANE, Lindiwe Princess (18), lost her home in an
arson attack, allegedly carried out by IFP-supporting
hostel-dwellers, in May 1993 in Katlehong, Tvl, during
ongoing political conflict in the area.
ZWANE, Lungie , a Swazi citizen, lost the sight in an
eye when the car in which she was travelling was
attacked in a night-time ambush by named members
of the Eastern Transvaal Security Branch in Mbabane,
Swaziland, on 22 May 1987. Three persons were killed
in this attack and one other injured.
ZWANE, Mandlenkosi (21), an IFP supporter, was
shot dead, allegedly by ANC supporters, in Tokoza, Tvl,
on 16 August 1990.
ZWANE, Maureen (18), was shot dead on 4 November
1992 in Sebokeng, Tvl, during violence between IFPsupporting hostel-dwellers and ANC-supporting
residents. Both her parents, two siblings and a young
relative were killed in the attack.
ZWANE, May Precious (40), an ANC supporter and
member of the Wembezi Crisis Committee, was
stabbed, beaten and had her house burnt down by IFP
supporters in Mahashini, near Estcourt, Natal, on 2
June 1992. The perpetrators tried to enter the hospital
in which Ms Zwane was being treated, allegedly in order
to kill her. She was transferred to another hospital.
ZWANE, Meli , was attacked by an IFP member during
political violence at Wesseslton, Eastern Tvl, in 1991.
One perpetrator was granted amnesty (AC/1999/0332).
ZWANE, Michael Mzikayifani (30), an ANC supporter,
had his house destroyed in an arson attack by Inkatha
supporters at KwaMashu, Durban, on 2 January 1990.
ZWANE, Mqiniseni Simon (14), was shot and
seriously injured by a named Special Branch member
in Umlazi, Durban, during political unrest in the area
following the killing of UDF leader Victoria Mxenge in
1985.
ZWANE, Ncheteka Stello (28), was shot dead by IFP
supporters on 17 September 1990 in Vosloorus, Tvl,
during clashes between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers
and ANC-supporting residents.
ZWANE, Nganana Jotham (47), an ANC supporter
and community leader, was tortured in detention by
members of the SAP in Amsterdam, Tvl, in 1979. Mr
Zwane was detained and tortured again in 1980 and
1981.
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ZWANE, Njabulo Sbekezelo (3), was severely burnt
when his family home was set alight by Inkatha
supporters in in KwaMakhutha, Amanzimtoti, near
Durban, the late 1980s. The Zwane family were UDF
supporters.
ZWANE, Ntombifikile Pretty (22), an ANC supporter,
had her house in Inanda, near KwaMashu, Durban,
burnt down by IFP supporters on 21 February 1991.
ZWANE, Obed (25), was tear-gassed and shot dead in
Sebokeng, Tvl, on 4 November 1992 during conflict
between IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers and ANCsupporting residents. Both his parents, two siblings
and a young relative were killed in the attack.
ZWANE, Patrick Emmanuel , an ANC supporter, was
shot dead in Zola, Soweto, Johannesburg, on 27 February
1990 by members of the RASTA GANG, a vigilante group
allegedly opposed to the ANC. Mr Zwane was on his
way home from an ANC meeting at the time.
ZWANE, Patrick Mandlakayise (28), was shot dead
by ANC supporters in KwaNdengezi, KwaZulu, near
Pinetown, Natal, on 3 April 1992, in ongoing political
conflict in the area.
ZWANE, Philane (10), was killed by a train guard
while singing a freedom song in KwaMashu, Durban,
on 16 December 1978.
ZWANE, Philisiwe Elsie (28), had her home in
Richmond Farm, near KwaMashu, Durban, burnt down
by a named ANC supporter on 25 February 1990 in
intense political conflict following the UNBANNING of
political organisations on 2 February. See also RICHMOND
FARM ARSON ATTACKS.
ZWANE, Regina Jabulile (33), an ANC supporter, was
shot and injured by members of the SAP in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, on 27 April 1992 during conflict between
IFP and ANC supporters.
ZWANE, Shadrack , an employee of Rand Water, was
shot and injured by members of an ANC self-defence
unit (SDU) while he was travelling in a taxi past the
informal settlement of Phola Park in Tokoza, Tvl, on 26
February 1992. Four people died and eight were
injured. One SDU member was granted amnesty for
the attack on the taxi (AC/1999/0225).
ZWANE, Shongani Nonhlanhla (17), was shot and
injured by IFP supporters in Zwelibanzi, Paulpietersburg, Natal, on 18 November 1993 during ongoing
political conflict in the area. Her sister was also shot
and injured.
ZWANE, Sibongile Esther (27), an ANC supporter,
was shot, allegedly by IFP supporters and members of
the ISU, in Tokoza, Tvl, on 19 April 1994 in political
conflict in the run-up to the first democratic election
on 27 April 1994.
ZWANE, Sibusiso Bheki Patrick (21), a UDF
supporter, was shot dead on 29 April 1990 by a named
perpetrator in KwaMakutha, Amanzimtoti, near
Durban. The perpetrator, an IFP member, received a
prison sentence and was later denied amnesty for Mr
Zwane's killing.
ZWANE, Sipho Gerald (19), was shot dead at a night
vigil in Tokoza, Tvl, on 8 October 1993 during political
conflict in the area.
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ZWANE, Sipho Reginald (48), a UDF supporter and
secretary of the Sibongile Civic Association, was
detained under emergency regulations in Newcastle,
Natal, on 16 June 1986. In detention, Mr Zwane was
severely beaten and tortured by members of the
Security Branch, allegedly because he was thought to
be organising a rates boycott in Sibongile township.
ZWANE, Sipho Rusell (26), was shot and injured by
members of the SAP in Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near
Howick, Natal, during political conflict between ANC
and IFP supporters on 31 March 1990.
ZWANE, Thembi Mavis (32), had her home burnt
down by UDF supporters in Mpumalanga, KwaZulu,
near Durban, in March 1989 in intensifying political
conflict in the area.
ZWANE, Thokozani Alloys , a member of the SAP,
was injured when members of an ANC self-defence
unit (SDU) attacked the police station at Nhlalakahle,
Greytown, Natal, on 28 October 1991. Mr Zwane’s
colleague was also injured. One SDU member was
granted amnesty (AC/2000/014).
ZWANE, Tony Bongani , was stabbed to death by a
named ANC supporter in Umlazi, Durban, on 24
February 1991, allegedly because he was suspected
of being a state collaborator.
ZWANE, Viki Robert , a UDF supporter, was shot and
injured by Inkatha supporters during intense political
conflict at Mpumalanga, KwaZulu, near Durban, on 18
January 1988. One perpetrator was granted amnesty
(AC/1999/0332).
ZWANE, Willie Samuel (54), was severely wounded
when he was shot twice in the leg in Tembisa, Tvl, on
the 17 October 1993 by members of an IFP-aligned
vigilante group during ongoing political conflict between
ANC and IFP supporters in the area.
ZWANE, Zachariah Himbe , was shot dead in a DRIVE-BY
SHOOTING at a shebeen in Tembisa, Tvl, on 6 May 1991.
The perpetrators were allegedly members of the SAP
who were driving a stolen minibus and firing at random.
ZWANE, Zanele , an ANC supporter, was abducted
from Umlazi, Durban, by fellow ANC supporters in
1991, allegedly on suspicion of being a collaborator.
She has not been seen since and is presumed dead.
ZWANE, Zolile , was injured when Security Branch
members detonated an explosive device at the Why
Not Club, Vanderbijl Square, Johannesburg, on 21
September 1988. The club was targeted because it
was allegedly frequented by ANC supporters. Four
members of the Witwatersrand Security Branch,
including the divisional commander and his deputy,
and one Vlakplaas operative were granted amnesty for
the operation (AC/2001/046).
ZWANE-NDLOVU, Nomasonto Georgina
(39), was
shot dead, allegedly by IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers,
in Katlehong, Tvl, on 25 May 1993 during political
conflict in the area.
ZWELIBANZI, Trayishile Samuel (27), an ANC
member, was tortured in detention by named members
of the Ciskei Police in June 1984 at Tamara and
Zwelitsha police stations, Ciskei, and forced to sign a
statement admitting to the murder of a policeman.
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ZWELIFILE, Bonakele Bongani (25), was shot dead
by members of the SADF during intense public unrest
in DUNCAN VILLAGE, East London, on 13 August 1985.
The soldiers alleged that Mr Zwelifile had thrown
stones at them.
ZWELINZIMA, Lucas Nor man , was shot dead by
members of the SAP in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl,
on 23 March 1990 when police opened fire on an
ANC-led march. Nine other people died in the incident.
ZWENI, Douglas Ndakuthini (62), a local COUNCILLOR,
was stabbed and stoned to death by UDF supporters
in Zolani, Ashton, Cape, on 26 April 1986. Mr Zweni
was on night patrol as part of the AMASOLOMZI vigilante
group. Four people were charged for the murder but
were acquitted.
ZWENI, Er nest, a member of the SAP, was one of
two policemen shot and injured by members of an
ANC self-defence unit (SDU) in a tavern in Daveyton,
Tvl, on 1 August 1993. Two SDU members were
refused amnesty (AC/2000/227).
ZWENI, Lebuti (18), an ANC supporter, was shot dead
by a named member of the Ciskei Police during
protests in Ekuphumleni, Ciskei, on 21 August 1985.
ZWENI, Louis , was shot dead in Tokoza, Tvl, on 22
May 1993 by a group of armed attackers, allegedly IFP
supporters, who came into his shop and fired at
random, seriously injuring his sister and young cousin.
Earlier that day nine people were killed and 69 injured
in clashes between ANC supporters, IFP supporters
and police. The violence erupted after a group of
unidentified gunmen fired at Tokoza hostel during a
march organised by the ANC to present a petition at
the Alberton police station.
ZWENI, Mpantesa William (45), lost his home in an
arson attack by WITDOEKE vigilantes in KTC, Cape
Town, on 9 June 1986, during the mass destruction of
UDF-supporting squatter camps by the vigilantes,
acting with the tacit approval and aid of the security
forces. More than 60 people were killed and 20 000
homes destroyed in the attacks.
ZWENI, Xolile Milton (30), a Transkei Defence Force
(TDF) soldier, was killed during an ATTEMPTED COUP IN
UMTATA, TRANSKEI, on 22 November 1990. Seven TDF
soldiers were killed and some 33 wounded. Four of
the coup conspirators were granted amnesty. Six
Vlakplaas operatives were granted amnesty for
providing arms for the attempted coup. An SADF
Military Intelligence operative who applied for amnesty
for his role in supporting the coup later withdrew his
application (AC/2000/036; AC/2001/095 and
AC/2001/199).
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■ Acronyms and abbreviations
ACDP
ACO
ADM
ANC
ANCWL
ANCYL
APLA
ARM
AVF
AWB
AYCO
AZANLA
AZAPO
AZASCO
AZASM
BAAB
BC
BCM
BCP
BLA
BMW
BPC
BTR
BWB
CAWU
CAYCO
CCAWUSA
CCB
CDF
CID
CNIP
Contralesa

African Christian Democratic Party
Alexandra Civic Organisation
African Democratic Movement
African National Congress
African National Congress Women’s League
African National Congress Youth League
Azanian People’s Liberation Army (PAC)
African Resistance Movement
Afrikaner Volksfront
Afrikaner Weerstandsbeweging
Alexandra Youth Congress (Cape)
Azanian National Liberation Army
Azanian People’s Organisation
Azanian Students’ Congress
Azanian Students’ Movement
Bantu Affairs Administration Board
Black consciousness
Black Consciousness Movement
Basotholand Congress Party
Black Local Authorities
Bonteheuwel Military Wing
Black People’s Convention
British Tyre and Rubber
Boere Weerstandsbeweging
Construction and Allied Workers’ Union
Cape Youth Congress
Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers’ Union of SA
Civil Co-operation Bureau
Ciskei Defence Force
Criminal Investigation Division
Ciskei National Independence Party
Council of Traditional Leaders of South Africa
(UDF-aligned)
COSAS
Congress of South African Students
COSATU
Congress of South African Trade Unions (UDF-aligned)
CP
Conservative Party
CPC
Coloured Peoples’ Congress
CRADORA Cradock Residents’ Association
DNP
Dikwankwetla National Party, QwaQwa
DPSC
Detainees’ Parents’ Support Committee
ECC
End Conscription Campaign
ELYCO
East London Youth Congress (UDF-aligned)
FAWU
Food and Allied Workers’ Union
FEDTRAW Federation of Transvaal Women
GRAYCO
Graaff-Reinet Youth Congress (UDF-aligned)
HOYCO
Hofmeyr Youth Congress (UDF-aligned)
IEC
Independent Electoral Commission
IFP
Inkatha Freedom Party
ISU
Internal Stability Unit
JCA
Jouberton Civic Association
JMC
Joint Management Centre
JORAC
Joint Rent Action Committee
KAYCO
Kagiso Youth Congress (UDF-aligned)
KYC
Khutsong Youth Congress (UDF-aligned),
(also KHUYOCO)
KZP
KwaZulu Police
LLA
Lesotho Liberation Army
MACWUSA Motor and Component Workers’ Union of SA
MAWU
Metal and Allied Workers’ Union
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MK
MUFC
NACTU
NECC
NEHAWU
NOYCO
NUM
NUMSA
NUSAS
OFS
PAC
PASO
PAYCO
PEBCO

Umkhonto weSizwe (ANC)
Mandela United Football Club
National Council of Trade Unions
National Education Crisis Committee
National Education, Health and Allied Workers’ Union
Noupoort Youth Congress (UDF-aligned)
National Union of Mineworkers
National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa
National Union of South African Students
Orange Free State
Pan-Africanist Congress
Pan-African Students Organisation
Port Alfred Youth Congress (UDF-aligned)
Port Elizabeth Black Civic Organisation People's
Congress
PEWO
Port Elizabeth Women’s Organisation
PEYCO
Port Elizabeth Youth Congress (UDF-aligned)
PPP
Progressive People’s Party
Putco
The Public Utility Transport Company
PWV
Pretoria, Witwatersrand, Vereeniging
SAAF
South African Air Force
SAAWU
South African Allied Workers’ Union
SACC
South African Council of Churches
SACCAWU SA Chemical, Catering and Allied Workers’ Union
SACO
Sivukile Action Committee
SACP
South African Communist Party
SACTU
South African Congress of Trade Unions
SADF
South African Defence Force
SADTU
South African Democratic Teachers’ Union
SAMWU
South African Municipal Workers’ Union
SANCO
South African National Civics Association
SANSCO
South African National Student Congress
(formerly AZASO)
SAP
South African Police
SARHWU South African Railways and Harbour Workers’ Union
SASCO
South African Students’ Congress
SASM
South African Students’ Movement
SASO
South African Students’ Organisation
SAYCO
South African Youth Congress (UDF-aligned)
SDU
self-defence unit (ANC)
SEYCO
Seymour Youth Congress (UDF-aligned)
SOSCO
Soweto Students’ Congress (UDF-aligned)
SOYCO
Soweto Youth Congress
SPU
self-protection unit (IFP)
SRC
Students’ Representative Council
SWAPO
South West African People’s Organisation
TDF
Transkei Defence Force
TDP
Transkei Democratic Party
Tvl
Transvaal
UDF
United Democratic Front
UMTAYCO Umtata Youth Congress (UDF-aligned)
UWO
United Women’s Organisation
UWUSA
United Workers’ Union of South Africa
(Inkatha-aligned)
UYCO
Uitenhage Youth Congress (UDF-aligned)
VTSM
Vaal Triangle Student Movement
WEBTA
Western Cape Black Taxi Association
YCW
Young Christian Workers
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■ Glossary
AK47: an automatic rifle of Soviet origin
Aliwal North shootings : On 22 August 1985, clashes
between students and police in Aliwal North, Cape,
resulted in the death of at least one person, a student
leader and activist. The following day, over 24 people
were killed when police, standing on top of a building in
Dukathole township, opened fire on protesting youths.
Chaos followed in the township with arson attacks and
further clashes between youth and police. The shootings
were followed by detentions, and in May 1986, 23
people were charged with public violence related to
the August 1985 events. Inquests subsequently found
nobody criminally liable for the deaths.
AmaAfrika: an anti-UDF vigilante group that grew out
of the conflict between UDF and AZAPO supporters in
Uitenhage during 1986. It was headed by the
Reverend Ebenezer Maqina, who had been expelled
from AZAPO in Port Elizabeth in January 1986.
Amabhaca: municipal workers who fought against the
community in Mohlakeng, Randfontein, Tvl
AmaButho (Eastern Cape): quasi-military UDF
formations consisting of both armed soldiers and
ordinary civilians, with their own command structures.
While neither the UDF nor the ANC controlled these
structures directly, they were seen at the time as
being broadly in line with the strategy of a ‘PEOPLE’S
WAR’. They were most active in the 1980s and particularly in areas around the Eastern Cape.
AmaButho (KwaZulu/Natal): Inkatha and IFP supporters
organised into a ‘community guard force’ made up of
Inkatha or IFP supporters, controlled by local indunas
and active in areas around KwaZulu/Natal, particularly
during the late 1980s and early 1990s
amaqabane: militant ANC and UDF supporters; also
known as ‘comrades’
AmaRussians: a state-supported vigilante group
opposed to the UDF and ANC. They were supported
by the police and were active primarily on the mines in
the OFS and on the Rand.
Amasinyora: a gang of Inkatha (later IFP) supporters
who, with the backing of the security forces and the
KWAZULU POLICE, engaged in vigilante-type activities to
counter the UDF and ANC in the Lindelani and
KwaMashu areas of Durban, and in some areas on the
Natal south coast.
Amasolomzi: an informal group of community ‘police’
active in crushing local support for the UDF and ANC
in the rural Cape towns of Ashton and Zolani in the
late 1980s. In a number of violent attacks, the
Amasolomzi acted in concert with the police to arrest
and assault scores of people, and were themselves
victims of counter-attacks by UDF supporters.
Amavaravara: an ANC/UDF-supporting breakaway
vigilante group
ANC camps : The ANC established bases in several
African countries. The Department of Intelligence and
Security (DIS), together with the military headquarters
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of MK, had control over residential centres and the
Angolan camps, including ‘Camp 32’ or the Morris
Seabelo Rehabilitation Centre (popularly known as
‘Quatro’), Panga, Viana and the Nova Catengue camp.
Following the SADF bombing of Nova Catengue camp
in 1979, there was an atmosphere of paranoia about
infiltration by South African agents. A number of ANC
members were detained and tortured; some died as a
result of assaults and some were executed.
Dissatisfaction in MK training camps in Angola led to
mutinies at the Viana and Pango camps during 1984.
Both mutinies were put down with loss of lives on
both sides. Many MK members were detained in
connection with the uprisings, and some were
tortured. Two groups of mutineers were tried by
military tribunals and seven were executed.
ANC landmine campaign : The ANC’s landmine
campaign from 1985 to 1987 targeted military patrols
in the mainly northern and eastern areas of the
Transvaal. A number of civilians – white farmers, their
families, and black farm labourers – were killed when
these explosives were detonated. The campaign was
called off in the light of its high civilian casualty rate.
APLA : Azanian People’s Liberation army, military wing
of the PAC, formed in 1967
APLA attacks : During the early 1990s, the PAC
proclaimed a military strategy of a ‘protracted people’s
war’, which involved the infiltration of APLA guerrillas
into the country to conduct rural guerrilla warfare. The
initial targets of such attacks were members of the
security forces and white farmers who were perceived
to be the frontline of defence for the former apartheid
government.
A ‘repossession unit’ was also set up, in which APLA
cells conducted armed robberies on the instructions of
the APLA High Command to raise funds and/or obtain
weapons and vehicles to enable APLA to carry out its
military strategy. Civilians were killed or injured in
many of these robberies.
In 1993, attacks on civilians increased sharply with a
series of high-profile attacks by APLA cadres on public
places, including restaurants, hotels and bars, in urban
areas. These were usually, but not always, places
frequented by white civilians. The PAC/APLA claimed
that the attacks were not racist in character, but directed
against the apartheid government as all whites,
according to the PAC, were complicit in the policy of
apartheid. The 1993 attack on the St James’ Church,
Kenilworth, Cape Town, produced the highest number
of casualties, with 11 people dead and 58 injured.
April 1994 elections : South Africa’s first democratic
elections began on 27 April 1994 and continued for three
days. In some areas of Natal, polling was extended into
a fourth day. The elections brought to a conclusion a fouryear process of constitutional negotiations and brought
about a dramatic reduction in political conflict and
violence around the country. The ANC won 62,6% of the
vote, and a Government of National Unity was constituted.
The elections were followed by the inauguration of
Nelson Mandela as President on 10 May 1994.
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askari: a former guerrilla ‘turned’ or recruited by the
security forces
A-Team (Chesterville, Durban): The Chesterville A-Team,
a state-sponsored vigilante group composed of Inkatha
supporters, was set up by the Security Branch in 1985
in Chesterville, Durban, to counter the activities of the
UDF, COSAS and other civic organisations in the area.
Political tensions between UDF supporters and
members of the Chesterville A-Team frequently
resulted in attacks against UDF and ANC supporters.
A-Team (OFS): The A-Team, also known as the
‘Phakathis’ was a vigilante group set up and headed
by a well-known local councillor in the Thabong area of
Welkom to counter the activities of the UDF primarily,
and in a smaller measure, the ANC. The A-Team
carried out a reign of terror in several areas of the
province, particularly in Thabong and Parys, under the
guise of ‘maintaining order’. In at least one case, the
A-Team is alleged to have been supported by police
and municipal structures.
Attempted coup in Umtata, T ranskei : On 22
November 1990, Colonel Craig Duli, a former member
of the Transkei military council, led a coup attempt
against Bantu Holomisa’s Transkei military government
with the support of members of the SA security
forces. A group of heavily armed men attacked the
Transkei Defence Force’s Ncise base outside Umtata.
By the end of the day, at least 15 men were dead,
including Duli himself.
bakkie: a pick-up truck
Balaclava gr oup : During the period 1991 to 1994,
men clad in balaclavas undertook ongoing arson,
shooting and armed robbery attacks on ordinary
residents and ANC supporters in Khayelitsha, Cape
Town. Some attacks targeted individuals, others whole
communities. Local residents called the attackers
‘Balaclavas’, although evidence suggests that there
were several groups participating in such attacks. The
Commission found that persons associated with the
Lingelethu West town council, former SPECIAL
CONSTABLES, persons involved in the taxi conflicts, and
criminal elements all played a role.
bantustan : a homeland or territory – the ‘independent’
territories of Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda, Ciskei
(TBVC), and self-governing territories of Lebowa,
Gazankulu, KwaZulu, KaNgwane, KwaNdebele
Bergville attack : On 20 June 1993, IFP supporters
attacked ANC supporters during the launch of an ANC
branch at Woodford Stadium, near Bergville, Natal.
Five ANC supporters were killed. A further eight ANC
supporters were killed in attacks on homes following
the aborted launch. More than 50 youths were forced
to flee the area.
‘Bethal 18’ : In 1977, 86 PAC members were arrested
on various charges related to furthering the aims of
the PAC and ‘fomenting revolution’. Eighteen accused,
including PAC leader Zephaniah Mothopeng, were
convicted of these charges in 1978. The trial was held
in the small rural town of Bethal, Tvl, in order to isolate
the accused and reduce media coverage. It was also
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held in camera. By the time the trial opened, four of
those detained in connection with the trial had died in
detention. It is alleged that all the accused had been
severely tortured while awaiting trial.
Bisho massacre : On 7 September 1992, the ANC,
SACP and COSATU organised a march from King
William’s Town to the Ciskei capital of Bisho to
demand free political activity in the homeland and the
removal of then military ruler of the Ciskei, Brigadier
Oupa Gqozo. Protesters had been prohibited by court
order from entering Bisho. When part of the crowd
tried to gain access to Bisho, Ciskei Defence Force
(CDF) troops opened fire, killing 30 people, including
one member of the CDF. Approximately 200 people
were wounded in the shooting. Two members of the
former CDF were refused amnesty.
Black Cats : a gang of IFP-aligned vigilantes that
conducted attacks on ANC members, principally in
Wesselton and Ermelo, Eastern Transvaal, from 1990
to 1992. The gang, which received military training
from Inkatha at the Mkuze camp in KwaZulu Natal in
the early1990s, was supported by certain community
councillors, CAPRIVI TRAINEES and members of the SAP.
black spot : black-owned land surrounded by whiteowned land
Boipatong massacre : Forty-five people died and 27
others were seriously injured on 17 June 1992 when
several hundred IFP-supporting residents of the
KwaMadala hostel launched attacks on the Boipatong
community, near Vanderbijlpark, Tvl, during a period of
escalating violence between the ANC and IFP in the
area. Victims included at least nine children, two
babies and 17 women, one of whom was pregnant.
Residents were raped, hacked, stabbed, shot, beaten
and disembowelled. This attack was allegedly planned
and carried out with the aid of the police.
‘Bongolethu Thr ee’: Three children were shot dead
by named members of the SAP in Bongolethu,
Outdshoorn, Cape, on 17 June 1985, when the police
members concealed themselves inside the home of a
policeman who had been attacked, and opened fire on
those entering or approaching the house.
Bonteheuwel Military W ing : A semi-formal
clandestine group of mainly teenagers and school
pupils who engaged in militant protest actions in
Bonteheuwel, Cape Town.
Bophuthatswana invasion : On 11 March 1994
hundreds of AWB members drove into
Bophuthatswana following a request for assistance
from Chief Mangope to help restore control in the
homeland in the face of a strike by civil servants
demanding that the Mangope government introduce
political reforms and adjust to the changing political
circumstances in South Africa. Under the leadership of
AWB leader Eugene Terre’Blanche, AWB members
randomly attacked Mafikeng residents, killing 42
people. Three AWB members were shot dead by
members of the Bophuthatswana Defence Force.
Bruntville attacks : Between November 1990 and
December 1993, hostilities between IFP-supporting
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hostel-dwellers and the mainly ANC-supporting
township residents in Bruntville, near Mooi River,
Natal, frequently resulted in violent conflict, with lives
lost and houses destroyed in arson attacks.
On 8 November 1990, approximately 1200 hosteldwellers carried out a pre-dawn attack on Bruntville
residents following the killing of an IFP supporter.
Residents alleged that the police assisted the
attackers and failed to respond to warnings that
attacks were imminent. Sixteen residents were killed.
Fifteen hundred people fled their homes.
On 10 June 1991, six people died in two days of fighting
when hostel-dwellers attacked local residents. At least
five houses of ANC supporters were burnt down,
while more than half the population fled the township.
On 3 and 4 December 1991, a large armed group of
hostel-dwellers, supported by the security forces,
launched two attacks on ANC supporters. Eighteen
ANC supporters were killed, and at least a hundred
homes were burnt or damaged.
Buffel: (Afrikaans: buffalo) armoured personnel carrier
used by SADF and SAP
Caprivi trainees : A state-sponsored paramilitary unit
set up to provide the IFP with a covert military
capacity. The trainees were given paramilitary training
by the SADF in the Caprivi Strip during 1986 and were
later deployed in areas around KwaZulu-Natal against
the political enemies of the state and Inkatha, namely
the UDF and ANC and their allies.
Casspir : police riot-control and combat vehicle
Chamberlain (Jacobs, Durban): the scene of a limpet
mine explosion on 9 January 1986, in which a member
of the SAP was fatally wounded and two workers and
two policemen were injured. The mine, placed by MK
operatives, exploded at an electricity sub-station in
Chamberlain after an earlier decoy explosion had lured
police and workers to the scene. Two MK operatives
were granted amnesty for the incident.
Chimora settlement attacks : On 16 January 1992,
IFP supporters, allegedly assisted by members of the
KWAZULU POLICE (KZP), attacked the ANC-dominated
Chimora informal settlement at Umlazi, Durban. Six
people, including one KZP member, were killed in the
fighting, and several homes were destroyed by fire.
Chur ch Street bombing, Pr etoria : On 29 May 1983,
MK members detonated an explosive device outside
the administrative headquarters of the South African
Air Force (SAAF) in Church Street, Pretoria. According
to ANC policy, security force personnel and military
installations were targeted in a systematic bombing
campaign. Twenty-one people were killed and 219
injured in this attack. Eleven of the dead were SAAF
employees. Two others were the MK operatives who
had executed the attack. The remaining casualties
were civilians. Evidence before the Committee
revealed that up to 84 of the injured had been SAAF
employees. Three MK members were granted
amnesty for their roles in the event.
City Rocks shooting : On 26 March 1986, police
opened fire on a crowd of people protesting against
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police brutality at City Rocks stadium in Winterveld,
Bophthatswana, killing 11 people and injuring many
others. In the aftermath, police allegedly assaulted
fleeing people, dragged them out of houses and
subjected them to severe battering, both at the scene
and at GaRankuwa police station.
collaborator : an informer or ‘sell-out’; one who
agreed to collaborate with the state or security forces
‘comrades’ : UDF and ANC supporters, civilian and
combatant
councillors : Conflict between local councillors and
political activists intensified in townships around the
country during the 1980s, as pressure mounted on
councillors to resign their positions on councils created
under the Black Local Authorities Act and without popular
support. Councillors who refused to resign risked
attacks on their homes, families and business premises.
‘Cradock Four’ : Four Eastern Cape UDF activists
were abducted and assassinated by members of the
security police on 27 June 1985 as they drove back to
Cradock from a meeting in Port Elizabeth. The four were
Matthew Goniwe, Sparrow Mkonto and Fort Calata
from Cradock, and Sicelo Mhlauli from Oudtshoorn.
Before their deaths, all had been frequently detained,
tortured and harassed by the police. Their deaths
sparked a national outcry and resulted in street
protests in many regions across the country.
Delmas treason trial : Twenty-two Transvaal UDF
leaders were tried for treason in January 1986. Eleven
were convicted in December 1988 and were given
sentences from five to 11 years’ imprisonment. The
Appellate Division overturned the convictions at the
end of 1989.
Dikwankwetla National Party (DNP) : ruling party of
the QwaQwa homeland administration, headed by Mr
Kenneth Mopeli
drive-by shootings : Between January and October
1993, 139 people were killed in drive-by shootings and
attacks on taxis in communities across the East Rand.
Gunmen opened fire from fast moving cars, often
shooting indiscriminately at people. This strategy was
adopted by the IFP and other political groupings, and
was designed to sow terror in the hearts of
communities. Many such attacks were directed at
mourners gathered at night vigils. All the shootings
were marked by repeated allegations that the police
failed to respond to calls for assistance, sometimes
allegedly allowing the killers to drive through
townships for several hours.
Duncan V illage : Violence erupted in Duncan Village,
outside East London, following the funeral of slain
Durban-based UDF leader Victoria Mxenge in nearby
Rayi villageon 11 August 1985. Returning mourners
carried out arson attacks on various buildings including
the rent office, schools, a beerhall, a bottle store and a
community centre. That evening, rampaging youths
swept through the Ziphunzana area of the township,
singing freedom songs. All six community councillors’
homes were burnt down and homes of police officers
and suspected collaborators were also attacked.
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Violence continued on the following days with looting
and burning of commercial and delivery vehicles, and
running battles between youths and members of the
security forces, who resorted to deadly force to restore
order in the area, arresting many injured people as
they were being treated at a local church aid centre.
Five people were dead by 14 August. By 16 August,
the toll had risen to 19 people dead and 138 injured.
Eagles Club : a state-sponsored vigilante youth organisation in the OFS, opposed to the UDF and ANC
East Rand violence : From mid-1985 until the early
1990s, East Rand townships experienced some of the
most violent conflict ever experienced in the PWV
area. TRAIN VIOLENCE, TAXI VIOLENCE, conflict between
township residents and HOSTELS, between ANC SELFDEFENCE UNITS (SDUs) and IFP SELF-PROTECTION UNITS
(SPUs) and the activities of the KHUMALO GANG resulted
in an unprecedented number of deaths and injuries.
Covert operations by security force members also
contributed to a general escalation of violence in the
region. The security forces repeatedly ignored
warnings of impending attacks and frequently refused
to become involved in what it termed the ‘black-onblack’ conflict. They were accused by many of orchestrating and fanning conflict in order to undermine and
weaken the recently unbanned ANC.
Ekuthuleni attacks : On 2 February 1992, IFP
supporters, allegedly accompanied by members of the
KWAZULU POLICE, carried out two attacks on an informal
settlement at Ekuthuleni, Umlazi, Durban. Eight people
were killed and ten were injured, while more than 120
homes were burnt. More than 50 further homes were
burnt down in the days following the attacks.
End Conscription Campaign (ECC) : a group
campaigning against the conscription of white males
over the age of 17
Eshowe attacks : On 27 November 1993, IFP
supporters carried out several attacks in the areas
surrounding Eshowe, Natal, allegedly at the instigation
of a local IFP-supporting chief who wanted to drive
ANC supporters out of the area. Several people were
killed there that month, and more than 45 homes
were burnt down.
Esikhawini attacks : Victims’ statements refer particularly to two incidents at Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal, in February and August 1992:
On 16 February 1992, IFP supporters returning in
buses from a rally called by tribal chiefs in the area
attacked three ANC-dominated hostels and 17 homes
at Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal. At
least 12 people were killed and 22 injured in this
attack. The ANC claimed that its supporters were
attacked in full view of the SAP and KWAZULU POLICE
(KZP) by impis bussed into the area for the meeting.
On 2 August 1992, men wearing balaclavas and
armed with KZP pump-action shotguns carried out
several attacks on homes in Esikhawini, KwaZulu, near
Empangeni, Natal. At least 11 people were killed and
three injured in the incident, which was thought to
have been the work of the Esikhawini hit squad. The
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killings took place following a community march to the
local KZP police station to protest against the conduct
of members of the KZP.
Esikhawini hit squad : A group based at Esikhawini,
KwaZulu, near Empangeni, Natal, comprising local IFP
officials, senior members of the KWAZULU POLICE,
CAPRIVI TRAINEES and other IFP members. The group
planned and executed attacks on ANC supporters in
the Esikhawini area and in other areas of northern
Natal between 1991 and 1993.
Folweni massacre : On 26 July 1992, a group of IFP
supporters armed with AK47 rifles attacked several
homes in Folweni, KwaZulu, near Umlazi, Durban.
Eight people were killed and at least ten seriously
injured. The attackers torched eight homes, burning
three people to death. The attack coincided with a
local stayaway to commemorate the killing of MK
operative Sbu Mkhize by police.
Gabor one car bomb : A car bomb exploded in
Gaborone, Botswana, on 22 April 1987, killing a
woman, her daughter and an infant niece, injuring
another family member and causing extensive damage
to property. The operation, targeting senior members
of MK’s Special Operations Unit, was undertaken
jointly by the Northern and Western Transvaal Security
Branches and SADF Special Forces. The head of the
Security Branch and four Northern and Western
Transvaal Security Branch operatives were granted
amnesty for this operation.
Gabor one raid : On 14 June 1985, SADF Special
Forces, together with members of the Security
branch, launched a cross-border attack ANC targets in
Gaborone, Botswana. Twelve people were killed and
six wounded in the operation. Among those killed
were eight South Africans, two Botswana nationals, a
Somali and a Lesotho citizen. The ANC claimed that
only five of those killed had links with the organisation.
Gadaffis : a breakaway group from the UDF-aligned
KHUTSONG Y OUTH C ONGRESS supported by younger
‘comrades’. At least 17 people died in intense political
conflict between the Gadaffis and the Zim-zims,
another UDF-aligned breakaway faction. Police
exploited the divisions between the two factions.
Gazankulu hand grenade attack : On 28 March 1986,
foreign soldiers, working under the auspices of the
SADF, threw hand grenades into a packed shebeen in
Lulekani, Gazankulu, causing an unknown number of
deaths and injuries. The Mozambican and Angolan
soldiers were allegedly deployed by the SADF to
destroy youth activists. The presence of the soldiers in
the area caused considerable tension as they were
perceived by youth activists to be agents of the state.
Youths gathered in the shebeen were strategising
about the removal of the foreign mercenaries from the
area when the attack took place.
Gengeshe : In April 1992, IFP supporters carried out a
series of arson attacks on houses in Gengeshe,
Richmond, Natal. Most of the victims identified
themselves as ANC supporters. Many of the attacks
were described as revenge attacks for the earlier
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killing of an IFP supporter; some seemed to be related
to an IFP membership recruitment drive. One man
was injured and a number of houses were set alight.
Gr een Berets: A vigilante group composed of
members of the ruling Ciskei National Independent
Party (CNIP) set up to protect the interests of the
party in the early 1970s. In 1974 the Green Berets
assaulted Mdantsane commuters during a boycott of
the local bus company. In 1977 they re-emerged to
target Mdantsane schoolchildren who were boycotting
classes in protest over Steve Biko’s death in
detention. In the 1980s the Ciskei government made
available resources and premises for the training and
operation of the group to enable it to target all forms
of opposition to homeland authorities.
‘Guguletu Seven’ : On 3 March 1986 seven men aged
between 16 and 23 were shot dead in a field at
Guguletu, Cape Town. Police claimed that the victims
were known ‘terrorists’ and had been killed during a
legitimate anti-terrorist operation. A magistrate at two
inquests made the same finding. The Commission’s
investigation into the incident revealed an extensive
cover-up by the security forces involved in the
incident. Security Branch members from Cape Town
and Vlakplaas infiltrated askaris into a group of seven
activists, planned an ambush of police personnel to
lure the youths into a trap, then killed them. Two
Security Branch members from Vlakplaas were
granted amnesty.
helicopter tor tur e: a method of torture in which the
victim was cuffed by the ankles and wrists and
suspended upside down from a pole between two
tables.
Hippo: an armoured personnel carrier used by SADF
and SAP
Hlobane Colliery attack : On 6 June 1986, two
busloads of Inkatha supporters attacked striking NUM
members attending a meeting in the company hall at
the Hlobane Colliery, near Vryheid, Natal. Eleven
miners were killed and 115 injured.
hostels : Hostels in the provinces of KwaZulu/Natal
and the Transvaal, particularly in the PWV
(Pretoria/Witwatersrand/Vereeniging) area, became
strongholds of the IFP in the early nineties. They
became no-go areas for non-Inkatha residents of
adjacent communities. In turn, IFP hostel-dwellers
were increasingly alienated in these communities and
were frequently attacked by resident youth activists.
IFP-supporting hostel-dwellers were, however,
responsible for launching several large-scale attacks on
adjacent townships and informal settlements in these
provinces. The overwhelming majority of victims in
these attacks were non-IFP township residents.
iKongo : see PONDOLAND REVOLT
imbizo: a conference called by traditional leaders
Imbokodo (Mbokodo) : an organisation established in
1985 by KwaNdebele’s political elite to realise the
KwaNdebele government’s drive to incorporate the areas
of Moutse and Leandra in order to make the homeland
a more viable geographic and political entity. Imbokodo
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members carried out brutal attacks in which hundreds
of ordinary residents were assaulted and killed. These
attacks radicalised a previously apolitical population.
‘Comrades’, in turn, ruthlessly and methodically attacked
suspected Imbokodo members and their families.
Imbokodo members were therefore both perpetrators
and victims of the violence that engulfed and nearly
destroyed the homeland from mid-1995 to 1988.
impi: a Zulu regiment
Incorporation of townships into homelands caused
conflict between different political parties in various
places:
Incorporation of Botshabelo into QwaQwa : From
1986 to 1990, tensions ran high in Botshabelo, a
township near Bloemfontein, between residents who
opposed incorporation into the QwaQwa homeland
and supporters of the ruling Dikwanketla National
Party (DNP), which promoted incorporation.
Incorporation of Ekangala and Moutse into
KwaNdebele : In order to boost KwaNdebele’s viability
as an ‘independent’ state, the South African
government planned in 1983 to incorporate these two
historically non-Ndebele areas into KwaNdebele.
The tribal authority of Moutse repeatedly warned the
apartheid state against incorporation. Their requests
were ignored and Moutse became embroiled in violent
political conflict during which hundreds of people died
or were injured in clashes with the homeland police
and with IMBOKODO vigilantes.
When the government announced that the nearly
5000 residents of Ekangala, near Bronkhorstspruit,
would be incorporated into KwaNdebele, a wave of
popular unrest swept through the area. The Ekangala
Action Committee (EAC) led a campaign of mass
resistance to which the KwaNdebele Police and
Imbokodo vigilantes responded with assaults, terror
attacks and abductions.
Incorporation of Goederede into Lebowa : In July
1975, supporters of Chief Jack Mphezulu Mahlangu in
Goederede, near Dennilton Tvl, launched widespread
attacks on residents who resisted incorporation into
Lebowa.
Incorporation of Hambanathi into KwaZulu
: At
various times in 1983 to 1985, conflict over incorporation erupted in Hambanathi, near Verulam, Natal,
between Inkatha supporters who were pro-incorporation and UDF affiliates, including JORAC (the Joint
Rent Action Comitttee) and the Hambanathi
Residents’ Association, who opposed incorporation. In
one incident in August 1984, two policemen and a
prominent member of the Hambanathi Residents’
Association were killed, and more than 100 residents
were forced to flee the area.
induna: local headman
Inkatha gang (OFS): A vigilante group formed by local
councillors to cripple the ANC’s campaign to force the
resignation of the local council in Rweleleyathunya,
Rouxville, OFS, in 1990. Gang members carried out
arson attacks on ANC supporters’ houses during that
year.
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Inkatha : the Zulu cultural/ nationalist organisation,
which became the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP) in mid1990.
Jack Rollers gang : a state-sponsored criminal gang
that was used to target political activists in Soweto,
Johannesburg, during 1990
Kabasa gang: a vigilante group formed in the Eastern
Transvaal in 1986. The gang operated with SAP and
SADF support in the Nelspruit and KaNgwane areas of
KaNyamazane, Pienaars Trust, Luphisa Trust and
Kabokweni, to crush political unrest associated with
the 1986 school boycotts in these areas.
Khetisi Kheswa gang : a vigilante group led by Victor
Khetisi Kheswa, sometimes referred to as the ‘Vaal
monster’, which began as a criminal gang and later
developed links with the IFP. With state support, the
gang was implicated in many acts of violence in
Sebokeng, Tvl, during 1991. Although acquitted for
lack of evidence, the Commission found the Khetisi
Kheswa gang to have been responsible for the
NANGALEMBE NIGHT VIGIL MASSACRE on 12 January 1991,
an attack which precipitated the formation of ANC
SELF-DEFENCE UNITS (SDUs) in the Vaal area.
Khotso House bombing : On 1 September 1988,
Khotso House, the headquarters of the South African
Council of Churches (SACC) and the UDF was
damaged extensively by explosives set by members
of the Security Branch. Twenty-three people were
treated for shock. In October, Khanya House, the
offices of the South African Bishops’ Conference
(SACBC) was damaged in an arson and limpet mine
attack. Senior security force officers and Security
Branch admitted to the Commission that they were
ordered by either the then State President or senior
members of the government to carry out the attacks.
Khumalo gang : a vigilante group led by the Reverend
Mbhekisini Khumalo in Tokoza, on the East Rand. The
gang played a significant role in EAST RAND VIOLENCE
between 1991 and 1993 and was associated with the
murder of key political leaders in the region. ANC
members were abducted, assaulted, hacked and shot.
Many were killed in targeted killings and shooting
sprees. The gang was integrated into the organisational hierarchy of the IFP and executed projects under
its leadership and direction.
Khutsong Youth Congr ess: From 1989, divisions in
the UDF-aligned Khutsong Youth Congress gave rise
to the emergence of two factions, namely the ‘Zimzims’ and the ‘Gadaffis’. At least seventeen people
were killed ‘extra-judicially’ in conflict following the
split. Attacks and counter-attacks between the factions
continued. The police in the area took advantage of
the conflict, and scores of activists on both sides were
detained, tortured and killed.
kitskonstabel: (Afrikaans: ‘instant constable’); see
SPECIAL CONSTABLES
Koevoet : a police counter-insurgency unit set up in
South West Africa in 1979 by members of the SAP
Security Branch. It comprised recruits mostly from the
local population who were trained as a mobile unit to
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gather intelligence, track guerrillas and kill them.
Koevoet (Afrikaans for ‘crowbar’) soon gained a
reputation for brutality, largely because of its methods
of interrogating and torturing local people and for its
heavy-handed presence in the operational areas. In the
early to mid-1980s, at the height of its war with
SWAPO, Koevoet claimed a kill rate of around 300 to
500 people a year, for which its members were paid a
bounty per corpse.
Kutloanong mob attack : Four persons who drove
their vehicle into Kutloanong, Odendaalsrus, OFS, on
29 September 1990, were killed in a mob attack led by
ANC ‘comrades’. The ‘comrades’ told the Commission
that the attack was in response to rumours of an
intended attack by vigilantes or right-wingers. The only
female victim of the attack was raped, killed and
mutilated with an axe. Four applicants were refused
amnesty.
KwaKwatsi, Koppies, OFS : On 30 March 1990,
members of the SAP opened fire on a crowd of ANC
supporters marching to the court in Koppies to protest
against the trial of ANCYL members accused of
burning down councillors’ houses in KwaKwatsi.
KwaMakhutha massacre : On 21 January 1987, 13
people, mostly women and children, were killed when
gunmen opened fire with AK47s on the home of UDF
activist, Mr Bheki Ntuli, at KwaMakhutha,
Amanzimtoti, near Durban. Mr Ntuli was not at home
at the time. Twenty people, including the former
Minister of Defence, General Magnus Malan, and the
IFP leader, Mr MZ Khumalo, were acquitted in the
Durban Supreme Court in 1996 for their part in an
alleged conspiracy between former state structures
and the IFP to carry out the attack. Two former IFP
members were granted amnesty for their role in
Operation Marion, in which the SADF MI’s Special
Tasks provided paramilitary training and support to the
IFP in a joint effort to combat the revolutionary threat
posed by the ANC.
KwaMashu hostel killings : Seven ANC representatives were abducted from a hostel in KwaMashu,
Durban, by IFP supporters on 29 March 1994, after
they had gone to the hostel to attend a scheduled
peace meeting to resolve differences between
KwaMashu residents and hostel-dwellers. Five were
killed and two survived. Four IFP supporters, including
the chairperson of the IFP hostel branch in
KwaMashu, were convicted of the killings.
KwaZulu Police (KZP): The KZP was created in
February 1981 and had jurisdiction over the largest and
most populous dormitory townships in KwaZulu. From
its inception, it displayed an open bias towards Inkatha
(later the IFP). Later it contributed to political violence
in KwaZulu/Natal by assaulting, shooting and carrying
out other unlawful acts against township residents
perceived to support the UDF, by failing to intervene to
stop attacks carried out by Inkatha against perceived
supporters of the UDF, ANC and allied organisations,
and by disrupting funerals, memorial services and
meetings of non-Inkatha groups.
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Langa shootings : On 21 March 1985, members of
the SAP in Langa, Uitenhage, Cape, opened fire on
mourners marching to the prohibited funeral of four of
six youths killed by the police. At least 20 people were
killed by police in this incident and many others were
injured.
Police patrols had been issued with heavy ammunition
following a decision on 14 March to take stronger
measures to restore order in a situation of rapidly
escalating public unrest, particularly after the killing of
the six youths. The police had obtained two orders
restricting the funeral of four of the youths, resulting in
a confusion over the dates on which the funeral was
to be held.
On 21 March 1985, a large group of people from Langa
township began to march to KwaNobuhle to attend the
funeral. The police blocked the road into the centre of
Uitenhage with two armoured vehicles and ordered the
crowd to disperse. When the crowd failed to comply
immediately, police opened fire, fatally shooting 20
people. At least 27 other people were wounded.
Magabheni attacks : On 26 November 1990, large
groups of IFP supporters carried out attacks on ANC
supporters in the Magabheni area, KwaZulu, near
Durban, allegedly in an attempt to purge the area of
ANC supporters. The attacks allegedly followed an
instruction issued by a local IFP-supporting chief to
‘restore law and order at Magabheni’. Eight people
were killed.
Magoo’ s Bar bombing : On 24 June 1986, MK
operatives detonated a car bomb outside the Parade
Hotel on the Durban beachfront on 14 June 1986. The
explosion killed three women and injured at least 74
other people in the Why Not Bar and adjacent
Magoo’s Bar. Seven MK operatives were granted
amnesty for their roles in the incident.
Makabasa gang : an anti-ANC gang which worked
with the police to attack ANC supporters in Alexandra,
Johannesburg, around 1986.
Malukazi attacks : Ffierce fighting broke out between
supporters of Inkatha and the ANC in Malukazi,
Umlazi, Durban, on 27 February 1990, following police
efforts to disperse a crowd of over 1000 marching
students. At least 42 homes were burnt down and up
to 200 people rendered homeless.
Mandela United Footall Club : The MUFC was
established in late 1986 when Winnie MadikizelaMandela was instrumental in resolving an internal
conflict in the Soweto Youth Congress. Youths
involved in the conflict set up the football club and
moved into the outbuildings of the Mandela home in
Orlando West, Soweto, Johannesburg, and, after this
was burnt down, to her home in Diepkloof extention.
Allegations of brutality were first levelled against the
youths in 1987. Later their behaviour was described by
community residents as a ‘reign of terror’. Club
members, and Ms Madikizela-Mandela herself, were
implicated directly or indirectly in a range of incidents,
including assaults and abduction and the murder and
attempted murder of at least a dozen individuals.
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MAWU abduction : Five members of the Metal and
Allied Workers’ Union (MAWU) were abducted by
Inkatha members at Mpophomeni, KwaZulu, near
Howick, Natal, on 5 December 1986. Four of the victims
were killed and their bodies burnt. One managed to
escape from the vehicle in which he was being held
while his colleagues were being taken off and shot. At
the time, MAWU members were engaged in intense
local conflict with Inkatha supporters and the KwaZulu
Police following the 1985 SARMCOL strike. An inquest
found nine known Inkatha members responsible for
these killings, but no one was charged.
Mdantsane bus boycott : On 18 July 1983, a boycott
of the partly government-owned Ciskei Transport
Corporation (CTC) buses started in Mdantsane, Ciskei,
in protest at an 11 per cent fare increase. The boycott
lasted until 15 March 1985, when it was called off at a
mass meeting held by the Committee of Ten. During
the boycott, members of the Ciskei security forces,
backed up by vigilantes, carried out assaults and
attacks on commuters to force them to use the buses.
On 22 July 1983, five people were shot and wounded
by Ciskei security forces at the Fort Jackson railway
station. On 3 August, a state of emergency was
declared in Mdantsane and a night curfew imposed.
Meetings of more than four people were banned and
people were prohibited from walking in groups larger
than four. The following day Ciskei forces, with orders
to stop commuters boarding the trains at all costs,
opened fire on commuters at three Mdantsane railway
stations. At least six commuters died and many were
injured. Two more people were shot dead by Ciskei
police within days of the railway station shootings.
Mkambati For est – see PONDOLAND REVOLT
Molefe homestead attack : Eleven ANC youths were
killed and seven injured in an attack on the homestead
of Chief Molefe at Nqutu, KwaZulu, near Vryheid,
Natal, on 7 November 1993. Chief Molefe was part of
the Council of Traditional Leaders of South Africa
(Contralesa), an organisation of traditional leaders
aligned with the UDF and ANC. The attack was
allegedly motivated by Molefe’s refusal to call up men
in his area to defend the IFP. An IFP leader was
implicated in the attack.
Mother well car bomb : Three police officers and an
informer were killed when their car was blown up by
fellow police officers in Motherwell, outside Port
Elizabeth, during 1989, to prevent possible revelations
of police involvement in the killing of the CRADOCK
FOUR. The blast was initially thought to have been an
MK operation, and it was alleged that the ANC had
claimed responsibility for it. However, an investigation
led to the trial and conviction of senior members of
the SAP Security Branch.
Mpumalanga attacks : The Mpumalanga area, near
Hammarsdale, Natal, was torn by violent political
conflict between UDF and Inkatha supporters from
1986 onwards, after approximately 15 to 20 CAPRIVI
TRAINEES were installed as members of the KWAZULU
POLICE in the area. The trainees never underwent any
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KZP training or followed proper admissions
procedures, not even filling in KZP application forms.
They were issued with KZP appointment certificates
and with official police firearms. Under the guise of
being official law enforcement agents, they engaged
in large-scale hit squad activity in the area for the next
two years, directing their attacks against those
perceived to support the UDF and ANC.
During 1989 about 1000 homes were badly damaged or
destroyed in the violence that devastated Mpumalanga,
leaving many dead and thousands homeless.
Approximately 54 people died in political conflict
between 1 November and 10 December 1989.
Violence erupted again in the area in February 1990
following the UNBANNING of political organisations and
the release of Nelson Mandela, resulting in the deaths
of ten people in seven days, including a member of
the SAP.
Mtengwane attack : On 17 October 1991, gunmen
armed with AK47 rifles attacked three homes in the
IFP-supporting area of Mtengwane, Murchison, near
Port Shepstone, Natal. Six IFP supporters and a child
were killed in the attacks. An inquest found seven
ANC supporters responsible. By September 1996, no
one had been charged, and four of the seven suspects
were dead.
Municipal Police : The Municipal Police force was
created to defend black local authorities in townships
across the country and to bolster the security forces’
efforts to deal with the climate of ‘ungovernability’
that had gripped the country in the mid-1980s.
Approximately 14 000 Municipal Police officers were
recruited, trained and deployed in urban and rural
towns across the country where unrest was
strongest. They rapidly became associated with
violations both on and off duty. Between April 1988
and August 1987, Municipal Police members had been
charged with crimes including murder, robbery,
assault, theft and rape. Known also as ‘greenflies’,
‘greenbeans’ or ‘amaTshaka’, the Municipal Police
were attached to the local authorities, initially falling
under the Department of Constitutional Development.
In 1989 they were incorporated into the SAP.
Murchison attacks : two attacks on ANC-supporting
families in the Murchison area, near Port Shepstone,
Natal, in the first half of 1993:
5 April 1993: Ten ANC supporters were killed and two
were injured when hooded attackers carried out a predawn attack on a home in KwaSithole, Murchison,
allegedly in an attempt to disrupt the peace process in
the area. The attackers threw a hand grenade into the
house and opened fire with AK47 and .303 rifles.
20 June 1993: Thirteen ANC supporters, including
three children, were killed and two people were
injured when hooded gunmen armed with 9 mm and
.38 Special pistols attacked three homes at
Murchison.
muti: herbal medicine
Mzelemu killings : Nine female members of the ANCsupporting Mzelemu family were stabbed, shot and
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stoned to death by named IFP supporters, allegedly on
instruction from a local IFP leader, in an attack at their
home at Gamalakhe, KwaZulu, near Port Shepstone,
Natal, on 2 April 1994. The attackers were armed with
KWAZULU P OLICE-issue firearms, and destroyed the
house in the attack. The family was targeted after one
member had addressed mourners at the funeral of an
ANC supporter.
Nangalembe night vigil massacre : On 12 January
1991, 45 people were killed by members of the KHETISI
KHESWA GANG at a night vigil for ANCYL member
Christopher Nangalembe. Gang members had been
responsible for killing Mr Nangalembe on 5 January in
political conflict that stemmed from the appearance of
gang leader Khetisi Kheswa before a ‘people’s court’,
which included Mr Nangalembe, at which Kheswa
was called to account for the death of a young woman
and other crimes. In the attack on the night vigil, gang
members opened fire and lobbed hand grenades at
the gathered mourners. Eleven gang members,
including Khetisi Kheswa, were acquitted of charges
relating to the attack, due to lack of evidence. The
attack precipitated the formation of ANC SELF-DEFENCE
UNITS (SDUs) in the Vaal area.
Ncalu attacks : Intense political fighting broke out
between ANC and IFP supporters in Ncalu, Ixopo,
Natal, in late June 1992, allegedly sparked by the
earlier killing of a woman from the IFP-dominated area
of Maweni and the burning of several homes by
youths believed to be ANC supporters. More than 100
people fled Ncalu after 20 homes were burnt down.
Ndwedwe election attack : On 12 April 1994, five IFP
supporters attacked nine employees of a private
company who were delivering IEC election pamphlets
in Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near Durban. The nine
employees were accused of being ANC supporters
and were severely tortured. Eight were killed; the
survivor was badly injured and took three days to
crawl back to safety. One IFP member was convicted
for the attack.
Ndwedwe , KwaZulu, near Durban, saw ongoing
violent conflict between supporters of the ANC and
the IFP as the struggle for political dominance in
KwaZulu/Natal intensified after the unbanning of
political organisations in February 1990. Between April
1990 and April 1994, conditions in Ndwedwe were
marked by severe intimidation, politically motivated
killings and arson attacks by both the ANC and the IFP,
forcing families to flee the area in large numbers. See
also SONKOMBO ARSON ATTACKS.
February 1994 attacks: Several reports were received
of attacks by ANC members on IFP supporters in
Ndwedwe in February 1994. About 20 deaths, of both
IFP and ANC members, were recorded that month,
together with at least 28 incidents of house-burning.
Hundreds of people were forced to flee the area, and
schools and shops were forced to close.
‘necklace’ : a car tyre filled with petrol used mainly by
UDF supporters to burn political opponents, especially
those regarded as collaborators and police informers
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Ngquza Hill – see PONDOLAND REVOLT
Nietver diend ambush : In June 1986, a Security
Branch agent purporting to be an MK operative
recruited ten COSAS for military training. On 26 June
1986, he drove them into an ambush at Nietverdiend
near the Botswana border. There they were injected with
sedatives and placed in a motor vehicle that was then
driven off an embankment. All ten were killed when the
vehicle caught alight. Eight operatives from SADF Special
Forces, Northern and Western Transvaal Security
Branches were granted amnesty for the operation
Njobokazi attack : On 18 March 1990, unknown
persons, believed to be UDF supporters, attacked an
Inkatha induna’s house at Njobokazi, MPUMALANGA,
KwaZulu, near Durban, with AK47s and grenades.
Fifteen people were killed, including two KwaZulu
SPECIAL CONSTABLES. Several homes were burnt down.
Nonqulwana : see PONDOLAND REVOLT
Ntlonze massacre : On 12 December 1962, armed
Poqo members, on their way to assassinate Chief
Kaiser Matanzima in Cofimvaba, Transkei, were
intercepted by police. Seven Poqo members were
killed in the encounter and three policemen seriously
injured.
Ntuli funeral : Gunmen opened fire from a minibus on
mourners at the funeral for Sam Ntuli, General
Secretary of the Civic Association of the Southern
Transvaal, on 7 October 1991, at Natalspruit,
Vosloorus, Tvl. Twenty people were killed and 26
injured in intense political conflict before and after the
funeral. The ANC also claimed that at least four of the
20 mourners killed after Mr Ntuli’s funeral had been
shot dead by the police. The KHUMALO GANG was linked
to both the assassination of Ntuli and to the attack on
mourners at his funeral.
Nxele homestead : IFP supporters attacked the Nxele
family homestead in Ndaleni, Richmond, Natal, on 2
July 1993. The attackers barricaded the houses to
prevent any escapes, then hacked and shot family
members. Eight people were killed, including two
children. The survivors were all seriously injured. The
family was allegedly attacked for sheltering ANC
refugees.
Nyangwini attack : Eight members of the IFP Youth
Brigade were killed at the home of a prominent IFP
leader in Nyangwini, Port Shepstone, Natal, on 4
September 1992, in an attack carried out by ten
uniformed men armed with AK47 rifles, allegedly ANC
members. The Youth Brigade members were waiting
for transport to take them to a rally in Ulundi when
they were attacked. Two more bodies were found
nearby. At least 12 people were injured.
Operation Katzen : In 1986, the SADF set up a
clandestine operation to overthrow the existing
homeland governments of Ciskei and Transkei and
establish a regional resistance movement (Iliso Lomzi)
to counter the influence of the ANC and UDF in the
region. Co-ordinated at Defence Headquarters in
Pretoria, Operation Katzen was only partially
implemented. Its included a successful jailbreak,
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abductions and an abortive attempt to abduct or kill
Lennox Sebe.
Operation Zero Zero : Eight young activists were
killed and at least seven were injured in explosions
involving booby-trapped hand grenades in Duduza,
KwaThema and Tsakane, Tvl, on 26 June 1985. The
zero-timed grenades had been provided by a Vlakplaas
operative purporting to be an MK operative. The
operation, codenamed ‘Zero Zero’, had been
authorised by the Minister of Law and Order. Fifteen
Security Branch operatives, including the head of the
Security Branch and other senior personnel, were
granted amnesty for the operation.
Orde Boerevolk: a militant right-wing organisation
formed by former security policeman Piet Rudolph
panga : a large knife used as both a tool and a weapon
Pass: a pass book or a dompas that every black
person over the age of 16 was required to carry,
indicating whether they had the right to be in any
given area, and for how long.
Peacemakers : In 1980, some parents opposed to the
school boycotts in Grahamstown formed a vigilante
group called the ‘Peacemakers’, charged with the task
of persuading children to go back to school. The
Peacemakers did not succeed in ending the boycott.
Instead, there was a violent clash involving students,
Peacemakers and police at Andrew Moyake School in
Joza, Grahamstown.
Another vigilante group known as the ‘Peacemakers’
emerged in KwaNobuhle, Uitenhage, Cape, in 1984 to
help the KwaNobuhle Town Council counter popular
opposition to its decision to raise rents and service
charges. Violence between UDF supporters, the police
and the vigilantes escalated between September 1984
and March 1985. The police regarded the
Peacemakers as helpful in maintaining law and order
and admitted that members of the Peacemakers were
acting as informers for the Security Police.
‘PEBCO Thr ee’: Sipho Hashe, Champion Galela and
Qaqawuli Godolozi, members of the Port Elizabeth
Black Civic Organisation (PEBCO), an affiliate of the
UDF, were abducted on 8 May 1985 by members of
the Port Elizabeth Security Branch, taken to Post
Chalmers and killed. Their bodies were subsequently
thrown into the Fish River. Askaris from the Vlakplaas
unit assisted in the operation.
people’s war : a popular national rebellion of both trained
soldiers and ordinary civilians during the mid- to late
80s. The strategy, promoted by the ANC, involved
integrating armed MK combatants with mass organisations inside South African townships, and rendering
the townships ungovernable through attacks on the
security forces and other representatives of the state.
Phola park : On 8 April 1992, over a hundred residents
of Phola Park, Tokoza, Tvl, were severely beaten with
rifle-butts by members of the SADF 32 Battalion, in
Thokoza, Tvl, after an SADF member was shot and
injured in the area. Two women were shot dead and at
least four raped during the raid. An investigation by
Justice Goldstone concluded that the soldiers had
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acted in a manner ‘completely inconsistent with the
function of a peacekeeping force’ and recommended
that the unit should not be used for peacekeeping
duties anywhere in South Africa.
Piet Retief ambushes : two ambushes by Eastern
Transvaal Security Branch and Vlakplaas operatives on
ANC and MK members near Piet Retief, Tvl, on 8 and
12 June 1988. On 8 June 1988, a Vlakplaas operative
posing as a taxi driver transported four ANC members
to a spot where they were ambushed. Weapons were
planted in the vehicle to corroborate the operatives’
claim that the four had been killed during a shoot-out.
Nine Security Branch operatives, including the
commander of Vlakplaas, were granted amnesty for
the incident.
In a similar incident on 12 June 1988, an Eastern
Transvaal member of the SAP, posing as a taxi driver,
transported four MK operatives to the ambush site.
Fifteen Security Branch operatives, including the
divisional commander of Eastern Transvaal and of
Vlakplaas, were granted amnesty for the incident.
Pirates football club : a vigilante gang that engaged in
attacks on UDF supporters in Leandra, Tvl, during 1985
Police br utality : The 1980s and 1990s were characterised by ongoing student protests and boycotts and
the repressive and brutal response of the police to
those engaging in resistance politics.
Members of the SAP frequently resorted to firepower
as a means of crowd control when clashes broke out
between police and protesters in public marches,
demonstrations and at funerals. Members of the SAP
also frequently used assault and torture as a means of
extracting information from detainees or punishing
detainees for their alleged role in active community
politics such as organised boycotts and protest
actions. The Commission received many victims’
accounts of police brutality, particularly in public order
policing situations, and in the course of detention
under emergency regulations.
Pollsmoor mar ch: On 28 August 1985, thousands of
marchers set off from different points in Cape Town to
Pollsmoor prison to demand the release of Nelson
Mandela. The marches were violently disrupted by
police. Nine people were killed that day, and by the end
of the week the death toll had risen to 28. The event
helped spark the outbreak of street protests and severe
unrest across Cape Town until the end of the year.
Pondoland r evolt : The Pondoland revolt, also known
as Nonqulwana, took place in Pondoland in the eastern
Transkei in the late 1950s and early 1960s. It was an
extended uprising by Pondoland groups – particularly
ANC supporters who referred to themselves as iKongo
members – against the imposition of tribal authorities
and impending self-government for Transkei.
Numerous incidents of violence took place during
1960, including clashes between security forces and
iKongo members, attacks by iKongo members on
chiefs and those regarded as collaborating with chiefs
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or police, and the destruction of iKongo members’
homes by chiefs.
On 6 June 1960, conflict developed between security
forces and iKongo members at Ngquza Hill in the
Lusikisiki region of Pondoland, when security forces
broke up an iKongo meeting. Victims told the
Commission that the meeting was tear-gassed from
aircraft, after which police on the ground moved in,
some of them opening fire, killing at least 11 iKongo
members. Immediately after the Ngquza shootings,
police rounded up suspects. Family members were
also assaulted by police in attempts to track suspects.
Legal methods used by the security forces to crush
this revolt included the declaration of a state of
emergency on 30 November 1960, widespread
detentions, criminal prosecutions and banishment of
families. Illegal methods included torture in custody
(primarily in detention), deaths in custody, apparently
due to treatment received, and the use of
unnecessary force in public order policing. Mkambati
forest was frequently named as a site of torture. This
appears to have been a camp with tents in the forest
during the 1960s, possibly set up during the
Pondoland revolt as a police crisis measure, later
becoming an established police station.
Poqo : the military wing of the PAC, established in the
early 1960s, later transformed into APLA
Por t Shepstone : Between February and May 1991,
65 people were killed and 2000 families displaced
from their homes in political violence in the Port
Shepstone area.
Putco bus attack : Seven people were killed when
members of the Orde Boerevolk opened fire on a bus
full of black commuters travelling on Duffs Road,
Durban, on 9 October 1990. The Committee heard
that the attack was in retaliation for an incident which
had taken place earlier in the day in which PAC and
APLA supporters, wearing PAC T-shirts, had randomly
attacked white people on Durban’s beachfront, killing
one elderly person and injuring several others.
Three members of the Orde Boerevolk were convicted
for the attack and were sentenced to death on 13
September 1991. This sentence was subsequently
commuted to 30 years’ imprisonment. The Committee
granted amnesty to two of the three applicants.
QIBLA: A movement of pro-PAC Muslims established by
Achmat Cassiem in the 1980s with the aim of
intensifying Muslim involvement in opposing apartheid.
Queenstown shootings : On 17 November 1985,
members of the SAP in Queenstown, Cape, disrupted
a residents’ meeting at the Nonzwakazi Methodist
Church in Mlungisi township, and opened fire. In the
ensuing conflict between police and residents, at least
11 people were shot dead and many were severely
injured. The dead were buried at a mass funeral in
Mlungisi township on 13 December 1985.
Rasta gang : a government-aligned gang active in Zola,
Soweto, in 1989
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Ratel: (Afrikaans: Cape badger) an armoured vehicle
‘Red’ and ‘Green’ factions , Bhambayi: During 1993,
competition for resources and political dominance in
Bhambayi, near KwaMashu, Durban, led to intense
political conflict between the ANC-aligned ‘Red’
faction and the increasingly IFP-aligned ‘Green’ faction.
The latter was alleged to have the support of
members of the ISU. Monitors estimated that as many
as 200 Bhambayi residents died violently between
May and July 1993. When an IFP branch was
launched in the area in August 1993, nine people were
killed and 11 injured, and 18 houses were burnt down.
About 22 deaths and 19 injuries in 14 incidents were
recorded in September 1993. The death toll for the
year was more than 300, and hundreds of homes
were burnt down.
Richmond attacks : At least 16 people from ANCsupporting families were killed at Ndaleni, Richmond,
Natal, between 21 and 23 June 1991 when IFP
supporters, allegedly transported by the police, carried
out attacks on ANC supporters in the Ndaleni,
Magoda, Esimozomeni and Townlands townships of
Richmond. Two IFP supporters were granted amnesty
for their role in the attacks.
Richmond Farm arson attacks : A series of arson
attacks that took place between 11 and 15 February
1990 at Richmond Farm, KwaMashu, Durban, in
violent political conflict between UDF supporters and
AMASINYORA vigilantes. The Amasinyora launched
attacks on two areas in KwaMashu, destroying about
30 homes on the first day, most of them belonging to
ANC supporters. ANC supporters retaliated by
attacking Siyanda and Richmond Farm. The conflict
erupted shortly after the release from prison of Nelson
Mandela, and retaliatory attacks between the two
groups continued for about six days, setting fire to
between 200 and 300 homes. More than ten people
were killed, including a member of the KZP.
Thousands of residents were forced to flee the area.
right-wing attacks : Prior to February 1990, violations
committed by members of right-wing organisations
took the form of isolated attacks with a strong racist
character.
During the early 1990s, members of right-wing organisations, perceiving themselves to be placed under
siege by the process of constitutional negotiations for
a democratic dispensation, carried out a large number
of attacks aimed at securing the political interests of
conservative Afrikaners. Isolated racist attacks on
individuals were replaced by mass demonstrations and
orchestrated bombing and sabotage campaigns.
Between April 1993 and May 1994, right-wing groups
engaged in a range of activities to disrupt the negotiations process then underway, and later to destabilise
the electoral process. Many of these acts were
directed against persons perceived to be supporters
and leaders of the ANC, the SACP, the UDF, the PAC
and the National Party, and resulted in gross violations
of human rights. Violations of a purely racial character
were also carried out against black people.
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During the pre-election period, the AWB and other
right-wing organisations engaged in a bombing
campaign with the aim of derailing the electoral
process. The objective of these activities was to move
towards ‘overthrowing’ the National Party government
and to establish a Boererepubliek (Boer republic) and
VOLKSTAAT. Public areas such as taxi ranks, bus stops
and railway stations were targeted, as were private
residential and business premises of those associated
with the ANC or the unfolding democratic order. State
property was also targeted, especially following the
announcement that the Group Areas Act was to be
repealed and schools opened to all. A number of
formerly ‘white’ schools were bombed. The campaign
involved many acts of sabotage, some of which led to
the loss of life.
Rodora roadblock killings : Four people, including
two children aged nine and 13, were killed by an AWB
gang who set up a roadblock outside Ventersdorp, at
the so-called ‘Rodora crossing’, on 12 December
1993, after being told by their Western Transvaal
commander that the ‘revolution’ was to start that day.
According to amnesty applicants, the victims were
ordered out of their cars and told to sit on an
embankment on the side of the road. They were then
questioned as to their political affiliations and particularly asked whether they were members of the ANC.
The applicants searched several cars for weapons and
assaulted and later shot the occupants of two cars.
They cut off an ear of one of the victims to show to
their commander, who was not present at the time.
Nine members of the AWB, who had been convicted
for the killings and attempted killings, applied for
amnesty. Amnesty was granted to only one applicant.
Russian gang : see AMARUSSIANS
Sar mcol strike : In 1985, workers at the British Tyre
and Rubber (BTR) Sarmcol factory in Mpophomeni,
outside Howick, Natal, went on strike in support of
demands for the recognition of the Metal and Allied
Workers’ Union (MAWU). Management claimed the
strike was illegal and, in March 1985, fired all 970
workers. Following an Inkatha rally in the area on 5
December 1986, four prominent MAWU members
were abducted and three of them killed (See MAWU
ABDUCTIONS.) The killings set in process a lengthy
period of political conflict in the area. In March 1998,
13 years after the initial strike, the Appeal Court ruled
in favour of the 970 dismissed strikers.
school boycotts : School boycotts originated in the
Western Cape in April 1980 and spread to several
other regions in South Africa. Grievances initially
concerned the standard and quality of education but
these grew into wider political protest. Street protests
and police actions resulted in widespread violence. In
the Cape, police shootings led to over 40 deaths. In
the Orange Free State, police made use of force and
firepower to break up crowd demonstrations, often
resulting in injury and, in some cases, death. In Natal,
boycotting pupils in KwaMashu defied Chief
Buthelezi’s calls to return to school, resulting in
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clashes between pupils and Inkatha supporters. These
boycotts allegedly led to an increased exodus of youth
from the country to join the ANC.
Towards the end of 1985, the UDF adopted a
campaign to make the townships ungovernable.
Educational institutions and trade unions became key
sites of revolutionary activity. School boycotts and
strikes were transformed into scenes of violent
conflict and bloodletting. A state of emergency was
declared in July and extended in October. It continued
until the first democratic election in 1994.
Sebatakgomo movement : a resistance organisation
aligned to the ANC in the 1960s
section 29 of the Internal Security Act No 74 (1982): a
piece of legislation created to allow for indefinite
detention for the purposes of interrogation. Detainees
were held in solitary confinement. Many detainees
were tortured while held under section 29. See STATES
OF EMERGENCY.
self-defence units (SDUs) : armed self-defence units
set up in the early 1990s by the ANC to protect
neighbourhoods
self-pr otection units (SPUs) : IFP self-protection units
trained at Mlaba camp in 1993 and 1994
seven-day war : A week of intense political conflict in
the Pietermaritzburg area, which started in a
confrontation between UDF and Inkatha supporters
when the latter were returning from a Durban rally
funded by the Security Police. UDF youths stoned the
buses carrying Inkatha supporters on 25 March 1990.
Inkatha supporters retaliated by conducting attacks in
the wider Edendale and Vulindlela areas near
Pietermaritzburg. In the next seven days, Inkatha
attacks in these areas escalated, resulting in the
deaths of an estimated 200 people and the
displacement of over 20 000 people from their homes.
Security forces either assisted the attackers or refused
to intervene to protect those under threat.
Sharpeville massacre : On 21 March 1960, 69 people
died when police opened fire on unarmed marchers
protesting against the PASS laws at Sharpeville, Tvl. The
march formed part of an anti-Pass campaign organised
by the PAC. That same day, a similar march took place
in Langa, Cape Town, resulting in three deaths from
police shootings. A national state of emergency was
declared on 24 March, lasting until 31 August. Nearly
12 000 people were detained. Just over a fortnight
after the massacre, the ANC and PAC were banned.
‘Sharpeville Six’ : On 3 September 1984, six people
were charged with the killing of a town councillor in
Sharpeville, Tvl. All six were convicted and sentenced
to death. Their sentences were commuted after an
international outcry.
Shenge vigilante gr oup : an SACP-supporting gang
active in Khutsong, Carletonville, Tvl, in 1993
Silver ton bank siege : On 25 January 1980, MK
operatives held people hostage in a raid on a bank in
Silverton, Pretoria. In a shoot-out with the police, three
operatives and two civilians were killed.
six-day war : In early 1986, security forces moved into
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the township of Alexandra, Johannesburg, after
community structures had successfully expelled town
councillors from the area. On 15 February of that year,
the killing of a student activist set off a spiral of
violence. Residents clashed with police when police
attempted to disperse the funeral gathering on 17
February. The conflict continued unabated for six days,
resulting in around 27 deaths.
sjambok : a long whip, originally of rhino hide
Sofasonke Par ty : an anti-ANC group backed by
Lebowa President Nelson Ramodike. In 1989
Sofasonke members attacked residents of villages
around Bushbuckridge, Lebowa, whom they believed
to be opposed to the Lebowa government.
Sonkombo arson attacks : A series of arson attacks
that took place on 16 and 20 March 1994 and were
carried out by IFP supporters, allegedly assisted by
members of the KZP, on residents of the isolated ANC
stronghold at Sonkombo in Ndwedwe, KwaZulu, near
Durban, in the run-up to the April 1994 elections. ANC
supporters also attacked the homes of IFP supporters
on the same days. Approximately 58 deaths were
recorded. Hundreds of refugees, from both sides of
the conflict, were evacuated from the area by peace
monitors and members of the ISU that month.
Soweto uprising : On 16 June 1976, police opened fire
on approximately 10 000 school students in Soweto
during a protest against the compulsory use of Afrikaans
as a medium of instruction in schools. The shootings
provoked extensive unrest and protest throughout
Soweto, spreading over the following months to several
other regions in South Africa, particularly Cape Town.
Around 575 people were killed, 390 in the Transvaal
and 137 in the western Cape. Over 2000 people were
injured. Arrests, deaths in detention and trials followed
the revolt, and the first members of the ‘Class of 76’
left South Africa for training in armed resistance.
spaza shop: a general supply store, locally-run in urban
township and rural areas
Special Constables : Known colloquially as ‘kitskon stabels’ (instant constables), ‘blue lines’, or
‘bloupakke’, Special Constables were recruited from
urban and rural areas and were usually unemployed
African men with few educational qualifications. Many
were illiterate and some had criminal convictions. Training
was conducted in September 1986 at the SAP’s
Koeberg facility outside Cape Town and consisted of a
six-week course, later increased to three months. The
training was perfunctory and involved only one sevenhour course in riot drill. The training presented the
UDF and ANC as the enemy to be suppressed. By the
end of the 1980s, approximately 8 000 Special
Constables had been recruited, trained and deployed
in urban and rural towns across the country where
unrest was the strongest. In KwaZulu/Natal they were
used to bolster Inkatha in areas around
Pietermaritzburg and the Natal Midlands. Special
Constables rapidly became associated with numerous
violations both on and off duty, and were the subject
of several interdicts. They were themselves victims of
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attacks by both civilian internal opposition groups and
the armed forces of the liberation movements.
states of emer gency : A state of emergency was
declared on 20 July 1985 in terms of Section 2(1) of
the Public Safety Act of 1953. It affected 36
magisterial districts in the Cape, Transvaal and the
Orange Free State, and was extended to eight other
areas on 26 October 1985. It was lifted on 7 March
1986 and re-imposed again on 12 June 1986, this time
applying to the whole of the country. The state of
emergency was re-imposed in June every year until
the April 1994 elections.
stokvel: a community-based co-operative savings
scheme
Swanieville attacks : On 12 May 1991, approximately
1000 Inkatha hostel residents from Kagiso, Tvl,
attacked residents of the neighbouring Swanieville
informal settlement in retaliation for the earlier
abduction of two hostel-dwellers by Swanieville
residents. About 115 shacks were set alight, 27
people were killed and 25 vehicles were burnt. Twelve
people were charged with crimes ranging from murder
to arson, but were acquitted due to lack of evidence.
Table Mountain bus attacks : A series of public
vehicle ambushes in the Table Mountain area, near
Pietermaritzburg, in early March 1993.
On 2 March 1993, masked men wearing army
uniforms and armed with AK47 and .303 rifles opened
fire on a vehicle carrying IFP supporters from Mboyi to
school in Maqongqo in the Table Mountain area. Six
pupils were killed and seven others injured. Three of the
deceased were children of the local IFP chairman. Three
ANC members from the area were arrested and charged.
On 5 March 1993, armed IFP supporters ambushed a
taxi in the Table Mountain area, allegedly in retaliation
for the killing of the six IFP-supporting pupils on 2
March 1993.
On 8 March 1993, armed IFP supporters ambushed a
bus in Swayimane, Table Mountain area. The bus was
taking 80 ANC supporters to attend the court
appearance in Pietermaritzburg of three men
implicated in the 5 March ambush in the same area.
Three men and a woman were killed and at least 16
people injured in the attack on the bus.
Taxi violence : Intense competition between taxi
operators for ranking facilities and routes escalated
from 1991 and acquired a political character in certain
areas of the western Cape and Transvaal. Over 200 lives
were lost in attacks on taxis and passengers in 1992
alone. Organisations formed to bring about peace and
unity in the taxi industry failed to reach understanding
or maintain agreements, and violence continued
throughout the 1990s. Certain town councillors and other
groups were linked to taxi violence in Cape Town. On
the East Rand, taxi associations were perceived to be
identified either with the IFP or the ANC.
Thr ee Million gang: A vigilante group, operating with
police support, formed to counter the activities of the
UDF and the ANC in the Kroonstad area, OFS. They
conducted frequent random attacks on perceived
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political activists between 1984 and 1993.
Toaster gang : a vigilante group active in Tembisa, Tvl.
The gang consisted largely of former ‘comrades’
expelled from the ANC in Tembisa. Initially, the gang
specialised in car hijackings. When the Tembisa
community began to mobilise against it, the Toaster
gang aligned itself with residents in the IFP-controlled
Vusumuzi hostel. Gang members and hostel-dwellers
played a significant role in political conflict in Tembisa
in 1992 and 1993.
Tokoza attacks : Sixteen people were killed and ten
injured when ANC SELF-DEFENCE UNIT (SDU) members
opened fire on IFP supporters on their way to a
meeting at the Tokoza stadium on the East Rand, Tvl,
on 8 September 1991. The attack happened on the
eve of the signing of the National Peace Accord on the
East Rand. Forty-two people died and at least 50 were
severely injured in violence that broke out between
ANC and IFP supporters in the two days that followed.
The attack was initiated by an SDU member acting on
the instructions of his commander, who was later
found to be a police informer.
toyi-toyi: a dance performed during protest marches
and demonstrations
train violence : Train violence first emerged in July
1900 with a series of attacks on commuters travelling
on the Johannesburg-Soweto line, leaving one person
dead and about 30 injured. Between 1990 and 1993,
approximately 572 people died in more than 600
incidents of train violence. What started as unplanned
group attacks and individual killings became more
frequent planned, orchestrated incidents involving large
groups of people. Gunmen would open fire from
railway station platforms or spray commuters with
bullets from inside coaches. Perpetrators of such attacks
were intent on causing general terror rather than
achieving a clear political objective. Train violence
appeared to have been initiated by groups opposed to
a democratic transition and the possibility of an ANCled government. Both IFP members and members of the
security forces were implicated in perpetrating attacks.
Trojan Horse incident, Cape T own : On 15 October
1985, members of the South African Railway Police
hid in wooden crates on the back of a railway truck
and opened fire on a crowd of protesters in Athlone,
Cape Town, killing three youths and injuring several
others. The operation was planned and implemented
by a sub-structure of the regional Joint Management
Centre. It was repeated in Crossroads, Cape Town,
the following day, killing a further two youths.
Trojan Horse incident, Despatch : On 18 April 1985, a
municipal truck loaded with branches drove past the
Nomathamsanqa Higher Primary School in Despatch,
eastern Cape. Scholars were on boycott at the time,
but were playing games in the school grounds. The
truck was stopped by youth in the street. The driver
got out and fired a gun into the air, at which police
officers emerged from under the branches and
opened fire on the group of youths, hitting six people.
Four died and two survived.
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Trojan Horse incident, Uitenhage : On 2 May 1985,
police members, concealed under a load of cardboard
boxes on a municipal truck, opened fire on people
gathered at the scene of an accident involving a Hippo
(armoured vehicle) in Mabandla Road, KwaNobuhle,
Uitenhage. One person was killed.
Trust Feeds massacre : The attack that came to be
known as the ‘Trust Feeds massacre’ was planned by
Riot, Security and local policemen and Inkatha
members. Members of the SAP and the Riot Unit
arrested known UDF supporters at Trust Feeds, New
Hanover, near Pietermaritzburg, on 2 December 1988
and then withdrew from the area, leaving UDFsupporting families particularly vulnerable to attack.
The next day, 3 December 1988, four S PECIAL
CONSTABLES stormed and opened fire on an all-night
prayer vigil in a house believed by the perpetrators to
be occupied by UDF supporters. Eleven people were
killed. None of the victims or survivors were UDF
supporters. An SAP member and four Special
Constables were convicted for the murders. The
Commission granted amnesty to a former SAP captain
for his part in planning and executing the attack.
Umbumbulu attack : On 26 October 1991, an ANC
supporter carried out a limpet-mine attack on the
home of a well-known IFP leader, Mbuzeni Shozi, in
the Umbumbulu area, KwaZulu, near Durban. Six
people were killed in the attack, which took place
during a wedding ceremony.
Umbumbulu massacre : Between 24 December 1985
and 3 January 1986, Inkatha supporters attacked
Pondos resident in the KwaMakhutha and Umbumbulu
areas of KwaZulu, outside Durban. Pondos were
perceived to be supportive of the UDF. Approximately
63 people died and thousands were forced to flee
their homes. This massacre was an extension of the
violence that followed the killing of UDF leader Victoria
Mxenge on 1 August 1985, spreading from Umlazi to
neighbouring Umbumbulu.
Umgababa attacks : On 30 and 31 January 1991,
ANC supporters in Umgababa, KwaZulu, near Umlazi,
Durban, were attacked by IFP supporters from the
neighbouring area of Hlanzeni. Eleven people were
killed and about 150 houses destroyed in the fighting.
Members of the SAP and SADF failed to intervene.
Umkhonto we Sizwe : (Xhosa: ‘Spear of the Nation’)
the military wing of the ANC
Umkomaas bus attack : an attack by members of an
ANC SELF-DEFENCE UNIT (SDU) on bus passengers at
Umkomaas, near Durban, on 27 April 1992. The
attackers, who were targeting residents of an IFPsupporting area, stopped the bus and allowed women,
children and non-residents to leave before opening fire
on the remaining passengers. Six people were killed
and eight others injured. Three ANC SDU members
were granted amnesty.
unbanning : On 2 February 1990, President F W de
Klerk announced the unbanning of liberation
movements and other organisations, the release of
political prisoners, the lifting of restrictions on 33
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organisations and a moratorium on judicial executions.
Nelson Mandela was released from prison on 11
February 1990. Political conflict and violence broke out
on both these dates in several areas across the
country, but particularly in KwaZulu/Natal between
UDF (and ANC) supporters and Inkatha.
Unr est Investigation Unit : During 1986 special police
units were established to investigate incidents of
violent protest activities. One of the Cape Town units
gave specific attention to the ongoing protest activity
in Bonteheuwel, Cape Town. The unit was responsible
for extensive torture of members of the BONTEHEUWEL
MILITARY WING (BMW), whom it suspected of being
responsible for attacks on policemen and for other
incidents in the area.
‘Upington 26’ : Twenty-six people were charged with
participation in the crowd killing of Municipal
Policeman Lucas ‘Jetta’ Sethwala in Paballelo,
Upington, on 13 November 1985. Of the 25 convicted
of murder on the basis of common purpose, 14 were
sentenced to death. The twenty-sixth person was
convicted of attempted murder. The death sentences
were later overturned on appeal and most were given
prison terms instead. Those serving prison terms were
later released as political prisoners.
UWUSA : an Inkatha-dominated trade union
Vaal uprising : a popular revolt in townships around
the Vaal Triangle, Tvl, sparked by a rent increase in
September 1984. Homes of policemen and councillors
were burnt down and residents protested against the
increase in public demonstrations and boycotts. Clashes
between residents and police led to the deaths of 14
people and the injury of at least eight policemen. In
response, the government launched a joint army and
police operation, ‘Operation Palmiet’ to suppress
internal unrest in the area. Over the next four months,
approximately 142 people died in street battles.
Vark Squad : an anti-UDF gang, supported by the
Bophuthatswana government, which conducted attacks
on activists in the Oukasie community, Bophuthatswana.
Verulam attack : On 12 January 1990, UDF supporters
attacked mourners at the funeral vigil for the slain son
of the local Inkatha chairman in Cottonlands, Verulam,
Durban. Thirteen people, including nine children, were
killed in the attack. This was the second UDF attack
that month on Inkatha supporters. In an earlier attack,
three people were killed, including the son of the local
Inkatha chairman.
Victoria Mxenge memorial service attack : A
memorial service for slain UDF leader Victoria Mxenge
was held in the Umlazi cinema on 8 August 1985.
Seventeen people were killed and 20 injured when
members of the AMABUTHO, an Inkatha-based ‘community
guard force’, launched an attack on the mourners.
Vlakplaas: a farm near Pretoria used as a base for
police hit squads
volkstaat: (Afrikaans; ‘nation state’) a ‘state’ or area
set aside for Afrikaners to pursue their quest for selfdetermination
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waarkamer: (Afrikaans: ‘truth room’) a house to which
detainees were taken for interrogation and torture
Wit Wolwe: (Afrikaans: ‘White Wolves’) an ultra-right
terrorist group
Witdoeke: Separate vigilante groups in the Cape and in
the OFS, both named Witdoeke because of the white
scarves (witdoeke) they wore around their heads or arms.
Cape: During May and June 1986, the Witdoeke in
Crossroads, Cape Town, were mobilised by their progovernment leader Johnson Ngxobongwana into
vigilante attacks on UDF-aligned individuals and areas.
More than 66 people were killed in the two attacks
and more than 60 000 were left homeless.
OFS: In the OFS, the Witdoeke were an informal
vigilante group operating with police support.
‘Wynber g Seven’ : Seven school students were
arrested during student protests in Wynberg, Cape
Town, in 1985 and were charged and convicted of
public violence for which they served prison terms of
one to two years. The highly publicised trial drew
attention to the thousands of students and youth
sentenced to prison terms for public violence,
effectively criminalising protest activity.
Xulu vigil attack : Thirteen people were killed on 12
January 1990 when UDF and ANC supporters, armed
with knives, stones, guns and petrol, petrol-bombed a
homestead in Mahlabatini, near Ulundi, KwaZulu/Natal.

■

The victims, who were allegedly IFP supporters, were
attending a night vigil for two family members who
had been killed earlier by UDF supporters. Members
of the Xulu family were allegedly prominent in Inkatha.
Their home was destroyed in the attack, which took
place in ongoing political conflict the day after the release
of Nelson Mandela. One UDF supporter was refused
amnesty on the basis that the offences committed
were disproportionate to any political objective.
Zastr on road ambush : Several APLA members
ambushed a vehicle in which four people were
travelling from Zastron to Sterkspruit on 18 March
1992. The driver of the vehicle was shot dead and one
other passenger sustained severe gunshot injuries.
The remaining two passengers escaped the ambush
unhurt and were able to flee from the scene. The
Commission accepted that the PAC and APLA were
engaged in the armed struggle and regarded all whites
as supporters of the government, and that the ambush
had been associated with a political objective. One
APLA member was granted amnesty.
Zim-zims : a breakaway group from the UDF-aligned
KHUTSONG YOUTH C ONGRESS, supported by older
activists. At least 17 people died in intense political
conflict between the Zim-zims and the Gadaffis,
another UDF-aligned breakaway faction. Police
exploited the divisions between the two factions.

South African Map incorporating black homelands
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